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THE ALGEBRA OF FUNCTIONS ON A GRAPH
P. RIBENBOIM
Dedicated to the memory o f  Professor L. Rédei, illustrious algebraist
Möbius inversion formula for arithmetic functions is a classical tool for 
deriving explicit formulas. Weisner [10], Ward [9], Delsarte [1], Rédei [5], and 
Wiegandt [11] generalized this theory to new settings, indicating at the same time 
various applications to the theories of abelian groups and groups.
In recent years, the work of Rota [7] on the foundations of combinatorial 
theory brought to light the importance of incidence algebras and of Möbius inversion 
formula, which were studied in the context of locally finite partially ordered sets.
In this paper, we consider the situation of a directed multigraph, called a graph 
' for simplicity. We establish the Möbius inversion formula in the algebra of functions 
on the paths of a locally finite graph. We give the natural matrix representation 
and generalize Stanley’s theorem, assuming that the functions on the graph have 
values in a noetherian ring R (see Proposition 7). In Proposition 8, we characterize 
the algebras of matrices which represent algebras of functions with values on R, 
defined on the paths of a locally finite graph. In the last section, we consider locally 
finite semi-affine graphs / ’ (see definition in § 4) and the subalgebra of invariant 
functions. We show that if f  is division-closed, the algebra is commutative, and 
we observe that this is a reasonable generalization of Dirichlet’s convolution of 
arithmetic functions.
Leroux and his collaborators, wrote at the same time, and independently, a series 
of papers ([2], [3], [4]) on the Möbius categories, which are, without any doubt, 
a very appropriate and all-embracing setting for these studies. Our basic construc­
tions and some of our more elementary results may be obtained with Leroux’s 
approach and are more or less apparent in the previous papers of Rota [7] and 
Stanley [8]. We have included their proofs here to make this paper more self- 
contained and not to give to the reader the impression that a more general point 
of view would be required to derive our limited results — without, on the other 
hand, disputing the interest of Leroux’s work.
In order to avoid any misunderstanding concerning the terminology, we give 
explicitly the definitions of all the concepts used in this paper. To facilitate the task 
of the reader, we include all the details of the proofs, even though in some cases 
(as we indicate) similar proofs are sketched in other papers.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 05C20; Secondary 05C50. 
Key words and phrases. Digraphs, incidence algebras, Möbius inversion.
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1. Definition of the algebra of functions of any graph
Let r  = (r, V(r), o, t) be a (directed) graph, that is, T is a set, F(T) a subset 
of r , o , t  are mappings from T to F(T) such that o(x) = t(x) = x  for every 
x£V(r ) .  V(r)  is the set of vertices, E(T) =  r \ F ( r )  is the set of edges, o(z) is 
the origin of z ,t(z) is the terminal of z, o(z), t(z) are the extremities of z.
Paths. Every vertex is a path of length 0. A path of length n g l  is an «-tuple 
rj=(y„, ..., y^) where each y t is an edge and o(y^=t(yt-^) for i —2 ,...,n . We 
put o(tj) = o(y1), t(rj)=t(y„), and l(rj)=n; o(rj) is the origin of i], t{r\) is the 
terminal of rj and o(p), t(rj) are the extremities of rj.
A  circuit is a path r] of length n&l such that o(r\)=t(r\). A circuit of length 1 
is a loop.
An irreducible path is a path of length 0 or 1, or any path rj = (yn, 
with « S 2, such that the vertices o ^ ) ,  o(y2), ■■■, o(y„) are all distinct.
Thus, every path is irreducible if and only if T has no circuits.
Subpaths. The only subpath of vd V(r) is v.
If t] = (yn, ■■■, yi) is a path of length 1, a subpath of t] is either t]' — o(y;) 
0 =  1...... «), or ti' = t(y„), or r\'=(yj, ..., yi+1, yt) for 1 Any sub­
path of an irreducible path is an irreducible path.
If ri is a path, and r]1, ...,r\m are subpaths of t/, suchthat o(t]1) = o(t]), t (*]„) — 
= t(t]), o{rj^=t(y)i- x) for i = 2 ,...,m , we write rj — t]mo...ot]1. In particular, 
v= vov  and if z£E(r), o{z) — v, t(z) = \v then z —zov— woz.
r]' is an initial subpath of rj when there exists a subpath tj" of tj such that 
r\ — ij"or]'. Similarly, t f  is a terminal subpath of rj when there exists a subpath 
t]' of t] suchthat f] = t]"or]'. Thus o(r\) is an initial subpath and t ()/) is a terminal 
subpath of the path rj.
We denote by P (r ) the set of irreducible paths of E. If v,w £V(r) let n(y,w) 
be the cardinal number of the set {ri£P(r)\o(t])=v, t(t])=w}.
r  is locally finite when f  has no circuits and n(v, w)<°°, for any v, h’C F(T). 
Equivalently, between any two vertices there are only finitely many paths.
Let R  be a commutative ring with unit element 1. Let ZE=3'(r, R) be the 
set of all functions from P(T) to R.
If f,g£.3P define (/+ g)(^)=  f(fl)+g(jl)- Thus ■E' is an abelian additive group.
We define the convolution * as follows:
(f*g)(n) = 2  fW')gin')-
In particular, for every vd V(E):
(f*g)(v) =f(v)g(v),
and for any edge z with o(z) = v, t(z) = w:
(f*g)(z) =f(z)g(v)+f(w)g(z).
It is easily seen that SF is an associative ring with these operations, having 
unit element e:
te(v) = 1 when vdV(r)
\e(ri) — 0 when r] has length at least 1.
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!F is actually an algebra over R, defining (rf)(ri)= rf(rj) for every t]dP(r).
Proposition 1. Let f  is invertible in the ring ■’W i f  and only if  fly ) is
invertible in R, for every vd. V(r).
Proof. If f # f ' —e thíen 1 — e(y)=f(y)f'(v) so f(v) is invertible. Conversely, 
let f'(v)=  }. , for every vd V(F). Suppose that /'(<?) has been defined for every 
irreducible path q of length less than n, in such a way that
2  /(<?")/'(<?') = *(<?)•
c=e'° e'
Let t] be any irreducible path of length n, o(t]) = v, t(ti) — w. Put
/ '( » ! ) = -
(note that /(ij')Sn —1). Then
/(w)
%')S1
2  A n " ) f i t ')
2  f(n " )fW ) = 0 = e(r,).
<1=1 *»l'
The Riemann function £ is defined by £ln) = 1 for every rjdP(r).
The Möbius function p is the inverse of the Riemann function: y * £ —£* y=e. 
Proposition 2 (the inversion formulas).
a) I f  f(tj) = initial path of ij} for every rjdP(r), then
gln) = 2  A n ' W )1 = 1' oil'
for every t]dP(r).
b) I f  fly )  = L{gln")\n" terminal path of i/} for every rjdPir), then
gin) = 2  fin")Ah')1=1*017
for every t}dPif)-
Proof, a) By hypothesis, f= £ * g ,  hence g = y * f  b) The proof is similar. |  
We compute explicitly the Möbius function. Let s=e — £ so
is(t>) =  0 for every vdVir)
t s (»7) =  — 1 for every i/€P(T), /(»/)£ L
Lfmma 1. I f  /(i))=m §l and r ^  1 then s*rlri)=l— 1)' } j . In particular
s* <"+1>-(»fl=0.
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Proof. If r —1 it is true. We assume true for r —1. Then
= *s)(r,)= 2  s*i" 1K’lls(ri')  =
n=itr°i'
= s*(r~1)(ri)s(o (f]))+ 2  s*<r- 1)(^ //,)s(^') =
i=i' ° n’
Proposition 3. I f  l (i] )= m ^ 0  then
ß(t]) = (e +  s +  s*2+  ••• + s * m)(/;) .
Proof.
[(e +  s +  s*2-l-... + s*m)*  C](i?) =  [(e +  s +  s*2+ . . .+ s * m)¥ (e  —s)](i?) =
=  [ e - s * < " + » ](,,)  =  e fa ) .  I
Note that n(r\) depends only on the length of r\. More explicitly, we have: 








107) =  0
m  =  i
7(17) ^ 2 .
Proof. It is trivial when I{r\)= 0 or 1. Let l(r])=m^2, ij — (ym, ..., yt). By 
Lemma 1, and Proposition 3,
/r(i/) =  (e + s + s*2-f ...-f s*m)0?) =
- 1 + ( " r 1) - ( " i I) + - + ( - i r ( : : ! ) - ( * - > r - - a
2. Comparison with the incidence algebra of partially ordered sets
Let (5, S ) be a partially pre-ordered set, that is, S  is a reflexive and transitive 
binary relation on S. Let r(S )= {(^y )6S 'X 5 ,|x^} ’}, K(r(S))= {(at, jc)|jcC*S1}, 
and o(x, y) = (x, x), t(x, y) = (y, y). This defines a graph, denoted by T(5). We 
identify 5 with V(r(S)).
Note that PCS') is a combinatorial graph, that is, between two vertices there 
is at most one edge. In particular, r (S )  has no loops.
Actually, S —r (S ) defines a covariant functor y from the category of partially 
pre-ordered sets to the category of combinatorial graphs. Moreover, S  is partially 
ordered if and only if P(S) has no circuits.
Conversely, if f  is any graph, if x, y£V(r) ,  let x S y  when there exists 
a path /; of r  such that o(tj) = x, t(r\) = v. Then (V(F), s )  is a partially pre­
ordered set. This defines a covariant functor y' from the category of graphs to the
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category of partially pre-ordered sets. Moreover, r  has no circuits if and only if 
(V(r), s )  is a partially ordered set.
It is immediate that y'oy is the identity functor. Hence, y defines an embedding 
from partially pre-ordered (partially ordered) sets to combinatorial graphs (with 
no circuits).
Given the partially ordered set (S , S), let F(S) be the associated graph 
(hence T(S) has no circuits). We denote by Segm (S) the set of all segments 
[x, y ]= { ze S \x ^ z^ y }  of 5.
Let <r: P(r(S))-+ Segm (5) be defined by a(f]) = [o(ri), I(>])]. Note that a is 
surjective.
Now, we assume that the partially ordered set, (S , ^ )  is locally finite, that is, 
for any x ,y£ S  the segment [x, y] is finite. The incidence algebra . /  =  , / ( S’, R) 
is defined as follows. It is the set of all mappings from the set Segm (S) into R, 
with operations:
( /+  g) [*> y] = f[x , >’] +  £ [x, y]
(f*g)[x, y] = 2  f[u ,y \z[x ,u \
x ^ u ^ y
(this is a finite sum, since [x, y] is finite).
J  is an (associative) ring, with unit element e:
(e[x, x] =  1e[x, y] =  0 when x ^  y
and in fact, J  is an jR-algebra, with (r/)[x, y] — rf[x, y].
Let &: S-+&r=&(T(S), R) be defined by a ( f ) —foa . Then a is injective, 
&(f+g) = 9(f) + S(g), ő(rf)=rö(f) for f , g £ f ,  r£R.
Since S is locally finite then r (S )  is also locally finite, so it defines a function 
n: Segm (S)-*-N, namely n[x,y\ is the number of paths jj in T(S) with o(rj)=x,
t(n)=y-
We define by (If)[x, y]= 2  f ( l )  for every /£#" and segment
o(n)=x 
«.<i)=y
[x, y] of S. In particular, (If)[x, x] =  /(x) for every x€ S.
We have I(f+ g) = I(f)  + I(g), I(r f)= rl(f) for f ,  g£F , r£R.
Io5 is the multiplication with the function n. Indeed
{ lo ő (f ))[x, y] = 2  ($f)(tj)=  2  f[x ,y ]  = n[x,y]f[x,y].
o(>))=x o(t])=x
‘(i)=y <(t)=y
1 is surjective. Indeed, given / £ . /  let / '€ # "  be defined as follows. For every 
vertex x and every edge (x, y) of r(S) let f '(x )= /[x , x], /'((x , y))=f[x, y]; 
for every path r\ of length at least 2, let /'(»?)=0. Then I f '= f  
We have the exact sequence of /^-modules
0 -*■ Ker(/)
Note that if /€  Kér (/) then f ( x ) —0 for every x€ S.
Moreover
I(f* g ) = *(/)*  1(g)-
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Indeed, for every segment [x, y] we have
(•f(/*g))[*> .v] =  2  (f*s)(n) = 2 2 /(visin')
o ( t l )= X  o(tl )=X  if =  ij" O tf't(ti)=y t(ii)=y
while ( /( / )*  Z(g))[*, v ]=  2  I (/)[“, yV(s)[x,u] =x^u^y
= 2 ( 2  f in '0)( 2  sin'))
x ^ u ^ y  o(rj")=ti o(rj') = x
t(n’)=y t(n')=y
hence the two expressions are equal.
It follows that Ker (/) is a two-sided ideal of the ß-algebra 3F.
If R is a Q-algebra, we define also the mapping / ': .?  -+2F as follows:
(i'Din) = l ;f[o(n), In)]-Tt[o(t]), t (/;)]"





2  (i ' / * i 's)(q) =
o ( e ) = x , t ( e ) = y
2  2  (I'f)(Q")(I's)(Q') =
Q Q =  Q*°Q'
o ( q) = x , t ( ß ) = y
q u vertex o f q 7T [w, y \
o ( e ) = x , t ( o ) = y
1 / [ “» ,.i g[*> uln[x, u\
Let n[x, y; u\ be the number of paths q such that o(q)= x , t(g) = y  and u is 
a vertex of some edge of q. The above sum is equal to
2 2  r,! m / [ " ’ y] . r i  ..i g[*> “] =
e Au, y]
o(e)=x,t(e)=y
u is a vertex o f ß
= 2  f[u , y\s[x, u] 2
7t[x, U]
1 1
-x -t  n [u,y] 7i[x,u]
u vertex o f q
= 2  /[« » y]s[x, u] 2  _ r„ „V =u q Tr [x, y  , wj
u vertex o f q
= 2  f[u> y]s[x, U] =  (f*g)[x, y] = 7i[x, y][I'(f*g)\(ri)
where is any path such that o(t])=x, t(t]) = y.
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3. Matrix representation
Let E be a locally finite graph, R a ring with unit element, &’=&r(r, R). 
With every /€#" we associate the matrix Mf , with entries in R, and rows 
and columns indexed by the set of vertices K(E). Explicitly, if x, y£ V(r), the 
entry at row y, column x, of Mf  is
Mf(y, x) =  I{/(i;)|f/eP (r), o(rj) =  x, t(ri) = y)
(note that this is a finite sum; it is equal to 0 if there exists no path t] such that
o(rj) = x, t(r])= y).
Clearly, M f+g=Mf  + Mg. Moreover, M ftg= Mf  Mg. Indeed,
Mf*g(y, x )=  2  (/*g)0?) =  2  ( 2  / ( O  g (»/'))•
o(ii)=x o(tj)=xt(.n)=y tW=y
On the other hand
(Mf Mg)(y, x) = 2  Mf (y, u)Mg(u, x) =
««EMO
2  ( 2  f(e))( 2  gW )
u€F(r) o(e)=v o(tr) = x
>(e)=y t(a)=u
(note that there can only be finitely many vertices u for which the corresponding 
summand is not 0), hence the two expressions are equal.
Thus f<-+Mf  defines an i?-algebra homomorphism Mr : tF{T, R)-+*#(V(T), R), 
the /^-algebra of matrices with entries in R and rows and columns indexed by 
V(r). Note that Mf (x, x )=  f(x )  for every x£ K(E). Hence, if /6  Ker (A/r) then 
f(x) = 0 for every x£V(r).




x = y  
x  ^  y
M{(y, x) = n(x, y)
M , x Í 1 when x — y 
n ) , x |_ _  #  (edges from x  to y) when x ^  y.
If (5, á )  is a locally finite partially ordered set and J  is the incidence algebra of 
5, we have the matrix representation Ms : J (S , R)-<-J?(S, R), defined by 
Mf(y, x)—f[x, y] (it is understood that f[ x ,y \= 0 if Ms is an injective
homomorphism of /^-algebras, whose image is the subalgebra of all matrices 
A —(A(y, x))x yiS such that if x ^ y  then A (y,x)= 0.
If E(S) is the graph associated with 5 then Mr(S)—M soI, in particular 
Ker (Mr(s>)=Ker (/), Im (Mr(s>)=Im (A/s).
On the other hand, if E is a locally finite graph, let 5(E) be the partially 
ordered set associated with E, as indicated in § 2: if x, y£V (r )  then x S y  when 
there exists a path i| of E such that o(ri)=x, t(rf)=y. Then 5(E) is locally 
finite, so we may compare the /?-algebra defined by E, and the incidence
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algebra J '  defined by S(T). Let / ' :  be defined by
(I'f)[x, y] =  Z{f(ri)\ri£P(r), o(t/) =  x, /(>/) =  y).
Then / '  is an F-algebra homomorphism. Moreover, V  is surjective. Indeed, if 
x, y  are such that x ^ y ,  let tjxy be a path such that o(t]xy)= x t(yxy)~  y.
Given g ^J ', let be defined as follows:
Íh(rixy) =  g[x, y ]
\h{ri) = 0 for any path rj ^  r]xy, o(tj) = x, t{rf) = y.
Then l 'h  = g.
Let Mr : r), A/S(r): S ' — J/(V(T), R) be the corresponding
matrix representations. Then M s<-n oT — M r. Msa ) is injective, Kér (/')=  
=  Ker (M r) and since / '  is surjective then Im (/V/') = Im (Ms(ry).
We note also that there is a natural surjective mapping cp: P(T) — T(5(T)) 
namely (p(r])=(x, y) where o(t]) = x, t(r\)=y. <p is injective if and only if given 
any two vertices x, y of T there is at most one path r/ suchthat o(tj) = x, t(t])=y.
If r  is any graph, its Hasse diagram is the graph H(T) — V(E) U E' where 
E ' is the set of all pairs (x, y) with x, y^V(T), x ^ y  and max {l(y])\tj£_P(r), o(rf) = 
= x,t(t])= y}=  1. Moreover o'(x, y)=x, t'(x, y )= y  for every (x, y)dE'.
If S  is a partially ordered set, the Hasse diagram of S is H (S) = H(r(S)).
First, we note:
Lemma 2. I f  T, A are graphs with no circuits and if  the associated partially 
ordered sets are isomorphic, S(T)=i S(A), then so are the Hasse diagrams H(T) = H{A).
Proof. Let (x ,y )£ H (r ), so x< y  and there is an edge z of T, with o(z)= 
= x, t(z) — y, but there is no path r] of T, with /(?/)> 1, o(p) = x, t(r\) — y. For 
the corresponding elements in S(A), we have x '< y ', thus there is a path q' in 
A suchthat o( q' ) = x ', t(g ')= y'. If g '= (z ', ..., zj), n s l ,  then x '< r ( z j ) ^ j ' So 
x < u ^ y ,  where u corresponds to t(z[). Thus there exist paths r\',rj" in T such 
that o(ri')=x, t(r\')=o(r\") = u, t(t]") = y. By hypothesis, u~ y, f  is an edge so 
n — 1 showing that there is an edge z' of A such that o(z') = x', t(z') = y'. The 
above proof shows also that (x', y')£H(A).
It is easily seen that this correspondence is an isomorphism: H(T) = H(A). g
For later use, we note also the following
Lemma 3. Let r  be a graph. There is an isomorphism preserving the vertices 
between F  and H(T) i f  and only i f  T is a combinatorial graph, satisfying the follow­
ing condition: (*) i f  z is an edge of T, i f  r\£P(T) and o(r\) = o(z), t(r\) = t(z) 
then r/ =  (z).
P roof. If there is an isomorphism as indicated, then T is combinatorial, 
because H(T) is combinatorial. Also, if z is an edge of T, by the isomorphism 
z must correspond to the edge (o(z), t(z)) of H(T). If there is a path // =  (z„, ....Zj) 
in r ,  with o(t])=o(z), t(t]) — t(z), then each zf corresponds by the isomorphism 
to the edge (o(zf), t(zf) of H(r), so r\ corresponds to a path in H(T), with 
o(r]) = o(z), t(rj)=t(z). Thus rj must have length 1, so >/ = (z), proving condition (*).
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Conversely, let (x, y) be an edge of the Hasse diagram H(T)\ thus x ,y£ V (r), 
xpíy, there is one edge z£F with o(z)=x, t(z) = y  and if o(t]) = x, t(rj)= y,
then rj has length 1. So i/ —(z), where z is the only edge of F suchthat o(z)—x, 
t(z)=y. With (x, y) we associate the edge z. This mapping is injective. It is 
also surjective, because if z is an edge of r , o(z)=x, t(z)=y, x ^ y ,  then r\ — (z) 
is the only path such that o(i/)= jc, t(tj)=y; hence (x, y)£H (i) and z is the 
corresponding edge. |
Stanley [8] announced the following result and sketched its proof.
Proposition 5. Let R be a field, let S, T  be locally finite partially ordered 
sets, let S(S , R), J(T , R) be the incidence algebras over R, let M s : S (S , /?)-► 
R), M T: J(T , R)->J/(T, R) be the corresponding matrix representations. 
I f  Im (A/s) = Im (A/7) then S=T.
As a corollary, we have
Proposition 6. Let R be a field, let r ,  A be locally finite graphs, let S ’lT, R), 
S'(A, R) be the corresponding R-algebras o f functions, let Mr : .S(r, R) ,L/(r, R), 
MA: S'{A, R) -*.//(A, R) be the respective matrix representations. I f
Im(Mr) sí Im (M4) then //(F ) as H(A).
Proof. Let S, T be the partially ordered sets associated with F, A, respectively, 
so S, T  are locally finite. We have seen that Im (Mr) = Im (Ms), Im (M ‘1) = 
=  Im(A/r). By Proposition 5, S ^ T ,  and by Lemma 2, H (r)^H (A). |
Corollary. Under the hypothesis o f the proposition i f  moreover r , A are 
combinatorial graphs satisfying the condition (* ) o f Lemma 3, then r=iA.




For every f S ' f ,  R), let f f S ( A ,  R) be defined by f i x ' )  —f(x), f'(u ')  = 
=/(«), f ( y ')= f(y ) ,  f '(zd = f(z1), f ' ( z d = f z 2), f ( z ' ,z i ) = f( z 2, z 1)+ f(z). Let 
(p: Im (Afr) — Im (MA) be defined by <p(Mf) =  M f,. Then <p is an isomorphism, 
however F, A are not isomorphic.
We now indicate a generalization of Stanley’s Proposition 5, for the case of an 
arbitrary (commutative) noetherian ring R.
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First, we recall some well-known facts about rings. Let S be a ring (which 
is not necessarily commutative). Each representation of 5 as a finite direct product 
of rings corresponds to a decomposition of 1 as a sum of pairwise orthogonal 
(non-zero) central idempotents. Moreover, the factors in the decomposition are 
indecomposable rings if and only if the corresponding idempotents are primitive, 
that is, not equal to the sum of two central idempotents; note that if an idempotent 
is the sum of two central idempotents then it is the sum of two orthogonal central 
idempotents.
If R is a noetherian ring then every central idempotent is a sum of finitely 
many primitive orthogonal central idempotents.
For later use, we need also the following considerations. A graph T is connected 
if given any vertices x, y  of Í  there are paths j/l5 ..., t]r, suchthat x is an extremity 
of tfa, y  is an extremity of t]r and t]i, iji+, have a common extremity.
A subgraph Í '  of T is a connected component of r  if it is a maximal connected 
subgraph of F. Every graph is the disjoint union of its connected components. 
If r  has wíjfel connected components isomorphic to T; (for i =  l, ..., r) and 
no other connected component, then we write r = m 1r 1 + ...+mrFr (it is assumed 
that r ,  3É r j  for i Xj).
If r  is any graph, if {1, 2, ...,«} is the discrete graph with in vertices then 
the cartesian product graph f x { l ,  2 , ...,«} is the disjoint union of n copies 
of r .  Thus, if r = m 1r 1+ . . .+ m rr r where the graphs / j  are the connected 
components of T, then f X  {1, 2, ..., n}=nm1r 1 + ... + nmrFr.
Lemma 4. I f  r ,  A are graphs with finitely many connected components and 
r x { l ,  2, . . . ,n } ^ X { l ,  2, ...,n ) then r ^ A .
P roof. Let tp: f x { l ,  2, ..., n}-+A X {1, 2, ..., «} be the given isomorphism, 
and let r = m 1Tl + . . .+mrr r, d=m jd1+ ...+ /w 'd s be the decompositions as 
sums of connected components. Since T; is a connected component of 
r x  {1, 2, ..., n} then <p(T;) is a connected component of A X {1, 2, ..., n}, hence 
there exist n(i), 1^7t(z')=s such that (p(F,) = AK(i). The mapping n is injective, 
hence r ^ s .  Also, all copies of T, have image An(i), hence n m ^n m * ^  so 
mi^S.m'n(i). In similar way, sS r, proving the result. |
Proposition 7. Let R be a noetherian commutative ring, let T, A be locally 
finite graphs, let R), P¥{A, R) be the corresponding R-algebraS o f functions
and M r,M A the respective matrix representations. I f  lm (Mr)silm  (Md) then 
the Hasse diagrams o f F, A are isomorphic: H(F)^H (A).
n
P roof. Let 1= 2  ei a representation of 1 as the sum of (non-zero) primitive
i = l
orthogonal idempotents of R. Let Jr = # ’(T, R), M = M r and . // = Im (M r) 
for simplicity of notation.
For every i/gP(T) and i = l , . . . ,n ,  let be defined by
{ = ei
I fc,.i(e) =  o for every Q£P(r), q t* rj.
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Thus
if o(r]) = x, 
otherwise.
‘(n) = y
Lemma 5. {Mku J / =1, n\ v£ F(F)} is a maximal set of (non-zero) primitive 
orthogonal central idempotents o f J i.
P roof. Clearly, Mkv . are orthogonal central idempotents.
If Mf ^ J i  (with is such that Mf Mk i  = 0 for every i>£ V(r), i = 1, ..., n,
then for every x, y£V(r) :
0 = (Mf Mk )(y, x) = 2  Mf (y,u)M kxl{u,x) = Mf (y,x)e,.
«eK(T)
Hence
M f (y, x) =  2  Mf(y, x)e, = 0
i = l
so M{ — 0.
If Mkv t = Mfi +... +  where Mfl , ..., are orthogonal central idem­
potents, then Mkv { = M Sr MtjMkit =M f . s). So, if y ^ v  then
Mr (y ,x )=  2  Mk„,t(y> u)Mf  (u, x) =  0
and similarly, if x ^ v  then Mfj(y, x)=0. Let Mfj(v,v)=rj, so rj^O  because 
M 0. From MfjMfj = Mf  it follows that r} is an idempotent.
We note that if r je ^O  then rjet = er Indeed, =  rje-t + (e; — rj<?;), and
since ei is primitive then rjei = et. Since rj =  r7 ^  2  <*,-j ^  0 there is at least one
index i, lS /S n  such that rje^O. Moreover, if i' is any other index such that 
rjej,?í0 from MfjMkv t = Mf j=MfjMkv t. it follows that ei=rjei=rj=rjei,=ei., 
thus i'= i. We conclude that rJ=rJei = ei for all j  = l , . . . ,s .  Since = 0
for j ^ i  then s = l .  g
Let ß= {A £Ji\A (v, v)=0  for every v£V(r)}  so ß  is an /?-submodule 
of Ji. We note:
L emma 6. ß  is a two-sided ideal o f J i  and Q  ß m={0}.
m= 1
P ro o f . Let M ß ß , Mg£ J i. Then
(MgMf)(v, v)= 2  Mg(v> u) Mf ( u> v) =
b€P(T)
=  2  ( 2  *0f))( 2  /('/'))•uivtn n’erm  «i'enn
o(n") = u,t(ri’) = v = =«
Since t] = t]'ror]' is a path of T with origin and terminal equal to v, and 
since there are no circuits in T, then (MgMf )(v, v)=g(v)f(v)—M fv, v)Mf (v, w)=0. 
Similarly, {Mf Mg)(v,v)—0 for every v£ F(T). Therefore, ß  is a two-sided ideal 
of Ji.
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Now, let Msd / m and let x, yd V[T) be such that the maximum of l{r\), 
for all paths ridP(r) with o(t])—x, t(tj)= y, is at most m — 1. We show that
Mj(y,  *) =  0.
It suffices to prove it for matrices of the form ... Mfm, with Mf f / .
The verification is immediate.
Hence, if Mf d / m for every m s l ,  if x, yd V(T) since f  is locally finite, 
there exist s suchthat l(rj)^si for every path rj suchthat o{r})—x,t{t])=y.
We conclude that M f (y, x) = 0. Thus Mf  = 0. |
Let T  be a maximal set of primitive orthogonal central idempotents of JÍ.
Lemma 7. There is a bijection A :ir -* V (r )x { l ,2 ,...,«}  such that A = 
= M k. iAf d /  for every Ad"K Hence, i f  A(A) = (v,i) then A(v,v)=et and A(w,w) = 0 
for every w£ K(r), wXv.
Proof. Let A = Mf d1K From A"-= A we deduce that
f(v) =  Mf (y, v) =  2  Mf (v,u)M f (u,v) = Mf (v,v)2= f(v)2, 
uev(n
because there are no circuits in T. Thus f(v)=  2  ek (for some subset X  of {1,...,«})
kiX
by the argument of Lemma 5. If A(v,v) = 0 for every v£V(r) then A d / ,  so 
A = Amd / ' n for every m £ l, hence A — 0, by the preceding lemma, contrary 
to the hypothesis. Thus, there exists vdV(r) such that f(v) = A(y, v)X 0, hence 
X ^ 0 .  Let idX. We have (AMkv .A)(y, x) = A(y, v)A(v, x)et so (AMkv .A)(v,v) = 
= f(v)ei=ei. Thus AMkv .AxO. We have also
(AMK A)(AMK iA)(y, x) 2uiV(D (AMkv,t)(y, u)(AMkv .A)(u, x) =
= 2  »trio
A (y, v)A (v, u)A(u, v)A(v, x)ef =  A (y, v)A (v, x)f(v)ei = 
= A(y, v)A(v, x)e;.
Thus AM kv .A is a (non-zero) central idempotent. It follows that
( A - A M kviA )(A -A M kviA) = A —AMkv.A—AM kviA+AM kvtA = A —AM kv<
so A —AM kv .A is also a central idempotent.
From
A = AMkvtA + (A -A M kV' lA)
and
AMkv . A (A —AMkv . A) = 0,
.A
since A is primitive idempotent, then A = AMkv .A. So
f(v ) = A (v, v) =  (AMk
thus X =  {/}.
If wdV(r ) ,wXv ,  then
A)(v, v) = et
A(w, w) =  (AMkv A)(w, w) — A(w, v)A(v, w)e; = 0
because there are no circuits.
We define A(A)=(v,i), hence A —Mkji(A)d / .
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A is injective: if A, BdT~ and X(A) = MB) — (v, i) then A — Mkv f f ,  
B—Mkvid / ,  hence A — Bd/ .  But AB—BA— 0, so (A — B)2 = A + B, lienee
(A -B )3 = (A + B )(A -B ) = A2- B 2 = A -B .
Therefore
A - B  = (A -B )3 = (A -B )9 = ...d  n  / m = {0}.
m^l
Finally, A is surjective. Indeed, let (y ,i)^ l(A )  for every Ad'i'd Then from 
A = Mkx{A)A-(A — MkjLiA1) it follows that
M kvtiA = Mkv t{A -M kiiA) d f .
But {Mkv .A)2—Mkv .A because Mkvi! is in the centre. So Mkv {A d # m for every 
m ^ l thus Mkv ,A==0. Hence "TU {Mkv .} is a set of primitive orthogonal central 
idempotents, properly containing T  against the hypothesis. |
The following lemma, which was fully proved by Stanley, is included only for 
the sake of completeness.
Lemma 8. Lei S be any ring (not necessarily commutative), let J  be a two- 
sided ideal of S such that fj J m = {0}- Let e , f  e ' , f  be idempotents such that
e '—e , f '—fdJ- Then eaf= 0 for every ad S i f  and only if  e'af'=0 for every ad S.
P roof. We assume that eaf=  0 for every adS. Let x —e' — e, y —f ’—f- 
Then e'=e'2= x2A-xeA-exA-e hence ex+ xe+x2= x  and similarly fyA-yfA-y2=y. 
If adS  then
e 'a f — (e + x)a (f+ y) — eaf + exaf + xeaf + x 2a f + eafy + eayf + eay2 +
+ exafy + exayf+ exay2 + xeafy + xeayf+
-\- xeay2 -V x2 afy A- x2 ayfA- x2 ay2 =
=  x2afA-eay2A- exay2 -f xeay2 A- x2 afy A-x2ayfA- x2ay2
so e'af’dJ2. Replacing again x, y  by the above expressions, it follows that e'af'dJ*. 
By induction, for every nS  1, e 'a f'dJ2"- Hence e'af' = 0 for every adS. |
P roof of the proposition. Let T~ be any maximal set of (non-zero) primitive 
orthogonal central idempotents of J t  =  Im (M r ). Let
— {(A, B)dT'xT~\ there exists Cd-Ji such that BCA X 0},
V(&)={(A, A)\Ad-r}, let o, be defined by o(A, B)=(A, A), t(A, B) =
=(B, B). Thus, (&, V(y), o, t) is a graph. We may identify V(dS) with T.
It suffices to show that the Hasse diagrams of the graphs f x  {1, 2, ..., «}
are isomorphic H(dS)^H{T)X {1, 2, . . . ,«}. Indeed, by means of the given iso­
morphism (p\lm (A/O-Tni (Má), it follows also that H{dS)^H(A)X {1, 2, ..., «}, 
hence from Lemma 4, H(T)^H (A). We show that H(d0)^H(T)X  {1, 2, ..., n). 
By Lemma 7, there is a bijection A: T~ — K(r)X{ 1, ...,n}.
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If (A, B) is an edge of with A, B£_y A X B , there exists C ^Ji such
that BCAAO, but there exist no path #/£P(^) of length 1 suchthat o(rj)=A, 
t(rj) = B.
Let A(A)=(y,i), A(B) = (w, f). By Lemma 8, there exists D = Mf ^ J (  such 
that M k DMk yO . SinceAVV, J RU,J
jDMiv t)(y, x) =  j0 if x A v or y  y  w ejD(w, v)e{ =  ejMf (w, v)et = eA  2  f(o ))ei
e £ P ( n
o(e)=v,  <(e)=w
then ejD(w, v)ei7i0. In particular, j  = i and there is a path QdP(T) such that 
°(q) = v ,  t(g) = w. Moreover, since A(A)t£A(B) then v-Aw.
Now let g=(zn, zk), with o(zj)=v, o(zj)=Uj (J =  1, t(zn) = w, iik = v,
wn + 1 =  w. Then 0 (for j  = 1, ri).
Let A j^ y  be such that JA{Af) = {Uj, i) (for j=  1, ...,w + l) so Ak = A, A„ + 1 = B. 
Then by Lemma 8, there exist C ^ J t  suchthat AJ + 1CJAj9i 0. Thus >j = {(An, B), ... 
..., (A2, A3), (A, A2)) is a path in & such that o(r]) = A, t(fi)—B. By hypothesis 
«= 1 , showing that (v,w )dH (T ), hence (A(A), A(B))=((v, i), (w, /)) is identified 
with the edge ((», w), i) of H (T)X  { 1 , n}.
Let A(A, B)=[fv, w), i). Then I  is injective. Finally, we show that A is 
surjective. Let ((v, w), i) be an edge of / / ( /’) X {), ..., «}, with v, vv£ V(T), v^w ;  
so there exists an edge z of T, but no path q of length greater than 1, such that 
o(z) = v, t(z)=w, o(g) = v, t(g) = w. Let A, BdV  be such that A(A)=(v, /), ?.(B) = 
=  (w, i). From Mkvj . Mki . Mkv t X 0, it follows that there exist C dJi such that 
B C A t± 0. In the same manner as before, we show that there exist no path rjd P(@), 
of length greater than 1, such that o(rj)=A, t(fi) = B. This proves that (A, B ) is 
an edge of H($) and also that 1(A, B)=((y, w), i), concluding the proof. |
C o ro lla ry . Under the hypothesis of the proposition, if  T, A are combinatorial 
graphs satisfying the condition ( * ) of the Lemma 3, then T = A.
P r o o f . We have F s H (T )^H (A )^A . |
We shall now determine which are the subalgebras, of matrices which may be 
obtained from graphs, by the above procedure.
n
Let R be, as before, a (commutative) noetherian ring, 1 = 2  eu where
i = l
{ex, ..., <?„} is a maximal set of orthogonal primitive idempotents.
Let X  be a set, Ji(X , R) the Ä-algebra of square matrices, with rows and 
columns labelled by X, with entries in R.
P ro po sitio n  8. Let s i  be a subalgebra o f J ifX , R). There is a locally finite 
graph T such that V(T)=X and .s/ = Im (M r) i f  and only i f  s i  Satisfies the 
following conditions:
1) s i  has a maximal Set V  o f central orthogonal primitive idempotents.
2) There is a bijection A: T x { l , ... ,n}-+y such that if  A(x,i)=A then 
A(x, x) =  e(.
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3) I f  A, there exist at most finitely many “paths" from A to B, that 
is, sequences (A, Alt ..., Am_1, B) such that A fi^y and there exist Jf i s é  with 
Ai J\A 7^0, A2J2A19£0 , B J mAm_1?i 0.
4) sé is equal to the set o f all matrices C o f ,4Í(X, R) Such that: i f  x, y£X  
and C (y ,x )^ 0 then there exists i, l ^ i ^ n ,  and a “path" in sé, from A =  A(x, i) 
to B=A(y,i).
P roof. Let r  be a locally finite graph with V(r)=X. Let s é = l m  ( M r), 
and for simplicity of notation, let M = M r. The set "V = {Mkyl\v^X, / =  1, 
and the map A defined by A(v, i) = Mkv . satisfy the above conditions (1) and (2) 
as seen in the proof of Proposition 7.
If A = Mkv l, B= M kyv if (A, Ax, ..., Am_1, B) with Aj=M kvj h is a “path” 
of sé from A to B, if Jx, ..., J f is é  are such that A1J1Ap^0, A2J2A19£0, ...
BJmAm_19i 0 then, by the proof of the proposition, i = lx= ...= lm^ x = l and 
since Jj=M fj (for some ffi-F )  there is a path g = (zm, ..., z2, z}) in r  with
o(z 1) = v, o(zj) = vj_x 0  =2, ..., m), t(zm) = w.
The correspondence (A, Ax, ..., Am- lt B)-~(q, i) is injective, and since r  is 
a locally finite graph, then condition (3) is satisfied.
Let C^J((X, R) satisfy the condition indicated in (4). We shall define a func­
tion f c: P(r)-»R. If x, y£X  and C(y, x )—0, let fc(q)=0 for every path rj such 
that o(i]) = x, t(rj) = y. If C(y, x )^0, by hypothesis there exists i, l ^ i  =n and 
a “path” in sé= Im (M r) from A = A(x, i ) to B ~ A (y ,i). So there exist 
gfi& (r,R )  (fory =  l , ..., m) and v fiX  (for7 =2, ..., m) suchthat Mkv^ .Mgt Mkx_fi 
9^0, ..., Mky t MSmMkv fiO . Hence, there exists a path from x to y  in r .  We 
choose one such path r\xy. Let fc(hxy) = C(y, x) and f c{r\) — 0 for every path 
1/ from x to y, q^rjxy It follows that
Mfc {y, x )=  2  fc(e) = C(y, x)
a
o(e)=*.<(e)=>
hence Cflm (M r).
On the other hand, let C€lm(A/r)> so C = Mf  with f£JÍ(T , R). If C {y,x)9i 0  
there exists i , l ^ i ^ n ,  suchthat C(y, x)et=M fiy, x)e fi 0. Hence ( 2  /O /))^® .
o(n)=x
Thus, there exists a path t] — (zm, . . . , z 1), with o(t])=x, t(q) = y.
Let o(zj)=i>y(for/ =  2, ..., m), so Mk Mk Mk ^0 ,...,M k Mk Mk ^0. 
Thus there exists a “path” in Im (Mr) from A ~ M kx ( to B{=M ky (.
Now we prove the converse. Let sé be a subalgebra of Jt(X , R) satisfying 
the conditions (1) to (4).
Let r ~  {(x, y)|x, X  and there exist i, \ ^ i ^ n  and C^sé such that 
A(y, i)CA(x, i ) j*0}. Let K(T) =  {(x, x)|x6X }asX.
Let o(x, y )—x, t(x, y )= y. Thus (T, X,o, t) is a graph. We shall show that 
,sé =  lm (Af r).
Given C£sé, let f c : P(r)-*R  be defined as follows. If x ,y£ X , choose 
a path r\xy such that o(i/) =  x, t(q) = y (if one such path exists). Define f c(t]xy) =
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— C(y, x ) ,fc(r])=0 for every r\ t]xy suchthat o(t])=x, t{t\) = y. Then
Mf C{y, x) = 2  fe in) = c (y ,  x)
o( >|) = I
<(.n)=y
if there is a path from x  to y. If, however, no such path exists then Mfc(y ,x )= 0, 
but also C (y,x) = 0 as follows from (4). Indeed, if C(y, x ) ^ 0, since C esi 
there exists i, 1 S iS n  and a “path” in si, from A = A(x, i) to B —A(y,i), say 
(A, As, ...,A m_1, B), with A(A ) = ( V j , l j )  for j  = 2 , . . . ,m —\, it follows that 
lj= i (for every j )  and that rj=((vm_1, y), fa ,  v2), (x, v j)  is a path in T from 
x to y, against the hypothesis. Thus, we have shown that C = Mfcelm (M r).
Conversely, given f : P(r)  ->- R, we show that M ffisi', it suffices to show that 
Mf  satisfies the condition indicated in (4). Let
Mf (y, x )=  2  fin )  *  0,
o(')) = * 
i(.n)=y
so there exists a path y), (vlt v2), (x, Wj)) in T. Hence, as before
there exists i, \ S i ^ n ,  and a “path” (A, A2, ..., A,„_1, B) in si, with A — 
= A(x, i), B=A(y, /). By (4) Mf £ s i. |
4. The algebra of invariant functions on a semi-affine graph
We recall the definition of a semi-affine graph (see [1]). A semi-affine graph 
is a graph (F, V(F), o, t) such that
1) V(F) is a semigroup with unit element u;
2) V(r) operates at the right and at the left of T, with the following properties: 
the operation extends the given operation in F(T); (vv')z = v(v'z), z(vv')~(zv)v', 
(vz)v' = v(zv'), o(vz)=vo(z), o(zv) = o(z)v, t(vz) — vt{z), l(zv) = t(z)v (where v, v'd 
ev er ) ,  zer).
These operations may be extended to paths, namely, if t] = {z„, zx)eP(F)
then vr\ — (vz„, ..., vz,), tjv=(z„v, ...,z1v).
If moreover K(T) is a group then the graph is an affine graph. In case V(F) 
is abelian and vz~zv  for every v£ V(F), ze r , we call it an abelian semi-affine 
(or affine) graph.
Every semigroup graph is a semi-affine graph, every group-graph is an affine 
graph (see [1] for these definitions).
Let S be a partially ordered semigroup with unit element u, satisfying the 
following conditions.
1) u ~ x  for every xeS ;
2) if x ^ y  then vxS vy  and xvS yv  for every v£S.
Then the associated graph T(5) is a semi-affine graph, with V(r(S))= S. 
It is combinatorial, it has no circuits and for every xe S  there is a path i] such that 
o(>;) =  m, t(ri) — x. If S  is abelian then r(S )  is an abelian semi-affine graph. If 
S  is a partially ordered group with above conditions then r(S) is an affine graph.
On the other hand, if T is a semi-affine graph with no circuits and such that 
for every x6F(T) there is a path with o(t]) = u, l(tj) = x, then the associated
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partially ordered set (S(r), s )  (see § 2) is a partially ordered semigroup (with 
properties (1), (2) above).
If F is a locally finite semi-affine graph, and R is a commutative ring, let 
s i  = si{r, R) be the subset of S '= S ;(T, R) consisting of all functions / :  P(T)-»R 
such that f{r\v)=f(vr\)=f{r\) for every v f V(F), rj£P(r). In particular, f(v) = 
—f(u) for every v£ V(r).
It is easy to verify that s i  is closed under the algebra operations of scalar 
multiplication, + , * ; thus s i  is an jR-subalgebra of S '. Moreover the unit 
function e, the Riemann function and the Möbius function of r  belong to s i  
(see § 1).
Proposition 9. I f  f t  s i  and f  is invertible in S' then the inverse f ~ x belongs 
to si.
Proof. Let g = / _1. We show by induction on l(rj) that g(t]v) =  g{vr\)= g(>i) 
for every v£V(r). It is obvious when l(rf) = 0. If t]=(z„, ..., zx), with n ^ l ,  then
o = e(vn) = 2  g(e")/(e')-
vrj = e" o q'
But q" ~vt]", Q'=vrj' with t) = rj"orj'. Hence
o =  2  i') and also 0 =  e (n) = 2  g ih lfii ') -n=i"°’i’ 11=I'«»'
Since g(vt]")= g(ri") when l(rj")^n— 1, then from
g(vn)f(o (>i))+ 2  g(vtl")fOl') =
n=rt” °n'l (t}*)^rt-l
= g(h)f(o(>i))+ 2  g (n lA n ')
it follows that g(vri)f(o(ri)) = g(ri)f(o(t]))-, since f(o(rj)) is invertible, then g(vr]) = 
= g(ri). Similarly, g(r]v)=g(r]). |
Now we shall indicate sufficient conditions for the algebra s i  to be commutative.
Let r  be an abelian semi-affine graph. It is called division-closed when the 
following conditions are satisfied:
1) if x, y£V (r)  and there exists a path r] such that o(ri)=x, t(r\)=y, then 
there exists v£F (r) suchthat vx= y\
2) if x ,y ,v £ V (r), if there exists a path rj suchthat o(t])—vx, t(rj)—vy then 
there exists a unique path r\', such that o{r\')=x, t(r\') — y, vt]' = t].
P roposition  10. I f  r  is a division-closed abelian semi-affine graph then s i  is 
a commutative algebra.
P roof. Let f g £ s i ,  let t] be a path of r, x=o(t]), y —t(ri). Then 
(f*g  )(»/)= 2  f ( ’l l  g (*!')■
n=>
For any decomposition i7=jj"o»/', let v=o(t]") — t(r]'). By hypothesis there 
exists y '€V (r) such that y=vy' and there exists a path Qq such that o(q%)=u,
i
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t(e'o) — y'  afid tj"—VQŐ. It follows that q"—xq'q is a path such that o(g")=x, 
t(Q") = xy'.  Since f a s t  then K q")=Kq'Ó) =/(»/)• Similarly, Q '-y'r] '  is a path 
such that o(g')=xy', t (g ' )= v y '= y ,  and g(g')=g(rj'). This establishes a bijection 
between the set of pairs (>]", íj') such that o(rj") = t(ij'), íj =  íj"oíj', and the set of 
pairs ( q' , q") suchthat o(g')=t(g"), r/= g'og".  Hence
(f*g)(n) =  2  f(n")«W) =  2  g(<?0/(e*) = (g*f)(ri). In=i"ori' i=o'°e"
We note that if N  is the set of positive integers, partially ordered by divisibility, 
then the associated graph F(N) is a division-closed abelian semi-affine graph.
If R  is a Q-algebra, we may identify the i?-algebra of arithmetic functions 
with the set of all functions /£  sé such that if q, íj are paths o f F(N) and 
o(g) =  o(ij), t (g )= t (íj), then / ( íj) =/(<?)•
Indeed, given the arithmetic function / :  N-*i? let <p(f)=f- / ’(r(N ))—R
be defined by / ( íj)= Km)
n ( m )
where o(t])=k, t(r\) = km and n(m) denotes the number
o f paths in T(N) with origin 1 and terminal m.
Then / ( í'íj) = / ( íí) for every path íj and r£N; so / / .a / .  Moreover, if q, íj
are paths with the same extremities, then / ( ö) = / ( íj). Clearly f+ g = f+ g , <p is 
injective. Also, (p is surjective: given lot /  be the arithmetic func­
tion /( iit )= g (( l, m))t(m) (where (1 ,m) denotes the edge with origin 1, ter­
minal m). If o(t])=k, t(rj)=km, then / ( i?)= ~ ~  =  g ((l,m ))=  g((k, km)) =  g(ij).
Finally, we evaluate f * g  and f* g .  If d\m let n(m; d) denote the number 
o f  paths from 1 to m having a vertex equal to d. Thus n(m; d) = n ^ ^ n (d ) ,  because 
n n ) is division-closed. We have:
í  ^ te) =  V S Ö ? V . 8)(™) = ^ | í| / ( f ) 8(«0 =
o ( e ) = f c
t { e ) = k m
while
2  (J*g)(e) = 2  2  f(e")g(Q') =Q
o ( q)=Jc 
t ( e )  = km
e Q=Q” o Q-
= 2Q
d
kd is a vertex o f q
l
f® _
( m )  ^  nx ^ = 2  2( A )  d\m q
kd  is a vertex o f q
f® g(d)
=  2A\m rc(m; d) n
kd  is a vertex of q
( m ) n(ctJ
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So
2  f*g(o) = 2  ( M M -
Q Q
o ( o ) = k  o ( e ) = k
t ( e )  = krn t ( ß ) = k m
Hence if o(rj) = k, t(r]) = km, since f * g f s f0 then
= 2  ( M Mn (m) Q
o(e)=k 
t  ( e ) = k m
(note that, a priori, f * g  need not to belong to sf0, but it belongs to ,sf).
becomes an /^-algebra, isomorphic to the algebra of arithmetic functions, 
if we define the averaged convolution f * g  by 
•
(M ) in )  =  2  ( M M -
o(e)=k 
t  ( e ) = k m
We note also that if I\2F-+ J, as defined in §2, then I ( f* g )  = I(f*g). 
Indeed
{Hf*g))[k, km] =  2  (f*g)(Q) =  2  (f*g)(Q) = (Kf*g))[k, km].
Q Q
o ( o ) = k  o (o )  =  k
t ( 6) —km t ( ß ) = k m
Hence f*g = f* g + K er  (7)fW .
In general, K e r ( / ) n ^  might be different from 0. But Ker (I)C\jtf0= 0 
because if lf= 0 , then
0 =  W )[k, km] = 2  /(e )  =  rc(m)/((/c, km))
6
o(Q )=k  
t ( e )  =  km
so ((k,km ))—0 hence / ( jj) = 0, showing that /= 0 .
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DENSITY RESULTS FOR THE 2-CLASSGROUPS AND 
FUNDAMENTAL UNITS OF REAL QUADRATIC FIELDS
PATRICK MORTON1
Dedicated to the memory o f  László Rédei
1. Introduction
In a previous paper [7] we have considered the 2-classgroup <6 of the imaginary 
quadratic field g ( /  — Dq), where D is a fixed positive integer and q is a variable 
prime, and have shown that the structure of Vfé* depends only on the splitting 
of q in a fixed normal extension I D of Q.
In this paper we carry out a similar analysis for the real quadratic fields Q{^ Dq), 
where D is a product of r primes pt,
(1.1) D = p1...p„  
satisfying the conditions
(1.2) Pi = 1  (mod 8), j  =  +1 for i ^ j ,
and q is a prime distinct from the p, with
(1.3) q =  1 (mod 4).
This is a natural collection of fields to consider, since if D is fixed, all the fields 
Q(ÍDq) share (roughly speaking) the same group of quadratic characters (see § 2).
Our analysis will show, as in the imaginary case, that the restricted (narrow) 
2-classgroup of Q(\rDq) has a quotient #,/*<?£ which depends only on the 
behavior of q in a suitable normal extension of Q. As a corollary we deduce the 
following theorem of Rédei [10].
T heorem  A. Let be a finite abelian 2-group o f exponent at most 8. Then 
there are infinitely many real quadratic fields whose restricted 2-classgroups f€ satisfy 
the isomorphism
<#/<#* =£ F.
The principal motivation for considering this class of real fields in detail is the 
interest which attaches to the Pell equation
(1.4) x2 — Dqy2 =  — 1.
1 Portions of this paper are taken from the author’s Ph. D. thesis, written at the University 
of Michigan, 1979. The author gratefully acknowledges the support of an NSF fellowship during 
the period this article was written.
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As is well-known, this equation has an integer solution if and only if the fundamental 
unit rjq of Q(i~Dq) has norm —1. There is an intimate connection between the 
value of Norm qq and the structure of Wq, which Rédei exploited to give an algorithm 
for computing Norm >/„ without continued fractions (see [11], [6]). Using a simplified 
version of Rédei’s approach and our analysis of ^ ql^ \  we prove the following
density result concerning qq. (The symbol ^ -J  occurring below is the biquadratic
residue symbol, defined for quadratic residues a of p by ±1 =  1— s  
=  u(p~1)/4(mod />).)
Theorem B. Assume D is given by (1.1), (1.2). Let 2T be a finite abelian 
2-group o f rank r and exponent 4, and let e =  +  1. Then the primes q, for which
(€q s  S ' and Norm t]q — e,
have positive density.
The densities occurring in this theorem can be given explicitly (see § 5 and the 
tables in § 6) and turn out to be rational numbers with denominator a power of 2. 
This result is an interesting counterpart to a theorem of Rédei [11] (see also [6]), 
which asserts that Normi)4= - 1 whenever (€q has exponent 2. Theorem B 
shows that in general the structure of alone does not determine the signature 
of qq.
From Theorem B we also deduce the following corollary concerning the set 
SD of primes q for which the equation (1.4) is solvable, in case the prime factors 
of D satisfy the condition
(1.5) for i ^  j.
T heorem  C. Assume that D satisfies (1.1), (1.2), and (1.5), and let 5(D) and 
3(D) denote the lower and upper densities of the set SD. Then
(L6) {(f) , as r — ,
where
0 = n t { 1~ 5 k r )  =  .4194....
Hence (1.4) is not usually solvable if D has a large number of prime factors. 
This contrasts sharply with Rédei’s result [9] that
x2—Ay"- =  — 1
has a solution for the majority of discriminants A, none of whose prime factors 
is = 3  (mod 4).
It is interesting in this context that the correct order of magnitude of 0(D) 
and 5(D) in (1.6) has been gained through an investigation of ■ It would be 
possible to sharpen (1.6) if the structure of could be determined theoretically
for n=s4. This also raises the question: does the set S D have a well-defined density? 
The answer to this question seems to lie well beyond our present methods.
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2. Character evaluation
Let <?2" denote the 2"-rank of the restricted 2-classgroup (€q of Q = Q(\rDq),
i.e., the number of invariants of <ßq divisible by 2". As in [7] we shall compute 
e2,e4 and es using the quadratic character group X2 of ‘if,. As is well-known [3], 
the following r Hilbert symbols form a basis for X2:
(2.1)
(Norm o,D q \ .
z,(0) = l— T,— J' , = 1’ - r,
where a is an ideal of Q, and where for technical reasons we assume
(2.2)
=  +1 for 1 S  i S  s, 
^ ) = _ 1  for s < i S r .
Since there are r basis characters, the 2-rank e2 is given by
(2.3) e2 = r.
To compute e4, we let p; (for l á / ^ r )  and q denote the prime ideals of 
Q lying above the primes p: and q, respectively. Also, define the map {: {±l}-*-F2 
by
(2.4) Í(1) =  0, { ( -1 )  =  1.
Then c4 is r minus the rank over F2 of the (/"+l)Xr matrix M =  (e,y), where
iJ UXyfa), i = r + 1.
From (1.2) and (2.2) the rank of M  is r—s, so that
(2.5) e4 =  s.
and
Finally, is obtained as follows. The form of M  shows that 
Xj(Pi) =  +  1 for 1 S i S s  and all j,
Xj(P,+i-Pr<0 =  + l for all j.
Hence there are ideals ^  of Q (1 S i S s + 1) satisfying
( 2.6)
3? ~  Pi, for 1 S i S  s, 
3s + l ~  Ps + l ••• Prfi-
(The symbol ~  denotes restricted equivalence, so a~b  iff ob 1—(q) with 
Norm tj >0.) In terms of the jj, it is not hard to see that
(2.7) e» =  s  — Q,
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where q is the rank over F2 of the matrix
M ' =  ( & j ( 3i)) (1 S  i =S s+ 1, 1 — j  — s)
(see [7], § 2).
In order to compute M ' we need a simple preliminary lemma, whose proof 
can be found in [7].
Lemma 1. Assume that the ideal
a =  qa° /7 P/% =  0 or 1,1 = 1
is equivalent to a square in Q. I f  a =  Norm a, and (x, y, z) is a positive primitive 
solution o f
(2.8) x 2—Dqy2—4az2 =  0,
then there is an ideal b for which b2~ a  and Norm b=z.
The computation of M ' is contained in the following three lemmas.
Lemma 2. For 1 ^ i ^ s  we have
(2.9)
Proof. The conditions (1.2) and (2.2) show that the field Q(fpi) contains an 
ideal a of norm — q. Since the fundamental unit of ß(fpi) has norm —1, it
follows that the ideal ah‘ = (q) has a generator >/ with norm 
hi is the class number of ß(Vpi). We deduce that
where
(2 . 10) z'2- Pix '2
for some z ',x '£ Z, by a simple congruence argument modulo 8, and then that 
z' is even, by considering (2.10) modulo 4. Thus we have a solution to equation
/ D Yh‘- 1)l2(2.8) with a=pi, x=Pix', y — I— q\ and z —z f 2. (Recall that h, is odd.)
' Pi l
Hence by Lemma 1, and the fact that Xiiid is independent of the choice of 3;, 
we see that
XÁ 3.) =
using Pi = 1 (mod 8). Q.E.D.
Lemma 3. For 1 = i, j  =s and i ^ j ,  let by and q,^  be integral ideals o f 
Q{\PrPj) satisfying
(2.11) Norm b,, = —— —,
PiPj
Norm Qij = q.
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Let tjj be an integral idea! of Q( Í  PiPj) for which (ru, 2Dqr'j) =  1 and
(2.12) byqyrfy ~ (l/JiVj) in Q(/pipj)-
(As usual, a' denotes the conjugate o f the ideal a.) Then if  Norm t iJ=riJ, we have
(2.13)
Proof. It is clear from the conditions (1.2) and (2.2) that each prime divisor 
of Dq/piPj splits in Q{ \'PiPj), so there exist ideals bi; and q,7 satisfying (2.11). 
Moreover, by the genus theory in Q{\PiPj) and the fact that
=  i (for 1 = i =  s),
we see that by and q;j- are equivalent to squares in Q(\PiPj). This is also true 
of the ideal ( \!PiPj) since
N orm (f'p^), pipj
Pi
=  +  l.
Hence (2.12) is solvable, and the ideal bu c\uxfj has a generator t]= z'+x'ÍPiPj 
with negative norm. (Note that i] has the given form since its norm is odd and 
PiPj= 1 (mod 8).) Thus
D
PiPj
qrfj =  z'2- p iPjX'2,
where as before, z '—2z is even. Consequently, (x ,y ,z)= (p ipJx ',r iJ,z)  is a 
primitive solution to the equation
xi —Dqy2 — 4pipjZ'i = 0,
and Lemma 1 shows that p,p7~ b2, where Norm b=z. We deduce that
XjiZi) = Xj(3i3j)Xj(3j) =  Xj(*>)Xj(3j) =
= ( 7 : ) = =
The computation of M ' is completed in
Lemma 4. Let d= py ... ps, and let b and q denote integral ideals o f Q{]/ —d) 
with norms
(2.14) Norm 5 = D/d, Norm q = q.
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I f  x is an integral ideal o f Q{ \' —d) satisfying
(2.15) bqr2 ~  1 in Q(V — d),
where (r, 2Dqi')=\, and i f  r —Norm r, then
(2.16) Xj(h+1) =  i “ ^ )  (t“) > f ° r 1 ^  Í  = s.\  p j  l i K p j )
P r o o f . The existence of b, q and r is proved as in Lemma 3, using the fact 
that the Hilbert symbols
Norm a. —4d 1 
Pj >’
(2.17) Z »  =  (" 1 =. j  = s,
form a basis for the quadratic characters on the classgroup of Q d —d). We 
conclude that
bqf2 — (z+y f ^ d )
for some z, y  in Z, and rearranging the resulting norm equation gives
- D q ? ~ q *  =  0 .
DNow - j  q is the norm of the ideal ps+1 ... prq of Q, so by Lemma 1 and (2.6)
we may assume that 3S+1 satisfies
— T f z/2, if z is evenNorm 3S+1 =  i . , ,s+ I z, if z is odd.
Since all pj are = 1 (mod 8), we see as in our previous computations that
* * « > - £ ) - (
and this proves the lemma.
3. The field I d
In this section we show that the dependence of the matrix M ' on q can be 
described by the splitting of q in a normal extension of Q. We first introduce the 
following fields. (See the corresponding discussion in [7].)
For each i between 1 and s, we let Kt be the quartic subfield of the field 
of P rth  roots of unity. Then Kt is the unique cyclic quartic extension of Q with 
conductor ph and corresponds to a quartic character i ( m o d  pt) satisfying
(3.1) ^ (a )  =  Ü -)  if (-£ .)=  +  !.
'P i '  4 1 Pi '
Moreover, K{ contains the subfield Q( fpi) ; we denote the non-trivial automorphism 
of KJQiy’J )  by <t,.
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Also, for each pair (i,j)  with 1 S i , j  and i ^ j ,  we let Ly be the classfield 
over Q(\!PiPj) corresponding to the subgroup of 4-th powers in the restricted ideal 
classgroup of Q(fPiPj)- Since this classgroup has a cyclic 2-Sylow subgroup with 
order divisible by 4 (by the Rédei—Reichardt theorem [8]), Ly is the unique cyclic 
quartic extension of Q(YpíPj) unramified at finite primes. Moreover, Ly  contains 
the field Q(tfpi, ipj), which is the genus field of Q(VpiPj)- We let Xy denote the 
non-trivial automorphism of Ly/Q ^pi, Vp]).
For later use we also note the following explicit representation of Ly  (for 
a proof see [7], Lemma 11). Let ht be the classnumber of ß(Vpi), and let py be 
a prime ideal of ß(fpj) lying over p}. If
(3.2) Pij3h‘ =  (ßu), ßtj =  x+yMpi,
where Norm and x  is chosen so that
_  Í +1 (mod 4), if 4|y
l — 1 (mod 4), if 2|y but 4fy ,
then
(3.3) Ly  =  ffrj).
In terms of the splitting of q in Kt and L y , Lemmas 2 and 3 translate as 
follows. (The unexplained symbols are Artin symbols.)
Lf.mma 5. For lS /,y ‘S s  and i^ j ,  we have
(3.4) Zi(3«) =  ( - ^ - ) 4 ( - ! ) “'- where = o f ,
and
(3.5) Xjiid = (-£-) ( - l ) 6«,
' P j '  4
where
(3.6)




' LylQifpJ jU  
■ hAfpiF j) >
In addition, by—bji for i ^ j .
Proof. Formula (3.4) follows from (3.1) and (2.9) and the fact that the character 
value iAi(<7) is determined by the splitting of q in Kt. Formula (3.5) follows from
(2.13) and the fact that the term I—  in that equation equals +1 if and only ifVpj I
ty  ~  s2 for some ideal s in Q(\PiPj)-
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But this condition is equivalent to
LjjlQQfpiPj)
by (2.12) and the definition of L i}. (Note that the Artin symbols in (3.6) and (3.7) 
fix the field Q(/pi, Ypj), and so are equal to 1 or 2y .)
Lemma 5 shows that the values Xj(3;X for 1 = i,j= s ,  depend on the splitting 
of q in the field Ld which is the compositum of the Kt for l ^ i S j  and the 
Lfj for l ^ i - c j ^ s .  In order to prove a similar result for the values Xj(h+i)> we 
make the following remarks concerning the classgroup Tfd) in Q( j  — d), where 
as before d= pl ...p s.
We note first that T!(d) has full 4-rank, i.e., has s invariants divisible by 4, 
by (1.2) and the Rédei—Reichardt theorem. If X  is the group of characters on 
T'(d), it follows that every quadratic character in X  has a square-root. If Xj is 
the character defined by (2.17), let (Oj be an element of X  for which
Then (Oj corresponds (in the sense of classfield theory) to a cyclic quartic extension 
Lj of Q(Y — d) inside the Hilbert classfield of Q(Y — d). This field contains the 
field corresponding to Xj, which is Q{! — d, Yp]) (by the transference theorem). 
Let the non-trivial automorphism of the quadratic extension Lj/Q(Y—d, Ypj) 
be denoted by Ij.
We may now state
Lemma 6. Let dj be the automorphism
(3.8) (for 1 j  ^  s).
(3.9)
where b satisfies (2.14). Then Sj= 1 or l j ,  and for l ^ j ^ s  we have
where
(3.11) or 1,
and Uj is defined by (3.4).
P roof. We only need to consider the term [— ) in (2.16). From (2.17), (3.8)\p j)
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Hence |-^-j = 1 if and only if
(MO) =
by classfield theory. Also, both automorphisms in this last equation fix ß(V —d, \rpj), 
since
Xj(5) = jf j (q) =  +1.
This proves the lemma.
Remark. It is easy to see that the ideal group in g(]/ — d) corresponding to 
Lj is invariant under the automorphism ( /  — d-*—\ —d). Hence a theorem of 
Hasse ([4], II, p. 24) implies that Lj is normal over Q.
We note that the field Lj of Lemma 6 may be chosen in several ways. Any 
cyclic quartic unramified extension of Q(i — d), which contains Q( — d, )Fpj), 
corresponds to a character coj satisfying (3.8) and may therefore serve as Lj. 
However, the compositum Äd of the Lj (for 1 S j ^ s )  is unique and depends 
only on d. In fact, Äd is the classfield over Q (f—d) corresponding to the sub­
group q>Xd) of fourth powers in ^(d), by (3.8) and the fact that the j j  generate 
the quadratic characters of ^(d). Thus Ad is the counterpart to the field Ltj. 
We also note that Ad is the independent compositum over Q{y—d) of the fields 
Lj, since the characters %j, and therefore also the coj, are independent in X. 
Hence
(3.12) [Äd: Q (f^d )]  = 4L 
We fix a particular choice for Lj in
Lemma 7. For 1 i ^ j ,  let hi and pu be as in (3.2), and let I, be
a prime ideal o f ß(Fpj) lying over 2. Set
(3.13) (Vi) = IJ  Pij-
1 s j s s
j*‘
where y; is subject to the conditions
(3.14) yt = 1 (mod If), Norm y,-= — (— J .
'  Pi'
Then, for the field
(3.15) Li = Q ( f ^ d , f i i)
is a cyclic quartic unramified extension of Q()'—d ) containing Q{Í — d, f"/^ ).
This lemma is an immediate consequence of Rédei’s Satz 6 in [11]. It may 
also be proved in the same way as the corresponding Lemma 11 in [7]. Note that 
Norm lj—2, so either yf or — yt is =1 (mod If).
We now state our main result, which is immediate from Lemmas 5 and 6.
Theorem 1. Let D and q have the form (1.1)—(1.3), and let (€q be the restricted 
2-clasSgroup o f Ql^Dq). Then the structure of 'űj'ű |  is completely determined by
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the Frobenius Symbol > where XD is a suitable normal extension of Q.
In fact, we may take XD= X DAD, where XD is the compositum of all the fields K, 
and Ljj (for \ ^ i , j  ^ r )  and AD is the compositum o f all Ad for d\D.
If we restrict ourselves to primes q for which d =  px „ . ps is fixed, then clearly 
we may replace XD in this theorem by the subfield Xd=XdAd. This greatly simplifies 
the computation of densities. Our computations will then require us to know some­
thing about the Galois group of XJQ.
Before computing the degree [Xd: Q], we recall the following fact from [7] 
concerning Xd. Xd is the independent compositum over Qd = Q(\'p1, fpA
of the fields K f l ^ i ^ s )  and L tJ ( l^ i< j‘S i)  and so has degree
(3.16) [Xd: Q] =  2® +2s.
For notational convenience we let Kd be the compositum of the Kh Ad be the 
compositum of the Li}, and Qd= Qd(y —\).
We now prove
Lemma 8. For the field Xd = XdAd we have
(3.17) [Xd: Qd] = [Xd: Qd][Ad: ŰJ -  2© +2\
R emark. Since Ad contains \' —d and (7?;, for each p\d, it is clear that
n dQ A d.
Proof. It will suffice to prove the first equality in (3.17), since the second is 
a consequence of (3.12) and (3.16). First observe that AdAd is unramified over 
Qd, since Lu is unramified over Q(\'piPj) and Lj is unramified over Q(\ —ci). 
Hence by Leopoldt’s genus theory [5], and the fact that Qd is its own genus field, 
we have
Kd( i^ l ) f ] A dAd = Qd
(this intersection is abelian over Q and unramified over Qd). Therefore 
[Xd: Qd\ =  [^ (1 ^ 1 ) :  Qd][AdAd: Qd] =
— [J^ d- Qd][AdAd: 12d],
and to prove (3.17) it suffices to show that
[AdAd: Qd] = [Ad: Qd][Ad: Qd],
We prove the equivalent statement
(3.18) [AdÄd: Qd) = [Ad: Qd][Ad: Qd].
Now AdAd is a Kummer extension of Qd which is obtained by adjoining 
the radicals YWj (for lS i '< ) S i ) ,  Jfy( (for I s / ^ i ) ,  and |/ — 1. (See (3.3) and
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(3.15).) To prove (3.18) we only need to show that a relation of the form
(3.19) ( 77 77 y?‘) ( - i ) c =  ^  >1 in a ,,
1 SicjSs ISiSS
implies that ay=6;= c = 0 (mod 2) for all i and j. We fix a k  between 1 and 
s and apply to (3.19) the automorphism of Qd which takes to — Ypk and 
fixes the other VPt- Multiplying the resulting equation by (3.19) and using (3.2) 
and (3.14) gives that
( 77 P?k°kl) ( - i ) bk( f f kbk = >llk^j^s \Pk*
where >ik£Qd. But each pj is a square in Qd, while )/ — 1 $ Qd. Hence the last 
equation shows 2|bk for l ^ k ^ s ,  and so (3.19) gives
( 77 )c =  C2, C in ß d.
But 2|c since Adn  Qd=Qd, and we conclude from Lemma 13 of [7] that 
2|űy for all i and j. This completes the proof.
Using this lemma and what we already know about I d, we conclude_that 
I d is the independent compositum over Qd of the fields K^Qj, LtjQd and L, Q,. 
Thus the Galois group
(3.20)  ^ &d = Gal ( Id/Qd)
has the decomposition
(3.21) 0 d =  77 (ffi)x  77 Q-i] )x  77 (^ i)>
where the automorphisms <Tf, Ay, A; are extended to Td so as to fix all but one of 
the component fields_A',i5d, Z.,y£ld, LiQd. Since the fields Ki,L iJ,L l are all normal 
over Q, and since 0 d has exponent 2, it is easy to see that 0 d is contained in the 
center of Gal (Sd/Q). (See the argument in [7], Lemma 15.) This is important for 
our computations in the next section.
4. Density results
Before discussing the fundamental unit in Dq), it is convenient to make
the dependence of M' on I d explicit. Observe that the conjugacy class
fixes Qd, and therefore lies in 0 d, by virtue of (2.2). Our remarks in § 3 imply 
that this conjugacy class contains a single element. Hence we may set
(4.1) 77 t i t ä j  n  w , .
where hi} and <5f are defined by (3.7) and (3.9), and the integers , c, are
unique mod 2. The character values //(3i) are then given by
f
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Lemma 9. I f (4.1) holds, then
(4.2)
where btj is defined to equal bji i f  i >j.
1 =  i = s, j  =  i,
1 ^  j, j  :S s, i j ,
l = j S S ,  Í =  s + 1,
This lemma is immediate from Lemmas 5 and 6, by well-known properties of 
the Frobenius symbol. It gives a 1—1 correspondence between the automorphisms 
<t in <9d and the (5+l)X s matrices R = (eu) over F2 satisfying
(4.3) ( - I T = ( i ’ l h d ,\ P j f \ P i h i, j  S s ,  i X j.
Our density results will be a consequence of this correspondence and the following 
technical lemma, which is easily proved using (3.17) and the Frobenius density 
theorem. (For exact details see the analogous Lemma 17 in [7].)
Lemma 10. Lei d = p1 ... p s be a fixed divisor o f D, and set D/d=p1 ... pi 
( l= r —s). I f  ai&d, then the set o f primes q which satisfy the conditions
=  for l s i s l -
is non-empty, and has Dirichlet density equal to 2
The statement of our results requires the following definition.
D e f in it io n . Let d be an integer with s prime factors satisfying (1.2). We 
define N(d, q) to be the number of T + l)X.v matrices R = (fii;) over F2 which 
have rank q and satisfy (4.3). Also, 77(1,0)=!.
It is not hard to see that N(d, q) does not depend on the ordering of the prime 
factors of d. Since there_is no condition on the last row of R in this definition, 
it is possible to express N(d, g) in terms of the number N(d,g)  of s Xs  matrices 
over F» which have rank g and satisfy (4.3) (see [7], § 6). Clearly,
(4.4) N(d, g) = 2»N(d, e) + (2s-2 « -1)W(d, g - 1).
This holds for any g between 0 and s, as long as we define N(d, —1) =  0.
Now fix a divisor d of D and consider the primes q, for which [-?-) =  — 1 
for p\D/d  and 'P
(4.5) VJV* ^  C f - s>x C is)x C f ~ e);
- Ö -
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here 0S g ^ s S r  and Cjtm> denotes a product of m cyclic groups of order n. 
Then by the above correspondence, Lemma 10, and (2.7), we see that this set of
_ ( s) _ 2s_ r _ !  _
primes has density 2 N(d, g). Summing over d shows that the following
theorem holds.
Theorem 2. Let D be given by (1.1), (1.2), and let s, q satisfy 0 S g S iS r .  
Then the primes q, for which the restricted 2-classgroup c€q of Q(f Dq) satisfies
(4.5) , have a density d(D, s, q) given by the formula
(4.6) d(D ,s,e) = 2 -® -2s- f- ‘ 2  N (d ,Qy,
d\D
V (d)—s
here v(d) is the number of prime factors of d.
As in [7], this expression simplifies in case the prime factors of D satisfy
(4.7) (“ I = (~ )ypj) 4 y p i f
for i X j.
In this case N(d, q) = Ns(q) is independent of d, and we have
Theorem 3. I f  the prime factors of D satisfy the additional condition (4.7), then
d(D, s, 0 )=  (sr)2 "® “2s“ r“ 1iVJ(e), 
where N s(q) is given as follows:





Ns(e) = He(Q)- (2e—l)(2tf_1 —1) ...(2 — 1)
N0(Q) =  u(e) n  (22t+1 —l),
«(Ő) =  { (3 .2« -
«S+ 4 « - 6)/4> Q odd,
-l)2(«!+2«~4)/4, q even.
This calculation follows from (4.4) and the fact that for integers D satisfying 
(4.7), N(d, q )  = Ns(q) is just the number of symmetric sXs  matrices over F2 with 
rank q. The computation of Ns(g) is given in [7] (see Lemma 18); we quote the 





(2s —1)(2S_1—1) ... (2s-e+1 —1) 
(2« —l)(2e_1 —1)... (2 — 1)
Ne(g) = 2£(e)
*=o
( 22t+1 — 1),
3
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and




We also note that the quantity d(D, s, g) in Theorem 3 is positive. This implies 
the following result, first proved by Rédei [10].
Theorem 4. Let ST be any finite abelian group whose exponent divides 8. Then 
there are infinitely many real quadratic fields with a restricted claSSgroup satisfying
I f  the exponent o f ST divides 4, infinitely many real quadratic fields have restricted 
2-classgroups isomorphic to ST.
The only point to be checked here is that for any r& 1, there are integers D 
satisfying (1.1), (1.2) and (4.7). But this is easy to prove using induction and familiar 
principles from algebraic number theory.
5. The Pell equation
We are now ready to apply the preceding analysis to the investigation of the 
fundamental unit q9 of Q{^Dq). We start with the following simple observation: 
the norm of r\q is —1 if and only if the ideal u= ()/5^)= p1 ... prq has a generator 
with positive norm. Hence we have the criterion
(5.1) Norm tjq =  — 1 iff u =  px ... p,q ~  1.
We now consider a somewhat weaker condition on the ideal u.
Lemma 11. Assume that (2.2) holds and that the Frobenius symbol 
is given by (4.1). Then the ideal u satisfies
(5.2) u~c4 for some c
i f  and only if we have
(5.3) Cj = 2  bkj(mod 2), for l ^ j ^ s .
k^j
P roof. From (2.6) we see first of all that (5.2) holds iff 
(5.4) 3i ••• 3s3s+i ~  c2a, where a2 ~ 1 .
Let A be the group of ambiguous classes in T,q. From the form of the matrix 
M  in § 2 it is clear that the characters Xi> •••> Xs generate the quadratic characters 
of X 2 which are trivial on A, and are therefore a basis for the quadratic characters 
of the quotient group WJA. Hence (5.4) holds iff
(5 .5 )  X;(3i ••• 3 ,+ i)  =  + 1  for
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But from Lemma 9 and (4.1),
*<»■ >•*■> -  (i t ) /
t * J
1 )aJ+ c J =
Cj+ X b, j
- ( - 1 )  ,
and this proves the assertion.
Now suppose that the invariant es of Q(\Dq) is zero, so that (€q has exponent 
2 or 4. Then (5.2) is equivalent to u ~ l ,  and (5.3) (or (5.5)) becomes necessary 
and sufficient for Norm i;, =  —1. Thus in the presence of the condition e8=0, 
Norm r]q depends only on the behavior of q in Xd. This observation allows us 
to prove
Theorem 5. Let D satisfy (1.1) and (1.2), and let s be any integer with O ^s^r . 
Then the primes q, for which
(5.6) <0q = C|r“s) X C4<s) and Norm qq = -1 , 
have a positive density, given by the formula
(5.7) d- (D, s) =  2- ^ -2s-r-1 y  N(d, s);
d\D
V (d) = s
as in §4, N(d,s) is the number of nonsingular sX s  matrices over F2 satisfying 
(4.3) for all the prime divisors Pi,Pj o f d.
I f  ,?>0, then the primes q, for which
(5.8) (€q ^  C£~s) X Cis) and Norm t]q = + 1,
also have positive density, the value o f which is
(5.9) dA D ,s) = 2_(*)_2s_r_1 ^  (N(d, s)—N(d, s)).
d\D
v(d)*=s
Proof. Fix a divisor d of D, and let Bd denote the set of automorphisms 
of ©d which satisfy the condition (5.3) and
(5.10) rank M' = rank (*_,(3,)) =  s,
where the Xj(di) are obtained as before from Lemma 9. If = — 1 for p\D/d, 
then we see from (2.7) that (5^10) is equivalent to eH = 0. Hence the above discussion 
shows that (5.6) holds iff
But from (5.5) (which is equivalent to (5.3)), it is clear that rank M ' = s iff 
the first s rows of M ’ form a nonsingular sX s  matrix M over F2. Note that 
M satisfies (4.3), and that such matrices M  are in 1—1 correspondence with the 
elements of the set Bd. Hence \Bd\ = N(d, s) and (5.7) is a consequence of Lemma 10. 
Also, (5.9) follows by subtracting (5.7) from (4.6).
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Finally, we note d_(D ,s)> 0, because for any divisor d of D there is certainly 
a nonsingular upper-triangular sX s  matrix M =(cij) satisfying (4.3). Furthermore, 
if x >  0, then setting q= s in (4.4) gives that
N(d, s) Sr 2sN(d, s) >  N(d, s),
and so d+(D,s)>0. This proves the theorem.
As a corollary we obtain
Theorem 6. Let ST be any finite abelian group o f exponent 4, and let s£ {+ 1}. 
Then infinitely many real quadratic fields have a restricted 2-cIassgroup isomorphic 
to ST and a fundamental unit with norm s. In particular, infinitely many real quadratic 
fields have an absolute 2-cIassgroup isomorphic to FT.
The last assertion of Theorem 6 is clear from the fact that the absolute and 
restricted classgroups coincide whenever Norm qq = —l.
We now consider the subclass of integers D satisfying (4.7), and we prove
Theorem 7. For a fixed D satisfying (1.1), (1.2) and (4.7), let SD denote the 
set o f  primes q for which Norm rjq =  — 1, and let ő(D) and 5(D) denote the lower 
and upper densities of SD. Then
(5.11) 0 < a ( r ) s i ( i ) ) s 5 ( / ) ) s i ( | ) l
where
(5.12) a(r)=  2
, 0 JV .W
-• ■&+  2s +  r +  l
and Ns(s) is the number o f s Xs matrices over F2 which are symmetric and non­
singular. The function a(r) satisfies the asymptotic formula
(5.13) a(r) ~ 4 ( 4 )  ’ aS r ^ ° ° ’ 
where
(5.14) e= 5 ( 1- ^ L r ) =  .4 l94....
Proof. The lower bound in (5.11) is a consequence of (5.7). For summing 
on s' and noting N(d, s) = Ns(s) (see (4.11)—(4.13)) gives that Norm — I 
for a set of primes having the density (5.12). For the upper bound we use Lemma 11 
and the fact that (5.2) is a necessary condition for Norm qq =  — 1 (regardless of
(o) + Sthe value of e8). Exactly 2 ~ of the automorphisms in 0 d satisfy (5.3), for 
a fixed d, and so the set of q for which (5.2) holds has the density
r /,x ß)+ s  
s=0 VV ^Q + as + r + l 2 1
2~s =
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It only remains to prove (5.13). We do this as follows. It is not difficult to 
see from equations (4.12) and (4.13) that
Ns(s) ~  02<s2+s>/2, as s —










then (5.16) and (5.17) imply
lim ws = 0,
S-+ oo
a(r) = 2 'y:





l í 3í2s+r+1 2 UJ ’
2 - s .' ,_ 1 h _ 1 (r ) , if r S s ,
0, if r <  s,
(5.18) a^  = y  c wb(r) Á  rs s
Now the infinite matrix (c„) (r, s~0, 1, ...) satisfies the Toeplitz condition for 
regularity (see [2], p. 43), since
Z  lC«l = Z  Crs =  1»
and
as r-*oo, for fixed s. Hence by (5.18) and (5.15) we have
a(r)
lim i. / ^r-+ oo b(r) — 0,
which proves (5.13).
Remark. The upper bound in (5.11) holds whether or not D satisfies (4.7). 
Thus the equation
x 2—Dqy2 =  — 1
is more likely to be unsolvable than solvable, for large r—v(D). This is in sharp 
contrast to the results proved by Rédei [9]. (See his Satz IX and Satz X.)
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We note that the proof of the upper bound in (5.11) may be adapted to show 
that for a fixed factorization D—D'D", and a fixed choice of e=  +  l, the equation
D'x2—D"qy2 =  ez4, (x, y) =  1, 2)(z,
is solvable for a set of primes q having the density 3v(D'>/22r+1. (Also see [7], 
Theorem 6.) In addition, our analysis of rjq may be extended to the Diophantine 
equations
(5.19) D'x2-D "q y2 = ±  1,
by replacing the ideal u in (5.1) and in Lemma 11 by an ideal ü for which 
Norm ű = D' or D"q, according as the upper or lower sign is taken in (5.19). For 
the sake of brevity we leave further discussion of these results to the interested reader.
6. Numerical results
The explicit values of the densities d(D, s, g), d+(D, s) and e)_(Z>, .v) in the 
cases r=  1, 2, 3 have been worked out and listed in Tables 1—3 opposite the iso­
morphism types to which they correspond. When r= 2 and D=p1p2, the densities
depend on the value of — I — I . When r= 3  and D — plp2p3, there are 4
\p 2h  yp i h
possible cases, corresponding to the number of the values
/hy = 1 -  i s  3,
which are +1. The columns in Table 3 correspond to these 4 cases, and are indexed 
by the vector
y — (1*125 /As 5 /*2:s)-
For completeness we have also included the values of N(d, g) and N(d, g) in 
Tables 4—7.
Note that d+ and are only given for groups having exponent 2 or 4. 
In connection with the analogous results in [7], § 6, the following remark is 
of interest. Let D be given by (1.1) and (1.2) and let d{D, s, g) denote the density 
of primes q, for which the classgroup r<f of the imaginary quadratic field Q(tf ~ Dq) 
satisfies
sr Cir~s) X Ci0) X Cis- e).
(All such q are =3(mod4).) Then and d are related to d by the formulas
d-(D ,s) = 2-*d(D, s, s),
and
d(D, s, g) = 2°~°d(D, s, g) + ( l - 2 ‘ - i -°)d(D, s, £ -1 ), g S  i.
The first relation follows from (5.7) and formula (6.7) of [7], while the second is 
a consequence of (4.6) and (4.4). Setting g=s and subtracting gives the further 
relation
0+(A s) =  ( l - 2 - s) 3 ( A s , s ) + j 0 ( A s , s - l ) ,  S — 1.
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Thus the densities in Tables 1—3 may be computed directly from the results in 
Tables 1—3 of [7].
Table 1 (r =  1)
<#/<#» a a.
C2 1/4 0 1/4
Ct 3/16 1/8 1/16
C8 1/16





C*2 X Cj 1/8 0 1/8 1/8 0 1/8
C ,X C 4 3/16 1/8 1/16 3/16 1/8 1/16
C jX C , 1/16 1/16
C*4 X C*4 11/128 9/128 1/64 5/64 9/128 1/128
C4 X c 8 9/256 3/64
Cg X Cg 1/256 0
Table 3 (r = 3)
V/V* d a+ a. a a+ a.
(1,1,1) ( - 1, 1, 1)
C*2 X Co X Co 1/16 0 1/16 1/16 0 1/16
C ,X C 2XC, 9/64 3/32 3/64 9/64 3/32 3/64
C*2 X C*2 X c 8 3/64 3/64
c , x c , x c 4 33/256 27/256 3/128 1/8 27/256 5/256
CsX C t XC8 27/512 15/512
C2 X Cg X C8 3/512 1/256
C ,X C 4XC, 21/512 77/2048 7/2048 79/2048 37/1024 5/2048
C4X C 4X c 8 77/4096 93/4096
C4 X C8 X Cg 21/8192 5/4096
Cg X C8 X Cg 1/8192 0
( -1, -1, 1) ( -1, -1, -1)
C ,X C ,X C , 1/16 0 1/16 1/16 0 1/16
Cg X Cg X C\ 9/64 3/32 3/64 9/64 3/32 3/64
Cg X C2 X Cg 3/64 3/64
C ,X C ,X C 4 31/256 27/256 1/64 15/128 27/256 3/256
Cg X C\ x c8 33/512 9/128
Cg X Cg x c8 1/512 0
C4 X C4 X c 4 39/1024 73/2048 5/2048 39/1024 73/2048 5/2048
C  ^X C4 X C8 47/2048 47/2048
C4X C 8XC8 3/2048 3/2048
C8 X C8 X C8 0 0
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Table 4
N(PiP2, e)
e ( - )  -  ( -\P * ) i  \ l
- )






e (1, 1. 1) ( - L 1 . 1 )  ( - L - l ,  1) ( - 1 , - 1 , - 1 )
0 1 0 0 0
l 7 5 6 6
2 28 39 38 38
3 28 20 20 20
Table 6
N(P iP2, e)





N (pip2p 3, q)
e ( l ,  l ,  l ) ( - 1 ,1 ,  1) ( - 1 . - 1 ,  1) ( - 1 , - 1 ,  —1)
0 l 0 0 0
1 21 10 12 12
2 154 186 188 188
3 336 316 312 312
7. An example
We shall illustrate the preceding discussion with the following example. 
r= 3 and take




so D satisfies (4.7). In Table 8 we have given generators for the field I D. These 
numbers satisfy the norm conditions
. D
Norm «.,• =  p:, Norm y, - —4 — ,
Pi
and are easily seen to generate the same fields as do the numbers j a n d  given 
by (3.2) and Lemma 7. (For this note ht— 1 in each field 0(V/>(). See [1].)
Table 8
Generators for 2.'60M577
O'. j )  fiij i V,
(1 ,2 ) 129 +  20K4Í 1
I6 I7 +  349/ 4T 
2
(1 ,3 ) 181+ 28 /41 2
417 +  49/244 
2
(2 ,3 ) 34029+ 2192/241 3
477 +  25/617  
2
We next note that 5— 1 for each i, in the case d = D, by (2.14) and (3.9). 
We claim that StJ= 1 as well. For D/piPj splits in Lu , for each pair (/', j), and 
the fundamental units in fields 0(/41-241) and Q(/41 -617) have norm — 1 
(see (7.1) and [6], Theorem 5). Thus we see from (2.11) and (3.7) that <512= £13=1. 
However, the fundamental unit in Q(/241 -617) has norm +1. (This is because 
617 • 52 —241 • 82=1, which implies that the unique ambiguous principal ideal in 
Q{\'241 -617) is the prime divisor of 617, and not (/241 • 617).) To compute
* = [LJQ (t2A\ -617))
“  I (/241-617) >
we may set
j  =  ( L J Q { \ 2 4 \  -617)1 
'  P347 '
where the prime ideal p317=(771+2^241 • 617) is generated by an element with
negative norm. Since /J23s  157 (mod p347) and f-xT?) =  + *> P 347 splits in L23, 
giving ^ = 1 .  “ 13477
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Now if ^ J  = +1 for 1 S ; 3 and
then the matrix M' is given by
f l l  ^ 1 2 + 1  h 13+ l  
h12+ l u2+ l  b23
^13+1 b2 3 Ö3+1
. űí + Cj u2 + c2 a3+c3 ,
In particular, M' is the zero matrix if and only if
(7.2)
Equation (7.2) gives the necessary and sufficient condition for the isomorphism
U  1 u
and by Lemma 11 (and the discussion following) the equation
x 2 — 6 096 577 qy2 = — 1
has a solution.
We now work out M ' in the case <7=1321. The residues modulo 1321 of the 
ßij and fi are listed below, where we have taken the square-roots 141, }24l, ] 617 
to be respectively congruent to 103, 617, 324 (mod 1321).
= C8XC8XC3
and is satisfied by a set of primes having density 1/8192. Also, if
then




868 423 764 288 794 986
-1 -1  -1 +1 -1 -1
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Since for each i, we see that
— <T1<T20'3A12^ -13^ .23^ 2^ 3>
and
The rank of M ' is 3, and so
M' =
1 0 O' 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
,1 0 0,
^q = C4 X Ü4 X C4 .
From Lemma 11 it follows that x2 — D ■ 1321>’2=  — 1 is not solvable. However, 
the sum of the first and last rows of M ' is zero, and using this fact it is not difficult 
to see that the equation
41 • 1321 jc2 — 241 • 6 \ ly 2 =  1
does have a solution. Thus the unique ambiguous principal ideal in ß ( /8  053 578 217) 
is the ideal of norm 41 • 1321 = 54 161.
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FIXED POINT THEOREMS FOR ORDERED SETS 
M. KOLIBIAR
Dedicated to the memory o f  László Rédei
The aim of this paper is to investigate conditions under which each isotone 
mapping of an ordered set P into itself has a fixed point. In the case P has a least 
element and every chain in P has a l.u.b. the structure of the set of all fixed points of 
an isotone mapping from P to P is considered. Most of the results given here were 
published earlier without proofs [8; 9].
1. Preliminaries. Throughout this paper P denotes an ordered set (i. e. a set 
with a reflexive, transitive and antisymmetric relation or, more simply, S), 
0 and /  its least and greatest elements (if exist), respectively. The terms least upper 
bound and greatest lower bound will be abbreviated to 1. u. b. and g. 1. b., respectively. 
Given a subset A of P, denote A*={x£P: a€A implies a^x}, A + = {x£P: a£A 
implies x Sa}. In particular 0* = P. A subset A of P is said to be upper-bordered 
in P whenever A* c: A. In particular a chain is upper-bordered in P iff it is cofinai 
with a maximal chain in P. A subset S of P is said to satisfy the finite minimal con­
dition if to each x£ S  a minimal element m of S  exists such that mSx, and the set 
of all minimal elements of S' is finite. The interval topology in P is that one whose 
subbasis of closed sets consists of the sets (a\={x£P: x ^ a j  and [a)={x£P: 
x£a} (for all a£P). A mapping / :  P-*P is called isotone (antitone) if xS y  
implies f ( x ) ^ f(y )  ( f(x )s /O '), respectively). An element x(P  is called a fixed 
point of / i f  /(x )= x . P (f)  will denote the set of all fixed points of f i n P . P  is said 
to have the fixed point property (f. p. p.) if every isotone mapping from P to P has 
a fixed point. A mapping/ :  P—P is called directable [17] if it is isotone and H (f) = 
= {xdP: x  =/(.v)} is an up-directed subset of P. The set of all positive integers will 
be denoted by TV.
The following lemma will be useful (see e.g. [17, Lemma 2]).
(C) I f  C is any chain in P there exists a well-ordered chain W aC  with W* = C*.
2. Statement of the results. A classical theorem by A. Tarski [15] and 
A. C. Davis [5] states that a lattice has the f. p. p. iff it is complete. An analogous 
theorem for general ordered sets is not known. The present paper deals with some 
weaker forms of completeness in ordered sets which are necessary or sufficient for 
the f. p. p. The most familiar result is the following [1; 2],
(AB) Let P satisfy the condition
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 06A10; Secondary 90D12. 
Key words and phrases. Fixed points, isotone mappings.
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(a) l. u. b. o f every non-empty well-ordered chain in P exists.
Let f :  P-+P be an isotone mapping such that a fP  exists with a^f(a). Then a fixed  
point o f  f  exists. In particular, i f  P has the element 0 and fulfils (a) then P has the f .  p.p.
In a specific class of ordered sets the condition (a) is also necessary; there holds 
the following theorem (stated in [8, Th. 3] without proof, the proof was given in [14, 
Theorem 1.2]).
Let P satisfy the condition
(* ) For each (well-ordered) chain C in P, C* is down-directed.
Then P has the f. p. p. iff every (well-ordered) chain (including 0) in P has a l. u. b.
In the general case we can prove the following theorems 1 and 2.
T heorem  1 [8, Theorem 2]. Let each directable mapping from P to P have a fixed 
point. Then for every (well-ordered) chain C in P (including O) , the set C* is not empty 
and to each element x fC *  a minimal element m o f  C* exists with m ^x . In partic­
ular, the conclusion holds i f  P has the f. p. p.
Corollary. Let P have the f .  p. p. Then to every element x fP  there is a mini­
mal element u and a maximal element v o f P with « S r S  v.
Theorem 2 [8, Theorem 5]. Let for each subset A o f P (including Ü) the set A* 
be not empty and satisfy the finite minima! condition. Then P has the f. p. p.
The condition of Theorem 2 is not necessary as the following example shows. 
Let P consist of the chain C of all negative integer in its natural order, and of the 
elements o,a ,b  where o<a, o<b, and for each n fC , a<n and b<n.
Simple examples show that in Theorem 2 the phrase “each subset A” cannot be 
replaced by “each chain A '\  Such a modification is possible in a special case:
Theorem 3 [8, Corollary of Theorem 4]. Let for every well-ordered chain C in P 
(including 0) the set C* be not empty and satisfy the finite minimal condition. Then 
every entire iso tone mapping from P to P has a fixed point.
( / is said to be entire if así/ ( a) whenever x ^ f" (x )  for some n fN  (depend­
ing on A ') .  In particular/is entire if f 2= f)
R e m a r k . M. Benado [2] proved, without using the Axiom of choice, a theorem 
which arises from Theorem 3 by substituting “every set” for “every well-ordered 
chain” .
Theorem 4 [8, Theorem 1], Let P be an ordered set with 0, satisfying the condition 
(a') I f  l.u.b. o f a well-ordered chain C in P does not exist then C* is not empty and
every inversely well-ordered chain (including 0) in C* has a g.l.b.
Then P has the f.p.p.
Theorem (AB) is a corollary of Theorem 4.
Theorem 51. Suppose to any x£P there is an element m in max (P), the set o f
1 For the case P  is finite this was proved using retracts in [6],
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all maximal elements o f P, with x ^ m , and let max (P) be finite. I f  for each non-empty 
subset S o f  max (P), S + has the f  p. p. then P has, too.
Theorem 6. Let P be down-directed and compact in its interval topology. Then 
P has the f. p. p.
Theorem 7. Let a V -semilattice P satisfy the condition (*). Then P has the 
f .  p. p. iff it is compact in its interval topology.
Remark. This theorem gives a correction of a theorem by L. E. Ward, Jr. 
[16, Theorem 3]. Counterexamples to the last theorem were given in [9] and [11]. In 
[11, 12] another theorems correcting Ward’s result are given.
Theorem 82. Let P contain 0 and satisfy (a), and let f . P  — P be an isotone 
mapping. Then the set P (f) (is not empty and) has the following properties:
(i) P (f) has a least element.
(ii) I f  l. it. b. o f a subset A czP (f) in P exists then I. u. b. o f A exists in P(f). 
In particular, l. u. b. o f every chain C czP(f) exists in P(f).
(iii) I f  A c  P (f ) is upper-bordered in P (f) then l. u.b. o f A in P ( f)  coincides 
with that in P. In particular, i f  a chain C c  P (f) is cofinal with a maximal chain in 
P ( f) then l. u. b. o f C in P (f) coincides with that in P.
Corollary 1. Suppose the hypothesis o f Theorem 8 is satisfied. Then
(i') Given x£P (f), a maximal element m o f P (f) exists with x ^ m . (A greatest 
element in P (f) need not exist even in the case P has a greatest element.)
(ii') Let Q ^AczP(f). The set A* = {x£P(f): x ^ a  for all aCA) is not empty 
and for every x£A* there is a maximal element m o f A* with x ^ m .
(Using the terminology of M. Benado [3], P (f)  is a complete lower semimulti­
lattice with a least element. But P (f)  need not be a multilattice.)
Corollary 2. Let P contain 0 and satisfy (a), and let / :  P —-P be an antitone 
mapping. Then there is s£P such that f 1(s)=s and sS f(s).
Remark. As a special case we get the theorem in [13] which has applications 
in game theory (see [13]). In [13] there is supposed that P is a complete lattice and /  
satisfies /(V A)= f\f(A) for each AczP.
3. Proofs of the theorems. The following lemmas will be useful.
Lemma 1. Let Y be a well-ordered chain in P and let an element x£ Y* exist 
such that there is no minimal element m o f Y* with m ^x . Then there exists an in­
versely well-ordered chain Z  in P such that
(1) y£ Y  and z£Z imply y&z.
(2 ) y * n z + = 0 .
Proof. If T*=0 we can set Z=0. Otherwise a maximal chain C in Y * (con­
taining a) exists with no g. 1. b. Let Z be an inversely well-ordered chain with Z c C
2 Part (i) and the particular assertions of (ii) and (iii) concerning chains were published (with­
out proofs) in [8, Theorem 6]. Part (i) and the particular assertion of (ii) concerning chains are con­
tained in [10, Theorem 9]. But the proof of (i) is simple and is therefore included.
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and Z  + = C + (see Lemma (C)). Then (l)and (2) hold («6 y * n z + would imply 
that u is a least element of C).
Lemma 2. I f  P contains a well-ordered chain Y and an inversely well-ordered chain 
Z  (one o f  them can be empty) such that (1) and (2) o f  Lemma 1 hold then a directable 
mapping from P to P exists with no fixed point.
The proof can easily be obtained from the proof of Theorem 1.2 in [14].
Lemma 3. Let C be a chain in P and M a finite subset o f  P such that to each 
xf_ C, an element y  in M exists with y S x . Then there is an element in M  such that 
y0= x for all x£ C.
Pro o f . Given y£M , let C (j) = {x£C: y=x}. Then C= U {C(>): y€ A/} = 
=  C (j’o) for some yn € M.
Lemma 4. Let f:  P -- P be an isotone mapping, and let S be a non-empty subset 
o f P satisfying the finite minimal condition. Suppose to each x£ S  a positive integer n 
exists with f " ( x ) S .  Then there is a minimal element x o f  S and k£N such that 
f k (x) £ S and x S f k(x).
P r o o f . Let M= {at , ..., a„} be the set of all minimal elements of S and let tt be 
positive integers with f i f a ^ S  (/=  1, We shall define a sequence bT,b 2, ...
as follows. Put b1=a1 and let b., be such afi M that a ^ f f b i ) .  Suppose bt , .... bj 
were found. Then bj=am for some a„f M. We let bj+1 be such an element ap of M  that 
Then br+1= f t^ (b r) holds for r = 1, 2, ... (t(r)£N ). In the sequence 
bi, ■■■, bn+1 some two members are equal. Hence i,j£ N  exist such that i+ jS n + l  
and bi=bi+j. This follows bi+lS f^ (b i) ,  bi+2táfi(i+1\b i+1) +,(i+1}(Aj), ...
j - 1
..., bi=bi+J^ f s(bi), where s=  £  t(i+k), which proves the lemma.
k =  0
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose a well-ordered chain Y  in P exists such that Y* 
fails to have the property stated in the theorem. According to Lemma 1 there exists 
an inversely well-ordered chain Z  in P satisfying (1) and (2). By Lemma 2 a directable 
mapping / :  P-*P exists with no fixed point.
Proof of Theorem 2. By the hypothesis, P “V  0, hence P has a greatest ele­
ment. To prove the theorem it suffices to show that every chain in P has a g. 1. b. 
and use the dual of the theorem (AB). Let C be a chain in P and let M  be the (finite) 
set of all minimal elements of C+*. Since C a C +*, according to Lemma 3 an ele­
ment i’ f  M exists which belongs to C +. Hence y  is the greatest element of C +, 
and the g. 1. b. of C.
Proof of Theorem 3. According to Lemma 4 there exist xeP  and keN  
suchthat x ^ f k(x), hence x ^ f(x ) .  Let M={x£P: r á / ( i ) }  and let C be a maxi­
mal chain in M. If yf^C* then x^±y hence x S /(x )S /( j)  for all x£C so that 
f(y ) fC * . According to Lemma 4 there is an element t£C* such that t ^ f k(t) 
for some k £N, hence t^ f ( t ) .  If /< /(/)  then CU{/(i)} is a chain in M  greater 
than C which yields a contradiction. Hence t= f(t).
Proof of Theorem 4. Let / :  P —P be isotone and Q = {xfP: x^ f(x )} . 
Since 0 eQ, Q is not empty. Let C be a maximal chain in Q. If 1. u. b. of C exists
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(say c), then for each xdC, r á c ,  hence rS /( r ) á /( c ) .  This follows cS/(c), 
/(c)=S/(/(c)), hence f(c)dQ  and /(c )6C in virtue of the maximality of C. This 
yields /(c )S c  hence /(c)= c.
Let 1. u. b. of C do not exist. By the hypothesis, C* has a greatest element 
(=inf0). Moreover u£C* implies x S u  for each xdC, hence x ^ f( x ) ^ f(u ) ,  
and f(u)dC*. Applying the dual of the theorem (AB) to the partial mapping f\C *  
we get the assertion.
Proof of Theorem 5. Let / :  P —P be isotone. Obviously, there is a sequence 
(at: idN), űf,€max (P), such that f(a t) ^ a i+l for each idN. According to the 
finiteness of max (P) there are i, jd N  such that i-cj and at—a,-. Denote S=  
= {at, ai+1, ctj-.i}. Then f (S + )a S  + hence there is xd S  + with /(x )= x .
Proof of Theorem 6. From the hypothesis of the theorem it follows immedi­
ately that P has a least element. By [7, Theorem 2] the condition (a) is satisfied, hence 
theorem (AB) is applicable.
Proof of Theorem 7. Let P have the f. p. p. In [12, Theorem 7] there is shown 
that the f. p. p. implies compactness if P satisfies the condition
(i) For each adP, the subset [a) is a lattice. But (i) is a consequence of (*). 
Indeed, let u, tig [a). Let C be a maximal chain in {u, ti}+, containing a. The ele­
ments u, v are in C* and there is zgC*, zS«, z S r . CU{z} is a chain contained 
in {«, t;}+, hence CU{z}=C and zgC. Hence z is a greatest element in C, thus 
maximal in the set {w, c}+. Since P is a V-semilattice, z is the greatest element of 
{«, ti}+. This proves P to be compact. The converse implication follows by the 
dual of Theorem 6.
Proof of Theorem 8. The set P ( / ) + is not empty and satisfies (a). Moreover 
if x d P ( f)+ then /(x )^ /(c )= c  for each cdP (f)  so that f(x )d P (f)+■ Using 
the theorem (AB) to the partial m app ing /|P (/)+ we get that /  has a fixed point in 
P (f)+ which is obviously a least element of P ( /) . This proves (i). Suppose a subset 
A of P ( /)  has a 1. u. b. in P. If ydA* then for each xdA, x ^ y  thus x = f(x )^ f(y )  
hence f(y)dA*. According to (i), the set A*(f\A*) has a least element which is a 
1. u. b. of A in P (/) . This proves (ii). The proof of (iii) is straightforward.
Proof of Corollary 2. According (i), P (P )  has a least element s. Since
/ 2(/(s))= /(*),
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1. Introduction
We deal here with functional equations of the form
m n
(!) 2  Fi(*iX+ßiy) =  2  Pk(x)qk(y\i = l k = 1
special cases of which were considered in [1—12] (see also the references in these 
works). We will assume (1) to be valid for x£]A, B[, y€]C, D[ (say; real rectangles). 
We may suppose that
(2) «»•' ßt 5* <Xj'- ßj if i ^ j ,
for else the respective terms on the left-hand side of (1) could be combined into single 
terms. Similarly, we may suppose
(3) oiißi ?£ 0 for all i =  1, 2, ..., m,
for else, if some txt or ß( is 0, the corresponding Fi(.y) = Fi(ßiy) or Fl(x)=Fi(ape) 
can be transferred to the right-hand side of (1).
It is also natural to assume that plt p2, p„ are linearly independent and so 
are , q2, ..., q„, for else the right-hand side of (1) may be replaced by a similar sum 
of less than n terms. We will suppose a bit more, that the pk and also the qk are 
L-independent on ]A, B[ or ]C, D[, respectively, which means, for instance for the
n
qk s, that 2! akqk(y)= 0  almost everywhere on ]C, D[ implies ak=0 (k = l,  2, ..., n).
k = 1
Clearly, L-independence implies linear independence.
In view of (2) and (3), we can write (1) as
m n
(4) 2  fi(x+ Afy) = 2  Pk (x) qk(y),
1=1 ft = l
where A^O and Aj^A; for yVi= 1, 2, We will first prove, in Section 2,
that f ,  pk, qk ( i= l,2 , ..., m; A: = 1,2, ..., ri) have derivatives of all orders if, in 
addition to the above assumptions, / i , / 2, ■■■,/„, are supposed to be Lebesgue 
integrable on all closed intervals (really f t is supposed to be just locally integrable
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 39B30; Secondary 28A20.
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on ]A, B[ +  /,] C, D[). — Then we will show, in Section 3, on the example of the equa­
tion
(5) / ( *  ■+ y) + g (* ■- y) = 2  Pi (*) Vi O),i=1
how all solutions can explicitly be determined under the above conditions (including 
the Lebesgue integrability of /  and g). As a particular case, we will enumerate for 
n = 2 the solutions of (5) in Section 4.
General results on continuous or measurable solutions of (5) on topological 
groups are contained a.o. in [12]. The present results, on the other hand, are local 
and explicit, the proofs elementary. Further, it could be possible to weaken the in­
tegrability condition in this paper to, say, measurability by applying results and 
methods of A. Járai (cf. [4]).
2. A differentiability theorem
Generalizing a method worked out in [5] and more completely in [2], we prove 
the following
T h eo rem  1. If, in
m n
(4) 2  f i x  + h y ) = 2  Pk(x)qk(y) (x£]A, B[, ye]C, D[),i=l k = 1
the functions p±, p2, and qk, q2, ..., qn are L-independent on ]A, B[ or ]C, D[,
respectively (c f Section 1),
A; 0 and f  ^  Xj for j  i — 1, 2, ..., m
and the f  are locally Lebesgue-integrable on ]A, B[ + A(]C, D[ (cf. Section 1), then 
the functions f ,  pk and qk have derivatives o f all orders (are C°°) on their respective in­
tervals. Moreover, Pi, p2, and also qk, q2, ..., q„ satisfy systems o f explicit ho­
mogeneous linear differential equations o f m-th order with constant coefficients and, 
i f  0 is both in ]A, B[ and in ]C, D[, then the f (m~1>(t) are linear combinations o f  the
pis)(t) and also o f the qjf] (i= 1, 2, ..., m; k=  1, 2, ..., n; s=0, 1, ..., m — 1).
P r o o f . We first prove that the pk s and, similarly, the qk s are Lebesgue integrable 
on ]A, B[ or ]C, D[, respectively. Since the qk s are (L-independent and thus) line­
arly independent, there exist y\ , y2, ..., y„ (€]C, D[) such that detqk(yy) ^ 0  (see 
e-g. [1], pp. 201—203). Substituting these for y  in (4), we get n equations which can 
be imiquely solved with respect to p,(x), p2(x), ..., p„(x). By the Cramer rule we get
m n
Pk(x)= 2  2  aijkfi(x+Xtyf. Since the f  are Lebesgue integrable, so are the pk
i=l j=x
and, similarly, the qk.
We now integrate (4) with respect to y  (from C* f\C, />[):
m r 1 i
2  f  f ( x  + Xty)dy  = 2  Pk(x) f  qk(y)dy,
i= l c * 1 = 1 C *
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then introduce into each integrand on the left-hand side individually new variables 
Ajy and obtain
m 1 »+.V n
(6) Z ~ r  f  f ( s ) d s =  Z P k W Q M
*=1 x  + X,C* 4 =  1
where
t
Qk(t)= f  qk(y)dy.
c*
The functions Qk are linearly independent for else there would exist n constants 
ak (k = \, 2, n), not all zero, such that
2  akQk(0 = 0, i.e. f  \ 2  akqk{y)dy\ = 0 for all t£C, D.
k = 1 ri L* = l J
But then 2  akclk(y)=Q almost everywhere on ]C, D[ which, by the ^-independence
*=i
of the qk, would imply ö*=0 (k = 1, 2, ..., ri), contrary to the supposition.
Similarly to our previous argument, the linear independence of the Qk and (6)
X+^t
imply that the pk are linear combinations of the x >->- J  fj(s)ds and, since the
x+A,C*
latter are continuous, so are the pk (on ]A, /?[) and, similarly, the qk (on ]C, £>[).
We now pro ve that the f  (for instance /j) are continuous, too. For this purpose, 
we substitute u—x  + ?^y into (4) and integrate the equation
/ i (m) =  2  Pk<M-hy)qk(y)~  2  yi[w+(A,-Ai)y],
thus obtained, with respect to y:
n ’ m -
U - C * ) M u )  = 2  f  P k ( u - ^ y ) q k( y ) d y -  2  f  filu + ( ^ - k 1)y]dy.
’ J i=2 c?LC*
introducing, into each integrand in the second sum on the right-hand side individ­
ually, the new variables v = u+ — we get
n J  m 1 u+(A^—Af)i
(7) (t — C *)/,(« )=  2  f  Pk(u~k1y)qk( y ) d y -  2  I  M v) dv-k=l ci *=2 /l* /ll A, )C»
The right-hand side of this equation is a continuous function of u, thus so is f x and, 
similarly, all f .
x  + A,f
However, if all / ; are continuous then u-<- J  fi(s)ds is differentiable.
x + k, C*
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Thus, applying the above argument again to (6), all pk (on ]A, B\) and similarly, all 
qk (on ]C, £>[) are differentiable.
Moreover, the pk and qk are C1. Indeed, differentiate (6) with respect to x  and 
obtain
m n
(8) 2  \f,(.x+xti ) - f t(x+xtc*)yxt =  2  Pi(x)Qk(t).i=l k = 1
Since the left-hand side is continuous and the functions Qk are linearly independent, 
we get, as before, that the p'k and, similarly, the q'k are continuous.
Since all integrands are continuous on the right-hand side of (7) and the pk 
are C1, f  is differentiable, and so are all f .  Now, from (8) and again from the possi­
bility to choose yj so that det Qk(yj)^0  (the Qk being linearly independent), the 
pk are twice differentiable and, similarly, so are the qk. From (7) again f x and, simi­
larly, all f  are twice differentiable, etc.
We differentiate now (4) (m —j)  times with respect to x  and j  times with respect 






2  (x + ^ y )  =  2  Pkm 11 (x)q'k(y),
2  X T -V P K x+ ity)  =  2  Pk(.x )qí"'~1) GO,í = 1 k = 1
2  ^7fi'm)(x+ iiy) = 2  Pkix)qkm){y)-i=l k=1
It follows from this system of m + 1 homogeneous linear equations in / ^ ( x  + X^y), ... 
■■■,fLm)(x + Xmy), 1 that
n
1 1 .. 1 2  Pkm)(x)qk(y)k = 1
n
Al K  ■• 2  Pkm~1)(x)qk(y)k = l 
n
XT-1 2 m — 1a2 2m- 1 .. Am 2  Pk(x)qim~l)(y)k = 1 
n
XT ß m Xm 2  Pk(x)qjcm\ y )k = l
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Z  Pkm)(x)qk{y)~A,  £  P*m~1)C*)qíO0 +  —
k —1 k = 1
. . . + ( - l ) m ~ 1A m 2  Pk(x)qim)(y) =  0,
k =  l
where each A( is the determinant of the (m +l)X m  matrix obtained from
1 i . .. 1 '
Ax A2 .•• Am
.Ar A?. ■ K ,
by deleting the i-th row, and hence
Ax A2 •• •A. l l . 1
A 1 =
A? A1 . . •A* II ts ... Am
Ax A 2 • Am





—  A j A2 • ••  Am ==  AxA2 . . . .77 (A; Ay) yé 0.l^i </5m
Since qu q2, ..., q„ are (L-independent and thus) linearly independent, there again 
exist y2, (€]C, Z>[), such that detqk(y j)^0  (k ,j= l, ri). Substituting
these yj into (9) we indeed obtain
(10) PÍm)(x) = 2 2  akj,Pjs)(x) (k =  1, ..., n).
j = 1 5 = 0
Similarly, the qk(y) satisfy
(11) qim)O') =  2  2 1 bkj*qjs)O') (k =  1, n).j=1s=0
R em ark . Substituting (10) and (11) into (9) we obtain
that is,
(9)
n n m — 1
^  Z  2  2 ukjsp(js>(x) qk(y ) -A ,  2  P k m l )  (x)q'kO') +  • • •
k =  l
. . . + ( - l ) m 2Am_1 2  Pk(x)q[m u (y) + ( -  l)m lAm 2  2  Z  bkjsPk(x)q<i,)(y) = 0,
k~l fc=lj= ls=o
which can modify the systems (10) or (11).
In order to express / / m_1) with the aid ofp (ks) or q(ks) (s= 0, 1, m — 1; i=  1, ... 
k — 1, ..., rí), we differentiate (4) (wj — 1 —/) times with respect to x  and / times
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with respect to y (1=0, 1, ..., m — 1) and get
m n
= 2 p i m- 1Hx)qk(y),
i= l  k = 1
2 ' H f <m- 1)(x+Áiy) = Z PÍm- 2)(x)q'k(y),
i= l  k=1
m
2  W - * f (m- 1Hx+Xiy)
n
2 Pk(x)qim- 2) (y),
m
2 K 1f (m ] ,(x+ = 2  Pk(x)q(km~1)(y).
*=1
By setting here y = 0 or x =  0 it follows that
and
respectively. □
n m — 1
/,<— » (* )=  2  2  *ikspls)(x)
k=1 s =  0
n m — 1
/ > - i) (AiJ) =  2  2  ßiksVkHy),
k = 1 s = 0
3. The equation (5)
In this section we consider the functional equation 
(5) f(x+ y) + g ( x - y )  = 2  p,(x)qi(y) (xf]A, B[, y£]C, £>[)•
i = 1
We can improve in this case Theorem 1 in the following way.
T heorem 2. Let px, p 2, . . . ,p n and q1,q 2, ■■■, q„ be L-independent on ]A, B[ 
and ]C, D[ (where ]C, D[ contains 0), respectively, f  and g Lebesgue integrable on 
]A, B[ + ]C, D[ and ]A, B[— ]C, £>[, respectively, and (5) satisfied. Then f, g, p1, p2, ... 
..., p„, qx, q2,..., qn have derivatives o f all orders and px, p2, ..., pn and also qx, q2, ... 
..., q„ satisfy systems o f explicit second order homogeneous linear differential equa­
tions with constant coefficients without first order terms, while f-\-g and f ' —g' satisfy 
linear homogeneous differential equations o f order 2n with all terms o f even order.
Proof. It is a consequence of Theorem 1 that all functions in (5) are C°°. 
Now differentiate (5) twice with respect to jc resp. y  and get
II n
(12) 2  p"(x)qfy) = f" (x+ y)-\-g "(x -y ) = 2  Pi(x)q'((y).
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Again, since qx, . . . ,q k are linearly independent, there exist yl t ..., y„ suchthat 
detgk(y j)^0 .  Putting these yj into (12) we get
2  Pi (*) Qi (Tj) = 2  Pi (■*) 9Í O';) o  = 1, . . . ,  n).
* =1 i= l
Thus we have, again, n linear equations for p"(x) (i— 1, ..., ri), whose determinant is 
different from 0. Therefore each p"(x) is a linear combination, with constant coeffi­
cients, of pk(x) (k= l, ri)
(13) p"(x) = 2  aikPdx) (i = 1, ..., ri).
k = 1
Similarly, also the qk satisfy an explicit system of linear differential equations of 
second order with constant coefficients and without first order terms, as asserted. 
As to /  and g, put y= 0  into (5) in order to get, with
<P = f+ g
and with c0j= q t(0), the equation
(140) 4>(x) = 2  co.iPi(x).
1=1
Differentiating this equation twice, we have
*"(x)  =  Z c 0,iP"(x)
i = 1
n
or, using (13) with cM := 2  co.jaJk {k = \, ..., ri),
j=i
(14,) <P"(x) = 2  Ci,iPi(x).
i = 1
Similarly,
(14;) <P(2j)(x) = 2  cj.iPi(x) 0  = 0, . . . ,«),
i= 1
in particular,
(14.-,) <p(2n-V(x)=  2  Cn-l.iPi(x),i = 1
(14.) <P™(X)= 2Cn.iPi(x).1=1
There are two cases. If detC;(I=0 (y'=0, ..., n — 1; f=I,  ...,w) then, from 
(140), (14,), (14„_,), there exist a0, a,, ..., ,, not all 0, such that
2  űj$ (2J)(x) = 0.
j= o
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If, on the other hand, de tc^^ O  then plt can be determined from (140),
(I4j), ..., (14„_1) as linear combinations of <P, 4>", ..., <£(2"_a> so that (14„) goes over 
into
(15) <P(-n>(x) = "Z aj (x).
j=o
In both cases <P satisfies a homogeneous linear differential equation of order 2n 
with all terms of even order and with constant coefficients (not all 0).
If we differentiate (5) with respect to y, put y  = 0 and follow the above proce­
dure, we get a similar equation for f ' —g'. □
As the reader may have noticed, the result in Theorem 2 about the pk (and also 
the qk), that they satisfy explicit systems of homogeneous linear differential equations 
with constant coefficients, corresponds to the statement in Theorem 1 that they 
satisfy such m-th order equations. But there is no equivalent in Theorem 1 to the 
absence of first order terms in those equations as stated in Theorem 2. This returns 
i f  we step over into the complex field and have / ,  =  r) where s=e2ni/m is an m-th 
root o f  unity: then the derivatives o f orders 2, ..., m — 1 are missing in (10) and (11). 
In this case we have also an analogue of the last statement of Theorem 2: the func-
m
tions 4>j =  Z  £jlf (J> satisfy homogeneous linear differential equations o f mn-th
i=i
order with constant coefficients, having only terms o f  pm-th order (p = 0, 1, ...,»).
Now we are going to give a general form of the integrable solutions of (5). 
(For other results on (5), see [2,10—12].)
Theorem 3. Suppose that the functions f  g are Lebesgue integrable on 
]A, B[ + ]C, D[, and ]A, B[—]C, D[, respectively, and suppose that the functions 
pk, and also q1, . . . ,q n are L-independent on ]A, B[ or ]C, D[, respectively.
Then all solutions o f the functional equation (5) for x£\A, B[, yf\C ,D [ (with 
0£]C, D[) can be written in the form
2 m n k —l
f ix )  = z  2  2  AH /xi*-»'-1"**
1 =  1 k =  1 j = 0
2 N
+ 2  B)x’, 1=0
(16)
2 m nk—1 2 N
g(x) = 2 2 2  Af,x>* - '» - " ’**+ Z B ) * ,
1 =  1 k =  1 j = 0 j =  0
2 m nk - l  2JV-1
Pi(x) =  z  2  2  A'lkjXj e(-1>l- lw*x + Z  Bbxj>
1 =  1 k =  1 j = 0 j = 0
2 m n . —l 2 / V - l  /  - 1  \
qfy)  = Z  2  2  Al-J,-‘y J e ^ l-l^y+ z  BhyJ, < =  1 , 2  =  o ,
/  =  1 k =  l  j = 0 j  =  0 V 0 '
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where the nk, A and in are integers satisfying
(17) Z n k + N = n  Í Í  =  o ).
k = l  V 1 /
The wk are, in general, complex nonzero constants, and the constants Akj, Afkj, B) 
and B'ij satisfy
n nAll _  y  All J3-U ™k0 aLj ** ikO ** ikO »i=1
J2/ _  X* jK jf.3-/ •^ kO ^  ^ ik O ^ ik Oi=0 0  =
1,2, k =: 1, • ••, m),
[™ )a i‘m= ( - 1  y ( ^ j ^  * * ik ,M  — j **i k j  i = 1
( /=  1 ,2 ; ;  =  0,1, ..., A/; AT = 1, 2, ... 1; fc =  l, m),
y  All ah—l , l  _  y  All a I .3 -1  r)
2 .j ™ikp**ikq a£j  **ikp**ikq ^i =1 1=1
(/ =  1,2; p, q = 1, .... nk- 1; p + q >  nk- 1; k =  1, m),
(18) 2  2  A lpA \£ -1 = 0
i=l 1=1
(/ =  1, 2; p = 0, 1, «(( — 1; q = 0, 1, ns— 1; k, s =  1, m; k ^  s);)
2  / M ,  =  i  A*k/ ' 1 B\s = 0i=I 1=1
(/ = 1, 2; j  = 0, 1, .... n * - l;  fc =  1, m; s = 0, 1, 2 /V -l);
" f "
öi+ßo2 =  2 ” M o ,  . [ß J ,+ (-iyßx ,] =  21=1 k J > 1=1
0  =  0, 1 ,..., A/; A/ =  1, 2 , . . . ,  2JV—1),
ß(2A) + ß(2N) “ 0, 2  B}.2N-kBik ~
2  ß/pßiv,^0 (p, q = 2, ..., 2 /V -l; p + q> 2N ),
1 = 1
Am/ are otherwise arbitrary, and conversely, all systems o f functions o f  the form  (16), 
»v/7/i (17) and (18) satisfy (5).
The proof of Theorem 3 may be obtained from the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 1. Under the conditions o f Theorem 3, all solutions o f the functional equa-
2 (2f ) ß ( 2 » .  k odd (k = X  ' 2 N - \) ,
0, k even
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tion (5) can be written in the form
2 m
f i x )  = Z  Z P \ lix)e(-v
1 = 1 k =1
2 m
g (x )=  2  z  Pl‘( x ) e ^ ‘- 1^ x + HiN(x),
(19)
1 = 1 k= 1
1 = 1 k= 1
2 m
1=1 k = l
where the Pk (x) and Pfk (x) are polynomials o f degre (nk~ 1), the H,{N (x) and / / /  2JV_ j (x) 
are polynomials o f degree 2N, 2N — I, respectively,
and the w* are, in general, complex nonzero constants.
Proof. By supposition, the functions pk, and also ql , .... q„ are linearly
independent and, by Theorem 1, the functions f  g, p-t, q, (/ = 1, n) have deriva­
tives o f all orders.
If we differentiate (5) with respect to x  and y,  we obtain
respectively.
On the other hand, by Theorem 2, the p-t satisfy the explicit system (13) of second 
order homogeneous linear differential equations with constant coefficients, without 
first order terms.
Suppose that wk are nonzero eigenvalues of multiplicity nk of the matrix (au) 
(k=  1, ...,/«) and the zero is an jV-fold eigenvalue of the matrix (afJ), then, from the 
theory of systems of homogeneous linear differential equations with constant coef­




(20) / ' (x + y) + g ' ( x - y )  = Z  p'i (x)<7i(>■)
1 =  1
and
n
(21) f ' ( x  + y ) ~ g ' ( x - y )  = Z  Piix)ql(y),
in
(22) Pt(x)= Z  tpU(x)ewkx + p%(x)e :] +  7/í%n- i (x) 0 = 1 ,  ...,n),i, 2N — 1
where the P.Í are polynomials o f degree (nk— 1), and the H K S -1  are polynomials 
of degree (2N— 1) ( /= ! ,  2; i = l ,  ..., n; k = \,  ..., m), and
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When zero is not an eigenvalue of the matrix (ay), namely N=  0, we define 
H I-  x(x)=0.
In order to determine / and g, we set y=0  in (20) and (21), and apply (22), so 
that we obtain




g'fa) =  T  Z fa P f  (*)-&Pi(*)] =  2  [^kl (x)ewKx + nl2(x)e~WkX] + hlN_1(x).
^  1=1 fc=l
By integrating these equations with respect to x  we obtain
m
(23) f(x )  = Z  [PI1 (x) e”* * +  Pi2 W r " ,  1 + //.!„ (x)
k = 1
and
(24) g(x) = 1  [Pf (x)ew** +  P f  ( x ^ * ^ ]  + 7/|„(x),
k = 1
where the Pgl are polynomials of degree {nk — 1), the H l2N are polynomials of degree 
2N {s, 1= 1, 2; k — 1, ..., m).
Substituting (23) and (24) into (5) and setting x =  x; (y‘= l ,  ...,«), such that 
det P ifxj)^  0 (it, y = l, ..., n) (such xy- exist because of the linear independence ofthe 
/?*), we obtain
m
(25) q fy ) = Z [ P fi iy )e ^ y + P}k2iy )e -w^ ] + H?2Niy) (i = 1, ..., n),
*=i
where the Pfk and Pj2 are polynomials of degree («*—1), the Hf .1N are polynomials 
of degree 2N.
We now show that the H 22N are polynomials of degree 2N— 1. In fact, let 
H2Nix) =  HlN- xix) +  a\2N) x~N U =  1, 2)
(26)
Hf,2Niy) =  Hu2s - i ( y ) + a l 2Ny  0  =  U •••> ”).
where the H2N~i and Hft2N- x are polynomials of degree (2iV— 1). If we substitute 
(23)—(25) with (26) into (5), we get for the coefficients ű(2N) and a22N) of x 2N and y2N
ű (2iV) + Ű (2JV) — 0
and
n
0 (21V) + a (2N) = 2  al,2N Pi(X)-
i = l
Since the pt are linearly independent, a22N=0 ( f= l, ..., ri). Thus, it is also possible 
to write (25) in the form
(27) q f y )  =  2  [P« ( y ) ^ y +  n 2iy )e~ ^ '] +  H Im _xiy)  (i =  1, ..., n). □
*=i
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Lemma 2. I f  we introduce, in Lemma 1,
(28)
Pk(x) = 2  Al‘jx j, Pffix) = 2  AijXJ,
j =0 j =o
2 N 2 N - 1
H‘n(x) =  2  P ljXJ, HU-iCx) =  2  K x J, ( S ,  1 =  1,2),
j=0 j =0
then the functions (19) with (28) satisfy (5) if, and only if, the constants A I f  Afkj, B] 
and B\j fulfil (18).
Proof. We substitute (19) with (28) into (5):
2 m nk— 1 2N
2  2  2  Allj ( x + y y e ^ ,-" v^ + y)+  2  Bfix+y)j +
1=1 k=l j = 0 j = 0
2 m nk — 1 2N
+ 2 2 2  Allj { x - y y e^ ' - 1^ - y ) +  2  B fix -y ) j =
1 = 1 k=l jr =0 j = 0
that is,
n r  2 m nk —1 2N — 1 t
= 2  2  2  2  A l j ^ - ' v -"***+ 2  B}jxj \ x.............  j=o ii = 1 U = 1 k = l j1=0 
2 m  «_—1
x
r ns   2N—1 ~i
\ 2  2  2  A%1r y j'e<-»”-1”s>+ 2  Bfjyj \ ,
=  l  s =  l  j2 = 0 j = 0 J
2 m nk — l  2 m nk — 1
2 2 2  '^.(x+j)V-1)'-1^ (j:+^)+ 2  2 2  Affix-yye^'-^-y)+
1=1 k = l j = 0  l = i k = l j = 0
2 N 2 N
+ 2  B)(x+y)J+ 2  Pfix-yy =
j =o j =0
n 2 m m nk — 1 ns—1
= 2  2  2  2  2  2  A ' i j ^ i +
i = 1 i =  l  fc =  l  s = l j \  = 0 j 2=0 
« 2 m m  «k —1 ns — 1
(29) + 2 2 2 2 2  2  A,i j 1A^ 2 x ^ e^ ,- 1^ - ^ )  +
i=l 1 = 1 k = l  S = 1 j \  =o y2=o
n 2 m nk — 1 2N — 1
+ 2 2 2 2 2 A'ijBlxJy’et-w-'”**+
i = 1 1 = 1 k = l  j = 0 s=0 
« 2 m  nk — l  2N — 1
+ 2 2 2 2  2  4 u f i L ^ e (- 1)Mv +
i =  l  Z =  1 Jk =  1 j  =  0 s = 0
« 2(V-1 2N — 1
+ 2 2  2  Bf i Bf i x^ f i K
i = l jo, I jJ = 0
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All terms of (29) may be divided into the following five types:
1° The terms containing A,ksj ij2xJiyJ‘ei~1),~1(w>‘x+w‘y).
2° The terms containing BksjiJtxJiyJ* w‘y>.
3° The terms containing AkjsxJy 3 .
4° The terms containing Bk,jXsyJei~1)‘~'w‘‘y.
5° The terms containing B}ijtxJiyJ‘.
Due to the fact that the functions contained in i° are independent of those in 
j° (Í5=sjr=l, 2, 3, 4, 5), the necessary and sufficient condition for (29) to hold is that 
the sum of each of the five types of terms just mentioned should be equal on both 
sides of (29).
For type 1, we have
2 m nu — 1
2 2 21 = 1 k=lj = 0
n 2 m m nk — 1
= 2 2 2 2 2i=l 1=1 k = l s=1 jt=0
which is possible only if
A1klj (x + yye<--1),-lw^ x+y) =
"‘2 1 Al h Al~h '*Jlyh e(" 1)" i(^ x + 'v‘y), 
J,= 0
m nk — 1
2  2  A l 'j i x + y y é - » '- '^ * »  =
k=1j =0 
n m m nk — 1 na — 1
= 2 2 2 2  2  ^ I^fo ,,,* V ,«(" 1)" 1<WfcX+w' ,) (? =  1,2).i=l l= l! = lj,=0 J,= 0
It is easy to see that this implies
(30)
JU _  V All AZ-1,1 \ ^ \  All — y  All A3~1’1Ak0 — Z  i^kO^ ikO , I , I AkM — Zj ^ik, M - j Aikj i = 1 V J > i=1
(/ =  1; 2; j  = 0, 1, .... M; M  =  1, nk—1; k = 1, m),
2  =  0i—i
(/ = 1,2; p, q =  1, n* — l;  p + q >  nk- 1; k =  1, m),
n
2i = 1
All A*-l>l — 0 ^ikp^isq u
( / =  1 , 2; p =  0, 1, n * - l ;  q  =  0, 1 , n , - l ;  k ,  s  =  l ,  m \  k  ^  s).
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For type 2, we have
2 m nk — 1
2  2  2  <■ =1 = 1 k=1 j = 0
n 2 m m nk—1 ns —1
= 2 2 2 2 2  2
i= 1 i = l  fc=l S=1 J t = 0  i j = 0
which is possible only if
A£b — 2  A'loAiko \ (  1 ) J I . I AfM —  2  A'ilu-jA'ikj 1
i = l i= l
(31)
(/ = 1, 2; j  = 0, Í, M; M =  1, ..., nk- 1; k = 1, m),
2  AHP Ah*-1 = 0
1 = 1
(/ =  1,2; p, q =  1, nk- l ;  p + <7 > « * - 1 ;  k = 1, m),
2  4 ^ " '  =  01 =  1
(1 =  1, 2; p = 0, 1 , nk— 1; q = 0,1, ..., ns— 1; k, s = 1 , . . . ,  nr, k ^  s). 
For type 3, we have
2 m nk — 1 2iV — 1 r  n 1
2  2 2  2  2 4 Ji i f , U W - 1),-1v  =  o,
1=1 fc =  l j = 0  s =  0 *-l =  i  J
which is possible only if 
(32)
(Z =  1,2; j  =  0, 1, . . . ,  « * -1 ;  k =  1, ..., m; s =  0, 1, 2ZV-1).
For type 4, we have
2 m nk — 1 2JV — 1 r  w ~i
2 2  2 2  =  o,
1 = 1  fc =  l  J = 0  s =  0 L; =  1 j
which is possible only if
2 Al-j,JB}s = 0
(33) .if  J
(/ =  1, 2; j  =  0, 1, nk — 1; k =  1, ..., m; s =  0, 1, ..., 2iV— 1).
For type 5, we have
2V n 2/V-l 2JV—1
2  [Ö](* + Ph +  B)(.x - yyj = 2 2  2  B}h B?h x“ y=,
J= 0  1=1 j , = 0  j 2=0
(34)
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which holds if and only if the coefficients of xJiyJ* (j\ , j 2= 0, 1, 2N) of both sides
of (34) are equal.
For the constants we obtain
(35) B \+ B l=  Z B ]0B?0.
i-i
For the coefficients of xM~JyJ, we have
P f )  [5ir +  ( - i y ^ ]  =  2  Bj.M.jBfj
(36) '  J '  i=i
0  =  0,1, M =  1, 2iV—1).
For the coefficients B\.iN) and B\w) of x2N and y 2N, we have
(37) ^(2\)+^(2\) =  0.
For the coefficients of x 2N~kyk we have, in view of (37),
(38) 2  Bl.iN-kBfk —
i=i
l(2^ )  B}2N), k odd, (k = 1, ..., 27V— 1).
0, k even
For the coefficients of xpyq with p +q>2N, we have
(39) ZB}„B?q = 0 (p ,q  = 2 ,3 , . . . ,2 N - l ;  p + q > 2 N ).
>=l
This completes the proof of Lemma 2, by (30)—(33) and (35)—(39). Thus Theo­
rem 3 is also proved.
4. The case n=  2
For example, we consider the functional equation 
(40) f(x + y )  + g (x -y )  = Pi(x)ql (y) +p2(x)q2(y),
where the functions pt , p.2 and qx, q2 are /.-independent on the open intervals ]A, B[
m
and ]C, D[, respectively. Because of 2  nk + N=2, cf. (17), we have only four cases:
1=1
I. nx — n2 = 1 , N = 0; II. nt = 2, N  — 0;
III. ni = N =  1; IV . N = 2 .
By Theorem 3, the general solutions of (40), where f ,  g are Lebesgue integrable 
on ]A, B[+]C,D[ (and (j)l , P»), (q2, qt) /.-independent), are
I. fix)  =  A\kev’ix + A\2e -wix + A}few*x + Al?e-wtx + B,
g(x) = Al1 ewix+ Al2e~wix+ A%1 ew*x+ Al2e~w*x—B,
Pt(x) = A}} ewi*+Af}e~wi *+ A}iew*x+Afie~w*x, 
q,(y) =  Afl1ewiy + A}?e~wiy + Af21e'v«y + A ~ w*y, (i =  1, 2),
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All A3 — 1,1 , All 4 3 -1 ,1  
‘ Si 2k. Si 2s
All AU 3 - * .  AH  J / . 3 - Z  .Is ' S i 2k S i2s




(/ =  1, 2; s, k = 1, 2);
/  (a) — (Al1 + A\1x)ewx + (Al2 + A\2x)e~wx+B, 
g(x) = (Al1 + Al1x)ewx + (Ao2+ Al2x)e~wx-B ,  
Pi(x) =  IS? +  ^ (-i x) ewx + (A p  +  ,4 p  x) e ~ w*,
=  (Afi + Af}y)ewy + (A}S + A}}y)e-wy, (i = 1, 2),
4 «  4 3 - 1 , 1  I 4 »  4 3 - 1 , 1  _  4 1 !
^ l O ^ l O  I S I 2 0 ^ 2 0  —  - ^ 0  >
J/Z j / , 3 - Z  I ,*//  a I*3 — 1 —'^ lO^ MO 1 7120 7120 — Si o?
j /Z . a 3 - 1 , 1  _i_ A H a S —1,1 —  J l /
/ l 2 , l - j S Í 2 j  — S i  1 ,
4 l !  4 3 - 1 , 1  I 411 4 3 - 1 , 1  _  41! 4 1 , 3 - 1  I 411 4 l , 3 - 1  _  A  
11 ^  11 ‘ ^  21 ^  21 —  ^  11 -^*11 r  ^ 2 1  ^*21 —  u ?
0  =  1, 2; j  =  0, 1);
/ ( a) =  /lllewv + ^ ]2e -H,j: +
g(x) =  ^ 21eWJC + ^ 22e -wx +  55 +  5 f x - 5 ^ 2,
Pi (a) =  ^ !1 ewx + /(22 e “ 4- x,
iiGO =  A fe ^ + A fe - ^ + B l+ B ^ y ,  (i = 1, 2),
4 »  4 3 - 1 , 1  , 411 4 3 - 1 , 1  _  411 4 l !  4 1 , 3 - 1  , Al l  4 1 , 3 - 1  _  4 2 I
4 i  1 44I 1 T  4 I 2 - ^ 2  —  5 4 l ^  / l i  T  i i 2 / 1 2 —  4*1 ,
A"Bfj+A"B2j =  =  0,
B'wB\n + B\nBl> = Bl + B2,
B \,\-j  Bfj +  B \ X_ j B\j =  Bl +  ( - l ) JBl,
B \B 2n +B\xBl, =  AB\,
(Z = 1, 2,; j  =  0, 1);
f(x )  =  Bl + B \x+ B lx2 + B \x3 + B \x \ 
g(x) =  Bl+Bfx+B^x2 + B%x3-Blx*, 
Pi(x) =  Bio + ßh x  + ßh x 2 + B}3 x3, 
qi(y) = B?0 + B ly + B ly 2+B%y\ (i =  1, 2),
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where
B \+ B l =  BlvBlv+BloBl«,
( ^ ) [ ^ + ( —íy^ BSrl =  B Im_jB\j + B Im_jBÍ} 
0  =  0, 1, M =  1,2,3),
8ő4l -  B\3Bj1 + Bl3B l  = B^Blz + B lB l,,
B ^ B lz + B lA  = B\t B\s+B\2Blz =
=  BlzBli+BlaBtz =  B\2Blt +B\zBl3 = 0.
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NON-HEREDITARY SEMISIMPLE CLASSES OF NEAR-RINGS
G. BETSCH and R. WIEGANDT
Dedicated to the memory o f  Professor L. Rédei
1
Much effort has been done to prove the hereditariness of certain concrete near­
ring radicals. In this paper, however, we shall show that in many cases the semisimple 
classes of Kurosh—Amitsur radicals of near-rings are not hereditary. In particu­
lar, the semisimple class of a subidempotent radical R is never hereditary, provided 
that R contains a O-symmetric near-ring AVO.
The recent results of [7], [8] and [9] gave several characterizations of radical and 
semisimple classes and of radicals with hereditary semisimple classes for ß-groups, 
in particular for O-symmetric near-rings. The purpose of the present paper is to study 
the special features of the radicals of near-rings.
One of the classical results of the radical theory is a consequence of the Ander­
son—Divinsky—Sulinski Theorem [1] stating that every semisimple class of associa­
tive or alternative rings is hereditary. In [2] Gardner has proved that in the variety of 
not necessarily associative rings a semisimple class is hereditary if and only if the 
radical property depends only on the additive group structure. Gardner’s result 
means, in fact, that the usual radicals have never hereditary semisimple classes in 
that variety. For near-rings Kaarli [5] has proved that the radical is a Kurosh— 
Amitsur radical with a hereditary semisimple class. Moreover, by Holcombe and 
Walker [4] and Holcombe [3] is a hereditary Kurosh—Amitsur radical for 0- 
symmetric near-rings with hereditary semisimple class. A recent attempt for studying 
Kurosh—Amitsur radicals for O-symmetric near-rings is to be found in [11], claiming 
that the semisimple class of a radical class need not be hereditary.
Our aim in this note is to prove the non-hereditariness of semisimple classes in 
many cases. At first we shall construct a near-ring F(A) for each near-ring A and 
using this construction we shall prove that certain semisimple classes containing 
zero-near-rings and satisfying some additional requirements, are not hereditary. 
Thus, for instance, if R is a hereditary radical of abelian near-rings containing a non­
constant near-ring A such that every homomorphic image of the zero-near-ring A0 
is R-semisimple, then the semisimple class is not hereditary. Further, the semisimple 
class of a ,subidempotent radical class containing a O-symmetric near-ring (VO), 
is never hereditary. Also it turns out that radicals of near-rings with non-hereditary 
semisimple class are abound.
In what follows we shall work in the variety of all near-rings and we shall adopt 
the notions and notations of Pilz’s book [9]; a near-ring, therefore will always mean a
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 16A76; Secondary 17A65.
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lower radical.
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right near-ring. For a near-ring N  its additive group will be denoted by N +. Further, 
N° will stand for the zero-near-ring built on N + by the multiplication ab—0 for all 
a, b£N. The set
Nc = {a£N: aO =  a}
is the constant part of N. If N = N C, then N  is called a constant near-ring. The set of 
all additive commutators of xd X Q N  and y ^ Y Q N  will be denoted by [X, T], 
Further, J c N  means that 7 is an ideal of N.
A class R is called a radical class (or briefly a radical) in the sense of Kurosh 
and Amitsur, if
i) R is homomorphically closed,
ii) R(A) =  Z(f<iN: 7£R)6R for every near-ring N,
iii) R is closed under extensions, that is, 7 c N, 76R and N/76R imply TV6R.
As usual,
SfR = {N: R (N) = 0}
will stay for the semisimple class of R. A class C of near-rings is said to be hereditary, 
if 7<iÄ£C implies 76C. As is well-known, a radical R is hereditary if and only if 
R (7)3R (iV )n / for every ideal 7 of every near-ring N. Moreover, the semisimple 
class £FR of a radical R is hereditary if and only if R(7) £  R(A) Pi 7 (cf. [7] Theorem 1). 
Pilz [10] calls a radical R hereditary whenever R(7) = R(Ar)fl7 holds for every 
ideal 7 of every near-ring N. Thus Pilz’s notion of hereditariness means the heredi- 
tariness of both classes R and ,9?R. In the sequel we shall use our notion of heredi­
tariness which is in accordance with the usual radical theoretical terminology. For 
more details concerning the fundamentals of radical theory we refer to [13].
In order to prove the main results of this paper (the Theorems and their Corol­
laries), we need only the 0-symmetric versions of the construction F (N ), and of the 
Propositions.
2
For any near-ring N  let us consider the cartesian product r(N ) = N X N x N  
and let us define an addition on F (N ) componentwise and a multiplication by the rule
(a>* b1, Ci)(a2, b2, C2) — (ßiCi2, CiC2a2 c^ O, 0).
Obviously, r(N)+  is a group and a straightforward calculation shows that the mul­
tiplication is associative. Looking at the right-distributivity we have 
((«l, bx, c1) + (a2, b2, c2))(a3, b3, c3) =
= (ai + a2, bi + bi, Cí +  CsKös, b3, c3) =
= ((«1 + a3)a3, (c1 + c2)c3a3- ( c 1 +  c2)0, 0) =
=  (<7ia3_bß2a3> Cic3a3+c2c3a3 c20 c^ O, 0),
(fli, blt cJias, b3, c3) + (a2, b2, c2)(a3, b3, c3) =
= (uxöa, Cí Csűs-C jO, 0) + (a2, aa c2c3a3- c 20, 0) = 
=  (uja3-f a2a3, CiC3a3 c±0Fc2c3a3 c20, 0).
and
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If [TVC, TV3]=0, then — c20 +c2c3a3= c2c3a3 — c^ O, and if [TVC,1VC]=0, then 
c20 + CjO= cx0 + CjO. Consequently, if |WC, NC]=[NC, N 3]=0, r (N ) has become a 
right near-ring. Let us remark that f/Vc, N 3]=[NC, TVc]=0 is satisfied whenever N  
is O-symmetric or abelian. Furthermore, if N  is O-symmetric or abelian, then so is 
r(N ), but r(N ) need not be a ring even if TV is a ring. Thus our results are valid in the 
variety o f all near-rings and also in those o f O-symmetric near-rings and abelian near­
rings.
Proposition 1. I f  N is a near-ring such that [Ac, <Y3]=[TVC, 1VC]=0, then T(N) 
is a near-ring with the following properties:
(i) N ^ N l =  {(a, 0, 0): a£N),
(ii) N ® N °^ K =  {(a,b,0): a,b£N}, and N ^ K ,
(iii) K^r(N),
(iv) r (N ) /K ^ N 0.
Proof. We already proved that T(TV) is a near-ring, meanwhile statements 
(i) — (iv) are straightforward.
Proposition 2. Let R be a radical with hereditary semisimple class and let N  
be a near-ring satisfying [Nc, A3] —[/Vc, TVc]=0. I f  N£ R and N 0£ y R ,  then 
R (r(N )) = Nl , xyz—xyO for all x, y, zeN, and N 3= N 20=Nc. In particular, i f  
N  is a O-symmetric near-ring, then 7V€ R and N°d£f’R imply N 3=0.
Proof. Since y R  is hereditary, we have R(/T) ^ R(T(iV)). Applying (iv) 
of Proposition 1 we get r (N ) /K ^ N 0££fR. Hence the intersection representation 
of the radical yields R(T(N))QK, whence R(r(N))Q R(K), implying R(r(TV)) = 
=  R(/Q. Taking into account (i) and (ii), it follows
R(F(A0) =  R(/Q = N,.
Thus N1 is an ideal of r (N )  and hence
u(v+i)—uv£ TVi
holds for every u, v£T(N) and /^TV,. Choosing «=(0, 0, x), v =  (0, 0, y) and 
i —(z, 0, 0) we have
(0, 0, x)((0, 0, y)+(z, 0, 0))—(0, 0, x)(0, 0, y) =
= (0, 0, x)(z, 0, y )—(0, 0, x)(0, 0, y) =
= (0, xyz—x0, 0) —(0, xyO — xO, 0) =
-  (0, x y z—x0—(x^O—xO), 0) = (0, xy z—xyO, 0).
Since N1= R(r(N))< ir(N), it follows xyz=xyO for all x ,y ,z£ N . Thus N 3— 
= N 20Q N c holds.
The inclusion NcQNW  is trivial.
A straightforward application of Proposition 2 yields
Proposition 3. Let R be a radical with hereditary semisimple class SfR and let 
N be a near-ring such that [1VC, 7V3]=[7VC, TVJ=0. I f  R(A)°€yR, then R(N)3=
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=  R(A)20 —R(A)C. In particular, i f  A is a 0-symmetric near-ring and R(A)°6,S^R, 
then R(A)3=0.
Let
(0:A) = {a£N: aN = 0}
denote the annihilator of A in  A  which is an ideal of A  in view of [10] 1.43 Corollary.
Proposition 4. Let R be a radical with hereditary semisimple class SLR and 
A  a near-ring such that \Nr, 7V3l = Wr, A..] =  0 and N f  is a normal subgroup o fN +. 
I f  N d R, (0:A)€R, N °/N °d ^R , then N=NC.
P roof. By Proposition 2 we have xy—xy0d(0:N) for all x,y£.N. Moreover, 
(0:A)2=0 implies that (0:iV) is an ideal of Á 0 satisfying (0:N)f)Nc=0, whence 
(0:A)-=aA°/A°£,9:R. The hereditariness of SLR now implies (0:N)£íLR. Hence it 
follows (0:N) = 0 yielding xy = xyO for every x ,y£ N , that is N- = NC. According 
to [10] Proposition 1.32(b), A 2—Ac is an invariant subnear-ring of A. Since Ac+ 
is normal in A +, and a(b + i ) — ab dN2 = Nc for all a, b, idN, we conclude that Nc 
is an ideal of A. Thus by A 2 =  AC, NdR and by the assumption on N° it follows
N/Nc =  N /N 2 =  (N/N2)0 = N °/(N 2)° € R fl ILR = 0 
which implies N=NC.
An immediate application of Proposition 4 yields the following
C orollary 1. Let R be a hereditary radical class. I f  R contains a non-constant 
abelian near-ring N such that every homomorphic image o f N° is in f/R , then Í/R  is 
not hereditary.
According to the previous notation, (0: R(A)) will stand for the annihilator 
of R(A) in R(N).
Proposition 5. Let R be a radical with hereditary semisimple class and N  a 
0-symmetric near-ring with the property (0: R(A))£R. I f  RfiV/'f^'R, then 
R(A) = 0. In particular, N°d£LR implies N dlfR .
Proof. The assertion is, in fact, a special case of that of Proposition 4: the 
near-ring R(N) satisfies all the assumptions of Proposition 4, so necessarily R(N) = 
= R(N)C — 0, as N  is 0-symmetric. Hence Nd£LR.
A reformulation of Proposition 5 is
T heorem  1. Let R be a radical. I f  there exists a 0-symmetric near-ring N  such 
that R (N) ^  0, (0: R (A)) € R and R, then the semisimple class is not heredi­
tary.
Corollary 2. Let R be a hereditary radical. I f  there exists a 0-symmetric 
near-ring N  such that R (N )^ 0  and N°f..9'R, then the semisimple class SfR is not 
hereditary.
P roposition 6. Let R be a radical with hereditary semisimple class SLR. I f  N  
is a 0-symmetric near-ring with N°€SLR, then the annihilator (0: R(A)) o f  R(A) 
in R(A) is an ideal o f N°. I f  in addition, A°/(0: R (A ))g^R , then NrS/'R.
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P ro o f . (0: R(A)) is an ideal of R(A), further, (0: R(A)) is a zero-near­
ring whose additive group is a normal subgroup of A + because for any 
ű€ (0:R(N)), n£N and rtR (N )  we have (n + a —n) r=nr+ar—nr = 0 and hence 
n + a —m€(0: R(N)). Therefore (0: R(A))«=3A0£.S^ R holds. Hence the heredi- 
tariness of f /R  yields (0: R(7V))€^R. Since A is 0-symmetric, by Proposition 3 
R(A) satisfies R(A)3=0 and hence R(A)2£ (0 : R(A)) is valid. Consequently, 
in view of R we have
R(A)/(0: R(A)) =* R(iV)°/(0: R(A))<iA°/(0: R(iV))ey,R.
Thus we obtained
R(A)/(0: R(iV))€RH^R =  0,
that is, R (A )=(0: R(N))~aN°eSPR holds, implying R(A) = 0.
T heorem  2. Let R be a radical which does not contain zero-near-rings (VO). 
7 /R  contains a 0-symmetric near-ring A 5^0, then the semisimple class i f R is not 
hereditary.
P r o o f . Obviously, every zero-near-ring is in ifR . Since 0 ^  Af R and N°c£fR. 
by Proposition 6 £fR is not hereditary.
Let Z denote the class of all zero-near-rings, and let us consider the upper radical
class
GUT,— {A:A has no nonzero homomorphic image in Z}.
Since Z is hereditary, °UT is a Kurosh—Amitsur radical class, moreover ÚUT is the 
largest radical such that Z 0 äU'L = 0. In what follows (A2) will denote the ideal of A 
generated by A 2.
P ro po sitio n  7. A e^Z  i f  and only i f  A =(A 2).
P r o o f . If Af£<^Z, then there is an ideal /  of A such that 0+ N /I^T , that is, 
(N*)QI. Hence (A2) i / ^ A  holds.
If A e^Z , then A/(A2)eZ rW Z = 0. Hence A =(A 2) holds.
In view of Proposition 7 a radical class R will be called subidempotent, if R Q GUT. 
Theorem 2 and Proposition 7 immediately yield
C o ro lla ry  3. I f  a subidempotent radical R contains a 0-symmetric near-ring 
N+0, then the semisimple class i fR  is not hereditary.
As we have seen in proving the non-hereditariness of certain semisimple classes, 
the construction T(A) played a decisive role. In fact, using T(A) we could prove 
statements of the following type if i fR  is a hereditary semisimple class, then the 
assumption A°e.9riR attracts also other near-rings into the class ifR . Thus in all of 
our non-hereditary results the semisimple class SfR contained a zero-near-ring A*V0. 
As far as radical classes R containing the class Z are concerned, they may have here­
ditary semisimple classes. Kaarli [5] has proved that Va is a hereditary Kurosh— 
Amitsur radical with hereditary semisimple class, and also T Q / 2 holds. Moreover, 
for 0-symmetric near-rings Holcombe [3] has introduced the radical containing 
and Holcombe and Walker [4] have shown that is a Kurosh—Amitsur radical.
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According to Holcombe [3] is hereditary and has a hereditary semisimple class. 
(For the definitions of ./2 and we refer to [10].) It is worth mentioning that both 
</2 and ^3 satisfy the following condition: If 7 is an invariant subnear-ring of N  and 
/€ ,/;, then IQ /i{N )  holds for i—2, 3. (In Kaarli’s terminology an invariant sub­
near-ring is called a quasi-ideal.) In a 0-symmetric near-ring every ideal is an invariant 
subnear-ring, see [10] Proposition 1.34 (b).
A radical containing all zero-near-rings, may have a non hereditary semisimple 
class. For instance, the class J f  of all nil near-rings is a hereditary radical class 
containing all zero-near-rings. But as Kaarli has kindly informed us, it follows 
from his Example 5.4 of [6] that the semisimple class of J f  is not hereditary.
3
Concerning radicals with non-hereditary semisimple classes one may ask wheth­
er there are sufficiently many such classes. Making use of the lower radical construc­
tion given by Tangeman and Kreiling [12] we give an affirmative answer to this 
question. Though in [12] not necessarily associative rings were considered, the results 
are valid also for near-rings. Let C be any class of near-rings, and define Ct as its 
homomorphic closure. Furthermore,
C, = {N:I, NIIdCß_1 for some I<iN} 
if ß — 1 exists, and
Cß={N: A contains a chain {/y} of ideals such that 7y£ (J C„ and N — U Iy)
a </J
if ß — 1 does not exist. Now Ji?C= U Cß is the lower radical determined by the class C 
([12] Theorem 2). Moreover, if C is also hereditary, then so is £CC ([12] Theorem 3). 
Obviously, one can easily construct plenty of radicals having non-hereditary sem­
isimple classes. For instance, let D be any homomorphically closed (and heredi­
tary) class of near-rings such that D does not contain zero-near-rings ( t6 0), but does 
contain a 0-symmetric near-ring iW  0. Then jS?D is a (hereditary) radical class 
such that the semisimple class S/>5£'Q is not hereditary, as stated in Theorem 2.
We summarize the hereditary properties of some radicals in the variety of 0- 
symmetric near-rings.




subidem potent radicals ( ^  0) hereditary or not non-hereditary
Acknowledgement. The authors are indebted to Professor R. Mlitz for his 
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SIMPLE EIGENVALUES OF TRANSITIVE GRAPHS
HORST SACHS and MICHAEL STIEBITZ 
Dedicated to the memory o f  László Redet
Abstract
For the classes of directed graphs, undirected graphs, multigraphs, and schlicht graphs, all 
finite and vertex transitive, using representation theoretical and combinatorial means upper bounds 
for the number of simple eigenvalues are found.
Introduction
A transitive graph G is a graph whose automorphism group f  acts transitively on 
its vertex set V. The eigenvalues of G are the eigenvalues of its adjacency matrix A. 
Clearly, a permutation y acting on V is an automorphism of G if and only if the 
corresponding permutation matrix Py satisfies P"1APV=A or, equivalently, 
APy =  PyA. Thus, if y g r  and x is an eigenvector of A (i.e., Ax = Ax), then so is 
Pyx belonging to the same eigenvalue X, and if X is a simple eigenvalue then x 
and Pyx are linearly dependent for every y£T. Therefore, it is reasonable to ask 
under what conditions a transitive graph can have (non-trivia!) simple eigenvalues 
at all, and how many it can have.
This problem was already investigated by the authors in a previous paper [5], 
however, since that paper was written, many extensions and improvements have 
been found. Therefore, in this paper the authors present a condensed theory system­
atically using representation theoretical means. In order to make the paper self- 
contained, they have included in it some of the proofs (improved versions) already 
given in [5],
The authors wish to thank Professor Gerhard Pazderski at the Wilhelm- 
Pieck-Universität Rostock for many helpful discussions.
1. Preliminaries
In what follows G=(V, E) will always denote a finite, directed or undirected, 
graph with vertex set V and edge set E, loops and multiple edges being allowed. 
G is called schlicht if it has neither loops nor multiple edges.
Let |Vj=n: then the vertices of G can be labelled by 1, 2, ..., n and identified 
with their labels.
Let ctij denote the number of edges going from vertex i to vertex j, where, for an 
undirected graph G, au is defined to be twice the number of loops attached to the 
vertex /. The square matrix A=(aij) of order n is called the adjacency matrix of G. 
The graph G is called regular o f degree r iff all row sums and all column sums of A
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are equal to r. The eigenvectors (eigenvalues) o f G are the eigenvectors (eigen­
values) of its adjacency matrix A.
For V „ V t g V ,  let IV£  (V x, V 2) = IFg (V 2, V ,)  denote the number of edges 
issuing from V x and terminating in V 2, i.e.,
H'g  ( V t , v 2) =  fVc (V 2, V j )  =  2  f ly  •
iev,
Jtv,
If ( a £ V ) ,  we shall briefly write (a, V 2)  instead of ({a}, V 2),
etc.
Let S„ denote the symmetric group of degree n. The group of all adjacency pre­
serving (l,l)-mappings of V =  {1, n) onto itself is called the automorphism group 
Aut (G) of G :
y£Aut(G) iff y€S„ and ay(0yW = atJ, i , j  = l , . . . ,n .
Let P. be the permutation matrix assigned to the permutation y€S„: then 
y<EAut(G) iff APy =  P yA.
G is called transitive iff Aut (G) acts transitively on V.
Let V denote the complex number field and H  be an abstract group; recall that 
a homomorphism of H into the multiplicative group of V (or the set of images under 
this homomorphism) is called a representation o f  Vi o f  degree 1.
Let x = (xl5 ..., x„)T and y = (y,, yn)J be vectors over Vi. The Hermitian 
scalar product x1y1+ ... + xny„ of x and y is denoted by (x, y); x, y are called ortho­
gonal iff (x, y) = 0. The vector u=(l, 1)T is called the identity vector.
For positive integers / and n, put
U,(n) =  {x =  (xl 5 x„y\x‘i = 1 for i = 1, n}.
Under the composition eg) defined by
x<S>y =  (x1y 1, . . . ,x „yn)T,
U,(«) becomes an abelian group, namely, the direct product of n cyclic groups 
of order /.
Let x be an eigenvector of the graph G with corresponding eigenvalue A, i.e., 
Ax =  Ax. Then, for all ygAut(G),
APjX =  P7Ax =  PyAx =  APyx.
This means that, together with x, also Pyx is an eigenvector of G belonging to 
the same eigenvalue A. If A is a simple eigenvalue of A, then x and Pyx must be line­
arly dependent. This implies that, for each y£Aut (G), there is a complex number 
a = ay(x) satisfying Pvx =  ay(x) • x ; thus x is a common eigenvector of all P7, too.
The number of simple eigenvalues of G will be denoted by cr(G).
Let r  Q S„ be a transitive permutation group of degree n and order g and let 
x =  (x1; . . . ,x„)ttí0 satisfy
P,;x — ay(x)-x for all y€T
where the ay(x) are complex numbers. Then {ay(x)|y€T} is a representation of f  of 
degree 1, the numbers ay(x) are g-th roots of unity, and the transitivity of F immedi­
ately implies |xx j — — =  |xn j ^  0.
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Put
Z(r)={x|jc1= l  and for each y£T there is a complex number ay(x) such that 
Pyx=ay(x) • x}.
Z(F) has the following properties (see Section 2.2, (D) and (F)):
(i) For /= ex p f, Z(F) is a subgroup o f  U,(/;),
(ii) <x, y)=0 for x, y€Z(T), x?*y.
2. Eigenvectors of transitive graphs
2.1. Feasible vector sets
D efinition 1. A subgroup E of U;(rt) is called a feasible vector set o f degree l 
and dimension n iff any two distinct elements of E are orthogonal.
Denote the set of all feasible vector sets of degree / and dimension n by $i(ri) 
and put
s,(n)=  max |E|.
E€«f,(n)
Lemma 1 (see, e.g., [3]). Let H = {A1= id, h2, ...,h „} be an abelian group o f 
order m and let Xi, • ■ •, be the characters o f the m irreducible representations o f H 
(in what follows these will be briefly called “the simple characters” o f  H; H being abe­
lian, Xi, Xm correspond to the m distinct representations o f degree 1 o f H). Put 
M = (Xi\h.)), i , j — 1, ..., m. Then
(a) the row vectors (column vectors) o f M are pairwise orthogonal,
(b) det(M)?íO and M -1 =  — MT. |m
With respect to the usual composition, the characters of an abelian group H 
form a group isomorphic to H. Thus the row vectors as well as the column vectors 
of M form feasible vector sets of degree /=expH  and dimension m. In particular, 
putting
X(H) =  {x; =  (xAK), ..., / m(/i,))T|i =  1, .... m},
we obtain
X(H)6(£,(tti) where /=expH .
Further, put
X*(H) =  ( x ^  =  (Xi(ht), ..., Xi(K)',
k times 
V
Xm(hi), Xm(hi))r \i = 1,..., m}.
Then, clearly, xk(H )€^(^-w ) and xk(H )sx l (H) = x(H )^H .
Lemma 2. Let E g <?/(«) be a feasible vector set o f  order m. Then
(a) m\n,
(b) the components o f  the vectors o f E can be so labelled that E = x*(E), where
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Proof. The mappings </q defined by \j/i(x)=xi for x = (x ,, ..., x„)T£E are 
simple characters of the abelian group E; further, x=(t/q(x), i//„(x))T.
Let Xi, be the m simple characters of E. Then, for xgE,





. . . . nLemma 1 now immediately implies kx=... =km = k = — yielding the assertions.m
The following proposition is a simple consequence of Lemma 2.
Proposition 1. Let E, E '£<?,(«), E=E', and let cp be an isomorphism mapping 
E onto E '; then there is a permutation y€S„ satisfying <p(x)=Pyx for all x£E.
Lemma 3. Let x be an element o f order d o f Ed&fri). Then d\l and d\n.
Proof. x' = u  implies d\l and, because of d\m, by Lemma 2 also d\n. |
T heorem 1. Let l=p°p . . .p f  and n=p\1...p\rk  where p{, ..., pr are distinct 
primes, r, oq, ..., ar, and k are positive integers, k1, ..., kr are non-negative integers, 
and (k, /) = 1. Then
si(n) = p\'... pk/ .
Proof. As an immediate consequence of Lemma 3, 5,í(n)|pí1...pJ>.
Let H = H!X...XH, where Hj = Hi1)X...XH/*Ii) (/ =  1, ...,/*) is the direct 
product of k-, cyclic groups each of order pt. Then H is abelian of order |H| =p\l... 
...p f. Put / ' = expH: clearly, T  is the product of all those pt which have kt>0, 
thus T\l. Now, E=x*(H)6 <^,(71)^ <?,(«) is a feasible vector set of order [E| = 
=  |H| =p\L..pV  from which the assertion immediately follows.
With respect to E dßfn), define a relation i~y|E (/,y'£V={l, ...,«}) as fol­
lows:
i ~ j jE iff X; = xj for all x£E.
Clearly, this relation is an equivalence relation (which we shall call an E-equiv- 
alence) partitioning V={1, ...,«} into equivalence classes X^E), ..., Xa(E), say.
nFrom the proof of Lemma 2, a= m  =  |E| and [X;(E )|=— (z =  l, ..., m) immediately 
follows. m
Next, put E = Xi(E); clearly, E dSfm) and É is isomorphic to E. To each 
E 6<?,(«) assign a permutation group T(E) where y£T(E) iff y6S„ and to each 
x f  E there is a complex number ay(x) such that Pyx= ay(x) x.
Lemma 4. Let E £<?,(«), E =  x,(E). Then T (E) is a transitive abelian permutation 
group isomorphic to E.
Proof. Let Xi, •••, X.m (m = |E|) be the simple characters of E. Then, for all 
x£E, x = (x i(x ),..., x,„(x))t GÉ and for y£T(E) we obtain P7x= uy(x) • x, i.e., 
Xyto(x) = ay(x)xi(x), for all x£E  and i£ {1, ..., m): this means that the permuta­
tions of T(E) are in (l,l)-correspondence with the simple characters of E, thus
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r(É ) is a transitive abelian permutation group of order m being isomorphic 
to E. “ I
T heorem 2. Let E€<?/(n), |E| =m. By Lemma 2, m\n; put n = km. Then 
F(E) is a transitive permutation group o f order m(kl)m isomorphic to the wreath prod­
uct o f  F(E) and Sk.
P ro o f. By T(E) the equivalence classes X,(E), X„,(E) are permuted accord­
ing to T(E); in particular, with respect to F(E) they are domains of imprimitivity. 
For each i'€{l, m), the restriction of F(E) to T;(E) is isomorphic to Sk, estab­
lishing the assertion. |
2.2. Partition vectors o f transitive permutation groups
In this section, let TQ  S„ be a transitive permutation group, let Z(F) denote the 
vector set introduced in Section 1, and let /=exp T. By reasons soon to become 
visible, the elements x6Z(F) are called the partition vectors of T.
First, let us list some simple facts.
(A) Let x, y£Z(F). Then also x(g>yCZ(T) and, for all y£T, ar(x®y) =  ay(x) ■
■ ay(y), i.e. {ay(x)|x£Z(T)} is a representation o f degree 1 o f Z(T).
(B) Let x, yeZ(F). Then x = y iff ay(x)=ay(y) for all y£T.
(C) Let y,y'£T. Then, for all x£ Z (F),
ayyfx )= a y(x) ■ ar (x), i.e., {ay(x)\y£T} is a representation o f degree 1 o f T 
which is contained in the matrix representation {Py|y €F} o f T as an irreducible 
component.
(D) For all y iT  and all x£Z(F), (ay(x))'= l, i.e., Z(F) is a subgroup o f  U„(/).
(E) I f , for y,y'£T and some i£{\, ...,n\, y(i)=y'(i) then ay(x)=ayfx )  for all 
x€Z (F).
(F) Let x, y€Z(r), x^y . According to (B), there is a y£T with ay(x)?íay(y): 
therefore, (x, y>=(P;,x, Pyy)=ay(x) • ay(y) • (x, y) with ay(x)-ay(y )^ l ,  im­
plying (x, y)=0.
(G) Let yt£T with y;(l)= /  (i =  l, ..., rí). Then, for all x£Z(F), x=  (ay,(x), ...
. .. ,a y„(x))T. . . .
As an immediate consequence of these propositions, we obtain
T heorem 3. Z (T)£<H,(n).
Put Zd(T) =  z o o n u ^ /z ) , zd{T) =  IZ í Í D I ,  z(T) = \Z(T)\. I
As a corollary of Theorems 1 and 3, we have
L emma 5. Zd(T)e<?d(n), zd(T )^sd(n). |
T heorem 4. Let T ' be the commutator subgroup o f T, let T* be the subgroup 
generated by all permutations o f T keeping an element fixed, and put Td — ({y\y £ T, 
y^id}). Then
z ( F )  s í  r/(r* ■ n ,  z d(T) s= r / ( r *r  r d).
For a proof see [5], |
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Lemma 6. Let E€ <?,(«). Then
(a) Z(r(E))=E,
0») i f  r g s „  is a transitive permutation group with Z (T) = E then T  £  T(E).
Proof. Put E '= Z (r(E )). Then E £ E ' and, therefore, F (E 0 g F (E )£  
g r(Z (f (E )) )= r (E ') ,  thus r(E)=T(E '). Now, /~ j |E ' implies /~y|E. Converse­
ly, if i~ j  |E then the permutation y £ S„ with y(i)=j, y(j)=i, and y (k) = k for 
k ^ i , j  is an element of /  (E) and, consequently, also of F(E'). This means that y 
fixes the equivalence classes of E', i. e., i~y(i)\E' and thus /~y|E'. This implies 
|E| =  |E'| and, therefore, E —E'. |
Let E €<?,(«) and put
S?(E )={r|rgS„, r is transitive, Z(T) =  E}.
Lemma 6 says that F(E)6^(E) and that E) implies T 'Q T (E). If,
in particular, |E |=n then, according to Theorem 2, /'(E) has order n; therefore, 
if |E|=w and F '£0(E) then, necessarily, T' — T(E) and from Lemma 4 (with 
E =  E) we conclude that T' is isomorphic to E = Z (F /) implying, in particular, that 
T' is abelian.
Conversely, if f £  S„ is any transitive abelian permutation group then, by 
Theorem 4, z(F)=n.
Summing up (using Theorem 3 and Lemma 2) we obtain
Proposition 2. For a transitive permutation group T C S„, the following four 
statements are equivalent.
(ii) z(T)=n,
(Hi) r is abelian,
(iv) r is isomorphic to Z (T).
The term “partition vectors” for the elements of Z(T) can now be given a simple 
interpretation: if x£Z(T) has order cl, then E =  {xk|Ä:— 1, ..., d}QZ(T) is a cyclic 
group of order d and the partitioning Xj(E), ..., Xd(E) of {1, induced by the 
E-equivalence has the following properties: by T the classes X,(E) are cyclically 
permuted (according to L(E)) thus forming domains of imprimitivity of T. For 
d=  1 and d=n, the trivial partitionings are obtained.
Conversely, for any system of cyclically permuted imprimitivity domains of F 
there exists a partition vector generating this particular partitioning.
As a simple consequence, we obtain
Lemma 7. Let F g S „  be transitive and primitive.
(a) I f  n is not a prime, then z(V)= 1;
(b) i f  n is a prime, then z(T)=  1 or z ( / ')= n where the latter case occurs iff 
r  is cyclic o f order n.
The following theorem was proved in [5].
Theorem 4. Let p be a prime and vp (T) the number o f intransitive normal sub­
groups o f r having index p. Then
z p { T ) - \ = { p - \ ) v p{T). I
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3. Simple eigenvalues of transitive graphs
3.1. The maximum number o f simple eigenvalues o f a transitive graph
Let G be a transitive graph with n vertices and x an eigenvector of G belonging 
to a simple eigenvalue. Then x is a common eigenvector of all permutation matrices 
Py with y f Aut (G) and from the transitivity of Aut (G) it follows that
1*11 = |*2| =  ••• =  l*n! ^  0.
Therefore, — xfZ(Aut(G)), implying
*i
Theorem 5. J f the graph G is transitive then <r(G)^z(Aut (G)). (Recall that 
<x(G) is the number o f simple eigenvalues o f G.) |
Let G be an undirected, transitive graph with n vertices. The adjacency matrix 
of G being symmetric, the eigenvalues of G are real and its eigenvectors can also be 
chosen real. In particular, to each simple eigenvalue of G there belongs exactly one 
eigenvector contained in Z2(Aut (G))£$2(ri).
This immediately implies
Theorem 6. Let G be an undirected transitive graph with n vertices. Then
<r(G) =£ z2(Aut (G)) s2(„). |
Thus, for undirected transitive graphs, we have obtained an upper bound for 
the number of simple eigenvalues depending on the number of vertices only. The 
next theorem says that, in fact, this bound is sharp.
Theorem 7. Let n be an arbitrary positive integer and put n = 2qk where k  is 
odd. Then there exist connected graphs with n vertices which are transitive, undirected, 
loopless, and have s., (n) =  2q simple eigenvalues.
First we prove
Lemma 8. Let A be the adjacency matrix o f  a transitive undirected graph G 
with n vertices which has exactly s simple eigenvalues. Then there is an infinite set 
T=T(G) o f positive integers such that, for every i f  T, the graph G' G,(G) with 
adjacency matrix
has exactly 2s simple eigenvalues; G' is undirected, transitive, and has 2n vertices.
P roof. Let Al5A2, Am be the distinct eigenvalues of G and let t be so chosen 
that t(Xi—kJ) ^ 2  for /, /=  1, 2, ..., m. Then G' has the 2m distinct eigenvalues 
iA jil, ..., t?.m±  1; thus, in particular, o(G') = 2s. Clearly, G' is undirected and has 
2n vertices; further, G being transitive and G' admitting the automorphism 
(1, n+ 1)(2, n + 2)...(n, 2n), G' is transitive, too.
Proof of T heorem  7. Let GJ denote the graph consisting of exactly one iso­
lated vertex and, for odd k ^ 3, let GJJ denote the circuit of length k. The graphs GjJ
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(k=  1, 3, 5, ...) are connected, transitive, undirected, loopless, and have exactly 2°k 
vertices and one simple eigenvalue. By virtue of Lemma 8, starting from G” we can 
now easily construct sequences of graphs G£ (q= 0,1,2, ...) (where G£+1= 
=  G,(G^), tgT(Gf)) which are connected, transitive, undirected, loopless, and have 
exactly 2qk  vertices and 2q simple eigenvalues.
Remark. If k = 1 then we may choose t = 2 in each step of our construction. 
The graphs so obtained (see Fig. 1) have the following properties:
(i) Cl has 2q vertices,
(ii) Cl is a bipartite graph which is regular o f  degree rq=2q — l,
(iii) replacing multiple edges by single ones transforms Gf into the graph o f the 
q-dimensional cube,
(iv) all non-trivial automorphisms o f  G? are involutions, i.e., expAut(G)=2 
for q>0,
(v) all eigenvalues o f  Gf are simple and form the equidistant spectrum [— rq, 
~ rq + 2, ..., rq — 2, rq].
Fig. 1
The problem of determining all integers n for which there exists a schlicht, 
undirected, connected, transitive graph with exactly n vertices and .v,(n) simple 
eigenvalues, however, seems to be difficult. We can only present
Conjecture 1. Let q and k be positive integers, k being odd. Then there is a 
schlicht, undirected, transitive, connected graph with n = 2qk vertices and s2(n) = 2q 
simple eigenvalues iff k ^ 2 q~1.
Using well-known constructions (forming products of graphs), in [6] the follow­
ing theorems could be proved.
Theorem 8. Let q be a positive integer and let k t£3  ( i= l , 2, ..., q) be odd in­
tegers (not necessarily distinct). Put n = 2 qk1 k.,... kq. Then there are schlicht, undirected, 
transitive, connected graphs having exactly n vertices and s2(n) = 2q simple eigen­
values.
Theorem 9. For any odd integer k Si 3 there is a schlicht, undirected, transitive, 
connected graph having exactly 4k vertices and 4 simple eigenvalues. For k=  1, there 
is no such graph.
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3.2. Simple eigenvalues and divisors o f transitive graphs
D efinition 2. Let G be a graph (not necessarily connected) and let G' be a 
graph with vertex set V (G')= {1, 2, ..., m} and adjacency matrix A '=(a-j).
G' is called a divisor o f  G (in symbols: G'|G) iff the vertex set V(G) can be par­
titioned into m non-void classes Vj, V2, ..., Vm in such a way that, for all a€V; 
0=1» 2,..., m) and j — 1, 2, ..., m, W + (a, and Wg(a, Vj)=a'i.
If, in addition, all subgraphs G[VJ of G spanned by the sets Vj, V2, ..., Vm 
are isomorphic then G' is called an i-divisor o f  G (in symbols: G '|tG).
If G is undirected then so is every divisor of G (neglecting directed loops that 
may possibly occur). (For a detailed treatment of the divisor concept, the reader is 
referred to [1, Chapter 4].)
Now consider a transitive graph G having n vertices and let F denote a transitive 
subgroup of Aut (G) and E Q Z (/)  a feasible vector set of order m. Then F£F(E ) 
and the partitioning (Xj (E), X, (E), ..., X,„(E)) of V(G)= {1, 2, ...,«} has the follow­
ing properties:
Yl
(1) IXj(E)| = — , / =  1,2, ...,m  (see 2.1), and the equivalence classes XTE) arein
transitively permuted by F according to F(E) (see Theorem 2), F(E) being 
an abelian permutation group o f order m which is isomorphic to E.
(2) Let /C {1, 2, •••, m), a£Xj(E), y £/" and let y denote the permutation o f F(É) 
determined by y (i. e., satisfying y(i)= j iff y(Xi(E)) =  XJ(E)). Then
W£ (a, Xj (E)) =  IFg (y (a), X,(E)) (j =  1, 2......m ; k = y (j)),
where y (a)6X,(E) with l=y(i).
(3) Because o f the transitivity o f F ,for any pair o f vertices a, &£X;(E), both the 
following equalities hold:
IVa(a, Xj (E)) = tVc(b, X; (E)),
(a, X j(E)) =  iVa (b, Xj(E)), j  =  1, 2, .... m.
(4) All the X,(E) having the same cardinality (see (1)), for any pair o f  vertices 
a£X;(E), cCXj(E) we obtain
fVc (a, Xj (E)) =  \VÍ (c, X,.(E)) (i,j = 1 ,2 ,..., m).
Now let a6Xj(E) and put W£(a, XJ(E))=aiJ- ( i,j= l, 2, ..., m)\ by (3) and 
(4), ä,j is well defined. Let G —G(T, E) denote the graph with vertex set V(G)= 
=  {1, 2, ..., m} and adjacency matrix A=(£y): then, clearly, G is a divisor of G. 
Further, it is easy to see that all the spanned subgraphs G[X;(E)] (/=  1, 2, ..., in) 
are isomorphic, thus GjjG.
From (2) it immediately follows that F(E) is a subgroup of Aut(G), where, by 
Lemma 6, Z(F(É)) = É.
We shall now consider the case that E is a cyclic group generated by some 
element xgZ(F) of order d.
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Let e be a primitive d-Ü\ root of unity. Then the sets Xfc =  (k=  1, 2, ...
..., d) are the E-equivalence classes. T(E) is a cyclic permutation group of order d 
and, therefore, the adjacency matrix Ä= (äu) of G — G(T, E) is a circulant matrix. 
Recall that A=(aij) is the adjacency matrix of G. Putting rk= älk we obtain for all
i'íXjt
2  aijxj = 2  äkie,_1 =  2  ri-k+i*‘~k = *i 2  fjEs~lj=i i=i i=i j =l
(subscripts of the letter r to be reduced modulo d).
Thus we have proved
Theorem 10. Let G be a transitive graph being regular o f degree r, let x £ Z (T) 
be a partition vector o f order d with respect to a transitive subgroup r  o f  Aut (G), and 
let ebe a primitive d-th root o f  unity. Then x is an eigenvector o f  G, the corresponding 
eigenvalue A having the form
a =  rx + r2B+...+ rded \
where rls r2, ..., rd are non-negative integers satisfying r1 + r2 + ... +rd=r. |
In what follows the eigenvalue of G corresponding to the partition vector 
x£Z(T) will be briefly denoted by AG(x).
Combining the last results with the statements (1)—(4), we obtain
T heorem 11. Let G be a transitive graph and T a transitive subgroup o f  Aut (G). 
Let E =  {x1; x2, ..., xm}^Z (T ) be afeasible vector set oforder m and put G =  G(T, E). 
Then the following assertions hold.
(I) G is an i-divisor o f  G having m vertices.
(II) I fG  is undirected then so is G (neglecting directed loops).
(III) G is transitive and T (E) is a transitive abelian subgroup o f  Aut (G) which is 
isomorphic to E.
(IV) Every vector from E is an eigenvector o f G and, for all x£E, Ag(x)=AG(x), 
implying that G has the m (not necessarily distinct) eigenvalues Aq Í x J ,  
2 g ( x 2) ,  ..., /.G(xm).
(V) I f  E = Z(T) then o(G )^o(G (T, Z (r)))sz(T ). |
Theorem 12. Let G be a transitive graph with n vertices. I f  Aut (G) contains a 
transitive abelian subgroup then, for every prime factor p o f n, there is an i-divisor o f G 
having exactly p vertices.
Proof. If TCAut(G) is transitive and abelian then Z(T) is a feasible vector 
set of order n and to each prime factor p of n there exists x£Z(T) of order p. Let E 
be the subgroup of Z(T) generated by x: then G(T, E) is an /-divisor of G with exactly 
p vertices.
For (undirected) transitive graphs, we can diaw some more conclusions from 
Theorem 10.
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Proposition 3. I f  G is a transitive graph being regular o f degree r and T is a 
transitive subgroup o f  Aut(G) then, for all x£Z2(T),
^g(x) =  e - ( r -Q )  = 2e — r where q£ {0, 1, r}.
Proposition 4. I f  G is an undirected transitive graph being regular o f degree r 
then cr(G)Sr + l.
If, in addition, G is schlicht and has more than 2 vertices then <r(G)<n.
Thus every simple eigenvalue of an undirected transitive graph G which is regu­
lar of degree r has the form 2=2 Q—r where ge{0, 1, ..., r}. If G has an eigenvalue 
X ^r  then its vertex set is covered by a pair of isomorphic spanned subgraphs which 
are transitive and regular of degree g=(X+r)/2. If G has n vertices then each of these 
subgraphs has n/2 vertices and, therefore, (gn)/4 edges implying gn = 0, mod 4.
Combining these results with Theorem 6, we obtain
Theorem 13. Let G be an undirected, transitive, connected graph with n = 2qk 
(k being odd) vertices being regular o f degree r. Then the following assertions hold.
(i) I f  q—0 then X = r is the only simple eigenvalue o f  G.
(ii) I f  q= 1 then G has at most one simple eigenvalue X different from r and,
i f  it exists, it is o f the form 2 = 4 g—r where {0, 1, . . . ,y  (r—1)}.
(iii) I f  <y=s2 then G has at most 2q simple eigenvalues including 2 = r; all 
o f them have the form 2=2 g — r where gg{0, 1, ..., r}.
3.3. Simple eigenvalues and automorphism group o f transitive graphs
In this section, we shall investigate the relations between the automorphism 
group of a transitive graph and the number of its simple eigenvalues.
From Proposition 2 and Theorem 5 we deduce
Theorem 14. I f  a transitive graph G with n vertices has more than ~  simple 
eigenvalues then its automorphism group is abelian.
If, conversely, G is a transitive graph with n vertices whose automorphism group 
has a transitive abelian subgroup / ’, then, in the general case, we have no statements on 
<t(G). But from Theorem 10 and Proposition 2 we know that G has n linearly inde­
pendent eigenvectors which, with respect to the operation <g), constitute a group iso­
morphic to T. In particular it follows from this observation that the adjacency matrix 
of G is non-derogatory iff all eigenvalues of G are simple. In 1971, A. Mowshowitz 
(see, e.g., [1, p. 144]) showed that the automorphism group of an arbitrary graph 
which has a non-derogatory adjacency matrix is abelian, thus we have proved
Theorem 15. The adjacency matrix o f a transitive graph G is non-derogatory iff 
all eigenvalues o f G are simple.
Lemma 10. Let G and G' be transitive graphs each having n vertices and assume 
that each o f  Aut (G) and Aut (G') contains a transitive abelian subgroup, T g  Aut (G) 
and T 'gA ut (G'), say; further suppose that there is an isomorphism <p mapping 
Z (D  onto Z(T') and satisfying 2g(x)= 2 g (<p (x)) for all x£Z(T). Then G and G' 
are isomorphic.
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P r o o f . Let A and A' be the adjacency matrices of G and G', respectively, let 
X = (x j, x2, x„) be the matrix whose column vectors x1; x„ are the elements of
Z(F), and let A denote the diagonal matrix having the eigenvalues 2G(x3), ^g(x2), ••• 
2G(x„) in its main diagonal. Then, by Theorem 10, AX=XA, implying A'X' = 
= X 'A  with X '^ ^ X j) ,  <p(x2), <p(x„)). By Proposition 1 there is a y€S„ satis­
fying <p(x)=P7x for all x6Z(T), i.e., X '^P^X, immediately implying A' = 
=  P.,XA (P7X)_1= P jXzIX_:1P “1= P 7AP~1. |
T heorem  16. Let G be a connected transitive graph with n vertices whose auto­
morphism group is primitive. Then the following assertions hold.
11) I f  n is not a prime then tr(G) =  l.
(2) I f  n~p  is a prime then cr(G) = l or c(G)=p, where o(C)=p iff Aut(G) 
is a cyclic group o f order p.
P r o o f . Assertion (1) follows immediately from Lemma 7 and Theorem 5.
If n=p is a prime then there is a transitive cyclic permutation group T^A ut(G ) 
having order p. Then ~E=Z(r)=Zp(T)£S'p(p) and, denoting the first row of the 
adjacency matrix of G by aT, we obtain 2G(x) =  (x, a) for all x£E.
If cr(G)=p then, by Theorem 14, F=A ut(G ). Assume o(G)<p. Then there 
is at least one pair of distinct vectors xx, x2£E satisfying Ag(x1)= ^ g(x2) where 
x1^ u ^ x 2 since 2G(u) is a simple eigenvalue of G (because G is connected). Then 
x2= x£ for some k£{2, 3, ...,p  — 1} and the mapping cp(\) = \ k (xgE) is an auto­
morphism of E; using Proposition 1 we conclude that there is a with P.x =
=  x* for all xgE.
As is well known (see [2]), 2G(x1)= (x 1, a) =  (P7x ,, Pya)= (x2, Pya)= (x2, a)= 
= 2 g(x2) implies P ,a= a. Thus 2G(x) =  (x, a) =  (P>.x, Pya)=(x*, a) = / G(''p(x)) for 
all x£E  implying <r(G) = l.
Further, according to Lemma 10, y is a non-trivial automorphism of G with 
y(l) —1, i.e., y $ r, thus FxA ut(G ). §
For undirected transitive graphs we obtain from Theorems 6 and 4
T heorem  17. Let G be a connected, undirected, transitive graph. Then c(G)S 
s t)2 (A ut(G ))+l. I
C o r o lla r y . Let G be an undirected transitive graph, let T be a transitive sub­
group o f  Aut (G), and let t denote the number o f elements o f order two contained in T. 
Then < r(G )s/+ l.
As is well known (see [4]), every connected, undirected, transitive graph whose 
automorphism group contains a transitive abelian subgroup has a Hamiltonian cir­
cuit. For such graphs, we shall now establish a somewhat stronger theorem.
We need some more notation.
The product Gj XG2 of the undirected schlicht graphs G j, G2 is defined to be the 
graph G with vertex set V(G)—'V(G1)XV(G2) in which two vertices (rj, jj) and 
(i2, f )  are adjacent iff either zj = z, and j\ and j 2 are adjacent in G2, or zj and z2 are 
adjacent in Gj and yj=y2. Let C2 denote the complete graph on two vertices and let,
for /> 2 , C, be the circuit of length /; put CJ}XCi2X ...X C dr = Ciuät....dr.
If  dx = d2 — ...—dr = d then we shall briefly write Crd instead of Cduds....dr. Every
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graph Cdj ^ has a Hamiltonian circuit (see [8]); C£ is the /--dimensional cube 
graph.
For a group H and a subset A of H, let G = G(H, A) denote the Cayley graph 
of H with respect to A (i.e., V(G)=H and two vertices hu A2€H are adjacent in 
G iff f t J ^ e A U A - 1).
L emma 11. Let H be an abelian group and A = {//x, h2, ..., hr) £  H a basis o f H 
where h{ has order d( (j =  1, 2 , r) (H is said to be of type (dl , d2, ■ ■■, dr), see
[3]). Then
G(H, A) -  G(H1; {^»X .-X G CH ,, {//r}) = Cdudi....
where H, is the subgroup o f  H generated by h,.
P ro o f . H is the direct product of subgroups H; (*= 1,2, ..., r). Let h,h '£H 
where h=h\'hlf...lfrr and h' =h\1 Iff ...I ff. If h-h'~1=hJ or h j 1 for some 
_/£{1,2, then af =  a- for i ^ j  and <Xj=a.j±l, implying immediately the
first part of the assertion.
It is easy to see that G(H;, {//,}) is isomorphic to Cd.(i= \,2 ,  ..., r), thus 
G (H ,J )sC Jl(J...... I
T heorem  18. Let G be a connected, undirected, transitive graph with «>1 
vertices whose automorphism group contains a transitive abelian group L o f type 
(du  d2, ..., dr) as a subgroup. Then G contains a subgraph isomorphic to Cdl>di....dr.
P ro o f . According to a theorem of G. Sabidussi [7, Theorem 2], T contains a 
generating set A* such that G (T, A*) is isomorphic to a subgraph of G. Then there is 
a basis AQA*: clearly, G (T, A) is a subgraph of G (T,A*) and, by Lemma 11, 
G(T, J ) “ C<li4....ir. “ I
Summing up, from Theorem 1, Theorem 6, Lemma 5, Proposition 2, Proposition 
4, and Theorem 18 we obtain
T heorem  19. Let G be an undirected transitive graph with n vertices all of 
whose eigenvalues are simple. Then the following assertions hold.
(1) G is connected.
dl) n = 2q for some non-negative integer q.
(HI) The automorphism group o f  G is transitive and abelian and, i f  «>1, has 
exponent 2.
(IV) G is regular o f degree r g  29 — l.
(V) G contains a q-dimensional cube graph C‘l as a spanning subgraph.
(VI) I f  —r is an eigenvalue o f  G, then, by replacing multiple edges by single 
ones, G is transformed into the cube graph C‘.l.
(VII) I f  n>2, then G has multiple edges, i.e., G is not a schlicht graph.
Let &(q) denote the set of all undirected transitive graphs having 2q vertices and 
2q simple eigenvalues. On the one hand, &(q) is not empty (see Section 3.1) but, on 
the other hand, for q ^ 2  does not contain any schlicht graphs. Thus the question 
arises how far a graph from <&(q) can “deviate” from the property of being schlicht. 
As a measure of this deviation the maximum number of pairwise parallel edges oc­
curring in G (called the edge multiplicity em (G)) may be used. For the special graphs
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Gld@(q) constructed in Section 3.1, em (Gf) = 2q 1 (q~\) ,  and we conjecture that, 
in fact, these graphs have the minimum edge multiplicity among all graphs of &(q):
C o njec tu re  2. For q= \ and all G £f§{q), em (G)^em (Gf)=2q~1.
Conjecture 2 is closely related to Conjecture 1, as the following theorem shows.
Theorem 20. I f  for a positive integer q and a positive odd integer k there exists 
an undirected, schlicht, transitive graph G with exactly 2qk vertices and 2q simple 
eigenvalues, then there is also an undirected graph G' ffS(q) with em (G'j c±k.
Proof. Put E = Z2 (Aut (G)). Then, by Theorem 11, G' = G(Aut (G), E) 
is an undirected transitive graph having 2q vertices and 2q simple eigenvalues. Loops — 
if they occur — may be deleted since they have no influence on the number of simple 
eigenvalues.
Further, |X;(E)| =k (7=1, 2, 2q) and, since G is schlicht, we obtain as an
immediate consequence that em(G')^fc. |
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Abstract
Let F be a field, char F V 2, and let M„( F) denote the set o f all n X« matrices over F. Amatrix 
A £ M„(F) is called s-symmetric (secondary symmetric) if it is symmetric concerning the secondary 
diagonal, consisting o f the j ,  k lh entries with j + k = n + 1. The object of this paper is to prove the 
following
T h e o r e m . There exists an s-symmetric matrix over F with arbitrary prescribed elementary divisors 
(over F).
The significance of this theorem is enlightened by the facts that on the one hand
(i) the ordinary symmetry may condition very strongly the elementary divisors of a matrix over 
certain fields, for example over the reals, and on the other hand
(ii) whenever — e as well as 2e (where e denotes the unit of F) is a square in F, then there is an 
inner automorphism <p of AL„(F), (p-.A-* U~lAU, which is a one-to-one mapping of the s-symmetric 
matrices onto the symmetric matrices.
Statement (ii) is also proved in this paper.
1. Introduction
Let F be a field and let M„( F) denote the set of all nXn  matrices over F. A matrix 
A£M„(F) is s-symmetric* — i.e. symmetric concerning the secondary diagonal — iff 
it satisfies the equality
(1.1) VATV = A ,
where F=[áJ>B+1_t] and őpq denotes the Kronecker delta function with values in 
F, i.e. V is the permutation matrix containing the e's (the unit of F) in the secondary 
diagonal.
The main theme of this paper is to clarify the question of what elementary divi­
sors the s-symmetric matrices over F can have. This question has been answered in 
our previous paper [3] if F = C (the complexes). The extended answer is (Theorem 4) 
the main result of this paper:
Let F be a field and char F^2 . There exists an s-symmetric matrix over F 
with arbitrary prescribed elementary divisors (over F).
Hence the s-symmetry does not influence the elementary divisors of a matrix 
over an arbitrary field F, char F ^2, which is not true in the case of the ordinary
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 15A57; Secondary 15A18, 15A21.
Key words and phrases. S-symmetric matrices, symmetric matrices, elementary divisors, classical 
canonical matrix.
* In the literature the s-symmetric matrices are called also as persymmetric matrices.
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symmetry, as it is shown by the spectral property of real symmetric matrices. But as a 
consequence of Theorem 4 and 5 of this paper the following statement is valid.
There is a symmetric matrix in M2k(F) (resp. in M2t+1(F)) with arbitrary pre­
scribed elementary divisors over F, if — s is a square (resp. — e and 2e are squares) in 
F, where F is a field char Fyí 2.
The considerations of the main theme need some preparations, namely decom­
positions of some Hankel matrices. These are proposed in Section 2. The main results 
are contained in Section 3.
2. Preliminaries and decompositions of some Hankel matrices
Let F be an arbitrary field, char F?^2. The unit and zero element of F will be 
denoted by e and 0. The set of n Xn matrices over F will be denoted by Af„(F), while 
F" denotes the set of n + 1 matrices. I  or /„ is the unit matrix in M„(F) and N f M„(F) 
or N„ denote the nilpotent matrix with e’s in the positions j , j -f 1 (j = 1, ..., n — 1) 
and 0’s anywhere else.
Let a1,a 2., be a sequence of elements a fiF. The symmetric matrix
S = [ with entries sJk=aJ+k_^  ( j,k=  1, ...,«) is called a Hankel matrix (cf. 
[1, pp. 538]). If a„+1 = ...= 0 2„+1=0, then S,=[aJ-+t_1] is an upper triangular Hankel 
matrix, shortly an UH-matrix, which will be denoted by S(at , . a„). Similarly, 
S(a„, ..., a,) will denote an LH-matrix (lower triangular Hankel matrix):
Ű1 fl2 .




0 . ■ 0 a„
S(a„, .. ., ak) = 0 a2
a„ • • 2^ 1^.
Obviously, VSV=S and vice versa. The UH-matrix S can be written with help of V 
and N  in the form
( 2. 1) S = S(fll, . . . , a J = Í 2\j=o f
and it is nonsingular iff an^ 0.
71—1
The triangular matrices U£Mn(F) of the form U= 2  bjNj, bj£F are called
J=o
UT-matrices (upper triangular Toeplitz). Obviously, VUV=Ur = T  is an LT- 
matrix (lower triangular Toeplitz). Let us consider the following LT-matrices T,(x)€ 
€M„(F)
(2.2) Tj(x) = l - x ( N ry
for y =  l , . . . ,«  — 1 with arbitrary x£F.
Lemma 1. Let S=S(a1, ..., an_j, 0, ..., 0, an) be a nonsingular UH-matrix 
over a field F, char F ^ 0  and let Tj = Tj ((2aJ~1an_j) be the LH-matrix (2.2) with 
x = (2an)~1an^j. I f  S' denotes the matrix
S' =  T tS T ,(2.31
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then S' = S(alai 0, ..., 0, a„), i.e.
(2.4) a'n_j = 0, a'„_v =  a„_v =  0, (v =  i, 1), a'„ = an.
Proof. Taking into account (2.1) and (2.2) the direct computation of (2.3) results 
for the parameters a'„ _ v
=  <
“ n - v if v = 0 ,  1,
0 if v = j,
ö w _  v if V  = j+ l ,  2 j - l ,
a„-2j— 2(2a„)-1^ _ ; + (2an) - 2a^2_,- if v -  2j,
an-v 2(2 afi an—jan^ j—v if v =  2/ +  1, ..., 3/ —1.
« n - v - 2 ( 2 a n ) - 1 a „ _ J a „ _ J _ v  + ( 2 a n ) - 2 a ; a n _ 2y. _ v if v = 3j, ..., n —1,
gives for v=0, the stated relations (2.4). □
Let us observe that Lemma 1 makes use of assumption char F?í2. The next 
lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.
Lemma 2. Let S=S(a!, ..., a„) be a nonsingular UH-matrix (resp. S  = S(a„. ... 
..., űj) a nonsingular LH-matrix) over a field F, char F ^  2. Then there is an LT- 
matrix T (resp. a UT-matrix U) with e's in the main diagonal such that
(2.5) T TS T = a nV, resp. UTS U = a nV.
Proof. It suffices to prove the statement for the UH-matrix S. Let us define 
inductively the matrices
Tj = Tj((2a,,)-1ay_~j1))
Sa) = 5(a[J), ..., fl<j)) =  T jS ^ -^ T j  
j  =  1, ..., n — 1; 5»> = S(a i, ..., a„).
Then by Lemma 1 it holds
(2.6) 5<h = S(a<;>.....agj-yy  0 ,.. . ,0 ,a n) j  = 1, 2, .... n -1 .
The matrix T=T1T2...T„_1 is again an LH-matrix with e’s in the main diagonal, 
and according to (2.6) we have
§<■"-1) = Tt ST  =  a„V,
which was to be proved. □
Remark. Observe that the triangular matrices T and U involved in Lemma 2 
have the inverses
(2.7) T -1 = a~1VTTS, U -1 = a~1VUTS.
Lemma 3. Let Hd M2r(F) be the Hankel matrix having the partitioned form 
H = diag(F*+1, - K b+1) = [ _ ®  J .
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where k  + I+ l= r (k, /SO). 
such that
I f  char ¥ ^2 , then there is a nonsingular matrix Q 
QtHQ = 2V.
P ro o f . Let us consider the permutation matrix P and the blockdiagonal matrix 
D, that have the partitioned form
where on the empty spaces stand everywhere 0’s. 
A direct verification shows the validity of















which prove the lemma. □
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3. S-symmetric matrices
From relation (1.1) it is obvious that an s-symmetric matrix of size 2 kx2 k  and 
(2k+\)X(2k-\-1) can be written in the form
(3.1) ^2k —
IB CV I
[ VD v b t v \ ’ ■^lk + 1 —
B b CV 
(P c bTV 
VD Vd VBTV
where CT=C; DT=D; B, C,DdMk(F); b,ddF*; cgF are arbitrary.
Taking into account form (3.1) of an arbitrary s-symmetric matrix, the following 
proposition can be directly verified.
P roposition  1. Let A.ik and A„ be s-symmetric matrices and let us consider the 
(2k + n)X(2k + n) permutation matrix P having the partitioned form
P =
h  o o
0 0 4
o o
then the matrix M, where
is s-symmetric.
M =  PT dvdg(A.lk, An)P
Further on it is always assumed that the field F has char ^2.
The next three theorems take the preliminary steps in proving the main result.
T heorem 1. Let /i(2)€F[/] be given, where p(L)=/.n—alA"~1 — ... — an is 
irreducible over F and n S  1. There is an s-symmetric matrix A (M n(F) with elemen­
tary divisor p(A).
Proof. If n= \, then A=at is s-symmetric. If 1 then the irreducibility 
of p(A) implies a„ X 0. The companion matrix of p(A) is
(3.2)
0 £ 0 .. 0
0 0 £ 0
0 £
an Cln — i .. ŰJ
rix S = S(e, a~ \
Lemma 2 there is a UT-matrix U such that
(3.3) U -1 = VVTS. 
A direct verification shows the validity of
(3.4) S F = F TS.
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We state that A = U~1FU is s-symmetric. Taking into account (3.3) and (3.4), it 
really holds
VAt V = V(VUtSFU)t V =  VUTFTSU = VUTSFU = A,
which prove the theorem. □
T heorem  2. L et jí(A)’ (EF[A] be given, where fi().)q=(?."—aL/.n~1 — ... —a„)q, 
and ju(A) is irreducible over F, q> \, n s l .  There is an s-symmetric matrix Ad Mnq(F) 
with elementary divisor ß().)q.





as the classical canonical matrix with elementary divisor (A — a})q, and /  is s-symme­
tric. Suppose n > l, then a„^0. The classical canonical matrix with the elementary 





where L is  the companion matrix of ß(A) and EnldMn(F) denotes the n, 1th matrix 
unit, with £ in the position n, 1 and 0’s everywhere else. Let us consider now the
UH-matrix S = c { qZ  NA
Vj= o '
V, c A:0, which has the form
S = c
V V Vr n T n • • • r n
v.
and let T  be the LT-matrix with inverse
7 - i  =  c- i v t tS.
A direct verification shows that
SB = BTS.
In the same way as before we can see that the matrix
A - T ~ lBT
is s-symmetric.
T heorem  3. Let et(X)=fii(X)qt£F [A ] (/=  1 , 2) be given, where /i;(A) = 
=  A"i —au A"<_1 —... —a,„. is irreducible over F, and nlqt — 2kt +  I (k. isO). There is an 
s-symmetric matrix AdMir(F), (where r = k1+ k2-\-\), with elementary divisors 
ei (A), c2(A).
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Proof. Let Ct be the classical canonical matrix with elementary divisor et(X). 
C, may be any of the form (3.2) or (3.5) including their special cases of F=o£F 
or B=J, too. Then C£M2r(F), where
C =  diag (Ct , C2)
is the classical canonical matrix with elementary divisors C;(A) (i= 1, 2). On the basis 
of Lemma 2 there are triangular Hankel matrices S\ and triangular Toeplitz matri­
ces Ti, such that
StC, =  C?Sr, T?S{Tt = V2ki+l i =  1, 2.
Then the matrices
S  =  diag (Si, -  S2) T = diag (7 \, J 2)
will satisfy the relations
(3.6) SC =  C TS; T tST=  diag (F2*1 + 1 —F2*2+1).
According to Lemma 3 there is a nonsingular matrix Q such that
(3.7) QT diag(V2kl+1, - V 2k2+i)Q = (2e)V2r (r = k1 + k2+ 1).
Combining (3.6) and (3.7) the matrix U—TQ has the inverse




Now we are in the position to prove the main theorem of this paper.
Theorem 4. There exists an s-symmetric matrix over the field F, char F ^2 , 
with arbitrary prescribed elementary divisors (over F).
Proof. Let the system of the given elementary divisors
Bi(X) =  A"<- a nXnt - 1- . . . - a bli;
niqi = 2ki; kt s  1; i= l ,  s,
f j W  =  v /A /i: Vj-(A) -  —
mjPj = 2/  ^+  1; lj = 0; j  =  1, ..., t.
According to the preceding theorems we can construct the following s-symmetric 
matrices
(1) for i =  l, ..., s:
A(l)Msk ( t)  with elementary divisor ef(A),
(2) for j —2, 4, ..., 2 [ y ]  •'
7
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B(j)^M 2r (F) with elementary divisors f J_1(2), /,(/.), where rJ = lJ_1 + lJ+ \, 
and
C,M2a+i (F) with elementary divisor f(X).
Then the repeated application of Proposition 1 results a matrix A£M d(F), where
s t
d= 2  niqi + 2  mjPj’ wi'-h the required properties. □
i l
The next theorem refers to a connection existing between the set of s-symmetric 
matrices and the set of (ordinary) symmetric matrices in Mn(F).
Theorem 5. Let F be a field char F A 2. I f  —e is a square (resp. —e and 2s 
are squares) in F, then there is a nonsingular matrix UdMik(F) {resp. U f M2)i+1(F)) 
such that the inner automorphism cpv : A — U~lAU is a one-to-one mapping o f the 
s-symmetric matrices onto the ordinary symmetric matrices in M lk{F) (resp. in
Proof. Let us consider the matrix QZMn(F), where
and the diagonal matrix D 6 M n (F), where
I diag (4 , - 4 )  
Idiag (4 ,2s, - 4 )
h 0 - v k
0 e 0
Vk 0 h .
if n — 2k 
if n = 2k + l.
n = 2k + l,
The following decomposition of the permutation matrix V is valid 
(2.8) V = (2 s)~'QDQT.
The assumption that —s is a square (resp. —s and 2s are squares) in F implies that 
the diagonal matrix D has a diagonal square root A^M,lk(F), (resp. AdMík+1(F)). 
Using the notation U=QA, we have from (2.8) V=(2e)~1UUT, hence the non­
singular matrix U has the inverse
U -1 = (2e)-1UTV.
We show that the inner automorphism (pv with this U possesses the property 
stated in the theorem. Really, let A be s-symmetric, then B= U ~1AU  is symmetric, 
since
BT -  (2e)~1(Ut VA U)t = (2s)~1UTVAVVU = (2e)U t VA U = B.
The converse, that each symmetric matrix B is an q>v -image of an s-symmetric matrix, 
can be proved similarly.
From the preceding two theorems we have the
Corollary. Let F be a field char F ^  2. There is a symmetric matrix in 
(resp. in M 2k+i{F)J with arbitrary prescribed elementary divisors (over F), i f  —s 
is a square (resp. — e and 2s are squares) in F.
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CONSTRUCTIONS OF VARIETIES THAT SATISFY THE 
AMALGAMATION PROPERTY OR THE CONGRUENCE 
EXTENSION PROPERTY
F. J. PASTIJN
To the memory o f  Professor L. Rédei
Given a suitable variety K, we shall investigate two techniques for constructing a variety that 
satisfies the amalgamation property or the congruence extension property. The first technique consists 
in constructing the inflations of the universal algebras that belong to K, the second one consists in 
performing the Pionka sums of the semilattice ordered systems of universal algebras that belong to K.
Besides the concepts which will be defined below, we shall essentially use the 
notations and the terminology of [4].
We shall only deal with algebras without nullary fundamental operations. Let 
A be a variety ( —equational class) of algebras. Then E(K) will denote the set of all 
identities which are satisfied in all the algebras that belong to A. An identity p=q 
of type t will be called regular if the same variables occur in both p and q. We denote 
by R(K) the set of all regular identities which are satisfied in all the algebras that 
belong to K. Let us consider the identity
(1) x, =  p(xr...... x„), 1 —  ^— a
of type t. If in the right-hand side of (1) x, and at least one more variable occurs, 
then we call (1) a strongly non-regular identity. Groups, lattices, rings, ..., each satisfy 
some strongly non-regular identity. If £  is a set of identities of some fixed type t, 
then Ke denotes the variety that consists of the algebras that satisfy all the identities 
in the set E.
Let A be a variety. Let 2t =  (A; F), © =(£; F) and tf = (C; F) be algebras 
in A, and let ß : A-»B and y: A —C be monomorphisms. Consider the amalgam 
(21, ß, ©, y, (£) in A. This amalgam is weakly embeddable in A if there exists an al­
gebra D ~(D; F) in A, and monomorphisms ß': B —D, y': C->D, such that 
ßß'=yy'. The amalgam will be called strongly embeddable in A, if there exist T), ß' 
and y' satisfying the above, and in addition Aßß' = Ayy' = Bß' OCy’. The variety A 
satisfies WAP (the weak amalgamation property) if every amalgam in A is weakly 
embeddable in A, and the variety A satisfies SAP (the strong amalgamation property) 
if every amalgam in A is strongly embeddable in A. We refer to [2], [4], [6], [7] for 
examples of varieties that satisfy WAP or SAP.
A variety A satisfies CEP (the congruence extension property) if every congruence 
relation on a subalgebra of an algebra 21 in A can be extended to a congruence rela­
tion on 21. We refer to [1], [4], [7] for more information and for examples.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 08B05, 08B25; Secondary 20M07.
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Let 9l=(/4; F) be an algebra of type r, and let {XJa£A} be a set of mutually 
disjoint sets, such that for a£A, we have XaDA = {a}. Let B= {J  Xa. For any
a€ A
fydF, with y<o(r) and ny=x(y), and any b f X a. , i= l , . . . , n y, we define
f v(bt , b„y) = fy(a1, a„y).
Then 93=(_5; F) becomes an algebra of type t which will be called an inflation of 
the algebra 31.
Let Z = {0,°°}, and let i  be a type. Let F = (fy,y< o (t)), and consider 
3  =  (Z; F), where f y{ax, ■ ■■, «„.,)=0 for all y-~o(x) and all ax, anf lZ .  Remark 
that 3  satisfies all the identities of type t, except the identities which are of the form
(1) where p(xl5 ..., x„) is a polynomial symbol which is different from x(. We call 3  
the two-element zero algebra of type x.
We refer to [2] for special cases of Theorems 1 and 2 below. For Theorem 1 we 
refer to [5] and [14]. We include a proof for the sake of completeness.
T heorem  1. Let Kbe a variety consisting o f algebras o f type x. Then the following 
are equivalent.
(i) K is the join o f K and the variety HSP(3), where 3  «  the two-element zero 
algebra o f type x.
(ii) R  is the variety that consists o f the algebras o f type x which satisfy all the 
identities in E(K), except perhaps the identities (1) where p(x,, ..., x„) is a polynomial 
symbol which is different from x,.
(iii) K consists o f  the algebras which are inflations o f the algebras in K.
(iv) An algebra belongs to K i f  and only i f  it is a subdirect product o f  an algebra 
in K and an algebra in HSP(3)-
P roof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from the observation made before 
the statement of the theorem. If E(K) does not contain any non-trivial identity of 
the form (1), then K=K  in the four statements (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), and the equivalence 
prevails. Therefore we shall henceforth suppose that E(K) contains an identity (1), 
where p(xx, xfc) is a polynomial symbol which is different from xk in P(t), for 
k=  L ••., n.
Let 93 = (B; F) be an inflation of 9f =  (A ; F)£K. Then B= |J  Xa, where
(2) Xaf]Xa,=  n  if a ^ a '  
and
(3) XaH A=  {a} 
for all a, a'£A, and where
(4) f l  ( a a n)  = fy( f l b n) 
for every f f F  and b.£Xa., i= \, ...,ny. Let
0i = U Xa X Xa,aCA
q2 =  (AXA)U{(x, x)\x£B).
Then q 1 and q 2 are congruence relations on 93. Since q 1 C \Q2 =  ,b > we s e e  that 93 is 
a subdirect product of 93/pi and 93/q2. Further, 93/p1 =  9ltÄl and 93/p26HSP(3).
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Let us consider an algebra S = (ß ; F) which is a subdirect product of an al­
gebra 21] =(A'y F)dK and an algebra 2I2=(,42; F)fH SP(3). Then there exists an 
element o in A2 such that o= fy(b1, ..., bny) for every y<o(x) and every blt ...,b„ £. 
£A2. Let a be any element in Al . Then there exists an element bdA2 such that 
(a, b)£ B. Let p be the polynomial which is induced by the polynomial symbol p 
which appears in (1). Then p((a, b), (a, b))=(a, o)£B, and we may conclude that
21=(A; F), with A =  {(a, o)\a£A1}, is a subalgebra of © which is isomorphic to 
21]. Thus we also have 2l£F. Putting JL(<Ii0) =  {(a, b)\bZA2, (a, b)£B), we see that 
© is an inflation of 21. We proved the equivalence of (iii) and (iv).
In view of the equivalence of (iii) and (iv), we can now say that in order to show 
the equivalence of (i) and (iii), it suffices to show that the class K which is defined by
(iii) constitutes a variety. Let /  be a set, and for each /£/, let S ; be an inflation of 
21 idK. Then the direct product IT(©, /€/) is an inflation of n(2l,|i'C/)6Ar. Thus 
the class K which is defined by (iii) is closed for taking direct products. Let © = 
=(B; F) be an inflation of 21 = (4; F')£ K, where (2), (3) and (4) hold. Let © = 
=(C; F) be a subalgebra of S . Clearly 2in© = (/ffjC ; F) is a subalgebra of 21, 
and so 2lfl©£F. Let us put Ya = Xan C  for a£AC\C. Let q£C. Then q£Xa 
for some a£A. Since (1) holds in K, we have a=p(q, ..., q)£AC\C. Thus q£Ya, 
with a£Ai)C. We conclude that C is the disjoint union of the sets Ya, a£ADC, 
where for every a€ADC, we have Y„0(AnC) = {a). It is now easy to see that (£ 
is an inflation of 21 Pi(£6 K. Thus the class K defined by (iii) is closed for taking 
subalgebras. Let us again consider the above algebra ©, and let cp: B-+E be a ho­
momorphism of © onto (£-=(£; F). The image £ )= (ű ; F) of 21 under (p is a 
subalgebra of © and T)£K. Let Zaip = Xa<p for every a£A. Every element of Z a</> 
is of the form qcp, with qf.Xa. But then acp = (p(q, ..., q))(p=p(qcp, ..., qcp). This 
shows that E is the disjoint union of the sets Zd, d£D, where Zdf]D= {d} for every 
d£D. By this partitioning © becomes an inflation of T)PF. Consequently, the class 
K which is defined by (iii) is closed for taking homomorphic images. We may now 
conclude that this class K  constitutes a variety.
T heorem 2. Let K  and K be as in Theorem 1. Then K satisfies WAP [SAP, 
CEP] i f  and only i f  K satisfies WAP [SAP, CEP].
Proof. By the foregoing we know that K —K in case E(K) does not contain 
any non-trivial identity of the form (1). In this case our theorem holds trivially. We 
suppose henceforth that K  satisfies (1), where p(X], ..., xn) 7i xk, l ^ k ^ n ,  in P(x).
For any X'=(X; F) in K, we note that X' is the inflation of 3E=(Ar; F)£K, 
which is the image of X' under the idempotent endomorphism
0: X ' ~ X , x' -  p(x', ...,x '),
of X' onto X. X ' is the disjoint union of the 00 j1-classes Xx=x99~1, x£ X.
Let <2L, ß \ ©', y', ©') be an amalgam in K. Without loss of generality we may 
suppose that 2L=(A'; F > ,  F), © '= (C '; F ) ,  A'= B'D C ', where ß' and
y' are inclusion mappings. Then (21, ß'\A, ©, y'\A, ©) is an amalgam in K where 
ß’\A and y'\A are inclusion mappings, and A = Bf)C= {a£A'=B'C\C'\a—p(^ a, ... 
..., a)}. If K  satisfies WAP, then there exists an algebra I) = (ű ; F )  in K, and mo- 
nomorphisms ß: B —D, y: C-+D of © and © into T> which agree on A. We can 
easily construct an inflation X)' of ® such that ß [y] extends to a monomorphism
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ß" [y,r\ of 23' [(£'] into X', where ß" and y" agree on A'. If the amalgam <91, ß\A, 23, 
y|A, (£) is strongly embedded in X, then we can manage to construct X ' in such a 
way that the amalgam <9T, ß', 2?', y', £ ') is strongly embedded in X' by ß" and y". 
A precise construction is left as an easy exercise to the reader. Thus, if K satisfies 
WAP [SAP], then K satisfies WAP [SAP],
Let us suppose that <91, ß, 23, y, (£) be an amalgam in K, and let X' — (p '\ F) 
be an algebra in K, and ß': B —D', y': C-*D' monomorphisms such that ßß' = 
=yy'. Let 6: D '—D, x-*p(x, ..., x) be the idempotent endomorphism consid­
ered above: 0 maps X' homomorphically onto the subalgebra X = (D; F) of X'. 
We note that X£K, and that ß'O and y'6 are monomorphisms such that ß(ß'O) = 
= y ( y ' Q ) .  Hence the above amalgam is weakly embedded in ®6A’_by the mono­
morphisms ß'O and y'6. If the amalgam is strongly embedded in X 'fK  by JF and y', 
then the amalgam is strongly embedded in X£K  by ß'O and y'O. Thus, if K satisfies 
WAP [SAP], then K  satisfies WAP [SAP],
The proof for the corresponding statements involving CEP is straightforward
Let £ —{0,1} and let x be a type. Let f = < / , ,  y<o(t)), and consider 
£  — {L ’, F) where
f y(a1, ..., a„7) = a whenever at = a2 = ... =  a„y =  a
and
fyifli, •••> a«y) =  0 if 06 K ,  ..., a„r}.
£  satisfies the identity p=q of type t if and only if p =  q is a regular identity. We call 
£ the two-element semilattice o f  type t.
Let us consider the variety K  consisting of algebras of type x. Recall that a semi­
lattice ordered system of algebras from K
(5) s /  =  «7; A); (21*1/67); (<?„■,|/, i f  7, i' ^  /)>
is just a direct family of algebras in the sense of Definition 3 of § 21 of [4], where the 
underlying partially ordered set is a semilattice <7; A), and where the carriers At 
of the algebras 91*, Z67, are mutually disjoint. The Plonk a sum of the system
sá is the algebra of type x with carrier (J Ah and where for every y<o(x), and 
aj£Ai., 7= 1, ..., ny, we have iei
(6) / /  (fli, • • •, a„y) = f ( a i (ph *0, ..., a„ <p:^  *0)
”y
with /0=  A ij-
j =i
If the algebras of the variety K  all satisfy some strongly non-regular identity (1), 
then the class consisting of the algebras that are Plonka sums of semilattice ordered 
systems of algebras from K constitutes a variety. If this is the case, then the variety 
under consideration is exactly KR(K), and this variety Kr(K) is the join of K and 
HSP(fi) [3], [10], [13].
Special cases for part of the following theorem may be found in [2], [6], [7].
Theorem 3. Let K be a variety, where E(K) contains a strongly non-regular iden­
tity (1). Then the variety Kr(K) satisfies WAP [SAP} i f  and only i f  K satisfies WAP 
[,S’.4P] and CEP.
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Pr o o f . Let us first suppose that K r(k)  satisfies WAP. Let <91, ß, © , y, £ )  be 
an amalgam in K. This amalgam can be weakly embedded in an algebra X=<Z); F) 
of KRW be the monomorphisms ß B-*D,y’\ C-*D. We know that X is the 
Plonka sum of a semilattice ordered system of algebras T>i=(Di; F), idl, of K. 
Since the subalgebras ©/?' and (£'/ of X satisfy the strongly non-regular identity (1) 
we have Bß'QD (l and Cy'QDh for some i1, itdl. Further, □  ^ B ß 'H C y '^  
implies ix —12• It follows that the above amalgam is weakly embedded 
in Xj =</);; F)£K  by ß' and y'. We conclude that K satisfies WAP. Obviously, if 
Kr(k) satisfies SAP, then K also satisfies SAP.
Let 91 =  <T; F) be a subalgebra of the algebra © = <!?; F)dK, and let g be a 
congruence on 91. The canonical homomorphism of 91 onto 91 /g = (A'-, F) will be 
denoted by g%. We now consider the semilattice ordered system sé given by (5), 
where 7={1,0}, 9l1 =  9I, 910 = 9i/ß, and cp10 = g t>. We can and shall suppose that 
B f)A '=  □ . Then <91, ß, ©, y, S(sd)) is an amalgam in Kr(k) where ß and y are 
inclusion mappings, and where B f )(A UA') = A. This amalgam is weakly embed­
dable in an algebra X = <£>; F)£Kr(K) by the monomorphisms ß' and y'. We can 
always suppose that X) is generated by the elements of Bß'UA'y'. Consequently X» 
is the sum of a semilattice ordered system
(7)1 « / ;  A>; (® ,|i€/); (+u;i, «'€/, i 's i ) >
of algebras Xi=<Z)i; F)£K, /6 /={l,0}, where ß' maps © onto Xx and y' maps 
91/e into X0. Further, the embedding of the above amalgam is necessarily a strong 
embedding. This all follows from the fact that the semilattice ordered system (7) which 
is associated with X is uniquely determined by X [10], [13]. Note that t/i10: D1—D0 
is given by the following. If d£D1, then dil/10=p(d1, ...,dn) with dt = d, and 
dk£Da for all l ^ k ^ n ,  kj±l. Thus
t u
is commutative, and g is the congruence relation on 91 which is induced by (y'\A)ip10. 
Let q' be the congruence relation on © which is induced by ß'ißi„. Since ß'\A=y'\A, 
the above implies that q'C\Ax A = q. Thus the congruence relation g on 91 can be 
extended to a congruence g' on ©. We conclude that K satisfies CEP.
We now proceed to show the converse part of the theorem. Accordingly, let us 
suppose that K satisfies WAP and CEP. Let <91, ß, S , y, £) be an amalgam in 
Kr(k). There is no loss of generality if we suppose that 91 =  </1;.F), © =  <£; F), 
<£ = <C; F), BHC=A, where ß and y are inclusion mappings. Let 91 be the Plonka 
sum of the system (5), where 91,6Ä- for all /£/. Let 93 and (£ be the Plonka sums of 
the semilattice ordered systems of algebras from K
(8)
and
(9) «A7; A); (Gm|m€A/); m'£M, in' ^  m)),
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respectively. The above considered decompositons of sJl, © and (f as sums of systems 
of algebras from K is unique: the i£I, are the maximal subalgebras of 31 that 
belong to K, and a similar statement holds for the j£ j ,  and the m£M.
The mapping ß: I —J  which is given by for all z'€/, is well-defined
and gives rise to a monomorphism of the semilattice 3= (7 ; A) into the semilattice 
3= (J;  A). Analogously, the mapping y: I-~M  which is given by A ^ C ^  for 
all z£7, is a well-defined monomorphism of 3  into the semilattice = ; A).
As a result we have the amalgam (3, ß, 3, y, SOI) of semilattices. Without loss of 
generality, we may suppose that and that ß and y are inclusion mappings.
This semilattice amalgam can be embedded strongly into a semilattice §  =  (77; A) 
by the monomorphisms ß’: J-+H and f :  M —77. For the sake of simplicity we 
shall again suppose that ß' and y' are inclusion mappings, and that §  is generated 
by the elements of J\JM  (thus, H=JUM {J(JAM )). The embedding of the above 
amalgam can be done in such a way that for j£ J  and m£M  we have j= m  [m ^j] 
in §  if and only if there exists i£l such that j sí i in 3  and i^ m  in 9J1 [mS; in 
9JÍ and i= j in 3]-
If i, i '£ l  and i 'S i  in 3, then i, i'dJClM, i ' ^ i  in 3 and in DJt, and A{ = 
= 5 ;nC i, Ai,=Bi,C\Ci,. Further, if aCAh then a£u, = a(piV = aij/ii,=p(a1, a„), 
where at=a and ak^.Ar for k ^ l ,  k£{\, . . . ,«}. Hence
(10) ^ir\Ai = Cu'\Ai ?= (pw, i , i '£ k  i' — i in 3.
For any /z£77, let
0h: ( U ß y ) U ( U  Cm) - Z „
JS/i m^h
be a bijection, and let 93A =  (Ffc; F) be the algebra of K which is fieely generated by 




bjOh = (bj\j/jj,)0h for all h r á j 'r á j  in §, j , / €  J. 
and all bj^Bj,
cm0h = (cmCmm,)0h for all h rá m' ^  m in §, m, m'£M, 
and all cm€Cm,
/ ( * A ,  xp0h) =  ..., yq0h) for all x 1, ..., x„, y\, ..., yg€Bx
with jd J , and j  ^  h in § , if 
f(X i, xp) = g(yt , yq) holds in 
f ( x [0ity ..., x„0h) = g(y\0h, ..., yq0„) for all x t , x „ , y i , ..., y„€Cm 
with m£M, and m ^  h in §, if 
f ( x 1, ..., Xp) = g(yx, yq) holds in
( 14)
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We shall suppose that the carriers Vh, ItdH, are pairwise disjoint, and we consider 
the semilattice ordered system
(15) « / / ;  A); (33*|ef/); Owl*, h'£H, V  s  h))
where for each h, ti'ZH, A'S/r in 9),r\kh. is the homomorphism of 93,, into 93,,, 
which extends the mapping Z h^ Z w, xOh-~xOh,. Let 93 be the Plonka sum of the 
system (15).
Let liZJ. Then 9h\Bh: Bh — Vh is a homomorphism of 9?,, into 93A. If by, b2d.Bh, 
and b10h=b20h in 93A, then there exists a finite proof which establishes the equality 
of by0h and b20h■ This proof is based on the rules (11), (12), (13), (14) and the iden­
tities of E(K). In other words, there exists a sequence
(16) b y  0h =  P y ( X y ,  X , ) ,  . . . ,  p s ( X y ,  . . . ,  X , )  =  b20h
where pt , ps are polynomials of 91,,, x 1? ..., x t£Zh, and where the transition 
of one of the elements in (16) to the subsequent one is accomplished by a single 
application of one of the rules (11), (12), (13), (14) or an identity in E(K). Let N 
be the subset of M which consists of the elements n for which cn0hd (xy, ..., x,} 
for some c„£C„. If JV=m, then by=b2 in Bh. We shall henceforth suppose 
Let m0— AN  in the semilattice 9R. Since m0£M, hdJ and h ^ m 0, there 
exists an id I suchthat h^i=im 0 in §. For k = l , . . . , t ,  let
xk
=  (bj'l'Jh)0h if 
= (bj'PjdO,, if 




bj0h = xk 










The above elements are well-defined because of (10). Then the sequence
(17) byOh = pk( x i , ..., x't), ..., Psix'y, ..., x',) = b20h
also constitutes a proof for the equality of byOh and b20h in 93,,. This proof involves 
elements of (ß, UC,U Bh)0h only. Again every transition in (17) is an application 
of one of the rules (11), (12), (13), (14) or an identity of E(K).
The congruence relation g on 91, which is induced by the homomorphism 
i/q,,|Aj can be extended to a congruence relation g on (f; since K satisfies CEP. Let 
us consider the amalgam (91,/g, i, (íjig, >?, 93,,), where i is the inclusion mapping, 
and r\ the monomorphism of 91 Jg into 93,, which is defined by (ag^)ri = aipih for all 
adAj. Since K satisfies WAP, the above amalgam can be embedded in an algebra 
£> =  (£>; F)dK  by the monomorphisms i and rj. For k=  1, ..., t, let
Then
x ’k0k 'g*i if xkdCiOh, 
xk0h1,Pihn if x'kdB,0h, 
xkOh 14 if xkdBh0h.
(18) byt] = P i ( x I , ..., x") = ...=  p,(Xy, ..., x”) = b2t]
holds in T>. Thus by=b2 in Bh. We conclude that 0,,|ß,, is a monomorphism of 93,, 
into 93,.
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In a similar way we can show that for every hdM, 9h\Ch is a monomorphism of 
(£„ into 93,,. Further, if j , j 'd J ,  with / '= /, then
e>i Bj
w. V
B)' 6 , i b , '
is commutative. Therefore 1J (0 • \Bß =[V is a monomorphism of © into 93. In
j£J
the same way one shows that [J (0m|Cm) = /  is a monomorphism of £  into 93.
m 6 M
Since ß'\A = y'\A, we may conclude that the amalgam (91, ß, 93, y, £) is embeddable 
in 93 by ß' and y'. Thus Kr(K) satisfies WAP.
Let us again consider the above amalgam (91, ß, 93, y, £) which can be embedded 
in © by the monomorphisms ß' and y'. Let id I. The algebra ©f K  may considered 
to be freely generated by the elements of (Bi U C;) 9h subject to the identities in E(K), 
and subject to the equalities (13) and (14) that hold in S ; and £,. If the amalgam 
(9lf, ß\At, ©;, y\At, £,) is strongly embeddable in K, then 5^,ö,-DC£ f 0t- in ©,. 
Consequently, if K satisfies SAP, then the amalgam (91, ß, ©, y, £) is strongly 
embedded in © by the monomorphisms ß' and y'. Thus if K satisfies CEP and 
SAP, then Kr(k) satisfies SAP.
For a special case of the following theorem, see [7] §3.
Theorem 4. Let K be a variety, where E(K) contains a strongly non-regular iden­
tity (1). Then K satisfies CEP i f  and only i f  KRiK) satisfies CEP.
Proof. Let us suppose that K satisfies CEP. Let 91 be a subalgebra of the algebra 
©€AR(k). We know that S  is the sum of a semilattice ordered system (8), and that 91 
is the sum of a semilattice ordered system (5), where we suppose that the components 
9I;, id I, and ©,, j f j ,  belong to K. Since K is a strongly non-regular variety, the map­
ping 1-*J, i-*j, if 91; 1= 93( , is a well-defined semilattice monomorphism. We shall 
henceforth suppose that 3  =  (7; A) is a subsemilattice of 3  = {J\ A). We remark once 
more that for i,i'£ l, with i 'S i  in 3  we have <Pn' = ^  ifA-,. Indeed, for every ad At 
and some a'dAr we must have aq>ii,=p(a1, ..., a„) =  ai/q;, where a=at and ak = a' for 
all k£ {1, ..., n}, k ^ l .  Let q be a congruence relation on 91 and let 9 be the intersection 
of all the congruence relations on S  that contain q . We must show that 9 induces q  
on 91.
Let us suppose that a and a' are 0-related elements of 91. Then there exists a 
sequence
_ a = Pi(an> •••> aimi)> Pi(^n> •••> — p2(a2i, ..., a2mi), ...
•••> Pu- ..., bu- lmu_ß = pu(aul, ..., aliniu), p„(btll, bumf  = a
where the above equalities hold in S, and where for each l s ^ áw ,  and each 
1 ^ r ^ m q either aqr = bqr or aqr q  bqr in 91. We may suppose that for each 1 =±q^u, 
xx, ..., xMq occur in p4(xl5 ..., \ mf .  For each 1 ^ q S u ,  \S r ^ m q, we suppose
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q q
aqrdBj and bqr£ B , . Let us put jq= A j qr and lq-  A Observe that / ,=
r = l  r = l
—7«+i f° r ? = 1 , m— L Further, and a'6-4,u.
We now proceed to show that i= ^  A ,/,j A/u(;/ and that a q a(pjyi in it. Let us
S
suppose that aQa(pJlis, where 4 =  A i,C / (this statement holds trivially for s — 1).
4 = 1
Observe that j sl, . . . ,jsm, ^ i s. If asl =  6sl, then j sl=lsl and 4 A 4i=4£4 
a d oVhi.ht.i- If as i^b 5l, then j sl, lsl£l, asl,b sl£A and asl q bsl in it. We can put
aQa<Pj1i, = P (a i,- - ,a n)ep(a'1,...,a 'n) = a(phi, Utl in SI
where at = a'i=a(pjlis and ak=asl, a'k=bsl for k£ {1, /;}, k ^ l .  If is A /sl A ...
• • • A  ls v £ I  for t > < m s  and a  q a<Pjí is a is1 a then one can show in exactly the same
way that /sA/slA ... A/s„A/s„+1e / a n d  aé"a<Pj1i,Ai,1A...Ai„Ai.„+1- By induction we 
conclude that /SA/S€ /  and a Q acpj^hi.- If s ^ u  — 1, then /s—ys+i, and so isAls= 
5+1
=  A ./9= 4 +i - Using induction on .v, we have iud l  and a q a(pjliu. Applying the
4 =  1
above procedure, we again obtain i= iuAl„£l and a q ct(pjxia A ;u= acpj^. Observe
that 1 = 7 ! A  ^A 4 By symmetry we also obtain a'Qa'(p,ui.
For any 1 and 1 ^ r ^ m q, we put aqri)/Jqri=a'qr and bqr\l/,qri—bqr.
If aqr = bqr, then a'qr=b'qr in 33,-. If aqr q bqr in i f  then
a'qr = p(aii an)ßp(bi ,  b„) = bqr
in it  where at=aqr, bt = bqr and ak = aqr — bk for k£{ 1, ...,« }, k ^ l .  Let us consider 
the sequence
(20) a<Phi = Pl(all> •••» alm1)> Pl(bu, blmi) = p(Ct21, ..., Ű2m2)>
"•) Pu—i(bu~11» •••) h„_lmu_1) A<(^ui* ••*> Pu(bui , ..., buntu) U (Piui<
There exists a congruence relation on ® ; whose restriction to it; yields the restriction 
of q to i t ; since K satisfies CEP. Therefore (20) shows that aq>hi q a'cpiui in it . Conse­
quently, aga'  in it . We conclude 0\A = q. We have proved that Kr(k) satisfies 
CEP.
The converse part o f the theorem is obvious.
Corollary 5. Let K be a variety where E(K) contains the strongly non-regular 
identity (1). Then
(i) i f  Kr(k) satisfies WAP, then Kr{k) satisfies CEP,
(ii) Kr(K) satisfies WAP [SAP] i f  and only i f  K satisfies WAP [SAP] and CEP. 
Corollary 6. HSP (ii) satisfies SAP and CEP.
The following theorem combines the two constructions we have discussed so far 
(see also [5] and [14]).
Theorem 7. Let K be a variety where E(K) contains the strongly non-regular 
identity (1). Then Kr(k) is the variety which consists o f the algebras which satisfy all
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the regular identities in E(K),  except perhaps the identities which are o f  the form  
x =  q(x). The variety KR(K) consists o f  the algebras which are inflations o f  Plonka sums 
o f  semilattice ordered systems o f  algebras from K. Equivalently, K r(K) consists o f  the 
algebras which are Plonka sums o f  semilattice ordered systems o f  inflations o f  algebras 
from  K.
Remark that in Theorem 7,_Kr(k) contains Kr(k) properly since x = p(x, x) 
belongs to R(K)  but not to E ( Kk(k)). Using Theorem 2 and Corollary 5 we have the 
following
Theorem 8. Let K  and K K(K) be as in Theorem 7. Then
(i) i f  K r(K) satisfies WAP, then K r(K) satisfies CEP,
(ii) K r(k) satisfies WAP [SAP] i f  and only i f  K  satisfies WAP [SAP] and CEP.
Example 1. Semigroup varieties that consist of semigroups satisfying some 
fixed strongly non-regular identity have been characterized in [9], 1V.2.17. (vi). The 
amalgamation properties and the congruence extension property for these varieties 
have been discussed in [2] and [1], respectively. It turns out ([2], 4.2.17) that varieties 
of semigroups that satisfy WAP must be either (i) varieties that consist of semigroups 
satisfying some fixed strongly non-regular identity, or (ii) varieties that can be con­
structed from (i) by applying Plonka sums and/or inflations.
Example 2. Completely regular semigroups are semigroups that are the (dis­
joint) union of their maximal subgroups. They constitute a variety of algebras of 
type (2, 1), the unary operation -1 being the taking of the inverse within the same 
maximal subgroup. A completely regular semigroup that satisfies a strongly non­
regular identity must be completely simple i.e. it must satisfy the strongly non-regular 
identity x = (xy)(xy)_1x. We again see that the varieties of completely regular semi­
groups that satisfy WAP must be either (i) completely simple semigroup varieties or 
(ii) varieties that can be obtained from (i) by considering Plonka sums. Here the 
consideration of inflations leads to algebras which are not completely regular semi­
groups. Due to the fact that abelian group varieties are the only group varieties that 
satisfy CEP [1], the varieties constructed in (ii) must be rather special (see [2], 
Chapter II).
Example 3. More examples of varieties satisfying WAP and CEP are obtained 
by considering Plonka sums of semilattice ordered systems of Boolean algebras [12] 
or of distributive lattices [11]. Quasilattices (Plonka sums of semilattice ordered 
systems of lattices [7]) however do not satisfy WAP, since lattices do not satisfy CEP.
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ON DISTRIBUTION OF LINEAR RECURRENCES MODULO I
PÉTER KISS and SÁ ND O R  MOLNÁR
To the memory o f Professor László Rédei
Introduction
Let (G„), n — 0, 1, 2, be a linear recurrence of order k (k>  1) defined by 
rational integers Alf A2, ...,A k (Ak^ 0) and by recursion
( 1) G„ — A1G„-1 + A2G„-2+ ... +AkG„-k
(n^k), where the initial values G0, Gly ..., Gk_k are fixed not all zero rational inte­
gers. We suppose that the roots alt a2, ..., cck o f the characteristic polynomial
g(xr) = xk — A1xk~1 — A 2xk~i —...—Ak
are distinct and s is an integer such that
l * i l  ^  W  S  1 >  | a s + 1 | S . . . g = | a t |.
Let us introduce the notations
D =
and
1 1 . 1
<*1 a2 • a*
a! a2 • 4
4 -i • «ÍT1
1 l 1 . . l
«i at- 1 X2 ai + l ■• a k
aí”i af:'Í xk rJc-la7-l-l • . a*-1
Di(x1, x 2, ..., xk) =
where the determinant D is not zero since a ^ o t j  if iV /




G„ = a1oc"1 + a2a% + ...+ akal, 
Di(Gq,Gk, G k- k)a, = D
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 10A35; Secondary 10K.05. 
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We say the sequence (G„) of order k can be reduced if it satisfies a linear recursion 
of order less than k, too. In the following we assume the sequence (G„) cannot be 
reduced. Furthermore, we assume that the ratio a,/a,- of two roots of polynomial 
g(x) is not a root of unity for any i and j  (i ^ j ,  l s i , j ^ k ) .  We say (G'„) is a non­
degenerate sequence if these assumptions hold.
Some limit and distribution properties of special sequences (Gn) were studied 
by several authors. For example W. Gerdes [5,6] gave conditions for the existence of 
limit lim G„ in cases k —2 and k —3 if A1, A 2, . . . , Ak and G0, Gl5 ..., GJt_1
W—► oo
are real numbers. M. B. Gregory and J. M. Metzger [7] studied the condition o f the 
existence of limit lim (sin (G„ X7r)) for Fibonacci type second order recurrences,
they showed that the limit exists if and only if x is an element of certain subset of 
q ([/5). This result was extended for more general second order recurrences by S. 
Molnár [14]. An interesting result was obtained by A. Perelli and U. Zannier [15]: 
If in (2) the a;’s are rational numbers and lim ||G J= 0 , where ||x||= min \x—m\
n-+ oo
for Z, then a i , a 2, •••> as are integers; furthermore, it remains true if the a?s 
are polynomials of variable n.
Another type results concerning the distribution of the sequence (/;G„) modulo 1, 
where /z is a fixed real number, were obtained in special cases.
If ax> l  and |a ,|< l for i= 2, 3, . . . ,k  then, by (2), the study of the sequence 
(ßG„) modulo 1 is equivalent to the study of the sequence (2a"), where 2 is a real 
number and a is an algebraic integer such that the absolute values of its conjugates 
are all less then one. The algebraic integers having this property are called Pisot-— 
Vijayaraghavan numbers (abbreviated PV numbers). Another characterization of 
PY numbers was given by M. Mendés France [13].
The properties of the sequences (2a") modulo 1, where 2 and a are real numbers, 
were studied by several authors; recently, for example, G. Choquet [3] ar.d F. Beukers
[1] obtained some results. We cite only a former result due to C. Pisot [16] which is 
closer to our results: (i) The set of all numbers a and 2, suchthat the set E of the 
limit points of (2a") modulo 1 consists of a finite number of points, is denumerable; (ii) 
If  a is algebraic, necessary and sufficient condition for E  to be finite are that a is a PV 
number and 2€ Q (a); (iii) If E  is finite and t denotes the number of irrational numbers 
in E  and if the convergence of sequence (2a") modulo 1 towards its limit points is 
o(n~t~1), then a is algebraic and therefore, by (ii), a is a PV number and 2£Q(a).
For general linear recurrences we know only a few results. A general result 
is the following one: If the terms of (G„) are all distinct or G ^G j for max (z,y)>n0, 
then the sequence (/zG„) is uniformly distributed modulo 1 for almost all real numbers /z 
(see L. Kuipers and H. Niederreiter [10], Theorem 4.1 on p. 32). The condition 
GiT^Gj for large indices holds if |ai|>[a,| for i= 2 ,3 ,. . . ,k ,  as it was shown in [8], 
M. B. Levin and I. E. Sparlinski [12] gave a construction to find real numbers ak,a 2, ... 
..., ak in (2) such that the sequence (G„) of real numbers was uniformly distributed 
modulo 1. L. Kuipers and J. S. Shiue [11] proved that the sequence (log G„) is uni­
formly distributed modulo 1 if |aj|==-|a2|=-... > |a fc|> 0  and |a4|5^  1 for i =  l, 2, ..., k. 
This is an extension of a result of J. L. Brown and R. L. Duncan [2] on Fibonacci- 
type sequences. Finally we quote a theorem of T. Vijayaraghavan [17] which has 
connection with linear recurrences, by (2): Let yk, y2, ...,yr be algebraic numbers 
with |yi|>l and let dx, d2, ..., dr be nonzero constants. If the limit points of the
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fractional parts of sequence u„=d1y" + d2yl+ ...+dr y" (n —1,2,...) are finite in num­
ber, then the y/s are algebraic integers, and any conjugates of any of the yt not 
among them have absolute values less than one.
In the following we shall give necessary and sufficient conditions for number p 
that the sequence (pGn) has finitely many points of accumulation modulo 1. Further­
more in a special case (g(x) is the minimal polynomial of a PV number) we show 
a construction to find uncountable many numbers p such that the sequence (pG„) 
has infinitely many limit points modulo 1 but it is not uniformly distributed.
Results
Throughout this paper {x} denotes the fractional part of real number x, and 
||x|] denotes the distance from x to the nearest integer. Furthermore we say zero is an 
only point of accumulation of sequence {x„}, or lim {x„}=0 if for any e>0 and
n-*-oo
n>n(e) we have 0^{x„}<£ or 1— e«={xn}< l, i.e. ||x„||<e.
In (2) ax, a2, •••, a* are algebraic integers and so, by the cited results of C. 
Pisot and T. Vijayaraghavan, the sequence {pG„} may have only finitely many points 
of accumulation for certain real numbers p. The following theorem shows that in 
this case the limit points must be rational numbers and the p's are determined.
T heorem  1. Let (6„ ) be a non-degenerate linear recurrence and let p be a real 
number. Suppose that the roots a j , a2, ...,a t o f the characteristic polynomial g(x) 
are not roots o f unity. Then the number o f the limit points o f  sequence {pG„} is finite 
i f  and only i f  there are integers N, PN, PN+1, ..., PN+k_1 and rational numbers 
<7o, </i, •••,<?*-1 such that p satisfies the equations
_  A(^ *JV + ffOi PJV + 1+ ?li •••» PIV + L-l + fflfc-l)
^ af-A fC o-C !...... Cm )
simultaneously for indices /=  1, 2, Furthermore, i f  the number o f  the limit
points is finite then they are rational numbers.
If (pG„) is a convergent sequence modulo 1, i.e. the sequence {pGn} has only one 
limit point, say q, then, as we shall see in the proof of Theorem 1, in the expression 
of p we have q0=qi = ...=qk-i =V- But it does not imply the existence of a single 
point of accumulation. Therefore the following consequence is not trivial.
k
C orollary  1. Let ^  1 and let p be a real number. The sequence {pGn}
1 = 1
is convergent i f  and only i f  p satisfies simultaneously the equations
_  Dj(PJV+g» PN +1 + <7> •••» +
<xf'A(G0,G i,...,G *_1)
for all indices i with lS i^ s ,  where N, PN, PN+i, PN+k-i arc rational integers 
and q is a rational number o f the form q=t/(A1 + A2+ .. .+ Ak — \) with integer t. 
I f  these conditions hold then lim {/«(?„} = {<?}•
n-*w
8*
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Note that the conditions in Corollary 1 are weaker than conditions in Theorem 1. 
Namely condition At + A 2+ . . .+Ak^ l  gives the restriction a ^ l  instead of 
oc?7íl for any n and 1 ^ i ^ k .
Theorem 1 shows that the sequence {nG„} has infinitely many points of accu­
mulation if (G„) satisfies the conditions of the theorem and p is not any element of 
algebraic number field Q(ax, aa, ..., ak). However, in these cases it is not sure to be 
the sequence (pG„) uniformly distributed modulo 1.
T heorem 2. Let (Gn) be a non-degenerate linear recurrence. Let us suppose 
that the characteristic polynomial g(x) o f (G„) is the minimal polynomial o f  a PV 
number. Then there are uncountable many real number p such that the numbers {pG„} 
are everywhere dense in the interval [0,1) but they are not uniformly distributed mod­
ulo 1.
The proof of Theorem 2 implies the following result.
C orollary 2. Let ( G„) be a sequence satisfying the conditions o f Theorem 2. Then 
there are uncountable many real numbers p such that the sequence {pG„} has infinitely 
many points o f accumulation, but the terms o f  the sequence are not everywhere dense 
in interval [0, 1).
For the proof of the theorems we need some lemmas.
L emma 1. I f  the sequence (G„) cannot be reduced then for the coefficients in the 
explicit form (2) we have a ^ O  (7=1, 2, ..., k).
L emma 2. Let z0, zly ..., zt, wx, w2, ..., w, be complex numbers with condition 
|»t>i| =  |w2| = ... = |w(| =  l. I f  WiS are distinct, none o f  them is a root o f  unity, and
(4) lim (z0+ 2  z.w") =  0
n — oo V I =  1 /
then z0=z1= ...= z,= 0.
The proofs of the results
Proof of Lemma 1. It was shown in [9] that
A (G0, Gj,..., Gk_i) = cfi(ct.j)
where
k- 1 ( k- i- 1 \
d (x ) =  Z  A - . - i -  2  AjGk- i- j - A x ' i=o v j =i /
and C; is a non-zero number if the roots of g(x) are distinct (see the proof 
of Theorem 2 in [9]) so ^  =  0 if and only if i/(a,)=0. It follows from a result 
of M. D’Ocagne [4] that the sequence (G„) can be reduced if and only if the 
polynomials g(x) and d(x) are not coprime (see [4] pp. 156—159). Thus we have, if 
the terms of (G„) do not satisfy any recursion of order less than k  then g(x) and
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d{x) are relatively prime polynomials and so d ia ^ O  for i—1,2, k. From these, 
by
= -----------~D------------=  Z) ’
the statement follows since Dy±0.
P r o o f  o f  L e m m a  2. Clearly, the numbers w l t  w 2 , w t ,  by the conditions, are 
not-real complex numbers. Let (pj—arg (wj) 0  =  1,2, By the conditions
(Pj/ln is an irrational number for 1 = j= t therefore there are infinitely many in­
teger n such that for any e>0 the inequality
(5) \\n(pj/2n\\ < e/2n
holds simultaneously for j=  1, 2, ..., t. If n is an integer satisfying (5) then
w"j —  einvJ -  e^2npj+£j) = eicj,
where pj is some integer and |£y-|<£, and so there are infinitely many integer n such 
that
simultaneously for j=  1, 2, ..., /. Thus if limit (4) exists then it must be O oF^-l-... 
...+ zt), furthermore
(6) lim Z zj w"j =J=1
t
2  zj ■
By similar argument, substituting Zjw'j for Zj, the existence of limit (4) implies
(7) lim Z  (zj wj) w”j ~  Z  zj=i ]=i 7*0-
where r is some integer, furthermore the left sides of (6) and (7) are equal. Using this 
result in cases r= 1, 2, ..., t, by (6) and (7) we get the system of equations
z1w1 + z2w2+ ... + z,wt = z1 + z2+... + z,
Z i W f + Z 2w l + . . .  +  Z ,w f =  Z 1 +  Z 2 + . . .  +  Z ,
Z1Wt1 + Z 2W ,2 + . . .  +  Z t W ,t  = z1+ z2+... + zt
which implies the homogeneous system
(w1- l ) z 1 +  (w2- l ) z 2+.. .+(>vt- l ) z ,  =  0 
( w i - l ) z 1 +  (w^-l)z2+ . . .+ ( w ? - l ) z ,  =  0
(H''1- l ) z 1 + (w^-l)z2+ . . . + ( w ; - l ) z t =  0
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in variables z ,, z2, zt. The determinant of this system is
d =
Wi— 1 vv2—l ... wt— 1 
w?-l w|— 1 ... Wf — 1
1 1 1 .... 1
1 Wi W2 .... w,
1 W? w |.. . w?
1 wl w l.... w|
IVj — 1 w2 — 1 ... w\— 1
It can be written in the form
d = I I  (wj-Wi) I I  (wy-1)ISicjSt J = 1
which is not zero by the conditions, therefore the system of equations has only the 
trivial solution zx=z2 —... = z ,= 0  from which, by (4), z0=0 follows.
P r o o f  of T heorem 1. Let / i be a  real number and let S be the finite set of the 
accumulation points of sequence {fiG„}. Then the terms of the sequence (nGn) is of 
the form
(8) pGn = Pn + qn-\-£n,
where Pn is an integer, q„€S, and £„-»0 as n — Define numbers Tn by
(9) T. Pn + k~^~ tfri + k + +




P ^ n + k  £n+k ^ i ( p G „  + k - i  £#i + fc —i) ^n+fcT  ^  + —ii' = l i = l
lim T„ =  0.
But, by (9),
{ 7 ; }  j i n + l  Q n+k — ij^
has only finitely many values different from zero, therefore there is an integer N such 
that
T„ = 0
for n ^ N ;  furthermore, by (9) and (10), the sequences (P„+q„) and (e„), n=N, 
IV+1, N + 2, ..., are linear recurrences of order k with characteristic polynomial 
g(x). So we have
Pn + qn =  Pi<xZ~N+P2<4~N+---+Pk<*i~N
for n=sN, where
„ _  f^/(^>iV+ qNi PJV + 1 + iW + l* •••>
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0 =  1, 2......k), PN, PN+1, .... PN+k-i  are some integers and qj£S for j= N , N + \ ,  ...
..., N + k — 1. Using this explicit form from (8)
=  pG„-(Pn + qn) = p 2, arf- 2  Pitf~N =
i=1 i=1
=  a r r N [ p a 1 o $ - p 1 +  . 2 0 * 1 * 1 - P i )
follows for n ^N .
Since lim e„—() and la j/a js  1 for i=2, 3, k, Lemma 2 implies the equal-n — oo
ities
(11) n a r f - p i  = 0
for i= l  and for i> 1 satisfying condition ]a,-| =  1«!|. Using this result and repeating 
the argument, we get the validity of (11) for all indices i satisfying condition |a,] S i .
Thus if the number of the limit points of sequence {pGn} is finite then (11) holds 
for 1^ / S j , which implies the statement of the theorem on the form of p since 
0 (1=1, 2, k) by Lemma 1.
We prove that the elements of the set S  are rational. We have shown that if 
the set S is finite then we have a linear recurrence (Pn+qn), n = N, IV + 1, N+2, 
where P„ is an integer and q„£S. From this follows that the limit points q„ are terms 
of a sequence (g„), n = 0, 1,2, ..., for which g„£S and
(12) gn = A1g„_1+A2gn^2+ ...+ A kgn^ k (modi)
thus (g„) is a linear recurrence modulo 1 with characteristic polynomial g(x). This 
sequence is uniquely determined by k  consecutive terms gh gi+1, ...,g i+k_1 and S 
is a finite set, therefore (g„) is a periodic sequence. We can assume that (g„) is purely 
periodic and, by (12), it is sufficient to prove that g0, gt , ..., gk_l are rationals. By 
the periodicity
gn =  go
(13) gün =  go
gftn go
for some integer n.
We need a result due to D’Ocagne (see [4], p. 161): Let (Gn) be a linear recurrence 
with characteristic polynomial g(x). If (R„), n = 0, 1,2, ..., is also a linear recurrence 
defined by the same characteristic polynomial g(x) and by initial values /?„ =  /?! =
= ... = Rk_2=0, 1 then
~  2  G i ( R „  +  k - i - i  —  4 i Ä n + l _ ( _ j -  . . . —
(=0
or in other form, by recursion (1),
G„ =  2  G)(/1*-;^h —l +  ^ *-i + l^ n - 2 + " -+ A ^ n _ i - 1) +  f'lfc-l^n1 = 0
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for n ^ k .  Using this result and that (g„) is a linear recurrence modulo 1, (13) can 
be written in form
— 1) go + 2  [ 2i=1 v=0
(^ k^2n-l— l)go  +  2 Í 2i—1 Vj'=0
1)?0+ 2  Í 2i-1 \ j= 0
k - i+ j^n - l - j  j
k-i+j^Zn-l- 
k - i  + j - ^ l í í i - 1 - j j
gi + -K„gk-l





where tlf t2, ..., tk are some integers. This is a system of equations in variables g0, g1, 
■■■■>gk-1 and the coefficients of variables are integers. So we have to prove that the 
k x k  determinant M of this system is not zero and so the solutions are rational. Let 
us denote the z-th column vector of the determinant M by v, (z'=l, 2, ..., k). Then 
the y'-th coordinates of these vectors v; are
v w — AkRj„^1 — 1
=  Ak_1Rjn_1 + AkRJn_2
yi,j =  Ak-i + lRjn-l  +  ^ k - i + 2 ^ j / i - 2 +  ••• + AkRjn
yk-l, j  — A 2Rjn--i Jc A2Rjn„ 2 + . . .  + AkRjn-k + 1
yk,j = Rjn
which, with (1), imply the equalities
Vk - l  +  ^ l Vk —  0 ^ n  + l >  ^ 2 n  + l >  •• •» R k n  +  l )  ~  Vk - 1
V([_2 +  ^ l'VJt- i  +  yf2Vk = (Rn + 2, f?2„ + 2, ..., Rkn + i) = Vk-2
y 1 +  A 1 \'2 + A 2 y'3 + . . . + A k - 2y k - i  +  ^ k - i y k —
=  ( R / t  + k - 1 ~  1 ) R i n  + k - 1  ■■■’ R k n  + k - l ~  ! ) •
By these equalities we get
Rn+k-1 l R»+k~ 2 • • ^H + l
M = Rln + k-l~-1 Rftx + k — 2 • • Rin + l R%n
Rkn + k-1”-1 Rkn + k-  2 • ■ Rkn +1 Rkn
The terms of the sequence (R„) are of the form
Rn = r1<xn1 + r2ot”2+... + rk<x"k
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(n=0, 1,2, ...), where rk, r2, ..., rk are some algebraic numbers and 0 for i=  
=  1,2, ..., k which can be seen by the proof of Lemma 1. We have
for 0 ^ j S k —2 and
2  = o
2  1 =  i
since R0=Ri = ...= R k-2=0 and /?k_i = 1. From this it follows that
R „ ,+ J =  2  =  2  r i a / ( a ! " —  1 )  =  2  r M E g1 = 1 1=1 i = 1
for 0 ^ j ^ k —2 and
K + k - l - l  =  2  ria'in+‘- 1-  2  ria?_1 =
k kr.nV*— 1_ 1
i = l
=  2  r.a f-1« - ! )  =  2  r,«1-lEÜK
1=1 1=1
where /^ 0  is any integer and Ejj* denotes the number
= * " - ! •
So we can write
X r ^ E P  X rr f- 'E P  ... Xr,EP  
Zrrf-'ES* I r r f - 'E Q  . . .ZrtEffM =
I r r f - 'E P  X rrf~2E P  ... Xr.Eg}
Each of the elements in M is a sum with k summands and so we can express the de­
terminant M as a sum of kk determinants which are of the form
r , t f r ‘EW> ... r,kEn™
(14) rirfpE & J W IP E # ?  ... rikE t ]
r ^ p E l p ri2a!- 2 p  (<2) 2 ^kn rikEkP
But a determinant of the form (14) can be different from
is a permutation of elements 1, 2, . . ,k; therefore
E-U) p(  2) . . .E P
M = (rx • r2- ... •
rd ) /r(2) -  ^
1 7(1) 1 7 ( 2 ) ^kn C'kn -  Eg*
• B,
5  =  I ( - l ) ' ’a f -1< _ i - < ,
where
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the summation is extended to all permutations i'x, i2, ..., ik of elements 1,2, ..., k, 
and p  is the number of inversions in the permutation h, i%, • ••, i*. On the other hand 
it can be easily seen that
«X a2 ... ak
aí -2 a2 ~ 2 ■■■ a k ~ 2
B =
“i «2
=  nl^i< j ^ k
(a ,-a ,)
1 1 l
E ™ E l »  . . E l » a ? - l  a £ - l  .. . «Z-1
p i  l)
r -2i,
/r(2)
r '2n •• E l ? á f ­ 1 a f - l  .. . a f - l
E l ? E l ?  .. p ( k )  ^ k n á i" - 1 a f  — 1 .. . a f - l
1 1 1 . . 1
1 a? a"2 • .a? k
1 a f a f  - ■af =  n  (a?-~a") /7  («•- 1 )i = l
1 a f a f  . • a f
hence 1VM0; namely a-M 1 and a ^ a "  for any i , j  (My) since neither ajdj 
nor oil is a root of unity by the conditions. This implies, as we have seen, that the limit 
points are really rational numbers.
The proof of the theorem will be complete if we show that the sequence (pG„) 
has only finitely many limit points modulo 1 if p satisfies the conditions given in the 
theorem.
Let N, PN, PN+1, ..., PN+k_k be integers and let q0, qk, ..., qk_k be rational 
numbers. Let us suppose that p is a number satisfying the conditions given in the 
theorem. (We note £), =  £>,(G„, Gx, ..., Gfc_rMO since D, = ö,Z), where 0 
by Lemma 1 and £M 0 by the condition for My.) These assumptions imply
the equality
(15) pGn = p 2  ai<x!i = Z P i a"~N + P Z  ai<x" = ZPi<x"~N + ön
1=1  i =  1 i = s  + 1 i =  1
for n ^ N ,  where
» t { P *  +  1 o ,  P n + i  +  Q i ,  P N + k - i  +  < f k - i
Pi = ----------------------- D------------------------
and
(16) <5„ =  p Z  Z  Pi<x'i~N -~0
i =  s + 1 i = s 4 - l
as since |a,|< l for M s. By an elementary property of determinants we get
P i  =
Pn + I i 
D
Pn+i<-i) . A(?o> ■■■> qk-i)
D
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which, together form (2), implies the equation
(17) Í  Pi«? = //„ + *„,i = l
where (H„) and (Kn), n=0, 1 ,2 ,..., are linear recurrences with common charac­
teristic polynomial g(x) and with initial values H0 = PN, Hl = PN+1, Hk- X —
— PN+k-x and K0=q0, Kx—qx, ..., Kk_1=qk_1, respectively. The terms of the 
sequence (H„) are integers and the numbers Kn (n=0, 1,2,...) are rationals. The 
denominators of the numbers K„, by the definition of the sequence (K„), are bounded 
from above, since the initial values are fixed rational numbers and the numbers 
Ax, A2, ..., Ak are integers. From this follows, using (15), (16) and (17), that the 
sequence {/iG,,} can have only finitely many limit points, which completes the proof 
of Theorem 1.
P roof of C o ro llary  1. The necessity of the conditions follows from the proof 
of Theorem 1. Namely if lim {(iG„}=q then q0=qx = •••=9t-i = 9 and the formn-*- oo
of q follows from (12). Thus we have only to prove that q is a single limit point if the 
conditions hold for /i and q.
Let us suppose that n and q have the forms given in Corollary 1. By (15), (16) 
and (17) it is sufficient to prove that lim {K^ — {q}, where (K„), n = 0, 1, 2, ...,
n — oo
is a linear recurrence defined by characteristic polynomial g(x) and initial values 
K0=KX = ...=Kk- x=q. If (R„), n = 0, 1,2, ..., is a linear recurrence defined by 
characteristic polynomial g(x) and initial values Rq= R x=  . . .= R k_x = 1 then
Kn =
for «SO since Di(q,q ,...,q)= qD i( \ , \ , . . . , \ ) .  Let — 1. We can
suppose 0<<7 = -^-< 1 and we shall prove that |y7?„j = t/r for every n ^ o . This
statement is obvious if R„ is of the form mr+ 1, where m is an integer, thus it is suf­
ficient to prove
(18) Rn =  1 (mod r)
for 0. However, (18) clearly holds for «=0, 1, 2, ..., k — 1, and if
Rn _ i =  1 (mod r)
R„-2 = 1 (mod r)
R„~k =  1 (mod r)
for some integer n ^ k  then, multiplying the i-th congruence by A, (i=  1, 2, ..., k) 
and summing them, we obtain
K  =  2  AiR„-i =  2  Ai =  1 (mod r),1=1 *=1
which completes the proof of Corollary 1.
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N o te . Incase 2  1 similar conditions hold for the existence of lim {pGn}.
i=l
Now one of the roots of g ( x )  is x = l ,  say as= l .  The following result can be proved 
similarly as Corollary 1: The sequence {pG„} is convergent if and only if p satisfies 
simultaneously the equations
_  -Pjv+ i ; •••> P n + ic- i )
ß c#-Dl(G9,G 1, . . . ,G k- J)
for all indices i with 1 ^ i ^ s ,  where N, PN, PN+1, . .. ,P N+k_1 are integers. If p 
satisfies the condition and q=pas+ps, where
D
and
_ __ 2)S(PN, Pfi+i, •••> P^+k-i)
Ps~  D
then lim {/rG„}= {#}.n-+o°
P ro o f  of T heorem  2. Let (g„), n = 1, 2 , 3, ..., be an increasing sequence of 
positive integers satisfying the conditions g i—g ^ ^ i  and g,7g,_i<2 for i = 2 , 3, .... 
Let (c„), n= \, 2, ..., be also a sequence of non-negative integers such that ct i 
for every i s l  and every natural number occurs infinite frequently in the sequence. 
Such sequences can be easily constructed. For example gn where Ft is the
i-th Fibonacci number, and (c„) = (l, 2, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 4, ...), where we wrote the 
first two, the first three, the first four, ... natural numbers, satisfy the conditions.
Let (G„) be a sequence satisfying the conditions of the theorem and let a = tx1. 
The number
(19) b = 2  c,a_9'i = 1
exists since a is a PV number and so, by |a |> l ,  the sum is convergent. The terms 
of the sequence (G„) can be written in the form
(20)
where \ K \ 2  aia"i = 2
G„ = aa" + bn,
-0 as since |a,-|<l for 2 ^ i^ k ,  and a=a19£0
by Lemma 1.
We shall show that {taae} is an accumulation point of the sequence (pGn) 
modulo 1 for every integer t s  I and egO. It is sufficient to prove that for any 
£>0 there are infinitely many integer n such that
l{/'G„}-{faac}| <  £.
Let r be an index for which cr — t. We can suppose that r> e  and gr>e. For 
n=gr + e we can write
r —1 oo
pG„ = pact" + pb„ = 2  ciaot"~!li + tacte+ 2  q«»’ ( i r ") + pbn.
i = 1 i —r + 1
( 2 1 )
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By (20) we have
Z  c i a a " *' =  Z  ciGn-g -  2  Cib„-g, =  ^ „  +  coB,
i = 1
where P„ is an integer and, using the notations & = max(|a2|, |a8|, \ak|) and 
/? =  max(|a2|, |a3|, |at |),
K l  =  I 'Z U Z  a y a r ff‘) |  S  'z  kbc,?—'li = l V j  = 2 / \  i= l
S  k b ß n - » r - i  *2 i p r - i - 1 ,  s  kbßr 'z  rß‘ =  kbrßr 1 ß' * -  0 
i = l i=0 1 ~ P
as r — °o since /?<1. Furthermore p(>„ — 0 as r —»  and
Z  c , a a _ ( , i ~ " ) ^  ^  S  a a - ( , , - e )  | r + l  +  Z  , a _ i
i= r + l  * = r + l '  í= r + 2 -
aae Ira r + a -r + a - r Z
i = r + 2
ia~'j 0
as since the sum is convergent, therefore
{pG„}-{iuae} — 0
as r — °° and so as n-~ But, by the conditions for sequence (c„), there are infinitely 
many integer r such that cr = t, thus {tacP) is an accumulation point of the sequence 
{pG„}, indeed.
The number aae is irrational for some e since a is an irrational PV number, 
therefore the sequence (taoce), t = 2 ,3 ,4 ,..., is uniformly distributed modulo 1. 
This implies that the numbers {pG„}, n = 1, 2, 3, ..., are everywhere dense in the 
interval [0, 1).
We show that the sequence (pG„) is not uniformly distributed modulo 1.
Let e and ö be numbers with conditions 0 < < 5 - and 0 < £ < —, and let
4  o
n—gr+e, where By (21), similarly as above, we get
=  Pn+£„ +  crac(e +  cr+1aci~(9'-+i~n\




c r G t ~ c r Z  aiaf
J =  2
Ik, *601 =£ \\rkbßir\\ = \\kbr(fy\\
|cr+1aa <»-♦, ")|| s  ||2ar(a a)r|| <-r-
if n and so if r is sufficiently large. Thus we obtain that {pG„} lies in one of the intervals 
[0, e) and (1 —£, 1) if grS n < g ,+1, min (n -g r, gr+1-n)>őr, and n>/i(e).
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Let A(N, e) be the number of the terms of sequence (pG„) for which n ^ N  and 
{/iG„} lies in one of the intervals [0, e) and (1 —e, 1). By the above results, if 7V>w(e), 




2  (gi+1-g ,)( 1-2.5) -  (1—2<5)(gr—g„)
A (N ,e)
N a ( i _ 2 ő ) í —  I >  (1 —25) i - ^ ----- — 1 S: =  _ L  il.y J{ n  N ) K } \g r+i N ) - {  2 ) \2  N) 4 2N ’
where (gv)/(2N)-+0 as since gv is a fixed number. From this follows that the
sequence (pG„) cannot be uniformly distributed modulo 1, namely e can be arbitrary 
small.
By the conditions, the sequence (c„) has infinitely many terms equal to one, say 
cil= ch—... = L Let (y„), n=  1 ,2 ,3 ,..., be a sequence of integers such that y„=cn 
for n ^ i j  ( j =  1,2,...) and y„=0 or 1 for n  = i x , i 2 ,  .... There are uncountable 
many such sequences (y„) and each of them implies a real number p using the sequence 
(y„) in (19) instead of (c„). It can be easily seen that the p’s are distinct if y„^0 for 
n < n 0, where n0 is a constant depending only on a. Furthermore, by the argument 
applied above, we can show that each of the /i ’s has the property detailed in the theo­
rem. Thus the theorem is proved.
Proof of Corollary 2. Let (g„) be the sequence defined in the proof of Theo­
rem 2 and let c„ = l for n=  1, 2, 3, .... Construct a real number /x by these sequences 
as in the proof of Theorem 2. Similarly, as above, we can see that for any integer 
e the numbers {ay.e} and {ay. ~ ‘‘} are accumulation points of the sequence {/rG„}, 
since infinitely many integer n is of the form n —gr + e or n=gr+1—e. Furthermore 
it is easy to prove that the numbers {aae} and {aa~e} are all the limit points. But 
lim (aa~c) = 0 and
e-*-oo
aa.e = Ge + ec,
where ee—0 as e — °°, therefore the limit points cannot be everywhere dense in the 
interval [0, 1).
Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 2, uncountable many distinct /i can be 
constructed having such properties.
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THE VOLUME OF SYMMETRIC DOMAINS,
THE KOECHER GAMMA FUNCTION AND AN INTEGRAL
OF SELBERG
ADAM KORÁNYI1
To the memory o f  my teacher László Rédei
The volumes of the bounded symmetric domains corresponding to Lie groups 
of classical type were found by Hua [4] via case-by-case computations. A formula 
for the volume of arbitrary bounded symmetric domains was proved, independently 
of classification, in [7]. The proof in [7], however, is rather complicated: It makes 
use of results from [6] tying the volume to Koecher’s generalized Gamma function 
r*, and then it uses Gindikin’s evaluation of T* which is based on an extensive theory 
of homogeneous (not necessarily symmetric) cones [2].
The first result of the present paper is a simple direct proof of the volume formula 
which does not even use T*. The second result is a direct computation of T* for sym­
metric cones, independent of Gindikin’s difficult general theory. The key to both 
results is the evaluation of certain integrals which for many years I did not know how 
to do. It was when I showed them to R. Askey, to whom I express here my warmest 
thanks, that he immediately recognized them as special cases or immediate conse­
quences of an integral computed by Selberg [10] in 1944.
For easy reference we write down Selberg’s integral [10] and two of its conse­
quences (see e.g. [1] where a number of further comments about these integrals can 
be found):
Substituting ti~*ti/y and letting y —°° it follows from Stirling’s formula that
§ 1. The Selberg integral
( 1 . 1 )
' r (x  + ( j ^ \ ) z ) r ( y + ( j - \ ) z ) r ( j z + \)  
j j i  r  (x + y + (1 +j — 2)z) r  (z + \ )
( 1.2)
J=1
' r ( x + ( j- \ ) z ) r ( j z + \)
- i y i  r ( z + 1 )
9
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Setting in (1.1) y= x  and 2/í= l+ ,s i(2x) 1/2, Stirling’s formula gives
(■•3) f • ■"-“ Í t f ít t -
§ 2. The volume formula
We denote by D an irreducible bounded symmetric domain in the canonical 
Harish-Chandra realization. As well known (e.g. [9, Ch. II, §§3—4]), D can be re­
garded as imbedded in the subspace p of the Lie algebra g of its holomorphic auto­
morphisms ; p has the structure of a complex Euclidean space and the subgroup A of 
elements in G fixing the point 0 acts on it by unitary transformations via the adjoint 
representation, p contains a Cartan subalgebra a of the pair (G, A); this is a totally 
real /-dimensional subspace of p such that p = Aa. There is a natural orthonormal 
basis in o such that, denoting the coordinates by tx, ..., tt, D is equal to the image 
under A  of the cube (in fact, the simplex 1 ...>1^-0  is a funda­
mental domain for the action of A on D). The restricted positive roots of g are then 
the following: ti±tj (/«=/) all with multiplicity a, 2 /;(l& ‘S /)  with multiplicity 1, 
and ti with multiplicity 2b. The integers a, b are invariants of D, and together with 
the rank / they determine D completely. The (complex) dimension of D is (cf. [7])
(2.1) n = / ( /—l)-^- + Z(fi + l).
Let I7(/) be the product of all positive roots, i.e.
17(0 =  2' 77 0?-O )a n  tib+1-;=i
It is well-known [3, p. 380] that the ratio of the volume elements of p and a at a point 
of a with coordinates t = (t} , ..., ti) is c|77(0| with some constant c. (Another way 
to say this, since it is known that the A-orbit of a regular element meets the positive 
octant /! times, is that the (n — /)-dimensional measure of the A-orbit of t is 
(/!)c|J7(/)|.) It follows that (writing dt=dt1...dt[)
i l
(2.2) Vol(73) = c f  ... f  \n{i)\dt.
0 0
To determine the value of c we can proceed as follows. Writing, for 0,
J (r )=  f  \n{t)\dt 
*..-.*1^0
we have, since A operates by unitary transformations, that t'J(r) is the volume of the 
ball o f radius r in p. Hence
(2.3) cJ(r) =  c /( l ) r2n = r2".
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On the other hand, defining
(2.4) 1 = f  e~£l' |/7(0I dt
(2.5) 1=  f  e~rtdJ(r) = J(l)n f  e~'2r"-1 dr = J(\)T(n  + i).
0 0
From (2.3) and (2.5) it follows that c—7r"/_1. By the change of variable ff —ti} 
(2.4) reduces to the integral (1.2). It follows that
= ■ n  r f e + 1 )
With the same change of variable the integral in (2.2) becomes a special case of
(1.1). So we obtain
, r ( i + 0 ’- i ) 4
voi(ű) = R" n —r ^ ------------ 1
■/=1 r y b + 2 + ( l + j —2
in agreement with the result in [7].
§ 3. The Koecher Gamma function
By methods similar to those of §2 it is easy to evaluate the Koecher Gamma 
function for symmetric cones.
The symmetric cones Q are in one-to-one correspondence with the symmetric 
domains D “of tube type’’, i.e. those for which b—0. As one see from the discussion 
in [6, §5] and [8, §2], Q can be realized as an open cone in a real form Re p of p. One 
has a c R e  p and there is a subgroup L° of K such that Re p = Z.°a; Q is the image 
under L° of the positive octant in a. The action of L° on Re p is isometrically isomor­
phic with its adjoint action on the transvection space (denoted iq in [8]) of a symmetric 
space K*/L°s íQ. Therefore the ratio of the volume elements of Re p and a is given 
by con o(t) where c0 is a constant to be determined, and
n 0(t) = I H u - t j Y
i^j
is the product of positive roots of (K*, L°) transferred to Re p.
The Koecher norm function of Q is the L°-invariant extension of (tl ...ti)nl1 
to Re p [5]. The generalized Gamma function F* of Q is therefore given by
(3.1) r*(s) = c0 f  ... /  e -» .ll/7 ('" 1)|n 0(0|d/.
0 0
9*
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To determine c0 we set, analogously to §2,
Mr) = f  l^o 0)1 dt
Sif-A







c„J„(r) = c0/ 0(l)r" =
■ ( H '
70 =  fe-^\na{f)\dt
R'
r0 = f  e - 2d700) = / 0( i ) r [ y + i ) .
From (3.2) and (3.4) we get c0 = nn,2I0 1. The substitution /j — t-J^l carries (3.3) 
into (1.3); using (2.1) and remembering b=0 this gives
n—l I
c0 = (2n) 2 JJ
j = i
Substituting this into (3.1) and using (1.2) we obtain
r* (s) =  (2tt) V  j j r [ j ( s - \ ) + ( j - \ )  ± )  
which agrees with the result in [7].
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SOME REMARKS ON GROUPS WITH GENERALIZED 
QUATERNION SYLOW SUBGROUPS
L. HÉTHELYI
To the memory o f László Rédei
In this short note we prove some simple results concerning 2-nilpotence and 
solubility of finite groups with generalized quaternion Sylow 2-subgroups.
T heorem  1. Let G be a finite group, S£ SylfiG), S a generalized quaternion 
group, 15 1S16. Then G has a normal 2-complement i f  and only i f  G does not involve S4.
P ro o f , (a) If G has a normal 2-complement then it is trivial that Si is not in­
volved in G.
(b) Suppose that G does not have a normal 2-complement, then by virtue of 
Ito’s theorem [4], there is a subgroup T=LQ, where L  is a normal Sylow 2-subgroup 
of T, Q is a cyclic Sylow ^-subgroup of T (q?± 2), Q induces an automorphism group 
of order q on L. Our assumptions allow the only possibility that L is a quaternion 
group of order 8 and q= 3.
Let S' be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G containing L. Then \NS(L)/CS(L)\=8, so 
24||tfe (L)/Ce(L)|. Hence NG(L)/CG(L)^A ut L = S4.
R em ark  1. If |S | =  8 then it is trivial that G has a normal 2-complement if 
and only if G does not involve A4.
R em ark  2. In fact, we can prove more: If G does not have a normal 2-comple­
ment, then it involves a certain group of order 48, namely iVc(L)/02, (Ca(L)). 
This group appears as a stabilizer in a sharply double transitive group of degree 49 
(see [3], p. 391, case III).
R em ark  3. The fact if S4 is involved plays a crucial role in numerous investiga­
tions (see e.g. [2]).
T heorem 2. Let G be a finite group. Let S0_Syh{G), S dihedral, |S |^ 8 . Then 
G has a normal 2-complement i f  and only i f  G does not involve S4.
Pro o f . Similar to the proof of Theorem 1.
T heorem  3. Let G be a finite soluble group. Let S^SylfG ), S a generalized 
quaternion group, | S | >  16. Then there is a normal 2-complement in G.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 20D20; Secondary 20F16.
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Proof. Let G be a counterexample of minimal order. 0 2, (G)=E can be sup­
posed. Then |0 2(G)| =  8 and 0 2(G) is quaternion. As 0 2(G )oS  thus |i>| = 16.
Theorem 4. Let G be a finite soluble group. Let SdSylfG), S dihedral, jA J >8. 
Then there is a normal 2-complement in G.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.
Theorem 5. Let G be a finite group, S£Syl2(G), S a generalized quaternion 
group. I f  |0 2(C)| >2 then G is soluble.
Proof. By Feit and Thompson [1], it is enough to prove that G is 2-soluble. 
Let G be a counterexample of minimal order. 0 2, (G)=E can be supposed. 
|r (G)|S 3 can also be supposed. Let P£Sylp(G), /?=#3, 2, then f s C c (0 2(G)).
Moreover, Syl2(Cc(0 2(G))) is cyclic thus C)2, (Ca(02(G)))fE. However, 0 2, 
(Cg(G2(G))) char Cg(0 2(G)) and Cg(0 2(G))o G. Thus 0 2,(G )^E  which is a 
contradiction.
Corollary 1. Let G be a finite group, S f Syl.fiG). Let S be a generalized qua­
ternion group. Let us suppose that G has a homomorphic image G such that jG2(G)| >2. 
Then G is soluble.
Proof. Let N  denote the kernel of this homomorphism. If N  is of odd order or 
A  is a 2-group then G is soluble by Theorem 5.
If N  is of even order (but N  is not a 2-group) then as |G2(G)|>2, Syl.fiN) is 
cyclic thus N  has a normal 2-complement K. Now G/K fulfils the conditions of 
Theorem 5 thus G/K is soluble. Therefore G is soluble by the solvability of groups of 
odd order.
Corollary 2. Let G be a finite group. Let S S y l 2 (G), S a generalized quater­
nion group. I f  there is a soluble normal subgroup N  o f G such that 4 ||A | then G is 
soluble.
Proof. If ( f ,  (N )^ E  then let G denote G /02,(N), N denote N /0 2,(N). 
Then A < jG, 4||A |. Thus G is soluble by induction and so G is soluble, too. If 
0 2, (N )= E  then |G2(A)|>2. Hence |0 2(G)|>2, thus G is soluble by Theorem 5.
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ПЕРИОДИЧЕСКИЕ ГРУППЫ С ПОЧТИ РЕГУЛЯРНЫМ 
ИНВОЛЮТИВНЫМ АВТОМОРФИЗМОМ
В. В. БЕЛЯЕВ и Н. Ф. СЕСЕКИН  
Доброй памяти Ласло Редей посвящается
Автоморфизм (р произвольной группы G называется почти регулярным 
на G, если централизатор CG(q>) конечен. В 1972 году Шунков установил замеча­
тельный результат [1]: если периодическая группа G допускает инволютивный 
почти регулярный автоморфизм, то она почти разрешима и обладает полной 
частью. Хартли и Мейкснер в 1980 году показали, что в условиях теоремы 
Шункова группа G обладает нильпотентной подгруппой конечного индекса 
ступени ^ 2  в G [2].
Продолжая исследования в этом направлении нами установлены следу­
ющие результаты.
Теорема А. Пусть q> инволютивный почти регулярный автоморфизм 
периодической группы G. Тогда подгруппа [G, <р] имеет конечный индекс в G, а ее 
коммутант конечен.
Теорема Б. Централизатор произведения двух инволютивных почти ре­
гулярных автоморфизмов периодической группы имеет конечный индекс во всей 
группе.
Из теоремы А нетрудно получить результат Хартли и Мейкснера. Теорема Б 
показывает, что инволютивный почти регулярный автоморфизм периодичес­
кой группы определяется на ней «почти однозначно».
§1
Здесь мы приведем некоторые определения и известные результаты, кото­
рые используются в данной работе.
О пределение 1. Если <p£Aut G, то под [G, <р] понимаем подгруппу из G, 
порожденную элементами вида [g, cp]=g~1(p(g) для g£G. Известно, что 
[G, <р\ нормальна в G. Централизатор С0 (<р) автоморфизма <р определяется фор­
мулой CG(tp) = {x, xÇ.G\cp(x) = x}.
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Определение 2. Автоморфизм ср группы G называется почти тождест­
венным на G, если индекс (G: CG{cp)) конечен. Автоморфизмы ср и ф назовем 
почти равными, если ср~гф почти тождественен.
Определение 3. Подгруппа X  называется FC-вложенной в группу Y, 
если для любого элемента у из F индекс (X : Сх (у)) конечен.
О пределение 4. Подгруппа X  называется FC-подгруппой в группе Y, 
если для любого элемента х из X  индекс (Y : Су (х)) конечен.
О пределение 5. Группа называется квазиабелевой, если ее коммутант 
конечен.
Объединяя предложения 3.2 и 3.17 книги Кегеля и Верфрица [3] получим 
следующий результат: если периодическая разрешимая группа G содержит 
такой элемент х простого порядка р, что CG(x) удовлетворяет условию мини­
мальности для д-подгрупп, то индекс (G: Op,p(G)) конечен и сама группа G 
удовлетворяет условию минимальности для д-подгрупп. Отсюда и упомянутой 
выше теоремы Шункова вытекает:
Т еорем а 1. Пусть <р инволютивный почти регулярный автоморфизм 
периодической группы G. Тогда G содержит такую разрешимую ср-допустимую 
подгруппу Н  конечного индекса в G, что H = А X В где В = О(Н), А делимая 
абелева 2-группа конечного ранга.
Из леммы 0.3 лекций Гагена [4] легко следует:
Т еорем а 2. Пусть ср р-автоморфизм локально конечной р’-группы G и Н 
(p-допустимая нормальная в G подгруппа. Тогда CG/H(cp) = CG(cp)H/H.
Т еорем а 3 [5]. Почти абелева FC-группа квазиабелева.
§2
Л ем м а 1. Пусть ср почти регулярный автоморфизм конечного порядка 
локально конечной группы G. Тогда
|G: [С, ср]I \Св (ср)\.
Д оказательство . Пусть сначала G конечная группа. Понятно, что 
[g, ср] =  [/г, ср] тогда и только тогда, когда gh~1fC G(cp). Поэтому
I[G, ср]I S  I{[g, <p]|gÇC}| = \G: CG{cp)\ =
Отсюда
|CoW|£ï ï ! a “ |C:IC' ' *
Допустим теперь, что G локально конечная группа, но |G: [G, ср)| =» 
>|C7o(Ç>)|- Пусть п такое натуральное число, что |G: [G, ср)\ ^n > \C G(q>)\ и
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gu g„ система элементов группы G несравнимых по модулю [G, ц>\. Под­
группа H = (g f,  . . . ,g£‘; |<р|) конечна и ^-допустима. Следовательно
IЯ: [Н, (р)\ЩСн{ур)\. Отсюда
IH: [С, <р]ПН\ ^  IЯ: [Я, <р]\ ё  |Сн (ф)| S  \CG(<p)\.
Так как л> |С с (<р)|, то найдутся такие к и I, что gT1gi€[C, <р]. Это противо­
речит построению элементов glt ...,g„. Лемма 1 доказана.
Следствие 1. Пусть cp и ф почти регулярные инволютивные автомор­
физмы периодической абелевой группы G. Тогда (риф почти равны.
Д оказательство . Так как </>([g, <p]) =  çKg)-1g=[g, <р]-1 то для любого 
элемента х  из [G, ф] имеем (р(х)=х~1. Аналогично ф(х)=х~1, если x:£[G, ф]. 
В силу леммы 1, подгруппа D=[G, (р\ fl[G, ф] имеет конечный индекс в G. 
Но для любого X  из D срф(х)=х; следовательно ОЯ:С0((рф).
Лемма 2. Пусть <р такой автоморфизм произвольной группы G, что 
[G, (р] конечен; тогда
IG: Св (<р)I Ш I[G,cp]\.
Д оказательство. Предположим, что |G: CG(<p)|>|[G, <р]| и x lt ... ,х п 
система элементов из различных смежных классов разложения группы G по 
Сафр), причем n>\[G,(p]\. Тогда найдутся такие индексы к и /, что [хк,(р\ = 
=[эс,, <р]. Но тогда хк 1х1£Сс((р). Лемма 2 доказана.
Лемма 3. Пусть (р автоморфизм группы G, Н  некоторая конечная <р- 
допустимая нормальная подгруппа из G. <р почти регулярен (почти тождест­
венней ) на G тогда и только тогда, когда (р почти регулярен (почти тождест­
венен) на G/H.
Д оказательство . Пусть (р почти регулярный автоморфизм группы G 
и Сс/|/(<•/)) =  L/Я. Тогда [L, (р]ЯН. По лемме 2 |L: CL((p)\S|[L, <р\ | ^  |Я |. Из 
конечности CL((p) следует конечность L, а поэтому и CG/H((p). Пусть теперь <р 
почти регулярен на G/Я. Учитывая конечность Я  и включение Св ((р)Н/Н^  
Q С(;/н((Р)> получим конечность Со(<р).
Так как IG/Я: Ca/H((p)\^\G/H: Са((р)Н/Н |, то из конечности |G: CG(<p)\ 
следует почти тождественность ср на G/Я.
Пусть, наконец, <р почти тождественней на G/Я  и Св/И((р) = L/H. Тогда 
[L, (p]QH и |G: Ц конечен. Отсюда по лемме 2 |L: CL((p)\ конечен, но тогда и 
|G: CG(<p) I конечен. Лемма 3 доказана.
Лемма 4. Пусть ср почти регулярный инволютивный автоморфизм перио­
дической 2'-группы G, А ее нормальная (p-допустимая абелева подгруппа. Если 
[G, ср] = G, то А является FC-вложенной подгруппой в G.
Д оказательство. Пусть х  такой элемент из G, что <р(х)=х~1. Тогда 
подгруппа Н —(х, А) (р-допустима, А имеет конечный индекс в Я  и Л по усло­
вию абелева; поэтому СА((р)=Сн (<р) содержится в некоторой конечной под­
группе К нормальной в Я. Так как по теореме 2 Сн/К((р) = 1, то, как известно, 
H/К абелева; следовательно H 'Q K  и Н ' конечен. Отсюда следует, что СА(х) 
имеет конечный индекс в А.
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Пусть теперь g произвольный элемент из G, тогда найдутся такие элементы 
gí,...,g„  из G, что g=[gi, (pY1- ... ■[&,, ер]“*, где ег€{1, -1}. Если x, = [gt, ф \\ 
то ф(х;)=^Г1 и, по доказанному, СА(х;) имеет в А конечный индекс. Следо­
вательно, и CÁ(g) имеет конечный индекс в А.
Л емма 5. Пусть G разрешимая периодическая 2'-группа, <р ее почти регул­
ярный инволютивный автоморфизм. Если [G, ср\ = G, то коммутант G' 
группы G конечен.
Д оказательство. Пусть сначала G двуступенно разрешима. Покажем, 
что G' является /  C-под труп пой в G. Для произвольного элемента g из G' 
найдутся такие элементы g1, ..., gn из G, что g ^(g lt ..., g„/. По лемме 4 G' 
FC-вложен в G, тогда CG, (g j  имеет конечный индекс в G' для любого г'£{1, ..., п). 
Отсюда вытекает, что подгруппа {G’, glf ..., g„) является почти абелевой FC- 
группой. По теореме 3 ее коммутант К конечен. Очевидно, К нормальна в G 
и содержит элемент g. Поэтому CG{g) имеет конечный индекс в G. Отсюда 
следует, что конечная подгруппа CG,{(p) = CG((p) может быть вложена в <р- 
допустимую конечную нормальную в G подгруппу N. По теореме 2 CG N. (©) — 1 
и, следовательно, G/N  абелева. Но тогда G'Ç^N.
Пусть теперь G разрешима и Я  последний нетривиальный член ряда комму­
тантов группы G. По индуктивному предположению С/Я имеет конечный 
коммутант (G/Н)' — G'/H. Так как Н  абелева и нормальна в G, то по лемме 4 Н  
FC-вложена в G.
Таким образом G' является почти абелевой FC-группой. По теореме 3 G" 
конечен. По доказанному выше двуступенно разрешимая группа GIG" имеет 
конечный коммутант (G/G")' = G'/G". Отсюда G' будет конечным.
Л емма 6. Пусть G периодическая группа, (р ее почти регулярный инволю­
тивный автоморфизм. Тогда G обладает подгруппой конечного индекса комму­
тант которой конечен.
Д оказательство. В силу теоремы 1 группа G содержит такую разреши­
мую (^-допустимую подгруппу Я  конечного индекса в G, что Н=А X В, где 
В = 0 (Н ) и А делимая абелева 2-группа конечного ранга. По лемме 1 подгруппа 
[В, ср] имеет конечный индекс в В. Так как В является 2'-группой и [[6, <р\, <р] = 
= [b, q>]~2, то [\В, ср], (р] = [В, ср\. Следовательно по лемме 5 [В, <р] имеет ко­
нечный коммутант. Теперь [В, ср]ХА является искомой подгруппой в G.
§ 3
Докажем сначала теорему Б. Пусть (риф почти регулярные инволютивные 
автоморфизмы периодической группы G. По лемме 6 группа G почти квазиа- 
белева. Поэтому совокупность Я всех ее FC-элементов является подгруппой 
конечного индекса в G. Из теоремы 3 следует, что Н  имеет конечный коммутант 
Н'. По лемме 3 автоморфизмы (риф почти регулярны и на абелевой группе 
Я /Я '. Но тогда, в силу следствия к лемме 1 их произведение почти тожде­
ственно на Я/Я'. А теперь снова по лемме 3 (рф почти тождественно на Я, 
а потому и на G.
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Переходим к доказательству теоремы А. Для инволютивного почти регул­
ярного автоморфизма (р рассмотрим полупрямое произведение (<р) X G, 
определенное действием (р на группе G. Для любого элемента g из G коммутатор 
[g, cp]=g~1<p~1g(p есть произведение почти регулярных на G инволютивных 
автоморфизмов g~1<p~1g и <р. Согласно теореме Б их произведение [g, <р] 
есть почти тождественный на G автоморфизм. Следовательно CG([g, </>]) имеет 
конечный индекс в G. Отсюда следует, что [G, <р] является FC-группой. Но по 
лемме 6 [G, ср] почти квазиабелева и по теореме 3 она имеет конечный комму­
тант. Конечность индекса \G: [G, (р\ \ следует из леммы 1.
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ISOPERIMETRY IN VARIABLE METRIC
ISTVÁN FÁRY and ENDRE MAKAI, JR. 
Dedicated to the memory o f  Professor L. Rédei
1. If we put the sides of a polygonal domain in a new order, without changing 
their directions or lengths, they will surround a new domain of different area, in 
general, while the perimeter remains the same in every metric of the plane. Searching 
for a domain of largest area is the simplest instance of our isoperimetric problem in 
variable metric.
More precisely, we consider Euclidean metrics in R~ which are compatible with 
its linear structure. Such a metric is defined by its unit circle which is an ellipse in the 
affine structure of R2. Let J /E be the set of all such metrics. For given JT a J ( E, and 
for rectifiable curves J, K in R2, we write
if J  and K have the same length in every metric in f£. If f£ consists of a single metric, 
the classical isoperimetric theorem states that the circle of the metric in the equivalence 
class of/encloses the largest area. In this paper, we consider the other extreme case 
f£= JiE, and prove
T heorem 1. Let J be a rectifiable Jordan curve in R2. Then there is an up to trans­
lation unique centrally symmetric convex curve Cj, called symmetric convexification 
o f J, such that: 1° the length o f Cj is the same as the length o f J in every Euclidean 
metric o f R2; 2° the area enclosed by Cj is £  the area enclosed by J, and equality 
holds only i f  J itself is convex and symmetric.
Following Busemann (see [4]—[7] and sources quoted in those papers) and Petty 
[18] a Banach norm || || in R2 defines a Minkowski metric m. The length of a recti­
fiable curve J is then measured by
U—{x^R2: || x|| =  1} is the unit circle of the metric;every centrally symmetric, non­
degenerate convex curve is the unit circle of a Minkowski metric. Let U1- denote the 
isoperimetrix, i.e. the curve obtained from U by taking its polar with respect to a 
Euclidean unit circle, and rotating it by n/2. Busemann showed [4] that the solution of 
the isoperimetric problem in the Minkowski plane is unique, and is homothetic to
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 52A40; Secondary 51M25.
Key words and phrases. Isoperimetric problem, Minkowski metric, isoperimetrix, mixed vol­
umes, convexification.
( 1 ) K = J  (mod
( 2)
J
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U :-. In this paper, we also consider “variable Minkowski metric”, and, denoting 
J f  the set of all Minkowski metrics, we show
Theorem 2. Let C, be the symmetric convexification o f  the rectifiable curve 
J. Then Am(Cj)=A,„(/) for all m^.Ji. Consequently, C} encloses the largest area in 
the class o f  rectifiable Jordan curves
(3) {*<=**: Am(A) = Am(/), V/M€■//},
hence is the solution o f  an isoperimetric problem.
Interestingly, to prove Theorem 1 concerning Euclidean metrics, we first prove 
Theorem 2 concerning Minkowski metrics. The reason is that Minkowski geometry, 
as developed by Busemann, is the natural setting for the theory of convex bodies, 
which is our main tool here.
All questions discussed above have natural generalizations to «-dimensions, 
however, the latter are much more difficult. Even the construction of convexification 
requires Minkowski’s theory in «-dimensions. However, we prove the following result 
about uniqueness:
Theorem 3. I f in  each Euclidean metric with unit sphere (which is an ellipsoid 
in R n) near to a fixed ellipsoid the surface area o f  a centrally symmetric convex surface 
S  is given, then S is determined up to translation.
In general terms, one deals with two functions A: ■ My,ß-~R and 
A : .M X ß-~ R : in R2 (in Rn) J t  is the set of Minkowski metrics of R? (of Rn) and ß  
is the set of rectifiable curves (objects for which (« — l)-area is defined), while k(m, J) 
is the length (is the(« —l)-area) and A (m, J ) is the enclosed area (enclosed volume). 
Usually, m is fixed, and A, A are functions of J. Here /  is fixed, and A, A are functions 
of m. For example, J tE is an analytic manifold (in fact, positive definite symmetric 
matrices form an open subset of /d'("+1)/2) and /.(/«, S) is analytic in /«, e.g. for 
convex, or smooth 5 (see the proof of Theorem 3).
2. A located vector ab, a, b£f?2, determines a vector u, which is considered to 
be an equivalence class of located vectors. ab+bc=ac, and a+u -b, iff u is the 
equivalence class of ab.
Construction 1. Convexification o f  a closed polygon. Let a0, ..., a„ be a sequence 
of points in R2 determining the closed polygon P  with edges a, , a,, i = l , ...,« 
(also i= n + 1, with a„+1 = a0). Let Ü, be the class of a, ... ,a;. Given a permutation n 
of {1, ...,«+ l} , 7rl = l, we denote nP the polygon with vertices b0= a0, bI =  bi_1 + 
f iJjri (b„+1 = a0). If Sr t, ..., u„(„+1) is the positive, i.e. counterclockwise order 
of these vectors, then Q=nP, or a translate of Q, is called a convexification
of P. If O is the boundary of the convex domain D, the boundary Qs of — [D +  (-Ö )],
Minkowski sum, is called symmetric convexification of P.
In elementary geometric terms: each side of the convexification Q of P is parallel 
to some side of P and has length equal to the total length of the sides of P directly 
parallel to it. For the symmetric convexification Os of P, each side of the centrally
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symmetric Qs is parallel to some side of P, and has length half the total length of the 
sides of P parallel to it. Clearly
(4) Xm(nP) =  km{Q) = km{Qs) = Xm(P) 
for all Minkowski metrics m.
If we consider the sides of a polygon as singular 1-simplices, we have an integral 
chain (cycle). Specifically, for the closed polygon P
(5) t=  2  s [*.•>*!+J.
i = 0
where s[a, b] denotes the map í[a, b] (t0, i1)= /0a + i1b. S(t) is the support of t. 
For xdR- — S(t) the winding number ir(/; x) is well-defined, and
oo oo
(6) /  f  w(t;^,r]))d^dq
will be called signed area enclosed by t. If P is a Jordan polygon, i.e. a polygon 
which is a Jordan curve, then ±o(t)= A{P) elementary geometric area enclosed 
by P. Now we prove a lemma also following from the method of the recent [23] 
which we received after essentially completing our paper. Our proof is different.
L emma 1. Let P be a closed polygon, t the cycle (5 ), and c the cycle constructed 
for the convexification Q o f P with the positive orientation o f the boundary. Then
(7) oft) == <r(c),
where equality holds only i f  P is convex and positively oriented, or is contained in a 
straight line. Hence
(8) A(P) 3S A(Q), 
i f  P is a Jordan polygon.
P roof. For n= 3 we have a quadrilateral and its convexification, hence the 
statement is easy to prove directly. (Take the closed convex hull of the vertices, and 
consider the cases when this is a segment, a triangle, or a quadrilateral.) We now 
suppose that n ^ 4, and that there is a non-convex quadrilateral
(9) a;, ai+i, ay, aJ+1, O s i < j S n .
We will replace this by a convex quadrilateral and show that the c-value is increased 
thereby. (We note that this operation may produce self-intersections, and that is 
the reason why we work with o.) Specifically, we set
( -1  n
h -  2  s[aP>ap + i ] - s [ aj+ n ai]+ 2  s[ap,a p+J;
p=0 p = j + i
h  = s[a,, ai+J+s[ai+1, a7]+s[a7, ay+1]+s[aJ+1, aj;
J -1
h ~  2  s ta p> a p + i] — s ta i+i> ■/]• 
p = i+ 1 10
10
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Then t1 + t2+t3—t, consequently o(t1) + (r(t2) + (T(t3) = o(t). Let us convexify (9) 
and denote t2 the corresponding cycle: <?(t2)> \o (tf , by construction. Now 
.v[aJ+i, a;] was shifted in a new position when we constructed t2, hence /, can be 
shifted in a new position t12, so that this simplex is cancelled in tl2 + t2. Similarly, 
t3 can shifted to i32, so that ?12 + t2 + t32 does not contain s[aj+1, a;]. Finally, we may 
shift this cycle in new position t13+ t23+ t33 where s[a„, a j belongs to it again.
Suppose now P is that polygon, for which o{t) attains its maximum, among all 
polygons nP, and P is not contained in a line. What we have shown above, implies 
about the side vectors u; that no u(, uí+1(ű„+2=u1) have opposite directions, and 
also that the angle (of absolute value -=7t) between the directions of u;+1 and u; 
is SO for all i, or is ^ 0  for all i. Also if a a , +1, aj (resp. aJ+1) lie on a line, but 
a J+1 (resp. a j) does not, then their order on the line is ah ai+1, a } (resp. aJ+1, a,-, 
ai+i). These imply the following: there are no collinear, oppositely oriented sides, 
and a self-intersection can occur only if there are collinear, intersecting sides.
Hence P is either Jordan, and then (positively oriented) convex, or has two collin­
ear, intersecting, similarly oriented sides u;, u,. By the above facts, if we pass from 
u; in the given orientation to further sides, lying on the same line, the end-point of 
the last one, a;,, will coincide with the similarly defined ay , further also u;,+1 and 
ur+1 are collinear. Hence P is a k times (k>  1) traversed convex polygon, contra­
dicting our maximality assumption.
3. It is easy to see that Construction 1 gives a convexification in the sense of the 
following definition.
D efinition  1. Given a rectifiable Jordan curve J  in R2, the boundary K o f a con­
vex domain D is called a convexification o f J  i f  there is a sequence Jno f  Jordan polygons 
inscribed in J, such that the length o f the longest side o f J„ tends to 0 with n, and that
the convexification K„ o f Jn tends to K. The boundary Cj o f— [Z) + ( — D)], Minkowski 
sum, is called symmetric convexification o f J. 1
Given an arbitrary Jordan curve J, and e=-0, there is an inscribed Jordan 
polygon Jc, such that the longest side of Je is of length < s and the distance between 
corresponding points on J  and Je is (in the standard metric of R 2, see [20], [22]). 
Consequently, if J  is rectifiable, there is a sequence of Jordan polygons J„ inscribed 
in J, such that: 1° the standard length of the longest side of Jn is <1 /«; 2° lim /.(/„) = 
—A(J), where A(J) is the standard length (and similarly for /„,); 3° lim A(Jn)—A(J). 
Clearly, /,m(J„)=Am(K„), m £.11, where Kn is a convexification of J„. By (8) and 3°
(10) A (J ) ^ A (K ) .
Later we will see the uniqueness of the convexification. For the moment we state:
P ro po sitio n  1. Every rectifiable Jordan curve has a convexification. I f  K is the 
convexification o f J, l m(K) = ).m(J) for every Minkowski metric m, and A (K )^A  (J), 
with equality only for convex J.
P ro o f . We need to show only A (J )^A (K )  for non-con vex J. There is a sup­
porting line through x ^ y  €/, the open segment xy not intersecting J. Replace one
X-f- V
of the arcs xy of J by its centrosymmetric image w.r.t. —-—, obtaining a Jordan
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curve J ' enclosing a larger area, and having a same convexification. Thus A(J)<
^ A V ^ A f K ) .
4. In the sequel, we use the conventions and notations of the theory of convex 
bodies [3]. In particular, if C is a convex domain in R2, A(C) is its area, Am(C) its 
perimeter in the metric m dJL  If Q , Ca are convex, and A(C2) = A(C1), then by 
the Brunn—Minkowski inequality [3; 48, p. 88],
(11) A (y (C x + C2)j ^  A (Cj),
where equality holds only, if Cx, C2 are homothetic.
On the other hand, for arbitrary convex domains Cx, C2,
(12) Äm(C1 + C2) =  2/f(Cx + C2, £A),
where we have mixed area A on the right, and U-1 is the isoperimetrix of m as above 
[4; p. 864], The right-hand side of (12) is equal to
(13) 2A(CX, C/-l ) + 2^(C2, tA) -  Am(Cx) + ;.m(C2).
In particular,
(14) Am(C) =  Am | y  [C -f  ( — C ) ] j .
From these observations we will easily obtain the following result:
Pro po sitio n  2. Given a rectifiable Jordan curve J, its convexification K and 
symmetric convexification Cj belong to (3). There is an up to translation unique curve 
in (3) enclosing the maximal area; this curve is convex, and centrally symmetric, hence 
it is Cj.
Pro o f. If J ' is in (3), then any convexification K' of J ' is also in (3). Now 
A(J'), J ' in (3), is a bounded set of numbers, consequently there is a sequence K„ 
of convex curves in (3) such that lim ^(jfifJ^sup A (J'). As A(Kn) is bounded, some 
translates of the K„'s lie in a fixed compact subset of the plane. As Am(K) is contin­
uous on the set of all convex domains, by the usual compactness argument, we see 
that the maximum area is obtained for the boundary K of some convex domain C. 
However, by Proposition 1 no non-convex curve has a maximum area. If Cx, C2
would be two convex sets of maximum area, y  (Cx + C2) would be in (3) by (12), (13),
while in virtue of the Brunn—Minkowski inequality (11), Cx, C2 would be homothetic, 
hence equivalent under translation. This applies to C1 = C, C2= —C, and proves 
that C is centrally symmetric.
C o ro llary  1. Let P be a Jordan polygon. Then among the rectifiable Jordan 
curves C satisfying Am(C)=Am(P) for all Minkowski metric m, the one with maximal 
enclosed area is the following centrally symmetric, convex polygon Qs: each side o f Qs 
is parallel to some side o f P, and has length half the total length o f the sides o f P parallel 
to it.
10‘
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Proof. Notice that Qs equals Cp of Proposition 2.
Proposition 3. I f  Am(C1)=Am(C2) for all m £Jt, where Cx, C2 are non-degen­
erate convex domains, then — [C2+ ( — C2)] is a translate o f — [Q  + ( — Q)].
Proof. By considering ^-[C ; + ( — C,)] instead of C, (which satisfy the same
conditions), we may suppose C; symmetric. We have Am(Ci) = 2/l(Ci, {/-), as above. 
Hence, as U1- may be any symmetric convex domain D,
(15) A(Ct , D) = A(C2, D).
Next, given any convex domain E, A(C1, E) = A( — C1, —E) = A(Ci , —E) =
= A (Cl5 y [E+(—E)]) = A(C2, - i-[£ + (—E)])=A(C2, E). In other words, we just
proved (15) for every convex domain D. Thus by [7; (9.2), (9.4), pp. 69—70] we 
conclude that C2 is a translate of C1.
Remark 1. Instead of symmetric metrics (|| — x|| =  ||x||, or, equivalently, U 
centrally symmetric) occurring above, we may consider asymmetric metrics (U ar­
bitrary convex, containing the origin in its interior). Then the results above remain 
valid without essential changes (measuring the perimeter in (2) in positive orientation; 
by Am (negatively oriented J) = Xm (positively oriented —J) this is no restriction). 
The curve enclosing maximal area in Proposition 2 need not be symmetric, hence is 
the convexification. In Corollary 1 in place of Qs we have the convexification Q of P, 
i.e. a polygon whose sides are sums of parallel similarly traversed sides of P. In Prop­
osition 3 C2 is a translate of C1. A similar remark applies to the following Lemma 2 
and Proposition 4, dropping the symmetry conditions, resp. considering the con­
vexification of J. [For Lemma 2 proceed as follows. Let ß be the maximal number, 
such that piCczD, up to translation. Then either (1) ßC and D have a supporting 
strip in common, or (2) ßC  possesses an inscribed triangle c^Cg, D possesses a 
circumscribed triangle d ^ d ^  c; lying on the side djdt , j, k ^ i .  In case (2) define 
a metric m with unit circle a triangle uxu2u3, with Ou; parallel and similarly oriented 
to dJdfe(d1d2d3 taken in positive orientation). Then Am(c1c2c3)=Am(d1dad3), hence 
Am(ßC) — /.m{D), which implies the statement. In case (1) use e.g. m(e) of Lemma 3, 
for which kmM(ßC)/XmM(D) — 1, if £-0.]
R emark 2. Let us use the notations of Definition 1. Let us denote Ksn the sym­
metric convexification of J„; we select them so that they all have a common center. 
Then the sequence Ksn converges to the symmetric convex curve enclosing the largest 
area, hence to the symmetric convexification of / .  In fact, if the sequence would not 
converge, then it would contain two subsequences converging to two different sym­
metric convex curves, both enclosing maximal area in the class (3) of curves. Thus one 
would be a translate of the other, which is a contradiction. A similar remark applies 
to the case of asymmetric metric.
Remark 3. If the Jordan curve J  has continuous curvature with a finite number 
of zeros, or, more generally, consists of a finite number of arcs, each either convex or 
concave, then the convexification K of J  can be described as follows. Suppose that the
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directions of the positively traversed half-tangents vary on these arcs from <p; to i//;. 
Let (aj) be all these angles in cyclic order 0 ^ a J<=27t. For each [aJt aJ+1], consider 
the parts of the arcs in which the positively traversed half-tangents have angles in 
[aj, aJ+1], and consider the Minkowski sum K' of these arcs. These, for all j,  fit 
together to K, since, evidently, Xm(K')=Xm{K), for all mdJL
Remark 4. Let us consider asymmetric metrics. Hitherto, we only dealt with 
Xm(K), We have Xm(K)=Xm(J) for all asymmetric metrics m, and even
(using elements of Lebesgue integration) we see for any continuous / :  [0, 2n]^-R,
m = f ( 2 n )
(<p is the angle of the tangent at ds).
Corollary 2. The convexification K o f a rectifiable Jordan curve J is unique up 
to translation.
5. The classical isoperimetric theorem can be formulated concerning rectifiable 
Jordan curves K, such that X(K)Sconst. Similarly, for a given rectifiable Jordan 
curve J, we can consider the class of all rectifiable Jordan curves K, such that
where J£ a J (  is given. In the classical case, the new formulation is trivially equivalent 
to the old. This is also true in our case, although less trivially:
Lemma 2. I f  for centrally symmetric convex domains C,D we have X,n(C) ^  
sX m(D) for all m£ Jt, then a translate o f C is contained in D.
Proof. We have A(C, UL)^A (D , U±) for mixed areas by Xm(C) = 2A(C, if-1) 
[4; p. 864]. Here UL can be an arbitrary centrally symmetric convex curve, thus by a 
limit procedure we get A(C, E )^A (D , E) for E —any unit segment. By [3; p. 45] 
2A(C, E) is the length of (any) projection of C, whence a translate of C is contained 
in D.
From the above, we get easily:
Proposition 4. Among the rectifiable Jordan curves K such that Xm(K )^X m(J), 
for all m£Jt, where J  is a fixed curve, the largest area is enclosed by the symmetric 
convexification Cj o f J.
Clearly, with above results, we have the proof of Theorem 2 of the introduction. 
Theorem 3 will be proven later, when we discuss the «-dimensional case. We anti­
cipate this proof, and use the special case of the theorem for n = 2 in the
Proof of Theorem 1. By 1° of Theorem 1, and by the special case n = 2 of 
Theorem 3, C, is the symmetric convexification of J, and Xm(Cj) = Xm(J) for all 
Minkowski metrics m. Hence 2° follows.
Sharper form o f Theorem 1. Let us denote the set of Euclidean metrics, whose 
unit circles are near a fixed ellipse in R2. Replacing 1° of Theorem 1 by
(16)
j K
(17) Xm(K) ^  Xm(J), Vm€J2\
( 18) X J C j )  =  Xm ( J ) ,
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we have a weaker condition, with the same conclusion, hence a sharper form of 
Theorem 1.
We can improve Theorem 1 in another direction:
P ro po sitio n  5. In the class o f all rectifiable Jordan curves K, such that X,„(K) S  
^  (J) for all Euclidean metrics m, the symmetric convexification Cj o f J  encloses the
largest area.
(This cannot be improved by requiring the inequality to hold near a fixed metric 
only, as seen by taking /= a n y  symmetric non-circular domain, A"—circle, of a larger 
area and a smaller perimeter than those of / ( in  Euclidean sense).)
For the proof of this we need the simple
L em m a 3. Let m(e) be the Euclidean metric with unit circle s2x 2+ j 2= l ,  and let 
C be a convex domain. Then, for  £—0, ~  I,„(C)(C) converges to the width o f the sup­
porting strip parallel to the x-axis.
P r o o f . We have /.m(e)(C )  = /:.mn)(C £), where Cc is the image of C under the
affinity (x, y)—(ex, v). Hence, yA m(£)(C) is £  than the width above. On the
other hand, C is contained in some rectangle with sides parallel to the axes, thus the 
statement follows.
C o ro llary  3. I f  for the centrally symmetric, convex J, K we have f„(K)  ^
(./) for all Euclidean metrics m, then K is contained in a translate o f J.
P r o o f  of Pro po sitio n  5. We can replace both J  and K by their respective 
symmetric convexifications, apply Theorem 1 and Corollary 3.
R em ark  1. Lemma 3, Corollary 3 and Proposition 5 have evident analogues, 
when, instead of considering all Euclidean metrics, we consider all Minkowski 
metrics with unit circle an affine image of a fixed centrally symmetric convex curve. 
(For asymmetric Minkowski metrics the analogue of Proposition 5 does not hold.)
R em a rk  2. From the narrow point of view of this paper, the most efficient 
development would be to fix a / ,  and first consider all K's satisfying (16) for all con­
tinuous / ,  f(0)=f(2n). This leads to the convexification of /. The above development 
is preferable, inasmuch as it shows connections with Euclidean and Minkowski 
metrics. However, in higher dimensions we will pay more attention to the generaliza­
tion of (16).
6. In Rn (« = 2) we can pose the same problems as in the plane. We first consider 
geometric simplicial complexes, as natural generalizations of polygons (see [21; p. 
357] under simplicial complex).
As in the plane, we need some remarks about orientations. A non-degenerate, 
oriented affine (n —l)-simplex in Rn spans an (n — l)-flat L, and defines an orientation 
of L. There is then a unique unit vector u, that is the exterior normal vector, if we 
think of the orientation of L as being induced by a convex polytope with one face in L.
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C o n st r u c t io n  2. Convexification o f an oriented geometric simplicial complex 
o f dimension n — 1 in R". Let K  be such a complex; each (n — l)-simplex is oriented 
(arbitrarily). Let
(19) Si, .... uk (if i 9*j, u, 5* Új)
be the set of all the exterior normal unit vectors of the oriented (« — l)-simplices of K; 
we suppose that (19) spans R". Let us denote at the sum of the (n-l)-Lebesgue meas­
ures of all the (n — l)-simphces of K that have u, as exterior normal. By a classical 
theorem of Minkowski [17; II, p. 113], [3; 60), p. 118], the vectors
k
(20) űjUj , ..., akúk, ak+1úk + 1 = - £  a fr
;=i
(the last being omitted, if 0) determine an up to translation unique convex polyhedron 
P for which u, is the exterior normal for the /-th face At, and fin_1(Ai)=a{ (Lebesgue 
measure). The complement of the interior of Ak+1 on the boundary of P (or P itself) 
is called a convexification of K  (oriented, as given).
C o n st r u c tio n  3. Symmetric convexification o f  a geometric simplicial complex 
o f dimension n — 1 in R". Let K  be such a complex. Let (19) be the set of all unit 
vectors orthogonal to the (n — l)-simplices of K (if u, is in (19), — u, is also there); 
we suppose that (19) spans R". Let us denote bt half the sum of the (n~  1)-Lebesgue 
measures of all the (n — l)-simplices of K that are orthogonal to ü,; if uy = —u;, bj=bi. 
Then there is an up to translation unique centrally symmetric convex polytope Q 
whose /-th face Bj has uy as exterior normal, while p„_1(BJ)= bj . We call the bound­
ary of Q (or Q itself) symmetric convexification of K.
L emma 4 . Let K be a geometric simplicial complex o f dimension n — 1 in R", 
whose (n-l)-simplices sh i =  l, ..., I are coherently oriented, i.e. such that
(21) t = 2 s ,
i = l
is a cycle (here X stands for formaI sum, which is an element o f the simplicial chain 
group). Then afc+1u*+1=0 in (20).
Proof. The cone operator D centered to the origin defines an «-chain Dt, such 
that t=dDt. We set
m
D t=  Z c jS j
j=i
where Sj is an «-simplex of R", and the formal sum is reduced. Let us denote ii>0, ..., 
the exterior normal unit vectors of sy, and aJ0, ..., ajn the (« —1)-Lebesgue measures 
of the respective faces. By Minkowski’s theorem, the vector sum
a jo T * • • T o jn
is 0. Multiplying by cy and summing gives the result.
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C orollary  4. Let M  be a geometric simplicial complex o f dimension n —l, 
and a connected C°-manifold without boundary. Then the convexification o f  M  ( the 
simplices being taken with appropriate orientations) is the full boundary o f the convex 
polyhedron P.
P r o o f . Rn—M  has two components by_the generalized Jordan—Brouwer 
theorem; if U is the bounded component, M = U —U. Let Rp be the subspace of R" 
generated by the exterior normal unit vectors (19). Supposing p ^ n  — l, there is a 
direction ±u orthogonal to Rp, and if we project all the (« — l)-simplices of M  in 
this direction into an open ball D aU , the complement of the projection will not 
be empty. A ray of direction u starting in the complement will avoid all the (« — 1 )- 
simplices of M, hence M  itself, which is a contradiction. Thus RP=R", and P is 
defined. The intersections of any of the both half-spaces bounded by all the (« — 1)- 
flats of R" containing (n— l)-simplices of M  are convex open sets, some of whose 
closures form a cell decomposition of U; we thus construct a simplicial decomposition 
of Ü. Taking all the «-simplices of the decomposition with positive orientations and 
with coefficients +1 gives an integral chain c of U, and t=dc is a fundamental cycle 
of M. The statement then follows by Lemma 4.
The above seem to be natural generalizations of our results concerning the plane. 
However, as yet, we were unable to generalize Lemma 1:
C o njecture  1 (cf. also the Remark added in proof). Convexification increases 
the volume enclosed, under appropriate conditions. Specifically, with the nota­
tions of the proof of Corollary 4,
(22) pn(D) s  //„(P),
where equality implies that U is convex.
Presumably, in order to prove this conjecture, one would need generalizations 
of the tools used in the plane. This is available: Given an affine (« —l)-cycle It in 
R” (with non-negative coefficients) we can define the winding number w(h; x), 
x£ R n — S(h), and set
(23) a(h) = J w (h ;x )d v
R n
where dv is the volume element of R" (or <r(/i) =  sum of the signed volumes of the 
simplices in the chain Dh, with the respective coefficients). By the proof of Lemma 4 
we have (with notations analogous to those in Construction 2, and
y?s are the coefficients of the cycle). Supposing the u;’s span R", one expects
(24) o(h) =s n„(P),
where P is the convexification, defined in analogy to Construction 2. (24) would 
imply Conjecture 1, as o(h)=pn(U), if h is the positive fundamental cycle of M  
(using the notations of the proof of Corollary 4).
If Conjecture 1 would be true, it also would be more clear, why do the convex 
bodies have such a great importance. Also the (classical or Minkowskian [5]) isoperi- 
metric theorem would become clearer.
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7. In the plane we had: existence of the convexification for all rectifiable Jordan 
curves, and area increasing property of this operation in the general case. In R" we 
now have convexification for polytopes, hence for a very restricted class, and we do 
not know whether convexification increases the enclosed volume or not.
In this section we will discuss some conjectures, and partial results. We will say 
“surface S ” meaning a triangulable (n — 1 )-manifold (with or without boundary) in 
Rn with various “smoothness” restrictions, as appropriate. For full generality, one 
would need a geometric integration theory [12], [21]. General C*-class is certainly 
not always appropriate here, as the solutions of our isoperimetric problems may be 
general convex surfaces.
At some smoothness conditions the surface area can be defined as f  dS. It R" 
is supplied with a Minkowski metric m with unit ball U, according to Busemann [6], 
S has a Minkowski area
(25) S X”~1 A(v(dS)Y
where v(dS) is the normal unit vector to dS, A(v) is the area of the intersection of U 
with a hyperplane through 0 normal to v, and is the Euclidean volume of the 
Euclidean unit (n — l)-ball. As in (16), we can also consider any integral of the form
(26) Jf(y (dS))dS ,
w here/is continuous (real-valued) on S"-1, 5 is orientable, and v(dS) is a fixed 
(say, exterior) normal. Our main question will be:
Among the surfaces with equal Minkowski areas in all Minkowski metrics, or in 
the smaller class o f orientable surfaces with equal integrals (26) for all continuous f, 
which are the ones bounding the maximal volume?
Let P be a convex polyhedron with inner points in Rn, A, its i-th (n — l)-face, 
Bj the exterior normal unit vector of Ah and ai=p„_1(Ai), (n — 1)-Lebesgue measure, 
i =  l, ..., k. We now consider that these data determine a measure on the unit sphere 
S"_1 of R" with weight at at UjgS"-1. Then
(27) f f (H d S ) )d S =  Z f $ i ) a t .
Thus (26) for all continuous / determines the measure, and vice versa. Hence, from
(27) and from Construction 1, 2, we get:
Proposition 6. IfM , P are as in Corollary 4, and (26) is considered as an integral 
o f measures, then this integral is the same for both surfaces M and dP (boundary o f P). 
In particular, Euclidean surface areas in all Euclidean metrics, and areas in all Minkow­
ski metrics agree. The last sentence applies also to an (n — 1 )-complex K and its symmetric 
convexification Q (see Construction 3).
The uniqueness part of Minkowski’s theorem quoted in Construction 2 means 
that the measure on S’"-1 determines the convex polyhedron, up to translation. How­
ever, in this case it is not evident that if Si, S2 are convex, having equal Minkowski 
areas (for a set of Minkowski metrics) or equal integrals (26) (for a set #~of contin-
*
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uous functions /  in (26)), are identical up to translation. We will come back to this 
question below.
P roposition  7. Among the (non-degenerate) convex surfaces with equal Min­
kowski areas — for a set o f  Minkowski metrics — or equal integrals (26) —
fo r  a set !F o f continuous functions, containing at least one positive function — there is 
a unique one, bounding a maximal volume.
P r o o f . The existence of a convex S with maximal volume is immediate from the 
facts that (26) is continuous in S  ([1], §6, Lemma and §5, (2)) and that, if the Euclidean 
surface area of S is bounded above, and its diameter tends to infinity, then the volume 
bounded by it tends to zero. This allows the usual compactness arguments.
Let us recall that for convex surfaces S1, S2 there exists a surface S  (called their 
Blaschke sum in [14]) with
(28) dS(y) = dSl (v)+dS2(y),
where the differentials are interpreted as Borel measures on .S'"“1 (surface area func­
tions, [1], [7; (8.3), p. 62], [13]). (ín R2 this is the Minkowski sum, in R" it is not.) 
In R", the inequality
n — 1 n — 1 n — 1
(29) (/(.S')“  s  F(Sx)”  + V(S2) ~
is proved in [15] for the volumina with equality only for homothetic S1, S2, for 
smooth bodies. But in fact the same proof, read in modern terminology ([1], [7], [13]), 
shows the general validity of (29) which implies uniqueness of an S' enclosing maximal
__i_
volume. In fact, if both S l and S2 bound a maximal volume, then 2 ,,“1S has equal 
integrals (26), but bounds a greater volume, unless S, — S2.
Theorem 4. I f  for a convex surface S the integral f  f(v)dS(v) (v is exterior 
normal unit vector, dS(v) is surface area function) is known for every continuous f,  
then S  is determined, up to translation.
P r o o f . The values of these integrals determine the regular Borel measure dS(v). 
Thus the surface S is determined by [7; Theorem 8.6, p. 64] or [2; (9.4), p. 70].
Conjecture 2. There is a class £f of compact subspaces of R", and a geometric 
integration theory with following properties: All convex surfaces are in £f; for every 
M£_£f a surface area is defined, which is the standard surface area, if M is a convex 
surface. All geometric simplicial complexes of dimension n—1 are in .9>\ every 
M i ■9’ is homeomorphic to a geometric simplicial complex. Every (n — l)-dimensional 
C-submanifoId of Rn is in If, r s  1; there is a differential dM  if M iíf;  dM  is the 
classical area element if M  is smooth. There is a generalized Gauss map v of Borel 
sets of S'1"1 into Borel sets of M i.9, such that
(30) f d M ( v ) =  f  dM (AczS"-1)
A  v(A)
defines a Borel measure dM(v) on A"“1, where differentials and integrals are taken 
in the sense of the selected geometric integration theory. If Mi  I f  is a (connected)
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C°-manifold without boundary,
(31) f  vdM{\) = 0.
gn-l
For fixed M  in S? and for given set 3F of continuous functions/ ,  we consider the class 
of such that
(32) f  /(v) dS = f  f(y) dM
S  M
holds for every We conjecture, that if ,3r =all continuous functions on S"“1
there is a unique convex surface S  with dS(v) = dM(v), which belongs to the class, 
and which also is the unique one enclosing the maximal volume (supposing (31) is 
satisfied). We also expect new phenomena in R", similar to the fact that not every 
centrally symmetric convex body is isoperimetrix of a Minkowski metric [18; Theorem
4.2, p. 63], etc.
C onjecture 3. If we consider those S's which have the same Minkowski sur-
i
face area for all Minkowski metrics, the extremal SM is 2 "~l times the Blaschke 
sum of the above S, and —S . This would follow from Conjecture 2 and Theorem 3.
8. We can ask what milder conditions determine a convex S uniquely instead of 
its surface area with respect to all Minkowski metrics (compare Theorem 4). A spe­
cific result on this question is Theorem 3 formulated in the introduction.
P roof of T heorem 3. Choose the fixed ellipsoid to be the unit ball in R". 
Consider an ellipsoid Zaijx iXj = l, aij = aJi. Its intersection with the plane ZbjXi= 0 
has the area
(33) ]/det(C(j-)j/
where (cy) is the inverse of (fly). (To prove this formula, select new coordinate sys­
tem x'i in which the intersection is given by x'n = 0, and a point with parallel tangent 
plane by (0, ..., 0, 1).) Hence by (25) the surface area of S  in this metric is
__L _L
(34) (det(cy)) 2 /  (Icy cos (/>,- cos (pj)2 dS,
where the cos <p,’s are the direction cosines of the unit normal vector at dS. Here
cij = őij + dij, d-,j “small”, dji=d,j. Consequently,
i
(35) J (l+Zdij cos (picos (pj)2 dS
is known for all small values of dtJ. However, the integral is analytic in </y, and the 
power series expansion can be integrated term by term. Thus (35) is equal to
(36) 2
1
. . . ( 2 2 kV + l ) J / H A ,
77 kij-i^j
I I  dijJJ  .77 (cos 'Picos <Pj)k,i d s -i^J
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Here the outer summation extends over all ^2j_tuPÍets °f kij—0 integers, and i , j
ranges over 1, n with the condition i s j  in all sums and products. By hypothesis, 
we know all coefficients of this power series, in particular, all
(37) J  ]7 (cos (pi cos (pj)k>i dS = f  { I I  cos (pt cos <Pj)k,J dS(v)
J iSj gn-1 ÍSj
for all ky-SO.
Now consider the algebra s i  of continuous functions / :  S"~1-*-R satisfying 
/ (  —v)=/(v); this is isomorphic to the algebra of all continuous functions on the real 
projective space, quotient of S"~1. In this algebra, the linear combinations of all
(38) 77 (cos (pi cos
i S  j
form a subalgebra containing the constant functions (fcy =  0), which separates 
points of the projective space. In fact, if x, x'£ Sn~1 have coordinates cos (ph cos ir­
respectively, and cos2 <p; =  cos2 (p[, cos cpt cos q>j=cos (p[ cos q>], then |cos (pt\ = 
= |cos <r,-|, and either sg <pt = sg (pi for all i, or sg<p~— sgcp- for all i. That is: 
x '—± x . By the Stone-Weierstrass theorem [8; IV. 6, 16] applied to the real projec­
tive space, this subalgebra is dense in the supremum norm in si. Thus we know all 
ff(v)dS(v), f£ s i. Using dS(v)=dS(— v), hence for any continuous / :  — R
we know J f(v )d S (v )= J ^ ( f(v )+ f(—v))dS(v). Thus by [8; IV. 6. 3] and [19]
the regular Borel measure dS(v) is known, and the surface is determined by [7] and [2],
R em ark . Suppose we know the surface area of a surface S, symmetric to all 
coordinate planes, with respect to all Euclidean metrics with unit sphere
(39) Ic tx?=  1, 
ct near 1. Then, with the help of the expansion,
— ~2 (t ~ X/Ci+1)
(40) (1 + Id t cos2 (pi) 2 =  2 ---------w n —------ n d 1‘ cos2k‘<Pikt 11 Kp.
one sees similarly that S  is uniquely determined. If we omit the symmetry condition 
in Theorem 3 or above, we can determine only the Blaschke sum of S  and —S, or 
that of the 2" symmetric images, respectively.
9. One of the authors had the distinct privilege and great pleasure to do some 
joint work with the late Professor Rédei, and learn from him about the beautiful 
geometric work of Minkowski [16], [17]. Centrally symmetric convex bodies were as 
important in [10] as here, but possibly for different reasons: “They remind you of 
Number Theory, don’t they?” said Rédei one day.
R emark added in proof. In a joint paper by I. Bárány, K. Böröczky, J. Pach 
and the second named author it is proved that convexification increases volume
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in R", for polyhedra and for sufficiently smooth surfaces. Also an analogue of 
Theorem 4 is proved there, stating that greater integrals Jf(v )dS(v ) (for each 
/S O ) imply a greater volume (although inclusion of a translate is false for n s 3, 
even for boxes). So the main questions remaining are that concerning <x(/i) in
(24), and the extension of the first mentioned result (or an eventual one about 
cr(h)) to possibly general surfaces. Also in Period. Math. Hungar. 14 (1983), 
111—114 the present authors posed Problem 31 about questions, and a partial 
result related to possible generalizations of Proposition 4 to Rn.
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ON FACE-VECTORS OF MAPS WITH CONSTANT WEIGHT
OF EDGES
S. JENDROL’ and E. JUCOVIÖ
By the weight of an edge AB of a graph we mean the sum of valencies of the 
vertices A, B. All regular graphs have of course constant weights of edges. If the 
connected graph with constant weight of edges is not regular then its vertex set 
decomposes into two disjoint sets; the vertices of one have valency a, the vertices 
of the second set have valency b; no two vertices of the same set are adjacent. There­
fore such graphs or maps which are formed on surfaces by embedding of such graphs 
are called (a, 6)-graphs or (a, 6)-maps, respectively.
Basic combinatorial properties of 3-dimensional convex polytopes (in short 
polytopes in the sequel) with constant weight of edges are studied in Rosenfeld [4]. 
(a, 6)-graphs (under a different name) are investigated in Acharya-Vartak [I],
By the face-vector or vertex-vector of a map M  we mean the sequence (p,(M)) 
or (Vi(M)) where pt(M) or vt(M) denotes the number of /-gonal faces or /-valent 
vertices of the map M, respectively.
The aim of the present paper is to contribute to the problem of characterizing 
face-vectors of (a, 6)-maps on closed surfaces. The graphs of all maps investigated in 
the paper are 3-connected. (In case of planar maps these maps are combinatorially 
isomorphic with convex 3-polytopes by the well-known Steinitz’s theorem — see 
Grünbaum [2]). In Section 1 we prove some lemmas allowing to construct (a, 6)-maps 
on a closed orientable surface Tg of genus g disposing of (a, 6)-maps on surfaces of 
lower genus and we state a general theorem concerning the existence of (a, 6)-maps 
on Tg with mutually different face-vectors for given (a, b) and g. In Sections 2, 3 and 
4 we deal with (3,6), (3,5) and (3,4)-maps, respectively.
1
From Euler’s relation for maps on the closed orientable surface Tg of genus g, 
f+ v —h = 2 (l—g) (here / ,  v or h denotes the number of faces, vertices or edges of 
the map, respectively) there follows easily for an (a, 6)-map M on Tg the following 
relation;
(1.1) 2j (2ab — abi + ai + bi)Pi(M) =  4ab(l —g).
Í S3
In case g=0 or g = 1, (a, 6)-maps do exist only for pairs (a, 6)6 {(3, 4), (3, 5)} 
or {(3,4), (3,5), (3,6)}, respectively. — From the bichromaticity of the graph of an
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 05C10; Secondary 52A25. 
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(a, 6)-map follows the evenness of the lengths of all its circuits (cf. Harary [3]); 
hence we have
Lemma 1.1. I f  the sequence (ph i s  3) is the face-vector o f an (a, b)-map then 
for all odd j  we have Pj=0.
From the obvious relations h=ava=bvb, v = va + vb and by means of Euler’s 
relation mentioned before we get
(1-2) / =  (a~ l)bb~ a p. +  2 ( l-g ) .
By an a-configuration we mean a triple of quadrangles one of which separates 




Lemma 1.2. I f  an (a, b)-map M  with the face-vector (ph i s  3) containing two 
a-configurations exists on the orientable closed surface Tg o f genus g then on the closed 
orientable surface Tg+l there does exist an (a, b)-map M ' with the face-vector (pi, 
i s  3) where
Pk = Pk for all k 4, 6,
Pi = P i-6 ,
Ps = Ps + 4-
Lemma 1.3. Let (a,b)-maps Mx or M2 on orientable surfaces Tgi or Tg, with 
face-vectors (rn i s 3) or (st, i s 3), respectively, do exist and let each o f these admit 
an a-configuration. Then there exists on the orientable surface Tgi+02 o f genus gi+g2 
an (a, b)-map M with face-vector (/?,, i s 3) so that
Pi =  r4 + s4 —6,
Ps — r6 +  s6 +  4,
Pk = rk + sk f°r  all k #  4, 6 hold.
P ro o f  of Lemma 1.2.
Let us denote the a-valent or i?-valent vertices of one a-configuration 
A1; A2, A3, A4 or Bx, B2, B3, B4, respectively, and analogously the vertices of the 
second a-configuration are marked A' and B\, i= l,2 ,  3, 4. (The marking of the
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vertices be such as in Fig. 1.1.) We choose inner points Cx, Dx and C2, D2 on the 
edge A2B3 or AiB1, respectively, as new vertices, so that the vertex Cx or C2 is adjacent 
with the vertex A2 or At , respectively. Analogously in the second a-configuration new 
vertices C\ , D[, C'2, D2 on the edges A2B3, B[A[ are chosen.
Delete from the surface Tg carrying the so arranged map the regions bounded by 
the graph-circuits A2C1DlB3AiC2D2B1A2 and A2C'xD[B3A4C2D2B[A2. After glueing 
these holes we get the desired map on Tg+1. The glueing is performed so that we iden­
tify the pairs of vertices A2 and D2, Cx and B[, Dy and A2, B3 and C[, A4 and D{, C2 
and B3, D2 and A{ as well as the appropriate edges. The quadrangles BXA2B3A4, 
B'xA'2B'3A4 disappear from the original map, and the quadrangles A1Bl Ai Bi , 
A2B2A3B3, A'1B[A4B4, A2B2A3B3 are changed into hexagons.
The proof of Lemma 1.3 proceeds analogously as the proof of Lemma 1.2.
Theorem 1.1. Let a, b be integers, {a, b) $ {(3, 4), (3, 5), (3, 6)}, 3 ^ a < b . On 
every orientablc closed surface Tg o f genus g there exists at most a finite number o f  
(a, b)-maps with mutually different face-vectors.
To prove Theorem 1.1 we need some lemmas.
Lemma 1.4. Let 2 ^a < b  be integers such that (a, b) $ {(3, 4), (3, 5), (3, 6)}. 
Then for every integer z's4
2ab—abi + ai+bi <  0
holds.




ai — 2a — ir ^ b .
42Two cases have to be distinguished. If a = 3 then 6 s7 , and from (*) we get
10a
4a —5 ’ againin contradiction with /S 4. If i/S4 then 6 s 5 and from (*) we get a contradiction to z^4.
As a corollary of Lemma 1.4 and the relation (1.1) we have
L emma 1.5. For every (a, b)-map M  on the surface Tg, 3S a < f c ,  (a, 6)$ {(3, 4), 
(3,5), (3,6)}, and every z'^4 we have
4ab(l —g)
Pi {M) 2ab — abi + ai + b i '
Employing Lemma 1.4 and Lemma 1.5 we have
L em m a 1.6. For every (a, b)-map M  on the surface Tg, 3^a< b, (a, b) {(3, 4), 
(3, 5), (3, 6)}, and every —J f  ’ Pj(M)=0 holds.
Theorem 1.1 follows now directly from Lemma 1.5 and Lemma 1.6.
In Sections 2—4 it will be shown that the couples of integers (3, 4), (3, 5) and 
(3, 6) are indeed exceptional; the assertion of Theorem 1.1 does not hold for them.
u
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2
As follows from (1.1), the following is a necessary condition in order that a 
sequence of nonnegative integers (p„ iS 3) should be the face-vector of a (3, 6)-map 
on Tg :
(2.1) Z(4-fc)p* = 8 ( l-g ) .
* 8=8
Let us characterize first face-vectors of (3, 6)-maps on the torus (7\).
T heorem  2.1. A sequence (ph i s 3) o f non-negative integers is the face-vector 
o f  a (3, 6)-map on the torus i f  and only i f
pk = 0 for k 4, and
p4 = 0 (mod 3), Pi A 0 hold.
P r o o f . The necessity of the conditions mentioned follows from the relations
(2.1) and (1.2). The sufficiency is proved by construction of the maps: In Fig. 2.1 is 
drawn a toroidal (3, 6)-map containing 31 quadrangles, / — 1,2, ... (first identify 
the pairs of vertices A0 and A,, B0 and B„ and after this identify the equally labelled 
vertices).
A complete characterization of the face-vectors of (3, 6)-maps on orientable 
surfaces of genus g s 2  is still lacking. The next two theorems yield partial results. 
From (2.1) follows directly
T heorem  2.2. In the face-vector (ph i~3) o f  every (3, 6)-map on every orien­
table surface Tg we have pk = 0 for every k ^ S g  — 3.
T heorem  2.3. A sequence (ph i=3) o f non-negative integers, for which pk = 0 
for all 4,6 holds, is the face-vector o f a (3, 6)-map on the orientable surface Tg 
o f  genus g ^ 2  i f  and only i f
P« =  4(g —1) and px =  0 (mod 3) hold.
P r o o f . The necessity of the conditions mentioned follows from (1.2) and (2.1). 
Sufficiency will again be proved by construction of the required map; an inductive 
procedure is used.
Denote Mk the toroidal (3, 6)-map in Fig. 2.2, it consists of 6 quadrangles in two 
a-configurations (the quadrangles of one are marked a f.
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Fig. 2.2
Let Mk, k = 2, 3, . . . ,g —2, denote the (3, 6)-map on the orientable surface Tk 
obtained by employing Lemma 1.3 to the (3, 6)-maps Mk_x and Mx.
We employ now Lemma 1.3 to the maps Mg_2 and the toroidal (3, 6)-map con­
taining 3«+ 6 quadrangles, n = 0, 1, ..., (see Fig. 2.1) to get the map Mg_x on the 
surface Tg_x; it contains 4(g—2) hexagons and 3« +  6 quadrangles. The required map 
is obtained after using Lemma 1.2 with the map Mg_x.
Remark 1. The maps constructed in the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 are in 
general not cell-complexes. If we require the maps to be cell-complexes some assump­
tion concerning the number p4 must be added. Our constructions (after small 
changes) work for all />4^3(4g+ l) where g is the genus of the surface carrying the 
map. For the torus (g— 1) this bound is sharp; there do not exist (3, 6)-maps on the 
torus with <15 quadrangles which would be cell-complexes.
3
From (1.1) there follows for the face-vector (ph z 's3) of a (3, 5)-map on the 
surface Tg the following relation:
(3.1) 2 (3 0  — 70/7,. =  60(1 — g).
i£ 8
The following lemma is very useful in getting results about the existence of 
(3, 5)-maps on closed surfaces.
L emma 3.1. I f  there exists on Tg a map Mq with a 2-connected regular 3-valent 
graph and a face-vector (qh z'S3) with qi—0 for odd i, then there exists on Tg a 
(3, 5)-map M with a 2-connected graph and a face-vector (pt, z'^3) such that
Pi =  <ti for all i ^  4
and
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P roof. The map M q is first changed into the map M ' using the transformation 
replacing vertices by hexagons (see Grünbaum [2, p. 265]). The graph o f the map M ' 
is again regular 3-valent. To an adjacent pair o f faces k-gon —/-gon in M q there 
is associated in M ' a pair o f faces /c-gon - /-g o n  separated by a couple o f  adjacent 
hexagons. (See Fig. 3.1 where a part of the original map is drawn by dashed lines.) 
The graph of the map M ' is 3-connected because to two edge-disjoint paths o f Mq 
there are associated in M ' four paths from which at least three are edge-disjoint.
All faces of M q are even-gonal and the same holds for all faces o f the map M '. 
The graph of M ' is therefore bichromatic with the vertex set decomposed into two 
disjoint sets 2TX, ^  so that no two vertices o f the same set are adjacent. To the vertices 
and edges o f the map M ' (which all remain vertices and edges of the constructed map 
M ) add following new vertices and edges: Inside o f  every hexagon co o f M ', which is 
by the transformation replacing vertices by hexagons associated to a vertex o f Mq, 
choose a point, and join it with all vertices from the set dfx which are vertices of the 
face co. In this way we decomposed all hexagons not occurring in the map M q 
into quadrangles. Every vertex from the set STX becomes 5-valent, and no vertex front 
the set ST<i has changed its valency; the new vertices have valency 3 and are all joined 
by edges with vertices o f valency 5. The graph o f the map M is therefore a (3, 5)-graph. 
The types of all faces o f the map Mq appear in M  as well. In M  we have more quad­
rangles; their number follows from (3.1).
T heorem 3.1. The sequence (ph /iä3) o f  non-negative integers is the face-vector 
o f  a toroidal (3, 5)-map i f  and only i f  it satisfies the conclusion o f  Lemma 1.1 and
(3.1).
Fig. 3.1
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The necessity of the conditions mentioned in Theorem 3.1 was already proved. 
Crucial in the proof of their sufficiency is the following
Lemma 3.2. To every sequence (qh i^ 3) o f  non-negative integers satisfying 
the conditions
1 c/j = 0 for all odd j,
<h = -y 2  (k -6 )q k
2- » S 3  
k *  4
there exists a map M  on the torus with a 3-connected 3-valent graph such that for all i 
we have qi(M) = qi.
Proof. It proceeds by construction of M. Let d~ qt. The starting toroidal
iao
map containing d hexagons is in Fig. 3.2a or 3.2b for even or odd number i/s2 , 
respectively. (Equally labelled vertices on the marked “holes” are identified.) The case 
d— 1 will be investigated at the end.
From each of the d hexagons A j A j +1Aj+.,Bj+2B j+1Bj, j= d —2, in Fig. 3.2 
a required 2t-gon, 3, will be formed as follows. Distinct inner points Clt C2, ... 
..., Cf_3of the edge AjAj+1 are taken as new vertices and analogously we choose points 
Dj, D2, ..., D,_3 of the edge BjBj+1. Pairs of vertices Ck, Dk, k = 1, 2, ..., t — 3 are 
joined by edges so that no two edges intersect. So a 2t-gon is formed and “new” 
t 3 quadrangles appear in the map. — We proceed quite analogously with the other 
hexagons in Fig. 3.2. So we get the required toroidal map M  in case d^2 .
Fig. 3.2 b
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Fig. 3.3a
In case d= 1, the required toroidal map containing one hexagon or one 2r-gon, 
r ^ 4 ,  is drawn in Fig. 3.3a or 3.3b, respectively.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The sequence {qh 3) for which qk—pk for all
k s 3, 4 and g4 =  ^ - 2 V c~^>)Pk holds satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.2.
2 kS3 k* 4
Then we use Lemma 3.1.
Theorem 3.2. Every sequence (pi, i = 3) o f  non-negative integers satisfying 
— besides the conclusions o f Lemma 1.1 and (3.1) with g — 0 — at least one o f the 
conditions
(A) Pj=0 (mod 2) for all j= 6,
(B) />6= 2 with the exception o f  the sequences 
(p4 =  55, p6=2, p8 =  1, P j= 0 for j^ 4 ,  6, 8),
(pk = 68, pe = 3,p10= l, p j= 0  for yV4,6,10), or
(c) 2  Pij+2 — 6
J S l
/.V the face-vector o f a (3, 5)-polytope.
The proof leans heavily on Lemma 3.1. So we first prove the existence of a planar 
map with a regular 3-valent 2-connected graph and face-vector (qh i=.3) for which
qj=Pj for y’s3 , yV4 and qt = 6 + ~  2  (j~6)P j holds.
j S  3 
j *  4
Cűje (A). The starting map is the map of the cube. We have in it a triple of 
quadrangles from which one separates the remaining two. Such a triple of quadrangles 
appear in the map at any step of the construction. This step consists of creating a 
pair of required t-gons, t s 6, in such a way that the “middle” quadrangle of the
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triple of quadrangles is decomposed by / —4 new edges into t —3 quadrangles (see. 
Fig. 3.4). We proceed in this way until a trivalent planar map with face-vector (qt) 
is obtained.
c-1 c?2 t- fl°n Pt-*
4-gons
c *2 t-gon D<-4 '
Fig. 3.4
Case (B). Let d— 2  q2J. If 2  d u =2, the starting maps are in Fig. 3.2a or
jm 3 * £ 4
3.2b depending on whether d is even or odd, respectively. However, the marked 
regions are not “holes” but are decomposed as shown in Fig. 3.5. The planar map
obtained is 2-connected and admits two octagons and d —2 hexagons. The hexagon 
XYZUVW  as well as the second hexagon obtained analogously at decomposing the 
second hole are retained in the map. From the octagons and the remaining hexagons 
we form the other faces required using the procedure described in the proof of 
Lemma 3.2.
Let 2  <72*— 1- If a 2r-gon, r^ 6 , is required and qe is even or odd the starting
fc£4
maps are in Fig. 3.6a or 3.6b, respectively. If a 10-gon is needed and q6 is even or odd
2 r-gon
4 - g o n s
A r - 3  A r-2 Ar - 1
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A2 A3 A4
2r- gon




the starting map is that in Fig. 3.6a (r=5) or 3.7a, respectively. If an octagon is 
needed and q6 is even or odd the starting map is in Fig. 3.7c or 3.7b, respectively. In 
all these cases q6—2 or q6 — 3 (or <y6 — 5 ii>=5 or qe—4 if r= 4) required hexagons 
are formed in pairs from the triples of quadrangles which occur in the maps; the 
construction was described in case (A) (Fig. 3,4).
It remains to settle the cases when q-zk — ^ i i*e. when only hexagons and
4
quadrangles are required. If q6 is even we start with the map of the cube and use one 
triple of its adjacent quadrangles for creating the qB hexagons (Fig. 3.4). If q6 is odd, 
the starting planar map containing three hexagons is in Fig. 3.7d (full lines). Notice
that its submap bounded by the heavy lines is reproducable in course of increasing 
the number of hexagons by two. This proceeds by inserting the two dashed edges. 
Again a face-aggregate consisting of one hexagon and three quadrangles appears in 
the map and is used for further increasing the number of hexagons.
Case (C) splits into two subcases:
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(Cj) If among the required faces there are at least four with numbers of vertices 
k, /, m, n=2 (mod 4) such that k ^ l ,  m ^n , then every pair of these required faces 
is used for filling of one hole in the map in Fig. 3.2a or 3.2b. (Fig. 3.2a or 3.2b is 
used incase i/=0 (mod 2) or d= \ (mod 2), respectively, where d— £  ch j )  Let
J'~3us describe this procedure for & =  4« + 2< /= 4 r + 2, w^l. First the “hole” is ar­
ranged as shown in Fig. 3.5. Then 4(w — 1) inner points Elf Fx, Gx, Hx, E2, F2, ...
Fu_1, G„_j, Hu_i of the edge YZ are chosen as new vertices. They are 
changed into trivalent vertices as it is drawn in Fig. 3.8. In the next step analogously 
on the edge HU_XZ  (or YZ if u— 1) z new vertices Cx, C2, Cz are chosen, where 
z=2(v —«) — 1. On the edge VU new vertices Dx, D2, ..., Dz are chosen, and the 
vertices Ch D, are joined by mutually non intersecting edges. So a A -gon and an /-gon 
are created. — In the same way from the second hole in the maps in Fig. 3.2 an in­
gón and an ;j-gon are obtained.
At the end of this step we get a 3-valent planar map containing four of the faces 
required, d —4 hexagons and quadrangles. From the hexagons the remaining required 
faces with S6 edges are constructed as described in Lemma 3.2.
(C2) If the situation of case (Q ) does not occur then either there is an integer 
k ^ 2  such that qik+2=6 or there are two integers /c^2, 1, k ^ l ,  such that
c/,,^  2 = 5, qit+2=1 holds. In the first case we start with the maps in Fig. 3.2 contain­
ing d —2 hexagons. The “holes” are arranged as in Fig. 3.9. On the edge WX, 4(k — 1) 
new vertices Ex, Fx, Gx, H1, ..., Ek_lf Fk_lt Gk_x, Hk- X are chosen and changed 
into trivalent vertices as before (Fig. 3.8). We get two of the (4A:+2)-gons required. 
Then 2(k—2) edges “parallel” to the edge UZ with end-points on YZ and VU are 
inserted to get the third (4/c +2)-gon. The second hole is arranged analogously.
Fig. 3.9
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If 9«+2=5, Í4!+2= 1> k ^ l ,  the starting map containing d —1 hexagons is in 
Fig. 3.2. One of the “holes” is replaced by three of the (4A:+2)-gons required, as de­
scribed above. The second hole is replaced by two such faces as in case (Q). In both 
cases Lemma 3.2 can be applied further.
The maps constructed in all the cases (A), (B) and (C) are planar with a 3-valent 
2-connected graph and face-vector (qh i s 3). Therefore by Lemma 3.1 there exists 
a planar (3,5)-map with face-vector (ph i=J) and a 3-connected graph. By Steinitz’s 
theorem mentioned at the beginning there exists a 3-polytope combinatorially 
isomorphic to that map. Theorem 3.2 is proved.
For (3,5)-maps on surfaces of higher genus we have
Theorem 3.3. Every sequence (ph z =  3) o f  non-negative integers satisfying 
besides the conclusion o f  Lemma 1.1 and (3.1), with g=2  — the conditions
Pe — 4(g— 1)
2  (fe-6)pk s  4(g —1)
k s  7
is the face-vector o f a (3 ,5)-map on Tg.
P ro o f. First by Theorem 3.1a toroidal (3,5) map is constructed with face-vector 
(qt, (^3) for which qi =pi + 6 (g— 1), qe=pe — 4(g — 1), qk=pk for all k?±4, 6 holds. 
The procedure of construction of this map ensures the existence of at least 2(g — 1) 
oc-configurations in it. So Lemma 1.2 can be employed further to get the desired map 
on the surface of desired genus g.
R em ark  2. Rosenfeld [4] has shown that there does not exist a (3, 5)-polytope P 
with p6(P) = l, p fP ) = 36, pi(P)=0 for M  4, 6; therefore it is impossible to improve 
Theorem 3.2 (B). — The question of the existence of (3, 5)-polytopes with the 
face-vectors in the brackets is undecided because their constructibility by our proce­
dure supposes the existence of trivalent planar maps with face-vectors (p8= l, 
Pe—2,Pi~l,Pi=0  for zV4, 6, 8),(/>10= l ,p 6=3,/>4 =  8, pt = 0 for zV4,6, 10). 
However, it is not hard but boring to prove that these maps do not exist.
R em ark  3. We conjecture that Theorem 3.2 (C) can be improved by assuming
2  P i j  + 2-4-JSl
4
In this section no final results will be stated. It seems to be difficult to charac­
terize face-vectors of (3, 4)-maps on Tg for any g. We present three procedures of 
construction of (3, 4)-maps allowing to obtain some partial results.
First of all let us remind that from (1.1) for the face-vector (/>,) of a (3, 4)-map on 
the orientable surface Tg there follows
(4.1) ^  (24 — 5i)p,- =  48(1—g).
i» 3
L emma 4.1. Let there exist a map M ' on the surface Tg with a 2-connected multi- 
graph whose face-vector or vertex-vector is (qt, i£  2) or (vh i S 2), respectively.
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Then there exists a (3, 4)-map M on Tg with a 3-connected graph and a face-vector 
(Pi, i'S4) for which
Pa =  +  for all i S  3,
Pn-i =  0 f or * -  2,
Pt =  12(1 - g ) + 4  ^ (5* — 12)(^f +  yf)
i=3
hold.
Proof. To every valent vertex and to every &-gonal face of the map M ' 
associate a 2A:-gon in M, to every edge of M ' associating a quadruple of quadrangles 
(a quadrangle decomposed by its two mid-lines). To an adjacent pair of faces k-gon — 
w-gon or a pair A:-valent — m-valent vertex in M ' there is associated a pair of faces 
2&-gon — 2m-gon separated by the quadruple of quadrangles mentioned. If in M ' 
an m-valent vertex is incident with a &-gon then their images in M  are a 2A>gon and a 
2m-gon which have precisely one 4-valent vertex in common. Clearly, M  is a (3, 4)- 
map; the 3-connectedness of its graph is ensured by the fact that to every path in M ' 
there are associated two distinct paths in M. The situation is well illustrated in Fig. 
4.1 where in (a) there is a part of the map M ' and in (b) its image in M. The numerical 
properties are clear from the procedure of construction and from (4.1).
Our second procedure of construction is in fact a transformation of a regular 
3-valent map M" into a (3, 4)-map M  with a “large” number of hexagons. It is con­
tained in
Lemma 4.2. Let there exist on the surface Tg a map N  with a regular 3-valent 
2-connected graph and such a face-vector (qi, /S  3) that qt=0 for all odd i holds. 
Then there exists on Tg a (3, 4)-map M with a 3-connected graph and face-vector
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(Pi, i s 3) where
Pk = Qk for all k S  3, k ^  4, 6,
=  T ^  + 2?« + 7r 2  *'<?;>J D j^7
Pi = 1 2 (l-g )  +  ^ 4 + 3?6+^- 2  ( ' - 4)9i-
z  ÍS7
P r o o f . The graph of the map N  is bichromatic, i.e. its vertex set is decomposed 
into two disjoint sets 7 j, T2 such that no two vertices of the same set are adjacent. 
After performing on N  the transformation replacing vertices by hexagons (see 
proof of Lemma 3.1) we get a map M ' whose graph is regular 3-valent and 3-connected. 
Its each vertex is incident with two adjacent hexagons which are associated to two 
vertices, adjacent in N  and therefore belonging to different sets Th i= 1, 2. Denote 
the set of hexagons in M ' associated with Tt by Sh i=  1, 2. So every vertex of M ' 
is incident with one member of Sj and one member of S.,. The graph of the map M ' 
is bichromatic, too; its vertex set should be decomposed into independent sets Rlf R,, 
(analogously as the vertex set of the map N). We choose an inner point of every hexa­
gon from the set Sj as a new vertex of the map M and join it by new edges with all 
those vertices from the set Rx which are incident with that hexagon. So every hexagon 
from the set Sj is decomposed into three quadrangles. It remains to verify that the 
map M  obtained in such a way fulfils the assertion of Lemma 4.2.
3-connectedness of the graph of the map M  follows from the 3-connectedness of 
the graph of the map M'. It is a (3, 4)-graph because of the following facts: Every 
vertex from the set A, became 4-valent, every vertex from the set i?2 remained 3- 
valent while both of these sets remained independent; the added new vertices are 3- 
valent all and they are joined with vertices from the set / j  only. — For the map M  
there holds Pk{M)=pk(N)=qk for all £ s3 , k^A , 6. In the map M  there remained
all hexagons from the set S2 (whose number is = JL jq.^  antj ap hexagons
2  6 i S 3
from the map N; therefore
1 _  . 2 „ 1 „  . 
p« =  t z  m + q 6 = t ^ + 2^ 6 + T  2  l(n-
°  ÍS 3  3  °  i^ 7
The third procedure which has been employed already by Rosenfeld [4] is con­
tained in
L em m a 4.3. Let there exist on the surface Tg a (3, 4)-map N with face-vector 
(<7;, i s  3), containing four quadrangles in a face-aggregate as in Fig. 4.2a (put m = 4). 
Then there exists on Tg a (3, 4)-map M  with face-vector (pt, i s 3) where
P2j =  dij +  Ztj, j  S 3 , tj =  0, 1, 2, ...
P2j +1 =  d2j + i = 0 f or j  — 1>
Pt = 12(1 -g ) -b y  2  (5/ — 12)(q2j + 2tj)2 3
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P roof. The quadruple of quadrangles is changed so that the two “ middle” 
quadrangles are subdivided as drawn in Fig. 4.2 to increase the number of vertices 
of the lateral quadrangles by two. This procedure is repeated (k — 2)-times to get two 
2A:-gons (the quadrangles oq, a5 are used the second time etc.). To get another pair of 
required 2/w-gons, 3, the quadrangles oq, a2, a3, oq are used.
In the next three theorems the preceding lemmas are employed to get sufficient 
conditions for a sequence of numbers to be the face-vector of a (3, 4)-map.
T heorem  4.1. Every sequence (ph i = 3) o f  non-negative integers satisfying 
-— besides the conclusion o f Lemma 1.1 and (4.1) — the conditions
Pi = 0 (mod 2) for all i ^  6,
Pe S  4 g
2  (k — 3)p2k ^  4 ( g — 1)
( S 3
is the face-vector o f a (3, A)-map on Tg.
P roof. The construction starts with a planar map consisting of two digons and 
two 2-valent vertices (and two edges). After using Lemma 4.1 we get the map of the 
rhombic dodecahedron. It contains two distinct chains each containing four quad­
rangles (Fig. 4.2a). Now use Lemma 4.3; we get a planar (3,4)-map with a 3-connected 
graph and a face-vector (<y;, i=3) for which
qj = pj for all j  ^  4, 6,
<76 = P6-4g, and
<74 =  P4 + 6g holds.
Let us notice that in course of the construction of a pair of 2L-gons (k ^  3) by 
Lemma 4.3, k — 3 distinct a-configurations (Fig. 1.1) and a chain of four quadrangles 
appear in the map. Within all transitions from a pair of m-gons to a pair of (m + 2)- 
gons the quadrangles marked óq and a8 (see Fig. 4.2b) are used, while the quadrangles 
marked a2, a3, a4 forming an a-configuration are retained in the map.
So the construction (taking place in pairs) of all the required faces with S6
vertices brings into the map 2  (Ar — 3)/72fc a-configurations. The starting map
2 itea
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contained two chains each containing four quadrangles, and these are not changed 
by the next construction. Each such chain contains one a-configuration. So we have
together in the map -i- 2! (k — 3)/>2t + 2 S  2g a-configurations. Now Lemma 1.2
2 (S3
is used to get the assertion of Theorem 4.1.
T heorem 4.2. Every sequence (ph i=3) o f  non-negative integers satisfying — 
besides the conclusion o f  Lemma 1.1 and (4.1) with g=  1 — the conditions
Pi = 0 (mod 2) for all i
2  Pi ^  0i^ 6
is the face-vector o f  a toroidal (3, 4)-map.
Proof. Lemma 3.2 ensures the existence of a 3-valent toroidal map M  having 
one hexagon and two vertices (see Fig. 3.3a). From Lemma 4.2 then there follows 
the existence of a toroidal (3, 4)-map N having three quadrangles and two hexagons 
(one of them is associated to one of the vertices of the map M ) and containing the 
face-aggregate in Fig. 4.2a with two hexagons (m = 6). If for some y'S4, p2j7*0 
the two hexagons mentioned are used to get a pair of 2/'-gons. After this the construc­
tion proceeds as described in Lemma 4.3.
If 2 P j =0> first by Lemma 3.2 a toroidal 3-valent map with hexagons is
j S8 2
obtained; after this use Lemma 4.2.
T heorem 4.3. Every sequence (ph /is3) o f  non-negative integers satisfying — 
besides the conclusion o f  Lemma 1.1 and (4.1) with g = l  — the condition
P* = Z O - 2 ) ( p y -2 [ -^ - ] )+ 2 /,  / =  0,1, ....
is the face-vector o f a toroidal (3, A)-map.
Proof. The case when p2j=0(mod 2) for all y S 4 is settled in Theorem 4.2. 
Let for at least one j  p2j be odd. According to Lemma 3.2 there exists a toroidal
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3-valent map M  with face-vector (qh j'^3) such that
qt = 0 for all odd i ^  3,
<l2j = Pa- 2 [ ~ \  for all j  == 4,
(/„ = 0 and
9« =  2  (j  -  3) qv  = 2  d  -  3) (p2; -  2 [ - ^ ]  ) holds.
By Lemma 4.2 there exists a toroidal (3, 4)-map N  with face-vector (r;, i's3), for 
which
r2i+i =  92i+i = 0 for all i ^  1,
r»j = qv =  ^ ~ 2 [ - y ]  for J ^  4 and 
r. = y  9« + 29. + j  = 2 ( ; - 2 ) ( p v - 2 [ f  ])
holds.
As the map M  contains a quadrangle, the map A contains a quadruple of quad­
rangles as in Fig. 4.2a. Now Lemma 4.3 with map N  can be applied to get the asser­
tion of Theorem 4.3.
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ÜBER DIE UNBEDINGTE KONVERGENZ 
DER MEHRFACHEN ORTHOGONALREIHEN
KÁROLY TANDÓRI
1. In der Arbeit [6] haben wir die unbedingte Konvergenz der Orthogonalreihen 
betrachtet. In dieser Note werden wir die entsprechenden Resultate über mehrfache 
Orthogonalreihen verallgemeinern. Die Sätze werden wir nur für doppelte Reihen 
verfassen und beweisen. Die Sätze können aber unmittelbar für beliebige d(^2)- 
fache Reihen ausgedehnt werden.
Es sei (X , s í, n) ein endlicher Maßraum, {<pki(x )}r,i=i ein reelles orthonormiertes 
System in (X , s í , n), und eine Folge von reellen Zahlen.
Mit N \  bezeichnen wir die Menge der geordneten Paare von positiven ganzen 
Zahlen:
N% = {(kJ): k, l  = l, 2, ...}.
Es sei (k, /)-*(*(&, /), j(k, /)) eine umkehrbar eindeutige Abbildung von A+ auf 
sich selbst. Eine Anordnung der Orthogonalreihe
(1) 2  2  “kiVkiWk =11=1
ist die Reihe
(2) 2  2  ak.,i„(Pk..iß,Ot = l i  = l
wobei kx, Iß diejenigen positiven ganzen Zahlen sind, für die ct=i(kx, Iß), ß = j(kx, Iß) 
erfüllt sind. Die Anordnung nennen wir einfach, wenn
i(fc, 0  =  i(fc) (/ =  1, 2 , . . . ;  fc =  1, 2 , . . . ) ,  j(k,  / ) = ; ( / )  (* =  1 ,2 , . . . ;  / =  1 , 2 , . . . )
gelten.
Für die Indizes m, n setzen wir
m n
sm„{x )=  2  2 aki<Pki(x)-k=11=1
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existiert. Für die Existenz dieses Grenzwertes ist notwendig und hinreichend, daß 
für jede Zahl e(> 0) einen Index N  derart existiert, daß im Falle m ,n ,m ,n > N
erfüllt ist.
Wir definieren noch eine Indexfolge {v(m)}“ =0. Es sei v(0) = l, und v(w) = 
= 2 2m~‘ (m = l, 2, ...). Essei
T(m, ri) = {(k, l)£N%: v(m) ^  k <  v(m +  l), v(n) ^  <  v(n + l)}
(m, n =  0, 1, ...) und
T(m) =  {(k, Z)£iV+ : v(m) ^  k <  v(m +  l), 1 ^  Z <  v(m + l), oder
(3) 1 S  k <  v(m + l), v(m) =i Z <  v(n? +  l)} (m =  0, 1, ...).
2. Wir beweisen erstens die folgenden zwei Sätze.
S a t z  1. Gilt
(4) 2  2  l /  2  äs; <  o o ,
m  =  0 n  =  0  '  (k,l)£T(nt,n)
c/onn konvergiert die Reihe (1) bei jeder einfachen Anordnung in X  fast überall.
S a t z  2. Gilt
(5) 2  22mV 2
m =  0  '  (M )eT(m )
dann konvergiert die Reihe (1) he/ jeder Anordnung in X  fast überall.
Bemerkung 1. Aus (5) folgt (4). Da, auf Grund von (3)
m m —  1
T(m) =  ( U T(m, n))U( U T(k, mj)
11 =  0  k — 0
ist, folgt
m ________________  m — 1 ________________
2  2 m 2 "  1 /  2  2  2 "  2 - 1 /  2  « * /  =
11 =  0  r (*,*)€ T(m,ii) /x= 0  r (fc, Z)€
=  2 2m 2  i n - .  ] /  ^  « I (  +  2 2m 2  y n - n  ] /  2  "<*!/ —
11 =  0  "  " (k,l)£T(m,n) ft =  0  ^  ' (k,l)£T(n,m)
*  ( /  7  ^ + i /  Ä  s
Vf' (*,!)€ u T(m,i») f (*.0€ U (^/*. m) )n = 0 m = 0
= 2• 22m rA 2  •••)»
'  (k,DiT(m)
woraus die Implikation (5)=>-(4) sich ergibt.
Zum Beweis dieser Sätze benötigen wir die folgenden Hilfssätze.
H ilfssatz 1. Es se/en M, Npositive ganze Zahlen, {bki} (k= 1 ,..., M, / =  I ,..., N} 
eine reelle Zahlenfolge, und {i//H(xj} (k= \, ..., M, /=  1, ..., N) ein reelles ortho-
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normiertes System im endlichen Maßraum (X, s í , p). Dann gilt
/ m a x  Í  2  Z  i ' i i n W ]  dp S  Q  log2 2M ■ log2 IN  2  2  bl
f  '»*=11 =  1 '  1= 17=1x  l S n S N
mit einer positiven Konstante Cx.
(Im folgenden bezeichnen C2, C3, ... positive Konstanten.)
Dieser Hilfssatz ist bekannt (s. z. B. [3]).
Hilfssatz 2. Es seien Mx, Nx positive ganze Zahlen, {cy} ( i= l ,  ..., Mx, 
j= \ ,  Nx} eine reelle Zahlenfolge, und {x0(x)} (i =  l , Mu  j = \ , ..., ÍVJ ein 
reelles orthonormiertes System im endlichen Maßraum (X, sd, p). Ist die Anzahl der 
von Null verschiedenen Koeffizienten Cij gleich mit L ( s l ) ,  dann gilt
/ m n \2 M, IV]
/ m a x  2  Z  CijXijix)] dp Ct log4 2L 2  Z  cb ■
x Vi=1 J-1 ’ ' - 1 J-1
Beweis des Hilfssatzes 2. Es seien (1 ^ ) i 1< . . .< / Ai(^A f1) diejenigen Indizes i, 
für die
TV,
2  bU *  0
ist, weiterhin seien ( l s ) j 1< ...< y JV(sJV1) diejenigen Indizes j, für die
M ,
2  b l  *  0i = l
ist. Offensichtlich gelten
(6) M ^ L ,  N*kL.
Wir setzen
(7) bkl =  cW ), >pkl(x) = Xik.j,(x) {k = 1, ..., M, l = 1, ..., N).






Cx log2 2M log2 2N Z  Z K , -
fc=l/=1
Einerseits, auf Grund von (7) gilt
(9) i  Á CijXij{x)) =
Andererseits, aus (6) und (7) folgt
. m a x  í  Z  Z1 ímíM \k — l 1 = 1 / (jc€JT).
( 10) log2 2M log2 IN  2  Z  bh S  log4 2L 2k=ll=l i=1
Aus (8), (9) und (10) erhalten wir die Behauptung des Hilfssatzes 2.
12*
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Beweis des Satzes 1. Es sei (2) eine beliebige einfache Anordnung der Reihe (1). 
Weiterhin seien m, n(äO ) ganze Zahlen. Essei i(m, n; l)-e...<i(m , n\ v(m+l) — 
—v(m)) die monoton wachsende Anordnung der Indizes i(k) (k = v(m), ... 
..., + — 1), und j(m , n\ l)<...</'(m , n; v(n + 1)—v(n)) die monoton wach­
sende Anordnung der Indizes j(l) (l=v(n), ..., v (n + 1) — 1). Wir setzen
<5L (*) =  max ( 2  ak,i<Pk,i (*))2 =
(fc,De r ( m ,n )  
i ( k ) m t , j (  ( )s«
Dann gilt
max
1 + 1) — v (m)l^g^v(n-f-l) —v(n)
akl r )»  h  ( m ,  n ,  s ) ^Pk{  ( m> n> r ) l j  ( m ( n , s)
( 11)
/ &mn(x)dii ^  C2log2(v(m4-l)-v(m ))log2(v(n + l)-v (n ))x
X
v ( m - f l ) — v(m) v ( n - f - l ) —v(/i)
2 2 (m> nt r ) , l j ( m , n,  s)
r =  1 s  =  l
^  C222m22n 2
( k , l ) e T ( m , n )
auf Grund des Hilfssatzes 1. Aus (11) erhalten wir
f ö mn(x) dfi ^  f i ^ X )  Y  f ö l n(x)dn f C ^ i ( X )  2 m2 "  i f - £
/  x  f  ( * . 0 6  T ( m , n )
Daraus und aus (4) ergibt sich
2  2  f  Smn(x)dfl <  °°,
m = 0 n=0%
und so folgt, daß die Reihe
(12) Í  i « 5mn(x)m=0n=0
in X fast überall konvergiert.
Es sei £>0 beliebig, und x(£X) ein Punkt, in welchem die Reihe (12) konver­
giert. Dann gibt es einen Index N mit
(13) 2  2  ömn(x) <  e/2. 
m = N n = N
Es sei
x  X
S*l(x) = 2 2  ak.,tß(Pk„lf(X) =
a = l ß = l
die Partialsumme der Reihe (2). Dann gilt
2  akflq>kJ(x) 
(Ä.OevJ 
i (k)Sx, j ( t )S>.
s*x(x) =  2  2 (  2  ak_,(pkil(x)).
m —0 n = 0  ( k , l ) £ T ( m , n )
i ( k ) * x , j ( l ) ^ X
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Es seien x, A, x, A (> Z = m ax {/(fc), j(l): (k, l)£T(m, rí), m, n<JV}) beliebige In­
dizes. Dann gilt nach den obigen
oo oo
s*x(x)~Sgx(x) =  2  2  ( 2  “k,,<Pk,i W -  2  ak,i<Pk,i(x))-
m = N  n = N  ( k , l ) t T ( m , n )  ( k , l ) € T ( m , n )
i ( k ) £ x , j ( l ) S X  i ( k ) S ü , j (  l ) s X
Daraus, nach der Definition von Sm„ (x), auf Grund von (13) ergibt sich
^  2 2  2  öm„(x) <  e,
m = N n = N
für x, A ,x ,l> A . Daraus folgt, daß lim sXÁ(x) existiert.
X~+°°
A-+00
Damit haben wir Satz 1 bewiesen.
Beweis des Satzes 2. Es sei (2) eine beliebige Anordnung der Reihe (1), und 
m ( s 0) eine ganze Zahl. Es seien weiterhin M(m) = max {i(k, /): (k, l)£T(m)}, 
JV(m) =  max {j(k, /): (k, l)dT(m)}, und Z(m) die Anzahl der Elemente von T{m). 
Wir setzen
und
akJ, für i =  i(k,l), j= j (k , l ) ,  (k, l)£T(m),
0, für ( i - i ( k ,  l ) f+ ( j - j ( k ,  l ) f  *  0, (k,I)£T(m), 
1 S  i S  M(m), 1 S. j  S  N(m),
Xij(x) =  <pk<l(x), für i = i(k, /), j = j ( k , l ) ,  (k, l )£Nl,
U j s  M(m), l ä j s  N(m).
Dann können wir den Hilfssatz 2 mit L = Z(/n)S(22'")2, M1 = M(m), Nk = N(m) 
anwenden. So für die Funktion
^m(x)= max ( 2  f lu f t .iW )2
(M)€ T(m) 
i ( k , l ) S p , j ( k , l ) S q
folgt die Abschätzung
M ( m )  N( m)
S C #2t a 2  2  c f j =C3r"  2  ah-
i  =  l  j = l  ( I t , 0 £ T ( m )
Aus (5) und (14) bekommen wir
2  f  =  vV W  2  Y  f  (x) du sm = 0 ^ m = 0
== Í  2^1/ 2  <
m=0 r (*,/)€r(m)
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und so folgt
(15) Í < U * ) < ~
m =  0
in X  fast überall.
Es sei e>0 beliebig, und x(£X)  ein Punkt, in welchem die Reihe (15) konver­
giert. Dann gibt es einen Index N  mit
(16)
Wir setzen
2  sm(x) <  e/2 .
m = N
X A
Sxx(x) =  2  2 ak.,lß<Pkx,lß( x ) =  2  ak,l<Pk,l(x)-
x = l ß = l  ( k , r>£Nl
i(k,
Für diese Partialsumme gilt
■ba(x) =  2  ( 2  akJ(pu (x)).
m = 0 (k,l)£T(m)
i(k,l)^x,j(k,l)*X
Es seien x, X, x, X(^B = max {i(k, /), j(k, l ) : (k, l)fT(m), m<N}).  Dann ist
i xA( x ) - iÄA-(x) = 2  ( 2
m = N  (k,l)£T(m)
i ( k , l ) ^ x , j ( k , l ) ^ X
ak,l(Pk,l(x)— 2 ak,l<Plt , i W ) .(*,!)€ T(m) 
i (k ,  l ) ^ x , j ( k , l ) ^ X
und so folgt auf Grund der Definition von öm(x) und der Abschätzung (16):
= 2  2  sn,(x) <  e,
m = N
für x, X, x, X > B. Daraus folgt, daß lim sxX(x) existiert.
x-*-°°
A-*-oo
Damit haben wir Satz 2 bewiesen.
Bemerkung 2. Es ist klar, daß man diese Sätze für n-endliche Maßräume auch 
beweisen kann.
Bemerkung 3. Den Satz 2 kann man offensichtlich im folgenden Sinne ver­
schärfen.
Satz 2a. Es sei
2 2*=ii=i
und es bezeichne {uk^ ißYX‘ß=i eine Anordnung der Folge {«w}j£f=1, für die
min(«,/?) 6 T(m) aka,lß max(a , ß)eT(m +1) i k * , l f \ (m = 0, 1, ...)
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erfüllt ist. Gilt
2  2" YZ 2 aL, ißß) tT(m)
dann konvergiert die Reihe (1) bei jeder Anordnung in X  fast überall.
3. Aus den Sätzen 1—2 kann man die folgenden Sätze erhalten.
Satz 3. Es sei {Ak}^°=1 eine monoton nichtabnehmende Folge von positiven Zahlen 
mit
(17) 2  v^"(m) ~=°°-
m =  0
Gilt
(18) Z 2 ah log2 2k log2 21 XkX, <  « ,
k = 1 ( = 1
dann konvergiert die Reihe (1) bei jeder einfacher Anordnung in X fast überall. 
Dieser Satz ist bekannt (s. [5]).
Satz 4. Es sei {Xk}^=1 eine monotone nichtabnehmende Folge von positiven Zahlen 
mit (17). Gilt
(19) 2 2 ah max (log4 2k, log4 21) max (Xk, X,) <
/t=i i=i
dann konvergiert die Reihe (1) bei jeder Anordnung in X  fast überall.
Diese Sätze sind die Analoge des Satzes von W. Orlicz [4].
B ew eis des Satzes 3. Aus (17) und (18) folgt
2  2 2 "  2 " /  2  oh
m =  0 rt=0 '  (k , / )€  T (nt)
^  c 4 2  2  ] f  -J— y 2  ah log2 2k log2 21 xkxt
m  =  0 n = 0  1 / -v (m )Av(n) ( k , l ) £ T ( m , n )
^  c * \!  2  2 ) — ----] [  2 2 2  ah log2 2k log22lXkX,
i Bi=0 n =  0 / “»(m) ^ ( n )  r m = 0  n = 0  (k, l)€ T  (m, n)
Q  Í i  y ——) y 2  2  ah log2 2k log2 2lXkX,
\m=0 *v(m)' 1 k=l 1=1
und so ergibt sich die Behauptung auf Grund des Satzes 1.
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Beweis des Satzes 4. Aus (19) folgt
2  22"-l/ 2  fl&iS
m= 0  ' (*,l)er(m)
= Q  2  ][T ~— ^  max (log4 2fc’ log4 2/) max -m=0 r 4v(m) (*,/)£ r(m)
s  c 5 | / i r “  1/ 2  2  °h max 0°g4 2k> *°g4 2/) max (^t. ki) =
t  m=0  ^v(m) r m = 0  ( k , l ) £T( m)
=  Q  ] /  J ” y - — ] /  J? Z  flw max (log4 2/c, log4 21) max (Ák, 2,) <  °°,
r m=0 4v(m) I fc=l 1=1
und so bekommen wir die Behauptung auf Grund des Satzes 2.
4. Man kann zeigen, daß die Bedingung (18) im allgemeinen unverbesserbar ist. 
Satz 5. Ist {2fc}“=1 eine nichtabnehmende Folge von positiven Zahlen mit
(20)
l
w =0 2 V( m )
dann gibt es ein endlicher Maßraum (X, sd, p), ein reelles orthonormiertes System 
{(/,*i(x)}*?i=i in diesem Raum und eine reelle Zahlenfolge {öw}j“/=1 derart, daß
2  2 <  log2 2k log2 2/2,2, /
t= i i=i
gilt, und die Reihe (1) in gewisser einfacher Anordnung in X  fast überall divergiert.
Beweis des Satzes 5. In der Arbeit [6] haben wir den folgenden Satz bewiesen.
Satz A. E s  sei {«k}r=  i eine monoton abnehmende Folge von positiven Zahlen. 
Gilt ________
oo /  v(m +  l ) —1
2  2"}/ 2  al =
m — 0 I k =  v( m)
dann gibt es ein orthonormiertes System {<pk(x)}r=i nn Intervall (0, 1) derart, daß 
die Reihe
(21) 2  ak<PkW
k = l
in gewisser Anordnung
(22) 2  ak.<Pk.(x)
tx = l
in (0, 1) fast überall divergiert.
Hier ist k —i(k) eine umkehrbar eindeutige Abbildung der Menge {1,2, ...} 
auf sich selbst, und kx bezeichnet diejenigen Index, für die a=i(k„) (a= l, 2, ...) gilt.
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Durch einfacher Rechnung erhalten wir
1
2  m — 0
'‘’v(wi)
und
( i ^ Ä ) )V = 0 '
auf Grund von (20). 
Es sei
( Í M vI ! ,)2
Vii=0 'S(m)
a, =
}/v(m + 1) —v(m) 2mAv(m + 1) Í AV(Ü
VM=o '
(v(m)s<;<v(m +  l), m =  0, 1, ...).
Dann gilt ak^ a k+1 (k=  1,2,...) und
oo /  v ( m  +  l)  — 1 00
2  2" / 2  « ! - 2 -  
w = 0 r k = v(m) in = 0 ( m+1 -1 )► (in-t-l) I 2  v^(^ ) IV/i = 0 '
Auf Grund des Satzes A gibt es ein orthonormiertes System {<p*(x)}”=1 im Intervall 
(0, 1) derart, daß die Reihe (21) in einer Anordnung (22) in (0, 1) fast überall di­
vergiert.
Es sei ( X , ^ , n )  das Einheitsquadrat £=(0, 1)X(0, 1) mit dem gewöhnlichen 
Lebesgueschen Maß. Wir setzen
=  <Pki(x, y) =  <Pk(x)<Pi(y) (/c, / =  1,2, ...;(x, y)€£).
Dann gilt
2  2  ah log2 2A: log2 21 At A( S
k=l1=1
4 2  2
av (m (m+1 \2 / n+1 \2 ' ‘ °°»2  ^v(i)l Av(n+1)l 2  K<ji) I(1=0 > V(< = 0 /
weiterhin, nach obigen, divergiert die einfache Anordnung
2  2  ak„i,<Pk..i,(x> y)a=1ß = l
der Reihe
2  2  aki<Pki(x, y)k—l 1=1
in E fast überall.
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5. Endlich zeigen wir, daß Satz 4 auch unverbesserbar ist. Wir beweisen nähm- 
lich den folgenden Satz.
Satz 6. Es sei eine monoton nichtabnehmende Folge von positiven Zahlen
mit (20). Dann gibt es ein endlicher Maßraum (X, sd, p), ein reelles orthonormiertes 
System {<Ph(*)}m =i diesem Raum und eine reelle Zahlenfolge {ak,}jjj=1 derart, 
daß (19) gilt, und die Reihe (1) in gewisser Anordnung in X  fast überall divergiert.
Um diesen Satz zu beweisen, sollen wir weitere Hilfssätze vorausschicken.
H ilfssatz 3. Für beliebige positive ganze Zahl p und für beliebige disjunkte 
Intervalle I1=(a1, Z>j)(^(0, 1)), /2, /3(g ( l ,  2)) gibt es orthonormiertes System der 
Treppenfunktionen 0i(Ii,12, /3; p; x) (1=1,..., 8p) im Intervall (0,2) derart, daß
(23)
(24)
( /= ! , . . . ,  8p) sind,
sind die Funktionen 
Indizes lk, l'k (1
0 l(I1, I 2, I 3;p \x )  = O (x<| AU/jU/,),
f  0,(11, I2, /3; p; x) dx = 0 (i = 1, 2, 3) 
h
weiterhin, in jedem Intervalle
T Í /I 1 \ öl . )
/ ‘ =  r + " l T (fc"  )’ a i + ~ i ß ~  )
0, (7t, I.,, /:!; p \ x) konstant, und für jedes Intervall Jk gibt es 
4/7< /(s58/>) mit
(25) 2  0,( f i , l2,d3; p ; x ) ^ C e^ M ^ -  (x€Jk; k  = 4p+l,.. . ,8p),
i=ik fm es/!
(26) 2  * iili. /», p; x) s  c 6 (*e y4; k = i, ...,4p).
Z=4p+1 V'mes
B e w e i s  des Hilfssatzes 3. Wir betrachten das Menchoff—Kaczmarzsche Funktio­
nensystem (s. [1], [2]). Für eine positive ganze Zahl p sei
/« (P ^ )  =  fc_ p_1flT 12' fÜr (k = l , . . . , 8P, l = \ , . . . , 4p).
Dann ist
8p
(27) /  f f (p;  x) dx = 2  , h <2 -j- ^  ^o *=i (k — p — l —1/2) p p
(1=1,. . . ,4p).
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Für i=»y ergibt sich
" «  =  f r < < »  * )d *  =  J , |  ( t - p - , - i ; 2 ) ‘ ( t - p ^ - 1 / 2 )  -
-  1 J L  y i — !______________________ 1 _________ )  =
P i- jk = i  vfc — p — i —1/2 k P j  1/2/
1 1 ( V  1 7V  1 ) _
P i - j \ k = £ P-i k - 1/2 fc-1/2J
1 1 f 1 1 )
P k - 1/2 *=7£ i+1 fc —1/2 J ’
| a  I s  I J - f — .........+  2  ■) s  .
‘J P i - j ^ P + j+ l /2  7p —1 + 1/2/ p2
und so gilt 
(28)
Wir teilen das Intervall (8,10) in N —4p(4p— 1) Teilintervalle gleicher Länge: 
Ijj i + j). Es sei
flip ; *) =
(x£Iu ; j  = 1, 4p, j  l),
- f
N\ct,j\ sign <x,j (x€ fj, , 7 =  1, 4p, j  + /),
0 sonst
(/= 1, ..., 4p). Es ist klar, daß die Treppenfunktionen f(p ;  x) (/= 1, ...,4p) bilden 
im Intervall (0, 10) ein orthogonales System, aus (27) und (28) folgt
(29) 1 t , 1,
1 4 p C9f  fi2(p ;x )d x=  f  J?(p; x )d x + -j 2  k y l+ y  Z  l«iyl 
Í  o 2  2  7 = ' + i  P
(1=1, ..., 4p), weiterhin, auf Grund der Definition der Funktionen f,(p; x) bestehen
/ , ( p ;x ) > 0  (/ =  1, ..., p+k),
1p + k p + k
Z  f(p; *) =  Z  2 p + T + i  — p —/ —1/2 C10 log 2p,
( 30) / , (p ;x )<  0 (/ =  p + fc+1, ...,4p),
14p 4p
, - p - S + i  f l ( P ' X) =  ,=p? k + i  2V+k + 1  - p - / - 1 / 2 S —C10log 2p
[xg(2p^fc> 2p + f c + l ) . fc =  0...... p - i j .
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Es sei
Ji(p-,x) =Ji (p;  x ) { f  f f (p ;x)dx ) 1/2 (/ =  1, 4p).
Diese Treppenfunktionen bilden in (0, 10) ein orthonormiertes System, weiterhin aus 
(29) und (30) folgt, daß für jeden Index k=Q, — 1 einen von k  abhängigen 
Index Lk(p ^ L k^2p) derart existiert, daß
(31)








-= / ,(p ;x  + 2) (x€(0, 1)),
— /,(p ;x + l)  (jc€(1, 2)), 
0 sonst
-=/,(/>;*) (*€(0,2)),
-  * (p ;x -2 )  (xe(2, 4)),
Í2
f , ( p ; x - l )  (x€(4, 11)),
- ± J , ( p - x - 8) (x€(ll,18)),
sonst
(/— 1, ..., 4p). Offensichtlich gelten
/  g i ( p ; x ) d x =  f  h,(p;x)dx =  0 (Z =  1, ..., 4p),
/  8k(P', x)g,(p\ x ) d x +  f  hk(p\x)hl( p ; x ) d x =  f  Jk(p; x)J,(p; x)dx =  Skl 
0 0 0
(k, l = 1,..., 4p),
wobei <5*1=1 (k = l) und Skl = 0 (k ^ /)  ist. Dann seien
gi(p; x) = ]/2g,(p; 2x), h ,(p;x)=  /18 fi,(p; 18x) (l = 1, ..., 4p).
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Nach obigen gelten
i i
(32) f  g,(p;x)dx =  f  h,(p; x)dx  =  0 ( / =  1 , .... 4p),
0 0
1 1
(33) f g k( p ; x ) g , ( p ; x ) d x + f  hk(p; x)h,(p; x) dx =
0 0
2 18
=  f  gk(P,x)gl(p - ,x )d x + f Kk(p;x)K,(p;x)dx = ökl (k, l = 1, .... 4p). 
0 0
Weiterhin, auf Grund von (31) folgt, daß es Indizes lk, lk (1 S lk, lk = 4p) mit
(34)
kZ g i(p ;x )  == c 12f p  log2p k  =  l ......4 p j,
2  g/(p; x) s  c 12 /p  log 2p k = 4/,+1.......8/,|
existieren.
Wir teilen das Intervall /3 in 8p disjunkte Teilintervalle gleicher Länge: l t (i= 
=  1, 8p); die Indikatorfunktion des Intervalls 7; bezeichnen wir mit Xi(x)-
Weiterhin, für eine im Intervall (0, 1) definierte Funktion f(x)  und für ein Intervall 
I=(cr, b) (ü(0 , 1)) setzen wir
/ ( / ;  *) =
Es seien
4 B )
(7i, 72, /3; p; x) =
/2  mes/j
sonst.
g,(/1;p ;x )  +
1 , , ,  , /2 p  . /2 p  , .
+ ------ -■ h,( /2; p ; x) -  ----- _ ■ Xi(x) + j -----= - Xi+4„(*).
/2mes /2 /mes /3 /mes /3
^ i+4P(7i , I2, I 3;p ;x) = p; *) +
1 , , ,  . / 2 p  . . / 2 p  ,  .+ - z = = = h t(Ia; p;x) + —---- — Xi(x) -  -------- ft+4p(*)
/2mes /2 /mes /3 /mes /3
(/=  1, ..., 4p). Auf Grund von (33) folgt, daß die Treppenfunktionen , /2, /3; 
p; x) (/=  1, ..., 8p) ein orthonormiertes System im Intervall (0, 2) bilden. Nach der 
Definition ist (23) offensichtlich, und sind die Funktionen 4>i(Ik, I2, Ia; p; x) (1=1, ... 
..., 8p) in jedem Intervalle Jk (k = 1, ..., 8p) konstant. Aus (32) folgt (24), weiterhin 
aus (34) bekommen wir (25) und (26).
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Es sei {Ak}“=1 eine monoton nichtabnehmende Folge von positiven Zahlen mit




m(s +  l ) — 1
2 -
m = m(s) j
v (m + 1 )
( m + 1 \ =£ I (» =  1,2,...).
m(s + l ) —1
R(s) = U T(m — 1, m — 1),
m=m(s)
P ( m )
v(m) — v(m — 1) 




, / m+l \
(v (m )-v (m -l) )2 8mAv(m+1)  ^ K fa )
((k , l)£T(m — \, m — 1), m =  m( 1), m(l) + 1, ...), 
0 sonst.
Mit diesen Bezeichnungen können wir den folgenden Hilfssatz beweisen.
Hilfssatz 4. Für jeden Index s gibt es ein orthonormiertes System der Treppen­
funktionen •l/fx , y), i//ki(s; x, y) ((k, l)fR (s)) in dem Quadrat F=(0, 2)X(0, 2) 
nach dem gewöhnlichen Lebesgueschen Maß mit folgenden Eigenschaften. Es gelten
(a) f f  fs  (x, >’) dx dy = 0, (b) f  f  \J/kl (s; x, y) dxdy = 0 ((k, l)f R (s)),
F  F
es gibt eine Anordnung (k, l)-+(i(s, k, l),j(s, k, l))(£N+) der 
derart, daß
(c)
max (i(s, k, l),j(s, k, l);(k, l)£R(sj) <
<  min (i(s, k, l),j(s, k, l):(k, l)dR(s + 1))
Paare (k, l)£ R(s)
(s=  1 ,2 ,...) ist, und für jeden Punkt (x, y)€ F =(0, 1)X(0, 1) gibt es Indizes 
m fs , x, y ) ^ m fs ,  x, y), n fs ,  x, y )^n 2(s, x, y) derart, daß
( d )  Z  “k.i'l'kji s ; x , y ) ^ C 13
(k , l ) i R ( , s )
m1(s, x , y ) ^ i ( s , k , l ) ^ m 2(s, x , y )
« i (s , x ,  y ) ^ j ( s ,  k , l ) S n 2(s,  x,  y)
besteht.
Beweis des Hilfssatzes 4. Es sei ,s'0 eine positive ganze Zahl. Wir nehmen an, daß 
für 5=1, ..., 50— 1 die Funktionen i//s ( x ,  j ) ,  i//ki(s; x, y) ((k, l)£R(s)) mit der er­
forderten Eigenschaften definiert sind. Es sei
N(s0- l )  =  max (i(s0—1, k, l),j(sQ- \ ,  k, l):(k, l)£R(s0- 1)).
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Wir setzen
m(s0)+a
R(s0,ff) = 0  T(m — \, m — \) (ff =  0, m(s0+ l) -m (s 0) - l ) .
m = m (s0)
Für jeden Index er (0^er<m (s0+ l ) —/n(s0)) definieren wir das orthonormierte 
System der Treppenfunktionen il/ki(s0; x, y) \(k, l)£R(s0, er)) in F und eine Anord­
nung (k, l)-+(i(s0, er, k, l) ,j(s0, er, k, /)) (€A |) der Paare (k, l)£R(s0, er) 
derart, daß
(37) i(s0, <x, k, /), j(s0, a, k, l) >  N(s0- 1) ((k, l)£R(s0, er))
und
(38) f f *  kl (so; y) dxdy  = 0 ((/c, l)d R (s0, ff))
F
gelten, in jedem Rechteck
F;>J(s0, ff) = 7j(s0, ff)X /j(s0, ff) (i, j  =  1, v(m(s0) +  ff)-v(m (s0) +  f f - l ) )
(a (50, ff) ( v(m (So) _|_ v (m (s#) o- _  ’ v (m (s„) +  ff) -  v(m (s0) + ff - 1 ) ))
die Funktionen i//ki(.y0; x, y) ((/c, l)dR(s0, ff)) konstant sind, und für jedes Rechteck 
er) (/,;'= 1, ..., v(w(j0)+ ff)-v(m (i0)+ f f - l ) )  Indizes m^So, ff, z',/)S 
Sm 2(j0, ff, y), Hí (ío, ff, i , j ) ^ n 2(s0, er, i,y ) mit
(39)
2 1 üfc,i^t>i(s«;^,>’)=(*,/)€«(*„,ct)
m ,(s0, ff. f. j ' ) S i ( s 0> ff, / ) s m 2 (s0, ff, i ,  j )




% (m +  1)
(x£F0.(so, ff))
existieren. Wir wenden den Hilfssatz 3 mit p=p(m(s0)) an, und wir setzen
^ k  + (i 1 ) 8 p (ff! (so)) + v (ff! (so) — 1 ), Z + 0 * - l ) 8 p(m(so)) + v (m (io )~ l) (^ 0 , y )
=  0), (1, 3/2), (3/2, 2); x)4>,(/,(s0, 0), (1, 3/2), (3/2, 2); p)
(fc, / =  1 , ..., 8 p(m (s0)), i, j  =  1 , ..., v(m(s0) - l ) - v ( m ( s 0) - 2 )).
Weiterhin sei i(s0, 0, k, l) — k + N(s0— l),j(s0, 0, k, l) = l+ N (s0— 1). Auf Grund 
des Hilfssatzes 3 und (36) bilden die Treppenfunktionen !Pw(j0; x, y) ((k, l)d 
£R(s0, 0)) ein orthonormiertes System in F, und werden (37), (38) und (39) für 
ff =  0 erfüllt. Weiterhin sind die Funktionen >Fkti(s0; x, y) ((k, l)dR(s0, 0)) in den 
Rechtecken Fjj(_s0,0) ( i ,j—l,...,v (m (s0)) — v(m(s0) — l)) konstant.
Es sei ff0 eine nichtnegative ganze Zahl (ff0< w(í 0+ 1) —;«(.?„) — 1). Wir nehmen 
an, daß die Treppenfunktionen 'Fkiis,,; x, y) ((Ar, /)£i?(sn, ff0)) und die Anordnung 
(k, l ) ^ ( i( s 0, cr0, k, l) ,j(s0, ff„, k, /)) (dN l) der Paare (k, l)dR(s0, ff0) schon derart 
definiert sind, daß (37), (38) und (39) für ff =  ff0 erfüllt sind. Weiterhin sind die 
Funktionen lf/kii(s0; x, y) ((k, l)£R(s0, cr0)) in den Rechtecken Fi J(s0, er0) (i,j=  
=  1, ..., v(w(s0)+ffo)—v(m(j0)+ff0 — 1)) konstant.
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Es seien /2, 73(Q(1, 2)) disjunkte Intervalle mit der Eigenschaften, daß alle 
Funktionen ^ (s ,,,  x, y) ((k, l)£R (s0, <r0)) im Falle (x, y)£/2X/3 konstant sind. 
Wir wenden den Hilfssatz 3 im Falle p=p(m(s0) + cr0+ 1) an, und wir setzen
7/ *: + ( i - l ) 8p(m(so) + <To + l )  + ' ,('>'(so) + ®o). i + 0 ' - l ) 8 p(m(so) + <To + l)  + v(m(so) + ffo) T )
=  #*(/((«0- ffo), h , h \  p(m(s0) +  <70+ l); x)<Pl(lj (s0, <rn), / 2, /3; p(m(s0) + cr0+ l) ; y)
(k , l =  1, ..., 8p(rn(s0) +  (T0+ 1); i,j = 1, ..., v(m(so) + <T0) - v(m(so) + ö'o-l))-
Auf Grund des Hilfssatzes 3 bilden die Treppenfunktionen Vu (s0; x, y) ((k, /)€ 
€i?(s0, er0 +1)) ein orthonormiertes System in F, weiterhin ist (38) für er = <r0 +1 
erfüllt, und sind die Funktionen lPt>J(s0; x, j)  ((k, l)£R(s0, er0 + 1)) in jedem Recht­
eck Fi j(s0, er0+ 1) (/,y =  I , v(m(s0)+cra+ l)  —v(m(s0) + er„)) konstant.
Die Anordnung (k , /)->-(i(s0, <x04-1, k, l) ,j(s0, (r0+ l, k, /)) (£A2) der Paare 
{k, l)£R (s0, <x0+ l) definieren wir durch Induktion. Die Rechtecke Fij(s0, a0) 
( i , j— 1, v(ffj(s0) + ff0) — v(m(s0) + er0 — 1)) ordnen wir in eine Reihenfolge 
Fi.,jÁ s<>’ °o) (« = 1, • ••, (v(m(io) +  <To)-v(w(i0) + (To-l))2) an. Es seien für a = 
=  1, ..., (v(w(j0) + (T0)-v(m (50) +  er0- l ) ) 2
Tj(,) = {k: (ta- l)8 p (m (s0) + u0 + l)-l-v(m(s0) + o-0) < l t S
— (iá l)8p(m (s0) +  (T0 + 1 )+ 4p (m (s0) + <T0 +1) +  v (m (s0) + er0)},
F a(2) =  { k : ( i a — l ) 8 p ( m ( s 0)  +  er0 + l )  +  4 p ( m ( s 0)  +  ö 'o + l )  +  v ( m ( s o) +  cro) <  k S  
S  i a 8 p  ( m  ( s 0)  +  (T0 + 1 )  +  v ( m  ( s 0)  +  <r0)} ,
T,(1) =  {/: (Á— l ) 8 p(m(s0)+  (70+ l)  +v(m (s0) + ero) <  l =
^  0« - 1 )  8 p (m (s0) +  <r0 + 1 ) +  4p (m (s„) +  ff0 + 1 ) +  v(m (s0) +  <x0)},
Ta(2) =  {/: 0*—l)8p(m(s0)+<70+l)+4p(m (s0)+<70+l)+v(m (s0)-l-<7e) <  / 4  
^ j x8p(m(s0) + a0+]) + v (m (s0) + cr0)},
und F0 = R(s0,a0),P x = Px_1U ((T ^ U T ^ )x (T ^ U T (2>). Für jeden Index a 
(1 S aS (v (n i(j0)+ff0) - vCmÍJoj +  er,) — l))2) definieren wir eine Anordnung (k,l)-~ 
<r0 + l, a> k, l) ,j(s0, er0+ 1, a, k, /)) (GA2) der Paare (k , l)ePx derart,
daß
(40) i(s0, <T0 + 1, a, k, /), j(s0, ff0 + l, a, k, l) >  A(s0-1 )  ((k, 0GP*)
gilt, weiterhin Indizes a0+ I, a, i , j ) ^ m 2(s0, er0+ 1, a, /,_/), «i (j0. <r0 + 1, a,
i , j ) ^ n 2(s0, (T0+ 1, a, /,y) mit
2  ak, i k,i(s0 ’ x > y) —
(k ,i )ep„
m1<s0,x 0+ l , x , i , j ) S i ( s 0,ir0+ l , x , k , l ) S m t (s0, x 0 + l ,x ,  i, j )  
nt (s0,o0+ l , x , i , j ) S j ( . s 0,<T0 + l ,x ,k , l )S i t2(s0,a0 + l , x , i , j )
(41)
m(s0)+<T0 +  l  ]
= c 13 2 1 * ----------t ^ ti------ r  ((x, tK f o (s0, <70 +  i))
m = m(s0) I I 'S7 2 “ 1 1
Av(m  + l ) ^ Z ^  Äv(fi)J
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( O ä -1)8/? ( m O o )  + O0 +1) < i ^ ig8p{m(s0) + er0 +1), (js -1 ) 8/?(m(s0) + a0 + 1) < / S 
—ja8/?(m(s0) + <r0 +1 )> «=1, a),
und Indizes <r0+ l, a, ia, j s)S m 2(s0, <70+ l ,  a, /ä, / s), «X v ff„+ 1, a, /ä,yä)S
—w2Cs0, <x„ +1, a, ig, Á) mit
2
( M ) €  P.
ml<sO' ffo+1<«»Wg)il(»o>®0+l.«.*, l)Sm2(s0,ffo+l.«.iä,/ä)
»1 (s0 . i^ o +  1 ' *• * ä . / ä ) S j '( s 0, <r0 +  l , t t ,  It, I ) S n 2 (s0 , ff0 +  l ,  a, iä , j ä )




m =  m(s0)
1
4 ,  (m + 1 ) ( „ f  ^ > )
((*, y)£Fiaj..(s0, <j0j)
(a =  a + 1, ..., (v(m(s0) + o-0)-v (m (s0) + (T0- l ) ) 2)
existieren.
Für (k, l)dR(s0, a0) setzen wir
i(s0,(T0,k ,l) ,  für i(s0,o 0,k , l ) < m l (s<),<T0, i 1J 1), 
i (s„, <r„, k, l) + 4p(m (s„) + ff0 + 1), für
<(s o, ffo+1, 1, k, l) m1(s0, f7n, i'i, Ji) =S Í (s0, Oo, A:, /) S  m2(s0, <t0, i'iJi),
i(s0,a 0,k , /) + 8p(/n(s0) + «T0+ l), für 
m2(s0, cr„, ü , Ji) <  i(s0,(T0,k ,l) ,
und
I ,/(so» <h), k, /), für /(•So, <h>, k, /) <  n^So, (T0, i'h A), 
| j ( s 0, <t0, fc, /)4-4p(m (s0) +  ff0 +  l), für 
) ( so, 1, 1, k, l) =  \ n1(s0, <t0, ii,A ) — j ( so, ffo, k, l) — n2(s0, ír,), íj, ji) ,
|/(s „ , o-0, k, l) + 8p(m(s0) + a0+l), für 
l ii2(s0, <70, »i, 7i) < ,/(s0, ^o, k, /),
weiterhin für (k, l)£Pl — R(s0, a0)
_ , ,  , r. ,V __ Í "li(s0, CTo, i i J i H f c - l ,  für fc67\(1)
0 ' l m2(s0, <r0, i1, / 1) + 4p(m(s0) + cr,)+ l)  + fe, für T^>
und
j(s0, a0+ 1, 1, k, l) = Í ni(s0, <r0, ii,ji) + l —1, für /€7\<l)
1 H1 (s0, <h>, i 1, j l) + 4p (m (s0) + <r0 +1) + /, für /£7’1<2).
Für die Anordnung [k, /) — (i(s0, ct0+1, 1, k, /),y (j?, <r0+ l, 1, k, /)) (£./V|) der 
Paare {k,!)^.P1 gilt (40) für a = l offensichtlich, weiterhin, auf Grund des Hilfs­
satzes 3 und (36) erhalten wir, daß (41) und (42) im Falle a = l bestehen.
Es sei a0 eine positive ganze Zahl (a0<(v(/w(j0) + (r0) —v(m(j0)-|-cr0 —l))2). 
Wir nehmen an, daß die Anordnung (k, /) — (/(.y0, <r0+ l ,  a0, k, /), j ( s 0, o0+ 1, 
a0, k, /)) der Paare (k , /)€P«„ schon derart definiert sind, daß (40), (14) und (42) 
für oc =  a0 erfüllt sind.
13
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Für (k , l)£Faa setzen wir
und
j(s0, 0O+1, «o+l, fc, 0 =■<
weiterhin für (k, /)6F0,o+1- P 3.i
' ( so>00+b *0. k, /), für i(s0, 0o+ b  a0, k, /) <
<  m^So, ff0+ l 0,
i(s0, 0o+ b  a0, k, I)+4p(m  (s0)+ <r0+ 1),
für /Mi(s0, 0O+  l , a 0, i„0, Ja0) =  *Oo> (T0+ b «o. f c , 0 s
=  »ii(so , cr0+  1, a0, *^ao ’ J ccq) »
i(s 0, 0o+ b  «0, k, T) + Bp(in (s0) + <r0 +1), für
■
m2(s0, 0t +  1, «0» «ao’l j  <  ' (S0, 0^+ 1, a0> fc,0 ,
j(.s o, 0o+b «o, k, /), für j(s0, (T0+ l, u0,k ,l) <
<  Hi(s0, 0O+1, a0, ccq 5 Ja
j(s0, 0o+ b  «o, k, l) + 4p(m(s0) + o0+l),
für 1^ (So > 0-0 “f” 1 j 0^ > a^o 5j j  S j ( s 0,ffo+l,äo, k, O s
= n2(s0, 0o+ b  a0, ao’ Jaq)>
./(s0, 0O+1, «o, k, Z) + 8p(m(s0) + cr0+ l), für
"2 (So 5 0O-f-1, a0, iaQ, j*0) ^ j ( s o, + b  «0, f c , 0,
»h(s0, 00+1, «0,




./(s0, 0o+1, «0+1, fc, o = «2(So, 00+1, «0,
1G72&.
Für die Anordnung (k ,/) —('■(s0, 00 + 1, «0+1
1 ao + 1 »
der Paare (k, l)£PXo+1 gilt (40) für a = a0+ l  offensichtlich, weiterhin, auf Grund 
des Hilfssatzes 3 und (36), nach der Voraussetzung erhalten wir, daß (41) und (42) 
im Falle a = a0+ l  bestehen. Durch Induktion für oc bekommen wir die Anordnung
(43)
(fc, l) -  (i(s0, 0O+1, (v(m (s0) + <r0)— v(m (s„) + cr(l-  1))'-, k, 1), 
j (s0, cr0+1, (v(m (s0) + <r„)-  v(m (s0) + an-1  ))2, k, /)) (€N$)
für die Paare (k, /)€P(v(m(*)+,x„wm(S„)+,,„-i)p=-R(so, ao+ 0 , und für diese 
Anordnung sind (40), (41) und (42) im Falle a =  (v (m (.v0) + a„) — v(m(s0) +  <r0 — 1) )2 
erfüllt. Die Anordnung (k, / )— (/(j0, 0O+1, k, l) ,j( s 0, cr0+ l ,  k, /)) sei mit der 
Anordnung (43) gleich; dann werden (37) und (39) sich für <7 = <70-f 1 auf Grund 
von (40), (41) und (42) erfüllt.
Durch Induktion für a erhalten wir ein im F orthonormiertes System der Trep­
penfunktionen WkiiSo, x, y) ((k, l)£R(s0, m(s0+ 1)— m(s0) — l)  = R(s0) und eine 
Anordnung
(44) (k, I) -  (i(s0, (m(s0+ l ) - m ( s 0) - l ,  k, /), j(s0, m(s0+ l ) - m ( s 0) - l ,  k, /))
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der Paare (k , l)£R(s0) derart, daß (37), (38) und (39) im Fall o —m(s0+ 1) — m(s0) 
erfüllt sind. Die Anordnung (k , /)-*-(j(s0, k, l) ,j(s lt, k, /)) sei mit der Anordnung 
(44) gleich. Dann werden die Forderungen (b), (c) und (d) des Hilfssatzes 4 für 
s=s0 bestehen.
Die Funktionen lFki(so> x , >’) ((k, /)€R(-s'0)) sind Treppenfunktionen in F. 
So gibt es eine Einteilung von F in paarweise disjunkte Rechtecke Äj, ..., KXM 
derart, daß jede Funktion 'f/kl(s0, x, y) ((k,/)£R (s0)) in jedem Rechteck K, 
(/=  1, ..., />.(%)) konstant ist. Die zwei Hälfte von K, bezeichnen wir mit K{, K" 
(/=  1, ..., 2(s0)). Dann sei
VA*, y) =
für (x, y)£Ki, 
für (x,y)£K"
(/=  1, ..., 2 (i0)). Es ist offensichtlich, daß die Treppenfunktionen !FSo(x, y), 
^ uÍSq, x , y) ((Ar, /)^jR(^0)) ein orthonormiertes System in F bilden, weiterhin die 
Bedingung (a) des Hilfssatzes 4 im Falle s=s0 erfüllt ist.
Damit haben wir den Hilfssatz 4 bewiesen.
Beweis des Satzes 6. Wir wenden die Bezeichnungen des Hilfssatzes 4 an. Auf 
Grund von (36) gilt (19) für die Folge {u*i}m =i - Es sei
*.(* ,?) = V s ( j ,  y ) ,
^ / ( s ;  y)  =  y , y j  ((k, / ) € R(s))
( i= l ,  2, ...). Nach dem Hilfssatz 4 ist es offensichtlich, daß für jeden Index s die 
Treppenfunktionen !Ps(x, y), *Fki(s; x, y), ((k, l)£R(s)) in dem Einheitsquadrat 
E=  (0,1)X(0,1) ein orthonormiertes System bilden,
(45)
f  f  F A x ,  y )d xd y  =  0,
E
f  /  V k A s ,  X ,  y) dx dy = 0 ((k, /)€R(s))
E
bestehen, und eine Anordnung (k, l)-*(i(s, k, /), j(s, k, /)) (€Aij.) der Paare 
(k, l)£R(s) derart gibt, daß
max (i(s, k, /), j(s, k, /): (k, /)€R(s)) <
(46)
<  min (/(s, k, I), j(s, k, /): (k, l)£R(s+ 1)) 
gilt, und für jeden Punkt (x, y)£H=  ^0, y j  X ^0, y j  Indizes m1(s, x, y) i
13*
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^W 20 , x,y), nx(s, x, y ) ^ n 2(s ,x ,y )  mit
(47) 2  űt/ y ( a j ) s C ls ((x,y)dH)
(k.oe/tis)
m1(s,  x.  y ) ^ i ( s ,  k, l ) ^ m 2(s,  x,  y ) 
n ^ s ,  x,  y ) ^ j ( s ,  k,  l ) ^ n 2(s, x , y )
existieren.
Wir definieren ein orthonormiertes System der Treppenfunktionen ys(x, y) 
( s = l ,  2, (pki(x, y) i(/r, /)£ (J 7?(s)j, eine Folge der einfachen Mengen Hs
(j =  1, 2, und eine Anordnung (k, l) — (i(k, l), j(k, /)) (dN%) der Paare
{k, l)d (J R(s) derart, daß die Mengen Hs (s=  1, 2, ...) stochastisch unabhängig
S =  1
sind, weiterhin für jeden Index s
(48) mes Hs = ^
und
(49) max
N ( s — 1 ) < * ,  ^ x 0 = N ( s )  
N  (s)
\ 2
( k , l ) i R ( s ) 
x^iik,  0 ^ * 2  
J'i—j(k, 0  — ^ 2
ak,i(Pk.i(x> y )| = c„ ((*, ^)€ //,)
bestehen.
Es sei HV = H, und / x (x , }’)='Pi(x, y), (pkl(x, y) = 'F k l ( l ; x, y) ((k, l)£R( I)), 
i{k, /)" /(1 , A;, l),j(k , l)= j( 1, k, 1) ((k, l)d /?(!)). Auf Grund von (47) gilt (48) und 
(49) für s = l . Es sei x0 eine positive ganze Zahl. Wir nehmen an, daß die Treppen-
*0
funktionen / s(.v, y) (s=  1, ..., sa), (pkl(x, y) ((/<,/)6 U R (s))> die einfachen Mengen
s =  1
Hlt ..., H  , und die Anordnung (k , /)-*(/(/c, /), j(k , /)) der Paare (k, /)£ (J R(s)
s =  1
schon derart definiert sind, daß diese Funktionen ein orthonormiertes System in E 
bilden, die Mengen / / , ,  ..., HSo stochastisch unabhängig sind, die Anordnung (k, /) —
— (/(/c, /), j(k, /)) |(A:, l)d U 7?(i)j umkehrbar eindeutig ist, und (48), (49) für
s = l ,  . . . , j0 erfüllt sind.
Für eine im E definierte Funktion f(x , y) und für ein Rechteck 
X (ö2, b2) ( Q E) setzen wir
A T , x, y ) 'I
x — ax y ~ a2 )





weiterhin für eine Menge G(QE) bezeichnet G(I) diejenige Menge, die mit der line­
aren Transformation it = (by— a^x + ciy, v = (b2 — ö2)>’ +  ö2 aus der Menge G ent­
steht.
Da die Funktionen ys(x, y) (s= l, ..., .?„), (pkt(x, y) |(fc,/)€ (J R(s)J Treppen- 
funktionen sind, und die Mengen Hlt ..., Hso einfach sind, gibt es eine Einteilung
Die Menge H  wird einfach genannt, wenn sie die Vereinigung endlichvieler Rechtecke ist.
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von E in endlich viele disjunkte Rechtecke Gk, ..., Ge derart, daß diese Funktionen in 
jedem Rechteck Gr konstant sind, und jede Menge Hs(s=  1, ..., 50) die Vereinigung 
gewisser Gr ist. Dann setzen wir
Xs+iO , y) = 2  Vs0+i(.Gr; x, j),
r = 1
<Pki(x, y) = Z  (Gr; s„+l; x, y) ((k, l)£R(s0+ 1)),
r =  1
HS0+1 = Ú H{Gr),
r = 1
und sei i(k, l) = i(s0+ 1, k, l),j(k , l)= j(s0+ 1, k, /), für (k, l)eR(s0+ 1).
Aus (45) folgt, daß die Treppenfunktionen %s(x, y) ( i= l ,  ..., j0+ l), cpki(x, y) 
( s»+1 ) . .l(/c, /)£ U R(s) I im E ein orthonormiertes System bilden. Die Menge HSo+i igt
offensichtlich einfach, (48) ist für s=50-bl erfüllt, und die Menge Hk, ..., HSo+1 
sind stochastisch unabhängig. Aus (46) folgt, daß die Anordnung (k, l)-+(i(k, /), 
( s»+1 )j(k, /)) I (k, /)£ U R(s) I umkehrbar eindeutig ist. Weiterhin, auf Grund von (47) 
gilt (49) für 5=50+ l. Das orthonormierte System der Treppenfunktionen ^s(x, J') 
(5=1, 2, ...), <pki(x, y) |(&, /)£ IJ /?(.s)j, die Mengenfolge Hx, H2, ... und die Anord­
nung (k, l) -*(i(k, /), j(k , (^k, /)£ IJ mit erforderten Eigenschaften
bekommen wir durch Induktion.
Die Funktionen cpki(x, y) |(A% /)£ 7V+ — IJ R(.sjJ seien mit der Funktionen 
Xs(x,j>) (5=1,2, ...) gleich. Die Anordnung (k, l) ,j(k ,l)) ((k ,l)£N % -
— (J /?(s)| definieren wir derart, daß die Abbildung (k, /) — (i(k, /), j(k , /))
S= 1 '
((k , l)£N%) eine umkehrbar eindeutige Abbildung von auf sich selbst sei.
Aus (49) bekommen wir, daß im Falle (x,y)£H s von (x,y) abhängige Indizes 
A(5-l)-= /Wl(5, x, y )S m 2(s, x, y)SN(s), nk(s, x, y ^ n .,(s ,  x, y )sN (s )
mit
(50) | 2  ak.i<Pk,i(x, y)\ S  C13 ((x, y)eHs)
( k J )
y ) ^ i ( k j ) m m 2(s, x,  y) 
n, (s, x, y ) S j ( k ,  l )Sn2 (s, x, y)
existieren.
Es sei H — lim Hs. Da die Mengen Hs stochastisch unabhängig sind, auf GrundS-+oo
von (48), durch Anwendung des zweiten Borei—Cantellischen Lemmas ergibt sich
mes H = 1.
Für (x, j )€ f /  gilt aber (50) für unendlich viele s, woraus folgt, daß in diesem Punkt
Hm I 2 ak,i<Pk,i(x, y)\ C13
* ! • ? » - “  ( k J )A v At -+oo
Xl ^ j ( k , l ) ^ X t
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gilt, d. h. divergiert die Anordnung
2  2  •**«, b (Pk*, iß (x) 
a = l  ß  = l
der Reihe
2  2  aki<pki(x, y)k=11=1
in E  fast überall, wobei kx, lß diejenige Indizes sind, für die a = i(kx, lß), ß —j(k x, lß) 
erfüllt sind. Damit haben wir den Satz 6 im Falle bewiesen, wenn der Raum das 
Einheitsquadrat mit dem gewöhnlichen Lebesgueschen Maß ist.
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COMPACT!FICATIONS FOR SYNTOPOGENOUS SPACES
KÁLMÁN MATOLCSY
Introduction
The most important compactifications of a “classical” topological space are 
Alexandroff’s one-point compactifications, Wallman-type compactifications and Smir­
nov’s compactifications, if the space in question is completely regular.
Smirnov’s theory of compactifications of proximity spaces was generalized by 
Á. Császár [3] by introducing the notion of double compactification of syntopogenous 
spaces and of symmetrizable compactifications of symmetrizable syntopological 
spaces.
In this paper one-point compactifications of a non-compact syntopogenous space 
(§ 4) and simple compactifications of an arbitrary syntopogenous space (§ 5) will be 
considered. The classical methods created by Alexandroff and Wallman, respectively, 
are recognizable in the construction of these compact extensions for the special cases.
In the study of these compactifications certain new separation axioms of syn- 
topogenous spaces will play an important role; § 1—2 deals with these. As an intro­
duction to § 4—5, some basic notions and results on syntopogenous extension 
theory will be recalled in § 3.
Speaking of syntopogenous structures, the terminology of [1] will be used 
throughout the paper.
I am very grateful to Professor Á. Császár for his valuable remarks and advices.
1. Separation axioms for syntopogenous spaces
It is a very special property for a syntopogenous space to be symmetrical, there­
fore in general one has to be satisfied with weaker conditions. In particular, for classi­
cal topological spaces, such ones are the separation axioms (SJ and (S2) of [2], (com­
plete) regularity, and normality.
The properties mentioned here will be generalized in this paragraph to syntopo- 
genous spaces. In this respect J. L. Sieber and W. J. Pervin obtained some results [9], 
but we shall go in another direction, therefore our theorems will be different from 
theirs. A comparative study of both theories would make up a supplementary paper; 
here we cannot deal with this problem.
A syntopogenous space [E, f f \  will be called an S r space if it satisfies the follow­
ing axiom:
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 54A15; Secondary 54D35.
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(Sj) For every < $.if there exists ^ f f í f  such that
x, y£E, x  <  E ~ y  imply y ^ E —x.
In such a case it will be also said that i f  is an Sx-structure; we shall use a similar 
terminology in connection with the further axioms, too.
Lemma 1.1. A syntopogenous space [E, if]  is an Sx-space iff £fh~ i f bc. §
For the sake of simpler formulation of our results, let us introduce two operators 
defined on order families. First of all, by the composition of two semi-topogenous 
orders < l5 < 2 on E we shall mean the order • < 2 see ([5]) for which
A • < 2) jB •<=► A <! C < 2 B for some C c  E.
If is an order family on E, then obviously
s f v = {<c - < :
and
stfA = {«= • < c:
are symmetrical order families on E both of them coarser than s /  (cf. [5], (2.19)).
We shall call a syntopogenous space [E, if]  an St -space if it has the following 
property:
(52) For an arbitrary < ^ i f  one can find an order - ^ f i f  such that x,y£E, 
x ^ E —y imply x ^ C -^ lE —y with a suitable set CczE.
Lemma 1.2. [E, if] is an S 2-space iff i f b~ i f Ab. f
Every S2-space is an Sx -space. It is obvious that if i f  is a topology, [E, if]  is an 
S;-space iff the associated classical topological space is S t (/= 1, 2) in the sense of [2],
P r o p o s i t i o n  1 .3 . Any separated Si-structure is a Tr structure (z =  1 , 2 ) .  For 
topogenous structures the inverse statement is also true.
(Cf. [2], (2.5.10), (2.5.17).) |
E xa m ple  1.4. A T;-space does not necessarily satisfy condition (S,) (z =  1,2) 
even if it is perfect. This can be shown by the example of i f y  J^c)p, where J  
is the natural syntopogenous structure on the real line. In fact i f  is a perfect T2- 
structure, but it does not have property (Sx), because Sfb = ( J ‘ y  Jfc)b, i f bc = ( J y  J tc)b, 
therefore i f b~ i f bc does not hold. |
Lemma 1 .5 . i f  is an Sx- or S,-structure iff i f p has the same property. |
A syntopogenous space [.E, if] will be called regular (or an S3-space) if it satisfies 
the following condition stronger than (S2):
(53) For each < i i f  there exists < f f i f  suchthat x£E, x< V imply x-<vC-<\V 
for a suitable set CczE.
It is clear that a topology is regular iff its classical equivalent is regular in the 
traditional sense. |
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L emma 1.6. A syntopogenous space [E, i f ]  is regular i f  and only i f  i f p~ i f Ap. jg
Lemma 1.7. I f  i f  is a regular syntopogenous structure, then i f p is also a regular 
syntopology. |
Proposition  1.8. A subspace o f an Si-space is also an S,-space (/ =  1 ,2 ) .
P roof. If < 2 are semi-topogenous orders on a set E, and £0c £ ,  then 
(<i-<*)|£oC (<,|E0) . ( < 2|E„) (see [5], (3.3)). §
In order to characterize regular syntopologies, let us generalize the concept of 
Efremovich’s local proximity relation (see e.g. [10]) as follows:
An order family i f  is a local syntopogenous structure on the set E, if
(Lj) for every < 1; <=2^ i f  there exists <  £ if  such that < iU < 2C < ,
and
(La) for any < ^ i f  an order ^ i f  can be found such that x£E, x< B  imply 
x -^ iC ^ B  with a suitable set C aE .
P roposition 1.9. I f  i f  is a local syntopogenous structure, then i f p is a syntopo­
logy.
Proof. Suppose «= £ if ,  and let be a member of i f  chosen in accordance 
with (L2). If A<PB, then, for any x£A, there exists a set CxczE with x ^ C x ^ B ,  
so that we have fU  C*-"=fB. This gives i f p < i f pl. |
T heorem  1.10. A syntopological space [E, If] is regular iff there exists a symmetri­
cal local syntopogenous structure , f 0 on E such that i f  i f p.
Proof. Assume if% ~ if for some symmetrical local syntopogenous structure 
i f 0 on E. Suppose -*= d if, <  C <o, let £i f n be chosen for <„ in accord­
ance with (L2), finally put <v£.if- If then x<gB, i.e. x< 0B, there­
fore x^xC^xB  for some C cE . Since is symmetrical, we have E —E < XE — C, 
consequently E —E<fE — C. Thus A'<fC<fcE, so that x (< 2*<2)Z?. This means 
i f  <  i f Ap, and owing to (1.6) i f  is regular.
Conversely, if i f  is regular, then i f  „= i f A is a symmetrical local syntopogenous 
structure for which i f  ~ i f  f .  In fact, it can be easily seen that i f ü is a symmetrical 
order family satisfying (Lx). We need to show that i f n has property (L2). Suppose 
that are such that <  C < 2£ ^  is chosen for by (S3). In this
case <  C < iC < 2. If x < C -=fB, then there exists XczE  suchthat x < 1Ar< 1C, 
and one can find a set A a E  for which x < 2T-=2Ar. So that choosing the order 
< 2- < 2 for <  ■ < c, i f 0 fulfils (L^. Finally, in view of (1.6), i f  ~if%. g
In this paper we shall say that a syntopology i f  on E is symmetrizable if there 
exists a symmetrical syntopogenous structure i f () on E such that i f  ~  i f f .  (This defi­
nition is essentially equivalent to the definition of a symmetrizable syntopology in [3].)
As a syntopogenous structure always satisfies (Lj)— (La), from (1.10) we can 
deduce the following result.
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C orollary 1.11. Any syminetrizable syntopology is regular, f
According to the definition (2.3) in [5], a syntopogenous space [E, i f \  will be 
called normal if for every < d i f  there exists - = f i i  for which A -~CC^~B implies 
A < tC, ' w i t h  a suitable set C c E. (We must call attention to the terminologi­
cal difference between [5] and the present paper, there this notion was called “weakly 
normal space”.)
L emma 1.12. A syntopogenous structure i f  is normal ijf i f v <  i f A holds. §
E xample 1.13. Let S  be a lattice of the set E  in the following sense: 0, E i  S, 
and A, B £S implies AClB, A{JB£<&. Then the complements of the sets of S 
form also a lattice denoted by £ c. If < is the topogenous order generated by £ ,
{<} is a normal topogenous structure iff A, B c S e, A 0 5  = 0 imply the exist­
ence of sets C,Di_S  such that AczC, B a D  and CD0  = 0. (Cf. [2], (6.1.53) 
(c).) 1
The following theorem is taken in full from [5]:
T heorem 1.14 ([5], (2.20)). A syntopogenous structure i f  is normal ijf i f v is a 
syntopogenous structure. In this case i f v is the finest o f  all symmetrical syntopogenous 
structures coarser than i f .  gj
As it is shown by the example of the natural syntopogenous structure . /  of the 
real line R, a normal syntopology is not necessarily symmetrizable (in fact, for any 
£>0, V)fA<\C<tB implies 0= R , but J  does not possess property (Si)). The 
solution of the problem concerning the symmetrizability of a normal syntopology 
will issue from (1.17). First of all let us consider the following simple statement:
L emma 1.15. Any regular syntopogenous structure i f  satisfies the condition i f ’’ < 
<  i f cp, which is stronger than (Si). This property is equivalent to (.S’,) provided i f  is 
perfect.
Proof. If i f  is regular, then i f A< i f c implies i f v< i f ^ r < i f cp (see (1.6)). 
Further suppose i f p< i f cp, from this i f b = H ph< i f cph = i f cb — f f bc follows, thus 
i f  is an Sx-structure. Conversely, if i f  is an S,-syntopology, then í f p< i fb~ i f bc=:
=  i f c *  =  cyccpcp =  cppcp =  cpcp  ( c f  [ ] ] ( ( 5 .3 3 ) ) .  g'
Example 1.16. With the notations of (1.13) Jrp< ^ 'cp holds iff x£A£Q  
implies x^BczA for some B£<ZC (cf. [2], (6.1.52) (a)). |
Theorem 1.17. For a normal syntopogenous structure i f  the equivalence
i f  i f  ip  is 1rue iff  Cpp< Cpcp
Proof. i f v < i f c, hence ,9’p ~ i f ':ip implies i f p< i f cv. Conversely, if i f p<  
< i f cp, then assume -=i£if,  < C < ? , < 2 < f C- =2P, finally < 3£if.
< iU < 2C < 3- In this case A < PB implies x <  B for each xCzA, consequently, 
there is Cxc E  suchthat x ^ C ^ ^ B .  From this we infer the inequality x< cfC x<3B, 
which means x < 3Cx< 3i?. We got x (< 3- < 3) j3 for every x&A, so that zf(<g- 
• < 3)p.ß. Because of the arbitrary choice of < , we can write i f p< . i f vp. By.5pv< 9p, 
the converse inequality is clear. £
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C orollary  1.18. Let ST be a normal syntopology. Then the following statements 
are equivalent:
(1.18.1) ST is svmmetrizable\
(1.18.2) ST~ST*p-,
(1.18.3) ST is an Sy-syntopology.
P roof. (1.18.1)<=>(I.18.2): If ST~STl for a symmetrical syntopogenous struc­
ture y ’o, then by (1.14) ST0<STV <ST, hence STX7P~ST. The converse statement is 
obvious. (1.18.2)o(1.18.3): In view of (1.15) this is a direct consequence of (1.17).
2. Separation axioms in compact spaces
A syntopogenous space [£, ST] (or shortly ST) will be said to be locally compact if 
there exists an order ~=-£ST such that for any x f E  an ^-compact subset £  of £  can 
be found with x <  A.
A topological space is locally compact iff it is associated with a locally compact 
classical topology (in the sense of [2]). Every compact syntopogenous space is locally 
compact.
P roposition  2.1. A syntopogenous structure ST is locally compact iff so is STP.
Proof. For x€£  and < f  ST, x<A  is equivalent to x < pA, further K  is 
compact in ST iff it is compact in STP (see [1], (15.78), (15.79)). |
In order to set the notion of local compactness in its proper light, let us consider 
the following examples.
E xam ple  2 .2 . As is usual, put Then, for any x£R  and £>0, the
interval A =[x—e, x  + e] is a compact set in such that x<fA , therefore M' is 
locally compact. On the other hand ST — JT\(0, 1) fails to have this property in spite of 
the fact that its topology, STtp is obviously locally compact. Indeed, let us suppose 
indirectly that <  =  < f |(0 , 1) is an order chosen in accordance with the definition, 
and let x be an element of (0, 1) such that 1—x<e. Then x < F  implies x~=ffV 
and l£n(0, l ) c £  for some set WczR. In this case (x — £, x + s )c  W, therefore 
[x, 1 ) c F ,  consequently {[y, 1): x < y <  1} is a compressed filter base in V which 
has no limit point in this set, that is, V cannot be compact in ST. |
As it is shown by (2.2), the subspaces of a syntopogenous space do not in general 
preserve its local compactness.
Yet there exists an important exception:
Proposition  2.3. A closed subspace o f a locally compact syntopogenous space is 
also locally compact.
P roof. Denote by [£, ST] the space in question and assume that x f E
imply x<  Kx with a suitable compact set Kx in ST. If £0 is a closed subset of £, then 
for any ^ ’-compact set K, KC\E0 is also compact in ST\E0, and for each x f E 0 the 
inequality x (< |Ef)KxC\E0 holds. |
One of the main results of this § is the verification of the fact that a locally com­
pact S2-syntopology is symmetrizable. This is based upon the following statement.
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Lemma 2.4. Let Sf be a locally compact S.> -syntopology on the set E. I f  <  $_Sf, 
then there exists -<fiSf such that for an arbitrary compact K0 <z E,
K0 <  G implies K0 K  < 'c L < ' G,
where K  is also compact.
Proof. Let <  be a member of i f  and let us choose the orders < 2, < 3, < 0, 
and < ' of Sf as follows:
(a) -c C <1; (b) < !C (<2 • (c) <§; (d) for x£E  there exists a com­
pact set Kx with x^-0Kx; (e) < 0 C < i2; (f) < i U U < 3 C
Then let /d0 be a compact set for which K0<G. There exist F, J, LczE  such
that
(1) K0 <r f  < i /  < i f  G.
We shall prove the existence of a compact set KczJ for which K„-SK. Indeed, 
assume x<[Hx<'1Kx for each x£K0. Then a finite number of these sets Hx covers 
K(), thus denoting by JI and K' the union of the corresponding sets Hx and Kx, we get 
that
(2) K' is compact, and K0zH ^[K '.
If K' a  J  then the statement is proved because in view of (f) K0<'K'. Therefore 
suppose K'<tJ, and put J ' — K '—J, F' = K' — F. If x£K0 is fixed, then owing to 
(b) and (1), x<2Axy<c3Bxy<3E —y  for yEF'. In the compact topology Sfip\K' = 
=  {<0} [1]> (15.93) gives that a finite number of the sets E —Bxy covers J ' since 
j '^ o c p '  anc] Bxy)f)K ' for y£F'. Denoting by E —Bx and E — Ax the union
of the covering sets E —Bxy and E —Axy, respectively, we have
JC -=2Ax <%Bx c= E - r  = (E—K') U /.
Putting x< 3Cx<3Ax for x fK 0, in view of the compactness of K0 we have sets C, A 
and B such that
(3) K0czC<?A<3B c:(E —K'){JJ.
Let us denote by Ä the jdosure of A in Sf. One can easily show that K=Ä  fl K' is 
compact, and from (3) AczB  follows, thus KczJ. Because of AczÄ  and (2) we get 
K0^ 'K .
Further if k^K  and y f E - L ,  then by (1) and (b) we have k< 2Vky<£E—y. 
There exists a set Vy such that Kcz Vy<2E —y, so that E —L< 2E —K, since < 2 is 
perfect. Finally, in view of (f) and (c)
K0 K  < L -=■' G. 1
Lemma 2.5. Let Sf be a locally compact S2-syntopology on E. Define, for each 
<£Sf, an order <+ on E as follows:
A < +B oB = E , or there exists an Sf-compact KczE such that 
AczK<cX< B for some XczE.(2.5.1)
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Then
(2.5.2) < + is a semi-topogenous order for every <  £ 9 .
(2.5.3) <!, ^ 9 ,  < iC < i  imply < Í C < 2+-
(2.5.4) For every < £ 9  there is an order < f 9  suchthat < +C < ,+2.
Proof. (2.5.2) and (2.5.3) are clear.
(2.5.4): Suppose ■<■$.9’, and choose <x€ 9  for <  in accordance with (2.4), 
put <2d 9  for *=i in the same manner, finally let < ' be an element of 9* with 
< i U < 2 C < /- Then A < +E  implies A<£E<2E automatically. If A ^ +B a E, 
we have A c  K<CX<B  for some X c E  and for an ^-compact K. Now it is clear 
that K<B, therefore by (2.4) there exists a compact Kl such that K<1Kl <xY<lB, 
thus by (2.4) we get A cK~=:?1L<.2K1^ ci Y ^ xB. From the choice of < ' the inequality 
A~z'+2B issues. I
The following theorem is a generalization of [2], (5.3.57).
T h e o r e m  2.6. Any locally compact S2-syntopology 9  is symmetrizable, namely 
9  + = {<+s: <  £9} is the coarsest o f  all symmetrical syntopogenous structures 9 X 
such that 9 { ~ 9 .
P r o o f . (2.5.2) implies that 9  + consists of symmetrical topogenous orders. If 
-=1, < ?f9 ’ and -<€9, < i U < 2 C ^ ,  then from (2.5.3) and [1], (3.40) the relation 
< 1"“ U ' C < +s follows. Finally, by (2.5.4) and [1], (3.53) for any < £ 9  there 
exists -9  £.9  suchthat <  + ' C < ,+s2. These give that 9 *  is a symmetrical synto­
pogenous structure.
Every point x£E  is compact in 9 ,  consequently if -=£9 ,  then an order 
-9 ^ .9  can be found such that x< B  implies x < '+B (see (2.4)). From this one can 
deduce <  C -=,+,,C -=,+sp, hence 9 < 9 +p. On the other hand, < t C < , 
< + tc <  are clear for each < £ 9 ,  thus < +,C < , and < +spC,<. This means 
that 9 +p< 9  is also valid. Summing up, we have 9 +p~ 9 .
Assume that 9 X is a symmetrical syntopogenous structure such that 9 { ~ 9 ,  
< £ 9  is arbitrary, ■<i£9i , <  C <f, and for <2£ 9 X: <!• If A < +E,
then obviously A<2E. Suppose A < +B t±E, then A cK *9X < B  for some com­
pact set K. Assume x< 2Cx<2B for x£K, in this case from the compactness of K 
we get K c C<2B, thus A < 25. Consequently, < +C < 2> and in viewofthesym- 
metricity of < 2 j the inequality -=c+sC < 2 holds. Thus we have 9 +< 9 x. 3
Next we study the properties (SJ and (S2) in compact spaces.
P r o p o s i t i o n  2.7. I f  9  is a compact syntopogenous structure with property ( S i ) ,  
then 9 p< 9 cp (cf. (1.15)).
P r o o f . Put <  £ 9 ,  and choose the orders < 1( < 2> < 3  of 9  as follows: <  C < f, 
< Í C < 2C> -=2C<ij. If x < 5 , then x< xC<iB. y< 2E—x holds for any yZ E —C 
and thus y< 3Vy<3E—x. Owing to theorem (15.93) of [1], a finite number of the sets 
Vy covers E —B, from this E — B < 3E —x, i.e. x< 3B. U
As a generalization of theorem (5.3.22) of [2] we can state:
T h e o r e m  2.8. A compact syntopogenous space with property (S2) is normal.
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P roof. In a compact S2-space [E, if], for an arbitrary <  i f f , let us choose the 
orders < 1, and <3 of i f  as follows: < JC (< 2■ -eg)6, -=:2C < |-
Assume A<CC<B. Then y4<cC<1Ar< 15. if  x£C, yd E —X, then X< 2Cxy-=\ 
<%E—y  and from this
* -=3 Axy -=r3 Cxy <§ Bxy E - y .
Put i f ,p— {<0}. A<0cC and x<°Axy imply the existence of sets Ay, Cy, By suchthat
A cz Ay <3 Cy <lBy -=-%E—y
(see [1], (15.93)). In view of E —B<.0cE —X, y<.°E—By (y£ E —X) a finite number of 
the sets E=By covers E — B. Denoting by E —B', E —A', E —C' the union of the cov­
ering sets E —By, E —Ay, E —Cy, we have
C  <g B' a  B. I
C orollary  2.9. For a compact syntopogenous space \E, if], i f p is symmetri- 
zable iff i f  is an S2 -structure. In this case (up to equivalence) i f v is unique among the 
symmetrical syntopogenous structures if$ on E such that Sf% ~ifp.
P roof. If i f p is symmetrizable, then it is regular, consequently i f p, and at the 
same time i f  has property (S2) (see (1.11) and (1.5)). Conversely, if i f  is an S2- 
structure, then by (2.8) it is normal, and in view of (2.7) i f p< i fcp. Applying (1.17) 
i f p ~ i f wp can be deduced, which implies that i f p is symmetrizable. If this is true, then 
i f '7 is the unique symmetrical syntopogenous structure inducing i f p by Lemma 8 
of [3], I
3. Some basic concepts of syntopogenous extension theory
The definitions and results presented here were discussed in [6] in detail (cf. also
[4] and [8]).
In a syntopogenous space [E, if] a filter base r is said to be round if Ri_x implies 
Rx<7? for some < ^ i f  and i^Gr. For any filter base r in E
£f(r) =  { f c f :  /?< V for some <  Gi f  and 7?Gr}
is a round filter in [E, if], in particular, denoting by i f  (x) the filter i f ( {{x}}), we 
get the neighbourhood filter of the point x G E.
For two systems 91 and © of subsets of E, another system can be constructed as 
follows:
91(0)93 =  {A0B-. AG91, ÄG©}.
A syntopogenous space [£ ', if']  will be called an extension of the syntopogenous 
space [E, if] if £  is a dense subset of [E\ if']  and i f  ~ if'\E . At the same time i f '  
will be said to be an extension of i f  on E'. In this case the filters
s(x) -  if(x)(C]){E} (xfE ')
(which are called the trace filters of this extension) are round filters in [E, if], in 
particular, s (x) = if(x )  for each xiE .
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Conversely, if [£, if] is an arbitrary syntopogenous space, E<zE', and for any 
x£ E ' an G round filter s(x) is given so that s(a) =  i f  (a) for x iE , then there exists 
an extension of i f  on E' the trace filters of which agree with the filters s(x) for every 
x fE '.  In fact, suppose
=  [xpE': ^ ís(x )}  (A c  E).
If «= is a semi-topogenous order on E and A', B ' czE', define




s ( ^ ) =  {s(<):
is a syntopogenous structure on E' satisfying the required conditions.
Iff i f = i f  is a topology on E, then the system
{s(K): V is open in i f )
forms a base for a topology i f  on E', which is called the strict extension of i f  on E' 
corresponding to the filters s(x) (x p £ r). In general, for an arbitrary i f ,  s(£f),p 
is a strict extension of i f ,p.
Let [£', if'] and [E", if"] be two extensions of the syntopogenous space [E, if]. 
Similarly to the terminology of the symmetrizable compactifications (cf. [3], def. 4) 
we shall say that [E", if"] is a coarser extension of [E, if] than [£', if']  (or [£ ', if']  
is a finer one than [£", if"]) iff there exists an ( i f ' , y ”')-continuous surjection h of 
£ '  onto E"  such that x —h(x) for every ,v ( E. If /r is an ( i f ,  y")-isomorphism, then 
[£', if']  will be said to be equivalent to [£", if"].
4. One-point compactifications
It is well-known that P. Alexandroff was the first to compactify a locally compact 
Hausdorff space by adding one ideal point. A generalization of Alexandroff’s one- 
point compactification can be found in [2], ch. 6.1. For an arbitrary non-compact 
topological space [£, if], this is defined as a strict extension of i f  on £U{p} having 
the trace filter of the “imaginary” point p in the form
(4.1) s (p) — {3fc£: V<zX, E —V is compact closed in if} .
Proposition  4.2. Let [£, if]  be a non-compact topological space, £ '= £ U  {P}, 
i f '  be a topology on E' which is an extension o f  f  with the trace filters s(x) for 
xPE’. In this case i f '  is compact iff E — V is compact in i f  for any if-open VPs(p).
Pro o f . Suppose that i f '  is compact and let [V,: ip i)  be a ^open  covering 
of the set E —V, where V is a ^open  member of s(p). For any ip i  there exists a 
^'-open set V[ in £ ' such that VIDE= Vif and there is also a ^"'-open set V  
for which p p V  and V'DE=V. The system {V , V[: ip i)  is a ^"'-open covering 
of £ ', therefore a finite number of indices of /  can be found such that {V , V'tl, ...
..., V'iJ  covers £ '. Then E — VczE' —V  cz (J V'ik, consequently E —V<z U F(|c.
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Conversely, suppose that E —V is compact for each ^open V£s(p), and let 
{V{: /£/} be a 5~'-open covering of E'. If pd V{0, then [VIDE: /£/} is a . "^-open 
covering of the set E —(V{0 H E), which is compact in ST since V'o fl E is a ,^-open 
member of s(p). If a finite subsystem {V{xH E, ..., V{nC\E} covers E~(V'ifiC\E), 
then {V{0, V\x, ..., V'in} is a finite covering of E'. |
In view of (4.2) we can prove Lemma (6.1.22) of [2] independently of whether 
3T’ is strict or not.
L emma 4.3. I f  under the conditions o f  (4.2) is compact, then s(x)cs(/?) 
does not hold for any xdE.
P roof. Let us assume that xdE  is a point such that s(x) c  s(p), and {Vt: 
i£ l}  be an arbitrary .3^0pen covering of E. Then x£V i(t for some i06/, hence 
Vioé s (x )c s (p). By (4.2) E Vio is compact in ST, therefore a finite number of the 
sets Vt covers it, Adding Vio to this finite covering of E — Vio, we get a finite -Stopén 
covering of E chosen from the original system. This gives that is compact, which is 
impossible. §
P roposition 4.4. Under the conditions o f  (4.2), i f  ST' is compact, then it is a 
strict extension o f ST on E ', and {p} is closed in ST'.
P roof. We shall show that if V is a ^ “'-neighbourhood of xd_E’, then there 
exists a .^open set F0£s(x) such that s(V0) c  V. First of all, consider a point x 
in E. Then VT) Efs(x), and if h) £s(x) is a á^open set with the property VL 4 s(/i) 
(see (4.3)), we have s (v 0) a V  for V„=V1C] VT\Eds(x). In fact, F0£s(y), ydE ' 
imply yVp  (i.e. y fE ) ,  else V1£s(p) would be true, therefore V0 is a ^neighbour­
hood of y, consequently y  £ V.
On the other hand, suppose x=p, then V0= V i)E  is a member of s(p) for 
which s(V0)(zV  is obvious.
{p} is indeed closed in ST', because for any x£ E  there is a set Vxds(x) such 
that Vx^s(p), so that ,v( Vx) is a neighbourhood of x which does not contain p. |
L emma 4.5. Let [E, :T\ be a non-compact topological space and E '= E  U to -  
Suppose that the topologies and f 2 are extensions o f  ?T on E' with the trace filters 
sx(x) and s8(x), respectively, for xdE', further let be compact. Then < dT.', 
Iff St(p)cs,(p).
P roof. The condition is obviously necessary. In order to verify its sufficiency, 
suppose s1(p)d52(p), and let V be a .Tj'-open set in E'. Assume
s,(A) =  {xdE'\ A f s;(x)} (A cz E, i =  1, 2).
VC\E£ S!(x)cs2(x) for each xd. V, therefore if pd V, then s.fVTE)cz{VTE){J{p) = 
= V. On the other hand, if VczE, then for every xd.V there exists Wx ds2 (x) such 
that Wx$s2(p) (see (4.3)), consequently Ux= VD Wxds2(x) and s2(Ux) c  V. 
These show that V is open in I f f  too. |
In a non-compact syntopogenous space [E, If] the complements of the compact 
subsets form a filter base, which generates a filter in E  denoted by c. In view of (4.2)—
(4.5) we can give a complete summary of the compact extensions of a topological 
space with one ideal point as follows:
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T heorem  4.6. Let [E, ST] be a non-compact topological space and E '= E  U {/»}• 
The compact extensions ST’=ST np o f ST on E ' are exactly those strict extensions 
which have a trace filter for p contained in c. For two such extensions ST( and STf, 
ST( <  STS iff s1ip )d 5 2ip) holds for the corresponding trace filters. |
Let us consider an arbitrary non-compact syntopogenous space [E, ST]. We shall 
say that [£', ST'] is a one-point compactification of [E, ST] if [£', ST'] is a compact 
extension of [£, ST] such that E' results from E  by adding one ideal point p.
T heorem  4.7. Let [E, ST] be a non-compact syntopogenous space, E’ = E U {Pi 
and ST' be an extension o f  ST on E' with the trace filter s(x) for x£E'. Then [E', ST ] 
is a one-point compactification of[E, ST] iff ST'tp is a strict extension o f ST,p and s (p) d  
dST(c).
Proof. ST' is compact iff so is ST',p ([1], (15.78), (15.79)) and it is proved that 
this holds if and only if ST'tp is a strict extension of ST',p\E=STtp and s (p )cc . 
But this latter condition is equivalent to s(p) c  ST ft), provided ST’ is an extension of 
ST. In fact, ST it) a  c, and on the other hand, because of the .5^-roundness of s(p), 
the inclusion s (p )c c  implies s ip) d  ST it). |
Theorem 4.8. Any non-compact syntopogenous space has a finest one-point com­
pactification. This can be topogenous or perfect, provided that so is the original space.
Proof. Let [E,ST] be the space in question, £ '=£U {p}, s(p) = ST(c) and 
s (x)=ST(x) for xSE. Suppose that ST' is the strict extension of STtp on E ' corre­
sponding to the filters s(x) (x£E'). Denoting by ST' the syntopogenous structure on E' 
constructed in Theorem 2.1 of [6] for ST and ST', we have ST'\E~ST and ST'tp =  
= ST'. Thus [E', ST'] is a one-point compactification of <5^ by (4.7). If [E", ST"] is an­
other one-point compactification of [E, ST] with the trace filter s'(p') for {//} =  £ " —£, 
then define the mapping h: £'-*-£" so that h(x)= x  for x££ and h(p )—p'. 
It can be easily seen that [£', h~lfST")\ is a one-point compactification of [£, ST] 
with the trace filter Tip') for p. Then by (4.7) T{p')aST(t)=s(p), therefore 
h~1iST"),p< ST' (see (4.6)). In view of Theorem 2.2 of [6] we get A-1 {ST")< ST', 
consequently [£', ST'] is finer than [£", ST"]. Finally, from [6], 2.1 it follows that 
ST’ is topogenous or perfect, provided so is ST. |
For the study of the existence of symmetrical one-point compactifications let 
us mention the following simple lemma, which can be deduced immediately from [1], 
(15.47) and [2], (6.3.10) (or [2], (6.3.14)):
L emma 4.9. I f  ST is a symmetrical (and biperfect) syntopogenous structure, then 
ST if) is a compressed (Cauchy) filter for any compressed (Cauchy) filter baser in ST. g
T heorem 4.10. A non-compact symmetrical syntopogenous space [£, ST] has a 
symmetrical one-point compactification iff <£ST, A < B imply either A a K  or 
E —B d K  for some ST-compact set K.
P roof. If there exists a symmetrical one-point compactification for ST on a set 
£':=£U{p}, then by [6], 4.1 we get that s(p) is compressed, so that because of 
s ( / i) c y (c )c c  the filter c is also compressed (see (4.7) and [1], (15.48)). Conversely, 
if c is compressed, then ST ft) is also of this kind by (4.9). Putting 5Íp)—£T(c), we
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get s(Sf)s as a symmetrical one-point compactification of i f  on E', because s (if)s,p 
is a strict extension of Sf,p with the trace filter s (p) contained in i f i t)  (cf. [6], 4.2 and
(4.7)). Thus we saw that the existence of a symmetrical one-point compactification 
is equivalent to the fact that c is compressed in S f. This latter condition is satisfied 
iff A< B, -^ £ if  imply A f](E —K)=0 or (E —B) C\(E—K) = 0 for some compact 
set K, that is, either A or E — B is contained in an -compact subset of E. gj
Analogously, we can state:
T heorem  4.11. A non-compact symmetrical syntopological space [E, if]  has a 
symmetrical biperfect one-point compactification iff for any < f_.f there exists an 
i f  -compact set K such that A-= B implies either A <^K or E —BczK.
P ro o f . We have to write the term “Cauchy filter” instead of “compressed filter” 
and to use Lemma 5.2 of [6]. g
If [£”, Sf') is a one-point compactification of the syntopogenous space [E, if], 
then i f '  is relatively separated with respect to E by (4.4), consequently, two symmetri­
cal one-point compactifications of [E, if] are always equivalent extensions, because 
these are double compactifications of the space in question (cf. [3]). However, as the 
following example shows, a symmetrical (and biperfect) space in general has several 
one-point compactifications even if it possesses the property described in (4.10) (or 
4.11)).
E xam ple  4.12. Suppose £=[0, 1), i f  = f sb\E. With the notations ,E'=[0, 1J 
and i f '= J sb\E', it is obvious that i f '  is a symmetrical biperfect one-point compacti­
fication of i f ,  namely p=  1. Let us denote by i f "  the finest syntopogenous structure 
on E ' compatible with the pair {if, i f ’tp) (see [6], Theorem 2.1, 2.2), which is also a 
one-point compactification of i f  on E' by (4.7). It is easy to verify that i f '  and i f"  
are not equivalent. In fact, for any < f i f ,  E < E  cannot hold, at the same time E 
is an i f ' tp-oy>CT\ set and E~=E for every <  i i f , hence E-=f E is fulfilled by each 
(cf. [6], (2.1.1)). g
Further we shall study the one-point compactifications of locally compact S2- 
syntopologies.
In a syntopological space [E, if] a set E0 will be called strongly open if E0 <  Etl 
for some < £.if. It is clear that every strongly open set is open.
P ro po sitio n  4.13. In a locally compact syntopological space with property (,V2) 
any strongly open subspace is also locally compact.
P r o o f . Let i f  be a locally compact S2-syntopology on E, and suppose 
E0< E0c E  for some < (fff . If the order < f f i f  is chosen in accordance with (2.4), 
then for any xf_E0, we have x<.lKxczE0, where Kx is ^-compact. Kx is also 
(IS |^£'0)-compact, and xi-cxIE,,).^, thus if\E 0 is locally compact, too. g
This implies that if a syntopological space [E, if]  has a symmetrizable compacti­
fication in which E is strongly open, then i f  is necessarily a locally compact S2- 
syntopology. In order to verify that a locally compact S2-syntopology always has 
such a compactification, and what is more, this can be a one-point compactification, 
let us introduce the following notion.
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A syntopological [E\ if']  will be called an Alexandroff-type compactification of 
the non-compact syntopological space [E, if] iff E' = EU (p) and Sf’~  s W ,  
where s (p) = £f(c) and s(x)=Sf(x) for xfE . Since in this case £f’,p= s(if)ptp =■ 
= s(if),p is a strict extension of i f tp corresponding to the filters s(x) (xf_E'), such an 
extension is in fact a one-point compactification of [E, if] (cf. §3 and (4.7)). It is 
also easy to see that two Alexandroff-type compactifications of a syntopological space 
are always its equivalent extensions.
L emma 4.14. Let [E, if]  be a non-compact locally compact syntopological space 
with property (S2), and let [E\ £9"] denote an Alexandroff-type compactification o f this 
space. Then there exists an order <’0f£ f ' such that for every x£E  the inequality 
p (< ó‘ <óc) E '—x is valid.
Proof. Assume x< K x (< £ i f  is fixed) for any x fE  with a compact set Kx, 
and let be an order of i f  satisfying the condition of (2.4). Suppose <2f i f ,
< !C < 1  and 5(<2)PC Because of the compactness of any point x fE
there exist compact sets K'x such that x< 1K'x<[Kx, and from this
E—Kx < 2 Cx <2 E —K'x Vx <£ E —x.
Then pes(Cx)^'0s(E-K 'x)c:E '-s(K 'x)^'0cE '- s ( E -  Vx) a E '- x .  This proves the 
lemma. |
In possession of (4.14) we can complete (4.13) as follows.
Proposition  4.15. Any Alexandroff-type compactification o f a non-compact 
locally compact syntopological S2 -space [E, if] is also an S2-space in which the set E is 
strongly open.
Pro o f . Under the notations of (4.14), the inequality x<'0E' —p= E  holds for 
each x fE ,  therefore E is strongly open. Trivially, for any -=i f  i f ' there exists 
<\<fif' such that x, y£E, x< ’E '—y  imply *(<{• < f)E ’ — y, as seen from prop­
erty (S2) of i f .  If <£€<9*" for which <ÓU<ÍC-=£, then by (4.14) -='C(<£- 
• *=2C)h> hence i f '  is an S2-syntopology. |
T heorem  4 .16. An Alexandroff-type compactification o f a non-compact locally 
compact syntopological S2-space is one o f the coarsest symmetrizable compactifica­
tions o f this space.
P roof. Let [£', if']  denote an Alexandroff-type compactification of the non­
compact locally compact syntopological S2-space [E, if]. This compactification is 
obviously symmetrizable (cf. (2.9) and (1.5)). By Theorem 14 of [3] it will be suffi­
cient to verify that denoting by if'x the unique symmetrical structure on E' such that 
i f \ p~ i f \  the restriction if'1\E=£f1 is equivalent to i f  + (see (2.6)). Owing to (2.6) 
and i f { ~ i f ,  the inequality i f+ < i fx is clear. Conversely, suppose < fi£ f\,  
< iC < 2, finally assume, for a suitable < ££f, Then we have
< 2 C --, and from the symmetry of < 2 the relation < 2C < c also follows. It can 
be easily seen that if{  is a symmetrical one-point compactification of i f x, therefore it 
fulfils the condition given in (4.10). Suppose A<XB, then
A <2 C D < 2 F <2 G -=2 B
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for suitable C, D, F, GczE. On the basis of (4.10) D a K  or E —F c K  for some 
9 X-compact set K (which is at the same time ■S'jcompact). Denoting by X  the 9 -  
closure of the set j c f ,  in the first case A cA czC < CD < FczB, and because of 
AczK, the set A is ^-compact. In the second one E —B (zE —BczE—G<cE —F< 
-^ E —D c E —A , and from E —BczK  the compactness of E —B can be deduced. 
We got that A<XB implies A < +B or A < +CB, so that < 1C < +i, consequently 
9 X^ 9 +, which was to be proved. |
On the other hand, we have the following remarkable result.
T heorem 4 .17 . An Alexandrojf-type compactification o f a non-compact locally 
compact syntopological .S’, -space is one o f the finest one-point compactifications o f the 
space in question.
Proof. Suppose that [E', 9 ']  is an Alexandroff-type compactification and 
[E[ , 9[\ is an arbitrary one-point compactification of the non-compact locally compact 
syntopological S2-space [E, 9]. If E' = E(J{p} and E'x=E\J{px), then let the 
mapping h: E'-*EX be defined so that h(x)= x  for x £ E  and h(p)—px. It is 
obvious that 9 "= h ~ 1(9[)  is another one-point compactification of 9  on E'. 
We have to show the (9", ^i)-continuity of h, i.e. 9 " < 9 ’’. Suppose -9$_9", 
< 'C  < i3, < [£9" < £ 9 ,  Let us choose the order 9  for <  in
accordance with (2.4), finally assume < 269 ,  < j C<1, < 3£ 9 ,  -= U < 2 C 
The inequality < 'C s ( < 3)'’ will be verified. In fact, if p 9 B  for some BczE', 
then there exist C ,D czE ' suchthat p<.'xC<xD<xB, and from this C H E^D O E  
follows. Denoting by s '(p) the trace of the neighbourhood filter of p in 9 " , we get 
CC\E^.s'(p)(z9(c)=s(p) (see (4.7) and the definition of Alexandroff-type compacti­
fication), thus p£s(CC\E). Trivially, s(_DC\E)C\EczBC\E, therefore siDriiOc: 
c(BC\E)[J {p} = B, hence ps(<s)B. Now suppose that x£E  and x-9B. Then 
x<j/? is also true, therefore x </? f] E. One can find an 9 - compact set K such that 
x ^ K a B O E ,  because {x} is compact in 9 ,  too (see (2.4)). If x < 2K<2/v, then
x € s (K )  s( < 3) s(K) c  BH E  c  B.
Indeed, p£s(K) cannot be valid because in that case E —KxczK, i.e. E=K U Kx 
for some compact set Kx, which would contradict the fact that [E, 9 ]  is not 
compact.
In possession of the above result we can state 9 "  <  s (9 )p, hence h is an (9 ', 9X')- 
continuous surjection, that is, [E 9' ]  is a finer extension of [E, 9 ]  than [E'x, 9 X]. |
As is well-known (Theorem 14 of [3]), two symmetrizable compactifications of a 
symmetrizable syntopological space are equivalent iff each of them is finer than the 
other one. In view of this, from (4.16) and (4.17) the following result issues:
C orollary  4.18. Up to equivalence o f extensions, a non-compact locally compact 
syntopological S2-space has a unique symmetrizable one-point compactification, which 
is an Alexandroff-type compactification. |
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5. Simple compactifications
O. Frink [7] introduced the notion of a Wallman-type compactification of a 
“classical” topological space, which is a generalization of Wallman’s original method 
for the construction of a compact Tx-extension of Tx-spaces. The separation proper­
ties of Wallman-type compactifications were studied by several authors, their results 
are summarized and generalized in Chapter 6.1.e of [2]. In [4] Á. Császár pointed 
out the close connection existing between the Wallman compactification and the 
double compactification of topological spaces.
A double compactification of a syntopogenous space [£, f f \  is a doubly compact 
syntopogenous space [E*,£E*] such that E is ^ * s-dense in E*, SE* is relatively sepa­
rated with respect to £  and SE*\E~£E (see [3]). It is known ([3] and [8], § 4) that an 
arbitrary subspace [£', £E'] of [£*, ZE*\ containing E can be constructed as follows: 
Assume \(x)=lEs(x) for x£E, and let x<-*-f(x) be a one-to-one corre­
spondence between the points x £ E ' —E and a family of non-convergent round com­
pressed filters in if* (in the case of E'=E*  this family consists of all such filters). 
Supposing s(x) = tE(<f(x)) for x £ £ ',  we have £E'~s(SE).
First of all we prove two lemmas.
Lemma 5.1 (cf. [8], (4.6.4)). Under the conditions mentioned above
(5.1.1) ( l & i & n )
imply s í U 4 A c  U s (£,) f or any natural number n.
M = 1 / i=1
(5.1.2) I f  < 1, < 2€ y  and A -<j[C <2£, then E' — s(E—A) c  s(B).
P ro o f . (5.1.1): Suppose x£s ( (J a \ .  From U A t £ s(x), s(x)cf(x) we can
1 > i =  l
conclude 0(E {^,0}(n)f(x) for some index In fact, 0€ {^i}(H)f(x) (1 ^ /^ n )
n n
means E —A& f(x) ( l^ i^ n )  and E — |J  A = H (E—At)€  f(x), which contra-
i =  1 i = ln
diets U ^iCf(x). f(x) is compressed, therefore if ~^ 1££E, < C < i  and
i = l
-=1C <1£ io, then C£f(x), and from this £,0£i(x).
(5.1.2): Put <3££E, < 2C<§ and C<3D<3B. Suppose x £ £ ' — s(B). Then
Z)(ff(x). This implies 0$ {£ — £}(n)f(x), therefore in view of £ — C£f(x), we have 
£ —/4£s(x), that is x£s(E — A). |
Lemma 5.2. In a syntopogenous space [£, £E]
(5.2.1) the maximal round filters coincide with the round compressed filters;
(5.2.2) for two ÍEs-round compressed filters and f2
• m )  =  á 'íf.) fx =  f,;
(5.2.3) i f  under the conditions o f  (5.2.2) fx is round in SEC, then 0<i ft ( n  )*9^  (fa)-<=> fi — fa •
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Proof. (5.2.1): Suppose that f is a round compressed filter in y ,  and f1 is a round 
filter such that f c f i -  Then Fcfi implies F, <  F for some and < £ y .
0€ {^i}(n)f, consequently F£f. This shows f= f i ,  that is, f is a maximal round 
filter. Conversely, let us assume that f is a maximal round filter and 0$ {T}(fl)f, 
where A<B, < £ y .  We show that B£f. Indeed, f can be included into the round 
filter £f’(A)(n)f, hence the condition of the maximality of f implies
B d 9 ’ { A ) c i & ’ ( A ) ( r \ ) \  =  f.
(5.2.2) : Suppose «9^ (fi) =  ^ ( f 2) and There exist < £ y  and A£\x for
m m
which A<SB. Then by [1], (3.44) A= (J (AiDA-) and B= Q (if-flB'), where m
i=l >=i
is a suitable natural number, further A ^ B i  and T -<CÄ- (1 Put -=rx€y ,
<  C  and A t ^ C ^ B i ,  A'i ^ C -^ B -  (1 By 0${T}(n)ji we get
0() Pi^4/}(fl)fx for an index i. f, is compressed, therefore C;f)C'£fx■ We have 
'S,€9i’(f1) = ^ ’(f2) c f 2. On the other hand, B 'f f2 is also true. In fact, 0(£ {C,'}(n)f2, 
else E — C'idf2 would imply E —A'id&’(f2) =  ,9i’(f1) c f 1. Thus Bif)B[€(2, conse­
quently, B£f2. This gives ficzf2, and from (5.2.1) fx =  f2 issues. The inverse impli­
cation is clear.
(5.2.3) : By the compressedness of fi, 0^ f i (n )y ( f2) implies y ( f 2) c h ,  so 
that y ( f ^ c y ^ ) .  Conversely, let us suppose F€5^(fi). Then there exist < g y  
and B£ suchthat V. For F ^ y ,  <  C <f, we can find a set C with B ^ C ^
V. Choose -<26 y  and T£fi for which A < C2B. In view of our condition E —B$ 
f2, else E —A££f(f2) would be true. Thus 0^ {5}(fl)f2, so that because of the 
compressedness of f2 we get C£ f2 and These show ^  ( f j  = ^  (fs), hence
by (5.2.2) fi =  f2. The converse implication is obvious, f
Further on we shall study the subset
£*  =  {x£E*-E: f(x) is .^-roundJU F
of E* containing E, denoting by y *  the syntopogenous structure y * |Ex.
Lemma 5.3. For f c £ ' c £ * ,  y '  = y * |fs ' is compact i f  and only i f  Ex czE'.
P r o o f . First of all we prove that if E * a E ', then i f  is compact. Suppose that 
f' is an arbitrary filter in E'. Then y ,c(f) is round in y ' c, and since E is y ' c-dense, 
the filter f=  { £ } (n )y ,c(f') is round in y c. f can be included into a maximal 
(i.e. compressed by (5.2.1)) y c-round filter, say f(x), for some x£E *aE '. (If 
this maximal filter f0 is non-convergent in y s, then x£E*—E. If ]0-*x£E in // ',  
then f(x )= y s(x) czf0, the y s-roundness of f0 and the maximality of f(jc) imply 
f(x) =  fc.) x is a cluster point of f ,  otherwise there exists f f f '  such that x< ' 
f E '  — F for some F£f'. If < (gy ', -='C-<i2, then x f xV f xE’ — F  can be 
written, so that E fl F£s(x) cf(x). On the other hand, E' —V£9"c( f) , hence 
E — ( £ fi V)=EE\ ( £ '— K)6f cf(x), which is a contradiction.
Conversely, if i f  is compact, then, for any x f j i f -  E, f(x) has a cluster point 
y£E '. One can easily show that in this case 0$/(x)(n)s(>’) = f(x)(n)y(f(>’)), 
hence (5.2.3) x=y. Thus E x aE '. |
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L emma 5.4. Suppose £ c £ ' czE* and x d E '—E. Then {x} is closed in 9 ’ 
iff x<LEt
Proof. Put xdE*. ydE ' lies in the ^'-closure of {x} if s(y) cs(x). Then 
0$ f(jc)(n)s(^) = f(jc)(D)^’ (fOO) implies x=y, so that {x} is ^'-closed.
Conversely, if {x} is closed in 9 ',  then for any ydE ' (xAy), s(y)cj:s(x). Con­
sider the system
f =  {E -X : X ^ Y ,  r$s(x), < d 9 ) ,
which is an ^ c-round filter. In fact, E —X 'z iE —X d f implies r c l < y { 5 ( i )  
for some < d 9 ,  therefore E —X 'd f- If E —Xlt E —X2d\, then 
X2<iY2^ s(x) for suitable < 1, <zd 9  and Y1,Y i c E .  Assume < t C < i2, 
< 2C < 2*, where <j', <’?,d9. Then, for -=,'U <JC  <'d.9, there are sets 
Z x, Z 2czE such that Xi9 Z i9 Y i (7=1,2), and from this A'1UA'2< 'Z 1UZ2$ 
<Js(x) (see (5.1.1)), thus (E -X l)C \(E -X i)= E -(X 1\JXi)d\. If E -X d \,  then 
X<  y$s(x) (< d 9 , YczE) implies the existence of an order and a set Z
such that X ^ Z ^ Y .  Since E —Z<{E—X  and £ —Z£f, f is an .S^-round filter 
indeed, f can be included into an ‘-round compressed filter, say f(y), where ydE* 
(ydE  or ydE*—E depends on the convergence of this compressed filter in 9 s). 
We show that x=y. In fact, if x ^ y ,  then there exists T£s(y) suchthat Y  $ s(x). 
One can find a set Xd((y) so that X < Y  for a suitable <  d.9, hence E — X d f c  
czf(.v), which is a contradiction, fl
A compact extension [£', 9 ']  will be called a simple compactification of the syn- 
topogenous space [E, 9 ]  iff £  is dense in [£', 9 ' s] and {x} is closed in 9 ” for xdE' — E.
T heorem  5.5. Any synlopogenous space [£, 9 ] has simple compactifications. I f  
[£', 9 ’] is a simple compactification and [£*, 9*] is a double compactification o f 
[£, 9], then there exists a unique isomorphism of[E', 9 ']  onto [£*, 9*], which coin­
cides with the identity mapping on E, consequently, two simple compactifications o f  
[E, 9 ]  are always equivalent.
P roof. In view of (5.3) and (5.4) [£*, 9*\ is a simple compactification of [£, 9 ]  
for every double compactification [£*, 9*] of [£, 9]. If [£', 9 ']  is a simple compacti­
fication of [£, 9], then by the ^'-closedness of the points of £ '  —£, 9 '  is relatively 
separated with respect to £, thus the existence of the isomorphism described in the 
theorem is a direct consequence of [1], (16.45) and Lemmas 5.3, 5.4 of the present 
paper. |
Let us consider an arbitrary syntopological space [£, 9 0], and let 9  denote a 
syntopogenous structure on £  such that 9 0~ 9 P. It is obvious that if we choose 
a simple compactification [£', 9 ']  of [£, 9], then [£', 9 ' p] is a compact extension of 
[£, 9„]. As it will be shown by (5.6), in this way we get a generalization of the notion 
of a Wallman-type compactification of a topological space.
E xam ple 5.6. Let S  be a lattice-base for the topology 9 0 on £, and let us denote 
by 9  the topogenous structure generated by <3. Then 9 0= 9 P, and if [£', 9 ’\ 
is a simple compactification of [£, 9 ], [£', 9 ' p] is a Wallman-type compactification 
of [£, 9 0] belonging to S  (in the sense of 6.1.e of [2]). In fact, with the notation of
(1.13) the ®c-ultrafilters are identical with the .^ ‘-round compressed filters in £. |
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Now we shall discuss the separation axioms (Sri and (S2) in the simple compacti- 
fications. First of all an easy lemma will be verified.
Lemma 5.7. Let us consider the following two pairs o f conditions for a syntopo- 
genous space [E, i f ]:
(i) i f p< i fcp\
(ii) i f  <  dif, there exists <xd if  such that for each i f ‘-round compressed non- 
convergent filter f in i f ,  (5.7.1) A --B  and Ad f imply C ^ ‘[B with some C£f. 
Further
00  For every x£E, i f s(x) is round in i f c\
(Ü0 f or <  d if there exists - ^ f f i f  such that any i f ‘-round compressed filter 
f has property (5.7.1). Then the statement (i) & (ii) is equivalent to (i') & (iiO-
Proof. (i)&(ii)=>(i0&(ii0: Let us observe that if xdE, then
H s(x) = {Vxn V 2: x ^ V 1} x ^ 'V 2, < d i f \
therefore (i) implies 00- In fact, suppose Vc.T’fx ) .  Then V=V1C\V2, where 
jc c Fj , x< cV2 for some If <^dif, -=pC-=op, ~=-'^if, - 0U <  C
finally < 'C <?, then there exist sets Wx, W2czE such that x< xW1^]VL
and x<{W 2<{V2, consequently, If) H W2d ifc(x)czifs(x) and Wx0  W2-ffV.
For the sake of the verification of (ii') let <  be a member of i f  and choose 
d i f  in accordance with (ii). Suppose that < pC < op, ^ d i f  (see (i)), <ddif, 
-^oC-^ó2 and < 'U < ó C < i  d if-  Let f bean «S^-round compressed filter. If it does 
not converge in if ,  then by (ii) A <  B, Adf imply C<\B for some C£f. On the 
other hand, assume that xdE  is a limit point of f in i f . Then xdA  for every Adf, 
else, for a suitable <2d if  and X d f, xdE  — A<2E—X  would be true, consequently x 
could not be a cluster point of f. Therefore A<B, Ad.f imply x-^B, thus x<£B, 
and x -^ 'fC ^ fB  for some C a  E. Then C<[B and by the compressedness of f 
we have C£f.
(i0 & (ii') =>(i) & (ii): Condition (ii') is obviously stronger than (ii). In order to 
prove the validity of (i), put ~=-dif, < 0d if, and choose <xd if  for <0
in accordance with (ii'). Then x< B  implies x ^ nA -<nB, hence by the compressed­
ness of £fs(x) and A d ifs{x), from (ii') we obtain C-=ffB for some C difs(x). 
xdC  yields therefore < pC < ip- |
As in a topogenous space (5.7) (ii) and (ii') are always true, we get the following 
generalization of Theorem (6.1.52) of [2] (cf. also (1.16) of the present paper).
Theorem 5.8. A simple compactification o f the syntopogenous space [E, if\ 
is an Sx -space iff [F, if] satisfies conditions (i)—(ii) (or equivalently (i')—(ii')) o f
(5.7).
Proof. By (5.5) it is sufficient to verify the assertion for the case of the space 
[E*, if f] ,  where [E*, if*] is the double compactification of [E, if]. Suppose that 
[£*, i f f]  has the property (Sri- Then in view of (2.7) H xp <H*cp, thus the validity 
of (i) is clear. Further assume ~=-dif, <od if, s (< 0)> < 'PC
C < í cp, <idifX, < í C < 22> finally <2\EC <\dif- If f is an ri^-round compressed 
non-convergent filter in i f ,  there exists xdEx—E such that f=f(x). Putting 
A < B  and Ad], we have A < 0X-<0B for some X d E . Then x6í (A), therefore
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x^'s(B ). Consequently, x < 2cC'<2c s(B) for a set C'czE*, and this implies 
C =C 'D £€ f and C^[B.
In fact, if <=2€-^, -=:í='S(< 2)» then E* — C's(<^)E*—x, that is,
m /»,• m ni
E*—C  c  U n  s(V,j)f u  n  s(yVij) c  E * -x ,
i  —1 j=1 i = l  7 = 1
where m and nt are suitable natural numbers and Fy<2IFy (1 =i=m, l^ j^ n i) .
For H Vjj=Vi and Pi ^  =  we have 
7 = 1  7 = i
s(F,) =  f í  s(Vij) and s ^ , )  =  f] HWj),
7 = 1  7 = 1
therefore
m m
E f - C ' a  U s(Vi) and |J  s(JFf) c  ^ - x .
1=1 i = 1
Suppose <3€ ^ ,  < 2C <§• In view of the topogenity of -=2, there exists Z ,c :£
m m
for any l ^ i ^ m  such that Putting V= \J VK and Z =  1J Zf,
i—l 1=1
m
we obtain K<3Z, £* — C'czs(V) and ,s(Z)c: Q ^ (IF ^ c F i— x  (cf. (5.1.1)).
i =  l
Further assume < 4€ ^ , -=3C ^1  and K<4£/<4Z. Then x<£s(Z)=>U$f(x),=> 
=>£—K£f(.Y)=>-C€f(x), because E — F c £ n ( £ 4 — s(K ))cC . Finally, from the 
choice of we get C=C'C\E^{s(B)r\E(rB, that is C<{B.
Conversely, under (i') and (ii') put «='^SZ\, -=-^ .£Z, <'C.s(-=), <i£IZ, <  C <*. 
Let <2^ iZ be an order determined by (ii') for < 1; finally, suppose < 2C < 3 for 
< 3e5^ and 5(<3)C By (i') f(.v) is an 5^c-round compressed filter for any
x^E*. Then x, y£Ef ,  x ^ ' E f —y  imply the existence of sets A, BczE such that 
A<B, xts(A ) and s(B)czE* — y. Assume A ^ X ^ B ,  then because of A£f(x) 
we have C < |T , where CCf(.v). Consequently, C ^ Y ^ X  for some YczE. On 
the basis of (5.1.2) we obtain from Y ^ X ^ ^ B  the relations
y^ E * -s (B )  c  s (£ -T )  ^  s ( £ - C ) c  E f - x ,
so that x<[cE* —y. |
In general there is no connection between the normality of a syntopogenous 
space and that of its subspaces. In this respect we have a remarkable exception.
P r o p o s it io n  5.9. Let [£ ', SZ'] be an arbitrary subspace o f the double compactifi- 
cation o f the syntopogenous space [£, if] and suppose £ c  £ '. Then ,9” is normal iff 
so is SZ. In this case we have SZ'V\E~SZV.
P r o o f . Assume that SZ' is normal, and let <  £ SZ, ^ZSZ, -= C -=?, =^(-=i),
■^z^fZ', < je- < j c  <2 ■ «=2C, ^-iffZ  suchthat -=2|£C -=2- Put A ^ CC ^B , further 
/4< jC4 < JC < 1£1-=:1£. Then by (5.1.2)
A' =  E '- s ( E - A )  -=ic£ '- s ( £ - C a) c= s(£4) s(£) = B \( 1)
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hence A’<2C'<.’fB '  for a set C 'c E ',  thus
(2) A ez A 'D E ~=2C'Í1E <£ B ' D E a  B.
Conversely, suppose that i f  is normal, and let < !^if', < 'C s (< ) ,
< ,CZ < 'F . With the help of (5.1.1) one can verify that there exist subsets A, B, C, 
D of E  such that A<0B, C - 0D and
From this E — AczC  follows, hence E —S<g£ — A a C < 0D. If E —B<.C1B1<.{
<[s(E— F )czE '— s(F), consequently, X <(.?(/■’) Y.
It can be easily seen that i f ’v \ E < i f v , and the relation i f v < i f '^ \E  can be 
read from formulas (1), (2) of the first part of the proof, g
Thus Theorem (6.1.53) of [2] can be generalized as follows (cf. also (1.13) of this 
paper).
T heorem  5.10. A simple compactification o f the syntopogenous space [E, iA  
is an S2-space iff [E, if] satisfies conditions (i)—(ii) (or equivalently (i')—(ii')) o f
(5.7) and it is normal.
P r o o f . These conditions are sufficient, because in this case the simple compacti­
fication is a normal Si-space, hence it is also an S2-space (see (5.8), (5.9), (2.7), (1.17),
(1.11), (1.5)). In view of (2.8), (5.8) and (5.9), the conditions are necessary, too. g
Let us observe that, under the conditions of (5.10), denoting by [E', if'] the 
simple S2-compactification in question, we get [E', i f ' p] as a symmetrizable compacti­
fication of [E, i f p] belonging to the symmetrical syntopogenous structure i f ^  on E 
by (2.9) and (5.9). The connection existing between Wallman compactification and 
íe ch —Stone compactification of a completely regular topological space, can be 
extended as follows (cf. [2], (6.4.25) and [3]):
T h eorem  5.11. Let [E\ if'} be a simple compactification o f the symmetrizable 
syntopological space [E, if]. Then [IT, i f 'p] is symmetrizable iff[E, if] is normal and 
has property (ii) o f (5.7). In this case [ET, i f ' p] is the finest symmetrizable compactifi­
cation o f  [E, if].
P r o o f . The conditions are necessary and sufficient, indeed, because the symme­
trizable syntopology i f  satisfies (5.7) (i) automatically (see (1.15)). Since this compac­
tification belongs to i f v (in the sense of [3]), by (1.14) we get that it is the finest 
one.
finally
E ' - Z a s ( A ) ,  s(B) a  E' — X, Z c s (C ) , s(D) c  Y.
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ПРИМЕНЕНИЕ ЧИСЛЕННО-АНАЛИТИЧЕСКОГО МЕТОДА 
А. М. САМОЙЛЕНКО К ИССЛЕДОВАНИЮ ПЕРИОДИЧЕСКИХ 
ЛИНЕЙНЫХ ДИФФЕРЕНЦИАЛЬНЫХ 
УРАВНЕНИЙ С МАКСИМУМАМИ
Г. X. САРАФОВА и Д. Д. БАЙНОВ
Рассмотрим скалярное дифференциальное уравнение
(1) Я 0 + Я 0 + ?  max у (т)= /о (0 ,т€[(-М1
где q — положительная постоянная, / 0(/) — Г-периодическая, непрерывная в 
интервале (—°°, +  °°) функция, h  — малая положительная постоянная. Пос­
тавим себе задачу найти тех значений h ,  для которых уравнение (1) будет иметь 
периодическое решение. При решении этой задачи будем применять численно­
аналитический метод А. М. Самойленко [1]—[3] и некоторые его обобщения [4]. 
Положим в (1) h = 0. Получим линейное дифференциальное уравнение
(2) А>(0+(1 +  ? )л (0 = /о (0 -
Как известно, это уравнение имеет единственное периодическое решение, 
которое записывается формулой
(3) Уо(0 = / е - < 1+«Н*-*)/0(т)Л .
Положим
(4) y(i) =  Уо (0+*(0- 
Тогда функция x(t )  будет удовлетворять уравнению
(5) *(0 + (1+ ?)*(') =  - ? [  max (уо(т)+ * (т))- (у0(г)4-*(?))].rt [í —
Введем обозначения. Если дано линейное дифференциальное уравнение
x(t)+Àx(t) =f(t ) ,
то через /(í)  будем обозначать выражение
( 6 )  Д О  = , , - х т /  e - A(T- t) / ( т )  di.
1 е  о
Периодическое решение уравнения (5) будем искать численно-аналитическим 
методом А. М. Самойленко.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 34C25.
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Рассмотрим последовательность периодических по t периода Т  функций
Г
хп+Ли *о) =  x0- q  [  е- (1+«)('-^{[ max (уоС0 + х„С0)-
У 1 *€[т—А,т) 4
(7) ___________________________
-  (>’о СО + х„ (т))] -  [s max ^  (у0 (s) 4- хп (s)) -  (у0 (т)+ хп (т))]} ch.
Если предположить, что последовательность {х„(/, х0)} равномерно схо­
дится к x„(t, х0), то функция x„(t,x0) будет периодическим решением (5), 
проходящее при t = 0 через точку хд, если х0 является решением уравнения
(8) (1 + q)x0+ q Kmax (у„(т) + xœ (т, х0))- (у0(?) + х„ (t, х0))] =  0.
t t  [t — n,  t  J
Итак, вопрос существования и отыскания ^-периодического решения 
уравнения (5) сводится к нахождению условий равномерной сходимости после­
довательности (7) и разрешимости (8).
Обозначим через I ^ [ t —h, 1\ точку, в которой достигается
max (у0(О+*о), те., max (y0CO+*o)=yo(ii)+*o-
s £ [ t - h , t ]  4 7 s€[í — h,î] N 7
Тогда
max (y0(s) + x0) - ( y 0(t) + x0) = y 0( t j - y 0(t).
s£[ t  — h , t ] 7 7
Оценим |у0(б)— Уо(01- Имеем
Ьо(0)-То(0| =  Л|То(01> ?€(t-h, t).
§Ц С другой стороны, существует постоянная ß = const, такая, что 
sup |ÿo(OI=0- Следовательно, в интервале ( —°°, + °°) будем иметь
(9) Ьо (íi)-То (01 =  hß.
Введем обозначение X = —(l+q). Оценим модуль разности xx(t, х0) — х0. 
Имеем
|xi(/,x0) - x 0| =  |(1+Л)|| [  ея(,“1){[ max (>>0(.s) + x0) -  1 sen -л , т]
(Ю)
где
-  (То (О + *„)] -  i s max ^  (у0 (s) + х0) -  (у0 (т)+ х0)] }ск
(
„Á Т _„)Л t  „ Á t_1 Т Ч
ехт_1 /  е~х'(1т+ еХт_ 1 /  ех<т-'Чт) =  
= \\+A\hßcc(X, t) S  \1+X\hßcc y j  =  qhßa^X, у ) ,
a(A , /)  =
2 ( e i ( r - 0 _ 1) ( eA » _ 1) 
A(eXT- 1)( И )
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Введем обозначение dx = hß\\ + Х\а y j . Из (10) видно, что при
*€( — °°, +  °°), х0€ [a + d; , b —d,] функция xx(í, х„)€[а, £>]. Методом математи­
ческой индукции можно показать, что для всех п =  0 , 1 ,2 ,  ...ипри / € (  —со, -fc o ) , 
х0€[д + й(л, й-  í/;], функции x„(f, х0) принадлежат интервалу [я, й].
Оценим |хх (Т, лс0) |. Имеем
*i(', *о) = -  Í  {[s max , (у0 (0 + х0) -  (уа (0 + х0)] -
/ ---------------------------------------------- \
-  [ s m a x  (] (уо ( s ) + х 0)  -  (у0  ( 0  +  х 0) ] }  -
Г
- q X  Г еА(,- т){ [ max (j ’0(s) +  x 0) - ( > ’0(t) +  x 0) ] -
J  к s € [ t —А, т]
-  [s max (у° (s) + х°) -  (у0 (т) + х°)] } dz + Xx0-X x0 =
=  ;.[Х!(/, х0) - х 0] -? { [  max (у0 (s) +  х0) -  (j0 (0 + *о)] ~
-  [ max (>’о(s) + х0)-  (уо(0 +  х0)]}.
"гЧ
Тогда, используя оценки (9) и (10), находим
|xj(í, х0)| ё  \X\hß\\+X\<x(X, t) + 2hß\l+x\ =
( 12)
= qhß[(l + q)a(X, 0 + 2] ^  qhß { \  + q ) a .  | a, y j  +  ^j •
Оценим теперь выражение |x2(í, x0) — xx(t, x0)|. Имеем
eA ( T - í ) _ l  »
M '>  *o)-*iO>*o)l q—- > r _ i  /  X
e 1 u
x | [  max O o ( s )  + * i (s) ) - 0 ' o (t ) + x 1(t ) ) ] -S C [T — П, TJ
-  C ,Iíla? , U  (0 + *o) -  (то (t) +  Xo)] I  dz +s£[t—A, t] J|
+ q
ex, — l 
exr- \ f  eHT ° I c™a£ t] O'« (0 + *1 (0) -  (>’o C0+ Xj (r))] -  
-  [s max t, (y0 (s) + x0) -  (>’0 (r) + x0)] \dz.
Для дальнейших оценок нам понадобится помощная оценка. Рассмотрим 
выражение
Н у (0, * (0. U h) =  max [у (т) + х (т)] -  max у  (т) -  х (0,
n,t] t 6[í —  A, íj
где x(t) и y{t) —  произвольные непрерывные функции. Пусть tx и t2 — точки 
интервала [t—h, /], в которых достигаются максимумы функций у(/) u y ( t ) + x ( t )
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соответственно. Тогда справедливо неравенство [5]
(13) а (О, и Щ =  ! л- (г) -  a (/t) ! + 1 а (/2) -  а (0 |.
Возьмем в ПЗ) в качестве x(t) — функцию xk{t) —xk- x{t), к —l, 2, 3, а 
в качестве y(t) — функцию y0(í) + xk^ i (t). Тогда неравенство (13) перепишется в 
виде
I max feCO +  jHoCr)]- max [а* _ j (т) +  y0 (т)] -  a* (í)+ a* _ t (i)| ^
r e i t - k , t ]  T € [t—ft, t]
(14) S  [(a* (0 -  A* _ ! (0) -  (xk (t[k)) -  X* _ ! (/ik)))| +
+ |(Afc (4k)) - x k^  (t(2ky))-  (xk(t\k)) - Х к. г$*>)).
Заметим еще, что при t'Ç\t—h, t] существует точка t"d{t—h, t), такая
что
(15)
|(x* (t) -  X* _ 1 (0) -  (х* (О - х к-г (0)| =  h -^-(xtCO-Xt-iíí'O)
= h sup dt (xk( t ) -x k^ l(t)) к = 1,2, 3, ....
Имея ввиду (15), получаем
I max [а4(т) + 7о(а) ] -  max [х* _ х (т) + у0 (т)] -  хк (t) + а* _ х (0 | =§
т ílt-h,t] Tilt-h.t]
(16)
2hsu-p \~d7 (x ^ ( 0 ~ x k - i ( 0 )
X
(17)
Тогда из (16) и (12) следует оценка
Ix 2 ( t ,  x 0) - x 1 ( t ,  х 0) |  =  2hq- qhß[(l + q)a[k,  у )  + 2]
t рм _  t т -,
' " - " Ч ' + j w z r f  е’<г" Ч  s
3  Д О  V  [(I +  «) •  (-U у )  +  2] г  (я, у ) .
Найдем оценку для разности x2(f, х0) — x 1 ( t ,  а 0) .  Имеем 
Ix 2 ( í ,  x 0) - x 1 ( í ,  х „ ) |  ^  | А | | а 2 ( / ,  А о) - ^ ! ^ ,  х 0) |  +
+ q I [ та* ( y 0(s) + A! (s)) -  max ( y 0 (s ) + a 0)  -  (a, (/) -  a0)]
'■-seii—h,t] 4 s€ [i-A ,t]
-  [  max (y0 ( s )  +  X j ( s ) )  -  max (y0 ( s )  +  a 0)  -  ( a , ( / )  -  x 0) ]  I S
u s £ [ ( —h.t] s£lt— h,t] J1
S  (l + q)2ßh2q2 |(1 +  q) a 2^, y )  + 2j a | a, + 4*7/1 sup
^ 2 ß q 2h2[(l + q)oc[x, | ) + 2] .
d ,
77 *M
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Итак,
(18) !•**(', *o)-*i(', *о)1 (I +  <?)«
Допустим, что для некоторого п ^  1 выполняются неравенства
(19) \x„(t,x0) - x n^1(t,x0) \ ^ j ( 2 h q ) n ( \ + q ) c c ^ , ^ + 2 ^  а(я, у } ,
(20) |лг„(í, лг0)—лг„_ 1 (Г, х0)| у  ( 2 /19 ) "  [ ( !  + ? )а [я, у }  + г |  .
Покажем, что тогда выполняются и неравенства
(21) \xn+i(t, x0) - x n(t, х0)| ^ у ( 2/19)п+1[(1+ 9 )х[я, у ]  + г] а[я, у } ,
(22) |.*«+ifo*o)-*n('>*o)| ^у(2/19)"+1[(1 + 9)«(я, у)+2]
Имеем
\xn + 1(t,x0) - x n(t,x0) \^2 h q - j(2 h q )n[ ( l + q ) x [ l , Q  + 2\ а[я, y j  =
=  I  ( 2 / U 7) " * 1  [ ( 1  +  q )  а  (я, у )  +  2 ]  а  (я, у )  ,
т.е., неравенство (21) выполнено.
Для выражения |x„ + 1(í, х0) — х„(/, х0)| находим
l*„+i(f, х0)-х„(/, х0)| ^ (1 + 9 ) у  (2hq)n+1X 
X [(1 + 9 ) а (Я, у ) + 2] а (я ,^ )+ 4Й 9 |-(2Й 9)', [(1 +  9 ) а ( я ,у )  + 2] =
=  | ( 2Й9)-+1[(1 +  9) а [ я ,^ ) + 2] [(I + 9 )« (я, у )  + г] =
=  | ( 2 Л 9 ) п+1[(1 +  9 ) а ( я , | )  +  2] + \
Таким образом, методом математической индукции доказано, что для всех 
п ^0 справедливы оценки (21) и (22).
Для доказательства равномерной сходимости последовательностей 
{*»('»*<>)} и (х„(/, х0)} оценим |хп+Д/, х0) - х л(/, х„)| и |xn+fe(í, x0) - x B(f, х0)|,
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(23)
где к — произвольное натуральное число, больше единицы. Находим 
\x„+k(t, X0) -X „ ( í ,  *o)l =  j (2 h q )n+1 [(1 +  ?)оф , з )  +  2] X
1 -(2  h q A l  +  q ) < x L £ ) + 2 ]
x «  -----------i ----------г Ч т П 1 ’
l - 2 ^ [ ( l  + ^)a[A,T j + 2j
!*.+*(*> *o)-*,.('>*a)l — 'у (2hq)n+1 [(1 +  ? )оф , -yj + l]  X
l - ( 2 h q f  [(1 + ^ )а (я ,^ )+ 2 ]  
í -2 h q [ ( í  + q )o i[ x ,^ )  + 2]
(24)
Из (23) и (24) видно, что для равномерной сходимости последовательностей 
{x„(í, х0)} и (х„(/, х0)} достаточно выполнение неравенства
(25) 2hq |(1 + 9)а у ) + 2] 1.
Переходя к пределу в (23) и (24) при к -* °° и при выполнение условия (25), 
находим оценки
| ( 2 ^ Г 1 [(1 +  9 ) а к | ) + 2 ]  Л я , ^ - )
(26) |х»(/, х0) -  х„ (!, х0) I ^ ------------------р---------- 7— -----7--------
\~2hq  |^ (1 +  <7)а Ja, 2J + 2J
| ( 2 / щ ) " + 1 [(1  +  <7) а ( ; , , | )  +  2 ]
(27) |х„ (/, х0) -  х„ (/, х0) I = ---------------р---------- 7— -----т---- •
l-2/jtf [(1 +  ? )а |д ,  y j  + 2j
Перейдем к вопросу существования периодического решения. Как было 
отмечено выше, нужно найти условия разрешимости (8). Обозначим левую 
часть (8) через А (х0), а через А„(х0) — выражение
/ -----------------------------------------------------\
Л„(х0) =  (1 +q)x0+q[  max (jo(s) +  x„(s, х0))-(уо (0+ *„(', *о))]-
S í i t —h, 11
Разрешить уравнение Л(х0) —0 в общем случае невозможно, поскольку не 
всегда можно найти предельную функцию хтс (/, х0). Поэтому мы поставим себе 
задачу как зная о существовании нулей функции А„(х0) судить о существовании
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нулей функции A(х„). Найдем оценку для разности А(х0) - А п(х0). Имеем
И (* о )-^ л (* о )1  =  Ч
+ *~ (s, х0)) -  ( Jo (т) + Хоо (т, х0))] ch-
Я т
— Пт 1 /  e x ( T ~ z ) [  max ( y 0( s ) + x n( s ,  x0) ) - ( j 0(t) +  x„(t, x0» ]  d r \ 3»
c  — 1 *  я t i t — n, Tj
P (2hqy+*[(l+q)<x(l,j) + 2\
П+1
1 - 2 Ä *  [ ( !  +  * ) «  ( a , - | )  +  2 ]
Из последней оценки следует, что Д,(х0) ( х 0) при л—
Теорема 1. Пусть выполнены следующие условия:
(1) На отрезке [а, Ь] задано уравнение (5).
(2) Отрезок [а,Ь] такой, что —^ —>dx.
(3) Для некоторого целого числа и ё  1 функция А„(х0) удовлетворяет не­
равенствам
min, , An( x „ ) S - -a + dÁ^x()^ b — dÁ Z
^  max J„(x0) a  ÍL
a + dÁ^x o^b — dA Z
(2Л*)»+‘[(1 + *)«(^)4 
1 - 2 /1 ^ [ ( 1  +  ^ ) а |я ,  y )  +  2 ]
(2hqY+2[(\ + q)«[l,  | ) + 2 ]  +
1-2й9[(1 + ?)а(я,у) + 2]
(4) Число h настолько мало, что выполняется неравенство (25).
Тогда уравнение (5) имеет периодическое решение x=x(t), для которого 
xo=x(0)Ç[a + i/A, b — í/J, являющееся пределом последовательности периодичес­
ких функций (7).
Доказательство. Пусть хх и х2 точки отрезка [a + dk, b —dÀ] такие, что 
Л„(х^ = гтп Лп(х), Л„(х2) =  тахЛ„(х), x£[a + dx, b - d x].
Тогда
.... Л (х.) = Ап(хд+{Л (хД-ЛДхД) =§ О,
(28)
А (Хг) =  A„(xz) + (A (х2) -  Ап (x j)  S  0.
Из (28) в силу непрерывности функции А (х) следует существование точки 
х°€[х1, x j, такой, что J(x°)=0, что и доказывает теорему 1.
15*
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Следствие. При выполнении условий теоремы, если функция /„(f) 
непрерывна и периодическая, то уравнение (1) имеет периодическое решение 
у — *о)> проходящее при t—О через точку x°£[a-\-dx, b—
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ON THE ^-SPA C ES AND THE GENERALIZATION OF HERZ’S 
AND FEFFERMAN’S INEQUALITIES I
S. ISHAK and J. MOGYORÓDI
1. Introduction
The purpose of the present note is to generalize the notion of the 2Pp-spaces. 
These new spaces are interesting in themselves but at the same time they will help us 
to extend the validity of the Herz and Fefferman—Garsia inequalities. This will be 
the subject of the forthcoming papers II and III.
2. Basic notions and definitions
Let X (L x be a random variable defined on the probability space (Q, s i , P) 
and consider the regular martingale
Xn = E(X\ 3FX n = 0,
where {#„}, n^O, is an increasing sequence of u-fields of events, such that
ff ( G A = s*.'11=0 '
For the sake of the commodity we suppose that
X0 = 0 a.e.
Let <P(x) be an arbitrary Young function, i.e. let
/  cp(t) d t, jv =  0 , 
o
where <p(t) is a right-continuous, nondecreasing function such that tp(0)=0 and 
lim (p(t)= + co. We suppose that the powerr —+ °o
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of 4> is finite. This implies that the inverse function 1 of <P exists and has the form
x
<P~x(x) = J  m(t)dt.
0
Here m(t) is a decreasing function and we can easily see that
m(i) =  l/<p(^_1(0). 0.
To show these we remark that if p is finite then neither <P(x) nor cp(x) do vanish 
for x=-0. Consequently, <P(x) strictly increases. This and the continuity of $  imply 
that inverse function <£_1 exists, it is concave and is of the above integral form.
Let be a Young function. We say that the random variable X  belongs to 
the space L9=L*(Q, s í , P) if there exists an a> 0  such that the inequality 
E (# (a _1|Y |))^ i is satisfied. In this case we put
||jr|[* =  in f (a > 0 : E(<P(fl-1|: r |) )S l) .
II • II0 is a norm on L*. The normed vector space L° is complete.
For these definitions we refer to [2].
Now we shall introduce the notion of the -spaces defined for arbitrary Young 
function These are the direct generalizations of the &p-spaces, were p >- 1 is a power
(for the definition of &p, p ~ \ ,  cf. e.g. Garsia [1]).
D efinition  2.1. A random variable X d L ±  is L® -predictable if there is a se­
quence {A„} of random variables such that
(a) a.e., n=sl,
(b) Aj=22—... a.e.,
(c) A„ is -measurable, «&0,
(d) lim Xn= X ^ L ',>.n—-f°°
We define as the class of L 0-predictable functions X  with Y0 =  0 a.e. We 
take in this case
= jnf BA-«*,
where “inf” is taken over all the sequences {Xn} satisfying the preceding conditions. 
The sequence {/„} will be called an /.''’-predicting sequence of Xd^dP .^
It is easily seen that || • ||#(C is a norm on the space
R em ark  2.1. Suppose that XddP&  with
11*11*. =  {n f||A .||„
where the sequences {A,,} satisfy the properties (a), (b), (c) and (d). Now it is clear 
that the “inf” is achieved in this definition. This is because if each {A®} satisfies the 
conditions of Definition 2.1 and | |A ||^ —*-||Lr||^^ as k —^ -|— then setting
X„ =  inf A<*\ « S O ,
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{A„} will not only satisfy the condition in that definition but also
m # .  =  p ~l .
Such a {A,,} will be called an optimal L'"-predicting sequence of X.
3. Relations amongst the SP®- and the ^-spaces
The martingale transform techniques can be used to show that given any Young 
function <P with finite power p the corresponding -space is the martingale transform
of and conversely. More precisely, we can transform the martingale (Xn, corre­
sponding to X^IP-l in such a way that the limit X '=  lim X' belongs to 3P®.
ft-*- +°°
Here (X'„, is the martingale transform of (Xn,^„). The converse result is 
trivially true.
T h e o r e m  3 . 1 .  Let <P be a Young function having finite power p. Suppose that 
X^SPx. Then the martingale transform
Xó — 0 a.e., X ' = n — 1»i = 1
converges a.e. to a limit X'. Here denotes the martingale difference sequence cor­
responding to X. Moreover, X ' £ 3P0 and
\\x\u9 s
where {A„} is an optimal L l-predicting sequence o f  X.
P r o o f .  The above martingale transform can also be written in the form
f t  =  Í ( Y í- Y í_1)m(Ai_1)=Y„m(A„_1) +  "Z
i= l i= 1
Consequently, with A_x =  0
l^nl — A,_im(A„_1) +  Z  Aj_1(m(Ai_1) —m(Aj)) =  Z
i= l i= l
It follows that
Kn- \
\X'„\ S  J  m(A)dA a.e.,
o
or in other words
\X'„\ S  ^ ( A , ^  a.e.
Now the limit X '— lim X' exists. To show this it is enough to prove that (X', &„)
ft-* + 00
is uniformly integrable. This follows from the inequality
\X'n\ ^ tf-KVi) S ^_1(A=o)
and from the fact that # _1(A«,) has finite expectation since <P~l is concave and 
E(A<„)< It also follows that X ' belongs to In fact, {^“'(A )^}, n^O, is an 
increasing sequence adapted to {&„}, and for 0 -1(A„,) we have E($(<P-1(A„)))=
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=  E(Ac„). Moreover, it also follows that 
This proves the assertion.
R em a r k  3.1. Especially, when <P(x)=xp with p> \ then <P~1(x)= x1/p and 
=  ( E W ) P))1/P =  (E (Aco))1/p = (IIXH*,)1" .
Consequently,
11* 1 ^  ^  ll*l|Jif.
So we obtained as a special case of our assertion the inequality of Garsia [1] (Theorem 
IV.4.1).
R em a r k  3.2. We have
In fact,
El(4 0-HA„)
|<f-1(^ ) | |4> sm a x (l,||Z ||^ ) . 
1
max(l, W X yjJ) m ax(l, \\X\\9) E (0(4--i (A.))
11*11#,
max (1, \\X\\^) S  1.
R e m a r k  3.3. In Section 2 and 3 we have supposed that the Young function 0  
has finite power p. This is only made for the sake of commodity, namely, to ensure 
that 0  i exist.
In the following assertion a lower estimate for ||X'||#a> will be given. 
T h eorem  3.2. Let X  and X ' be as in Theorem 3.1. Then
where
4 M * — (A -) |, | J f |A a ly | > -
X
V(x) = I  ij/(t) dt
is the conjugate Young function o f (P, i.e. ij/(t)=(p i (t).
P r o o f . Denote by {/.„} and {A'} the corresponding optimal predicting sequences 
for X  and X \  respectively. From the representation of X'n figuring in the proof of the 
preceding theorem we have
y  — yA n An- 1
m(A„-i)
n ^  1.
(If m(X„_j) = 0 then we can add an e>0 to each A„ and at the end let e—0.) 
Therefore,
n Y ' __ Y 'Y   x7 Ai—i
n ~ i - i
-  2 ( * i' - * il i ) 0 ( 0 - 1(Ai_.))
-  Y >(0-i(A „_1) ) -  X{((p(0 “1(Ai)) —9 (0 _1(Ai_1))).
i - 1
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On the basis of this relation using the fact that \X'i \ ^ l ' i_1 we get
\X.\ S  2A'_1<p(<p-1(A„_1)).
Consequently, applying the generalized Holder inequality1 to the right-hand side 
we obtain
11-^ 11#, — 4||Ar/||á.a[|<p(í _1(Aoo))||y, 
which proves the assertion.
x p
Remark 3.4. Let <P(x) = —  with l< p <  + °°. Then cp(x)=xp~1 and 9r(x)=
P
V= — , q = ^, while <P~1(x) = (px)llp. Consequently,
<p(4>-1(l„)) -  ( p U 1,q.
The ZT-norm of this is
( \l/9 i n \1,q
f )  ( E M 1/8 =  ( f )  l l ^ l l 1^,q ) '  ' "  WJ





This is the inequality of Garsia (cf. [1], Theorem IV; 4.1). 
Remark 3.5. If p is the power of <P then
||(p(<p-1(Aoo))||i- =  max(l, ( p - 1)11*1^).
v m a x ( l, ( p — 1)11^ 1#,)/J
P- 1
m a x ( l,(p - l ) | |X ||#i) E(* (*-*(*.))) =
( P - 1)11*11»,
max(1, (p-l)||A r||#l)
Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 have the following
Corollary 3.1. Le/ and let <t> be any Young function having finite
power p. Then there is a random variable XfiSP® such that Xn is the martingale trans­
form o f X'n. Namely, we have
Xn = Z W - X l - d T t - x ,  « S  1, X0 = 0 a.e.,
i = l
where Ti = q>(<l>^l(/.i)) and {2,,} is an optimal -predicting sequence o f X. We have
| r . 0 , s m a x ( l , ( p - l ) | l j r | # l )
M f  XZL *  and Kei-*' then X Y ^ L t and E (|jsry |)s2 ||Jr|U ||K ||y .
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and
This assertion needs not to be proved.
We notice that the converse statement to this corollary is quite obvious.
R emark 3.6. Corollary 3.1 points out that “the elements of the space 2?® are 
none other than the martingale transform ot those of &x and viceversa”.
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APPROXIMATION AND SHORT TIME PREDICTION 
OF ECONOMIC TIME SERIES BY SPLINE FUNCTIONS
MARGIT LÉNÁRD
Abstract
A spline algorithm for time series approximation is given. It is proved that the procedure yields 
the best polynomial approximation. The results are applied to interpolate and extrapolate economic 
processes observed in relatively short time units. The method gives a possibility for the computation 
o f approximative intermediate values of the time series which increases the number of data.
Introduction
In this paper we construct a new method for interpolation and extrapolation of 
time series ([4]).
The essence of the method is that we fit a twice or once continuously differentiable 
spline function to the empirical data. This function takes the empirical values at the 
mesh of points and approximates the unknown function (further its derivatives ap­
proximate those of the unknown function). This approximation is best in the sense 
of polynomial approximation. Our basic idea is the same as that of Fawzy ([2]), but 
his procedure needs the values of the derivatives of the unknown function at the mesh 
of points.
The coefficients of the spline function can easily be computed by means of the 
differences of the given function values.
A very important area of applications is the short time extrapolation of short 
economic time series and the increase of the number of data by interpolation in order 
to apply other theoretical methods of time series and to construct econometrical 
models which demand a large number of data.
An advantage of our method is its simplicity and consistency in the economical 
sense, that is the linear relations between the time series are preserved.
The results are illustrated on numerical examples.
The interpolational method
Let [ű ,i]c R  be an interval, 0 an integer and let x: [a, b] — Rm be a twice 
continuously differentiable function (R denotes the set of real numbers). Let further 
a — t0< ...< tN+l = b be an equidistant subdivision of [a, b\, tk+1 — tk=h and let 
xk= x(tk) {k=0, 1, ..., N + 1). Denote by A the difference operator: Axk= xk+1—xk. 
We are to find a function S  with the properties:
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(i) it is a polynomial o f  minimal degree on each subinterval [tk, tk + 1] (A:=0, ... 
...,7V);
(ii) it is twice continuously differentiable at the points tk (k=  1, ..., TV);
(iii) its first and second derivatives approximate the first and second derivatives 
of x at the points tk (k=  1, ..., TV), that is,
S  (h) =  -2^(xk+1 — xk- 1),
5  (h) =  A~xk- 1,
further
S(tk) = xk (k = 0, 1, ..., TV+1).
It is obvious that 5  is o f  degree at least five on each subinterval, hence for 
i€[fife-i,fi,] let
5 (0  =  s k{t) = Xk+— (xk+1- x k_1) ( t - t k)+
(1)
+ ^ A * x k- 1( t - t ky +  i  a\k\ t - t k)\
The function 5  is twice continuously differentiable if and only if the functions Sk 
satisfy the conditions
SiJ)(tk) = S & M
0  =  0, 1 ,2; k= 2, ...,TV—1). This system of equations in a[k) (7=3, 4, 5) can be solved 
and the solution is unique:
3
«3^ =  - 2W A3Xk~2’
(2) a^ ) = ~ 2 JFA3xk- 2’
aik) = - j f A3xk -2-
Theorem. I f  x: [a, 7>]— Rm is a twice continuously differentiable function, then 
for the spline function S o f the form (1) with the coefficients (2) the following relations 
hold:
||x(t) —5(011 S  6.5 h-co2{h\ x),
\\x '( t)-S '( t) \\S  23hca2(h;x),
||x " (0 -5 " (0 ll =  68a>2(h; x),
(t1^ t ^ t N). Here a>2(h; x) denotes the modulus o f continuity o f x".
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P r o o f . L et ( f c = l ,  N), then
(3) x ( t )  =  X k +x'k( t -  tk) + j x "  (rk) (t -  tk)2
where t<xk<tk, further
1
Xk ( 0  =  X k +  Xk ( t - t k)  +  —  X k ( t - t kY  
where x'k= x'  (tk), xk —x" ( t k) . Then we have
ii* ( 0 - s (oii ^  i k ( o - * * ( o i i + i i 4 w - ^ ( 0 i  s
X'k~ J h ^ Xk + i-X k -i) h +
+ - Xk ^2 ^  Xk — k h2 + 5\\A3x k- 3
Substituting t k _ k and t k+i  into (3) one can easily see that
Xk-^h^Xk + i-X k - l) S  a ),
x 'k - - ^ A 2x*_! ^  oj2 (h ; a).
Further by the Lagrange theorem we have
||d3Ak_2|| = h2co2(h; a).
Using these estimations we obtain
||a( 0 - S ( í)|| = 6.5h2(o2(h \ a).
If tk_k^ t S t k (k = 1, N), we apply the Taylor formula for a':
x'(t) = xk+x"(x k) ( t - t k)
where t< xk<tk. Similarly to the above we have
|A '(0-S '(0ll ^ \\x"(xk)-x"k\\h+ x 'k - j j - ( x k+1-X k -1) +
+ A2Xk- k
41h+— \\A3xk_2\\ =£ 23hco2{h; a).
Finally, for tk_k^ t ^ t k,
|1a"(0-5"(0II ^  l l^ ( 0 - ^ 1  +  l k ; - ^ ( / ) | |  £  68ta2(h; a ). 
This interpolational method is stable, as shown by the next theorem.
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T heorem . L e i x l (  x t £ R "  be given and ||x fc — 3efc|| á e  (A:=0, 1, N + 1). Let 
S and S denote the spline functions o f the form (2) with the coefficients (1) and elements 
xk, xk, respectively. Then fo r  any i€[fi, ijvl we have
||S(0-S(0l| S  44e.
This theorem can be verified by easy computation.
Let now x: [a, h]-*-R"1 be a continuously differentiable function and define the 
function S as follows: for tk_k^ m t k (k = 2, ..., N + 1)
(4) 5(0 =  Sk(t) = xk + j  Axk^ ( t - t k)—L  A*xk_2( t - t k)2- - ^  A2xk- 2( t - t k)3.
It is obvious that S is continuously differentiable.
T heorem . Let x: [a, h]—Rra be a continuously differentiable function. For the 
spline function 5 o f the form  (4) we have
(I x  ( 0 - 5 ( 0 1 1  4h coffh; x),
| |^ (0 -5 '(0 li^ 7 m 1(h;x)
(t1^ t ^ t t N+i), where coffh; x) denotes the modulus o f  continuity o f x'.
P ro o f . As the function x is continuously differentiable, for tk_1^ t s t k 
(k =  N) we have
-*(0 = xk+x'(rk) ( t - t k) 
where further put
4  (0 = xk + xk( t - t k) 
where xk=x'(tk). Then we have
lk ( 0 - 5 ( 0 l l  ^  1 1 4 0 -4 (011+ 114(0 -5 ,(011  ^
=  II*'(t* ) - 4 [ |/ i+ x ' k - j ^ xk-i h+2\\A*xk^ l
By the Lagrange theorem we have
xk - 114-^(4)11 s  <oAh ; x),
IM2^ - 2II =  />IMx'(0*-i)ll =  hcoffh; x),
where tk ■< r ,<  /„  /, Gk _x <  tk .
Using these estimations we obtain
11 (^0 — 5(011 S  4/uu1(/i; x).
Finally, for tk_x^ t ^ t k,
11^(0—5 ' (Oil S  ||x '(0-411 + 114-5^(011 ^  luA h\x).
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This interpolational method is also stable for the following theorem can be veri­
fied by easy computation.
T heorem . L e i xk, 3c*€Rm be given and II** — x * | | (k—0, 1, ..., N + 1). Let 
S and S denote the spline functions o f the form  (4) with the elements xk, x*, respectively. 
Then for any t£[t1, ijv+i] we have
II5 (0 -S(OH S  lie.
The consistency of the method in the economical sense follows from the linear­
ity of the construction and of the A operator. This means the preservation of the 
linear relations between the original time series.
Now we apply our method to the interpolation of the time series describing the 
national income of the Hungarian national economy. We used the data of the Hun­
garian Central Statistical Office for 1970—1975 (all data are given in 10® Ft units, 
20Ft =  l US $). We approximate by interpolating data of 3, 6 and 9 months, re­
spectively. The interpolation of degree five was performed from 1971 until 1974 by
(1), (2), and the interpolation of degree three was done from 1971 until 1975 by (4).





325 766 325 689
330 600 330 712
335 628 335 873
1972 340 965
346 671 346 391
352 834 352 442
359 052 358 743
1973 364 919
370 489 370 659
375 773 376 043





1975 4 1 0  311
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The extrapolational method
The polynomial Sk of the form (4) with the values xk_2, xk^1, xk can be used for 
the extrapolation of the value at the next quarter year tk +
This value and the previous two — interpolated — values enable us to extrapolate 
the value in the next half year in the following way: instead of the points tk__2, tk_k, tk
we use the points tk_2 +  —, tk_k + — and tk+— and the approximated (interpolated 
or extrapolated) function values at these points. The spline function S  of the form 
(4) with these values approximates x  at tk + — . Continuing this process we can extra­
polate the function x  for about two years. The estimation of the error will show that 
it is not worth to extrapolate for more than two years.
If x : [ a ,  6 ] ^ R m is continuously differentiable, x i =  x ( t i )  ( i = k — 2 , k  —  l , k ) ,  
then the error of extrapolation in the case h = 1 is
IK'* ■+ t) _Sk K+t)I - S'Wl 1(1; x)-
If we use the values x ; ( i  =  k  —  2 ,  k  —  1, k )  instead of x ; , where ||X j—X jU S e ;, then
This estimation and the error of interpolation enable us to compute the error of extra­
polation. The error is of the form c(ok{ 1; x), where c is a constant (error coefficient). 
In the next table h = 1, and the formula (4) was used for interpolation:
Year Interpolation Extrapolation Error coeff.
1973 364 919
370 659 370 595 0.578
376 043 376 372 1.544
381 284 382 183 2.592
1974 386 597 387 999 3.710
392 239 393 837 4.926
398 200 399 723 6.540
404 287 405 605 8.476
1975 410311 411 462 10.797
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As we can see in the papers Richter [9], Richter—Stern [10], [11] and Stern [12],
[13], [14], the Kuros—Ore theorem (Kuros [7], Ore [8]) holds not only in modular 
lattices. However, the proofs are similar in all these cases. In the present paper we 
define a class of lattices having a property (V) in which the Kuros—Ore theorem holds 
and in which the proof of this theorem is similar to the modular case. In fact, this 
property (V) was made use of in all the above mentioned proofs. Moreover, we show 
that in this class of lattices the same replacement property holds as in modular lattices 
(Dilworth [5]). Further we exhibit that some results by Crawley [2], Crawley—Dil- 
worth [3], Dilworth [4], [5] and Dilworth—Crawley [6] can be proved under weaker 
conditions. If we mention results of Crawley or Dilworth, we shall refer to the well- 
known book [3].
2. Basic notions
Let L  be a lattice. If L contains a largest or a least element, these elements will be 
denoted by 1 or 0, respectively. For two elements a,bdL  we define b/a:={x: 
a S x ^ b } . An element q^b/a is called inaccessible in b/a iff q= \/T  with TQb/a 
implies q= V T ' with T ’Q T  and (cf. Birkhoff—Frink [1]).
Q(b/a) is defined to be the set of all inaccessible elements of b/a. An element v£b/a 
is called join-irreducible in b/a iff, for all x,y£b/a, v= xV y  implies x=v  or y — v.
An element v£b/a is called completely join-irreducible in b/a iff, for all T ^b /a , 
i)= \/T  implies v£T.
If V(b/a) denotes the set of all join-irreducible elements of b/a then Vl(b/a) 
denotes the set of all completely join-irreducible elements of b/a. Notice that V, (b/a) = 
— V (b/a) fl Q (b/a).
Further, we define Q:=Q(L), V:— V(L), Vx:= VX(L).
A lattice in which every element is a join of elements of Q or of Vx, respectively, 
is called a Q-lattice or a Vx-lattice, respectively. We say that L satisfies the property 
(V) iff v£V, b£L and 6 = w1V...Vm„ with u ^ V  for j= l ,  imply that 
b\/v£V(bMv/b). L satisfies the property (Vj) iff v€Vx and b£L  imply 
b\/v£Vx(b\/v/b). Note a modular lattice satisfies (V) as well as (Vj). If a is an 
element of the lattice L, then a representation a = \/T  with TQ V in Section 3 and 
TQ Vx in Section 4 is called a (join) decomposition o f  a.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classifications. Primary 06B05.
Key words and phrases. Irredundant decompositions, replacement properties, Kuro§— Ore 
property, join-irreducible and completely join-irreducible elements, lower continuous lattices.
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A decomposition a= \ R  of a in the dual of L is called a meet decomposition o f a.
A decomposition a=M T  is called irredundant iff, for each td T, a>  V ( T \ { t  )) 
holds.
A lattice L is said to have the property (R) iff, whenever an adL has two decom­
positions a = v-l V... V v„ = Ux V... V um then for each there is a Uj such that
a =  u1V...Vui_1VM/Vui+1V ...V v  
If a= M T  is a decomposition of a, we define
Uj....„ := V (T \{ ti, t j , . . . ,  f„})
for each subset {th tj, ..., t„} of T.
We say that a complete lattice L  has replaceable irredundant decompositions iff 
each element of L has at least one irredundant decomposition and whenever a=MT=  
— MR are two irredundant decompositions of an element adL, for each t0£T 
there exists an r0dR suchthat a = t0Mr0, and this resulting decomposition is irre- 
dundant.
A finite lattice L has the Kuros—Ore property iff, whenever adL  has an 
irredundant decomposition a = v1M... Mvn, then for every irredundant decomposition 
a=M T  always \T\—n holds.
3. Finite decompositions
Crawley—Dilworth ([3], p. 39) mentioned that if a lattice L satisfies the ascending 
chain condition then every element of L  has an irredundant finite meet decomposition. 
Therefore, every element of L  has an irredundant finite Coin) decomposition if L 
satisfies the descending chain condition. But a simple example shows that the converse 
does not hold.
Fig. 1
Our first theorem is a generalization of [3] (Theorem 5.2) and [15] (Hilfssatz p.
112) .
T h eorem  1. Every lattice satisfying (V) has the property (R).
The proof is the same as in [3] or [15], since in presence of (V) we do not need 
modularity.
Repeated application of (R) yields the Kuros—Ore theorem in lattices having (R) 
and therefore by Theorem 1 also in lattices having (V):
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I f  L has property (R), then the number o f join-irreducible elements is the same in 
every irredundant finite decomposition o f  an element afL .
C orollary  2. JfLhas(R), ű= « 1V ...V m„ is a decomposition and a  =  uxV ...  Vi>„ 
is an irredundant decomposition o f a, then a=u1\l ... V«„ is an irredundant decompo­
sition.
The proof is obvious.
As in the modular case, we can ask if it is true that each t>; can replace some Uj 
in the decomposition a = r1V... Vrn=«1V... Vw„. Moreover, we can ask whether to 
each vt there exists an element Uj with a = « JVüj=«JVrí. We are not able to prove 
this in a similar way as in [3] (Theorem 5.3).
Theorem 4 shows that modularity can be dropped if the lattice L has property 
(R). Before proving this, let us answer the first question as follows.
C o ro llary  3. I f  L has property (R) and a£L has two irredundant decompositions 
a = Vifl... Vu„=«1V... Vwn, then to each Vi there exists an element Uj with a=«^Vi>;.
P roof. We choose an arbitrary vt. Applying (R) we replace the elements v,, ... 
...,vt_1, vi+1, ..., v„ in n - l  steps by elements uh , ..., ujt_x, + ..., uJn and get
a=Uj\IVi.
T heorem  4 (cf. [3], Theorem 5.3). I f  the lattice L has property (R) and i f  
a—vl \l...\lvn = u1M...\lun are two irredundant finite decompositions o f a£L, then
(1) for each vt there is a Uj such that a=ü^Vt>í=wJVtig
(2) there is a permutation n o f  the integers 1, ..., n such that, for each /' =  1, ...,«, 
a=ViWu„(i).
Pr o o f . We choose an arbitrary vt. Suppose the w/s are rearranged in such a way 
that a=ujVvi for j= l , . . . ,m  and
(a) a^UjMVi for j  =  m +  1...... n.
Corollary 3 yields that 1. By applying (R) we can replace um+1, . . . ,u n by 
vJmi.p ... ,  Vjn and we get
a = UjV ...V um\J Fj-m + 1V •■■\/Vjn = i/iV ...V u„.
If Vi — vjr for some r with m + \^ r ^ n ,  we apply (R) and replace the vjt's ( t^ r )  
by the elements wim+1, ..., nir+1, ..., Min and get a—lf\lv i  with m</'r, con­
trary to (a). Therefore vi9évJr for r = m + \ , . . . ,n ,  i.e.,
(b) a> F i = ViVvJr.
Now we apply (R) to the two decompositions
a = »iV—Vu, =  MiV ...V m„,V tym+1V •••VrJn
and to the element vt. By (b) we get the existence of an element Uj with l ^ j ^ m  and 
a = UjMFi.
As in the modular case, (2) is an easy consequence of (1).
As we can see in Theorem 1 and in the Kuro§—Ore theorem, condition (V) is 
sufficient for a finite lattice to have the Kuros—Ore property. In the following
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theorem we shall show that this condition is necessary and sufficient for a lattice of 
finite length to have replaceable irredundant decompositions. We can get this 
theorem also as a corollary of [3] (Theorem 7.5).
T heorem  5. A lattice L o f  finite length has replaceable irredundant decompositions 
i f f  it satisfies (V).
P r o o f . Since a lattice of finite length satisfies the descending chain condition, 
every element of L has a finite irredundant decomposition. If L satisfies (V), Theorem 
1 and Corollary 2 yield that L  has replaceable irredundant decompositions. Suppose 
now that L is a lattice of finite length which has replaceable irredundant decomposi­
tions. If L does not satisfy (V), then there exists an element a fL  and an element 
v£V  with b=a\/v$ Vfb/a). Therefore, there exist two elements h,, b fb ja  with 
bi ,b i < b= b ffb2. Since a ,b 1,b 2 have finite decompositions a=M1V...Vwm, 
b1 = w1 V...Vu> and b2=wr+f f ...Vw„, we get
b = rVMiV...Vwm = wtV... V w„.
By deleting all superfluous uf s and all superfluous w/s and by rearranging, we get the 
two irredundant decompositions
b =  uV u fj  ...V uk — w^V-.-Vw,,.
Since L  has replaceable irredundant decompositions, there is an element Wj such that 
b — uVt^V...VMt =w7Vu1V...Vw*. But tvJVw1V... f  uk^ W j\/a ^b t<b with l^ /^ 2 .  
Therefore L has property (V).
The following theorem describes a class of finite lattices which have the Kuros— 
Ore property. (V) will not be used.
T heorem 6. I f  a finite lattice L has a planar diagram then it has the Kuros—Ore 
property, and every irredundant decomposition o f an element o f L contains at most two 
elements.
P r o o f . Let L have a planar diagram and let a be an arbitrary element o f  L with 
<:/ =  Ej V... V such that v{ and Vj are incomparable for i^ j .  N o w  we can assume
that in the planar diagram v} is on the left-hand side of all v{ and vn is on the right- 
hand side of all vt. If iy Vvn «= a, then there is an element vt in the middle with 
Fi Vvn<  vr VvnVVj. But then the diagram is not planar. Therefore, if a is not join- 
irreducible, every irredundant decomposition of a contains exactly two elements.
Notice that a finite lattice in which every irredundant decomposition of any 
element contains at most two elements, need not have a planar diagram, as shown by
Fig. 2
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4. Infinite decompositions
For investigations of infinite irredundant decompositions, property (V) does not 
yield anything. Therefore we shall use property (Vx). Note that in a Vx-lattice property 
(Vj) is equivalent to the following property, defined in [3] (p. 53):
(* ) for all x,y£L , if the sublattice x/xAy has exactly one dual atom, then the
sublattice xVy/y has exactly one dual atom.
Remark further that in [3] (Theorem 6.1) it is shown that the dual of an algebraic 
lattice is always a Vx-lattice. An algebraic lattice is always upper continuous, i.e., L 
is complete and for every a£L and for every chain CQ L, aA \/C = \/(a /\c: c€C).
The dual of an upper continuous lattice is called lower continuous. Most of the 
investigations in this section will concern lower continuous Vx-lattices.
Our first theorem in this section is closely connected with Theorem 1.
T heorem 7 (cf. [3], Theorem 7.2). I f  an element a in a complete lattice L  satis­
fying (VJ has two decompositions a= VT=VR, then for each t0€ T there exists an 
r0£R suchthat a = rfJTn. Moreover, the resulting decomposition is irredundant i f  the 
decomposition a= V T  is such.
P roof. Let t0 be an arbitrary element of T. We set S:={s: s=TaVr, r£R}. 
By (Vx) a = t0Vt0 is completely join-irreducible in a[Tü. Consequently, from a= V R = 
= t^V\JR=V S  and SQ aff, we get a£S, i.e., a=s0 = t^Vr0 with r0£R. It remains 
to prove that the irredundance of a= V T  implies the irredundance of a — t0Vr0. 
If a= \ / (T \{ t0))Vr0 is not an irredundant decomposition, then there is an element 
with a — Tfl\/r„. Since a=VT=Tf~fJr0 are two decompositions of a, 
we get by the first part of the proof the existence of an element ttf  T  such that 
a= \/T= tf[V r0 = t^[Vti with ( T \{ t0, tx}) U{t,}c T, contrary to the irredundance 
of a=VT. Therefore the proof is complete.
For our following investigations we need the concept of a strongly dually atomic 
lattice. We say that a lattice L is strongly dually atomic iff a, b (L  and a<b  imply 
the existence of an element p^b/a covered by b. A lattice is strongly dually atomic ill' 
its dual is strongly atomic. The next theorem is a generalization of [3] (Theorem 6.3).
T heorem 8. I f  every element o f a lower continuous V^-lattice L satisfying (Vx) 
has an irredundant decomposition, then L is strongly dually atomic.
Proof. Let a be an arbitrary element of L. Then, by the assumption, a has an 
irredundant decomposition a=VT. If 0<a then T0<a for any t0(T . By (Vx) 
a is a completely join-irreducible element in a /f. Since L  is complete, there exists 
exactly one element p£afb, covered by a, i.e., for each a tL  with 0 there exists 
a p£a/0 covered by a. Suppose now b<a and let U be the set of all u£L  with 
bVu=a. L/ is nonempty, since a£U. Let C be a chain in U. Then lower continuity 
yields bV/\C=/\(bVc: c£C) = a, i.e., every chain of U has a minimal element. An 
application of Zorn’s lemma yields the existence of an element u0(U  which is mini­
mal in U. Since there exists an element r covered by u0, we get bVr<a=bVua, in 
particular, u0^ßb\/r. By (Vx) a=bVrV u0=bV rVv with rVu0=rVv and 
vZVfuJO) is completely join irreducible in a/bVr. Consequently, there exists an 
element pZa/b with bV rSp< a. Thus L is strongly dually atomic and the proof is 
complete.
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In the proof of [3] (Theorem 6.4) it was not used that L is an algebraic lattice, 
only that L is upper continuous. Therefore, Lemma 9 and Theorem 10 below can 
be proved analogously, and their proofs will be omitted.
L emma 9 (cf. [3], p. 45). Every element o f a lower continuous K, -lattice L has an 
irredundant decomposition iff, fo r each element aJL distinct from  0, there exists a 
v£V 1 and an element x< a  such that a = x fv .
T heorem  10 (cf. [3], Theorem 6.4). I f  a lower continuous V\-lattice L  is strongly 
dually atomic, then every element o f L has an irredundant decomposition.
The following result is a slight generalization of [3] (Theorem 7.5). We can get 
Theorem 5 as a corollary of this result.
T heorem  11 .A  strongly dually atomic lower continuous f-lattice L  has replace­
able irredundant decompositions iff it satisfies (Vx).
P r o o f . Since L is a strongly dually atomic lower continuous Vt-lattice, every 
element of L has irredundant decompositions by Theorem 10. These decompositions 
are replaceable irredundant decompositions by Theorem 7, since L  satisfies (Vi).
Let us assume that L  has replaceable irredundant decompositions but does not 
satisfy (Vj). Then there is an element adL and an element v£ V1 suchthat b — a fv  
is not completely join-irreducible in b/a, i.e., there are elements p1, p2db/a which 
are covered by b and it hold s a V v — (px Ap2) V v =px \/p2=b, since L is stron gly dually 
atomic. Lower continuity yields that there is a minimal element w ^ p xAp2 with 
respect to b=wVv. w has an irredundant decomposition w = fR .
Then v\/\/R= b  is an irredundant decomposition of b, since w=\JR  is minimal 
with respect to b= w fv. From p1, p$-<b=p1Vp2 we get the existence of an element 
VxdVfpJO) with p2f v l = b. Again by lower continuity, there exists an element 
wx^ p 2 which is minimal with respect to v} Vw1 = b. Let w1 =  V-^i be an irredundant 
decomposition of wx. Then b — vfJ\JR l is an irredundant decomposition of b. Since 
b = v'd \/R = v1V\/R1 are two replaceable irredundant decompositions of b, we can 
replace v by some {nj. Thus b — vJ\JR  = r f \ / R —r\lw ^r\/{p1/\pJ}^pi-<b,
with i — 1 if r = tjsipx or i= 2 if r£R1QpjO. This contradiction shows that there 
are no elements px, p2 with px, p2<pxf p ^ a J  v. Therefore, b = a fv  is completely 
join-irreducible in b/a.
The last result raises the question whether the dual of a lower continuous strongly 
dually atomic V, -lattice is algebraic. By [1] (Theorem 2) we have only to ask if the 
dual of such a lattice is a g-lattice. For instance, the dual of the lattice L  in the 
example of [3], (p. 16) is a lower continuous Vx-lattice and L is not a ^-lattice. But L 
is not strongly atomic either. On the other hand, it is possible to construct a strongly 
dually atomic Vj -lattice the dual of which is not a g-lattice.
Let L be an algebraic distributive atomistic lattice and let B = {px, p2, ...} be 
a countable maximal independent set of atoms of L, i. e., 1 is the direct join of B, 
denoted by 1 = VB. Further we define ap— \l(pj:pj€B , j= \ ,  ..., i). Now we add 
a new element 0*-<0 and complete the lattice a JO* by adding a countable chain 
«i >61 >-b2> ... >07 Having completed the lattice a;j0*\ we complete the lattice 
ai+1/O* in such a way that we add a countable chain of elements ai+1>cb l>- 
-<cb 2-< ...>& to each b d a j0* with and b^a^JO*. In this way we get a
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new lattice L* which is a strongly dually atomic V1 -lattice by construction, since every 
element of L * \L  is completely join-irreducible, the elements 0, p2,p 3, ... are also 
completely join-irreducible in L*, and every element of L* is a join of such elements. 
But the dual of L* is not a ^-lattice, since for each b fL * \L  we have a chain of 
elements cbtl>cbii>-... >b such that b= /\(cb/ .  i=  1 ,2,...) and b < /\(cbi: 
i= l ,  ..., ri) for all n, i.e. each element of L * \L  is not inaccessible in the dual of L*. 
Therefore, the set Q of the inaccessible elements of the dual of L* is contained in L. 
Thus, if x = /\R  and R ^ Q  then x£L, and if b £ L * \L , then there is no subset 
R of Q with b= /\R . However, L* is not lower continuous either.
As a corollary to Lemma 9, we get the following
C orollary  12. Every element o f a lower continuous Vx-lattice L has irredundant 
decompositions iff to each infinite chain C o f L with c ^ f C  for all cgC, there exist 
an element x< \JC  and an element v£Vi with x f v  = \/C.
P roof. If every element of L has irredundant decompositions, then by Lemma 9 
there exist such elements x and v. Suppose now that to each infinite chain C with 
C r^fC  for all cf_C there exist x< \/C  and v£Vx with xVti = VC- Let a be an arbi­
trary element of L. If a/0 contains a dual atom x, then there exists an element vdVx 
with x ^ v —a, since L is a Vx-lattice. If a/0 does not contain dual atoms, then there 
exists a maximal infinite chain C of elements between 0 and a, and c6 C \{a) implies 
Cyí \/(C \{a})=a. So our assumption yields the existence of an element x< a  and 
of an element i>6 Vx such that xdv = a. Consequently, by Lemma 9, every element of 
L has irredundant decompositions.
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Summary
Let V denote the order, <5 the minimum degree and к the point connectivity of a graph G.
v + k
T h e o r e m  1. Every 2-connected graph G satisfying < 5 s — - —  is hamiltonian.
v +  k
T h e o r e m  2. Every 3-connected graph G satisfying <S<---------- has a simple circuit o f  length
* 3  S - k .  3
Рассматриваются конечные неориентированные графы без петель и кратных 
ребер. Все понятия и обозначения, не определяемые здесь, можно найти в книге 
[1]. Для любого подграфа L графа G через V(L) и X(L) будем обозначать соот­
ветственно множество вершин и множество ребер подграфа L. Пусть 0(G) 
обозначает минимальную степень, k(G)—вершинную связность, h(G)—макси­
мальную длину простых циклов и a  (G)—число вершинной независимости 
графа G.
В 1952 г. Дирак [2] доказал, что если в графе G имеет место ô(G)^v(G)/2, 
где v(G) = \V(G)\, то G—гамильтонов, т.е. h(G)=v(G). В работе [2] доказано 
также, что если <5(G)-=t>(G)/2 и k(G) j£2, то /t(G)s2á(G).
Нэш-Вильямс [3] в 1971 г. доказал, что если 2-связный граф G удовлетворяет 
условиям <5(G) (^r>(G) + 2)/3 и <5(G)Sa(G), то h(G)=v{G).
П. Эрдёш и В. Хватал [4] в 1972 г. доказали гамильтоновость графа G при 
условии a(G)^Æ(G).
В настоящей работе доказываются следующие две теоремы:
Теорема 1. Если 2-связный граф G удовлетворяет условию ô(G) S  
ë(v(G)+k(G))l3, то h(G)=v(G).
Теорема 2. Если 3-связный граф G удовлетворяет условию <5(G)< 
~=(v(G)+k(G))/3, то h(G)-=3ô(G) —k(G).
Первый и последний элемент любой конечной последовательности / будем 
обозначать через F(l) и L(l) соответственно. Запись i=nx, п2 будет означать, 
что индекс / пробегает все значения множества и1( п2={п1, Л7Х 1, ..., п.,}. Пуст1
N(v) =  {uíV(G)luvíX(G)), N(R) = U N (v)\R ,
v t R
где v£V(G), RÇ; У (G).
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Рассмотрим произвольный 2-связный граф G, для которого 5'={w1, v2, ... 
. . . ,v k) является некоторым минимальным разделяющим множеством вершин. 
Пусть Gx, G2, ..., G,—компоненты связности графа G—S  и пусть
/Л  =  Ú </, Я 2= IJ G;,
_______  i= l  »=/+1
где /6 1 , t —1.
Для произвольной простой цепи Р ~ Р 1Р2...Рп (иёЗ) графа G и для любых 
/, /  таких, что (/'61, я, i< i,  введём обозначения
[Л, -  ЛЛ+1 ••• Pj, [Рь Pj)[P = [Pi, P j \ \P -P j ,
(Pi, Pj \ \P =  [Pi, P j W P - P i ,  (Pi, P j ) \P  =  [Pi, P j ) \ P - P i .
Определение 1. Пару цепей Rx, R2 графа G назовём ^-допустимой, если 
{F(Ri\ L(R2)} g  V( н г), { В д ), F(R2)} g  5, -  0,
V* g  V(Hr) U 5, N(F(R1))U N(L(R2)) g  r u s ,  
где V* = V(RX)UV(R2), гбТТ2.
О пределение 2. Отключением цепи Р=Р1Р2...Рп (яёЗ) из подграфа L 
графа G назовём последовательное удаление из L  всех вершин Р2, Р3, ..., Р„_г. 
Граф, полученный путём отключения цепи Р из графа L, будем обозначать 
через L  — P.
Пусть —любая простая цепь графа G, для которой V(Q)g
g V ( H r)US, гб{1,2}.
Будем предполагать, что для некоторой цепи g 0 = aaao+1...aa+b, гДе 
аШ 1, b  ^2 , a + bSc, множество V(Q0) имеет непустое подмножество V0, для 
которого Г0\{а„, осо+ь}^0.
Определение 3. Простую цепь Т графа G назовём эстафетным путём 
для цепи Q и будем обозначать через (Т), если
F(T )6 V(Q), L (Г)6 V(Q), V(T)\{F{T), L (Г)} g  Г (Яг) \ Г ( 0 .
О пределение 4. Пусть (7',) и (Г2)—вершинно непересекающиеся эста­
фетные пути для цепи О в графе G. Тогда (Тх) и ( />) назовём смежными, если 
либо
F (T ^ (F {T X\  L{TX))\Q, L(7’2)i[F (7 ’1) , i ( 7 ’1)]tß,
либо
Ь(Т2Щ Р(ТХ), Z.(7\))tß, Г(7-2)6 [ДГО, В Д )] |£ .
Определение 5. Пусть эстафетные пути (7\) и (Га) определены для 
цепи Q. Скажем, что ( / )  накрывает (Г2), если
{Fir,), Г(Г2)} g  (F(TX), L(TX))\Q, F (7 i)n T (r2) = 0.
Определение 6. Пусть (Tj), (Т2), (Td)—вершинно непересекающиеся
эстафетные пути для Q, ни один из которых не накрывает другой. Последо­
вательность (7\, То, ..., Td) назовём эстафетным путём для Q, если эстафетный
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путь (Г;) при любом i=2, d — 1 смежен только с (Т^Д и (Tí+1), при i=  1 смежен 
только с (Т2) и при i= d  смежен только с (Tá_í).
Определение 7. Пусть
'о =  max{í/i ё  а + Ь + 1, L(T ) =  а„ Т(Г)€{аа, аа+1, а о+ь} \К 0},
h  =  min {i/i S a - 1, Т(Г) =  a,, T(T)€{aa, ae+1, a a+(,}\F0},
где max и min берётся по всем цепям Т, являющимися эстафетными путями для Q. 
Тогда эстафетный путь (Тп), определённый для Q, назовём эстафетным звеном 
для тройки (<2о, F0, 0 ,  если для некоторого iÇ {/0, /х} имеет место
К(Т0) =  а{, Т(Г0)£{аа, аа+1, ..., аа+ь}\К 0.
О пределение 8. Эстафетный путь (Т1, Т2, ..., Td) назовём эстафетной 
цепью для тройки (Q0, V0, Q), если либо выполняются следующие три условия
1* Т,(Т,-)£; {®а + Ь + 1, &а + Ь + 2> î l > d ,
2. Цепь Тг является эстафетным звеном для (Q„, V0, О);
3. При любом í=2, d цепь Тг является эстафетным звеном для тройки 
([oca, L(Ti^y)\\Q, V0, Q), либо выполняются следующие три условия:
1. F(Tj)€{oci, с*2, •••, <*a-i}> i= l,d;
2. Цепь Td является эстафетным звеном для (ß 0, К0, Q);
3. При любом i—2,d  цепь Т{ является эстафетным звеном для тройки 
([ae+„ £ ( r l_1) ] tß ,F 0,ß ) .
Число d будем называть длиной эстафетной цепи (Тх, Т2, ..., Td).
Пусть (7\, Г2, ..., Тл)—эстафетный путь для Q и пусть
К(Г() ее «kt, L(Tj) = <xtl, а*. <  a,(, i =  1, d,
a*! = a*, ^ . . .S  atd.
О пределение 9. Цикл, полученный из Tfj U[atl, a ,J tß  путём уда­
ления всех подцепей [afci, a9j l]tô, i=2, í/, будем называть циклом, порож­
дённым эстафетным путём (7\, Г2, ..., Td).
О пределение 10. Длиной эстафетного пути (Т1; Т2, ..., Td) назовём длину 
цепи [a*,, a j t ß .
Определение 11. Эстафетный путь (Тх, T'a, ..., Td), определённый как 
для Q, так и для Q' Q Q, назовём максимальным на Q', если он имеет макси­
мальную длину среди всех путей такого рода.
В дальнейшем мы часто будем пользоваться теоремой Менгера [1], которую 
мы здесь сформулируем с некоторыми её следствиями:
Теорем а М енгера. Пусть Vx и V2—любые непересекающиеся подмно­
жества вершин k-связного графа G. Тогда справедливы следующие утверждения.
1. Подграфы (Fx) и (К2) соединены по крайней мере к простыми цепями, 
которые попарно могут пересекаться только в концевых вершинах.
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2. Подграфы (Fx) и (У2) соединены по крайней мере min (|FX|, \V2\, к) прос­
тыми цепями попарно без общих вершин.
3. Если |FX| ^ к ,  то подграфы (Fx) и (F2) соединены по крайней мере к прос­
тыми цепями, которые в подграфе (Fx) попарно не имеют общих вершин.
Для S-допустимой пары цепей Лх, R2 введём обозначения
di =  |^(F(Ä j))nF*|, d2 = |jV(L(Äa))riF*|.
Л ем м а 1. Если для S-допустимой пары цепей Rx, R2 графа G имеет место 
d1 + d2^\V*\ + \, то существует цепь Р~1, удовлетворяющая условию
(1) F (P )= L (R 1), L(P) = F(R2), V(P) = V*.
Д оказательство . Введём обозначения
^ 1  =  £ l ^ 2  • • •  Çnr> - ^ 2  =  £ m + l £ m + 2  • • •  Çm ÇlÎ2 £ л  =  F0,
Si = {i/ii ti£X(G)}, S2 = {iÜHÇi-i€X(G)},
где QmCm +1—фиктивное ребро. Очевидно, что ^ U S . i  Если
|Sxn S 2|? i l ,  то
|K * |s |S 1| + |S,| =  d1 +  d2 b |K * | + l,
что невозможно. Пусть |Sxn S 2|^ 2 , т.е. существуют числа I, , (2, удовлет­
воряющие условию
t i * t „  {1{t|+16AT(0, ç„ç ,£X(G), i =  ~ 2 .
Далее, пусть {/x, /2} и tn^-m. Тогда цепь, полученная из подграфа 
Р0 U сх £,0+! U ç,0 путём удаления ребер ç,0 <*<0+1, çmçm + 1, удовлетворяет условию 
(1). Лемма доказана.
Л ем м а 2. Если для S-допустимой пары цепей i?x, R2 графа G имеет место 
|F* OS'] 5=3, то либо существует цепь Р=Р, удовлетворяющая условию (1), 
либо существует цепь Р=12, удовлетворяющая условию
F(P) = L(R1), L(P) = F(R2), FCP) g  F(tf,)US,
V ( p ) n s  g  F*PIS, |F(P)| è  di + d2- 1,
либо существует цепь P = I3, удовлетворяющая условию
F(P)dS, L(P)dS, V(P) g  F (Hr) U S, 
F ( P ) n s g  F * n s , \V(P)\ ÈÊ dt +d2.
Если же для Rr, R2 имеет место \ V* П S| =  2, то либо существует цепь 
jР = /4, удовлетворяющая хотя бы одному из условий (1), (2), либо для любой вер- 
щины zÇS, отличной от L(R\) и F(R.,), существует цепь Р=Р, удовлетворя­
ющая условию
F(P)dS, L(P)eS, V(P) g  v(Hr) n s ,
F (P) П S  g  {LiRJ, F(R2), z), |F(F)| ^  di + d2+ 1.
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Д оказательство. Введём обозначения
*1 =  Ä. =  «««{»+.•••{., Í1 {«•••€.» Л ,
J =  |К*П5|, а =  max {*/&{,€*(<>)}, b =  min {</£,*,€*((?)}, 
где ç,„ ç,„+!—фиктивное ребро. Рассмотрим следующие случаи:
Случай а 1. Для некоторых чисел s, t имеет место
L U X (G ) ,  s <  /,
É iíií* (G ). C.É,$*(G), i =  s + í ,  í -1 .
Цикл, определённый эстафетным путём ç„Çs) на цепи Р0, обозначим
через С0. Пусть
C o - i U ^ i .  0/€iíi€Jr(C?)} =  5k, { i/U i-itX iG )}  = S2.
Очевидно, что
Sx g  6 +i,
g  {b, . . . .  i s+ i } u  { { , + 1 , & + l , U -
Если |5’1П 52|^ 1 , to удовлетворяет условию (2), так как 
|К(Л)| — (|S1| +  |Sl |- l)+ |{ « 1}| +  f - 5 - 2  £  dx+ d 2- 1.
Если же |5'1П5'2| = 2 ,  то существуют различные числа tx, t2, удовлетворя­
ющие условию
€ií,l+i €X(G), U t£X (G ),  i = r 2.
Пусть t0Ç {/j, t2) и t0?±m. Тогда цепь, полученная из подграфа Р0U 
U ^ l0+i U ^ l0 путём удаления ребер £,0&0+1, í „ í m+i, удовлетворяет усло­
вию (1).
Случай а2. а ^ т ^ Ь  — 1.
Рассмотрим (J — 1)-связный граф
g<d =  g - ( ( s \ k *)U {U ) .
Так как
min (а, Ь) ё  min (d1+í, d2 + 1) S  <5(G) —(к —Л) ^  A,
то по теореме Менгера (пункт 2) в графе С7(1) цепи ç1Ç2...<;a- 1, £0+1 £„+2... 
соединены по крайней мере А — 1 простыми цепями /х, /2, ..., /4_г попарно без 
общих вершин. Пусть
Л =  {//Е(/,.)П(К(Я2) и ( 5 \Е Ц )  -  0}.
Поскольку цепи /; попарно не пересекаются, то
|{1/К(/,.)ПК(Я2) ^ 0 } | ^ [ | ] ,  
и следовательно, |/1| ê ( J  — 1) — [/4/2]^]Л/2[.
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Допустим, что А —2. Тогда имеет место
^П{^1,^ 2, . . . , ^ _ 1} =  0 или 5П{&,+1,6 ,+2,..., « ^ Н и ­
откуда следует V(lj) П V(H2) :=W, т.е. \A \S l .  Если же Л S3, то неравенство 
|y4|Sl очевидно следует из \А\s]Zl/2[.
Таким образом \А\S i  при А ^2 ,  т.е. тройка
а 0 = Ш 2 - О ,  ( U -Л )
обладает некоторым эстафетным звеном Qx. Пусть (Qx, 0 2. ..., Qg) является 
эстафетной цепью максимальной длины для тройки А0, где g S i .  Покажем, 
что L(Qg) = Допустим обратное, т.е. L(Qg) ^ ï n. Если L(Qg)£[Çb+1, ^ \ Р 0, 
то (Qi, Qi, •••- Qg, Çb£„) является эстафетной цепью для А0 длиной g+ 1 , что 
противоречит максимальности числа g. Пусть L(Qg)f[ça, í b]\P„. Рассмотрим 
(А — 1)-связный граф
G(2) =  G -((S \F * ))U  {L(Qg)j.
По теореме Менгера в графе G(2) цепи [çx, L(Qg))\P0 и (ЫОд), £в] | Р0 сое­
динены по меньшей мере А — 1 попарно непересекающимися простыми цепями, 
среди которых существует цепь, не имеющая общих вершин с множеством 
V(Н2). Тогда для тройки
{Ki,L(Qg)\\P0,{L(Q g)},P0)
существует некоторое эстафетное звено Q g + i ,  что противоречит максимальности 
числа g. Таким образом L(Qg) = ^ „.
Введём обозначения
F(Qi) = L„ L(Qd = Çbt, i = ÖTg, 
где Qo = ^ aJb0, = 3 и
b0 =  min {i/i >  aL, Çx ^ eX(G)}.
Без потери общности можем предполагать, что 
ад = max {i/i <  bg_x, Çnç£X(G)}.
Цикл, порождённый эстафетным путём (Q0, Qi, ■■■• Qg), обозначим 
через С0.
Случай а2.1. Ь(^ т ^ а 1+2— I, i£0, g — 2.
Цепь C0- £ m£m + 1 удовлетворяет условию (2).
Случай а2.2. Случай а2.1 не имеет место, т.е.
аЛ+1 за m S  Ь„-1, й€1, g —2.
Циклы, порождённые эстафетными путями (Q0, Qx, ..., Qh), (ß Ä+1, Qh+2, ... 
•••> Qg), обозначим через Cx и C2 соответственно. Если g= 2, то приходим 
к случаю а2.1. Пусть g S3.
Заменим Qh через такую цепь Q, для которой последовательность 
(Qi, Qi, •••> Qh-i, Q, Qh+i, •••- Qg), как и прежде, определяет эстафетный путь
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для Р0, а вершина L(Q) на цепи Р0 имеет наименьший возможный номер. Без 
введения новых обозначений можем предполагать, что Q—Q,,. Аналогично, 
заменим цепь Qh+i через закую цепь (ее также будем обозначать через Q,,+1), 
для которой последовательность (Qlf Q2, ..., Од), как и прежде, определяет 
эстафетный путь для Р0, а вершина F(Qh+1) на цепи Р0 имеет наибольший воз­
можный номер.
Случай а2.2.1. А ^3.
Рассмотрим некоторую вершину £V*f)S, отличную от £т и £га+1. 
В силу симметрии достаточно рассматривать случай Я ёаА + 1.
Случай а2.2.1.1. Я>А.
Цепь
(Q -K * . ... çaÇ bti,- i  -  Ь*.
где
К  =  max {i/i <  Я, ^i€X(G)},
удовлетворяет условию (3).
Случай а2.2.1.2. X^b, bc^ X S a c+2, c£h,g — 2.
Если (с—И)—чётное число, то цепь
(Со -  Кд, {J  t (С0 -  О )  и  Ки+1, Í  J  t р0
удовлетворяет условию (3). Если же (с —И)—нечётное число, то условию (3) 
удовлетворяет цепь
(Со -  Кд, J  t (Со -  О ) U [и (, ,  и  t р0.
Случай а2.2.1.3. Xsb, ас+1^ Х ^ Ь с, c£h + l , g —2. 
Если (с—A + l)—чётное число, то цепь
(С0 —[£вс+1> ç J t(C 0-^ ))U (K actl, ç J tP 0)U(Km + 1, ÍJtPo)
удовлетворяет условию (3). Если же (с— h +1)—нечётное число, то условию (3) 
удовлетворяет цепь
(С0- К .в + 1, ^ +1]t(Co-{„))U((^c+1, ^ )tP o )U ([^ t l , çJtPo).
Случай а2.2.1.4. ah+ls X s b h.
Пусть V* fl-Sg V([Çah+1, ÎbJtPo)- Допустим, что для цепи Р0 существует 
эстафетный путь (М), удовлетворяющий условию
(5) K * n s  g  V([F{M), L(M)\\ Ро) с  V([£ал + 1, £ J t P 0)-
По определению цепей Qh и Qh+X имеем
У(М)П( v m \ { n Q i ) ,  L(Qi)}) =  0, i =  öTg.
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Если существует цепь, удовлетворяющая (5), то очевидно существуют цепи 
М х, М 2, удовлетворяющие условию (5), и числа qlt q.À, для которых имеет место
F(MX) =  £в1, ch =  m in  =  &},
L(M 2) = q2 = ma x{//P(M) = Q.
Если же не существует цепи, удовлетворяющей условию (5), то будем пред­
полагать, что
qx = min {i/г S  űfc+1, <^гСЕ*П5}, 
q2 =  max {//г ^  £;€Е*П5}.
Рассмотрим (/1 — 2)-связный граф
GWsG-ÍOSXK-OU {{«,{«})•
Так как q2 — qx— 1 s А —2 Si, то по теореме Ментера в графе СЛ3) подграфы 
([íi, £4l)tP0)U((£,2, CjíPo) и (£в1, £ï2)tPo соединены по крайней мере одной 
цепью, которая ввиду V* PlSg V(Ugi, £í2)tP 0), не имеет общих вершин с 
множеством V (//2). Следовательно, тройка
обладает некоторым эстафетным звеном N 1. Пусть (TV1; N2, ..., TV,) является 
эстафетной цепью минимальной длины среди всех эстафетных цепей (TVX, N2, ...
/ S i ,  которые определены для тройки Ах и удовлетворяют условию 
L(/Vj){ P(Keh+1, CiJtPo)- В силу симметрии можем предполагать, что L(Nq)f 
€ F(^bh, ç„]tP0- По определению цепей имеем
у  (Qi) n V (TVу) g  Е*, i =  Ö7i, j  = ÔTç, L(NqK V  ((£bh, +J  t P0).
Цикл, порождённый эстафетным путём (TVX, TV2, ..., TV,), обозначим через C3. 
Если ÇmÇm+1Ç.X (C3), то цепь
((C0 U C3) -  [çbh, P(TV,)]fPo) -  ç„,çm+1
удовлетворяет условию (3). Пусть çm+x í  X(C3). Если множество f V (C>) П S ) \  
\{F(TVX)} содержит некоторую вершину ”, ™ I,íinl-
((Со UC3U[£m+1, P(TVX)] t Po) -  (К * , L  (TV,)] ! P(|U[P(/Vj), u]\ Пт
также удовлетворяет условию (3). Если же (V(C3)r\S)\{F (N 1)} — Q, то из 
определения цепи TVX следует существование для Р0 эстафетного пути (М), 
удовлетворяющего условию (5). Тогда условию (3) удовлетворяет цепь
((С0 U С4) -  [ЦЬк, L  (TV,)] \Р 0) - ^ т+г,
где С4—есть цикл, порождённый эстафетным путём (М2, А',, N2, ..., TV,). 
Случай а2.2.2. А=  2.
Рассмотрим граф G(4) =  G —(<S\{z}), где z€*S’—произвольная вершина, от­
личная от L(RX) и F(R2). Так как G(4) связен, то существует цепь TV, удовлетвори-
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ющая условию 
(6)
F(N) = z, М л Ц к * и ( р о r(ß ,)))\{£ » , É»+i}, 
K ( ^ ) \ { z , L ( j V ) }  g  K ( ^ ) \ { k * u ( Ú o ^ ( ß , ) ) } .
Случай a2.2.2.1. L(N)tV(Qv)\{F (Q r), L(QV)), vÇO, g.
В силу симметрии достаточно рассматривать случай vS h + \.  Если (v— А)— 
нечётное число, то цепь
(С01Ш и +,, и  t Р0) -  [L (NX U +J  t (C„ -  &)
удовлетворяет условию (4). Если же (v —А)—чётное число, то условию (4) удов­
летворяет цепь
(C0U7VU[£m+1, £ J t P 0) - |X ( A a  « J t (C 0- i i ) .
Случай а2.2.2.2. L(N) = ^ V { P 0).
В силу симметрии достаточно рассматривать случай т>/и + 1. Тогда для 
некоторой цепи N 1, удовлетворяющей условию (6),j и для некоторого числа т, 
имеет место
L (N l) = Çtl, Tj =  max {i/L(P) =
где max берётся по всем цепьям Р, удовлетворяющим условию (6).
Если для некоторой цепи Р, удовлетворяющей условию (6), имеет место 
ЦР)€[£и çm)tP0, то существует цепь N2, удовлетворяющая условию (6), и 
число т2, для которых
L (N 2) = т2 =  min {/// s  т, L(F) = Q ,
где min берётся по всем цепьям Р, удовлетворяющим условию (6).
Если же для любой цепи Р, удовлетворяющей условию (6), имеет место 
JL(P)(f [íi, £m)tPo, то будем предполагать, что т2=/и. Поскольку при необ­
ходимости можно к вершине £, присоединить цепь Ni с концевой вершиной 
zÇS, то этот случай подобен случаю A s  3. Тогда, если >bh или т2> а А+1, 
то мы приходим к одному из случаев а2.2.1.1—а2.2.1.3. Пусть öa+1S t2< t1^ äa. 
Рассмотрим граф
G<5> =  G - ( ( S - « « , f . +1,í} )U { r 1,T2)).
Так как k(G<s>) а  1, то в графе С(5) подграфы
(Kl, t Л>) и (({„, U  t Po), К n , U  t Po
соединены некоторой цепью ß. Условие zÇ Q противоречит либо максималь­
ности числа Tlf либо минимальности числа т2. Пусть z$ ß . Тогда K(ß)(T 
ПК(Я2) = 0 и, следовательно, тройка
(К п.^Н Р о, {т15т2}, Р„)
обладает некоторой эстафетной цепью, что приводит нас к случаю а2.2.1.4.
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Случай аЗ. b ^ n r S a  — l.
Введём следующие обозначения
h1 =  шах {/// <  a, ç„É;6 *(£)}, h2 = min {i/i >  b, ÇiÇ£X(G)},
h3 = max {i/i â  b, Éi&ÇX(G)}, ft4 =  min {i/i ^  a, £а££Х(0)}.
Если h2s m  или A ^ m + l,  то приходим к случаю al. Пусть h2=m + 1, 
hl ~È±m.
Через Ç)l и 0 2 обозначим цепи, для которых последовательность (сд сАа, 
ß i ,  Ö2> Ça4Ç„) определяет эстафетный путь для Рп и существуют числа ах,а 2, 
Ъх, Ь2 такие, что
F (Qi) =  É„„ L(Qi) =  Çbl, i = î72,
b1 =  min {i/L(P) = &}, a2 =  max {i/F(Q) = £;},
где min или max берётся по всем цепьям P, Q, для которых последовательность 
Л  Ô, с,,4 ç „) определяет эстафетный путь для Р„. Поскольку последова­
тельность (£i4 ,,  ÉiÉi.2» g,4C„) также определяет эстафетный путь для Р0,
то из определения чисел /?4, а2 следует h1^ a 2<b1S h 2.
Введём обозначения
а о = min {i/i >  űi, ÉiÉiÇA'(G)}, í>0 =  max {i/i <  b2. Ç„l;£X(G)}.
Цикл, порождённый эстафетным путём (ÉiÉa„, ô i. 0г> Ç(,0f„), обозначим 
через С0. Если w $a2, /ь — 1, то цепь С0 —É„,ç„l+1 очевидно удовлетворяет усло­
вию (2). Пусть а2= т ^ Ь х — 1.
Случай а3.1. <d S3.
Рассмотрим некоторую вершину Ç„Ç.V*C\S, отличную от и Ém+i- 
В силу симметрии можем предполагать, что п ^ а 2.
Случай аЗ. 1.1. п >  /ц .
Цепь
í«É«+i. . .  •••£■.
где =max É„É;€^(G)}, удовлетворяет условию (3).
Случай аЗ.1.2. /i2< kS /z4.
Цепь
^Tüíit +  l  £ l £ j r 2 £jr2 - l  ••• Ém + 1 '
где л2 =  тах  {///<я, ÉiíiEA'CG)}, удовлетворяет условию (3).
Случай а3.1.3. bx<Tt^h2.
Цепь
С я С л  +  Х • • •  Ç / j 4 Çf t 4 — 1 “ ■ *** (>bi  Cí >i _ l  • • •  (srn +  l
удовлетворяет условию (3).
Случай аЗ.1.4. a2^ n s b x.
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Если ((/ *П5')ПК((^Ь1, éiJtA) ^0, то приходим к одному из случаев 
аЗ.1.1—аЗ.1.3. Пусть V* ПЯЯ K([£e„
Допустим, что для цепи Р0 существует эстафетный путь (М), удовлетворя­
ющий условию
(7) к*n s  g  V([F(M), L(M)]\Ро) c  V([Çai,
Если существует цепь, удовлетворяющая условию (7), то очевидно, су­
ществуют числа qx, q2 и цепи Му, М2 (удовлетворяющие условию (7)), для 
которых
W  = Ч\ = min {i/F(M) = Q ,
Ь(М 2) = q2 = max {i/L(M) = £,},
где min и max берутся по всем цепьям М, удовлетворяющим условию (7). Если 
же не существует цепи, удовлетворяющей условию (7), то будем предполагать, 
что
qx = min {i/i ~  а2, £(£К*П5}, 
q2 =  max {i/i ^  bx, £f€K*nS}.
Как и раньше, для тройки
А, = (К„, Л>)
существует некоторый эстафетный путь (NX,N 2, . Nq), имеющий минималь­
ную длину среди всех (Nx, N2, Nt), которые определены для А2 и удовлет­
воряют условию L(Nt)$V([Çai, Çbl]\P0). В силу симметрии достаточно рассмат­
ривать случай L(iVe)£K([£j1+1, ÉJfPo)- Цикл, порождённый эстафетным путём 
(Nx, N2, Nq), обозначим через Сх. Пусть L(Nq) = Çr. Неравенство r> /i4 
противоречит определению цепи Q2, следовательно, ríí/r,. При r>h2 через 
Ру будем обозначать цепь
í,«r+l -
где r, = max {i/i< г, ÇX(G)}, a при r ^ h 2 через Px будем обозначать цепь
Если ÇmIÎm+1Ç.X(CJ, где С2 = (Cj — [<ïbl, Q]P0)UP1, то цепь C2-Ç mÇm+1 
удовлетворяет условию (3). Пусть £m£m+i<f Х(С2). Если множество (К(С2) П 
n S ) \{ / r(Aí1)} содержит некоторую вершину щ, то цепь
(C .U K .+,, F ( N ^ P 0) - [ F W ,  щ]\Р0
удовлетворяет условию (3). Если же (V(C^) H S ) \{ í  (iV1)}=0, то по определении 
цепи Nx существует цепь, удовлетворяющая условию (7) и, следовательно, 
условию (3) удовлетворяет цепь
(C2UM2U([F(M2), í J t P 0)UK„+1, FW d]\P0)-[F iNÙ  L (M 2)]1P0.
Лемма доказана.
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Л ем м а 3. Если (Rl , R2) является S-допустимой парой для графа G, то 
либо существует цепь Р = Р , удовлетворяющая хотя бы одному из условий 
(1), (2), либо существует цепь Р=12 удовлетворяющая условию
F(P) = L(R1), L(P) = F(R2), V(P)Q V(Hr)\JS,
( 8)
K (p)ns g  К* CIS, |K(P)| fem in(dx, d2) + A ~ l ,
где А = |К *П 5|.
Д оказательство. Введём следующие обозначения
■^1 =  ^ 1 ^ 2  • • •  -^ 2  =  Çm + lÇm + 2 ■■■ ~ Р0 >
а = шах [i/^Çi^XiG)}, b =  min {//£„&€ (G)} 
где <imç,m+1—фиктивное ребро. Рассмотрим следующие случаи:
Случай 61. Для некоторых чисел s, t имеет место
bZ.aXiG), s ^ t ,  m is ,  í -1 .
Существует цепь, удовлетворяющая хотя бы одному из условий (1), (2) 
(см. лемма 2, случай al).
Случай 62. a ^ m ^ b  — 1.
Для тройки
л г =  Ш «.}. Л,)
существует некоторая эстафетная цепь (Qx, Q2, ■■■, Qg), где L(Qg) = Çn (см. 
лемма 2, случай а2). Введём обозначения
=  д е . )  = 4 „  i = ö n ,
где 0о =  £.„<л>„, űo= 1 и
b0 = min {i/i >  alt C i^X(G )}.
Без потери общности можем предполагать, что
аЙ = max {i/i < ÇaÇtÇX(G)}.
Если b i^ m ^ a i+2 — l, НО, g —2, то существует цепь, удовлетворяющая 
условию (2) (см. лемма 2, случай а2.1). Пусть ah+1^ m ^ b h — 1, hÇ_ 1, g —2. 
Тогда для Р0 существует некоторый эстафетный путь (Q\, Q\, ..., QjJ (где 
Q\=Qh- 1 при /га2 и Qî = Ç1Ça ПРИ А =  1), который является максимальным 
на цепи [£,ак_х, £ J t Р0- Аналогично, для Р0 существует некоторый эстафетный 
путь (Ql, Ql, ..., б /а) (где QÏ = Oh+2 при g-hs=  3 и ôï=£„£„ при g~h=2),  
который является Максимальным на цепи [£(,,,+ 2, í m+1]tP„. Циклы, порож­
дённые эстафетными путями
Cöft+i5 Qii+ 2 í •••5 Qg)’ (Qo, ß i >  •••> Ôfc- i5  Ql, Q l’ ö /i)>
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обозначим через С0 и С1 соответственно. Объединение всех цепей 
Л>, ßj(* ^  А, * Ф /i +  l), Q), j  = l , / i ,  ÖL Л = 1,/2,
в графе G определяет некоторый подграф W. Через Wx и W2 обозначим ком­
поненты связности графа W — {L^Qj^}, а через W3 и fV4 компоненты связности 
графа W — {L(Qf2)j. Без потери общности можем предполагать, что
b ç v C f v j n v c t v j .
Рассмотрим (А — 1)-связный граф
G«« =  G -({L(0,)}U  (5\К*>).
Так как аёс /х + 1 ^ö (G )— (к — А )+ \^Л + 1, то \У(Н'1) \^ А .  Аналогично, 
\V(lVi)\^A, i= 2,4. Тогда по теореме Менгера (пункт 2) в графе Gw  под­
графа W1 и IV2 соединены по крайней мере А — 1 цепями /х, /2, ..., 1А- Х попар­
но без общих вершин. Очевидно, что
|{1'/К(/;)ПК(Я2) + 0}| = min (их, и2), 
где
«1 =  \VQVjns\, n2=\V(W2)n s \ .
Поэтому в графе G — L(Q}х) подграфы Wv и W2 соединены по крайней 
мере А — 1 — min (их, я2) вершинно непересекающимися цепями Ех, Е2, ..., Ею, 
которые не имеют общих вершин с множеством V(Н2) U (S\F*). Аналогично, 
в графе G—L(ô| 2) подграфы W3 и W4 соединены по крайней мере А — 1 — 
— min (н3, п4) вершинно непересекающимися цепями Fx, Ег, ..., F„, где
п3 = iF í ^ n S I ,  п4 =  |К(1Рз)П5|,
которые не имеют общих вершин с множеством V (Я2) U (S\K*). Нетрудно 
проверить, что min (лх, «2) + min (п3, п4) ^ А  — 2, откуда
со + с S  2А —2 —min (их, n2) —min (п3, п4) ^  А.
Если А =2, то цепь С„ — ÇmÇm+1 удовлетворяет условию (8). Пусть А &3. 
Тогда без потери общности можем предполагать, что <mS2.
Случай 62.1. А а 2, g —АёЗ.
Случай 62.1.1. £(£))€ K (ß j)\{F (ö ;), £(£,)}, йеГ Я  jÇ.h+2, g.
Этот случай противоречит определению цепи Q}.
Случай 62.1.2. L(Eio)Ç_ V(Q2h)\{E (Q 2jol  L ( 0 O)}, Уо€177а-
Случай 62.1.2.1. F iE JeV iQ ^iF i'Q d , L(Q,)}, í€ l ,A - l .
Этот случай противоречит определению цепи Q;.
Случай 62.1.2.2. +(£)„)€ ViQDXÍFCQ},), L(Ô?X)}, /хСТТТГ- 
Объединение цепей
[Flß}.), F iE J líQ ^  Eio,[L(EJ, F(Q\)]\Ql
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определяет некоторую простую цепь Q°. Цепь С2 —í m £ш+1, где цикл С2 порож­
дён эстафетным путём
(005 Ql-> 0А-15 0 L  025 •••» 0Ц-15 ß°! ßJo-l, 0У0- 2’ •••> 015 0Й + 25 0Й + 35 •••> ß a)> 
удовлетворяет условию (2).
Случай 62.1.2.3. Н Е го)€[£1; ^ h. s)tP0 при ЛёгЗ и £o)tP0 при
А =  2.
Этот случай противоречит определению цепи Qh- i .
Случай 62.1.2.4. L{Q}J\\P0.
Без потери общности можем предполагать, что 
F i E ^ L i Q } ^ ) ,  L(Q}))]\Pa.
Объединение цепей Е,о и [L(Eio), F(Qj0)]iQj0 определяет некоторую простую 
цепь Q1. Цикл, порождённый эстафетным путём
(005 015 •••> 0 /l-lî 015 025 ••■S 0>!5 0 15 05„-1, 0у 0-25 * * ' 5 Ql 1 Q h + 2 5 Qf1 + 35 * * * 5 Qg)> 
обозначим через С3. Тогда цепь С3 —í mí m+J удовлетворяет условию (2). 
Случай 62.1.3. £(£,„)€[£„, i ( 0 f 2)]tPo-
Рассуждения в этом случае проводятся подобно случаям 62.1.2.3, 62.1.2.4. 
Случай 62.1.4. L(Eiom m+1, L(Qfù\iP0.
Без потери общности можем предположить, что
L { E ^ m+i,L{Q }J\\P0, i = 1, ta, 
L(FjM çm, L i Q } ^ Р0, j  = ITff,
£  (0*)€ K»+i, i  (0/2)] t Л , F (ß 4+1)€ K», L (0},)] t P0 •
Случай 62.1.4.1. F (E Ù Z V {Q d \{F {Q d ,L (Q d ) ,m ,h -l .
Этот случай противоречит определению цепи Qt.
Случай 62.1.4.2. F(FÍ0)€[<j;i, ^ Л. 2) |Р 0 при A s3 и F(FIo)€[<üls Ça)]P0 при 
А=2.
Этот случай противоречит определению цепи .
Случай 62.1.4.3. F(E^£V{C^), í ’(£’*)€P’(C1).
Цепь
((С0 U С4) -  [L (AV), с  (£*)] \Р0) - с т£т + 1, 
где
С4 =  (C4U £ iU £ Í ) - № i) ,  P(C2))t(Ce- ^ ) ,
удовлетворяет условию (2).
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Случай 62.1.4.4.
F(E2)Ç(F(Ql+1), L(Q\))\P0, vÖ J ~ \ .
Цикл, порождённый эстафетным путём
(Öoí Qii •••■> ö l , Ql, •■•> ö l) ,
обозначим через C5. Если ц = v, то цепь
(С5- № ) ,  F(E2)] 1 Р0)U £ х U £ 2 U (С0 - ( { „ Cm + iU[Z.(£j), L(£2)]t Р0))
удовлетворяет условию (2). Если же / к  v, то условию (2) удовлетворяет объе­
динение следующих двух цепей
(С4- [ЕЦУ, L (01)] t Р0)U([£(01), Е(£2)]t Р0),
(C0- ( ? m^ +iU [L(£0, b (£*)]t P0)U £ xU£2.
Случай 62.1.4.5. F(£i)€(F(0J+i), £(01))Ц\„ F(E2)tV(CJ.
Рассуждения в этом случае проводятся подобно случаям 62.1.4.3—62.1.4.4. 
Случай 62.2. E s  2, g —h—2.
Так как со ^ 2 , то этот случай сводится к случаю 62.1.
Случай 62.3. h — 1, g —h^3.
Если о а 2, то приходим к случаю 62.2. Пусть а=  1, т.е. coëJ — 1. Тогда 
цикл С0 имеет не меньше, чем d2+A вершин и, следовательно, цепь C0—Çmi m+1 
удовлетворяет условию (8).
Случай 62.4. /i =  l, g —h=2.
Без потери общности можем предполагать, что
/ = ■ № ) € HEd£{Çm+1,Zm+i,...,Çb}, i =  ïï® ,
F{Fj)t{tn.i, £„+2, ..., U .  L { F j ) ^ a, i . +1, ..., U .  J =
Пусть
L(Ft) = ^ t, F(Ft) = Éej, i= T 77 ,
cr0 = max {i/i <  cri, £В<>;,€2Г(С)}.
Цепь Ce—<£OT 1, гДе Ce есть цикл, порождённый эстафетным путём
(Ei, удовлетворяет условию (8), так как
|Е(С6)| s= с/2 + со + ст = c/2 + ,d.
Случай 63. Ь=т=а — \.
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Введём обозначения
= max {f'/é <  a, ^n^eX(G)}, h2 = min {i/i >  b, ^eX(G)}, 
h3 =  max {i/i == b, ^ X (G )} ,  h4 =  min {i/i S  a, £п££Х(С)}.
Если h2Sm  или h1^ m  + 1, то приходим к случаю 61. Пусть h2=m + \, 
h ^ m .  Для Р0 существуют некоторые эстафетные пути (Q\, Ql, Q/J, 
(Ql, ö l .  •••, 0 /г)> где Qi = ti íh3, Q2i=£n£л4, которые являются максимальными 
на цепях [&, £m]tР0 и [ç„, ^m+1]fP0 соответственно. В случае
£ (# ,)€ (& , í j t p 0 или ^(Ö}2)€ (L ,cm+1] tJPo 
рассуждения проводятся подобно случаю а2.1 (см. лемма 2). Пусть
Ы1Ро, ш % ш п, ijtP o -
Объединение всех цепей
л ,. е ь  05, i = ï x  ; = т х
в графе G определяет некоторый подграф W. Через Wx и W2 обозначим ком­
поненты связности графа W — {L(Q}/)}, а через W3 и fV4—компоненты связ­
ности графа W —{L(Qf2)}. Без потери общности можем предполагать, что 
Ci€ F(1F,) П V(W3). Введём обозначения
Л  =  |^ 1 ) П 5 | ,  A2 = \V(W4)Ç\S\,
G<2> = G -({£ (0 J} U (S \F * )U (F (lF 1)n S ’)).
Очевидно, что А4 + А2=А — 2. Так как \V(IV2) \ë d 2 = S(G) — k + A ё А  и 
k(G(2>) ^ A —A1 — l ^ A 2+ l ^ l ,  то по теореме Менгера (пункт 3) в графе 
G(2) подграфы 1F* =  (F(B/1)\S ')  и W2 соединены по крайней мере А —А1 — 1 
цепями If, i= l, А — Аг — 1 (где L(/})ÇV(fV2)), которые ввиду V(fV f)(lS= 0  
не имеют общих вершин с множеством V(H2) и попарно не пересекаются 
в подграфе W2. Из определения эстафетного пути (öí> Ql> ■■■> ő/i) следует 
M !D Œ m+i, UtPoJÇl, A - А ! - ! .  В случае Т (//)€(Д 0/2). £.НЛ>, i€ 1, A - А г- 1, 
рассуждения проводятся подобно случаю а2.1 (см. лемма 2). Пусть
^(/D€[ím+i ,^ ( ö / s)] t/,o. i =
Тогда
И к т+х ,Ь ( 0 а)]1А)| S  J - J i - 1 .
В силу симметрии имеем
Рассмотрим /^-связный граф
G(3) = G - í ^ t ö l ^ U Í S V J U Í K ^ n S ) ) .
Случай 63.1. или |F(PF3) \ S |< J 2.
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Без потери общности можем предполагать, что |^(W/2)\S '| <АХ. Так как 
\V(Wl) \ ^ A 1, то по теореме Менгера (пункт 3) в графе G(3) подграфы Wx и 
W2 ={V(JV2) \ S )  соединены по крайней мере
min (iK(^)i, m * ) i ,  л )  =  \ v m
цепями If попарно без общих вершин, которые ввиду W2 П 5"=0 не имеют 
общих вершин с множеством V (Я2). Тогда ç„ —L(/?0) для некоторого 
/0€ 1, |F(PF2*)I- Из определения цепи Р„ следует, что l}a£X(G), что противо­
речит определению числа Ь.
Случай 63.2. IF C ^ X S Ife ^ , |К(Й^3) \ 5 |  ^ А г.
По теореме Менгера (пункт 2) в графе G(3) подграфы Wx и (V (fV2) \ S )  
соединены по крайней мере Ах цепями Ех, Е2, ..., ЕЛх попарно без общих вер­
шин. В силу симметрии можем предполагать, что в графе G(3) подграфы Wt 
и (V(fV3) \ S )  соединены по крайней мере А., цепями Fx, F2, ..., FЛг попарно 
без общих вершин. Введём обозначения
*■№) = &*. L(Ef) =  Ça't, i =  TTJi,
F(FJ) =  Çei, L ( F j ) = í aj, j= T T Ä 2.
Без потери общности можем предполагать, что
<тх S  <т2 S ...Ä  ал^
C^€K.+i,I - (ß ii)]t Р0, i = ï 7Ä ,
{.;€K«,i(Ö>,)]tPo, ‘ = Г Т 2.
Случай 63.2.1. coí<a, o[>b.
Если Ax=0, то
|K(KM+1,L ( ß } ,) ] tP „ ) |s J - l ,  
откуда следует, что цепь
(9) í - +i« .+ . - í . € * íb + i - € -
содержит по меньшей мере d3 + A — 1 вершин и, следовательно, удовлетворяет 
условию (8).
Допустим, что Ах — 1. Отсюда
^ (K „ +i,i.(Ô),)]tPo)| =  ^ - 2 ,
так как иначе приходим к случаю Ах=0. Тогда для некоторых чисел /, у £ 
£ l , J  — — 1 имеет место:
L(lf) = ( я+1, Щ )  =  Çm+2.
Ребро ^т+х^ш+2 в Цепи (9) заменим цепью
I}UlîU[F(l}), F(l))]\P0.
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Полученная при этом цепь удовлетворяет условию (8).
Пусть Агш2. Без потери общности можем предполагать, что J 2 —2. 
Введём обозначения
w0 = min {i/i >  ш,\ ££X(G)},
Цепь
°0 =  max {i/i <  о[, Ç„ÇtÇ.X(G)}.
{ « { » - i  -  tbint , - 1 -  «».Éií. -
очевидно содержит по меньшей мере
d2 + A+(a'1-CT0)-{(o0-(û'1)
вершин, а цепь
í m+i í m+2 ... í . í i € , ... -  £аЛ ;Ь ;+ 1  -  «»
содержит по меньшей мере
í/1 + J+(co0-toO-(<yí-o'o)
вершин. Длиннейшая из этих цепей содержит по меньшей мере min (clx, d2) + 
+ А — 1 вершин и, следовательно, удовлетворяет условию (8).
Случай 63.2.2. со[Ша, а[^Ь.
Без потери общности можем предполагать, что
^ 1€ (L (0 2) ,L ( 0 i _1)]tJPo.
Цикл, порождённый эстафетным путём
«1 t h0, Q l Q l - , Q 2n l
где
К  = m ax{i/bteX(G ),  £,€(£(&), ^ ) \Р 0),
обозначим через С7. Цепь Св—£ж£т+1) где
с 8 =  ( c 7- [ L ( ß;2), x (ôp ] t p 0,
c 9 = ( c 8- K e, { e,i]tP0)U K 1, { ei]t/'0,
содержит по меньшей мере d2+A+(b— <rí) — (со^  — а) вершин. В силу симметрии 
существует подобная цепь, имеющая по меньшей мере dx + A +(ш{ — а) — {Ь— 
вершин. Длиннейшая из этих двух цепей имеет по меньшей мере min (d1 ,d2) + Á 
вершин и, следовательно, удовлетворяет условию (8).
Случай 63.2.3. т[<а, а{^Ь  или (а{Ша, а’х>Ь.
Этот случай сводится к случаям 63.2.1 и 63.2.2.
Случай 63.3. А =2.
Этот случай сводится к случаям 62.2.2 и 63.1.
Случай 64. а<Ь, т$а, 6 — 1.
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Этот случай сводится и случаям 62 и 63.
Лемма доказана.
Д оказательство теорем ы  2. Пусть v(G)=v, ô(G)=ô, k(G)=k, h(G)=h 
и пусть S = {vx, v2, vk} является разделяющим множеством вершин графа G, 
удаление которого порождает компоненты связности Gx, G2, Gt. Введём 
обозначения
Hl = ű  Gt, H2 =  G,.
i = 1
Без потери общности можем предполагать, что |F(íT2)l
Случай 1. \V{Hx) \ ^ 2 ô - k - \ .
Допустим, что некоторая простая цепь х = Рх удовлетворяет следующим 
условиям:
al. F(.v)€S, L(x)£S, V(x)QV(H1)US.
a2. Для любой цепи х = Р, удовлетворяющей условию al, имеет место
|К(/>)П5| |К(/>1)П5’|.
аЗ. Для любой цепи х = Р, удовлетворяющей условиям al, а2, имеет 
место
|{//F(F)nF(Gf) *  0}| == |{|/К(Л)ПК(С,) *  0}|.
а4. Для любой цепи х = Р, удовлетворяющей условиям al, а2, аЗ, имеет 
место
\V{P)\ S  |К(/\)|.
Без потери общности можем предполагать, что V(PX) П S = {vx, v2, ..., vA}. 
Если N(Vi)C\V(Gj)=Q для некоторых i£l, к, /€ 1, t, то множество 5\{^i} 
для графа G может служить к — 1 вершинным разделяющим множеством, что 
противоречит /с-связности графа G. Пусть
N(v,) П V(Gj) F 0, i = Ü T, j= T 7 i.
Тогда для любой пары вершин (г,-, vi+1) существует пара (и}, и?), удовлет­
воряющая условию
и}£У(С,\ «?eK(Gf), viU}ÇX(G), vi + 1ufÇX(G),
где iÇ 1, min (t, к) — 1. Так как GX,G 2,...,G ,—связные компоненты, то пара 
вершин (и*, и?) для любого iÇ 1, min (l, к) — 1 соединена цепью N{, для которой 
V(Ni)QV(G,). Объединение всех цепей
Vi и}, vi + 1uf, Ni, i = 1, min (/, /с) — 1,
в графе G определяет некоторую простую цепь (которая удовлетворяет ус­
ловию al), содержащую min (/, к) вершин из множества S  и проходящую через 
min (t, к) —I компонент связности графа G—S. Отсюда следует, что Р, сущест-
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вует, а из условий а2, аЗ следует, что A ^m in (/, к) и
Ух =  |{//К(С7,.)ППЛ) *  0}| ^  min (/, к ) - 1 .
Допустим, что для некоторого числа í£ l, / —1 имеет место 
(Ю) К(Л) П V(G;) *  0, К(С;) \К (Л )  *  0.
Без потери общности можем предполагать, что i= t — 1. Через Тх обоз­
начим некоторую компоненту связности графа (V(G,_1) \V (P 1)). Введём 
обозначения
Мг = N(V(Ti)), В = {vZMJSuf. SiuveXiP,))},
D = MX\ S ,  E = M ^ S ,  F=  {n€K(P1)/3MÇZ)(Mf;ÇA'(/>1))}.
Из определения множества Мх и из неравенства k(G)s к следует 
^  V(Рх) US и \Мх\^ к .  Так как G,_i—связная компонента, то /J> F0. Если 
В=<д, то FQS, /7ПЛ/1 = 0, откуда |F |^ |D | +  1, F f )£ = 0  и, следовательно,
|A#i| =  !ß| +  |£ | ^  |F | + |£ | - 1  S  |S |- 1  = k - í ,
что невозможно. Таким образом 5^0 . По определению множества В сущест­
вуют вершины щ, и2, и3 такие, что
ихи2£Х(Рх), u2u£X(G), u^ S ,  и3£Тх.
Пример подграфа (Рг U игм3) — ихм2, который состоит из двух непересекаю- 
щихся цепей, доказывает существование S'-допустимой пары цепей (х,у) = 
~ (R X, R2), удовлетворяющей условиям:
61. L(x) = F(Pj), F(y) = L(P1), F(x)ZV(Hd, F(y)^V(Hx),
[тел), «litРг g * , [F (Pi), i/jtл  g У,
\Vy\ >  \У(Pi)|, V* g  V(Hi)US, 
где V* = V(x)ÖV(y), uxu2Ç_X(Pj).
62. Для любой S’-допустимой пары цепей (х, у) — (11,1г), удовлетворяю­
щей условию 61, имеет место
|(K(/i)UK(/2))n s | == |K*nS|.
63. Для любой S-допустимой пары цепей ( х , у) = (1х, /2), удовлетворяю­
щей условиям 61, 62, имеет место
|{i/F(Gi)n (K (/1)UK(/2))}| ^  |{//F(fii) П V* *  0}|.
64. Для любой S-допустимой пары цепей (х, у) = (1Х, /2), удовлетворяю­
щей условиям 61, 62, 63, имеет место
|F(/i)UF(/2)| ^  \VÎ\.
Без потери общности можем предполагать, что
K*ns оя}, А ё  л Ä к.
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Пусть
dx = |A^(F(/î1)nH1*|, d2 = |ЛГ(£(Л2))ПК*|.
По лемме 2 для S-допустимой пары цепей Rlt R-, существует цепь Р —Р2, 
удовлетворяющая хотя бы одному из условий (1), (2), (3) при я ^ З  и хотя бы 
одному из условий (1), (2) (4) при я=2.
Если же условие (10) не имеет место, то будем предполагать, что Р2=Р1, 
п = Л, V* = V(P^.
Пусть простая цепь х = Р3 удовлетворяет условиям:
в1. V(x)Q V(H 2)US, F(x) = F(P2), L(x)=L(P2),
У(х)П V*Q{F(P2), L(P2)}.
в2. Для любой цепи х = Р, удовлетворяющей условию в1, имеет место
|K (/>)nS |^ |K (F3)n S |.
вЗ. Для любой цепи х  = Р, удовлетворяющей условиям в 1, в2, имеет место
\V(P)\ S  |К (Р з ) |.
Без потери общности можем предполагать, что У(Р3) П S =  {F(F3), L(P3), 
vn, vK+1, vr), если я ^ З  или я=2, V(P2)C\S=V*r\S. Если же я=2, 
V(р 2) r \ s ^ v ? n s ,  то будем предполагать, что V(P3)C\S={F(P3), L(P3), 
vt , vs, vr}. При |F(F3)D S |= 2  будем предполагать, что r=n.
Если
(И) V(G,)\V(P3) *  0,
то как и при условии (10), можем показать, что существует S-допустимая пара 
цепей (х, у) — (R3, /?4), удовлетворяющая условиям:
П. Ц х) = F(P3), F(y)= L(P3), F(x)í V(H2), L(y)íV(H2),
[F(P3), u]\p3 g  X, [L(P3\  p]t/>* g  y, V* g  v (h 2)ö s , 
v2*nv*  g  {F(P2), L(P2)}, \v *\ >  \v (p3)|, 
где V2 =V(x)\J У(у), uvÇX(P3).
т2. Для любой S-допустимой пары цепей (х, у) = (11, /2), удовлетворяю­
щей условию г1, имеет место
^ ( M U K ^ n s l  ^  |K2* n s |.
гЗ. Для любой S-допустимой пары цепей (.y, у) =  (/х, /2), удовлетворяющей 
условиям г1, г2, имеет место
\v(h)UK(/2)| ^  \v;\.
Без потери общности можем предполагать, что
V2 HS =  {F(P2), L(P2), гя+2> •••> vm},
если я ё З  или я=2, />2HS = K1*nS. Если же я=2, /^ H S ^ K ^ n S , то будем
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предполагать, что
Я2* П S =  {Я(Я2), L (Р2), »4, »„ гю}.
При |K2* n S |= 2  будем предполагать, что со = п.
По лемме 3 для S'-допустимой пары цепей R3, Rx существует цепь Я=Я4, 
удовлетворяющая хотя бы одному из условий (1), (2), (8).
Если условие (11) не имеет место, то будем предполагать, что Я, = Я3, 
со=г, V2* = V(P3).
Пусть
d3 = |iV(F(Ä8))nKa*|, d, = |7V(L(Ä4))nK*|.
Случай 1.1. V(H1) \ V (Я4) = 0, V(H2) \V (P 3)=0.
По предположению условия (10) и (11) не возможны, т.е. Р2 = Р1, Я4 — Р3, 
откуда
|К(Я2)| ^  |F ( ^ ) |  +  |F(P2) n S | ^ 2 0 - k - l + á ,
|Я(Я4)| S  |К (//2)| + |Е(Я4)П 5| ^ ô - k  + l+ r -A + 2 .
Если r=k, то
h s  |К(Я2и Я 4)| ^  |К(Я2)| +  |К(Я4) |- 2  s  3(5 — /с.
Пусть r<k. Через T,,—обозначим компоненту связности графа (гг+1, 
vr+2, vk). Для множества N(V(T2))=M2, очевидно, имеет место
М2 = М 2П (К(Я2)U К(Я4)), \М2\ ё  к.
Пусть Л/2={^4, г]2, ...,у]т}, где последовательность определена по неко­
торым направлением цикла Я2 U Я4. По определению множества Т2 для любого 
/б 1, т существует цепь Qt, удовлетворяющая условиям
же,.) = ъ , L(e,) = 4i+i, v(Q>)\{>ь, *ii+i} i  v (t 2\
где riz+1 = rj1. Если для некоторого числа i0Ç 1, т по некоторым направлением 
цикла Я., U P, имеет место
sr\V(fjio, 1г(о+1)1(я2ия4) = 0,
то цикл
((я, и я4) -  [Ч(0, Ч|0+j  t (я. и я4)) и е,0
противоречит либо определению цепи Я2 либо цепи Я4. Тогда
Sr\V(rit, f7í+j) t (Я 2 U Я4) ^  0, / = ТГт,
откуда следует г ^ х ^ к ,  что противоречит предположению.
Случай 1.2. Е (//1) \Е (Я 1)^ 0 , У(Н2) \У (Р 3)=0.
По предположению, условие (II) не имеет место, т.е. Я4 =  Я:! и 
|Я(Я4)| s  ( 0 - к  + 1)+(ш-п + 2) s ó - k  + 3.
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Случай 1.2.1. Условие (10) не имеет место, т.е. для любого i'Çl, t — 1 имеет 
место
K(Pi)nK(G,) =  0 или V(Gt) \V (P x) =  0.
Поскольку V (HX) \V ( P 1) ^  0, то у1 ^  1—2. С другой стороны 
у ^ т ш Ц  — \ ,к  — 1). Тогда / — 1 ^к ,  откуда
y1 ^ k —l, А ^  min (t, к) £  min (к + 1, к) £  к.
Без потери общности можем предполагать, что
{1,2, ..., /с-1} g  {i/V(Ру)П V(Gj) *  0}.
По предположению V(Gi) \ V  (/-’,)=0, г =  1, к  — 1. Отсюда ввиду | V(G,) | ; 
iô -k - \ -1, /=1, t, имеем
|Г(Л)1 ^
и, следовательно,
uV (G .) 
1 =  1
+ |S| S ( k - l ) ( ô - k  + l)+k,
h a  |K(P1)| +  |K(P4)!-2 ^ (fc - l) (< 5 -/c + l)  +  fc+(à-fe + 3 )-2  = 
= (ô -k ) (k -3 )  + 3 ô -k  ^  3ô - k .
Случай 1.2.2. Условие (10) имеет место, т.е. Р2Х^Рх.
Цепь Р2 не удовлетворяет условию (1), так как иначе Р2 будет противоре­
чить определению цепи Рх. Следовательно, цепь Р2 по лемме 2 удовлетворяет 
хотя бы одному из условий (2), (3) при я = 3 и хотя бы одному из условий (2), 
(4) при п=2.
Для любой вершины ÇÇ{vx+1, vn+2, ..., vk) имеет место F(Rx)Ç$X(G) 
или L(R2)£,$X(G), так как иначе цепь RXU R2Ù F(Rx)l;U L(R2)l; будет проти­
воречить определению цепи Рх. Отсюда
dx + d2 S  20 —(к — л).
Если со=к и л = 3, то по лемме 2
|К(/>2)| s d x+d2- l  ë 2 ô - k  + n - l ,  |F(P4)| гг«5-л+3,
откуда
h s  |Е(Рг)| +  |К(Л)| —2 ё(2<5-/с + л -1)+ (<5-л  + 3 )-2  ё  3ô - k .
Если oj = k, п = 2 и \V(Pt) П £| =к, то
|F(/>2)| is 2 ô - k  + n - l  =  2<5-fc + l, \У (Р ^ \^ (0 -к + 1 )+ к  
и, следовательно, h ^ 3 ô —k.
Если а)=к, п = 2 и |К(/>4)П 5|= /с —1, то по лемме 2 цепь Р2 удовлет­
воряет условию (4), откуда
\V(P^\ ^ d x + d2+ l ë 2 ô - k  + 3,
h ^ ( 2 ô - k  + 3)+ (ô-k  + l + k - l ) - 2 ë 3 ô - k .
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Пусть о х  к и пусть Т3—некоторая компонента связности графа (г>ю+1, 
г>ю+2, vk). Как и раньше,
\М3 П (V* и  К,*)| ^  со <  к, \М3\ Ш к,
где M3=N(V(T3)). Отсюда
M ^ f v m w * )  х  0 ,
и, следовательно,
(Я (Р(РХ)) П N(L  (Р2))) П V(T3) = 0, 
что приводит нас к случаю ш=к.
Случай 1.3. V(H1) \V ( P 1)X0, V(H2) \V (P 3)X0.
Пусть тс^З. По предположению, условие (11) выполняется, т.е. Р4 ^  Р3. 
Цепь Р 4 не удовлетворяет условию (1), так как иначе Р4 будет противоречить 
определению цепи Р3. Тогда по лемме 3 цепь Р4 удовлетворяет хотя бы од­
ному из условий (2), (8). Если условие (10) не имеет место, то учитывая слабое 
неравенство |F(P4)| ё(5—к+3, приходим к случаю 1.2.1. Пусть условие (10) 
выполняется, т.е. Р2ХР\- Так как Р2 не удовлетворяет условию (1), то по лемме 
2 удовлетворяет хотя бы одному из условий (2), (3). Для любой вершины 
Ç€{vn+1, vK+2, ..., vk) имеет место либо F(Ry)çiX(G) либо L(R2)Ç<ïX(G). 
Поэтому
d x  +  d 2  &  2 ô  —  ( к  — Л 2 ) .
Если (o=k, то для P2 по лемме 2
\ V ( Р Д 1  =£ d 1 + d 2 - l  ^  2 ô — k + n  —  l ,  
а для Р4 по лемме 3 либо
|F(P4)| ^ d 3+ d i - l  1èê2(ô- ii+2)-1  ^ ô - n  + 3,
либо
|F(P4)| gr min (d3, di)+l ^  ó - n  + 3,
откуда
h — |K(P2) |+  |F(P4)| —2 & 30 — k.
Пусть ax p  и пусть Т4—некоторая компонента связности графа Т = 
= (va+í, rm+2, ..., vk). Как и раньше,
Iм4 n  (f * и Vi) I ^  со < к, |М4| =  к,
где M i =N(V(Tij). Отсюда
IAf4 U (^(J^OX^DI *  0 или М4П(Е(#2) \Е * )^ 0 .
Поскольку Г4—произвольная компонента связности графа Т, то существу­
ют множества S X , S 2 ,  для которых
v(T) =  s 1u s 2, s 1n s 2 =  0 ,
N  (S,) fl (V(H i)\VÎ) X  0, N(S2) n(V(H2)\V.f) X 0.
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По определению цепей Ru R2, R3, jR4 имеем
(N(F(RJ) U N(L (J?*))) П Si = 0, (N(F(R3)) U N(L  (R4))) П52 = 0. 
Поэтому
í/i + í/г = 2<5-|S2| — (со-л), min (d3, dt) S  <5 — |Sí | - ( ít —2),
откуда
h ^  |K(P2)|+|K(/>4) |- 2  ^  З г - ( |5 Х| + 15,1+0») S  3(5 —/с.
При n=2 рассуждения здесь можно провести аналогично случаю 1.2.2. 
Случай 1.4. К(Я1) \С ( / ’1) = 0, V(H2) \V ( P 3)^0 .
Этот случай сводится к случаям 1.1—1.3.
Случай 2. IV(# j) \^2ô — 2k+\.
Если 7— 1 ==2, то |К(Я,) I а2(<5 —/с+1), что противоречит предположению. 
Пусть 7=2 и пусть простая цепь х= Р1 удовлетворяет следующим условиям:
д1. F(x)ÇS, L(x)£S, V(x)g VCH^US.
д2. Для любой цепи х=Р, удовлетворяющей условию д1, имеет место
|К(Р)П5| ^  |Е(Л)П 5|.
дЗ. Для любой цепи х=Р, удовлетворяющей условиям д1, д2, имеет 
место
r a i  s  |к(л>|.
Без потери общности можем предполагать, что F (/>i)fl5'={í;1, v2, ..., vA). 
Если V(Н2) \ У то как и раньше (случай 1) существует ^-допустимая 
пара цепей (х, y)=(Ri, R2), удовлетворяющая следующим условиям:
el. L(x) = F(P1), F(y) = L(P1), F(x)£V(H2), L(y)dV(H2),
[F(PJ, u] t Л  i  [L (Pi), ®] t Л  E У,
\v;\ >  |к (л )|, y* g  v (h 2)(j s ,
где V*=V(x)UV(y), uvdX(PJ.
e2. Для любой S-допустимой пары цепей (х, у)= (/4, /,), удовлетворяющей 
условию el, имеет место
K r(h)U V (lJ)ns\ ^  |К*П5|.
еЗ. Для любой ^-допустимой пары цепей (х, y)=(/lt /2), удовлетворяю­
щей условиям el, е2, имеет место
\V(h)UV(l2)\ s  \v*\.
Без потери общности можем предполагать, что F1*fl5'={»1, v2, ..., г>„}, 
где А ^ л ^ к .  Пусть
di = |Я(Е(Л1))ПЕ1*|, d2 ±  |7V(L(Ä2))nF*|.
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По лемме 2 для S-допустимой пары цепей R2, II, существует цепь Р2, 
удовлетворяющая хотя бы одному из условий (1), (2), (3) при я S3 и хотя 
бы одному из условий (1), (2), (4) при п =2.
Если же Е(Я2) \К (Т 1)=0, то будем предполагать, что P2=Plf п=А, 
V* = V(Pr).
Пусть простая цепь х= Р 3 удовлетворяет следующим условиям:
ж1. V (x)gV (H 1)US, F(x)=F(P2), L(x)= L(P 2),
V (x)nV *g{F (P 2), L(P2)j
ж2. Для любой цепи х=Р, удовлетворяющей условию ж1, имеет место
|F(E)nS| з= |Е(Е3)П£[.
жЗ. Для любой цепи х=Р, удовлетворяющей условиям ж1, ж2, имеет 
место
\V(P)\ ^  |F(P3)|.
Без потери общности можем предполагать, что
F(/>3)n,S  =  {F(P3), Lip,), v„+1, vn+2, .... vr),
если либо 7t s 3 либо л =  0, / >2П ^= Е 1*П5'. Если же п=2, P2C \ S OS, 
то будем предполагать, что
F(E3)O S =  {F(P3), L(P3), vá, vs, ..., i>r}.
При |F(E3)O S |= 2  будем предполагать, что г —л.
Если V(H1) \V (P 3) 7^0, то существует S-допустимая пара цепей (х ,у )~  
=(R3, Яд, удовлетворяющая следующим условиям:
и1. L (x )= F (P 3), F(у) = L(P3), F(x)çy(H {\  L(y)ÇF(^),
[F(P3),u]\P3 c x , [L(P3), v]\ P3 g  j ,  V* Q V(Hi)\JS,
V î П V* g  [F(P2), L(P2)}, \V*\ >  |F(E3)|,
где V2 =V(x)UV(y), uvÇ_X(P3).
и2. Для любой S-допустимой пары цепей (х, у)=(11, /2), удовлетворяю­
щей условию и1, имеет место
|(F(/1)UF(/2))nS'[ S  |F*OS|.
иЗ. Для любой S-допустимой пары цепей (х, y)=0i, /2), удовлетворяю­
щей условиям и1, и2, имеет место
|K(/i)UF(ü| ^  \V*\.
Без потери общности можем предполагать, что
V2 0 5 =  {F(P^), L(P2), vn+1, vn+2, уш}, 
если либо 7ts3, либо я =  2, Р2ПS = F f  ПS. Если же я=2,
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то будем предполагать, что
Kg PIS =  № > ) , L{P3), »4, 0«, .... »„}•
При |K2* n S |= 2  будем предполагать, что со=п.
По лемме 3 для S-допустимой пары цепей R3, Ял существует цепь Р4, 
удовлетворяющая хотя бы одному из условий (1), (2), (8).
Если К(Я1) \К ( / ’3)=0, то будем предполагать, что Р4 = Р3, К2* =  К(Р3), 
и>=г.
Допустим, что К(Я1)\К (Я 3) ^ 0, т.е. Р4^ Р 3. Если я £ 3 , то 
d3+ d 4 £  2<5—2(я—2) —(/с —со) £
£  (2<5-2fc+l) + (û> —я + 2)-Н +  ( £ - я) £  |К*| + 1, 
где
d3 = |Я(Я(Д3))ПК2*|, d4 =  |Я(£(Я4))ПК*|.
Если же я =2, то
Я3 +  Я4 £  2 0 - ( к - с о ) - 2  £  (2<5 —2/с +  1) +  (со —1) + 1 + (/с —3) £  |К2*| +  1.
По лемме 1 для S-допустимой пары цепей R3, Rt существует цепь Р4, 
удовлетворяющая условию (1), что противоречит определению цепи Р3. Таким 
образом, К(Я1) \К ( />3) = 0, со—г.
Если К(Я2) \К ( />]) =  0, то аналогично случаю 1.2.1 можно показать, что 
Р2=Р4, г —к, т.е. h = v(G).
Пусть К(Я2)\К(ТЭ1)^ 0 , т.е. Рг Л . Так как цепь Р2 не удовлетворяет 
условию (1), то по лемме 2 цепь Р2 удовлетворяет хотя бы одному из условий 
(2), (3), (4), т.е.
iKCPa» £ í/j + </2- 1  £  2<5-(/с-л)-1,
откуда
|K (^)| £  |К(Яз)| £  |K(/>2)|-|K (/>2)n S | £ 2 á - f e - l ,  
что приводит нас к случаю 1.
Случай 3. |К(Я1)|=2<5— к — 2 — ß, где ß £ 0 ,k —4.
Пусть простая цепь х = Рг удовлетворяет следующим условиям:
к 1. F(jt)€S, Z.(jc)€S, K (.x )gK ^2)US.
к2. |K (jt)n S |S 0 + 3 .
кЗ. Для любой цепи х=Р, удовлетворяющей условиям к1, к2, имеет 
место
|K(P)nS| ё  |К(Л)П 5|.
к4. Для любой цепи х = Р, удовлетворяющей условиям к1, к2, кЗ, имеет 
место
|К(/>)| s  |К(Л)|.
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Если V(H2) \V (P 1)?*0, то существует S'-допустимая пара цепей (х, у) = 
=(Ri, R2), удовлетворяющая следующим условиям:
л1. L(x) = F(P1), F(y) = L(P1), F(x)<EH(tf2), L(y)£V{Ht),
[F(PÙ, и] t Л  g  *> [L(PÙ, »] IЛ  g  У,
\VÎ\ >  \V(PÙ\, VX g  V(HJ\JS,
где V* = V(x)UV  (y), uv€X(P1). 
л2. |F in S |S / ï+ 3 .
лЗ. Для любой ^-допустимой пары цепей (х, у )—(11,12), удовлетворяющей 
условиям л1, л2, имеет место
|№ ) U F ( /2) )n s | з= |F *nsj.
л4. Для любой ^-допустимой пары цепей (х, у)=(_11,12), удовлетворяю­
щей условиям л1, л2, лЗ, имеет место
№  и г м  — |г*|.
По лемме 3 для ^-допустимой пары цепей (х, y)=(Ri, R2) существует 
цепь Р2, удовлетворяющая хотя бы одному из условий (1), (2), (8).
Если же F (# 2) \ K (Рг) — 0, то будем предполагать, что РХ = Р2, V$= V(Pi).
Пусть простая цепь х = Р3 удовлетворяет следующим условиям:
M l. F(x) = F(P2), L(x)=L(P2), V (x )^ V (H l)US,
V (x)(~)V*= (F(P2), L(P2)}.
м2. Для любой цепи x= P,  удовлетворяющей условию м1, имеет место
|К(Р)П5| = |К(Р3)П5|.
м3. Для любой цепи х  = Р, удовлетворяющей условиям м1, м2, имеет 
место
I{ilV(P)nV(Gd F  0}| ^  \{i/V(P3)nV(G,) *  0}|.
м4. Для любой цепи х = Р, удовлетворяющей условиям м1, м2, м3, имеет 
место
|Г(Р)| S |К(Р3)|.
Допустим, что для некоторого числа /£ !, í — 1 имеет место
0 2 ) У ( Р Я) П V (G,) ^  0, К(С;) \К (Л )  и  0.
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Тогда существует S-допустимая пара цепей (х, y)=(R3, Я4), удовлетворя­
ющая следующим условиям:
н1. L(x) =  F(P3), F (у) =  L(Pa), F(x)eV(H,), L(y)iV{HJ,
[F(P3\  и] t P3 g  X, [L (P3), »] t P3 Q y, VI g  V{Hd U 5,
V2 ПV* =  {^(Рг), L(P2)}, \V*\ >  |K(P3)|,
где V* = V{x)U V(y), uveX(P3).
н2. Д ля любой S-допустимой пары цепей (х , j )  = (/1, /2), удовлетворяющей 
условию н1, имеет место
|(F ( íi)U K (y )n s |s |F * n S |.
нЗ. Для любой ^-допустимой пары цепей (х, y)=(Ji, /2), удовлетворяю­
щей условиям н1, н2, имеет место
\{i/V(&дП (V(li)U V(/2)) *  0}| â  |{>/Т(С,)ПК2* И 0}|.
н4. Для любой S-допустимой пары цепей (х, j ) = ( / 4, 12), удовлетворяю­
щей условиям н1, н2, нЗ, имеет место
i n w u n ü l  s  \v*\.
Без потери общности можем предполагать, что
V2* n s  = {г15 v2, Vj}, К*(TS = {i>!, v2, và+1, vJ + 2, ..., i>*}.
Пусть
d, =  \N(F(R3))nv; \ ,  d2 =  |ЛГ(£(Л4))ПК2*|.
Если A ^ k —ß — 1, то
d!+d2 ^  2ö—2(k — A) ^  [ (2 0 -k -2 -ß )+ A  + l] + A - k + ß + l  |F?| +  1.
Если же A S k —ß — 2, то для любой вершины Ç€{v„+1, vK+2, vk) 
имеет место
F(R3)Z$X(G) или L i R J t W G ) ,  
откуда, ввиду \V* C\S\=n —A ~ 2 ^ ß  + 3, имеем
dx + d2 S  20 — 2(л — А)—(к—л) S  
^ ( ( 2 ö - k - 2 - ß )  + A + l) + A - л +  l+ß  S  |KÍ| +  1.
Следовательно, по лемме 1 для S-допустимой пары цепей R3, Rt сущест­
вует цепь Т4, удовлетворяющая условию (1), что противоречит определению 
цепи Р3. Таким образом условие (12) не выполняется.
Если t — l ^ k —ß — l, то
откуда
( 8 - k + l ) ( k - ß - l )  ^  |K(Äi)| -  2 S - k - 2 - ß ,
1 S  ô - k + l Ш ^ ~ 4 < 1k - ß - 3
что невозможно.
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Пусть t — \S ik —ß — 2. Тогда из |К* H.SI ^/? + 3 следует 
A ^ t ,  \{ilV(G,)nV? ^  0}| =  t - h
откуда, ввиду того, что условие (12) не выполняется, имеем У(Н4) \У (Р 3) = 0, 
т.е.
\У(Р3)| -  20 — k — 2 — ß + A.
Пусть тройка (x, у, z)=(P4. R6, R6) удовлетворяет следующим условиям: 
ni. F(x)=v1, L(x)= v2, V(x)QV(H2)US.
п2. Пара цепей у, z  является ^'-допустимой и существует только тогда, 
когда У(Н2)\У (х )^0 .
пЗ. L(y) =i\, F (z) =■ v2, F(y)íV{H2), L(z)£V(H2),
[v^u]\x^y, [v2,v]]xQz, |F3*|>|K(x)|, 
где V3* = V(y)UV(z), uveX(x).
п4. Если У(Н2) \У ( х )  = 0, то V* = V(x).
n5. v *q v (h 2) J s , у 3* п у (р3)={»1, v2), K ín s g K ,* n s .
пб. Для любой тройки (х, у, z) = (P. /,, /2>), удовлетворяющей условиям 
n i—п5, имеет место
\(У(/1)UF(/2))ns| si |K,*ns|.
п7. Для любой тройки (х, у, z) = (P, 14, /2), удовлетворяющей условиям 
n i— пб, имеет место
|F(/,)UF(/2)| si |F*|.
Без потери общности можем предполагать, что
F3* n S =  {ej, v2, с„+1, vA+2, tv), г ё  л.
По лемме 3 для /?5, R6 существует цепь Р&, удовлетворяющая хотя бы 
одному из условий (1), (2), (8). Пусть
db = |ЛГ(ЯЛ,))ПИ,*|, de =  |iV(£(Äe))DF?|.
Если У(Н2) \ У  (Р4) = 0, то будем  п р е д п о л а га т ь , что  РЪ=Р4.
При V(Н2) \ У  (Р4) = 0 легко убедится, что г = к, откуда h = V(G).
Пусть У(Н2) \У (Р 4) =^ 0, т.е. У3 9^У(Р4). Цепь Рь не удовлетворяет 
условию (1), так как иначе Ръ будет противоречить определению цепи Р4. 
Тогда по лемме 3 цепь Р5 удовлетворяет хотя бы одному из условий (2), (8), 
т.е.
\V(Pb)\ ^  d5 + d6—l или \У(Р-^ )\ ^  min (с/5, d6)+ r -A  + \.
По определению цепи Ръ имеем
min (с/5, de) ё  ö — (А — 2)—(к—г) ё  ő —k + r —A+ 2,
откуда
d5 + d6—] ё 2 min (d3, d6)~  1 ё min (Д8, d6) + r - A  + 1.
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Таким образом
|И(Р5)| ëm in  (d3,d 3)+ r -A  + l.
Случай 3.2.1. A ^ r —ß — l.
Если г=к, то из min (d3, i/e)ë<5 — А +2 следует 
И ё  \V(P3)\ + \V(P5) \ - 2 ^ ( 2 0 - k - 2 - ß  + A) + (ö -A + 2  + r - A  + i ) - 2  ё 
ё  (3ö — k)+r—A — ß — 1 ё  30-к .
Пусть г<к  и пусть Т&—некоторая компонента связности графа 
{vr+1, vr+2, ..., vk). По определению цепей Р3, Р4, R3, R3 имеем
|М5П(К(Р8)и к 8* ) |^ /-< к ,
где М5=ЛГ(К(ГБ)). Так как |Л /,|ё*  и \V(H1) \V (P 3)\=Q, то
М5П(К(Я2) \К 3*) И 0.
Тогда для любой вершины £€{»,+1, rf+2, • ••> г>*} имеет место 
F{RJZtX(G), L(Rt)U X(G ),
так как иначе цепь R3 U Re U F(R5)Ç U L(Re)^ будет противоречить определению 
цепи Pt . Отсюда min (d5, de) ё<5 — А +2 и, следовательно,
h ^ ( 2 0 - k - 2 ~ ß  + A) + (S -A  + 2 + r-A  + l ) - 2  ё  3ô - k .
Случай 3.2.2. A ^ r  — ß.
Так как \V3 r \S \—r — A + 2 ^ ß  + 2, то из условий к2, n i—п7 следует 
V3* = V* и
(ЯЩЛ,))ШУ(ЦЯЛ))П{г,+1,рг+' ......М  = 0,
(N(F(R3))nN(L(Re)))n{v3, vt , .... vA) =  0.
Тогда i/5 + i/eë2<5— А +2. Учитывая неравенство 
\V(H3)\ ^  \V(H1)\ = 2 ö - k - 2 - ß ,
получим
\Vi\ — |К(Я2)| +  |Е3*П5| ( 2 0 - k - 2 - ß ) + ( r - A  + 2) S
== (2<5-zH -2)-(fc-r)-j8-2  ^  d6+dt - 2 .
Следовательно, по лемме 1 для Т?5, R6 существует цепь Р, удовлетворяю­
щая условию (1), что противоречит определению цепи Р4. Теорема доказана.
Доказательство теоремы 1 непосредственно следует из доказательства 
теоремы 2. Заметим однако, что теорема 1 допускает простое доказа­
тельство, присланное мне редакцией журнала J. Combinatorial Theoryх.
1 Häggkvist, R. and Nicoghossian, G. G., A remark on hamiltonian cycles, J. Combinatorial 
Theory 30 (1981), 118— 120.
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Следствие 1. Если 2-связный граф G удовлетворяет условию ö(G) ё  
ë (i;(G ) + a(G )-l)/3 , то h(G)=v(G).
Д оказательство. Если a (G)Sk(G), то из теоремы Хватала—Эрдёша [4] 
следует h(G)=v(G). Пусть a(G)isk(G) + l. Тогда
6(G) ^  (r(G) + a (G )-l)/3  ё  (v(G)+k(G))/3
и по теореме 1 получим h(G)=v(G).
Следствие 2. Если 3-связный граф G удовлетворяет условию ó(G) 
^(v(G) + ot(G)-l)/3, то /i(G)ë3<5(G)-oe(G)-f 1.
Доказательство. Если <5(G)ë(r(G)+A:(G))/3 или a(G)^k(G), то по 
теореме 1 и по теореме Хватала—Эрдёша /i(G)=i;(G)ë3<5(G) — a(G) + l. Пусть 
ö(G)^(v(G)+k(G))/3 и a (G) ëfc(G) + 1. Тогда по теореме 2 получим
/i(G) ё  30(G) —к (G) ё  3<5(G)-a(G) +  l.
Рассмотрим графы Gk = k0- k, G., = kiiQ, G3=kk, G4=kô-.k+1, попарно без 
общих вершин, где о ёО. Граф, полученный из (G1 +  G2)U(G3 + G4) посредством 
добавления всевозможных ребер ху, где xÇ_ V (G2), y£V(G3), обозначим через 
G0. Так как удаление <5-вершинного подграфа G\ U G3 из G0 порождает д g +1 
компонент связности, то h(G0) = 3ô(G0)—k(G0). Пример графа G0 показывает, 
что утверждения теорем 1 и 2 не улучшаемы.
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MINIMAL GRAPHS OF DIAMETER TWO AND GIVEN 
MAXIMAL DEGREE
I. VRfO and S. ZNÁM
Denote F2(n, k) the minimal number of edges of a graph with n vertices, diameter 
2 and maximal degree k . This notion was introduced in [ 1], where the values of F2{n, k) 
were determined for k = n — 1, ...,«  — 4. In [2] is proved that F2(n,k) = 2n—4 for
~n ~-^ k ä n  — 5. In [2] the values for k < ^n' are also studied, however, the
results given there (without proofs) are not precise. In this paper we prove the follow­
ing
Theorem. I f  «>241 then
3n — k — 9 if -------k ^ -----------3 3 (1)
F2{n, k) = 1
OO11c i f
2« — 7
k ~  3 (2)
3n — k — l if
3« — 3 , 2« — 8 
,  ,  ' (3)
P roof. The extremal graph for the case (1 ) consists of:
1. vertices a, b, c, d, e , f  and edges ae, ac, bd, ce, d f  ef, bf;
2. a set of n —k — 4 vertices of degree 3 adjacent to a, b and d;
Ik —2 I—-—I vertices of degree 2 adjacent to b and c;
4. a set of [~ y “ ] vertices of degree 2 adjacent to c and d. We can easily show
that this is a graph with « vertices, diameter 2, maximal degree k, and it has 3n—k — 9 
edges.
The extremal graph for the case (2) consists of:
1. vertices a, b, c, d, e ,f, g, h and edges ae, ad, ah, be, bf, bg, cf, cg, de, dh, ef, 
fg , gh;
2. a set of « — k — 5 vertices of degree 3 adjacent to a, b and d;
3. a set of k -  3 2 vertices of degree 2 adjacent to a and c;
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 05C35.
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4. a set of k - 3 vertices of degree 2 adjacent to c and d.
The extremal graph for the case (3) consists of
1. vertices a, b, c, d and edges ab, be, bd, cd;
2. a set of 2k— n vertices of degree 2 adjacent to a and b;
3. a set of n—k — 3 vertices of degree 3 adjacent to b, c and d;
4. a set of |”——^— - j  vertices of degree 2 adjacent to a and c;
- j  vertices of degree 2 adjacent to a and d.5. a set of n —k — 1
In the following let G denote a graph of diameter 2 with «>241 vertices and 
maximal degree k, where
(4)
3n — 3 2n — 3
—?— = k —_— .
Let V be the set of vertices of G, e(G) the number of edges, and <5 (G) the minimal 
degree of G. If x is a vertex of G, O(x) denotes the set of all vertices adjacent to x 
and d(x) the degree of x in G.
To prove the theorem, we shall need eight lemmas.
Lemma 1. For every vertex x in G we have
2  d(v) S n - l .
v i O ( x )
Proof. Every vertex can be reached from x by a path of length ^ 2.
Corollary 1. Every vertex o f degree 3 in G is adjacent to at least two vertices o f
, . n—k —1degrees at least — —-----.
Corollary 2. Every vertex o f degree 4 is adjacent to at least two vertices o f de-
, n—k —1 grees at least ---- ----- .
Lemma 2. I f  <5(G)^3 then e(G )^3n—k — 7.
Proof. Put P={v£V,d(v) = 3}, Q= {v£V, d(v) = 4},
R =  {c<EP, 5 d(v) <  }, S -  {u€ V, d{v) S  — ■*- ' }■
Let \P\=p, |0| = 9, \R\=r, |S |= i .
yj___  J
If then we have (see (4)): 2e(G )^3(n—í ) + í ---- ----- s ó « — 2k —14
and the assertion follows. ^
If j ^IO, then by Lemma 1 every vertex of degree 4 is adjacent to at least one
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vertex of 5. Thus (according to Corollary 1) we get:
2e(G)^3p + 4q + 5r+2p+q = 5(n— s)^5n  — 50s6n — 2k—14 
and the proof of Lemma 2 is finished.
Because of (4) no vertex of degree 1 exists in G, hence in the following we shall 
suppose
(5) «5(G) -  2.
Denote M= {i>£ V, d(v) — 2}.
Lemma 3.
(6) n  o{v) * 0 .
t>€ AÍ
P r o o f . We shall proceed indirectly, by supposing that p | 0(v) is empty. Then
VÍM
there exist 3 vertices a, ft, c£F  so that every couple of them represents the neigh­
bourhood of some vertex of degree 2 in G. Thus every vertex distinct from a, b, c has 
to be adjacent to at least two of them. Further, there exist at least two edges with 
both endpoints in {a, b, c}. Hence the sum of the degrees of a, b, c is at least 2(« —3) + 
+ 4= 2n—2, which contradicts (4).
Denote O(M) = (J 0(v), |0 (M )|= r.
l)(M
L emma 4. I f  t s l8 ,  then e(G )^3n—k — l.
P r o o f . According to (6) there exists a vertex a£0(M ) adjacent to all vertices 
of degree 2. A vertex non-adjacent to a has to be adjacent to at least t — 2 vertices of 
O(M). Hence the sum of all degrees in G is at least
(t — 2){n —k — 1) s  16(n —k — 1) = 6«—2k —14,
and the assertion follows.
L em m a  5. I f  5^f< 18, then e(G )^3n—k —7.
P r o o f . Let a be adjacent to all vertices of M. There exist at least n —d(a)—t 
vertices non-adjacent to a and not belonging to O(M). Each of these vertices has to 
be adjacent to all remaining vertices of O(M). Thus the sum of all degrees in G is at 
least 2(f — l)(n— d(a) — f)+ 4  (d(a) — t), which is for / — 5, 6, ..., 17 more than 
6n — 2k —14. The proof of the lemma is finished.
Lemma 6. I f  t= 4, then e(G )s3«—k —7.
P r o o f . Suppose a is adjacent to all vertices of M. Let b1,b 2, b3 denote the 
remaining vertices of O(M). Let G0 be the subgraph of G induced by O(M). Let X  
be the set of all vertices of F -(M U O (M )) adjacent to a, and Y be the set of all 
such vertices non-adjacent to a (note that a vertex of Y is adjacent to all three vertices 
bt). Using the notations |.Vj = jc, |Tj=,y, \M\=m, we get
x + m + y = n—4,
(7)
x+ m  s  k —d0(a),
where d0(a) is the degree of a in G„.
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Now we distinguish two cases:
a) If d0(a)—0, then every vertex ud Y is of degree at least 4 (exists a path of 
length ^ 2  from v to a there). Hence the sum of all degrees in G is at least 4m + 4x+7j, 
which is, by (7), at least In — 3k — 28^6«— 2k —14.
b) Suppose i/0(a )^ l.  Let ct be a vertex of degree 2 adjacent to a and bt, i= 
= 1,2,3. There exists a path of length = 2 from ct to each of the remaining b f  s 
thus if bi is not adjacent to a, it must be adjacent to the remaining bf s. Hence
(8 )  d0(a)+e(G0) S  5 .
Therefore we have (see (7), (8)): e(G)^2m + 3y + 2x + e(G0) ^ 3 n - 12—k+ d0(a) + 
+ e(G0)^ 3 n —k —7. The proof of Lemma 6 is finished.
L e m m a  7. Let \0(M )\ =  3, then
3 n - k - 9 if
2 n - 6  , 2n — 3
3 ~ /c = 3
3n—k —S if
, 2n — l
k = 3
3n — k — l if
3n — 3 ,
5 ~ k S
2n — 8 
3
Proof. Suppose & is a vertex adjacent to all vertices of degree 2. Let a, c be the 
remaining vertices of O(M). Let G0 be the subgraph of G induced by the vertices 
a, b, c. Denote by Z the set of vertices in G which are of degree 3 and are not adjacent 
to b. Obviously, every vertex of Z is adjacent to a and c.
We shall distinguish the cases Z ^ 0  and Z = 0 , respectively.
Case 1. If two vertices vt , v2 of Z are adjacent, then deleting the edge vxv2 
from G, we get a graph G' of diameter 2 and maximal degree k in which (6) does not 
hold — a contradiction with Lemma 3. Denote by L  the set of all vertices from 
V -(M  U {a,b,c}) adjacent to some vertex of Z. Obviously, Z.^0, I f )Z = 0 .  
Further, let P be the set of all vertices of L adjacent to b but non-adjacent to a and 
c; let Q be the set of vertices of L adjacent to b and to at least one of a and c; let 
R = L —(PUQ). Denote by X1 the set of all vertices of W= V— (Z ULUM U{a, b, c}) 
adjacent to b but not adjacent to a and c, by X2 the vertices of W adjacent to b and 
to at least one of a and c, and put Y= W— (ZXUXf). Let \P\=p, \Q\=q, \R\=r, 
|Z |= z , |*1|= jc1|, \X2\= x2, IY\=y. We have
(9) m + Xi^  + Xz+y + z = n — 3 — p — q — r,
(10) m+Xx + X z^  k — d0(b) — p — q,
(11) m + 2y + 2z+ x2+2r+q ^  2k — d0(a) — d0(c).
Note that every vertex of Y is of degree at least 4 and has to be adjacent to a and 
c. Further, every vertex of Xx is adjacent to all vertices of L. Thus we have
(12) e(G) S  2m +(\ +p+q+r)xl + 2x2+3y+3z+e(G1), 
where Gx denotes the subgraph of G induced by the set L U {a, b, c}.
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Similarly, if \L\ — \, then every element of has to be adjacent to the single 
element of L and we get
(13) e(G) ^  2m+ y * i  + 2 ^ + 3 ^  +  3z+e(G1).
Using (9) and (10), from (12) we obtain:
(14) e{G) S  3n — k — 9 — 2p — 3r — 2q+(p + q + r—i)xl + e(G1).
Every vertex of P is adjacent to all vertices of L, hence we have at least 
edges with both endpoints in L. Therefore
(15) <?(G1) S p  + 2«7 + 2 r+ (f)+ e (G 0).
Now, owing to (14) and (15), we have
(16) e(G) S  3n — k —9+(p + q + r - \ ) x 1 + ^ 2  ^— p -r+ e(G 0).
Further we shall need the following inequality arising from (9), (10) and (11):
(17) 2n — 6 — p — x1 + 2e(G„) ^  3k.
We shall consider (16) and (17) with respect to various values of parameters. 
First by, notice that e(G0) ^ l  in all cases.
(a) Suppose xx=0;
(i) p —0, r=0, then from (16) and (17) we get
k  —  j -4 , e(G) £  3« —Ä:—8;
(ii) p=0, r s l ,  then e(G0)^ 2  (a vertex of Z adjacent to R can be reached from
2^ 2_2
b only if one of the edges ab, be exists) and hence k s —-— ;
(iii) p=  1 or 2, then k ^ n^ ^ , e(G )s3n—k —9;
(iv) p = 3, then k ^ n^ e(G )^3n—k — S;
(v) p ^ 4, then e(G )^3n—k — 6.
(b) Suppose xxS l and p + q + r s 2;
(vi) Xj =  1, p S 1, then k ^ ^ - ^ —, e(G )s3n— k — 9;
(vii) xx=  1, p = 2, then -, e(G )s3n— k — 8;
(viii) xx = l, p S 3, then e(G )^3n—k — l\
(ix) .vxs2 , rS  1, then e(G„)^2 (see (ii)), e(G)^3n—k — 7]
(x) xx^ 2, 9^1, then e(G )^3n—k — 7;
(xi) a:xs 2, p ^ 2 , then e(G)s3n — k — 7.
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(c) Suppose -x^sl and p+ q + r= 1. In the same way as above, from (13) we get
(xv) p= l, x±^ 3 , then e(G)^3n — k — l.
Case 2. We have to distinguish two cases again:
Case 2a. Suppose that there exists a vertex e adjacent to b but not to a and c, 
and d(e) = 3. Let e be adjacent to the further vertices f  h. Let J  (/) be the set of 
vertices from V— (MU {a, b, c, e,f, h}) adjacent (non-adjacent) to b. Let \J\=j, 
|/ | —z. Obviously, every vertex of /  is of degree at least 4 and is adjacent to a, c and 
to at least one of vertices/ ,  h. Further, we have m + j+ i= n — 6 and m + j k ,  thus
Case 2b. Suppose that Case 2a does not hold. Denote by X  ( Y) the set of all 
vertices of V—(M U {a, b, c}) adjacent (non-adjacent) to b. Every vertex of Y  is of 
degree at least 4 and is adjacent to a and c. Because Case 2a does not hold, every 
vertex of degree 3 is adjacent to b and to at least one of a, c. Obviously, m + x+ y—n— 3
If x S l, then e(G )^3n—k —l. If x = 0, then every vertex of V—{a,b,c} 
is adjacent to at least two vertices from {a, b, c}. Further, in this case we have 
e(G0) ^ 2  and we get a contradiction with (4). The proof of Lemma 7 is finished.
L e m m a  8. Let | 0 ( M ) | = 2 .  Then e(G )^3n—k —  l.
P r o o f . Let 0(M ) = {a, b). The sum of the degrees of a and b is at least 
n + m —2, thus
( 1 9 )  m  ä  2k — n+2.
Split the set U= V —(M  U {a, Z>}) into the following subsets:
P1={v£U, d(v) = 3 and v is adjacent to a vertex of degree 3};
P-2= {v£.U, d(v) — 3, v$Plt V is adjacent to exactly two vertices of ITU {a. /;}}; 
P -.i = {r € (/, d(v) = 3, v is adjacent to 3 vertices of W  U {a, b}} \
Q={v£U, d(v) = 4};
We shall consider (17) and (18):
(xii) q= l, then e(G )^3n—k — l;
(xiii) r= l , then e(G0) s 2  (see (ii)) and e(G )^3n—k — l\
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Put \W\=w, P=P1UP2UP3, \P,\=Pi, \P\=P, \Q\=q, |K |=r. If *v^7, then
AI_1c_ 1
2e(G) s  2m + (n + m — 2) + 3(n — m — 2 — w) + w ---- ---------
= 6n — 2k—10 — 3w + (w — 6)——^——S 6n  — 2k —14 
and the assertion follows.
In the following we shall suppose wS6. Obviously,
(20)
p+ q + r + w + m =  n — 2, 
p + q + r + w + 2m ^  2k.
Denote by D(R) the sum of the degrees of all vertices of R.
By the Corollaries to Lemma 1, every vertex of P and Q has to be adjacent to at 
least two vertices from the set WU{a, b}. Thus by (20) and (21) we have:
5 „ D(R) — r p3e(G) = 2 m + - p  + 3q-\------ -------hr + y  + w a
(22)
s 3 „ - t _ 6 + £ i ± i ± £ < S = ± z i L .
If wi? \, then e(G )^3n—k —l  follows from (22). Hence suppose w=2, 
If p3 + q + D(R)—4r^l5 , we get e(G )^3n—k —l  again. Thus consider
(23) p3 + q + D (R )-4r  S  14.
Obviously, D(/?) = 5r, and so from (23) we get
6.
(24) p3 + q + r S \ 4 .
Every vertex of P3 is adjacent to at least one vertex from R or Q, hence we have
(25) p2^  2q+D(R) — r.
Finally, from (23), (24) and (25) we get
P2 T P3 T *7 T r á  70,
therefore
(26) Pi + m =  n — 2 — p.1 — p3 — q — r — w s  n — 78 =- k.
Hence in Pt there exists some vertex non-adjacent to a and also some vertex 
non-adjacent to b. Further: (19) and (26) imply that pt >2 and so we can choose 
two non-adjacent vertices u, u£/>1 as follows: u is adjacent to a but not to b, v is 
adjacent to b but not to a, and both u, v are adjacent to the same vertex c from W. 
Let u be adjacent to a further vertex /  of degree 3, and v to the vertex g, d(g) = 3.
Every vertex of the set V— ({a, b, c,f, g} U (IF— {c})) is adjacent to at least two 
vertices from {a, b, c}; the vertex c is adjacent to at least one of a, b\ every vertex of 
the set (IV— {c}) U {/, g} is adjacent to at least one of a, b. Hence the sum of the 
degrees of vertices a, b and c is at least
2(n — 5 — w + l) + 2-(-(w — i) + 2 = 2n — 5 — w.
19
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Therefore we have
n — k —12e(G) 2m +  3(n —m —w—2)+(2n —5 —w)+(w —1)
j
3 s6 n -2 k -3 7  + —  k ~ X (see (19)) 
and the assertion of Lemma 8 follows.
The assertion of our Theorem follows from Lemmas 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. The proof 
of the Theorem is finished.
R emark. We have found the following further results:
3/i —3F2(z7, k) sí' 5/i— 4k—15 if 3 /i-8  ,5 ~ k ~
5/7 — 7
F2(n, k) =s 5/1 —4k —12 if V
•A*VIION
»
F2(n, k) ä  4 /i-2 k -1 4 if n +  l _ .2 ~ k S
F2(n, k) ^  3/7 — 15 if n ~ 5 - k -  2 “ * =
5 ’
3 / i - 8
5 ’
5 / i - 8
9
n + 1 
2 ‘
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FINDING TWO CONSECUTIVE ELEMENTS
Á. VARECZA
It is a well-known result that n — 2 +  flog.. «1 pairwise comparisons are needed to determine the 
first and second elements among n different numbers. In this paper we are considering the problem 
of finding some ordered consecutive pair. It is proved that the number of necessary pairwise com­
parisons is the same as in the above weaker case.
It is a frequent occurance that certain element or elements (for example the 
median or the first two ones) must be sorted out from ordered data stored in the 
memory unit of a computer.
We can generally apply only one operation: choosing two elements and compar­
ing them. The mathematical problem is obvious: to work out a method, which leads 
to the target as quickly as possible, in a certain sense. This “sense” for example may 
be the number of necessary steps. In this matter there only a few exact results have 
been attained so far. Mostly only lower and upper bounds have been proved. We 
know for example that if H  is a totally ordered finite set with n elements, then n — 1 
pairwise comparisons must be performed for selecting the maximum element (and, 
of course, for selecting the minimum one).
The problem of selecting the first two elements, was raised by Steinhaus in 
a mathematical seminar in 1930, non-complete solutions were published by Schreier 
[7], and Slupecki [6]. The first complete proof is due to Kislicyn [3], who proved 
tha t« — 2 +  [log2 «1 comparisons must be performed for selecting the first two elements 
in the worst case. Knuth [4] gave a considerably shorter proof for this lower bound. 
Lately, there has been discovered an accurate, but rather complicated formula for 
the required number of comparisons for finding the first three elements by Kirk­
patrick [2], If we want to sort out the first and last element of set H  simultaneously,
then we must make at least n + —2 comparisons (J. Pohl [5] and Á. Varecza [8]).
G.O.H. Katona suggested the following sharpening of the Steinhaus problem. 
How many pairwise comparisons do we need if we want to find some ordered pair of 
consecutive elements? He conjectured that there is no faster way than to select the 
first two elements. In this paper we prove this conjecture. We will now introduce the 
necessary concepts and notations.
First define the concept of strategy suitable for determining some two ordered 
neighbouring elements of the set H. We start by comparing two elements, for example,
19*
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c and d, where c, d£H  and denote the pair (c, d) by S0. Let el (the answer) be 1, 
if c x / ,  and let ex be 0 if c < d. Depending on e, we select a pair SVfo), say e(ex) 
and /(ej). Define e2 to be 1 if e(e1)^ f(e1) and to be 0 otherwise. Continuing the same 
way, after a 0,1 sequence %, e2, ..., £; of answers, the pair
(1) Si(ei ,  £2, ..., £|)
is given as the next pair for comparison, with the restriction that if S fa ,  e2, ..., £,) 
is defined, then S i-ifo , £2, ..., £;_i) is defined, also. £i+1 is 1 or 0 according to 
whether the first or the second term of the pair (1) is larger. A set of questions given 
in this way will be called a strategy suitable for determining two neighbouring ele­




*h> £2 > *••, £,
5”/_1(fi1, e2, ..., £,_!) is determined, but 
St(ex, e2, ..., £,) is not,
(3) &l, £2, ..*,£/ (together with the questions S',,, 50(fij), ..., ..., £,_])) deter­
mine two neighbouring elements of the set H  (maybe the first two elements).
If 7’;(fi1, e2 , ..., e i+ 1 )  denotes the inequality made from the pair S f a ,  e 2 ,  . . . ,  £;) 
on the basis of the answer £i+1, then condition (3) can also be formulated in the way 
that two neighbouring elements of H are derived from the inequalities
(4) 7-0(ei), T1(e1, s2), Tl_1(eu , c2, ...,£,).
If the sequence £1; e2, ..., £; satisfies conditions (2), (3) we say: the strategy is finished. 
Such a sequence is also called a path of 9 >. The maximal length of sequences 
£l5 £2, ...,£( finishing the strategy is called the length of the strategy.
Let i f  denote a strategy and L(if ) its length. The situation after answering the 
question Si_1(e1, will be called the state (%,...,£;) of the strategy if .
We need the following lemma formulated first in Knuth D. E. (1975) (pp. 
211—212). We repeat here the details.
L emma 1. Let i f x be a strategy suitable for selecting the first element o f the n 
element set H. Suppose that the path e 1 , e 2 ,  . i : ,  satisfies the following condition. 
For any i (1 S /< /), the answer £i+1 for the comparison Si(cY, ..., £f) = (c, d) is 1 
i f  d appears as smaller but c does not, or neither o f  them appears as smaller, but c 
appears more times as larger than d does in the inequalities:
(5) T0(ej, 7’1(£1,£2) , . . . , r i_1(a1, £,,...,£,)
and £; + 1 =0 i f  the above cases occur when c and d are interchanged.
Then the first element occurs in the inequalities
(6) ToOh), TxOh, e2),..., Tl_i Oh, e2, ..., £,)
at least [log2 n] times.
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P roof of Lemma 1. Consider those inequalities from (5) in which some element 
(in this order) occurs as smaller the first time. Denote by the set of these inequalities.
We shall prove the following statement about
I f  an element a does not act as smaller in (5) but it does p times as larger, then 
b ^ a  or b=a can be claimed for elements b, at most 2P on the basis o f  <?,-.
P roof. We shall prove the statement by induction on p. For p = 0 the statement 
is trivial. Assume that 1 and the statement is true for p — \. We shall prove it 
for p. Let T j _ 1(eí , e2, ..., ej) be the last inequality in (5) that contains a. Let, for 
example, a> c . We shall see that it is impossible to deduce more b> a  or b = a 
on the basis of than on the basis of Sj. Namely, let b>a be deducible in S{ 
that is, there exist b's such that
b = bo <  bx < . . . < ft*. =  a
and let h be that smallest integer for which the inequalities
bh <  bh+1 <...<&* =  a
still occur in éj. Problems arise only in case 0. In this case the relation bh_1<bh 
must be in Si — Sj.
If h = k then this contradicts the assumption that Tj-x{ex, ..., Ej) is the last 
occurrence of a. Conversely, if 0 then bh_x occurs as smaller before bh_x^ b h
(which is the first inequality where bh_x occurs as smaller) and this contradicts the 
conditions on the considered paths. Therefore h=0.
If Tj_1(e1, ..., ej) is not in SJy that is, it is not the first occurence of c as smaller, 
then we can immediately take Sj_x instead of é ( and a appears only p — 1 times in 
this Si. Thus — because of the inductive hypotheses — at most 2P-1 pieces of b<a 
or b=a  can be deduced.
Consequently, let us suppose Tj^(fij, ..., ej) to be in S), that is, c has not been 
smaller so far. In this case — because of the construction of the e’s — a has been 
greater at most p — 1 times before.
How many i < a  can be deduced in éj by using c<a. As many as the number 
of the inequalities b<c  or b~c  deducible in S‘j~ x- The number of these relations 
is at most 2P~1 because of the inductive hypotheses.
On the other hand without using c< a  there are at most 2P~1 deducible b-ca 
or b=a  in That is, the number of deducible relations 6<a, or b=a  is at
most 2P. Thus the number of relations b-^a or b = a deducible in <f; is at most 2P. 
The statement is proved.
Let us return to the proof of the lemma.
To all elements b — except one, say a — a sequence of inequalities from (6) 
can be found from which we can get by successive application. It is true in
S„ too, because b appears also in as smaller: b<bx, but bx does, too: bx<b2 
and so on.
In this way we reach such an element bk, which does not act as smaller in <$t. 
But as a consequence, it does not act in (6) either, consequently bk=a. So if a occurs 
in (6) p times, then 2p^n , that is psriog2«l.
This completes the proof of the lemma.
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Let i f  be a strategy suitable for determining some pair of ordered neighbouring 
elements in H. Let (el5 . .£ ; )  be an arbitrary state of i f . We will form a partition of H  
into the subsets Ax(ex, ..., £f), A2(ex, ..., £,), Bx(ex, e B2 (ex, ..., e,), C fo , e;). 
The last one will be the set of elements not occurring in any comparisons until this 
state. The definition of the sets Ax, A2, Bx, B2 is more complicated and will follow 
later. If it does not give rise to a misunderstanding we shall omit the e ’s , e.g. 
Ax(sx, Ei) = A[. We say that a comparison (b, c) in the state (£l5 ..., e;) is of type 
(e.g.) (A2, Ax) if
(7) Si(ex, .. . ,e i) = (b,c)
and b£A 2(sx, ..., £(), c€Ax(ex, £;). The system of inequalities
(8) Tx(ex, e2), ..., 7'i_1(e1, ..., £;)
is denoted by gr a^K(Ex, . . . , eí) = K ‘ (N(sx, ..., e^= N l) if a£H  and a occurs in 
first as smaller (larger). We also say that a is of type K(N).
We will determine an “adversary” path (more exactly, our definition will be 
ambiguous, it may lead to different paths). The adversary path and the partition 
^ ‘U ^ U 5 > U ^ U C i will be determined simultaneously and recursively. Suppose 
that e x ,  . . . , £ ;  and the partition A'X(J A2Ö B[\JfiíplJC1 are determined. Depending 
on the classes of b and c, resp. (see (7)), we give the result £i+1 and the new classes of 
b and c. The other elements of A[ and A[+1 (A‘2 and A‘2+1; B{ and B[+1; B‘2 and 5 |+1; 
C‘ and C‘+1) are equal. We do not list the cases following by interchanging the roles 
of b and c, A\ and B[, A‘2 and B‘2, K ‘ and N 1, resp.
1. b, c iO :  £i+i= l ,  b eA ‘x+1, c iB ‘x+1;
2. *€4(51), c£C‘: £i+1=  1(0), ciB \+1(A\+x)
3. b£A\, c^A^ÜK1: 
or
b£Ai, c iK ‘: 
or
b£B ‘2, c£B[: £i+1= l .
4. b, ciA[{B\): £i+1= l(0 ), h^Ai2^ 1{B'2¥l) if b occurs as larger (smaller) in 
more times than c. £1+i= 0  (1), g€A‘2+1(B‘2+1) if b occurs as larger (smaller) as many 
times as c does and either b occurs in <f; with at least one element of B[(A\) and c 
does not or c occurs in <f; only with elements of A2(B0. In other cases the value of 
£i+1 is arbitrary; the smaller (larger) element £Ai2+1(Bi2+1).
5. b, c iA 2(B'^ )\ ei+1 arbitrary (but not contradicting the previous e’s).
6. b£A2{B2), c£C*:
(i) Cf+i=0 (1), c(:__Ai{rl(B[+l) if no element of A‘2(B‘2) occurred with an element 
of C  until this state.
(ii) We distinguish 3 cases if there is exactly one comparison (say (e> /), 
eiiA\ (egB'2)) in gt comparing an element of A l2(B|) with an element of C .
I. If b?±e,f then £;+1 =  0(l), cC^i+1(^i+1).
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II. If b=e then £i+1 =  l(0), c€Äi+1(^ l+1)-
III. In the case b—f  we distinguish 2 subcases:
ei+1 =  l(0), c i  Sj+1(/4i+1) if/ does not occur with an element of C‘ in <?;. More­
over, in what follows we do not consider this case to be a comparison of an element of 
with an element of C . We proceed in the next steps as if there was no compar­
ison of this type.
ei+1=0(l), c£A{+1(Bi+1) if / did occur with an element of C*. Moreover, we 
proceed in the next steps as if there was exactly one comparison of an element of 
A‘2(B£) with an element of C‘, namely b<c.
(iii) If there were exactly two pairs comparing an element of A^BL) with an 
element of C‘ then
£j+1=l(0), c£i?í+1(/li+1) for case I and 
£i+1=0(l), c£/li+1(2?i+1) for case II.
(iv) If there were at least 3 pairs comparing an element of A'2(B!2) with an ele­
ment of C‘ (case I or II took place) then we distinguished several cases: 
ei+1 =  1 (0), 6£.ŐÍ+1(/l‘i+1) if b first occurred with an element of /f^+1(Z?£+1) but did 
not occur with an element of C'. In what follows, this case is not considered a “com­
parison of b with an element of C‘”. Consider now the case when b occurred with an 
element of C  after getting into A‘2(Bi2). Let k and m denote the number of these 
occurrences where b is smaller (larger) and larger (smaller), resp. If k o n  then 
£,+i=0(l), c^A[+1(B[+l).
If k ^ m  then ei+1= 1 (0), c£2?j,+1(/l‘1+1). In the case when b did not occur 
with an element of C! after getting into A2(BL) let r and s denote the number of the 
elements of A2(B2) occurring exactly once with an element of C‘ after getting into 
A‘2(B2) and being larger (smaller) and smaller (larger) in this comparison, resp. 
If s < r  then £i+1=0(l), c€/fl+1(i?5+1) and if s ^ r  then £,+i = l(0), c£B[+1(A[+1).
In this way we defined a path (or branch) ex......et of the strategy £P. It will be
denoted by P. The length I/*| of P is /. We shall prove
/ =  |P| S  n —2 +  flog2 «1-
For the sake of easier formulation we introduce the concept of the graph-realiza­
tion. Correspond the elements of the set H  to the vertices of graph G. Let a compari­
son be an edge of G between the corresponding vertices and let the answer determine 
the orientation of this edge in the following way: if we compare two elements, say c 
and d, in some state of G and the result of the comparison is c>d then we direct 
the edge from c to d, and conversely when c< d  we direct the edge from d  to c. In 
the state (ej, ..., £,) let G(£l5 ..., £;) denote the graph derived in this way. H  is totally 
ordered, so oriented circle cannot be produced in G(e1, ..., e(). By the above corre­
spondence we uniquely associate an oriented graph to all states of Of. It follows from 
the correspondence that in an arbitrary state fo , ...,£,) of SP the relation e > /  
is realized if and only if an oriented path leads in Gfo, ..., £,) from e to f  If SP is 
ended and (say) x and y (x >>’) are the two consecutive elements, then this means 
in the corresponding graph that:
(1) there is a directed path from x  to y  and for all elements ( ^ x ,  y) of H  one 
of the following two conditions is fulfilled:
(2a) an oriented path leads to both x  and y.
(2b) an oriented path leads to it from both x  and y.
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In the following we shall refer to this graph, when necessary.
Now let us suppose that the strategy is ended for the sequence
(9) £1?e2, 
along the path determined above. Let
(10) Tq (fi)), Tj (fij , £2), ..., 7’(_1(e1, £2, ..., £,)
be the system of inequalities according to the answer (9).
T heorem  1. I f  SP is a strategy suitable for selecting two arbitrary ordered consec­
utive elements o f the set H, then
L(£P) ^  n — 2 + [log2 «1
and this is the best possible bound.
P r o o f . Fix an adversary path (9) defined earlier. Suppose that we get x and y 
(x > j)  as the two consecutive elements along this path. Four cases are possible:
1. x is of type N ,y  is of type K;
2. x is of type K, y  is of type N;
3. both x and y  are of type N;
4. both x and y  are of type K.
Let us study the cases separately.
Case 1. In the state (fij, ..., £,) all elements are either of type K or of type N. 
Thus using the notation
M ife, •••> £,)UT2(e1, ..., £,)| =  i 
l-Bife, ...,£,)U .B2(£1, ...,£ /)! =j ,
i+ j= n  holds.
We prove that the number of inequalities of type (A, B) in S\ is at least
m -
Let the elements of N l=A\\JAli not compared with elements of K' — B^UBi in 
S'i be ax, ..., ak. These elements occurred first with an element of A\. Let b^A l2 
and let atl, ..., a,, be the ones from the set {ax, ..., ak)  occurring the first time with b. 
By the definition of P, b occurs in at least j  comparisons with the elements of B[ U ^2. 
Hence it follows that the number of inequalities between the elements of A[{JAl2
U 4 n . By symmetry, we may use the lower estimateand B iU 52 is at least
f \Bl UB' l l— —— |, too. That is, the number of inequalities of type (A, B) in S, is lower 
bounded with
( [ K U 4 I ]  f W U « | ) .max
As
one of the terms is s
f l -
\A[UAW + \B[\JB[\ = n,
We obtained the desired lower bound: 1 »1
2 2
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Choose an element u ^ x  of type N.
We know that there are directed paths in Gfo, £() either to or from u from 
both x  and y. In the first case there is an edge along the path form y to u which leads 
from an element of type K  to an element of type N. This is contradiction. Conse­
quently, we may suppose that the second case holds: there is a directed path from u 
to x. Moreover, there is no element of type K along this path, because it would give 
a pair (an element of type an element of type K).
We may conclude that from any element u of type N, there is a directed path to 
x  using elements of type N  only. In other words, the graph induced by the elements 
of type N  is connected. That is, it has at least i— 1 edges.
We can see in the same way, that the graph induced by the elements of type K 
is also connected. That is, it contains at least j — 1 edges.
In this way we divide the set of vertices of G(elt ..., e,) into two classes (elements 
of type N and K, resp.). The number of edges between the two classes is at least
, and in each of the classes there are at least I—1 and j — 1 edges
resp. That is, the graph has at least + 1" — 1 -f"7 — 1 — n + —2 edges.
In other words, the number of inequalities in (10) is at least
2 n + [log2 «1 — 2 (n >  12).
One can easily check that /fe« + flog2 «1—2 when 12, too.
Case 2. In G(st , £,) there is a directed path from x to y. If x is of type K and 
y  is of type N, then there is an edge along this path connecting a vertex of type K 
with a vertex of type N. But this is impossible by the choice of fi’s.
Case 3. If there is a directed path between x  and y  in G(eu  then by sym­
metry we may suppose that it leads from x  to y. Let us divide the set A(elt e2, ... 
...,£/) — {x, y) into subclasses:
A(ei ,£2, *.., £/) (x, y} = AÍUAÍUAa
where A\ = AX{elt ...,£,) — {x,;} and A'2ÖA'á is a partition of A.^e^  ..., E,)(A'2(A'á) 
consist of elements having a directed path to (from) both x and >’).
Using the notation
Mil = <i, Mil =  <2, Mil =  «'s, \B \= j,
we have
(11) ii +  is+ia+J = n -2 .
We now prove a lemma about A[.
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L e m m a  2. I f  j/IJI t -^O, then it contains an element in occurring in at least
— flogs Mill
inequalities in (10), and always as greater.
P r o o f . The strategy i f  will be completed to be a strategy determining the largest 
element. For any finishing state of i f  let us consider the elements which still can be 
maximum and organize an “elimination tournament” for them. (That is, the winners 
are always compared.) If the number of possible maximum elements is k  in a certain 
finishing state of i f ,  then the winner will occur exactly flog2 k ]  times in these com­
parisons. If we complete all of the finishing states of i f ,  we obtain a strategy i f r  
which determines the maximum element. In the state (£1; ..., £,) all the elements of 
B U A 2 have been occurred as smaller. If A'^-0, x, y  occurred, too. Thus the number 
of possible maximum elements is /j.
Suppose that b(zA2{JBl occurs with at least one element of C. Let these ine­
qualities in <?, be b~~al , ..., b<ar, b>cr, ..., b>cs, in this order. We omit the ine­
qualities ak>b, b>ck (1 ÄyÄmin (r, 5)) from <?, and replace the earlier one by 
ak>ck. We carry out these changes for all biA^iJB!,. Denote by 8* the new se­
quence of inequalities and by S* ( c H )  the set of elements not occurring in 8*.
Let us now apply Lemma 1 for this i f x  and any path going through the earlier 
specified state (e1; ..., £,). It is easy to see that this path satisfies the conditions of 
Lemma 1 on the set H —S*. It follows that the maximum element occurs in at least 
flog2 (n — 15*|)1 comparisons. On the other hand we know that it occurs exactly 
flog2 til times after the state (e1; ..., £,), that is, it occurs at least flog2 (« — [.'>*[)] — 
— [log2 \Ai\] times in (10).
We prove that
Let <p: S* -+H—A} be a mapping determined in the following way: q>{a)=b 
(a£S*, b $ S*, b (t A[) if the element a occurred first time with b. It is easy to see that 
<p is injective. Hence we obtain
and the above inequality. The lemma is proved.
Let us return to the proof of Case 3 of the theorem. Suppose first that A{^&. 
Choose an element m according to Lemma 2. There is a directed path in G(£l5 ..., £,) 
from each element u of A[UA2 to both x  and y.
We prove that the number of inequalities in 8t containing an element of 
A{U A2U {x} — {in} as larger is at least 2\A[\ + \A2\ — \- Let a£A2 U{x} and sup­
pose that a occurs as smaller with k such elements of A[UAÓ which occur exactly 
once as larger in 8t. Then, by Section 6 of the definition of the path, a occurs in at 
least k + 1 inequalities as larger (it must occur with an element of A2U{x, y}, too). 
Hence the statement follows. On the other hand, there is a path to each element of 
A2UB  from y. y cannot lie along these paths, because it would for a directed cycle 
with the path from x to y. An element of A{UAÓ cannot lie along these paths by the
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same reasoning. That is, the graph induced by A2Uä U {>} is connected, consequently 
it contains at least i3+ j edges.
Summing up the numbers of these 3 classes of edges (inequalities) we obtain
/ ^  [log, (n - -  Hog, Mill +  2\A[\ + M il- l + MU^al =
=  n - 3  + MÍI + [*°g2 ( » - [ ” ■ 2A l'^ J ) ] - [ log2 Mill S n - 2  + [log2 «1 
if Mil >3.
Suppose now that Mil —3 and let Alx= {m, ax, a2}. Assume first that one of ax 
and a2, say ax, occurs only once in <?,: ax>bx, bx£A20  {x}. It is easy to see that b1 
occurs as larger with at least one element of each of B and A2{J{x, y}. We distin­
guish several cases.
If bx did not occur with an element of C (except ax) then there is no c fS *  with 
<p(c)=bx. The element m occurs at least
( I n _ l  —3 I) [ ( \ n 1 .^1
K ( "  1 1 2 1) I - H M I t M I
times in S* — {ax (The set H — {«J is used.) Consequently, the same is true for 
S, as m, a2 and bx are not in the domain of <p. Now we prove that the graph induced by 
H — {w} contains at least two different non-directed circles and as a consequence at 
least n edges. bx occurs in Sx with an element c of B. There is a directed path from x  to 
c and from bx to x. Denote this circle by Kx. If a2 also occurs exactly once in <?,(as 
larger), say a2>b2 then bx^ b 2 by our assumptions. b2 occurs with an element of B, 
this ensures another circle K2^ K X. If a2 occurs twice as larger, say a2>cx, a2>c2 
then one of cx and c2 is an element of A2Ufx}. Saye.g. c1£A2L){x). If c2£A2U{x} 
also holds then there is a path from both cx, c2 to x. This gives a new circle. On the 
other hand, if c2(£ A2U{x} we can find another circle similarly. Therefore we have 
two circles in all cases, so the number of inequalities within H — {m} is at least n. 
The desired inequality
(13) / ^  n +  [log2ij]-2
follows by (12).
If bx occurs with an element of C different from ax then bx occurs (as larger) with 
at least two different elements of B, by Section 6 of the definition of the path. We dis­
tinguish subcases:
Suppose that a2 occurs either twice or only once (say a2>b2) but bx^ b 2. 
Then x  occurs at least once, b2 does at least twice as larger. The elements of 
A[DA20{x} — {m} take part in at least 2 Mil +  Mil inequalities as larger. We can 
verify (13) in the same way as above.
Suppose now that a2 occurs exactly once (say a2>b2) and bx = b2 = b. Then 
ík ű j  and fe-=a2 are both in St, consequently, by Section 6 of the definition of the 
path, b must occur at least two elements of B\ U B2 = Bl.
If b occurs with at least 3 elements of Bl then (13) follows easily.
If b occurs with exactly two elements of Bl and both ax and a2 only once then 
ax and a2 are not in the domain of (p. It is easy to see that m occurs in at least
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floga«]— 2 times in the inequalities S? — {ax>b}. Hence (13) easily follows. So we 
may suppose that both a1 and a2 occur at least twice. If one of them occurs at least 
3 times (13) is obvious. We have to consider only the case when both ax and a2 occur 
exactly twice. Suppose first that A'2^ l .  Let b fA 2. If b occurs at least twice in S', 
then (13) follows like above. If b occurs only once as larger (say b>cdA2U {x}) then 
c occurs at least twice as larger and (13) can be verified again. Consider now the case 
when A 2=0. In this case x< ax,x< a 2, ax>cx, a2>c2 are all in S’, with some 
ct , c2. If x occurs at least twice as larger then (13) follows like before. Suppose that x 
occurs as larger exactly once. Then x cannot be compared with an element of S*. 
We may suppose that a, occurs in before a2. The inequality a1>c1 comes before 
ax> x  and a2>c2 precedes ű2> x; otherwise ax< x  and a2< x  would follow, by 
Section 6. Omit a2 and all inequalities containing it from <%*. Replace a2 >  c2 by 
ax>c2 if a2 is not matched by <p. If, on the contrary, it is matched with some d  then 
a2>c2 is replaced by ax>d. The new system of inequalities given on H —{a2} 
contains at least
l o g 2 ( n - l - [ ”  2 3 j ) ] ~ 1 =  [ l o g 2 | ^ y ^ ] | - 1  -  r io g 2 «1 — 2
inequalities continaing m because there is no c£S*  satisfying ip(c) = m, x  or ax. 
Hence (13) easily follows as the number of inequalities within the set H —{m) is at 
least n.
We can start to examine the case \A[\=2. Here Alx—{m, a}. It is easy to see 
that if A2?±Q then the elements of AlxUA2U {x} — {m} occur in at least 2\A[\-\-\A'z\ 
inequalities of i x. Hence (13) follows. The same can be said if either both a  and x 
occur at least twice as larger in S\ or one of them occurs once, the other one occurs at 
least 3 times as larger.
Suppose that a occurs once and x occurs twice as larger in 6°x. The element m 
occurs at least
n - 1 - 2
D M - m l
times in — {a>x} (<p(c) m, x  for c£S*).
I = n - l  + |k>g2 J"— I
implies (13).
If a  occurs twice ( ű > x , a > b )  x  only once ( x > y )  as larger in S't then let 
be j ’s first occurrence as smaller, y < e is before j '< x  in S\ because x occurs 
only once as larger. It is easy to see that e—m. Omit the inequalities a> x, a>b 
from $x. If a is matched with c by (p then replace a > c  by x> c in S’*. If there is no 
such c then a>b is replaced by x>Z>. In this system of inequalities m occurs at 
least
[ l o g , ( » - l - [ ^ ^ ] ) |  = [ lo g ,[2 ± i]
times (as <p(c)^x, m for eg S'*). The number of inequalities within / / —{»,} is at 
least n — 1. (13) follows.
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Suppose now that |^ 4}| =  1, that is A[ — {x}, A[—Q. (13) obviously follows when 
5*=0. We may suppose S*y^0. Let adS* be the first such element which go into 
S* by a comparison with an element of A2- Then, by Section 6, there were at least two 
comparisons of type (A2, C) where the elements of A2 were smaller. Let the first two 
of them be b, < a l5 b2<a2 (bly b2dA2). b, must have been smaller before the compar­
ison fej-cűj, say bt «= e. The elements al5 a2, e are different, at most one of them is 
equal to x. Therefore, the graph induced by H — {x} contains a circle, consequently, 
the number of its edges is — 1. x occurs in [log2 /z) — 1 inequalities. (13) is proved 
in this case.
We may suppose that if edS* then e occurred first time with an element (£ A.,. 
If B[ contains an element occurring 3 times (always as smaller) then the number of 
inequalities within H —{x) is — 1. (13) follows. Suppose that the elements of B[ 
occur at most twice in (f,. Let adS*. If adB[ then a occurs as larger: a>b and b 
occurs first with an element of B[ (b<c, cdB$. Otherwise a<2> would follow by 
Section 4 of the definition of the path. As cAa, there is a directed path from y  to c 
and to a in the graph induced by H — {x}. It contains a circle and at least n — 1 edges. 
(13) follows in the above way.
We may conclude that S*QB[. Let S*= {at, ..., ak) and suppose that a, 
go into S* by the comparison We can state btdBl2, b ^ b j  (i^ j, i, jd  {1, ...
..., &}). bi must have been larger in 6\ before: 6f>C; and c; must have been smaller 
before: c,<ef (i =  l, ..., k). If e ^ x  for some i then the graph induced by H —{x) 
contains a circle. The proof of (13) is like before. We may suppose that ef= x  (i =  
=  1, Suppose that the order of these inequalities in <?, is x> c1; ...,x>~ck.
If z> l then x occurred before x>c';. Take the inequality ßi<cf immediately in 
front of x > cf in A*. If x occurred before x>c\ then take al< t\ before x=-c,. 
In this modified system of inequalities x occurs at least [log2«l times. (13) follows.
We have to consider only the case when x does not occur before x > c t and 
5* =  {a1}. If bl<dl and bx^~a, are in S, in this order (where dxdAx) and 
S^Ex, ..., £i)=(Z>i, Ci) then we have to apply Section 4, therefore bl: CxdB[. Let 
Sjißx, ...,£j)=(bl ,d l). If dx occurs as larger in S) then put the inequality a ,<6 , 
immediately in front of bx<dx and omit Cj-cizj. In this modified system of inequal­
ities x occurs at least [log2«l times. (13) follows. Consequently, we may suppose 
that dx did not occur in S). Let Sk(ßx, ..., e*)=(c1, x). If 5r(ej, ..., er)= (x ,/)  
where r> k  and fd C '  or Sp(ex, ..., ep)=(dx,f) where p> j and fdC p then put 
this inequality a < /  immediately in front of x> ct or dx>f, respectively. Moreover, 
if x or dx occurs with an element of A2\J B2U B{ then replace this inequality with 
x=»a or dt>a, respectively. In this new system of inequalities x occurs at least 
[log2 n] times. (13) follows.
We suppose now that x occurs with elements of Ax and whenever d,d A, it also 
occurs with elements of Ax, only. x>d, can be deduced from <?,, consequently there 
is a sequence
dx =  g„ <  gi, gi <  gz, ■■■' g*-i <  gk = x
in it, where the above inequalities are the first occurrences of g; as smaller 
(O s/sfc— 1). It is easy to see that there is a pair (g,, g1+i) (O ^ i^k  — 1) such that 
gf+1 occurs more times ar larger than g; does. Put a<g,- in front of gj<g1 + 1. In 
this modified system of inequalities x occurs at least (log2 /i] times. (13) follows 
exactly in the same way as before.
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Case 4. The proof of this case is a slight modification of the previous one. In 
this case we divide B(et , ..., £() — {x, y} into subsets: ..., £,) — {x, y} =
=B'i yjB'3\jB ,2, where B'1= B1(e1, ..., £,) — {x, y) and BóUBŐ is a partition of 
B2(e1, ..., £,) (B'2(B'£) consists of elements having a directed path from (to) both x 
and y).
The proof of Case 3 is repeated with the roles of letters A and B interchanged. 
Lemma 1 is applied in the opposite way (determining the minimum element), but 
our “adversary” path (e1, ..., £,) satisfies the conditions of this “opposite” lemma 
also.
This completes the proof of the case and the theorem.
The problem, when two unordered consecutive elements are determined, is 
slightly different. We obtain the same lower estimations as in the above proof except 
in Case 3 (and 4) when A \~0 . In this case we obtain only [log2 (« — 1)] edges from 
x, using Lemma 1. That is, the lower estimation is n—2 + flog2 (n — 1)]. This coin­
cides with n — 2 + [log2«l except when n= 2m+ l .  Indeed, there is a strategy with 
this many comparisons.
Choose any 2m elements and find the maximum element with 2"' — 1 steps with 
the “elimination tournament”. There are exactly m element which proved to be 
smaller than the maximum. Complete this set with the (2m+l)-st element and 
determine the maximum by m steps. The two maximum elements for the pair of the 
two largest elements. We needed 2m — I + m = n—2 + [log2 (n — 1)) comparisons, 
indeed. That is, if is a strategy determining two unordered consecutive elements in 
an n element set H, then
L(& ) = n —2 + flog2(n—1)1 
and this is the best possible bound.
Finally the author wishes to express his thanks to G.O.H. Katona for his help 
in writing this paper and to the referees for finding a mistake in the first version.
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In 1962 A. Haefliger proved a theorem on embeddings of smooth manifolds:
T heorem  (A. Haefliger [1]). Let M be a closed manifold o f dimension m and N an
3
arbitrary manifold o f dimension n, where «15— m + 2. Assume that there exists a 
continuous map F which satisfies the following two conditions:
1. the diagram below commutes:
N x N
I I♦ i
M x M  N X N
where the vertical arrows indicate the mapping (x, r) -*( r, a );
2. F~i(A(N)) = A(M)
where A ( a-)  stands for the diagonal A(X) = :{(x, x)\xdX}.
Then there exists a differentiable embedding M c*. N.
Haefliger’s proof is an extension of the method of elimination of double points, 
due to Whitney [2]. The aim of the present paper is to give a different proof of this 
theorem for the case N=Rn. The basic idea (to be explained in the next section) is 
due to M. L. Gromov and J. M. Eliashberg (oral communication). This proof has the 
advantage that it can also be applied to immersions without triple points, when 
3
n < — m + 2 (this will be done in a subsequent paper) and to some other questions as 
well (see [7]).
2. Outline of the proof
2.1. D efinitions. We shall call a mapping F: X x X - » Y x Y  Z2-equivariant if 
F(x1, x2)=(>’i, y2) implies F(x2, x1)= (y2, y t) for any A',, jc2£X. (This is the same 
as Condition 1, in the Theorem.) Note that this implies A {X )^ F~l(A( F)).
If F is  equivariant and A(X)= F~1(A(Y)) then F will be called isovariant.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 57R40.
Key words and phrases. Imbeddings into Euclidean space, differentiable manifolds.
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For F: M xM -~ R nXR" 
- R 'X R 1 (i =  l, ...,ri) by
let us define the coordinate functions f :  M X M — 
f(u )  = ( ti ,ti+n),
where
F(u) = 0 i, —, ta„), udM XM .
We set F = (ft , ...,/„) in this case.
Observe that F is equivariant i f  and only i f  all coordinate functions o f F are equiv- 
ariant.
We call a mapping / :  M XM -*R1X R Í a holonomic mapping if f(x , y) = 
= (h(x), h(y)) for some h: M-+R1. In this case we write f= h x h .
2.2. Fundamental idea. Let now N = R " and M, F as in Theorem 1. Let f  
denote the coordinate functions of F. Our plan is to substitute holonomic mappings 
f i  = hiXhi: M xM ~*R1X R l for the coordinate functions of F suchthat ( f f  ... 
..., f ' , f +1, f n): MXM -Ä"XÄ" be an isovariant map for every / =  1, n.
It is then clear that the obtained h = (/t1, ..., h„): M-»Rn is an embedding.
2.3. The induction step for the simplest case, f  will be constructed by induction 
on i. Assume that the holonomic mappings / /  =  hj X hs: M XM -*Rl X R1 have 
already been constructed for j= \ ,  — 1 such that the map Fi_1 —
= ( f i ,  •••> f i - 1 , fi , fn) is isovariant. Set F = (J{, ..., f ’_x, f +i, M xM -~
-+Rn 1X R" '. For simplicity, we denote/- b y /. By the condition (F ,f) is isovar- 
iant. We want to replace/  by a holonomic map f ' —hXh, h: M I V ,  such that 
(F, f ' )  be isovariant. This is particularly simple to do under the following
A ssum ption  (*). The restriction of the projection nx: M x M ^ M  (n fx , y) = x) 
to the set y4p=(JF~1(d(i?"-1))\d(AO) is injective. (The bar indicates closure.)
L emma. Under (*) there exists an f '= h X h  such that (F, f ) :  M X M — RnX R" 
is isovariant.
ProoF. Let f(x ,  y)=((p(x, y), \J/(x, >j) (x ,y£M ). (So, <p,ijr. M X M-~Rl.) 
For or € 7rx (^ 4 j?), define h(x) to be h(x) = q>(x, y) where y is the unique point of M  
such that . Extend this to a smooth function h: M-+R1 arbitrarily. We
assert that (F, f )  is isovariant if setting f '= h X h .  In fact, the following four state­
ments are equivalent:
(a) (F, f  ) is isovariant;
(b) / '  (A p \A  (M) )f)A  (R1) = 0;
(c) / ( ^ f\ d ( ^ ) ) n d ( / ? ‘)=0;
(d) (F, f )  is isovariant.
The equivalence of (b) and (c) is clear since/ and f  agree on Ap. For (a)-o-(b), 
observe that,
1° .4f\d (M )  = ,F-1(d (« "-1))VI(/V/)
and
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2° for any u d M xM , (F, f')(u)£A(Rn) if and only if F(u)£A(R" x) and 
f'(u)£A(R ').
The proof of equivalence (c)<=>(d) is completely analogous. |
Our main task will be to reduce the general case to the one just treated. We shall 
modify F such as to obtain a new F satisfying (*). Of course, the first 2(/— 1) coordi­
nate functions of the new F have to remain holonomic ones after this modification.
2.4. Reduction to (*). 1. First we attempt to modify F such that Ap becomes a 
(closed) manifold. A next step of modification yields that n1\Ap: Ap-*M becomes an 
immersion and, after a third step, an embedding (Sections 6 and 7). These steps will 
follow from certain modifications of Thom-Haefliger type transversality theorems 
(Section 5).
2. However, these transversality theorems work only outside a neighbourhood 
of the diagonal A (M ). Therefore, the mentioned properties of Ap and have to be
assured by a different method in a neighbourhood N  of A (M ) (Sections 3 and 4). 
First of all, we replace F by a map also denoted by F which agrees on N  with gXg, 
for some immersion g: M R". (This will be done by means of a lemma of Haefli- 
ger—Hirsch on skew maps [3] and the Hirsch theorem on immersion [4].) The advan­
tage of this new map F is that it is also isovariant and keeps this property after a 
slight movement, too. After this, it will be easy to assure by slight movements of F 
that Ap be a manifold, furthermore be an immersion, and finally it will be an 
embedding.
R em ark . Denote g: M-~R"+k~1 the map for which Fl|jv=gXg|jv-
Notice that the derivative of h on 7r, (T‘(g)) in the direction Ker dg is not zero. 
Hence the new map F=(F, hXh) also has the form gXg  in a neighbourhood of 
A(M) for a (may be new) immersion g of M  into Rn+k.
3. Preliminaries
3.1. N otation . Let TM—M  denote the tangent bundle of the m-dimensional 
manifold M. Let D M —M and SM-*M  denote the associated fibre bundle with 
fibre Dm, the m-dimensional ball and Sm~1, the (m — l)-sphere, resp.
3.2. We shall often make use of the following well-known fact: The tubular 
neighbourhood N of the diagonal A(M) of M X M  can be identified with DM. The 
boundary dN of N  corresponds to SM.
The space of mappings X-~ Y  will be denoted by {lr-*-T}. Having identified 
N with DM, we then identify the spaces of maps
{W -  X ) = {DM -  X }, {ÓN -  X} =  {SM -  X ) 
for any space X.
Let £(£)—ß(<!;) be a vector bundle. The above identification allows us to 
speak about the linear mappings N-»E(£). The symbol L(N, £(£)) stands for the 
space of N —E(Jz) linear mappings.
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3.3. We recall the explicit formula for the identification DM with N. With 
v£T mM  (m£M) let us associate the point (exp„, (v), expm (—fl))£MXM. (An 
arbitrary riemannian metric is chosen on M.)
As it is well-known, there exists an s>0 suchthat, setting DEM = {v£TM  | ||r|| Se}, 
the restriction to DtM  of the above mapping JM —M x M  is a diflfeomorphism 
onto some tubular neighbourhood N  of A (M) (in M xM ).
We have recalled this formula in order to emphasize that the identification map 
v — (exp„, v, expm (—v)) is equivariant with respect to the involutions v — — v (vb TM ) 
and (x, y) — (y, x)((x, y)€M xM ). (Observe, that DcM czTM  and N czM X M  are 
invariant under the corresponding involution.) Henceforth we preserve the term 
tubular neighbourhood for the image of DtM  under the above identification. (e>0 
is sufficiently small.)
4. Making F nice within N
The following definition is due to A. Haefliger [5]:
4.1. Definition. Let M , L  be manifolds, of respective dimensions m and /. 
A C 2-map / :  M-*L is of .S’-typc satisfying 
1° rankd/x^w  — 1 (x£M );
2° there are no triple points;
3° there are no singular double points;
4° the self-intersections are transversal;
5° there exist local coordinates (xlt ..., xm) in the neighbourhood of any sin-
, , d f gular point such that
..., m) generate Rl.
Q r
=  0 and the (2m — 2) vectors -r—
, OXi dxßxi 0 = 2, ...
Let prt: ü"-+ü"_1 denote the projection which deletes the ; ’th coordinate.
4.2. D efinition. An immersion g: M-*R" is generic, if
1° its self-intersections are transversal;
2° priog: M—T”_1 is an S-type map 0=1, ...,«).
3
4.3. L emma. Let M be a manifold o f dimension m, and n ^ — m + 2. Given an
isovariant map F : M XM ~*RnX R n there exist an isovariant map F': M x M — 
-*R "X R n and a general immersion g: M — Rn such that F'\N—gX .g f for some 
tubular neighbourhood N  o f  A (M).
P roof. We break the proof of Lemma in 4.3 into two sublemmas. We note 
that the tubular neighbourhoods D,M do not depend on e up to diffeomorphism 
(for small enough e). Let D M  denote their diffeomorphism class.
4.4. Sublemma. Let X  and Y be subspaces o f the space E o f isovariant maps 
D M -*RnXR" such that any x £ X  is homotopic in E with some y£ Y. Let F be an 
equivariant map M x M —RnX R n such that F\DcM£X. Then there exists an equiv­
ariant map F': M X M -RnX R n such that F'\DdMC Y (where <5<e and we identify 
DSM  with DM this time).
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Pro o f . DcM \D iM  is diffeomorphic to SAfx[0, 1], Let * = F \D^ M and 
let H: DMX[0, 1 ]->-R"XR" be a homotopy joining x  with an Y (y= H (., 1)). 
We define F' as follows:
1 °  F  Im X M X D cM ^  F \ M X M \ D rM >
2° We identify DcM \D dM  with SAfX[0, 1] and set fr|DtMXD, M = -^lsMx[o,i]; 
3° F'\DiM—y  (where, again, DM  is identified with DSM). |
We introduce certain subspaces of the space E of isovariant maps DM-+R"XR".
Let Mono = Mono (DM, TR") be the space of linear monomorphisms DM ^ TR". 
The isovariant identification of TR" with R"XR" (R"=TxRm5v>-*(x+v, x  — v)d 
dR"XRn, cf. 3.3) permits us to view Mono as a subspace of E.
Let DczMono consists of those maps G: DM-+TR" which satisfy
— Fr.
In other words G\MMy. A(M)-+A(R") is an immersion (M=A{M), R" = A(R 'j) 
whose differential agrees on DMczTM  with G. Let
Q—{G^EI G is the restriction of gXg  to the tubular neighbourhood DM  of 
A(M) for some immersion g: M-»R"}.
Finally, let Q °aQ  consist of those maps gX g\DM where g is a general 
immersion.
R em ark . For the spaces introduced above — by definition — the following 
inclusions hold:
E ZD Mono ZD D -D Q ZD Q°.
4.5. Sublem m a . Let X  and Y be any two consecutive members o f the sequence o f  
the Remark. Then the conditions o f Sublemma in 4.4 are satisfied.
P roof, (a) X=E, F=Mono. This is a reformulation of Theorem 2.3 of Hae- 
fliger—Hirsch [3].
(b) Ar=Mono, Y=D. This is a well-known theorem of Hirsch on immersions [4],
(c) X=D, Y=Q. We observe that for any immersion g: M —R", the differ­
ence between dg\DiiM and gXg!/XM is 0(g2) and therefore, they are homotopic in E 
if e is sufficiently small.
(d) X=Q, Y=Q°. Any immersion g can be approximated by a generic immer­
sion g. Ifg is sufficiently close to g then gXg|DJW and gX g\DM are homotopic in E. |
Now 4.3 is immediate by 4.4 and 4.5. |
4.6. L emma. Let g: M->~R"~1 be an S-type map. Set
A = (gX g)-'(A (R "~f)\A (M ).
Then A (M) has a neighbourhood N in MX M such that the restriction o f the projection 
n^. M XM -^M  (7ti(x,y) — x) to APlN is an embedding.
20 *
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P roof. Let k = n —m — 1 (m=dim M). Introduce the submanifolds Z^g) 
and A(g) of M and an involution T: A(g) — A (g) as follows:
ZHg) =  {x£M|rank dg(x) = m— 1}; 
d(g) =  Z1(g)U {x€Mjg(x) =  g(x') for some x' X x, x'dM).
T(x, = \x  if xCEHg)
\x ' if x, x'edCgyxZHg), X  X x' and g(x) = g(x').
We note that
1° dim I 1(g)=m—k — 1,
2° dim A(g)=m— k.
Now we observe that, for any sufficiently small tubular neighbourhood N  of 
A(M)  in M x M  there exists a tubular neighbourhood L of ZHg) in A (g) such that
A 0  N  = {(pc, y )d L X L \x  = T(y)}.
Hence A O N  is the graph of T\L. The projection % restricted to this graph being a 
diffeomorphism AON-*L, the assertion of Lemma in 4.6 follows. |
4.7. C o ro llary . Let FdQ0. (Q° has been defined before 4.5.) Define F and Ap 
as in 2.3. Then A(M) has a neighbourhoodNin M XM such that 7tiUpnx is an embed­
ding ApON-»M.
P ro o f . By the definition of Q°, A (M) has a neighbourhood in M x M  such that 
T’|JV=gX gU  for some general immersion g. Hence F\N=gXg\N where g=go/)/-;: 
is of S-type (cf. 2.4). The conditions of Lemma in 4.6 are fulfilled, whence 
the corollary follows. 1
4.8. Given a natural number 1 S i ^ n  — l and a neighbourhood N  of A(M) in 
M x M  we define space CN(i) as the space of pairs (//, h) such that
(1) H: M x M ^ R n~iX R n~i is a Z2-equivariant map;
(2) h: M -^R '^1 is an arbitrary smooth map;
(3) the map ip = (H, hX.h): M X M /C-1 X R"^1 restricted to N coincides with 
the restriction of a map gXg: M XM -- Rn~1X /C~~1, where g is an arbitrary S-type 
map. (Sometimes we shall identify the pair (H ,h ) with the map cp = (H, hXh).)
4.9. In 4.3 it was shown that the space Cjv(l) isnot empty. The argumentation in 
2.3 shows that if there exists a map <pdCN(i) which satisfies assumption (*) then 
CN(i+ 1) is not empty as well (i+ 1 S h). In Sections 6, 7, 8 we will show that there 
exists a neighbourhood N., (which may be smaller than N) such that in CNf i )  there 
exists a map which satisfies (*). In what follows number i will be fixed and CN(i) 
will be denoted by CN.
5. Transversality theorems
A reader, who is ready to accept all kinds of “general position” argumentations, 
can omit this section.
In this section first we recall the Thom’s and Haefliger’s transversality theorems, 
and then we formulate another one, which is their “mixture”. , Since the formula­
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tion of this mixed transversality theorem is very cumbersome, we start with a special
case.
N o t a t io n . The sign ^  will denote “transversal”.
5.1. T h e o r e m  (Thom’s transversality theorem). Let At and x, be smooth mani­
folds for i= l ,  2, ..., k. Let V be a submanifold o f the space o f  r-jets o f maps from the
k k /  k k  \
product space J] A, into the product space [[ X{, i.e. V a  J '\  ]J Ah JJXA.
i = l i= l  Vi = X i = l  'k
Define the subset Q o f the space C= J] C°°(Ah Xt) by
i = I
ß  = : {(/i, ...,A )€C |/(/iX ...X A )^K } .
Then Q is open and dense in C.
P r o o f  in  [6].
5.2. N o t a t io n s . For an arbitrary space Y denote by Y(k> the product Y X ... X  Y 
(k factors) and by A(k)Y the following subset of Y(k).
J(*)y= {(yx, ..., yk)£ y <k) (there exist indices i , j  such that iX j and yi—yfi
(zl(2)y will be denoted by A(Y), too, as in 2.3). For an arbitrary map / :  X — Y 
let f (k): X'<*’-► y<*) be defined by
f m (xl , . . . ,x k) = (f(x j), f ( x 2), ...,/(**)).
T h e o r e m  (Haefliger’s transversality theorem). Take At=A and Xt=X, i= 
=  1, ..., k, in Thom’s transversality theorem. Fix an open subset Uc: A<k> disjoint 
from A{k)(A). Let
Q =  { f t c ~ ( A , x )  |/(/<*> |„ U k }.
Then Q is open and dense in C°°(A, X).
P r o o f  in  [5].
5.3. We shall need a modification of Thom’s and Haefliger’s transversality 
theorems in which some of the manifolds At (and X j  will be the same, while others 
will be different. We shall present two versions of this theorem.
T h e o r e m  (Mixed transversality theorem, special case, SMTT).
SMTT (a). Let Aj, A2, Xlt X2, Y be manifolds and put B— AkXA2, Z  = X1x X 2. 
Let V be a submanifold o f B X Y X X  and
a  = {(A ,f„  g)€C\j°(f1X f2, gU K }
where
C = C“ ^ ,  T ,)x C“ (^2, X2)X C ” (B, Y).
Then Q is open and dense in C. (Note that the map ( fiX f, g): B-+ZXY is defined by 
( /iX /2, g)(fl!, a2)= ( f(a l), / 2(ö2), g(ak, a.J).)
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SMTT (b). Keeping the conditions o f (a) with Ax=A2 = A  and Xx = X2 = X, 
f ix  an open subset U in A x  A disjoint from A (A). Let i2v = {(/, g)d.C\j°(fXf, g)|i/4s F} 
where
C = C°°(A, X)XC°° (B, Y).
Then Qv is open and dense in C.
Proof, (a). It is easy to  see that
J°(/iX /2, g U F  in B x Y x Z o j ° ( f LXf 2X g ) h V  in B X B X Y X Z  
where F is embedded in B X B X Y X Z  by the composition
V a  B X Y x Z z t  A(B)XYXZ c  B X B X Y X Z .
(Notice the difference between the map ( fxX f2, g) and ( fxX f2Xg) where f x: 
Ax — X x, / 2: A2~»X2, g: B = AxX A 2-*Y. The definition of the map ( /iX /2, g) is the 
following:
( / iX /2,g): AxXA2 XxX X 2X Y  
(ax, a2) ~~ (/i(fli),/2(a2), g(al7a2j) 
while the map f \X f2Xg  is defined as follows:
f iX f tX g :  A1XA2XA1X A 2 XxX X 2X Y
(ax,a 2, a ', a '2,) ~~ {fi{ax) , f2(a2\  g(a[, a'fi).
From Thom’s theorem we obtain that Q is open and dense in C.
(b) Following Haefliger, from Thom’s transversality theorem we reduce SMTT 
(b) to SMTT (a) who derived this transversality theorem. We give this proof in 
details.
Consider a finite covering of U c  A X (A) with open sets of the form 
W jX  fV2 a= l, ..., r, where W* and W2 are disjoint open subsets in A. Let
Í2, =  {(/; S)dC \j°(fX f g V f x ^ ^ F } .
Applying MTT (a) we obtain that Qx is open and dense in C. Hence the same holds 
for Qu = H
a = l
5.4. Theorem (Mixed transversality theorem, general case GMTT). (a) Consider 
the families o f manifolds
A 1 A 1 A 2 A 2 A s A s ■9 • * • 9  " ^ * 1 9  * • • 9  ’  * * • 9  ^ * 1  9 * • • 9  9
v l  y 1 Y 2 Y2 Ys Y s • V Y
X I  1 9 • • - 9 A a X 9 A l J  • • *9 A a 2 9 • • ' 9  9 • ■ *9 ^  a s  9 1 1  9 * •  *9 1 s
#  = n  a ),
j =1
=  n  X), t = l , ..., s.
1 = 1
and put
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Let V be a submanifold in JJ B'XY, XZ, and
t=i
Q = {(#lf 0„ gl, ..., gs)€ C |;« (^ X ...X # „  g iX ...X g ,U F }
where
C =  lf \n C ~ (A 'j,X 'j)X C ~ (B ',Y t)\
(=i l/=i >
and 0, is a map o f the form f[ X  •••Xflt: A[X... X A ‘at~* X [X ... XXXt while g, is a map 
B‘^ Y t.
Then Q is open and dense in C.
( b )  Keeping the conditions o f {a )  with A[= ... = A‘Xt, X[= ...= XXt, t=  1 , 2 ,  s, 
and denote these manifolds by A, and X,, respectively. Let U be an open subset
*t . ,
m JJ At which is disjoint from the set
t—i
Ú A ^ A 'X  TJ A,,.
1 = 1  r V f
Define
a  = : { ( / i .  g l ,  . . . .  g J € C | { 0 i * ‘>, g 1) x . . . x ( / j(“«) , g J u H K }
where C= JJ C“ (/l,, X,)xC~(A<*'>, Y,).
i=i
Then Qv is open and dense in C.
R e m a r k . T h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  j e t - t r a n s v e r s a l i ty  v a r i a n t s  o f  th e s e  th e o r e m s ,  w h ic h  
c a n  b e  f o r m u la te d  in  a  s im i la r  w a y , w ill b e  a p p l i e d ,  t o o .
6. Applications of the transversality theorems
6.1. Here we show that for almost every map (p£CN, Av is a manifold.
P ro po sitio n . Denote by fl1 the subspace o f CN defined as follows 
ß 1 =  { ( p£ C N |<p|AíxM\a(M)^f\ A (R "_1)}.
Then Q1 is open and dense in CN.
P roof. Consider a finite open covering {IVJX |a = l ,  ..., r} of M X M \N ,  
where WJ and Wi are open disjoint sets in M. Fix an a, 1 S a S r, and apply SMTT (a) 
with
At = W*, A2 = W£, Xx = X2 = R - \
Y =  Rn- ‘X V =WjXW?1XA (R n- i)XA{Ri- 1).
We obtain that the corresponding set Qx of transversal maps forms an open and 
dense subset in the space
C« =  XlVS, Rn- lXR"-‘)XC°°(fVJ, Rn~i)xC ~ (W J  R'“1)}.
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The restriction induces a map 
by the formula
Cjv “*■ C*
tÁH , h) — (H I y w*, hw*,
Since this map t„ is open, the preimage t~1(Qx) is open and dense in CN. Hence the set
ß 1 =  n  v H « .)
a =  l
is also open and dense.
6.2. Here we show that for almost every cp = (H, hXh) the restriction is one to 
one on small subsets
P r o po sitio n . Given neighbourhoods N1, N2 o f A(M) in M x M  such that 
N jC z N ^ N  and a positive number x define the space Q2(N2, Nx; x) as follows:
Q*(N2, Nil x) =  {(píCN I if a ^ A 9\ N lt a ^ A ^ N ,  and 
<?(«!, a2) =  x then nx(a j  ^  Xi(a2)}.
Then Q2(N2, N1; x) is dense in CN. (For definition of CN see 4.8 and 4.9.)
P r o o f . Let us consider the subspace X c  M (4) consisting of the points (m4, m2, 
m3, m4) such that:
( 1) mj=m3,
(2) the distances of m t , m 2, mA are greater than x.
This subspace X  can be covered by finitely many open sets W?X W$X WgX Wl, 
a =  l,.. .,  r, where
(1) W f is open in M n.
(2) WfC) Wj=0 unless i= l  and j = 3 (or i=3 and j — 1).
(3) Wa— W3.
(4) W* X Wf+1czN or (fFfX W?+ i)f)iV2 =  0 for i= 1 and 3.
(a) First suppose that a i s such that (IFf X H/f+1)flAf2 = 0 for / =  1 and 3. Then 
we apply GMTT (a) with s=  2, aj = 2, a2 =  2.
A\ = W f, A\ = W2, A\ = W$, A\ =  Wf,
XI = XI = X \ = X! = R‘~ \
Y1 = Y2 = R"~1 and V=V1X V 2X V 3 where
Ki = {(/«!, m 2, m 3, and m 1 = m3}
V2 = {(*i, *2, *3, x4) IxfiR*-1, Xj =  x2 and x3 = x4},
V3 = {(Ti, >'2, >’3, T^ITí^ " - *. Ti =  >’2 =  Tí}- (No y3!)
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We obtain, that the corresponding set Qa of the maps with transversal to 
V= V1X V2X V3 graphs is an open and dense subset of the space
Ca = C ~{WÍXWZ, Rn~iX R "-i)X C c°(WZXWi, Rn~iX R n- i)X
XC°°(Wf, Ä‘- 1) X C ~ (^ |,  « ‘- ’Í X C - W ,  R*-1).
The transversality to V is nothing but disjointness from V, because codim 
V=m + 2(i— l) + 2(n—/)>4w =dim  WfX W£X IFfX W4. Let H: A/XM— Rn~‘X 
XRn~‘ be as before a Z2-equivariant map, and ft: M -^R '-1, ft: arbitrary
smooth maps such that (H,fi)£CN. Then for any a, lsa= 5r the restriction
(H,h, ft) - ^  (H H'l'XK H R'ÍXR'Í' \W.;)
induces a map
T«: Q X C ” (M; JR1-1).
Since Ta is an open surjective map Ttf 1(ß C() is open and dense in CNXC°°(M ;
Hence the intersection ő ,,^  is open and dense in CN X C°° (M ; Ä1-1).
(b) If (Tj'X H7! c N  and (tV3X W7/ )fl7V2 = 0 then we change the definition of 
the space C?: replace its first factor C°°(W*XW£, Rn~ix R n~i) by the product 
C°°(tVf, R"~‘)XC°°(W2, Rn~‘) and in this new Cx consider the subspace Í2X of 
those maps whose graphs are transversal to V.
(c) If (fVf X W£)C\N3=Q and IV g x fV fcN  then we change in the (original) 
definition of Cx the second factor, replace it by C°°(W3, Rn~1)XC°°(lV4, R"~‘)-
(d) If 1T“X W2czN  and W3 X If^ciV then we change both the first and the 
second factors of Ca in the previous way.
In all the three cases (b), (c), (d) — like in case (a) — we consider the spaces Qx 
and the maps tx and obtain that the intersection Qe= is open and dense
in CNXC°°(M, R) for e=a,b,c,tl.
Then £? = (?„D(?,,(T£?cfl£>d is open and dense in CNXC°°(M, 7?‘_1).
L em m a . (H, ft, ft)eQ=>(H, ft)£Q2(N2, Nu x).
P ro o f . Suppose indirectly that (H, h)$ Q2(N2, Nlt x). This means that there 
exist points a1=(nt1,n t2) and a2—(m3, mt) in M x M  such that
(i) nl{af)=nl {a2), i.e. mi = m3,
(ii) ß(m1, nt2), Q(m3, m4), q (m2, w4) are greater than XY;
(iii) a4€Av (where </> = (//, hxft)), i.e. H{m1, m2)£A(Rn~‘) and A(/Wj) = 
= f>(m2)'
(iv) a2(:Av, i.e. H(m3, m4)£A(R"-‘) and /z(«?3)=A(w4). For some a 
(nti, nt2, nt3, m4)£ IFfX W%X IVgX W4. The map
^  IF,” > ^  IF “ ’ ^ ! IF J  > IF “ )
maps the point (m4, m2, m3, m4) into V and hence (H, ft, ft) does not belong to Q. 
Hence Q2(N2,N 1; x) is dense in CN. |
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6.3. Here we show that the restriction 7ii\A of the projection n1: MXM-+M  
(n1(x, y )= x)  is an immersion for almost every map (p£CN.
P r o p o s it io n . Define the subspace Q3 o f CN as follows:
Q3 = {(pdCN I n1\A is an immersion}.
Then Q3 is open and dense in CN.
P r o o f . First of all recall that inside N  (i.e. on A^DN) the projection % is an 
immersion for any element of CN. To prove that 7ti\Av\N2 is an immersion we make 
use again the transversality theorems. Define the submanifold V c f i(M x  M, Rn~1X 
X R " 1) as follows:
V = {(mu m2, y x, y2, r) | where m1, m2eM, y\, y2£R" \
y i= y 2, r is the matrix 1' ’X*\ , and rank — ^ 0 < d i m  M —m).»(mj.fflj) \om1 am1l
(Actually V is not a submanifold, but it is a stratified subset, with finitely many strata 
and so the transversality theorems can be applied to V. Notice that codim V—n — 1 + 
+ n — m = 2n— m^dim M XM = 2m .) Consider a finite open covering {W* X W2 [at 
=  1, ...,/•} of U—M x M \N ,  where Wf and W2 are disjoint open sets in M. Let
fi. =  {(#12, K , h2)£Cx\fi(H12, h1Xh2) ^ V = 0 }
where
Cx = C“ (W'iX»rt , Rn~iXR"~i)XC°°(W1, R‘- 1)XC°a(Wt , R!-1).
Apply the jet variant of SMTT (a) with the substitutions:
Ai = W f  X , =  R‘- \  A2 = Wg, X2 = R !- \
B = W *X W f Y =  Rn- iX R n~i.
We obtain that Qa is open and dense in Cx.
The restriction
(H, hi) I (H  /i ],*•», hjif «)
defines a map
Ta: CNXC°° -  Cx.
Since the map t* is open, the preimage t x 1(Qx) is open and dense in CiVXC” (M, R‘~l)
3
and the same holds for the set Q — fj r " 1(ß £t).
a = l
It has remained to prove the following
L e m m a . Q3~Q.
P r o o f . By definition (H ,h)dQ  means that {y1( F ) |ü } _ 1 ( F ) = 0  (F=(H, hXh)) 
and (H ,h)dQ3 means that n1\AFnu is immersion (U = M X M \N ). So we have 
to show that
is not an immersion.
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(<=j) The right side means that there exist
(a) a point a£Ap and
(ß ) a non-zero vector v of the tangent space Ta(Ap) such that dnl (v)=0.
For the coordinates (ml5 m2, y%, y2, r) of the point j 1{F)(a) hold:
(a') yi= yi by (a) and
{ß') dF(v)^TpM(A(Rn- 1)) by (ß).
(ß') means that the image of the vector v under the differential: dF: T (M X  M) -* 
-*T(Rn~1XR"~1) is actually contained in T(A(Rn~1))czT(R',~1XRn~1). Using the 
canonical decomposition of the tangent space Ta{M xM ) = TmiM ® TmiM  (a = 
=(fh1, fn^^M X M )  the vector v can be represented by v=(v,,v2), where vta 
dTm.M. By (ß) we have v1=0, and so
=  ^ ( “J  -
dyi ,  x dyi ,  x ' 
d m ^  dm2^  
d y * ,  x (°J
dm2
This vector by (/>') belongs to T(A (R" 1)), i.e.
{ tA A tA -
Hence
rank ( dyil dm2 dm2) m.
We obtained that n€{y1(^')}_1(F).
(t=>) is obtained by reversing the previous argument. |
7. A global estimation for small sets of immersion
It is well-known that any immersion is one to one on the small sets. In fact, this 
statement is true for small families of immersions, too. This section is devoted to a 
modified variant of this statement.
7.1. P r o p o s it io n . Given a map <p £ fl:l (Q3 has been defined in 6.3) there exist 
a number x> 0  and a neighbourhood G o f tp in CN such that
(* * )  i f  a1£Av, a2eAv and ß(a1, a2) < x  then n1(a1) ^ n 1(a2).
Proof. Consider a finite covering {IFfX fV$\a=l, ..., r} of the set M  X M \N t 
where W“ and W2 are disjoint open sets in Af, diffeomorphic to the ball D"‘. It will 
be sufficient to show that for any a l ^ s r  the restriction F\w. xw* has a neigh­
bourhood {/„ (in the space Ca (see 6.1)) consisting of maps, which satisfy (*  *). 
This will be shown in the following lemma.
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7 .2 .  L e m m a . Let f:  DsX Dm- -  Rq be smooth map. Denote Rp—: {(xl5 xq)d 
£ R‘‘\xj = ...xq_p = 0}. Let m+p<q. Suppose that for any d£Ds the following as­
sumptions hold:
(a) The restriction o f f  to dXDm is transversal to Rp in Rq :
(b) card |(i/XDm) n / - 1(tfp)l^ l-
Then there exists a neighbourhood U o f the map f  in C°°(DSX Dm ~ R>r) such that i f  
qcU  then g satisfies (b) (with g instead o f f ) .
(To prove the lemma in 7.1 it will be sufficient to apply this Lemma in 7.2 with 
Ds= W f Dm— W%, Rq= Rn- 1XR"~\ Rp = A(Rn~1), f= F , g=tp.)
P r o o f . Denote the coordinates in Ds, Dm, Rq~p, Rp by d=(d1, ds), x=  
= (x \ ..., xm), y = (y 1, ..., yq~p), z=(z1, ..., zp), respectively. The assumption (a) 
means that for the map
f(d , x) = (yf (d, x), zf (d, x))
(where for yf (d,x)dRp and zf (d, x)dRq~p) the following holds: If yj-(d, x) = 0 
then rank [ ^ ~ (d ,x ) \  = m.
It follows that there exists e>0 such that if \ \ .Vf{d,  x)|| then 
rank x)J=m.
The compactness of DsXDm implies that there exists <$>0 such that if
\\yf (d, x)||<£ then
2(5-1|A|| for any h£Rm.
Let [ / '( / )  be a neighbourhood of /  such that if g f U '(f) and yg(d, x) = 0 then 
}'/(d, *)<£•
Let U "(f) be a neighbourhood o f/  such that if g^U "(f)  and
then
Put u1(f)=u'(f)nu"(f).
2Ő • IIAll 
<5-1| A||.
R e m a r k . If gdUxfif) a n d  yg(d, x) = 0  t h e n
■A
Indeed,
yg(d, x) = 0 =>■ yf (d, x) < e 2<5-|
& M - 1
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There exists a constant C such that
(* * *) <  C
for any d£Ds and x£ Dm. Let U2( f)  be a neighbourhood of the map /  such that for 
any g£U2(f)  (* * *) holds (with g instead o f / ) .  Put e= — and let Wt be the
— -neighbourhood of the set f ~ 1(Rp) in DsXDm. There exists a neighbourhood U3( f )
of/ such that for any g£U2(f)  we have g~1(Rp)c: We. We show that the neigh­
bourhood U (f)=U 1(f)r \U 2(f)r \U 3(f)  satisfies the statement of Lemma in 7.2.
Indeed, let g€ U (f) and denote (y„(d, x), zg(d, x)) its coordinate functions. We 
shall make use of the Taylor formula
= > ( * ) + ( ! ; ( * ) ) « + / 2 0 - 0  W d <
where y  stands for yg and we dropped d in (d, x). Assume in the contrary, that (d, x), 
(d, x+R)Zg~1(Rp). Then yg(d, x)=yg(d, x + li) and we have
á 11*11 (HW)*II = 1/  (1 - c \ m
i.e. — = £< ||Ä||, which contradicts to the fact that gdU3{f).
8. Proof of Haefliger’s theorem
As it was explained in Section 2, it is sufficient to prove that there exists an iso­
variant map F: M xM -~ R nX R n such that F= (P,f), f:  M xM ^-R xX R x, P= 
=(H, hXh): M xM -* R n~1XR"~1, H: A/XM— R "-iXR"~i is equivariant, 
h : M-*R‘~X and n1\Ap is an embedding of Ap into M  (see 2.3). Now we show the 
existence of such a map F.
(1) Denote DN the subset of CN consisting of maps (p = (H, hXh): M X M — 
— Rn~1X R n~1 such that
»1(fl»-1(^(J«"-1) \ J v ) ) n r 1^  =  0.
(Recall that <p\N coincides with where g^: M —R"“1 is an S’-map. V (gv)
denotes the ( i x-type) singular point set of the map gv.)
Then DN is open and dense in CN.
(2) There exist
(i) neighbourhoods N1czN2^ N  of A(M) in M X M  and
(ii) an open subset of DN such that
i p Ax) =  0.
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(3) In CN there exists a dense subset^  consisting of maps <p such that ni\A \ Nl 
is one-to-one.
(4) The intersection is non-empty and any element of this intersection
satisfies assumption (*) in 2.3.
P r o o f .
(1) To prove (1) we have to recall only that T1(g,(,) is a submanifold (in M) of
codimension n—m, A (/C_1) is a submanifold of of codimension n — 1
and (n — l)+ (n — wj)>2m=dim M XM .
(2) and (4) are obvious.
(3) By 6.1 and 7.1 for any xj/dQ1 there exists a neighbourhood G of \Jj in CN 
and a number x such that if cpdG, a ^A ^, a2£A<p and g(a,, a2) ^ x  then n1 ( a j X 
X 7^1(02)- By 6.2 the set
Q?(Nt ,N 1\x ) =  {(pdCN if a1dA<p\ N 1, a2dAq>\ N 2 and 
^(u j? a2) yc then ttj(űj) ?- 7r^  («2)}
is dense in CN.
Hence Gfli32(7V2, Nx; x) is not empty and any element of this intersection 
satisfies 3 (i.e. belongs to ’V ) if x is sufficiently small. Therefore in any neighbourhood 
of any element of the dense subset Q1 of CN there exists an element of ir. Hence 
Y  is dense in CN. |
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AN OPTIMAL GROUP-TESTING PROCEDURE
RATKO TOSlC
1. The problem and some preliminaries
Consider the following problem:
There are exactly two odd elements, one defective and one mediocre, in the set 
X={e1,e 2, en} ( n s  2), all possibilities occurring with equal probabilities. We want 
to identify both odd elements (defective and mediocre) by testing some subsets A of 
X, and for each such set A determining whether A contains some of them. A subset A 
of X  is said to be defective if it contains the defective element, mediocre if it contains 
the mediocre element but not the defective one, otherwise we say that A is good. The 
test on an individual subset A informs us whether A is defective, mediocre or a good 
set. Note that without additional information we do not know whether a defective 
subset of X  contains the mediocre element or not. Our aim is to find an optimal pro­
cedure to identify both odd elements, i.e. to minimize the maximum number of tests.
This question was posed by Katona ([2] p. 306, Problem 13). In this paper we 
investigate a somewhat modified problem. Namely, we suppose that after using a sub­
set A the subsequent tests may check only the subsets of A and A.
We denote by n(n) the maximal test length of an optimal procedure for the modi­
fied problem. In this paper we obtain the value of this function for an infinite sequence 
of values of n. For all other integers greater than 2, we determine a lower bound and 
an upper bound for fx (n) which differ by just one unit. The corresponding procedures 
are constructed inductively. Of course, the constructive part of our proof gives an 
upper estimate on the original problem of Katona, but it is very likely too rough.
The problem considered in this paper fall under the general heading of dynamic 
programming. For some discussion of these matters in greater detail, see Bellman [1], 
Katona [2] and Sobel [3, 4],
Let Pn(l) denote any procedure which enables us to identify both odd elements 
in the set X  (|2 '|=n) using maximally / tests. P„(/) is optimal (i.e. n(n)= l) if 
there does not exist a procedure Pn(lJ  with lx<l.
Similarly, P%(r) denotes any procedure which enables us to identify the odd 
element in the set of n elements, given information that there is exactly one of them 
present, the maximum test length being r. It is well-known that Pl(r) is optimal if 
and only if 2r“1-=;/i^2r.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 90B40, 62C20; Secondary 68H05.
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2. The results
Lemma. Let nL < n (« =  3) and suppose that there is a procedure P„(l). Then there 
exists a procedure / >„i(/1) such that lx^ l.
P r o o f . Let X1={e1,e 2, ..., eni} contain exactly one defective and exactly one 
mediocre element. Consider X={e1, e2, ..., e , e„} for which a procedure
P\x\(l)~Pn(0  exists. Now, a procedure P\x1\0 i)= Pn1(h) can be constructed by 
imitating P |X|(/), testing A C]X1 instead of A at the corresponding place. Some tests 
may occur to be fictitious. Note that the empty set is a good set. |
We denote by Pn(S l)  any procedure which enables us to identify both odd 
elements in the set of n elements, the maximal test length being at most /.
Theorem. Let
I—
0 ) ^ = ^ + 2 ^
for k = 2,3, ..., where Fj is the jth member o f  the Fibonacci sequence
(2) Fi =  l, F2 = 1; Fj = Fj^  + Fj . , ,  j=  3 ,4 ,...,
then p(tk)=k.
Proof. The sequence (1) can be written in the form
(3) hm = Fm+ 2m, t2m+x = Fm + 2m +  2m_1, m = 1, 2, ... 
and the following relations can be easily verified:
(4) r  <  9 m - 21 m — ^ J m =  2, 3,
(5) 2'" <  t2m == 2m+1, m =  1,2,
(6) 2m <  t2m + 1 S 2m+1, m =  1,2,
(7) ^2m ^2m - 1  ^2m -  4 5 m =  3, 4,
In order to prove the theorem, we shall prove that for k — 2, 3, ...
(i) a procedure P,k(k) can be constructed, and
(ii) P,k(k) is optimal, i.e. P,k(I) does not exist if l<k. The proof uses mathe­
matical induction.
(i) Existence and construction
For the first three members of the sequence (1) t2 = 3, t3—4, i4 = 5, the statement 
is true. In these cases P,k(k) is the “element by element” procedure.
Suppose that Ptk(J<) can be constructed for each k 2m (k = 2, m =2). Then 
Pt2m + i(2m + 1) and Phm+2(2m + 2) can be constructed according to the following 
schemes:
(A) Construction of P(2m+l(2m-|-1).
Step Al. Test A = {ex,e 2, ...,e2m-i} and go to Step A2.
] + (! + (—1)*+1)2
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Step A2. If A is good (it means that both odd elements are in X \ A ,  where 
l^ \^ l= Í2m + i-2 ,n- 1 =  r2m), apply PHm{2ni) to the set X \A .  This procedure can 
be constructed by the induction hypothesis.
If A is mediocre (it means that the mediocre element is in A while the defective 
one is in X \A ,  where \A\—2m~1 and |T \^(| = i2m), continue by applying two 
independent procedures — 1) and P)im(m + \) to the sets A and
respectively. The estimate of the maximal test length of the latter procedure follows 
from (5).
If A is defective, test Az=  {eam-i+1, •••» eam-i+2m} (\A2|= 2m) and go to Step A3. 
(Note that A2 must be either good or mediocre because the defective element is in A.)
Step A3. If A2 is mediocre (it means that the mediocre element is in A2 while 
the defective is in A), continue by applying two independent procedures P\n<-i(m — 1) 
and Plm(ni).
If A2 is good, test A20- {eam-i+2m+1, (Maoism) and go to Step
A4. (A20 must be either good or mediocre.)
Step A4. If A20 is mediocre (we conclude that the mediocre element is in A20 
while the defective is in A), continue by applying two independent procedures 
P\m-i(m — 1) and P y J S m -2 )  to the sets A and A20, respectively. The estimate of 
the maximal test length of the latter procedure follows from (4).
If A20 is good (it means that both odd elements are in A), apply P2m-i(2m—2) 
to A. This procedure can be constructed by the induction hypothesis (see (5)).
So, the procedure Phm+l(2m + 1) is constructed.
(B) Construction of P,lmta(2m+2).
Step Bl. Test B={el ,e a, ...,e t2m_2} and go to Step B2.
Step B2. If B is good (we conclude that both odd elements are in X \ B ,  and 
it follows from (7) that |3 f \ß |= r am+1), apply to X \ B  the procedure P,,mtl(2m+ 1) 
just constructed in Section (A).
If B is mediocre (it means that the mediocre element is in B and the defective is 
in X \ B ), continue by applying the independent procedures />}2m_2(m) to B and 
Plt2m+l(>n + 1) to X \B .  The estimates of the maximal test lengths follow from (5) 
ancT (6).
If B is defective, test B2={ehm_2+1, ehm_t+2m} (\B2\=2m) and go to Step 
B3. (B2 must be either good or mediocre.)
Step B3. If B2 is mediocre, continue by applying the independent procedures 
to B and P|».("0 to B.,.
If B2 is good, test
^ 2 0  =  {e fäm _ a +  am + l>  • • • )  É’í2m - 2  +  2"' +  2” ' - 1} ( | 5 a o | =  2 m *)
and go to Step B4. (B20 must be either good or mediocre.)
Step B4. If B20 is mediocre, apply Pj2i^ 2(w) to B and P\«>-i(m — 1) to Bw.
If B20 is good, test
2?200 —  {ei2m  -  2 + 2’"  + 2m -  1 +  1 ;  e (2m + a} (I  $20o! =  ^ m )
and go to Step B5.
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Step B5. If P200 is mediocre, apply P].,m_Am) to B and 2) to P200.
If ß20(l is good (it means that both odd elements are in B), continue by applying 
P( ,(2w —2) which can be constructed by the induction hypothesis.
So, the procedure P,,m + „(2m + 2) is constructed.
(ii) Optimality
To prove the optimality of P,k(k), it suffices to prove that there does not exist a 
procedure P,k(l), where /<& (k= 2,3, ...).
It follows by information-theoretical reasonings that the existence of P„(/) 
implies its optimality provided n(n — l)>-3,-:l. So, P,2(2) = P3(2) and Pf3(3) = 
=  P4(3) are optimal because 3-2 = 6>-31 =  3 and 4 • 3= 12>32 = 9. However, 
tk(tk—1)<3*_1 for all £ >3. So, in order to prove the optimality of Prj(4)=Ps(4), 
we must analyse it in detail.
Let C cX =  {e4, e2, e3, e4, e5} be the set tested in the first step. Consider the 
following cases :
(1) |C| =  1. If C is identified as a good set, it means that both odd elements are 
in X \C ,  where |JT \C |= 4 , and now we cannot find the odd elements in X \ C  
by less than three tests.
(2) |C |=2. If C is identified as a mediocre set, we need at least three additional 
tests, because we must apply P |(l) to C and P3(2) to X \C .
(3) |C| =  3. If C is identified as a mediocre set, we must apply P' (2) to C and 
P!(1) to x\c .
(4) |C I =4. If C is identified as a defective set, it is possible that the mediocre 
element is in C, too, and we must accomplish at least three more tests to identify 
both odd elements.
So, in any case; we need to accomplish at least four tests. It means that P5(4) 
is optimal. The basis of mathematical induction is established.
Suppose that the optimality of P,k(k) is proved for all k S 2m (k=^2, m S 2). 
We are going to prove that, under these conditions, P,2m+l(2m +1) and 
P,2m+2 (2/w+2) are optimal, too.
(A') Optimality of P,2m+1(2w +1).
Let D e l  (pSf| =  i2m+1) be tested in the first step of a procedure P |X|(/). Con­
sider the following cases:
(1) |P |^ 2 m_1. Then |A '\D |^ i2m> and if D is identified as a good set, then by 
the induction hypothesis, we must accomplish at least 2m additional tests to identify 
both odd elements in X \D .
(2) 2m- 1<|L>|<r2m- Then 2m_1-=: |A'\P>|*= r2m, and if D is identified as a medi­
ocre set, we must apply P'D\ (=m) to identify the mediocre element in D and 
PfX\n\ (  — m) to identify the defective element in X \D .  Thus, we need at least 2m 
additional tests, i.e. at least 2m + 1 tests altogether.
(3) |P |S /2m. If D is identified as a defective set then it is possible that the me­
diocre element is in D, too. By the induction hypothesis, we must accomplish at least 
2m additional tests to identify both odd elements in D.
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Thus, we have proved that P,im+1(/) does not exist if /< 2 » i+ l, i.e. 
p<2n.+A2m +l) is optimal.
(B') Optimality of P,im^(2m + 2).
Let E<zX (IY |=/2m+o) be tested in the first step of a procedure P\X\0)- Con­
sider the following possibilities:
(1) \EI ^ t 2m_2- Then |- T \£ |s r 2m+1, and if E is identified as a good set, then 
according to (A'), we must accomplish at least 2m +1 additional tests to identify 
both odd elements in X \E .
(2) t2m_2<  |£ '|^2m. Then Fra+1+2,"s|A ,\ £ | < / 2m+1, and if E is identified as 
a mediocre set, we must apply P\E\(m) to identify the mediocre element (see (5)) 
and Pfx\E\(m+ 1) to identify the defective element in X \E .
(3) 2m< |£ ,|< r2m+1. Then /2m_2< |A '\£ '|< F m+1 +  2m, and if E is identified 
as a mediocre set, we must apply PfEfm +  0  and P\x\E\(m) (see (5)).
(4) \E \^ tim+1. If E is identified as a defective set, then it is possible that the 
mediocre element is in E, too. In that case, according to (A'), we must accomplish 
at least 2m +1 additional tests to identify both odd elements in E.
Thus, we have proved th a t / ’,2m+2(/) does not exist if /<2m+2. It means that 
ptim+A2m+2) is optimal. I
Corollary. I f  tk< n ^ t k+1, then k^p(ri)^k + 1.
Proof. The proof follows immediately from the Lemma and the Theorem.
I
It means that, if n is not a member of (1), then the procedure P„(l) constructed 
according to the Theorem and the Lemma is either an optimal or an almost optimal 
procedure, i.e. such that (/—g (n ))s l.
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UN THÉORÈME SUR LES SYSTÈMES LINÉAIRES 
DE QUADRIQUES À JACOBIENNE INDÉTERMINÉE
LANDO DEGOLI
On démontre une condition nécessaire et suffisante pour qu’un système linéaire de quadriques 
de Sr soit à matrice Jacobienne identiquement nulle en supposant d’abord que la caractéristique de la 
Jacobienne soit r et après qu’elle soit r —k.
Dans l’espace complexe linéaire Sr, rapporté aux coordonnées projectives homo­
gènes JC; ( i= 0, 1, 2, r) un système linéaire Ld (rf=r) de quadriques linéairement 
indépendantes est exprimé par l’équation :
où le symbole de sommation est sous-entendu pour l’écriture abrégée désormais 
usuelle.
Prenons en considération la matrice Jacobienne à d+ 1 lignes et r + 1 colonnes :
En général la matrice Jacobienne égalisée à zéro est le lieu géométrique des 
points de Sr conjugués entre eux-mêmes par rapport à toutes les quadriques du 
système. Si la matrice Jacobienne est identiquement nulle, cela signifie que tout 
l’espace est le lieu de points conjugués.
Si la caractéristique de la Jacobienne est r, un point générique de Sr est conjugué 
avec un seul point. Si au contraire la caractéristique est r —h avec 0 un point 
quelconque de Sr est conjugué avec un espace Sh.
T héorème. Considérons un système linéaire de quadriques Ld (d^r) qui ne pos­
sède aucun système subordonné Lg (2=ig^d— 1) possédant une Jacobienne identi­
quement nulle de caractéristique c : c= g ; 2 ^ c S r — k — 1 (k>0). La condition 
nécessaire et suffisante pour que le système linéaire de quadriques Ld (d ^r), satis­
faisant aux prémisses précédentes, ait la Jacobienne identiquement nulle de caracté­
ristique r —k  (£=0), c’est que les quadriques du système qui passent par un point 
quelconque de Sr possèdent en commun un Sk+1.
avec
( 1)
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Avant tout, nous démontrons le cas particulier:
Si le système Ld est à Jacobienne identiquement nulle de caractéristique r, les 
quadriques du système qui passent par un point ont en commun une droite.
Si la Jacobienne est identiquement nulle de caractéristique r cela signifie que tous 
les déterminants de la matrice (1) d’ordre m + 1 sont identiquement nuis.
Considérons le déterminant donné par r+ 1  quadriques quelconques. En effet, 
on peut choisir les premières r quadriques du système:
On aura :
(2)
f o i f i f i  ■■•■tfr-Xifr-
d f d f dfr
dx0 dx о ' ‘ dx0
d f d f dfr
dXi dxx dx!
d f dfi d f
i)xr ()xr dxr
Les mineurs d’ordre r extraits du déterminant D ne peuvent pas être tous nuis, 
autrement le système linéaire Lr déterminé par les r+1 quadriques précédentes au­
rait la Jacobienne identiquement nulle de caractéristique <r, et pour cela il exis­
terait dans Ld un système subordonné avec la Jacobienne identiquement nulle de 
caractéristique inférieure à r contre l’hypothèse.
Il est donc nécessaire qu’au moins l’un des déterminants d’ordre r soit différent 
de zéro. Nous pouvons supposer qu’il soit le mineur obtenu en éliminant la dernière 
ligne et la dernière colonne. Nous l’indiquerons par A :
d f d f d f -
dx  о dx0 dx0
dfo d f d f -
dxr - 1 dxr _ i  ' dxr.
Prenons en considération la matrice extraite du déterminant D formée avec les 
premières r ligne et indiquons avec:
- d i t  • • • >  A r  — 1
les mineurs d’ordre r que l’on obtient en substituant à la première, deuxième, etc. 
colonne de A la dernière colonne de la matrice. Un seul de ces déterminants peut être 
identiquement nul, parce que, en supposant que deux déterminants, par exemple A0 
et Ax, soient identiquement nuis un point de Sr, qui n’annulle pas tous les mineurs 
d’ordre r — 1 communs à A0 et Ax et pour le reste générique, rendrait nul A. (Voire: L. 
Kronecker, Werke 1°, Leipzig, 1885, p. 238.) Mais A est une forme d’ordre r dans les 
Xi et pour cela serait identiquement nul, ce qui est impossible.
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Puisque le déterminant D est identiquement nul, les quadriques, tondis qu’elles 
sont linéairement indépendantes, elles deviennent aussi fonctionnellement dépen­
dantes et, une quelconque, par exemple f ,  sera fonction des autres. Il sera:
(3) fr = F ( Â , Â , f t , 1).
Cette relation est exacte pour tous les groupes de r+1 quadriques choisis entre 
Ld, mais il n’est pas possible que des quadriques en nombre <  r + l  soient fonction­
nellement dépendantes entre elles, autrement il existerait dans Ld des systèmes sub­
ordonnés contre les prémisses au théorème.
Mais parce que les f  sont toutes des formes de deuxième ordre en remplaçant 
au lieu de x0, x ,, ..., xr : tx0, txx, . . . , txr, cela donne:
t2fr = W o ,  П i, - ,  Ffr-1)
qui montre que F est une fonction homogène de premier degré.
En dérivant l’expression (3) on obtient:
dF э/г_х dfr 
d f  dx0 + d f  dx0 dfr-  x dx0 dx0
(4) . . . . . . .
dF __df_  , +  , dF dfr-x dfr
d f  dxr- i  d f  Эх,--, "  dfT-x dxr- x dxT- x ’
système de premier degré, qui donne aisément les dérivées partielles de la fonction F; 
c’est-à-dire :
dF A „ dF Ax dF Ar-x
{ )  dfo A ’ dfx A .......  dfr—x A ’
Considérons un point x de Sr de coordonnées : x0, xx, ..., xr, et soit x ' de coor­
données : x'0, xi, ..., x, son conjugué par rapport à toutes les quadriques du système. 
La droite qui joint les deux points sera donnée par :
(6) У1 = hxi+hx'i (i =  0, 1, 2, ..., r).
En remplaçant (6) dans toutes les quadriques, on obtient pour la quadrique 
générique f m:
(7) f m(y)= fm (x) t î+ fm(xr)tl (m = 0,1, 2, ..., r)
parce que les termes 2a“xfx* sont nuis les points x et x' étant conjugués.
En remplaçant (7) dans (3) et aussitôt en dérivant par rapport à tx et t2 on ob­
tient :
( 8)
d f_ ^ d F _ d f  
dtx d f  dh 
d f_ = d ^ d f  
dt2 d f  dh
(5 =  0, 1,2, ..., r — 1).
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En dérivant (7) on a :
(m =  0, 1, 2, r).
Remplaçons ces dernières dans (8). On obtient :
(s =  0, 1, 2, r —1).
Et enfin pour (5) :
(9)
Л/о(*) +  A / i  (*)+••■+ Л ,-1/, -1 (*) +  A fr(x) = 0 
A0f 0(x') + A1f 1(x') + ...+Ar^1f r_1(x') + A f.(x /) = 0.
Les déterminants A, A0, Ax, ...,А г^г sont calculés dans un point générique de 
Sr par exemple en x et un seul d ’entre eux est au maximum nul.
Les expressions précédentes sont identiquement nulles par rapport à ti et t2. 
Ces variables se trouvent seulement dans les déterminants A, A0, A, , ..., Ar_1, qui 
résultent des fonctions homogènes de t1 et t2 et un seul d ’entre eux est au maximum nul. 
Parce que les deux identités coexistent il faut qu’il soit:
avec c constante pas nulle.
En effet nous pouvons donner au rapport t j t 2 infinis valeurs quelconques et, en 
particulier, r valeurs diverses et par conséquent obtenir deux systèmes algébriques de 
premier degré aux r équations et r inconnues. Ces dernières sont respectivement les 
quotients des f k(x), f k(x') par rapport à une quelconque d’entre elles, par exemple 
f r(x) et f r(x') c’est-à-dire :
Puisque les deux systèmes algébriques ont les mêmes coefficients constants 
A, A0, Ax, ..., Ar-x la solution des deux systèmes est la même.
Il en résulte :
comme nous l’avons signalé.
On en déduit que toutes les quadriques du système Ld qui passent par un point x 
passent aussi par son conjugué x ' et réciproquement. Si x  est situé sur la quadrique
fm(x) = cfm(x') (m = 0, 1, 2, ..., r)
(10) fk(x)/fr(x), f k(x')/fr(x') (к =  0, 1, 2 ,..., r —1).
(H )
( 12)
Mais cette égalité est vérifiée seulement si:
fm(x) =  Cfm(x'), (m = 0, 1, 2, ..., r)
f m, on aura: 
et pour (12) :
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/„(*) =  o
/« (*  0 =  o,
en remarquant que x' est le conjugué de x  par rapport à toutes les quadriques de Ld. 
Il en résulte :
où y  est le point générique de la droite xx'.
La droite en question appartient donc tout entière à la quadrique f m. On en 
déduit que toutes les quadriques qui passent par x  contiennent la droite xx'.
Supposons maintenant que la Jacobienne du système Ld soit identiquement nulle 
de caractéristique r —k.
Cela signifie qu’un point x de 5, a pour conjugué un Sk.
Considérons un générique Sr_k qui passe par x. Le système Ld sera entrecoupé 
par Sr_k suivant un système linéaire L'd de quadriques de Sr_k, qui à son tour cou­
pera Sk dans un point x', qui résulte le conjugué de x  par rapport à toutes les qua­
driques du système L'd.
Nous pourrons choisir pour coordonnées de Sr_k les x0, xk, xr_k, en annulant 
toutes les autres coordonnées, c’est-à-dire en écrivant:
pour xr- k+1=xr- k+2= ...= xr=0, seront toutes nulles. La matrice Jacobienne du 
système Ld :
sera identiquement nulle.
Elle ne pourra pas avoir de caractéristique supérieure k r —k, parce que ses lignes 
ne sont qu’en nombre r —k + 1 ; elle ne pourra pas avoir de caractéristique inférieure 
k r  — k, sinon le point x aurait pour conjugué un Sg avec g > 0  et non le seul point x'.
Il en résulte que le système L'd de Sr_k a la caractéristique r —k. Cela porte à 
conclure pour la première partie du théorème, que les quadriques de L'd qui passent 
par x auront en commun la droite xx'.
Puisque nous pouvons dire la même chose pour tous les Sr_k qui passent par x, 
on en déduit que les quadriques de Ld qui passent par x auront en commun Sk+1 
joignant le point x avec Sk.
La condition du théorème est donc nécessaire.
et pour (7):
Ш х) + Ш х') = 0 
/»00 =  0
•XV-fc + 1 — x r - k  + 2 — — Xr — 0.
Les équations des quadriques seront du type :
_/i(x0, X j , ..., xr- k, 0, 0, 0, ..., 0) =  0.
Les dérivées partielles :
dxs
9 f i = 0, 1, 2, ..., d 
.s =  0, 1, 2, ..., r — k.)
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Elle est süffisante aussi. En effet, si toutes les quadriques de Ld, qui ont en com- 
mun un point x, ont en commun un Sk+1 il est evident que le point x a pour conjugué 
le mérne Sk41 par rapport au systéme , de quadriques qui passent par x. Une 
autre quadrique du systéme Ld qui ne passe pas par x a pour conjugué de x un hyper­
plan qui coupera le Sk+1 dans un Sk et il en résulte que x aura pour conjugué par 
rapport au systéme Ld un Sk.
Cela signifie que la matrice Jacobienne est identiquement nulle de caractéris- 
tique r — k , comme on voulait démon trer.
R emarque. Les systémes linéaires de quadriques ä Jacobienne identiquement 
nulle de caractéristique r — k ,  qui possédent des systémes subordonnés ä Jacobienne 
identiquement nulle de caractéristique inférieure, ne satisfont pas au théoréme.
Par exemple, considérons un systéme Ld avec r/^ r+ 1  á Jacobienne identique­
ment nulle de caractéristique r, qui posséde un systéme subordonné Ld x ä Jaco­
bienne identiquement nulle de caractéristique r — 1. Les quadriques de Ld_x qui 
passent par un point x ont pour le théoréme démontré un plan en commun.
Alors une quadrique ultérieure qui n’appartienne pás á Ld_x et qui passe par le 
point x sera coupée par le plan dans une conique et, par conséquent, les quadriques de 
Ld qui passent par x ont en commun une conique.
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SOME RAMSEY NUMBERS FOR FAMILIES OF CYCLES 
BRIAN ALSPACH* and KATHERINE HEINRICH
In this note we show that the edges of Kp _t , p  =  2 | — | , can be coloured from a set of k colours
so that no monochromatic subgraph contains an even cycle, whereas such a colouring is not possible 
for Kp .
Throughout this note we use the graph-theoretic terminology of Bondy and 
Murty [1] and the Ramsey theory notation of Parsons [4]. We denote by and 
the families of graphs consisting of all odd and all even cycles, respectively. Then the 
family <^='g’0U<£’e consists of all cycles. The Ramsey numbers r*(#), rk(%) and 
rk (<&') denote the least integers p such that if the edges of Kp are coloured from a set 
of k  colours at least one of the monochromatic subgraphs must contain a cycle, an 
odd cycle or an even cycle, respectively.
One sees immediately that rk(^)= 2k+ \, and it is not difficult to show that 
rk(%)—2k+ 1 as has been remarked both in [2] and [3]. It is the purpose of this note
to show that rk(^e) — 2 where f-1 denotes the least integer function.
T h e o r e m . For A:s i ,  rk
P r o o f . We show first that r k ( $ e) ^ 2  Suppose the edges of K p , p = 2  ,
are coloured with k  colours so that the resulting monochromatic subgraphs have no 
even cycles. Let G be such a monochromatic subgraph. Since G has no even cycles, 
each of its blocks must be either a single edge or an odd cycle. If the blocks of G 
contain exactly h odd cycles, then G has at most p — l+ h  edges. When k=2m — \, 
m s  1, then p = 6 m — 2  and G has at most 3m—2 odd cycles (the maximum being 
attained when all are triangles) and hence at most p  — 1 +(3m—2)=9m—5 edges.
Thus we require k (9 m  — 5)S — ■— ^  which is impossible. Similarly, when k  = 2m,
m s l ,  then 
We then
p = 6m, G has at most 3m —1 odd cycles and hence at most 9m—2 edges, 
require k(9m — 2 ) S ^ ^  which is also impossible.
* Partial support was provided by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of 
Canada under Grant A—4792.
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To complete the proof we need only to construct appropriate /:-colourings of
KP- i ,  P = 2
When k = 2m — 1, p — 1 =  6m — 3 and we partition the vertices of K6m _ 3 into three 
sets A = {a1,a i , B= {bx, b2, ..., b2m^ }  and C= {c1; c2, ..., c2m_x}. Then
á’i, the edges of colour i, lS i'^2m  — 1, are given by the triangles {«;, bh c,}, 
fail ^ i+ 1 )  bi— l}> fail &i + 2i ^i— %}i •“! fail bi + m — h  + fail ^i + 1) ^i— l}i fail i^ + 2i
^ 1  — 2 }? •*•? fai, Ci + m—li ^i+m)i fail ^i + li @i + 2i ^ 1  — 2 }, — 1 1 ^i + m—h
where subscript addition is performed modulo 2m — 1 on the residues 1,2, ..., 2m —1. 
To clarify the construction the edges of é’i are exhibited in Figure 1.
Fig. 1
When k=2m, p — l=6m — \ and we partition the vertices of into three
sets A fa\i fl%i •••) ^2m—i}» B {hj, b2, ..., b2m^ ±, ho©} and C {ej, C2, ■ • •, C2m—i , 
Then Sl, the edges of colour /, l^ i'^ 2 m  —1, are given by the edges {bt, b^}, {cj, cm} 
and the triangles fat, h©©, c;}, fah bi+1, b ^ J ,  fat, bi+2, h;_2}, •••> fan 6,•+«-!, bi+m},
fail ci + li  c i - l } >  fail Ci+2 i ci - 2}i ••■! fail ci+m-li ci+m}i { c i> a i  +  l >  ai~l } >  fail ai+2 i 
Uj_2}, ..., {c;, ai+m_1, ai+m). The edges St are shown in Figure 2. Finally, <S2m, the 
edges of colour 2m, consists of the edges {hl5 cy}, fa2, c2}, ..., {h2m_i, c2m_i }, {*-> c~} 
and the triangles {a1; blt c©©}, fa2, b2, c^}, ..., {u2m- i ,  h2m_j, £'„©}. |
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MATC HINGS AND ^-FACTORS IN A RANDOM GRAPH
ANDRZEJ RUClSiSKl
We consider a random graph obtained from a complete labelled graph by an independent dele­
tion of each edge with the same probability. Conditions for almost sure occurence of a number of 
disjoint, large matchings are given. We also discuss the problem of existence of a A-factor in a ran­
dom graph.
1. Introduction
One of the most important and interesting topics in the random graph theory is 
the problem of the almost sure existence of subgraphs of given type in a random graph 
Kn p. The results in this field give usually a threshold function q(n) such that K„iP(n) 
for p(n) greater than q(n) contains considered subgraphs with probability tending to 1 
as n —°°. Sometimes, additionally, this limit probability for Kn qM is calculated. This 
problem becomes more difficult if we consider “large” subgraphs, i.e. subgraphs which 
grow as n <=>. There are only few such results in the random graph literature (paths 
m . trees [5], [9], connected components [5], cliques [4], [12], 1-factors [7], Hamilton 
cycles [10], [11], [13]).
In this paper we show results about maximal matchings and ^-factors, two kinds 
of the “large” subgraphs of a random graph. Theorem 1 deals with the almost sure 
existence of a number of disjoint matchings. Main result (Theorem 2) is an attempt to 
confirm a conjecture of Erdős and Rényi [8]. It is also an approximation of the solu­
tion of A-factor problem for a random graph K„tP. The analogous problem for a bi­
partite random graph was solved in [8].
2. Notations and definitions
For elementary definitions from graph theory see [2]. A set of disjoint edges we 
call matching and a A-regular spanning subgraph we call k-factor. We use the typical 
graph theory notation. In particular, we denote by e(G), co(G), Ő(FG) and A{G) the 
number of edges, number of connected components, minimal and maximal degree in 
a graph G, respectively. We will write e(S, T) for the number of edges between dis­
joint vertex-subsets S and T and í/c(d) for the degree of vertex v in a graph G. By 
G[S] we mean a subgraph of G with vertex-set (ev. edge-set) S and all edges of G 
with both end-points in S (resp. all vertices of G which are endpoints of edges from 5).
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 05C70; Secondary 60C05.
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Now we establish the probabilistic notation. A binomial random variable with para­
meters n and p we denote by X(n, p). By a random graph Kn„  we mean the probabilis­
tic space (C8, P), where Cd is the family of all graphs with vertex-set V, | V\ —n and for 
every
P (G) = pe(C)( l - p ) ® _e(G).
We may interpret K„ p as a result of a random, independent deletion of each edge of a 
complete graph K„ with the same probability 1 —p. A property s i  of a random graph 
is the set of all graphs among CS which possess this property. We say Kn p has a prop­
erty s i  almost surely (in short a.s.) iff ? ( C d — s ! )  = o(V) as n-*■
Finally, let pk(n) = — (log n-j-A: log log n +  H’(n)), where vv(n)->-°° as n —°°,
k = 0, 1,2, ....
3. Useful results
The fundamental tools needed in our proofs are the following formulas and 
results from probability, graph and random graph theories.
( 1) 1 -  Í " W i
\ m / 
-  . ■ " ] * [  " , 1 for m <m) v )n ) vmj vra +  17 2
(2) P(X(n, p )~ = j-1) =2 P(X(n, p) < j)  == P(2f(n-1, p)
(3) Bernstein’s improvement of Chebyshev inequality (see [14]): 
P (\X (n ,p )-n p \^ n )^ 2 e x p { -2 p qeM2pc, + e)->} for 0<e<pq, q = \ —p,
(4) Tutte’s A-factor theorem (see [2]):
A graph G contains a A-factor iff for every disjoint vertex-subsets S  and D the 
following inequality holds:
qk(D, S) + k \S \-  2  dG- D{v) ^  k\D\,
v £ S
where qk(D, S ) is the number of these connected components C of the graph 
G — D — S for which the number A|S| +  e(C, S') is odd;
(5) if a graph G has a Hamilton cycle, then for every non-empty vertex-subset S  we 
have c o (G -S )s |S |;
(6) if p=p0(n), then Kn p contains a 1-factor a.s. (see [7]);
(7) if p=p1(ri), then K„ p contains a Hamilton cycle a.s. (see [10]);
(8) if p —pk-i(n), then S(K„ p) ^ k  a.s. (a simple corollary of results from [6]).
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4. Matchings
Now we formulate our “matching theorem” in its general form:
Theorem 1. For every 0 < a< /> < l, i f  m =  m(n), l=l(n), p=p(n) fulfil the 
following conditions:
1° lim ra=  °°,
2° lls°{\-b)mp,
3° lm~~n,
4° lim Bn exp {—log m — Apm}< 1,
n—°°
where B =e2a, A =2(a —b)2(\~a)(2 —a —b)~2, then a random graph Knp almost 
surely contains l disjoint matchings Mx, ..., M, such that:
(i) where Vi=V(G[Mi\), i= l,
(ii) \Vi\>n — im, i =  l,
We can interpret the above result in the following way: there is a.s. in Knp 
under conditions 1°—4° a subgraph F which is almost an /-factor, i.e. F possesses only 
few points (0(h)) with degree in F not equal to / (in fact, they have degrees less than / 
— see proof). Theorem 1 can be simplified if we assume that np — °° and /-= log (np). 
Then there are a.s. in Knp l disjoint matchings M x, ..., M, such that Vx >^ ...z> Vl 
and \Vx\=n — o(n). From Theorem 1 it easily follows that if m, l and p fulfil the 
conditions 1° —4° then Knp a.s. contains (a) n —lm vertices of degree at least / and (b)
vertex-disjoint stars on /+1 vertices. For p =constant a stronger result than (a)
can be found in [3].
Let us illustrate the above theorem for typical values of the probability p=p{ri).
c
E xam ple  1. If p ——, then from conditions 1°—4° follows that n
m =  ~ , /S ( l- f i ) -^ - ,  d(a log2 +1 + logd) ^  Ac,
where c and d are constants.
w
E xample 2. If p = —, w= w(h)-^o° as n — °°, then
m = j ,  f  — f(n ) — as n -*■ °°, h § ( l - b ) j ,  / l o g / = o(w).
In particular, if w=log n, then
n log log n .m = — — , / =  ( l - h ) l o g l o g H .
E xample 3. If p=const, then
H ! = J ,  / s ( l - f i ) - y - ,  /lo g /-=  Apn, / = / ( n )  — °o as n -  D.
22
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In particular, if m = \ogn, then /—(1 —b) p log n, whereas if m = fn , then 
l= (l-b )p Y n .
Proof of Theorem 1.
L em m a  1. I f  a graph G has l disjoint matchings Mx, .... Mt and M is a maximal
i
matching in the graph G— IJ Mh then A[G\V— V{G[M\j\)^l.
i=l
P roof. By contradiction. |
We shall use also an algorithm which, step by step, constructs disjoint matchings 
and at the same time deletes from a graph all its unmatched vertices.
The algorithm.
1. Set i= l ,  V0=V, Mo=0;
2. Find a maximal matching M; in the graph M t_x and set
Vi=V{G{Mf)\
3. If V i^0  then go to 2, else stop.
By Lemma 1 for every i we have A(G[Vi_1— V ^ i — 1). Notice that the set 
Fi_x— Vi is the same as the set of vertices deleted from the graph at the “ith” step of 
our algorithm.
Let P («, p, m, l) denote the probability that Kn p contains a subgraph H  with m 
vertices and A(!/)< /. We search for such values of m ,l and p that lm<n and 
P(n, m, l, p)=o( 1). Then our algorithm can be repeated / times and everytime it a.s. 
deletes less than m vertices. But
P(n,p, m, Z ) ^ ( i"1)p (d ( / fm>p) < / )
and therefore the following lemma completes the proof of Theorem 1.
L em m a  2. For every 0 < a < h < l, i f  /S ( l  —b)mp, then 
P(A {Km p) <  I) -  2am exP {-A pm 2}.
P roof. Let V(Kmp) = { 1, ...,m } and At denote the events “*/(/)</”, i =  l, ... 
...,m . We have
?{A{Km<p) <  /) =  p ( i1n . . . n f ^ P ( i 1) P ( i 2/ i 1)... p ( ^ 1n . . . n ^ m_1)
and
p(^l+1/ ^ n . . . n ^  =  i  9 j P ( d K m . l t P ( i + i )  < ; )  <
j=i
/= 1 , ..., m and cjj is the probability that the (/'+ l)-th vertex is joined with exactly 
l —j  vertices among the set {1, Thus
?{A <  l) ^  P(0) ... P(am) ^  {P(am)}“".
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Moreover,
(3)
P(am) = P(X((l — a) • m — l, p) <  l) s  2exp { — Apm}. 
So Lemma 2 is proved. |
5. ^-factors
Erdős and Rényi in [7] solved the problem of a.s. existence of a 1-factor in a ran­
dom graph Kn p and formulated in [8] the
Conjecture. If p=pk- k(ri), then K„ contains k disjoint 1-factors a.s.,
* =  1,2, ....
From the result of Komlós and Szemerédi [10] see (3—(7)) it follows that the 
above conjecture is also true for k = 2. We give a partial solution of this problem
Theorem 2. I f  p=pk+2(n), then Knp contains a k-factor a.s. k = 1 ,2 ,__
Proof. Basing on results (4), (5), (6), (7) and the fact that qr(D, S) =  qs(D, S ) 
iff r=s(mod 2) one can deduce the following a.s. implication: if Knp has no k-fac­
tor, then there exist disjoint vertex-subsets D and S' such that |£>|<|S| and
(9 )  ( f c - l ) |Z > | +  Z d Kn P-D(v)  <  ( * + l ) | S | .
vCS
Furthermore, if there is a vertex v in the set D for which e(v, S)< k, then we can 
transfer v from D to V—D — S and note that the inequality (9) for the set D — v also 
holds. Moreover, it follows from (8) that
2  dg„,p(v) — (k +  3)|S|
ves
and thus
e(S,D) fe2|S| +  l.
So it must be: |D |s3, e(v, S ) ^ k  for every v£D and |S|fe&. Summarizing, if 
K„ p has no ^-factor, then the event A below occurs a.s.
Event A —“there exist disjoint vertex-subsets D and S such that 
1° 3=ä|Z>MS|,|S|£Ä:,
2° e(S, D )s2 |S | + l,
3° inequality (9) holds” .
n
We have to show that P(y4)=o(l). Let us write A = \J  As, where As denote
s=k
the event A with additional condition that |S |= i. Since the inequality (9) implies 
two others:
(90 e{S, V - D - S )  <  (* + l) |.S |-(* -l) |S |
and
( 9 0  2 e ( A . i# [ 5 D ^ ( J k + l ) |S | ,
we can define two other events Bs and Cs which are similar to As but instead of (9) 
they are described by (90 and (9"), respectively.
22*
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Let Using (1) it is possible to obtain that
. . . x J 'P C ” S d))p J+2s+1qsin- s- ä)- J = o(l),
j —0 v J '
where ^X=(A:+1)  ^— 3(k — 1) — 1, q = \—p.
From the other side we can calculate with the help of (1) and (3) that
p (,y„ A s ,i. P(c->s ,1. C)p {“  (Ö .»)-<*+»■}-»
Thus with probability tending to 1 as n °° the random graph K„ p contains a /v-fac­
tor and Theorem 2 is proved. |
Added in proof. The conjecture from [8] has been completely confirmed by 
E. Shamir and E. Upfal in „On factors in random graphs”, Israel J. Math. 39 
(1981), 296—302 (MR 83i: 05061). Their proof is of algorithmic nature.
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF LEAST FAVOURABLE DISTRIBUTIONS 
IS TRACEABLE TO A MINIMAL PERIMETER PROBLEM
F. ÖSTERREICHER
Huber and Strassen have shown in [2] that a composite testing problem can be replaced by an 
equivalent single one (in terms of least favourable pairs o f distributions), when both hypotheses 
are given by 2-alternating capacities. In this paper a technique is presented in order to construct the 
least favourable distribution, if one of the hypotheses is a simple one. The mentioned technique is 
based on the perimeter of the risk sets in question and applies not only to the total-variation and the 
«-contamination model on a general measurable space (cf. [1], [8] and [5]) but also to local-variation 
and Prochorov-neighbourhoods of distributions on the real line. It is shown that in these cases one 
can by-pass the application of deeper existence theorems (as Theorem 4.1 in [2]) by elementary 
geometry. As indicated by an example, the technique can be adapted for future applications.
1. Preliminaries
Let M i be the set of all probability measures (pm’s) on a measurable space (Í2, 91), 
let J b e a  subset of J (x with elements Q, Q' and let P £ lc be a further pm. Then let 
us consider the testing problem (tp) (P, 1) of the simple hypothesis P against the com­
posite 1.
The main ideas of the present paper can be developed most instructively and 
powerfully in terms of the risk sets and risk functions of the testing problems in ques­
tion. Therefore let us recall the following definitions.
D efinition  1. R (P ,  Q ) = c o { ( P ( A ) ,  0(>4c))\M £9l: P(,4)-l-0(/lc)=  1} is called 
risk set of the tp (P, Q).  The lower boundary r(P>Q)(a):=min {y : (a, y ) Z R ( P ,  Q) }  
a 6 [0 , 1] of this set is called risk function (rf) of (P ,  Q).
R em ark  1. r(P Q)(a) represents the probability of type II error for an optimal 
test. In the case of strict convexity of r(P Q)(ct) in a
r(P.0)(a) = Q(Ai) with A, := ?(w) >  '?(«)}
and t = D+r(P a). (D+r (D+r) resp. D~r (D_r) denotes (the absolute value of) 
the right-hand-side resp. left-hand-side derivative of the convex function r and p, q 
the Radon—Nikodym derivatives of P resp. Q with respect to a dominating cr-finite 
measure p.) An obvious property of the rf is
O S r (, i8)(o i ) S l - a  Va€[0, 1],
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 62F35; Secondary 62F03.
Key words and phrases. Robust hypotheses testing, least favourable distributions, Prochorov 
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where the first equality holds true for all oe£[0, 1] iff PX.Q. The second inequality 
holds true for one a£(0, 1) and hence V<*6[0, 1] iff P=Q
Definition 2. R{P,2):=  f |  R(P,Q')
Q'€á
respectively r(P>J)(oc) := sup {r(P,Q )(a): Q'£J}
is called the risk set resp. risk function of the composite testing problem (P, Ü).
D efinition 3. A p m g * 6 J  is said to be a least favourable distribution (ifd) 
for the tp (P, J) iff r(P e*) =  r(PjJ).
R emark 2. Let Per (R(P, Q)) resp. Per (R(P, Ü)) denote the perimeter of the 
risk set R(P, Q) resp. R(P, J), e.g.
i  ___________
Per(R(P, Q))=  l - r (P,Q)(0)+ /  Y l+ D lr (PiQ)(pL)d<x + Y2,
0
then obviously
Per (R(P, 0 +))=Per (R(P, J ))  = min {Per (R(P, Q')), Q’££}.
As a matter of fact, Per (R(P, Q)) can be expressed in terms of an information 
divergence measure of probability distributions
H0 {P, Q) = J (p + g)dp
as used in Theorem 6.1 of [2] in order to characterize least favourable pairs of distri­
butions. Take <P(u) = yu2+ ( l—u)2 then
H®(P, Q) — f  Yp2 + q2d/.i = f  q d[i + f   ^1 +(q/p)2dP.
{p = 0} {p=-0}
For the easy proof that the latter can be written in terms of the risk function by
i
1 ~~ r(P,Q) (0)4- /  y i+ D l r(p.Q)(x)d<x and for further insights from the integralgeo-
0
metric point of view we refer to [7].
For the existence of least favourable distributions and, more generally, least 
favourable pairs of distributions cf., eg. Theorem 4.1 in [2] and Satz 6.4 in [3]. Ffow- 
ever, in our special cases, both the existence and the construction is traced back to 
a problem of elementary geometry (see page 13).
The main interest of this paper is actually concentrated on the construction of the 
lfd Q* for the case when (£2, 2I) = (R, 23) is the real line R equipped with its Borel 
(T-field 23 and 1 is a Prochorov—neighbourhood J((?;e, <5) of i(R, 23);
0 = £-eoo; 0 = (5<l
J2(g; e, ő) = {Q'ed'MR, 23): Q \B )  =5 Q(B‘) + Ö V-S623}
where 5£:={x£R: inf {|a —j | ,  )’£ B }^ e}.
The case (5 = 0 d ly(Q\ «) = (ö; e, 0) is called a local-variation neighbourhood 
of O. (An application of a related distance in discrete geometry may be found in [4].)
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In the case e=0 we can even forget about the restriction to (R, 9?) when con­
structing Q*. In this case
^,v(ß; <5) =  {Q'dJI^Q, 91): Q'(A) ^  Q(A)+S V^€9l} 
is called a total-variation neighbourhood.
2. Construction of the least favourable distribution
The construction of the lfd for general (e, S >0) Prochorov-neighbourhoods will 
be managed by a super-position of the solutions for local-variation and total-variation 
neighbourhoods. Let us start with the easiest case, namely total-variation neigh­
bourhoods, and recall the following theorem from [5]. Notice, however, that for both 
the total-variation model and the s-contamination model the construction of a least 
favourable pair was given already by Huber [1] and later by Rieder [8] and Öster­
reicher [5].
T heorem  1. Let (P, 1) be a composite testing problem, where £  — £ltv(Q; S) 






i f  r(P Q>(0)-|-«5 1. Thereby t and t are chosen such that 1 —la and i(l —a) are sup­
porting lines relative to r(P Q)+ő. I f  r(P Q)(0) + <5< 1 we have to replace t by fmax =  
= D+ r(P Q)(0) and to redefine
q*(co) =  lp{co) for co€A- 
by
q*(co) = (l-ö /Q (A lmJ)q (w ) for
R em ark  3. The idea of the proof, for which we refer to [5], is very vivid. It 
arise from the conjecture that, owing to
Q'(Af) =£ T(Af) := Q(A;)+ő \/t s  0, QfSL
Per (co {(0, 1), (I, 0)}U {(P(At), T(Af)): P(A,) + T (A f)* l, t*0}) =
=min{Per (R(P, Q f): Q f2 ) .
In order to tackle the construction of the lfd in the case of local-variation neigh­
bourhoods, let us provide some further auxiliary means.
Let F(x) = P ((-°° ,x ))  and G(x) = Q ((-°° , *)), resp. F+(x) = P ((-° ° , *]) 
and G+0 )  =  ß(( — oo5x]) be the distribution functions of the pm’s P and Q on 
(R, 8). Let furthermore
sd := {a€[0, 1]: 3*€R: P(x) =  a}, 
a_ = max {af s d :  a' S  a} and a + =  inf { a f s d : a' S  a} 
and F _1(a) = max {.v€R:F(x:)^a}, then
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D e f in it io n  4 . The f u n c t io n  \j>: [0, ] ] — [0 , 1], g iv e n  b y
l-G +ÍF -H *)) for a F ( F ~ 1(a)) = F+(F~1(a))
ll/(F,G)(a)
(= t/r(P ,Q)(a))
1 -G (F -'(«-))~ a —a_*, — a_ (G.r^a^i-GCF-Ha-Wx
. X 1 (o.ii (a + ~ a - ) otherwise
is called pre-risk function (prf) coordinated with (F, G) (the testing problem (P, Q)).
Remark 4. Obviously, i/'(f,g):=: Á is monotone decreasing (and right-hand- 
side continuous). Hence it has a finite derivative A[01]-a.e. Setting
^(•A ) =  {a£(0, 1]: Z>_ iA(a) ^  ?} (U {0} if «// (0) =  1) i ^ 0  
^oo(iA) =  n  {sét, ?€[0, °°)} and abbreviating st, = 
it can be readily seen
r<F,S)(a) -  '>(*) :=  min{^: (a,
where
R = co({(0, 1), (1, 0)}U {(A (a/,), t S  0}),
which justifies the notation ‘pre"risk function’ for iA(p,q)- Notice furthermore that
/•(pj0) =  i/^ (p Q) iff the likelihood ratio — is monotone decreasing.
Let us explain the above statements for the case, when both distribution functions 
F and  G are strictly monotone on the whole real line in order to avoid any unnecessary 
effort in writing. Then with F{x)~a we get ij/(F ,o (cc) = \p(cc)=]-G(F Ha)) 
which is strictly monotone decreasing in [0, 1] and differentiable in (0, 1). Furthermore
dG(x)
d\l/(tx) _  dG(F~1(cc)) dF_1 (a) _  dx q(x)
da. d (F _1(a)) da dF(x) p (x )'
dx
Thus a best test \At with A,= {x: — (x)>i} is transformed into \ ^ t with
P(At) = />({x€R: F(x)es/,}) = A « )
and
and also
Q(AD = Q({x6R: F(x)f.xtn) = Q({xfK:  1 -G (x )€ ^ « )} )  = A (^(^ ))-
Hence we get in view of the definition of r(P Q) for
a, = P(A,) = A (a*) r(F.,Q)W = Q(4f) = A(i//(s/f)).
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A,=( — x(), sd,= (0, <x,= F J(;c()) and A(stf,) = a,. Furthermore ip(sdf) = [0, (a,)]
and hence i(iA W,c)) —<A(«<) and finally r(P Q)(<xt) = ip((xl).
Now let e>0, G,(x)=G(x—e), G‘(x)=G(x+e) and iAt —iA(f,g*) resp.
V  = 'I'(F,G')- T h en
D efinition  5. The set 'P(ip(PQ); e) of all monotone decreasing right-hand-side 
continuous functions ip': [0, 1]— [0, 1], which are linear in each interval (a ,b )a  
c[0, l] \ ,s /  and satisfy
iAc(a) ^  Ip '(a )  ^  lim_iA, (a) ^  lim_iAc(a) for all ot6[0, 1]
and ip'(l)=0, is called the e-corridor of iA(p,o (whereby lim_ i/i'(a) denotes the 
left-hand-side limit of ip' in a£(0, 1], lim_ ip'(0):= 1).
Let in addition to F ~1 (a) = max {.t £ R: F(x) ^  a) denote
^min(a) =  inf {x€R: F(x) = a} a€[0, 1]. 
Now we are able to state
L emma 1. For each  e lem en t ip ' o f  the E-corridor P ( i p , PtQ): £) there e x is ts  a  p r o b ­
a b ility  m easure Q'£ J ,v(0 ; s) such that
•A(R.Q') = V-
This p m  is  unique m odulo P  an d  is ch aracterized  b y  its  distribution  fu n c tio n
Gr (x )= G \x )= <
1 — lim_ tp'(F(x)) i f
1 — lim_ tp'(F(x)) f o r
G(x) f o r
1 -<P'(F(x)) f o r
i f
F M F ( x)) + 2e >  F -fF (x ))  
x£{Fmin(F(x)), F~^(F(x))+e] 
xd{Fm2n(F(x))+E, F - fF ix f i - e ]  
x í (F-'(F(x) ) - e, F-fF(x))-] 
F ^ n(F(x))+ 2e S  F~\F(x)).
Pro o f . iA(P,e,) = iA' holds true owing to the definition of Q '£J/1(R, Üt). Thus 
it remains to check e), i.e.
(1) Q lß )^ Q (B c) VÄC3L
We are going to do this by providing (1) successively for
(a) sets B=[x’, x) V x^x '
n
(b) sets B= \J [X-, Xi)
1=1
Hence, by the well-known monotone class argument we get (1) for all
* € « ,({ ( - ~ ,*),*€R })=® .
At present we can observe from lim_ iA£(a)^lim_ i/i'(a) =  lim_ ipe(oi) 
\/a€[0, 1] and from the definition of G'
(1 - C £)(x) ^  ( l -G O W  S  (1 - C c)W  V*€R.
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Applying these inequalities we have
ad (a): Q(B‘) - Q ' ( B ) ^ Q ( [ x ' - e ,  x + e ) ) - Q ' ( [ x ' ,  x) ) =
=[(1 - G £) (x ') - (1  -G ')(*')] +  [ ( l - G ' ) ( x) - (  1 — GE)(x)]=0.
ad (b): If [xfi X;)£n [x j+1, Xj+1y ^ 0  let us abbreviate 
C=[Xj,Xj){J[x'J+1, x j+1) and Q  =  [*,•, xj+1).
Then obviously
ß (C E)-Ö '(C )  =  QiCD-Q'iCj+Q' i lxj ,  x'j+1)) s  ß ( Q ) - ß ' (CJ. 
Hence we can assume that the intervals [x-, xj f  i= \(\)n  are disjoint. 
Then, however, Q{Bl) - Q ' { B ) =  j ?  Q([x-, x ^ - Q ' ^ x - ,  x t)) and (1)
i = i
for sets o f type (b) follows immediately from the validity o f (1) for 
sets of type (a). |
D efinition 6. Let \p' be the pre-risk function o f a testing problem (P, Q') on 
(R, TV) and the associated risk function, then the arc length /( ip') resp. /( iy )  of 
the curve
{(a, jí): 0 s  a S  1, — y =  lim_t/i'(a)} resp.
{(0, y ): />■(0) S  y  s  1}U {(a, y): 0 <  a S  1, y  =  ly  (a)} 
is called the arc length o f the pre-risk function if  resp. o f the associated risk function. 
Lemma 2.
Proof. In view of Remark 4
Z  lim_i/i'(a)-i/i'(oc) =  1 — /> (0).
c<€•<*«, OK)
Hence we can assume ijt' to be a continuous mapping onto [0, iy(0)] and get
W )  = J  V 1 +D2_ i//(a) d/fa) = J  1 +£>L ^ r'(a) >  t)dt =
(0.1] 0
= J  dt = J  k ( s / ^ —i (r,y))dt=  jj
o o
Theorem 2. Let (P, it) be a composite testing problem, where ü  =  ü lv(ß ; b) 
is a local-variation neighbourhood o f the pm Q on (R, 25). Let furthermore be \j/* that 
element o f  T{\jj(p Qp, e) with minimal arc length, i.e. which fulfils
/(t/A) =  min {/(t/O: l/(P,Q); e)}.
Then the probability measure Q * which is characterized by G^, (in the sense o f  Lemma 1) 
is the least favourable distribution for the testing problem (P, 3).
Proof. According to the definition of Q); e) we have i
6 T(il/(p Q); s) if ß '£ ü lv(ß ; e). On the other hand we have Lemma 1. Hence there
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is a one-to-one correspondence ü lv(ß; e)~+'F(iI/(p,q)', e) modulo P and therefore 
inf { i m ,  £)} =  inf {H ^p.c ), Q
Moreover, we can replace ‘infimum’ by ‘minimum’, since an element t f / (<A(i«>c); e) 
with minimal arc length exists due to our construction (see page 349 if.). Because the 
arc length is not altered by switching over to the associated risk functions r(PQ) 
(see Lemma 2) we have
l(ip*) =  min {/(«A'), Iy e  ¥(iA (P ,e ) ; e)} =  min {/(t^ .q-,), Q’<i£\ =  / ( t^ .q.,).
In view of Remark 2 Q*£H is the desired least favourable distribution. The latter 
is unique (modulo P ) since i/(* is unique. 0
Let us illustrate the above theorem by a simple
E x a m p l e . Let P  =  N ( ^ ,  a), £ > 0 ,  0 < e r ^ l ;  ß  =  ./V(0, 1) and -2lv( ß ;  e) an 
e-local-variation neighbourhood of Q with 0 < £ < £ . Then we get with a =  Fix) = 
= <P((x  — £)/g ), Ge(x) = <P(x — e) and Gc(x) = <f>(.v +  e), i//e(a)=l — 0(a<P~1(x) + ^  — s) 
and t//e(x) = l — <P((T<P~1(a) + ?;+£). Hence
(l j j f *  = -  ^2 rr a (0  _1 (a) (1  -  a ä) -  £o) exp ( ( 0  “ :1 (a) ) 2 -  - j  (<r<P _ 1  (a) +  £)2).
Case <7 = 1 . Then both i/(E and i/q are convex and decreasing from 1 to 0. Thus 
i/(£ =  r(f(C ) and ifrE=r(FGc). Hence the element i/'*  ^V/ (iA(f,c)l e) with minimáláré 
length equals = and so Q* — N(e, 1) is the least favourable distribution.
Case (7 <  1. i/(£ and i/q are piecewise convex and concave. Hence in order to find 
the element ^((/qp e); e) with minimal arc length we have to find a straight line 
d — ta which is both tangent to i a n d  i/q, i.e. which satisfies
and
= d- tv - i ,  i/q(a2) =  d - t a .
d iAe(oc) 
da x = xl
dil/e(x)
da x = xs
(Further details are omitted.) Then
and finally
n * )
«AE (a) a S  ax
d — la a£ (aq, a2] 0  <  oq -= a2 <  1
IA£(a) a > a 2
<7*(x)
q(x—s) x S ( 7 $ _1(ai) +  ^
/p (x )  x€((7<í>_1(a i)  +  í .  ^ “ 1(a2) +  ^]
# ( * + £ )  a: > ( 7 ^ - 1 (a 2) +  í
is the density of the least favourable distribution, whereby p, q and q* are the densities 
of P, Q and Q* with respect to L  Note that for none o f the cases q*/p fits the family 
o f censored versions in the total-variation- resp. e-contamination sense.
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R emark 5 . V/S 0 . To see this,
observe that
■ * W * )  =  2 < « i , “i+ i], / c N ,
i£/
where
V  (<*/) =  ^ £(a i); lint- <A*(ai+i) =  lim_ iA£(ai+1).
Then in view of the already discussed one-to-one correspondence =  /J
we have j—  =  2  [*■> x t+i)> where the sets [x;, x i+1)£ are disjoint,
I J  i€ /
>/'*(“») =  ß*([*i, °°)) =  ß  ([* ;-£ , “ )) =  <A£(“i)
and
lint- *l'*(<*i+i) = Q*(xi+i, °°)) =  ß([*,+i+£> °°)) =  lim_ «Ae(ai+1).
Hence owing to Lemma 1
ö ' ( f y  s  r j j  =  2  fi'd*!, ~ ) ) - ß '( [ * i+i, - ) )  s
2 Q ( [ x i - s ,
i t l
“ ) ) - ß ( [ * i + i +£> ° ° ) ) =  2  Q * ([x i ,i£I ~ ) ) - e * ( [ * i+ i “ ) )  =
The following generalization of [4; Theorem 2.4] is an immediate consequence 
o f Theorem 2.
T heorem 3. Let (P, St) be a composite testing problem, where St = St{Q\ e, <$) 
is a Prochorov-neighbourhood o f  the pm Q on (R, 93). Let furthermore J lv(Q; e) 
be the corresponding local-variation neighbourhood and let Q*v be the Ifd for the tp 
(P, £2lv(ß ; e)).
Then the least favourable distribution Q* with respect to (P, St) equals the least 
favourable distribution Q*v fo r  {P, J tv(ßi*v; d)), where Stt,(0*p, S) is the total-varia­
tion neighbourhood o f  Q f .
Proof. Let Alv(t)=  {q?v>tp} resp. Alv(t) = {q*y>tp} t^O  be the net o f sets 
corresponding to the nonrandomized optimal tests for the tp (P, Q*w) resp. the 
tp (P , Qf). Let further \j/*y be the element of the e-corridor V-'(i//(P e); e) with minimal 
arc length.
Then, owing to Remark 5,
ß w K « )  =  e ( ^ f v ( 0 £)  w s o
and hence
ß'(zifv(0) S  ßfv(z*fv(/))+<5 Vi ^  0 and Vß'€±
Applying Theorem 1 to the tp (P, ü , „ ( ß ő)) and choosing t, t resp. /max accordingly,





ß 'K W ) S  Ql(AU(t)) V/€[i, t]
r (P,ä) — r(P,Q*y)-
On the other hand we have
resp. [£, /maJ.
Q* (B) tä Q* (B) + Ő ^ Q (£E) +  Ő V ® ,
i.e. and thus r(Pä)=r(PQ, y  |
Obviously, the existence of a least favourable distribution reduces in our case to 
a vivid geometric problem. Namely the existence of an element ijj* of the s-corridor 
of Q) with shortest arc length.
We are going to solve the mentioned extremal problem constructively.
Construction o f  the element ij/* o f e) with minimal arc length.




y f Í 2 ,
To[0, l]2 — {(x,>>): — 1/^2 ss x  si l/ |/2 , max( — x ,x) ^  y  ^  min()/2 + x, /2  — x)}.
This allows the following representation of an element iP e) by a contin­
uous function
<?* =  ? : [ — W 2 ,  1 / ^ 2 ]  -  [ 0 , ^ 2 ]
which satisfies <p^ ( — 1 //2 ) =  <p^(l/^2) = 1/^2 and
— 1 ^ D+<p(x), D (p(x) sí 1,
namely
<p(x) =  x+V(ax —x ^ )* -} -^
where
= {(a> T): 0 S  a ä  l, y = a- x Y 2, (a) ^  ^^ lim_i/r(or)}.
Let <PF be the set of all functions <p = (p^ : i/i(|V'O/v .q)’ e) and <pe =  <p^ e resp. 
(Pe=<P<lfc- Then a function <p*(.<I>c of minimal arc length — if any exists — has to 
satisfy a number of conditions which we now are going to point out:
Of course, for x £ X = = {x£[ — l/V'T, 1/^2^]: <pe(x)=(pc(x)} (p*(x)=<pF(x)=
— (pc(x) must be fulfilled.
Beside this trivial set X = there are two further subsets Xc resp. X c of “contact”,
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i.e. sets o f points x £ [  — \ /V 2 ,  l / . |^ ] \A r= for which (pc(x) = (p*(x) resp. cpc(x) =  
=  <p*(x) holds true — otherwise (p* could not be o f minimal arc length. So necessary 
conditions for the minimum arc length o f q>* imply further constraints for </>*.
Let X, be the set o f all x g f— jL, - = | \ J f = such that there exists a line d+tt;
L j/ 2  / 2 J
for which the following conditions hold true:
( 1 £) cpe(x)= d+ tx  and
(,p X Ó = d + t i I  for all £g(x — S ,  x  +  ő), <5>0 sufficient small;
(2 e) the component (in the sense of connectedness with respect to the usual 
topology on ^o[0, l]2) C(Xt<pAx)) o f (x, <pE(x)) in {(£, y ) £ A o  [0, l]2: 
satisfies
Clx.V'ix» c  {(£, y ) € T o [ 0 ,  l ] 2: (? ,(£ ) s i y}.
Then due to obvious geometric reasons (p*(x) = q>c(x) and
( * c) cp*(0=d+ti  for all <!;:(£, y)€C (jt>„i(jc)).
Let furthermore X E be the set of all x £ [ -  1 //ÍT, I / f2 ~ ] \T = such that there 
exists a line d+tl; for which
( 1 £) (pE(x)= d+ tx  and
<pe( 0 = d + t £ for all ££(x — ö, a- +  <5), <5>0 sufficient small;
(2 C) the component C(XiVHx)) of (x, cpE(x))  in { (í,y )€ ^ °[0 , l]2: ^ £(0 = J ' =  
^d+ t£}  satisfies
£(*,„*<*)) <= {(5 , y)€/4o[0, l]2; y  S  <pE(Ö}.
Then also <p*(x) = (pc(x) and
( * 0  <p*(Q*d+t{ for all ( : ( ( , y ) € C ^ M).
Obviously, Xcn X e=0. Note that owing to the continuity of <pl: and cpE both 
X =, X CU X = and are closed. The latter in view of ( * £) and ( * £). Hence
X —X =U XCU X E is compact. Now let x £ [  —1 /^ 2 , l / ) /? ] \T .  Then both x =(x) 
and x = (x) with x =(x) =  max {%£X, £ < x } < x < x = (x) =  min {t;£X, £ > x }  exist.
Suppose that the straight line
g(<Ü) =  V*(x=(*)) +
<p*(x~ (x))-(p*(x=(x)) 
x = (x)—x = (x)
does not fulfil (pi{0= g(.0  — (Pc(0'> ^€[x=(x), x~(x)], then there are two possibilities: 
1) There is a point £<,€(*=(*), x=(x)) satisfying <?*(£,>) =  <p£(£0) (^^(^o))- This 
is in contradiction to the definition o f X =. 2) There is a point £0 £ (x = (x), x =(x)) 
and a straight line d + t ^ g i Z )  parallel to g  and satisfying (1£) and (2 £) or ( 1 £) and 
(2£) for £0. This is in contradiction to the definition o f XE resp. X E. Hence g  fulfils 
(pe( ^ ) ^ g ( 0  = <PE(0  and, obviously, (p* has to satisfy (p*{^)=g^), £€[x= (x), x=(x)].
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Thus the element with minimal arc length is completely determined, exist­
ent by construction and unique.
Acknowledgement. The author is indebted to Prof. P. J. Huber for a stimulating 
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AUSFÜLLUNG EINES KREISES DURCH KONGRUENTE KREISE 
IN DER HYPERBOLISCHEN EBENE
K. BEZDEft
Wir betrachten in der euklidischen Ebene ein konvexes Gebiet G. Sind in G 
mindestens zwei kongruente Kreise eingepackt, so ist die Kreisdichte in G bekanntlich 
[1] kleiner als 7t/\V2. Molnár [2] hat gezeigt, daß ein entsprechender Satz auch in der 
sphärischen Geometrie gilt in der hyperbolischen Geometrie dagegen nicht. In diesem 
Aufsatz beweisen wir den folgenden Satz, den vorher L. Fejes Tóth als Vermutung 
ausgesprochen hat:
S a t z . Sind in der hyperbolischen Ebene in einem Kreis mindestens zwei kongruente 
Kreise eingelagert, so ist die Kreisdichte in dem Kreis kleiner als n/Yvi.
Dieser Satz ist deshalb bemerkenswert, weil in der Kreispackung, die aus den 
Flächeninkreisen eines regulären Mosaiks {p, 3} mit p > 6  besteht, die Dichte eines 
Kreises in der betreffenden Fläche größer ist als n / í l2 .
B ew eis. Es sei K  ein Kreis mit dem Mittelpunkt O und dem Radius R in der 
hyperbolischen Ebene, in dem die nicht Übereinandergreifenden Kreise k t mit dem 
Mittelpunkt 0 ,(7 =  1, 2, ... ,« ;  n s 2 )  und dem Radius r liegen. Wir bezeichnen die
Dichte der Kreise k y, k 2, ..., k„ bezüglich des Kreises K  mit ö
Z K
d.h. ö = - 1K
Hier und im folgenden bezeichnen wir einen Bereich und seinen Flächeninhalt 
mit demselben Symbol.
B em erkung  1. Wir können voraussetzen, daß 7?>2r gilt. Wir haben näm­
lich R ^ 2 r ,  und im Falle von R = 2r ist n = 2, wann
Ő =
1




l / l 2
gilt.
B e m e r k u n g  2 . Wir können voraussetzen, daß n S 3  gilt. Wenn nämlich n = 2 , 
so ist — = -? = , woraus die Gültigkeit des Satzes folgt.
2 f \ 2
23
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Es sei H —con\ { O y ,  0 2, ..., Ob}.
B e m e r k u n g  3. W ir  k ö n n e n  v o r a u s s e t z e n ,  d a ß
dim H  = 2.
Wegen « S 3  ist diese Bemerkung trivial.
Wir nennen einen Mittelpunkt O, eine Ecke des konvexen Polygons H, wenn O, 
am Rande von H  liegt.
B e m e r k u n g  4. Wir können ohne Beschränkung der Allgemeinheit voraussetzen, 
daß die Ecken von H  am Rande des Kreises K '  mit dem Mittelpunkt O und dem Ra­
dius R  — r liegen. Offensichtlich ist H a K ' .  Liegt eine Ecke O, im Inneren des Kreises 
K',  so bringt eine Translation in der Richtung der äußeren Winkelhalbierenden 
der Ecke 0 ,  von H  den Kreis k t in eine solche Lage, daß der Mittelpunkt von k t schon 
zum Rand des Kreises K' gehört.
B e m e r k u n g  5. Wir können voraussetzen, daß Ogint H. Haben wir nämlich 
O ^ext H, so sind H  und 0  durch eine Seite 0 ,0 j  von H  getrennt. Die Punkte O,, 
Oj sind Ecken von H, deshalb liegen sie am Rande des Kreises K '. Eine Halbdrehung 
um den Punkt O überführt die Kreise k h kj  in die Kreise k f ,  k* mit den Mittel­
punkten Of, Of. Dann bilden die Kreise {ky, ..., k f ,  ..., kJ, ..., k„) eine Packung in 
K, und O^int (conv {Oy, ..., Of, ..., O*, ..., 0„}). Ist aber 0£m ar H, so finden wir 
eine Seite 0 ,0 ,  des konvexen Polygons H, die den Punkt O enthält. Jetzt kann eine 
geeignete kleine Drehung um O den Kreis k t in eine solche Lage übertragen, die un­
serem Zweck entspricht.
B e m e r k u n g  6 . Wir können voraussetzen, daß k f \ H  zusammenhängend ist, 
wenn /£ {  1 ,2 , ..., n). Zuerst nehmen wir an, daß O, eine Ecke des Polygons H  ist 
(d.h. Oi am Rande des Kreises K '  liegt) und k, eine Strecke der Seite 0 ,0 ,  
von H  bedeckt. So enthält die Halbgerade OOj oder die Halbgerade OOt einen inne­
ren Punkt von k t. (O^int H l)  Also, wir können ohne Beschränkung der Allgemein­
heit voraussetzen, daß die Halbgerade OOj auch solche Punkte enthält, von denen 
einige zum Inneren von k t andere zum Inneren von kj gehören. Dies ist aber unmög­
lich, weil die Mittelpunkte Ot, Oj am Rande des Kreises K'  liegen und die Kreise 
ki, k j  keinen gemeinsamen inneren Punkt haben also int (conv {&;UO})n  
int (conv {kj\J()])={) gelten muß. Schließlich nehmen wir an, daß 0 ,6 int H  und der 
Kreis ki  die Seiten OtOt,, OjOj* von H  schneidet (Abb. 1). Es sei nt (bzw. rtj) eine 
Halbgerade mit dem Anfangspunkt Ot, die die Seite 0 ,0 ,»  (bzw. Oj Oj*) senkrecht 
schneidet. Es ist leicht einzusehen, daß nt D(OOl U OOlt) ^  0  oder ríj H (OOj U OOj>) ^  
0 gilt. Ohne Beschränkung der Allgemeinheit können wir voraussetzen, daß die 
Strecke OO, und die Halbgerade n, einen gemeinsamen Punkt P haben. Dann 
überführt die Spiegelung an der Geraden 0 ,0 ,*  den Kreis k , in k \ . Ferner sei 
0\  das Spiegelbild von O,. So ist OiO \< 2 r^O iÖi also PO\<PO, woraus OOi< 
< 0 0 , = i ? —r folgt. Folglich bilden die Kreise {ky, k\, k i+i, ..., k„} eine
Packung in K, wo wir durch eine Translation erreichen können, daß der Mittelpunkt 
0\  schon am Rande des Kreises K'  liegt. Für den Kreis k\ ist dann k -\con v  { O y ,  
. .., Of_y, Of, Oi+1, ..., 0„} zusammenhängend.
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Wir bezeichnen mit —  die Winkel eines gleichseitigen Dreiecks mit der Seiten-
. 71länge 2r. So gilt cosec—=2chr.
Im weiteren unterscheiden wir zwei Fälle im Beweis des Satzes.
I. Fall r s r 0= a r c h |y c o sec^ y j= 0 ,4 5 7 3 8 8 ....
Es sei G = K \K '  ein geschlossener Kreisring. (Hier bedeutet K \ K '  die ab­
geschlossene Hülle von K\K'.)  Wir werden jetzt die Dichte der Kreise {kx, k 2, ... 
...,&„} bezüglich G abschätzen. Zu diesem Zwecke ordnen wir zu jedem Kreis k t 
(/€{1, 2, ..., h}), der mit G gemeinsamen Innenpunkt hat, eine Zelle T, zu (Abb. 2). 
Es seien 71 = { / | O i hegt am Rande des Kreises K'} und I2={j\Oj  liegt im Inneren 
des Kreises K' und kj hat eine gemeinsame Sehne mit K'}.
(i) Im Falle i^ Ix ist die Zelle Tt der Durchschnitt von G und vom kleinsten 
Winkelbereich mit dem Eckpunkt O, der den Kreis kt enthält.
(ii) Im Falle j f j 2 ist A jBj die gemeinsame Sehne der Kreise K', k j  so gilt 
AjBj<2r  und liegen die Punkte Oj, O in einer durch AjBj begrenzten offenen Halb­
ebene, nachdem die Zelle als Durchschnitt des Ringes G und des Winkelbereichs 
<3.AjOBj(<ri) definiert wird.
Es ist leicht einzusehen, daß die so konstruierten Zellen paarweise keinen gemein­
samen inneren Punkt haben. Ferner enthält jede Zelle den zu G gehörigen Teil des
23*
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Abb. 2
bezüglich T, von oben abzuschätzen.
Für einen Kreis kj ( j £ l 2) sei k) ein Kreis mit dem Mittelpunkt £?'■ und dem Ra­
dius r, wo der Punkt O'j auf der Halbgeraden OOj liegt und die gemeinsame Sehne 
AjB'j der Kreise K', k] die Länge 2r hat (Abb. 3). Ferner sei Tj=  <_ AjOBjCiG und 
Aj = kjC\G (hier ist < y4 'O ß '< 7r).
H ilfssatz 1.
B ew eis. E s sei A j Bj (bzw. A'-B'j) der Kreisbogen des Kreises K \  der durch 
(bzw. Aj) bedeckt ist. Wir nehmen jetzt einen, mit dem Kreis K', konzentrischen
Kreis, dessen Kreisbogen X j Yj (bzw. X-Y')  durch Aj (bzw. Aj) bedeckt ist (Abb. 3). 
Es gilt
wo <  A'jOB'j >  <  X] O Y'j und <  AjOBj >  <  Xj O Y j . Sogar ist es leicht einzusehen: 
<  AjOBj -  <  XjO Yj >  <  AjOBj -  <  X]0 Y j . So ist
A'jB'j =  <  A'jOB'j 
A~B: <. AjOBj '
<1 A'jOB'j < X'jOYj
< AjOBj ' <1 Xj O Yj




A j B j
I W
X ? j ’
Schließlich erhalten wir ganz einfach
Aj  ^ A ’jB'j _  Tj 
Aj A jB j  T'
q.e.d.
Nun betrachten wir einen Kreis k t mit i£ lj (Abb. 4). Wir bemerken daß Tt= T) 
und Ai>A'j für beliebigen Index j £ /2. Folglich gilt auf Grund des Hilfssatzes 1:
( 1 ) j e i 2 und i€ /i
1 i
Wir führen jetzt noch einige Bezeichnungen bezüglich der Abb. 4 ein. Es sei K "  
ein Kreis mit dem Mittelpunkt O und dem Radius R —2r und ferner G'—K ' \ K "
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Abb. 4
ein geschlossener Kreisring. Berühren die von O ausgehenden Geraden den Kreis k t 
in den Punkten EÄ, EB, so bezeichnen wir den Durchschnitt <£EAOEBC)G' (hier 
ist <z Ea OEB< n) mit T{ bzw. AjPlG' mit A\.
H ilfssatz 2.
i’€ / i
Beweis. Es sei AtBi die gemeinsame Sehne der Kreise K', kt (Abb. 4). Ferner 
sei Ti— <iAiOBtr\G; T( = ^ A iO B ^ G '  und 3'i—kiC\Tl', wo Winkelbereich 
<  AiOBi kleiner als n ist. Offenbar haben wir nur die folgende Ungleichung zu zeigen :
(2) A  K
Ti ^  T I '
Zu diesem Zwecke sei < y fiOOi= a  Í <  <iEAO O i< y j . Im weiteren bedeutet x
einen beliebigen Winkelwert, für den O s x ä a  gilt. Dementsprechend nehmen wir die 
Halbgerade /  mit dem Anfangspunkt O im Winkelbereich <  d,OOj, die mit der 
Halbgeraden OO, den Winkel x  einschließt. Die Halbgerade/ schneidet den Rand der 
Kreise K,K',K"  in den Punkten N,N',N".  Ferner seien die Punkte M,M',
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der Halbgeraden / zugleich die Punkte des Randes von kh wo aber bzw.
Wir führen die Bezeichnung 0  (x) für den Flächeninhalt eines Kreises mit 
dem Radius x  ein und definieren die folgenden Funktionen:
S  : [0, oc] — R 
S *: [0, a] — R
x S(x)  =
o ( O M ) - o ( O N ' )
q ( O N ) - q (ON')
o i O N ^ - o i O M ' )  
~  o ( O N ' ) - o ( O N " )'
Es ist leicht einzusehen, daß die Funktionen S, S* stetig und beschränkt sind, sogar
4  =  -  /  S(x) dx  4  =  -  /  S*(x) dx.
1  i  <X Q 1  i  K q
Gleichzeitig gilt für x£(0, a] ,S(x)<,S*(x), denn N 'M ^ N 'M '  und eine Halbdre­
hung um den Punkt N '  überführt M '  in einen Punkt M*, wobei
0  (OM) — o  (ON') o(OM*)-o(ON')  q (O N ') - o (OM')
O (ON)— o {ON') ^  o (O N )-o (O N ')  ^  o (O N') -o(O N ")
gilt. So erhalten wir
1 ® i x
— f  S(x) dx <  — f  S*(x) dx,
womit (2) bewiesen ist. Q.e.d.
Mit Rücksicht auf den Hilfssatz 2 haben wir
Ai A j-hA i
7) ^  T, + T,' ’
Ist im rechtwinkligen Dreieck EaOOi <tEÄOOi—ß, so ergibt sich durch ein­
fache Rechnungen
d t  +  A'i 
T i+ T 'i
n sin ß 
4ch=L  "
n
4 e h ^ ‘
Mit Rücksicht auf (1) folgt also
Tj
woraus sich die Ungleichung
Ai n
K ' + G n
4ch2T
<5 K ' + G
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ergibt. Wegen
| 7 = ( c h |  +  c t h ^ s h | )  - l ^ S - 1
erhalten wir dann
l  +  (er- l ) — -—
4 c h 2 Y
S < ------------- 7 ------------ =  W
Offenbar nimmt die Funktion J^(r) in (0, + » )  monoton ab, daher gilt á < / ( r ) S  
— ■^(ro) =  0,906 659...-=-—^ =- =  0,906 899... was wir beweisen wollten.
II. Fall r<r0—arch
Wir ordnen jedem Kreis k i die Menge Dt aller Punkte von H  zu, die nicht weiter 
bei O t liegen als beijedem anderen Mittelpunkt Oj Es ist leicht einzusehen,
daß die konvexen Polygone Di ein Mosaik bilden, daß sie also das konvexe Polygon 
H, ohne übereinanderzugreifen, vollständig überdecken (Abb. 5).
Liegt k t in H, so gilt ^ c P j .  Nach einem Satz von J. Molnár (siehe dazu [3] 
S. 234) haben wir jetzt







[a] — 3 — arctg{|/3 t g ^ c t g ( l - M )  n]
N ach einigen Rechnungen sehen wir, daß die Funktion d(a) in (6,7) zuerst streng 
m onoton abnimmt dann zunimmt. Wegen r< r 0 gilt 6 < a < 6 ,7 .
A lso wegen d(6,l) = 0,903 199...-=—=  und d(6 ) =  lim d(ü)=—A  ergibt
]/l2  “ ~ + 6 i n
sich rf(a)<—Ü_ und folglich <  ■ A  .
i  1 2  A  J/ 1 2  _______
E sse i 1= {i\ki cf H )  und /* £ /. Wir betrachten den Streckenzug L,* =  int 
Pl mar H. (Wegen der Bemerkung 6  besteht Lit aus zwei Strecken, wenn Ot* eine Ecke 
von H  ist, übrigens aus einer Strecke.) Es existieren solche eindeutig bestimmte 
Streckenzüge Lj*; Lt, (/'*, /* £ / )  am Rande des konvexen Polygons H, die im belie­
bigen Umlaufssinn die Nachbarn des Streckenzugs L t* sind (Abb. 5). Jetzt definieren 
wir den Winkelbereich <  Ot* A* Oj* so, daß <^Ol*Oi*Oj*ZD(ki* \H ).  Ferner 
nehmen wir die Tangente et* (bzw. ejt) des Kreises k t*, deren Berührungspunkt zur 
Halbgeraden Oi*Ot* (bzw. A * Oj*) gehört. Bezeichnen wir die durch et* (bzw. ej*) 
begrenzte und den Kreis k t* enthaltene geschlossene Halbebene mit St* (bzw. S)*)> 
so kann man das folgende Vieleck konstruieren
£»,* =  <  a * Oi, Oj* n s,* n  s y  n  h .
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Es läßt sich leicht beweisen, daß Und nun betrachten wir die Zelle
B i, = Dp\J(kt*PiH), woraus k^C iH Q Ä * c  D,„ folgt. Dann nehmen wir die Menge 
/ / r =  /4r\ i n t  H, wo A r den äußeren Parallelbereich von H  vom Abstand r bedeutet. 
(Hr besteht einerseits aus einigen Sektoren von einem Hyperzyklus vom Abstand r 
andererseits aus einigen Kreissektoren eines Kreises mit dem Radius r ; offenbar ist 
Hr in K  enthalten.) Unser Beweis ist beendet, wenn die folgende Ungleichung gezeigt 
wird:
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Wir betrachten gewisse Teilmengen der Menge Hr U ( (J A ) (Abb. 6 ). Sind die Strek-
»6/
kenzüge L h Lj am Rande des konvexen Polygons H  benachbart, so bezeichnen wir 
die Seite von H  mit 0, die mindestens eine Teilstrecke sowohl von Lt als auch von Lj 
enthält. Ferner sei (bzw. tj) die den Punkt Oj (bzw. Oj) enthaltene Gerade, die die 
Seite 0  senkrecht schneidet. Dann können wir den durch tj, tj begrenzten Streifen 
S iJ nehmen. Sind jetzt Vi = tir \0  und Vj = tjf\<9, so wird der zur Strecke VtVj 
gehörige Hyperzyklussektor vom Abstand r mit HXxVi bezeichnet. Schließhch enthält 
die durch Gerade Oj Oj begrenzte geschlossene Halbebene Sjj den Hyperzyklussek­
tor Also kann die folgende Menge definiert werden:
Djj = h?'vj u  (Dj n  siJ n  Sjj) u  (Dj n  stJ n  su) u  (fc, n  sij) u  (kj n  siJ).
Der Einfachheit halber sei k jj= (kjn  S iJ) U ( D k jS ij).
Da offenbar ( £  k tJ) —( 2  k j ) = ( 2  Djj)—(Hr + ^  A )= 0 , folgt die Ungleichung 
16/ 16/
(3) unmittelbar aus der Ungleichung
A i YÍ2
Deshalb benötigen wir nur den Beweis von (4).
Wir können voraussetzen, daß OjOj = 2r gilt. Ist nämlich O, Oj>2r, so können 
die Kreise kj, kj in der Richtung der Geraden OjOj verschoben werden, um einander 
zu berühren. Also während einer geeigneten Translation der Kreise kj, kj  nimmt
k -
ab, d.h. nimmt zu.
A j
Wir können voraussetzen, daß Oj — V, oder Oj =V j . Im entgegengesetzten 
Falle sind nämlich O j^ V t; Oj ^ V j . Ohne Beschränkung der Allgemeinheit können 
wir voraussetzen, daß OjVjSOjVj  ist (Abb. 7).
71Zuerst beweisen wir, daß Ot Vj > 2 r gilt. Ist nämlich n =- <  0 ,0 j Fy S  — , so ist unsere
. . 71
Behauptung evident. Daher nehmen wir an, daß < O i OyKJ< — gilt. Im Saccheri-
schen Viereck VtVfl'jOj gilt dann 0 ;0 -= 2 r . Mit den Bezeichnungen 0 , 0 - —2x- 
VjVj — 2y; OjVj= VjO- =z; 0jVj = 0[Vj = m erhalten wir sh .v =  sh y  ch m und
sh2 x
ch z —ch 2y ch m, woraus c h z —ch/w +  2 , folgt. Nun ist aber r< r0, deshalb
ch m
f2  sh2 rist s h r < 2 _ ,  woraus sich die Ungleichung ch 2r<ch m + 2 —---- ^ c h z , d.h.
2  cam
2 r < z —OjVj ergibt. Also können wir den Kreis kj um den Punkt Oj um einen sol­
chen Winkel drehen, der den Mittelpunkt Oj von kj  in einen inneren Punkt der
k ‘ ’Strecke VjV} überführt. Dadurch nimmt Djj ab, d.h. — L  nimmt zu.
. •. V ,JWegen der obigen Überlegungen genügt es den Fall OtOj=2r und Oj—V, 
zu untersuchen. Jetzt werden die Endpunkte des Hyperzyklusbogens von 
mit Wj, Wj bezeichnet (fVj€tj, Wj^tj). Ferner sei VjOj=x  (Abb. 8 ).
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Abb. 6
Abb. 7
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Abb. 8
Durch einfache Rechnung ergibt sich für den Flächeninhalt der Menge To o w  w
= H y ‘v j  U OxOj VjA: ___________  J 1
T o ,o , W j W . sh r • arch (^T)+2arc,g('hf T
ch 2 r —chx  
eh 2 r-f ch x ) = T(x).
Wir werden zeigen, daß T(x) eine konkave Funktion im Intervall [0, r] ist. Die Ab­
leitung von T(x) kann folgenderweise dargestellt werden.
2 1 /
— sh r ch 2 r th x  \
1 , f
ch 2r — ch x  
ch 2 r +  ch x 1 2 sh2 ch 2 r
f'ch2 2 r —ch2x j + t h2 rx )  ch 2 r —ch x
,2chI( i
1 ch2 2 r —ch2x
\ 2 ) ch 2 r +  ch x i
Nach einiger Rechnung folgt für 0 < x < r :
1
2 sh2 i^-j ch 2 r
' 2 - o- 2\
ch 2 r—chx  
ch 2 r +  chx
2ch!(i
cj ch2 2 r —ch2x
l + t h 2( x )  ch 2 r —chx  
2)  ch 2 r +  chx
1
2 sh2 ch 2 r
' < 0 ; 2 V
/ ch 2r — ch x 
ch 2 r+ ch x
,2ch! ( i
I ch2 2 r — ch2 x
/
1 +  th2 ( x )  ch 2 r—ch x  
1 2)  ch 2 r +  ch x  /
— sh r ch 2 r th x  } , n
^ch2 2 r — ch2x  J
Deshalb gilt r" (x )< 0  für 0 < x < r . Folglich ist inf 7’(x) =  min {T(0); T(r)}.
x  6 [0, r]
H ilfssatz  3. T(0)<T(r).
B e w e is . Der Einfachheit halber seien T0o0owowo=T(0) und T0r0rwrWr = T(r). 
Weiter werden wir annehmen, daß 0 1 = 0 ' ,  W? =  W[ und der Hyperzyklusbogen
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W-WJ ein Teil des Hyperzyklusbogens W\s WJ ist (Abb. 9). Dann ist V j = ö '  ÍVJ fl 
nO-O j und eine Halbdrehung um den Punkt VJ führt den Punkt OJ in einen Punkt
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N, über. Hier ist < O rtO'l Vf = — , so gilt <iOri Orj N1 = —  , denn wegen
r< r 0 ist a<6,7. Ferner sei /  die innere Winkelhalbierende von < 0 °0 ® 0 y  ( < 7t) 
und ii-1- die Gerade, die den Punkt OJ enthält und die Gerade 0 \ 0 ) senkrecht schnei­
det. Offenbar ist fC\n'~ V0, daher sei M l =fC\n±. Selbstverständlich liegt der 
Punkt M, im Inneren des Dreiecks N1VJOrj und gehört zur Geraden 0°fV°. Schließ-
r Or Vr OrO°
lieh sei M ^ O ^ W jC i^ W J .  Also gilt — =  — ^ 1 6 >”A/2, woraus
0)M 2> M 2WJ folgt. So können wir aber den durch den Hyperzyklusbogen WJWJ 
und die Strecken WJM2, WJM2 begrenzten Bereich durch das rechtwinklige Dreieck 
M 2O0jN 1 überdecken. Somit ist der Beweis der Ungleichung T(0) •*= T(r) beendet. 
Q.e.d.
Aus den obigen Überlegungen folgt also, daß T00jWjWt = T (x )^ T (0 )= 2 r  sh r 
gilt. Anderseits ist aber
folglich
n  - - I L - u rlJij = 2  ' '  OtOjWjW,
ku 4nshä Ít ) 2 , 2n 71
Díj




was wir beweisen wollten.
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STABILITY OF SOME PROBLEMS OF CHARACTERIZATION 
OF THE NORMAL AND RELATED DISTRIBUTIONS
L. B. KLEBANOV and J. A. MELAMED
1. Let ^  be a class of distribution functions (d.f.) F(x), x= (xx, ..., x p)£R p, 
satisfying the following conditions:
(at) F(x) has a density function/ ( x) which is absolutely continuous in each vari­
able;
(bi) J xpf { x ) d x - 0, / x,Xjf(x)dx=x,j, l , j = l , . . . , p  (here and
RP RP
further on dx=dx1...dxp), and /i= ||a y || is a non-singular matrix;
(ci) Ji=dt(x) = 1f(x)£L}, 1=1, ...,p  (as usually, Lf denotes the Hilbert
space of functions which are square integrable with respect to the measure o f density 
function f(x)).
Put I,j= J  Jt(x)Jj(x)f(x)dx, l , j= \ , . . . , p .  Let M x c  I f  be a subspace of
RP
linear functions o f x. Define the values J\l\  1=1, ...,p, by
J , w  =  J,w (x) = É (J ,\M 1), 
where É  is a projection operator in Lj,  and put
I,P =  J  (x) J P ) (x)f(x) dx, I J  = 1 , p.
RP
It is well-known that the matrix J =  ||/(j|| represents the matrix of Fisher information 
on the vector parameter 9=(0j, . 0p)(-R1’, contained in an observation over the 
population. { /(*  — 0) 0£RP}. Similarly, J(1) =  ||// |)|| is the matrix of Fisher infor­
mation contained in linear functions of an observation over the population { f (x  — 9), 
Ö6R'’}.
It is easy to see that J —J(1) is a positive semidefinite matrix. We are going to 
investigate for which distributions this matrix is the zero matrix:
(1) J - J '11 =  O.
T heorem  1. Let then (1) holds i f  and only i f  F(x) is a d.f. o f  the normal
law with zero vector o f  mean values and covariance matrix p.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 62E10; Secondary 62B10, 62F12.
Key words and phrases. Characterization, stability of characterization, normal and related 
distributions, location and scale parameters, equivariant estimator, asymptotic optimality.
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P r o o f . E q u a l i ty  (1 )  i s  e q u iv a le n t  to  t h e  r e l a t i o n s
h j = nr, i j = i , . . . , p ,
w h i c h ,  in  tu r n ,  a r e  e q u iv a l e n t  to  th e  e q u a l i t i e s  ( in  Lf)
Ji(x) =  J,w {x), 1 = 1 , . . . ,  p,
i .e .
The solution o f the system of equations (2) is the density function of the normal 
distribution with zero vector of mean values and covariance matrix p. Direct calcu­
lation shows that (1) holds for the mentioned normal distribution. The proof is 
complete.
Let us see now when the matrices of information J and J(1) are enclose, i.e.
Introduce the class .Wc ß o f  all d.f. F(x), x £ R p, satisfying the conditions 
(dj) and F satisfies (3);
(e,) let A(x)=[x1, x 1+ y 1, ..., xp, xp+yp] be a rectangle in R p, then for suf-
(where M  may depend on p).
For every d.f. F and G let q] (F, G) be the distance in variation between Fand G. 
Denote by rPfl(x) the d.f. o f  the normal law with zero mean vector and covariance 
matrix p.
T h e o r e m  2 . There is a constant C=C(p, p, M ) depending only on p, p and M  
such that for sufficiently small £ = - 0  the inequality
(3)
(4) s u p
F € ^
holds.
P r o o f . Relations (3) imply
(5) J , ( x ) - J ,a )(x) = R,(x), l = 1, ..., p,
where
(6) / F,(x)f(x) d x S e 2, l = 1, p.
Rewrite relations (5) in the form
(7)
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where s / =  \\aij\\ —p l- Denote by <p(t) the characteristic function (c.f.) o f  F(x),
i.e.
<P( 0 =  /  exp |/' 2  tj Xjj f i x )  dx (t =  (tx, ...; tp)£ R”),
and put
Qj(t) = - i  f  exp | i  2  *i*/} Rj(x)f(x)  dx, j  =  1 , p.





p d (o ( t )
Z  au x, ’ +  *!<?(*) =  g,(t), / =  1, •••, P,
3=i d t j





lő*(01 — - i^£> ( — i> •••» p>
. If we fix all variables/j with yW  inthe/-th ( /=  1, ...,/>) equation
of system (8 ) we obtain an ordinary linear differential equation with respect to 
(p(tu  t, , ..., tp), considered as a function o f tt . Integrating each o f these equations 
and making use of the probability meaning o f the function <p (<p(0, 0, 0) =  1),
we find that the solution o f system (8 ) is the c.f.
<Pi0 =  exp j - y a n í ? -  Z  «1 3*1 *3} /  exp { y  «u t2 + Z « i 3 *3 T} ő í (t> h ,  ..., tp)dr + 
+ exp j  -  J  <Xn t\ -  2 « 1 3  *1 *3} eXp { ~ y  “22 *2 ~  Z  «23*2*3} X
(9) f  exp{^-a22T2 +  z  «23*3*1 02 (°> T> *3’ •••- tp)dr + ...
0 3=s t
... +  exp j  — y  an t2 — Zx «u *i * 3 }  exp { -  y  a22 *! -  Z  « 2 3  *2 0 } X • • • X exp { - a, ,  í2} X
/  exp | y  appT2} őj(0, ..., 0,T)dr +  e x p | - y  Z«33*3“j - ^ « 13*1*3 }-  
It is well-known that the c.f. o f  the normal d.f. <f>,,(x) has the form
=  e x p { - - ^ - Z «33*3 -  Z  «13*1*3} -
24
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Hence, from (9) we obtain
\(p (0  -  <A (01 ^  e [a x exp I  -  y  a„  t \ -  2  «ij h  (/} /  exP { j  an *2 +  2  <*i j  0  T| dz +
(10)
+ . . . + A pexp { - y  2 1 «yf|f/} /  exp j y  appr2} dr] =  £g(il 5  fp).
On the other hand, the c.f. ij/ (t) represents the solution of the homogeneous sys­
tem  o f  differential equations corresponding to system (8 ). Therefore
0 -< K 0 ) =  2  a y 0 M 0 - i K 0 ) + e * ( 0 > 1 = i . •••, p-
o {i 7=1
In view of (10) we find
-^(<p(0-iA(0)| - [.2 I“yil0l*(*i» tP) + A\ ^(11)
Consider the value
l =  1, ..., p.
co (F ;< 5 )= su p  sup I f  d F ( x ) -  f  dF(x)\,
A  € «  bjl Sij,j=l f'X { A - y )  '
where 91 is the a-algebra o f  Borel subsets of R p,
8 =  (<5l5  ...,<5p), 8j >  0, j = l , . . . , p ,  and { ^ - y }  =  {*: x  =  z - y ,  z£T}. 
We have
df(z)
U K *  —  y j — J  W J«-V | s  ^  | / j |  J  sup  
A
f  dF(x)~  f  dF(x)\ =  I f  [ f ( x - y )  - f (x )]  dx\ ^  IT/! /  sup
M-y) 7 = i z€a(x)
dx.
From here and from condition (ej) it follows that
(12)
Similarly, we conclude that
( 1 3 )
a>(F;«5)== M  Z 8 j .
7 = i
co(i>p; <5) ^  C(p) 2  öj.
7=1
To estimate the closeness o f  the d.f. Fand <Pß, we use Theorem 1 from [1]. Ac­
cording to this theorem, for any F j>  1, <5 =  (<5X, ..., <5p), <5j>0, / =  1 , p, r>p  
( r s 2 ) the inequality
ih (F, $>„) si co (F; <5) +  o> (<*>„; ő) +  Cp, r [ 1 +  J  ( A  +  <5,) ] X
x [  /  |<p(0 - ^ ( 0 r ^  + c p>r j ; [  / |^ - [< p ( 0 -<A(0 ] f * F +
j  (p ) j = i  L t (p ) I vij I J
+  c ? ( i+ 3p) / (  / /  <5?) 2  T f 2
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holds, where C is an absolute constant, T(p> = {/: \ t j \sT j ,  j = \ ,  ..., p), and
1/2
cp<r =  (2 dx1 ( ” V/2I
i + i { 2 x ) )
i + i - l .s r
Put Tj = T, öj=ö0, j =  1, Then the inequalities (10)—(14) imply for any
fixed r>p  (r= 2 )
ßl(F, <f>„) C[S0+ e lT'eTt +eiTteT*+Vr+ 6 ; a'T-*\,  
where C = C (p ,M ,r ,p )  and 2 > 0  is some constant depending on p.
with y > 0  and such that Äy2<  1 and
o^ =  log-t-)J , we obtain
If we choose here T=
l
(  1 )  2p + 1
e i ( F , ^ ) ^ c [ l o g 7 J
The proof of Theorem 2 is complete.
R emark  1. If we consider Levi’s distance L(F, <I\) instead o f the distance in 
variation, then the abovementioned argument together with Theorem 2 o f [1] shows 
that for sufficiently small e> 0
_i_
sup L(F, <Pp) S  C (log—) ‘ ,
where SFttfl is a class of d.f. F(x) satisfying conditions (ax) — (d J.
R emark 2. Under the additional assumptions o f the existence o f all moments 
and the completeness of polynomials in Lj, property (1) is equivalent to the asympto­
tic optimality (with respect to the matrix quadratic loss function1) in the class o f equiv-
( 1 n 1 " )
~  2  ■■■, — 2  XjP)] (based on the ran-
fi i  n i  /
dom sample X j= (X ^ \  X ^ ) ,  j = l ,  ..., n, from a population with the d.f. F (x —9))
o f the vector parameter 0 o f  location. Property (3) underjhe same additional assump­
tions is equivalent to the asymptotic e2-optimality o f X  in the class o f  equivariant 
estimators.
2. Consider now a set o f univariate d.f. F(x) (x£R l) satisfying the following 
conditions:
1 I. e. the risk of an estimator 0 of 0 is defined as E„(Ő—9)T(Ö -0), where E0 is the sign of 
mathematical expectation under the value 0 of the parameter, and T  is the transposition sign.
24*
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(a2) F(x) has a symmetric absolutely continuous density function f(x);  
(b2) f  x 2f ( x )  dx  =  a2; f  x if ( x ) d x  = a4 <=»;
— 00 — 00
(c2) = = J2 =  / 2(*) =  - ( l + x ^ - ) e L } .
Put J2=J2—É(J2\Ji)-The value I2= J  J2(x)f(x)dx  is the Fisher information
on the scale parameter in presence of the nuisance location parameter, contained in
an observation over the population ff€-R+}-
Let M2c.Lj be a space o f  polynomials o f degree S  2 and MÍY c  A#2 be a sub­
space o f M2 orthogonal to J1. Put .722) = É(J2\M(2l)). The value 72(2) =
=  J  J£l>~ (x)f(x)dx measures Fisher’s information on the parameter <x in presence of
the nuisance parameter 6, contained in polynomials o f degree ^ 2  of an observation
over the population j— / ^ - — —j ,  O^R1, crgf?1+J . For further details o f the values
72 and /2(2) see [2].
Let Xi, xn be a random sample from a population with a d.f. .
1 " 1 "
Denote x = — Y  x,- and s 2= — Y  (x:—x)2. It was shown in [3] that, under certain 
n x n 1
assumptions on the d.f. F(x), asymptotic optimality in the class o f equivariant esti­
mators o f the estimator s2 o f  a parameter function a2 <r2 is equivalent to the equality
(15) / 2 =  U 2\





f i x )  =  g(x;  a2, a4) =
( f )
x £ R \
a = a*
a4 —a.| P =
2 « |
a 4 — a !  '
In [3] the question was raised when the quantities o f Fisher information 72 and 72(2) 
are E-close. However, there is an error in the proof o f Theorem 3 in [3]. We bring here 
a correct proof which, at the same time, improves the order o f closeness of F(x) and 
the d.f. Gaiai(x) given by the density function (16).
Consider a class ^ = J ^ ( a 2, a4) of d.f. F(x) satisfying conditions (a2) —(c2) 
and also 
(17) 72- 7 2(2) E“.
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T h e o r e m  3 .  There is a constant C=C( a 2 ,  a 4 )  depending only on the moments a 2 
and oe4 such that for  e€(0 , 1) the inequality
(18) sup f t i / ' . G . J S C t  
holds.
P r o o f .  It was shown in [3] that for F^JFC the relation (17) implies
(19) x f ' ( x ) + [ 2 a x * - ( p - 1 )] /(* ) =  r (x)f(x)  
with
a 2 2aS
a4 — ao a4 —
and
/  r2 (x )/(x ) dx  e2.
Let <p(/) and i/V(/) be the c.f. of the distributions F(x) and G,2tXt(x), respectively. 
Then (19) implies
(2 0 ) 2a(p"(t) + t(p'(t) + p(p{t) =  /?(/; e), 
where |/?(/; e) \ ^ e. By the definition of g(;c; a2, a4) we have
(21) 2ail/"(t)+til>'(t)+pil/(t) =  0.
Put £(t) = (p(t) — \l/(t). Relations (20) and (21) define a differential equation for^(r):
(22) 2ai"(t)+tC(t)+pUt)  =  R(f, e)
with initial conditions ^(0) =  0, <5'(0)=0. Let £{0,(/) and ^ 0>(t) be linearly independ­
ent solutions of the homogeneous differential equation corresponding to ( 2 2 ) .  Then 
the solution £(/) (£(0 ) = 0 , ^'(0 ) =  0 ) of (2 2 ) can be written in the form o f




s ( t )  =  A ( t ) t i ° H t ) + B m i < » ( t ) ,
r R(y, e ) í20) (t) J R(t; e)ci0)(0 .“  J - - JVM- - dr’ B(t) ~ J - - - WTyj- -  ’1T(t) 
W(t)  = c iO)( 0  ii* » (0 =  Ce
(see e.g. [4, pp. 144, 95]). In order to analyse the behaviour of the solutions £{0)(i) 
and 0)( / ) as t — oo, substitute
_ 2 i
ÉÍ#)( 0  =  * * ■ *(» ), « =  1 ,2 .
It is clear that the functions yi(t), » =  1 , 2 , represent linearly independent solu­
tions o f the differential equation
t2 2 p — 1
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For such solutions the following asymptotics holds as t -+<*>:
(see, e.g., item 1) o f Proposition 1 of [5]), so that
(26)
and also these asymptotic formulas can be differentiated any number o f times (see
[5]). The relations (23), (24), (26) and the inequality |R(t; e)|^e imply
(27) \<PV)-Mt)\ S  Ce.
By differentiating the relations (23) and (26), it is easy to see that
(28) ^  Ce.
It follows from [I] that
Qi (F, ^  co(F; S) + co(G^Xi: S) + £ ő -*T~* + 
+ c r( i + 2 r - i + * )(  / \<p(t)—i//(or dt)1/r+ c r( / \<p'(t)-nt)\rdt)Vr,
— T - T
where
oo —
Cr =  ( 2 n ) ~ [  f  , dx „ V ,  v  +  T = 1 > r - 2’ r > 1 > á ^ ° -jl +  iW p  r s
In view o f estimates (27), (28), the inequality for q4(F, GXttXJ  can be written in the 
form
Qi (F, Ca2,a4) =£ co(F; ő) + c o (G ^ i - ő)+ŐŐ-i T -*  + CeCr(2T)í"(2 + 2 T - i  + ö).
It is easy to see that 1. Therefore
Ql(F, J  co(F; <5) +  c ő) + ^ S ^ T ~ í +Ce( 2 + 2 T ^ + ő).
Passing to the limit in this inequality as T— °° and afterwards as <5 — 0, we find that
Qi (F, G ^ J  =£ Ce.
In this connection we make use of the relations co(F; <j) ^ -■•■0 and co(Ga2 <X4; <5)-r^p0, 
which follow from global continuity in L o f the density functions f (x )  and g(x;  a2, oc4) 
(see, e.g. [6 , p. 14]).
Remark 3. The obtained result allows to make Theorem 4 of [3] more precise. 
This theorem establishes the stability of characterizations of the d.f. GXs act(x) by the 
property o f asymptotic optimality of s2 in the class o f equivariant estimators o f a 
parametric function a2 <r2.
Under the assumptions o f this theorem the asymptotic e2-optimality o f s2 
implies
ßi(F, Gtt' J  =  Ce.
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R em a rk  4. Using the method o f [7] it is easy to show that the inequality (18) 
cannot be improved in the order, i.e. there are constants Cx and C2 (depending only 
on a2 and a4) for which
Cxe s  sup eÁF, Gxt'Xi) => C2 e.
3. Now let a family of univariate d.f. F(x) be given, satisfying the following con­
ditions :
(a3) F(x) has an absolutely continuous density function f ( x ) ;
( W  A i t ? ,  =
(c3) J xf(x) dx = 0 , J x 2f ( x )  dx = a2, J x*f(x) dx =  a4
Put £ ( / j| /2). The value / 4=  J J 2(x)f(x)dx  is the Fisher information
on the location parameter 0  in presence o f the nuisance scale parameter a, contained
in an observation over the population {-^ / >  0 ^R l, < r £ - Let MyCzL}
be a space of linear functions o f x  and let The value I f f  =
=  J J f f 2(x)f(x)dx  measures Fisher information on the location parameter 9 in
presence o f the nuisance scale parameter a, contained in linear functions o f  an obser­
vation over the mentioned population. For further details on these information char­
acteristics see [2 ].
Characterization of the normal and gamma distributions by the property / 4 = l f f  
was obtained in [8 ]. Here we investigate the question of coincidence o f the information 
quantities
(29) h  =  I f f ,  h  = I f f -
Theorem 4. Let the d.f. F{x) satisfy the conditions (a3)—(c3). Equalities (29) 
hold iff  F(x) is a d.f. o f  the normal law with parameters 0  and a2.
Proof. Assume that the relations (29) are true. Then we easily deduce that the 
density function f (x )  satisfies the equations (see [8 ], [3])
(30)
f ' ( x ) ~  4 ^ - 7 - f ( x) =  0 ,
/ ' ( * ) -
ax — 1 
Bxx* + Bt + l  
b — x f (x )  = 0 ,
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where
A = — , a = ! ? - ,  b = ^ - ( l lj = f  J ,(g)J j(x)f(x)  dx, l , j =  1,2),
a2 722 J11 _oo
2a2 D 2a|
5 , O 9a4—a;
#> =
a 4 —«2
Comparing the equations o f  system (30) we conclude that 
a = 0, b = 0, A =  ^ , B2 =  — 1.
Hence,
/ ' ( * )  =  ~ ^ / ( * ) ,
i.e. / ( a:) is a density function o f the normal distribution with parameters 0  and a2.
A direct calculation shows that for the normal density function with parameters 0 
and a2
f
so that the relations (29) are fulfilled. The proof is complete.
Next we study the stability o f the obtained characterization of the normal law. 
Denote by <Pxf x )  a d.f. o f  the normal law with zero mean and variance a2. Let 
^ .  =  ,?f£(a2, a4) be a set o f  d.f. F(x) satisfying conditions (a3)—(c3) and, in addition, 
the conditions
(31) f - I f  <  s2, 72- / 2<2> < e 2.
T h e o r e m  5. There is a constant C=C(  a2)  depending only on a 2 such that for any
e€(0, 1)
sup sup |F(a) — « ^ (a)! s  Ce.
FCJCe x
P r o o f . Inequalities (31) imply the validity o f the system of differential equations
f i x )
( 3 2 )
f ix ')  
f i x )
a[+  Ű 1 +x
f i x )
f i x )
+ b
f i x )
/ ' ( * )
/ ( * )
with the same a, b, A, and B2 as in (30) and
J - / 1 a  =  ^ ( a ), 
B1x 2~ B 2 = r2 (a),
( 3 3 )  /  r j(x ) f ix )  dx <  e2, j  =  1 , 2 .
—  oo
We easily deduce from the relations (32) and (33) that
/ ' ( * )
/ w
-  — A =  >t (a ).(34)
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Equation (34) was investigated in the proof o f Theorem 2 o f [8 ]. It was shown 
that (34) implies the relation
sup |F (x)-4>a,(x)| s  C(a2)e.
The proof is complete.
The theorem just proved can be applied for investigation o f the asymptotic 
properties of the estimators of location and scale parameters.
Let x 1, be a random sample from a population with the d.f.
Assume that F(x) satisfies the conditions (a3)—(c3). Denote by (()„, cr„) some equiv- 
ariant estimator of (0 , a) and define the risk o f this estimator as
R (3„ , ő n)  =  ±  Ee,„ [(<?„ -  e y  +  (9„ -  a n
a
where Bg a is the mathematical expectation corresponding to the d.f. F | V j .
We say that the estimator lie, —^ I  is asymptotically e2-optimal in the class of 
equivariant estimators, if for any equivariant estimator (S„, a„) the limit relation
H  "[*(*’ - ^ ) - R ( 0 n,a „ ) ] £-
holds. Denote by the closure o f the space o f all polynomials of an observation in
the Lf  metric.
T heorem  6. Let the d.f. F(x) have moments o f  all orders, satisfy the conditions 
(a3)—(c3) and, in addition, Jj £ , f  S  T, j =  1, 2. Then the asymptotic ^-optimality
o f  the estimator ^ 2  j  >n the class o f  equivariant estimators implies the relation 
sup |F (x)-4>  (x)| s  C(a2, a4, T)e,
X
where the constant C(a2, a4, T) depends only on a2, a4 and T.
P ro o f . Under the assumptions o f Theorem 6  it follows from the result o f [2]
that asymptotic £2-optimality o f lx, —^ - l  is equivalent to the inequality
V x 2 /
1 1 1 1
A(1) A + / ,w  /*
£2,
which implies the inequalities
(35) s  h - J P  S  /J»/,®*
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Since /1(1) and 72(2) depend only on a2, a4 and Ij  ^  T, j =  1, 2, the assertion of Theorem 6 
is a corollary of Theorem 5. The proof is complete.
Acknowledgement. We are grateful to the referees for their constructive sug­
gestions to improve the presentation of this paper.
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ON QUASI-UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION OF SEQUENCES 
OF INTEGERS
A. SÁRKÖZY
1. Throughout this paper, we use the following notation:
We write e(ot)=e2nix. We put {x} —x  — [x] and ||x|| =min ({ x } , 1 —{x}). 
s /= {a lt a2, ...} (where a1<a2< ---) denotes a sequence of non-negative integers. 
We associate a sequence 3= {di ,d i , ...} of non-negative real numbers with the 
sequence s i .  For ii^O, let
(1) Su(a) =  2  die(aict).
a .'Ü u
If u—0, and q = I and h are arbitrary integers, we write
(2)
and
D(u, q, h) =  2  di
a^u
aj =  h (mod q)
D(u) = D(u, 1 , 0 ) =  2  d i -
The Hardy—Littlewood method is often used in order to show that a sequence s i  
is an additive basis of finite order. In all these applications, we have to give upper 
bounds for the absolute values of sums of the form Su(b/q). (Note that we usually 
have </1 =  i/2= ... — 1; however, e.g. if s i  denotes the sequence of the prime numbers, 
i.e., at=Pi then it is more convenient to put d,=\og /v  This is the reason of that 
that we associate a sequence 3 >  with the sequence s i . )  In order to estimate \Su(b/q)\, 
we have to study the numbers D{u, q, h) (for /j= 0 , 1, ..., q— 1), roughly speaking, 
the Q>-distribution o f the sequence s i  in the residue classes (modulo q). (See [3]—[6].) 
The simplest case is when the sequence s i  is 3t-uniformly distributed in the residue 
classes modulo q, i.e.,
D(u, q, h ) -  —  ^
is small (in terms of u and q) for all h. However, in the most applications, the sequence 
s i  is not uniformly distributed in this sense. However, the numbers \Su(b/q )j are 
small also in all these cases. The aim of this paper is to study the arithmetic back­
ground of this fact.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 10L99.
Key words and phrases. Sequences, uniform distribution, Hardy—Littlewood method, 
exponential sums, residue classes.
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In fact, for «SO, q = 1, 2, ..., 0<<5<1, let
max 2  I 2  D(u, q, lh) — őD(ü)\
(3) öq
and
(4) r ( u ’ 0 ) -
If the numbers r(u, q) are small (for large but fixed q and w— + °o) then we may say 
that the sequence s i  is S>-quasi-uniformly distributed (or ^-uniformly distributed on 
average) in the residue classes; if 3>= {1, 1, ...} then we may say briefly that s i  is 
quasi-uniformly distributed in the residue classes.
In Section 3, we show that the estimate of max \Su(b/q)\ is near equivalent to
the estimate of T(«,</). In particular, it can be shown by combining Theorem 4 
with well-known results that, e.g., the sequences (1*, 2k, ..., nk, ...} and {2k, 3k, ... 
..., pk, ...} (/c is a fixed positive integer) are quasi-uniformly distributed.
Finally, in Section 4 we prove a theorem which can be used for the estimation of 
r(u , q). (This theorem can be applied, e.g. in order to study Goldbach’s problem, in 
particular, to derive Vinogradov’s fundamental lemma; see [4].)
2. In this section, we prove some preliminary lemmas.
L e m m a  1. For any real number a we have
(»,«) = !
|l-e(a )| ^ 2n |a|.
P roof.
11 — e(oc)I =  ](1—cos2rca)—i sin27ra| =
= ((1 — cos 2nd)2 + sin2 2nd)112 = (1 — 2 cos 2noc +  cos2 2na + sin2 2nd)112 = 
= (2 —2 cos 27ra)1/2 — (2(1 — cos 2^a))1/2 =  (2 • 2 sin2 nd)1/2 =
— 2 |sin na\ 2n |a|.
L e m m a  2 . For any real number a  we have
|1 ~ e (x)\ =  4  ||a||.
This lemma is identical with Lemma 4 in [5].
L e m m a  3 . I f  t is a positive integer and a  is any real number then we have
(
where
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P r o o f .
is trivial while
i - i




2  e O )j=0
1
2||a||
holds by Lemma 5 in [5],
L emma 4. L et q be a positive integer, z0, zt , ..., zq_1 any complex numbers and 
put
(5) Ah =  2  zj e (Jblq) (for b = 0, ±1, ±2, ...).
j =o
Then we have
2  \a „\2 -  9  2  N 2-
5=0 j= o
P r o o f .
9-1 9 -1  _  9-1 F 9-1 3 (  9-1  3
2  K l2 =  2  AbAb =  2  \ 2  ZjCÜb/q) I 2  zk e ( - k b /q )I =
5 = 0 5 = 0 5 = 0 \ j  =  0 '  \fc = 0 /
= Z  Z  ^  ( z  e (( j-k )  b/q) =  5 ' z ,2,*  =  9 Z  iz;l2-
J=0 t=0  M>=0 9=0 J = 0
L e m m a  5. Let q be a positive integer satisfying
(6) q >  1,
z_2, Z-i, z0, z1; z2, ... any complex numbers such that zn+q=zn for all n,b a 
real number such that






2  zj =  zi =0
Z Z I Z z(fc-< 5 z | =  a:.
0 ^ 5 < g í = 0  t — ö q < l ^ t
( M ) = i
Ifb  is any integer satisfying (A, q)= 1 and Ab is defined by (5) /Aen we Aare
K l  S  3tf/<5<7.
P r o o f . This lemma is a slightly modified form of Theorem 7  in [4 ], and it can 
be proved similarly but some modifications are needed also in the proof.
Let m, n be integers such that q\m and (n,q)=  1. For A=0, 1, ..., q — 1, define 
the integer A' by
(10) A'= An (mod #), 0 ^ h ' ^ q —\.
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By («> </) =  I - there exists a uniquely determined integer n* for which 
nri* =  1 (mod 9), 0 9 —1.
Then, obviously, (n*,q) = 1. (10) implies that
h =  /i'n*(mod 9).
Furthermore, if h runs over the numbers 0, 1, — 1, then again by (« ,9) = !,
also h' runs over these numbers. Thus we have
9 -1  « -I
Amn = 2  zhe(hmnlq) = 2  zh.„*e{h'mlq),
h = 0 h' = 0
hence (with respect to (6) and q\m)
I 2  e(mj/q)\\Amn\ =
0 ^ j-<öq
q~ 1
2  e(mj/q) 2  zhe(hmn/q)
05= j-<Őq h = 0
(11)
9 - 1
2  e(mj/q) 2  zh.„*e(h'm/q)
0^j<őq h' = 0
2  ( 2  zin*)e(.tm/q)
t =  0  t-őq-<l=it
2  6Ze(tm/q) + 2  ( 2  zln*-SZ)e(tm lq)
t = 0 t =  0 t-öq<l^t
q- 1
2  ( 2  zln* — őZ)e(tm /q) (where q\m  and (n, q) =  1).
f = 0 t — öq<l^=t
By using this identity with m=  1 and n=b, we obtain with respect to (9) that
( 12)
2  e U lq ) \ \A b
0 ^ j<őq
q-1
2  ( 2  zlb*-ŐZ)e(t/q)
t= 0 t — öq<l^t
s q2 \  2  Z w - Ö Z \ & K .
t —  0 t — őq<l^t
Define the positive integer j 0 by 
(13) 70- l  <  S q ^ j 0.
Then by Lemmas 1 and 2, and with respect to (6), we have





\l-e ( \/q ) \
Ä  4 ||,/o /g l|
2nlq — \\jjq\\q-
( 1 4 )
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If j0=*/2 then by (13) we have 
(13) II jo/II = j j q  S  Sq/q = Ő (for j0 == q/2).
Assume now that j0><jr/2. Then (7) and (13) yield that q must be odd and j 0 — 
=(q+l)/2, hence in view of (6) and (7)
II7o/*II =  W o /*  =  1 ~ (* +  l)/2* =  =
( 1 6 )
1 2  1 2  . . . . . . .
=  I  =  I ' T " T  (for y0+ l  >  */2).
From (14), (15) and (16) we obtain that
(17) I 2  e0'/*)|= ~ ^ - S q  = -£-Sq>Sql3.
0 ^ j< ö q  71 Ó DTI
(12) and (17) yield that
K l  "  I 2  e< J /q )I “  ^ * /3  =  3K ISq
0 ^ j-cSq
which completes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 6. Let us define q, ..., z_ 2, z_ x, z0, zx, z2, ö, Z  and K in the same way 
as in Lemma 5, and define Ab by (5), j0 by (13). For d\q, put
max \A.\ = Md.
O S  r -= «
(r,g) = d
Then we have
(18) K ^ \Z \  + (3qj0 2  + f  2  ~dP f 2■
v d|? d  d\q d* )
d S q l 2 j 0 q l2 j0 ~=dSql2
Corollary 1. Define q, ..., z_ 2, z_1; z0, z1( z2, ..., Z, Ä" (with 1/2 in place o f 8) 
and Ab in the same way as in Lemma 6. Then we have
( Ayr 2, \l/2
I  i f ) •
i S q / 2
P r o o f  o f  L e m m a  6 .  By using Lemma 3  and the identity ( 1 1 )  with h* in place
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of n (so that n*={h*)* =h), we obtain for q\m  and (/;, q) = 1 that
g - l
2  (  2  Z ih ~ ö Z ) e ( tm /q )
t  =  0  t  — ö q d ^ t
(20) 2  e (mj/q)\ ^ min 2 i > -
1






(for q\m  and (h, q) =  1)
where j 0 is defined by (13). By (h,q)= 1, we have (h*,q)= 1 so that (mh*,q) 
=(m, q). Thus we obtain from (20) that
9-1
2  ( 2  zik—dZ)e(tm/q)
t  =  0 t — ö q d ^ t
(21) — ( max |A.|)min











( f o r  <7f  m a n d  ( h , q ) =  1).
Furthermore, by (h, q) = 1 we have
(22)
2  ( 2  *m-SZ)\ =
t  =  0 t  — d q d ^ t  I
2  Í 2
0^j^öq M = 0 '
2  2  Z q - m - d q Z
t  =  0 O ^ j - c ő q
2  2  z r ~ ö q Z
0 ^j~<őq r  =  0
0^j<őq
By using Lemma 4 with
=  1 2  Z —öqZ\ = |Z|I 2  l - 5 ? | s |Z | .
---- s~ O^j^őq
2  Z i k - ö Z
j - d q - c l S j
in place of zJt we obtain with respect to (21) and (22) that
9 - 1 . . 9 - 1
9 2  I 2  Z i k - s z I2 = 2
f = 0  t —d q d ’Sbt m =  0
2  ( 2  z,h-ÖZ)e(tm/q)
t =  0 t  — d q d ^ t
2 (  2  ^ - < 5 z )




2  ( 2  zlh-SZ)e{tm /q )
f =  0 t — ő q < l  =zt
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|Z |2 +  2  2  — *
l ^ m ^ q / 2  I m
=  |z |' + 2 „ . i „ K - > mi" ( j“’ i r ) r  =
=  |z | i+ 2  i f  ( " ' mm ( J“’ i I f )) s
im iu k , qld)=i
|Z |2 +  2  2  2  i m i n  ( / „ ,
c/|<7 l^k^q/2d \  V /J
d^q/2
(2 3 ) ^ | Z [ 2 +  2  2 ^ f  2  . /o +  2  3 ? )  =
d|<j 'l^k^ql2dj0 q/2dj0<k^ql2d ™  ^ '
d^ql 2
= |z |2 + 2  2  ^ l i io  2  1+ 2  w )  +
dlo V ! S k S q l 2 d j 0 q l 2 d j 0 ^ k S q l 2 d  *♦« K /|«
d S q l 2 j 0
+  2 2  ^  2  d k l
d|9 l^k^q/2d **Cl K
q!2j0<d^q\2
~ 1212 + 2 iq MA \ \d  ' 4c/2 k =  [Ä  + 1 ( f c - l ) f c .
dSql 2j0
dJo +  d 1 — )
- k ) +
+ 2 $
«/2J0-=<f*g/2
^  |Z |2 + Í  ^ ( ’Í  +  M 2 [ , /2 d J
^ izr
dl«
d S q l 2 j „
d\q
d S q l i j  0
<7Jo-+ i r 7 ^ ) + ^2d  q/ dj0]) f t  d2
ql2j0<dSql2
I v  M  
i f i«/2d0-=dSi}/2
Í qjo + <? Mio 1
l d + d2 q f
A/2 A /2
=  |Z |2 +  3 ^ 0 2  ^  +  <7* 2
d\q  (* d \q  &
d±ql2j0 ql2j0^d*ql2
25
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Finally, by the Cauchy—Schwarz inequality we have 
(24) (S 'I  2  zlhS Z \ )  S q 9Z \  2  *»—SZ\K
M =  0 t —d q ^ I S t  '  ( =  0 t - 6 q - z l S t
With respect to the inequality
|a |2+ |b |2 ^  (|a ) +  |h |)2,
(23) and (24) yield that
2  I 2  zu-SZ\*z \ \2 \*+3qj0 2  ^ f  +  q2 2  ^
r =  0 t —ő q < l ^ t  '  d |g ** d|g Cl )
( 39)0  2
v did|Z| + |g
dS9/2j0
d S q t 2 j 0 q h iq -


























M2A 112^  
d 2 )  ~
q/2j0^d^ql2
d^ql 2 d^ =q/2
which completes the proof of Corollary 1.
3. In this section, we use Lemmas 5 and 6 and Corollary 1 in order to estimate 
y(u ,q ,S )  and T(u, q).
T heorem  1. I f  w SO , 0 < á ^ l / 2  and q,b are integers such that q = 2 and 
(b, q)=  1, then we have
(25)
1/2
\Su(b/q)\ =S 3y(w, q, 5).
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T h e o r e m  2. I f  w^O, 0<<5 S 1/2 and q is an integer such that q ^ 2 , then we have 
y(» , q, Ő) == -j^{D (u) +  (3j0 2  d m ax |Su(b /i/) |2 +  2  *  m ax |.SU(fc*/c2)|2)1/2}
</lo o « w  
2J,S<I C*,d)=l
d[i OS»-=d
where j 0 is defined by (13).
T h e o r e m  3. I f  w S 0 am/ q, b are integers such that q ^ 2  and (b, q )=  1, then 
we have
(26) \Su(b/q)\ =£ 3T(m, 9).
I ' . •
T h e o r e m  4 . I f  u^O and q is an integer such that q = 2 , then we have
(27) r(u, q) 3§ —D {u )+ — { 2  d2 max \Su(bld)\JI\
q  q  "I«
C o r o l l a r y  2. I f  wsO andp is a prime number, then we have 
F(u,p) =£ ^-D(u)+4  max \Su(b/p)\.
P  u < 6 < p
(Note that Corollary 2 shows that Theorem 3 is nearly best possible.)
P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  1. We have
\Su( b l q ) \ = \ 2 d ie {a iblq)\ =
(28)
2  ( 2  d,)e(hb/q)
h =  0 at ^ u
at = h  (m od  q)
2  D (u» h)e(hb/q)
h =  0
Thus Lemma 5 yields (with D(u, q , j ) in place of zf)  that
\Su(b/q)\ =
3
2  D(u, q, h)e{hb/q)
Jl=0
9-1
max 2  
o q  os*-=9 , = 0  
( M )= l
2  />(«, q, lh ) -d  2  D(u> <hJ)
t  — dq-<l=st j  =  0
= 4 -  max 2  I 2  *>(«» /* ) — <5Z) (m)| =  3y(w, q, Ö)
O q  f = 0  t - ő q < l < t
(h ,q ) =  l
which completes the proof of Theorem 1.
25*
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P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  2 . In view o f  (28), Lemma 6  yields (with D(u, q ,j) in place 
of Zj) that
y(u, q, ö) = - j -  max 2  \ 2  D(u, q, lh)-ÖD(u)\ = 
o q  t = u t — d q - z l s t
(A,«)=1
1 9 - 1
—  m a x  2  dq osikj 
(A,9) = l
2  D(U, q, lh) — ő 2  D (u> 9,j)
t — dq<l^=t j  =  0
. J L ÍTT-i 2  D (u’ q>j)+Uqjo 2  -4-o# f/=0 V d'|9 “
max0 ' -r- i/
d'iqhio (r’«) = d'
2  D(u, q, h)e(hr/q)
h =  0
2
+
+  <72 2 max4? (d02
q l2 j0 < d ' ^ q / 2  ( r , q ) - d
q- 1 |2\X/21
2  D(u, q, h)e(hr/q)\ I | = 
fj = 0 I /  i
=  i { /)(M) +  ( 3wo 7 o i ? ^ l 5 “T O ) l,+
d'Sq%j0 (6> «/<*') = 1
+  ? 2 2  m ax I-S’.
< Ä  ( d  ) 2 0 S b ^ q l d -  
9 /2 j0*=<TS9/2 ( M / < 0 = 1
W ? ) | a)  }•
Writing d=q/d', we obtain that
y (« , <7, <5) S
U ű ( « )  + (3Wo 2  |m a x  |S.(ft/d)|> +  9* 2  ^  max \Su(b/d)\^) } =
<5? -I« 9  ,2j0Sd C*> d) = ! dk 9 0Sb2rnd<2j„ (M) = l
=  —  {£>(«)+ (3/„ 2 ’ d max \Su(b/d)\i + 2  da max \Su(bJd)|2)1/2}oq d\q OSf>-=d d i„ o s f tc d
2j0Stf (i>, a) —1 2^d-=2j# (f>.d)=l
which completes the proof of Theorem 2.
P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  3. By Theorem 1, (25) holds for all 0 < á^ l/2  which 
implies (26).
P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  4 . We have
T (w , ^ )  =  i n f  y(u, q, Ő) =s y (w , q, 1/2).
0<<5 1^/2
(29)
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With respect to (28), Corollary 1 yields that
{ 11 2 «-1u, q> -x-\ = — max >( 2 ) q 0Sh«=9 t = 0 2  D(u, q , l h ) -  — D(u)I —4/2-c/Si Z.
2  9-1
= — max 2
q  OSh^q t~ 0 2  D{u, q, lh) — ^ r 2  D{u, <JJ)t-qlZdSt Z. j - 0
2  ( 9 - 1  r -  (  1 9 - 1  |2 ) l / 2 )
\ 2  D(u, q , j )  + f s  q \  2  max 2  D(u, q ,  h ) e ( h r l q ) \  |  =
q  lj = 0 V {d  ) 2 ®Src9 h=0 I > >
d'39/2 (r, 9) =d
2 (  1 A1*2
d 'S 9 /2  (ft, 9 / a ') = 1
Writing d = q l d ' ,  we obtain that
y ( « ,  <7 , 1 / 2 )  s | z > ( « ) + 4  (  2  ( ~ )  | 5 „ ( h / d ) | 2)  =
(30)
\ % Kq‘ (A,<0=1
=  l ű ( u ) + ± ( 2  d 2 m a x  | 5 u( b / d ) |2) 1/ 2.
(o, d) =  l
(29) and (30) yield (27).
P r o o f  o f  C o r o l l a r y  2. Corollary 2 is a consequence of Theorem 4 . In fact, if 
q — p  is a prime number in (27) then we obtain that
r(u, p) ^  l D(u) + U  "lax |5'„(6/£0I2)1/2 =
P P ilq 12 ^ d  (o, a) =  l
= 4 D(“) + 4 ( p2nm?x I5u( /^P)l2)1/2 = “ ű (M) + 4 max |S„(f»/p)|.p p 0 S S < p  p  0 -= 6 « :p
(A,p) = l
4. In this section, we estimate r(w, <7).
L e m m a  7. Let q ,  h, t  be integers satisfying q > 2  and ( q ,  h)= \, ..., z _ 2, z _ x, 
Zq, Z j , z 2 , ... any complex numbers such that zn+q =  z„ for all n and
(3 1 ) z m= 0  for all m satisfying ( q ,  w ) >  1.
Define Z  by (8). Then for all Ő >0  we have
(3 2 ) I 2  zlh-ŐZ\ S  Ctf 1/2loglog?
t — dq<l^t
(log <7 2
V X * X 0
2  x U ) z j
J=0
+ \Z\).
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(Here and in what follows, in 2  > X runs over all the characters x modulo q,
X*Xo
different from the principal character /„■)
Note that Lemma 7 can he used also in the more general case when (31) does not 
hold; in fact, in this case we have
( 3 3 ) 2 z lh Ö Z  —  2 (  2 Z ldh ~  <5 2 z j d )
t — ö q < l ^ t  d\q t/d — d q / d ^ l ^ t / d  l ^ j ^ k q j d
Q,q ld )  =  l  U ,q ld )  = l
and here each term can be estimated by using Lemma 7.
P r o o f  o f  L e m m a  7. Lemma 7 is identical with Theorem 8 in [ 4 ] ; in fact, (32) 
can be derived by using the Pólya—Vinogradov inequality (see [2] and [7]).
T h e o r e m  5. / /  wSO and q is an integer such that q > 2 then we have
r(u,  q ) ^  cA q  1/2 log log q logq 2
1 V X*X„
2  X(j)D(u, q, j )
j — o
+ £ > ( » ) ) +  2  df}-
' Of-mu >
(Oj, g)=~ 1
Note that Theorem 5 covers the case when (ah q) = 1 holds apart from a few 
exceptional at (like in the case of Goldbach’s problem; see [4] and [1], Chapter 16). 
However, also the general case can be treated by combining Lemma 7 with (33).
P r o o f . By using Lemma 7 with
= \D {u,q , n) for (n, q) =  1 
10 for (n, q) >  1
we obtain for / = 0, +1, ±2, ...,(/;, q)—l and 0<<5^ 1 /2 that
2  D(u, q, lh) — őD(u)\ =
t — őq< l^B t
= |( 2  D(u> 7, lh )-8  2  di) +
t — d q < l ^ t  a -^  u
0 .4 ) = 1  (oi, 4 ) = l
+  2  2  d ( — <5 2  S
t  — ö q ^ l ^ t  a ^ u  a ^ u
(*»<?)< 1 ai =  lh (m od q) (űj,g ) >  1
s j  2  D {u ,q ,lh )-5  2  rf<|+ 2  di +  ö 2  di =
t — ö q < l^k t a ^ u  a ^ u  at ^ u
0 .4 ) = 1  ( f l , ,4 )= l  <ar  q ) > l  (a ,,9) < l
ct q log log q I log q 2
=  c3|^ - 1/2 log log q log 9 2
»• ' x^x.
2  X(j)D(u,  q, j )
j'=o
2  X( j )D(u,  q, j )
)=o
+  2  ^;) +  ( l+ < 5 )  2  d t
a ^ u  ’ ai s i  u
1 (4;. 4)~'l
+  £ ( « ) )  +  2  d \
(«l.«)=l
4)=-l
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(where c3=max(cx, 3/2)). Thus we have
T(w, q) S  y(u, q, 1/2) = — max 2  I 2  D(u, q, lh)-ÖD(u)\ S
(«.«) = 1
-  T„mP  2 ’c3Í'7_1/2loglog^ílog9 2" Z  x U ) D ( u ,  í , j)| +  £>(m) )+  2  <4 =
q  ,= u  1 V ***>  7 = 0  I > a ^ u  )
(h'q) = 1 (■>„«)=-1
r j <7 1/2log log <7 log 9 2
1 V X*Xo
2  X(j)D{u, q,j)
7 =  0
+  /> (« )  + 2  d \a^u '
(where c4 = 2c3) which completes the proof of Theorem 5.
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TESTING FOR NORMALITY OF ERRORS IN LINEAR MODELS
WIESLAW WAGNER
1. Introduction
1.1. Literature review. Many authors dealt with the problem of estimation of 
random errors in linear models. Among them it is worthwhile to mention: Theil 
[14— 16], Koerts and Abrahamse [8], Golub and others [6], Benhelli [1] and Caussinus 
[3]. Theil introduced residuals of BLUS type for error estimation in regression analy­
sis. Farebrother [5] published the program in ALGOL, in which he took advantage of 
Theil’s ideas. Golub and others analized pseudo-residuals of outliers for detecting 
spurosity in linear model. Benhelli gave descriptions of many procedures useful for 
calculation of following residuals: BLUE, BLUS, BLUF, BAUS and NBAUS. 
Finally, Caussinus introduced the applications of the above named residuals for nor­
mality testing purposes.
1.2. Some assumptions, definitions and notation. By linear model, cf., e.g. Gray- 
bill ([7] p. 97), we mean an equation, in which the observable dependent variable is 
on the left side as for as the right side contains the observable known variables, the 
unknown parameters and the not observable random variables; the relation between 
the left and right sides being linear. In addition as an integral part of the model some 
information on the parameters (e.g. restriction) and on the random variables (e.g. 
assumption on the distribution) may be given. In the linear model, to be applied for 
analysis of experimental data, the observable variable y\ is assumed to be a linear 
function:
<?
F(= 2  Xijßj + et, i = l , . . . , n ,
J = t
where ßj, j= \ , . . . , q  are unknown parameters, x tj, i= \, ...,n , j= \ ,  q are 
known constants, e„ i— 1, ..., n are not observable random variables with some 
distribution. The random variables et are called random errors and we assume usually 
that they are uncorrelated with expectation null and with identical, but unknown, 
variance a2.
The described model has the following matrix representation 
(1.1) y = Xß + e.
This linear model is determined by the triplet (y, Xß, <x2I), where X is a known nXq 
matrix of any rank and 1 is the «X« unit matrix, E(y) = Xß and D(y) = o2l. We use 
the symbol . „ for the linear space of m Xn  matrices of real elements.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 62G10.
Key words and phrases. Testing for departure from normality, residual vector with linear model.
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In the statistical analysis of model (1.1) we are interested in the point estimation 
of the parameters ßj and a2. In some cases we test various parametric hypotheses un­
der the assumption that the random error vector e has a multidimensional normal 
distribution. Such assumption is useful for the analysis of model (1.1), however, it is 
not always supported by the actual experimental data. It is necessary to decide wheth­
er the assumption on the normality of the vector e is consistent with the empirical 
data. Below procedures are described which assess the agreement between the empirical 
distribution and the normal theory.
Let .f7 denote the set of normal cumulative distribution functions (c.d.f.) and (2 
denote the set of c.d.f. with finite four-order central moment and with their third- 
order central moment different from null. Alternatively, the set Q might be defined as 
the set of all non-normal c.d.f. (or for sake of convenience, those with finite second 
moments). The sets SF and (2 are disjoint. Let ^ be a random variable with unknown 
c.d.f. F. We formulate the null hypothesis Hn in such a way, that the c.d.f. F belongs 
to the set 3F, i.e. H0: Ff_ # \  This hypothesis is tested against the alternative hypothe­
sis, which states that the c.d.f. F belongs to the set Q, in other words against 
Hx : F£Q.
The procedure of testing the hypothesis H0 is carried out by a test of normality 
(e.g. W test, Shapiro—Wilk, [13]). In the statistical literature the application of these 
tests is treated mostly for simple samples. Before applying one of the well-known 
tests of normality for the earlier described linear model, it is necessary to transform 
the vector y in such a way that the new random vector should have elements satisfying 
the conditions for simple sample. To find such transformations is our basic task, 
they enable the assessment of the validity of the assumption on normality in linear 
models.
As it is known, in the analysis of the linear model the least square method (LS 
method) is applied. It allows to find an estimator ß0 of the vector parameter ß of 
model (1.1), which minimizes the quadratic form (y — X/?°)'(y —X/J°). Then the com­
ponents of the vector Xß° are best linear unbiased estimators (BLU estimators) of 
the components of the vector Xß. We introduce a vector s as follows:
D efinition 1.1. The vector s=y — Xß'\ where ß° is an arbitrary solution of 
X'Xß°=X'y, is called the residual vector of the least square method (r.v.).
The r.v. is to be found. The general solution of the equation X'Xß0 = X'y is of 
the form /f° = GX'y-f(I —GX'X)z, where z is an arbitrary vector of suitable dimen­
sion, G = (X'X)~ is a g-inverse of the matrix X'X. Hence we have X/J°=XGX'y +  
+ X(I — GX'X)z = XGX'y according to the equation XGX'X = X which is satisfied 
by any matrix X. Therefore the vector s in the model (y, Xß, rr2I) gets a form
(1 -2 )  £ =  y-XGX'y =  (I-XGX')y =  *Py,
where V'-I X(X'X) X' is an nXn matrix with constant elements.
The properties of the vector e will be discussed in Section 2.1. Because the com­
ponents of the vector s form no simple sample, we propose one of following linear 
transformations:
(A) co = £ + at/, where »/ is an «-dimensional normal random variable with 
E(i/) = 0 and D(t/) = I~  XP, the variables y and »/ are independent.
(B) (o = <P&, where 0 (r = r(X)) is a matrix satisfying the equation 
- while r(X) denote the rank of the matrix X.
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(C) ej =  Cy, where C f , __r „ is a matrix satisfying the conditions CX = 0 and
CC' = I.
The transformations (B) and (C) are equivalent since we may put C = <I>'P. 
Conversely, if C is defined by the assumption of (C) then Ce = Cy.
It will be shown in Section 2.2 that the components of the vector to satisfy the 
conditions for simple sample under the null hypothesis. We introduce the following 
definition.
D efinition 1.2. The vector to which is such a transform of the random vector 
y, that its components are uncorrelated random variables with expectations null and 
identical variance will be called an adjusted residual vector from a least square method 
(a.r.v.).
In this paper some methods for assessing the validity of the assumptions of nor­
mality of random error vectors in linear models are presented. The vector y is trans­
formed into r.v. and then the r.v. are transformed into a.r.v. by linear transforma­
tion. Also Theil’s method of calculation of the a.r.v. directly from the vector y is 
described in a generalized formulation. The suitable consideration for the model with 
restrictions are also included. Because the components of the a.r.v. satisfy the condi­
tions for simple sample, therefore the appropriately chosen a.r.v. can be used for 
testing normality. For the practical application of the methods described suitable 
numerical algorithms have been constructed.
2. The methods of calculation of a.r.v.
2.1. The properties o f  r.v. The basic properties of the vector e are connected with 
that of ¥'.
Lemma 2.1. The matrix is symmetrical, idempotent, is o f rank n — r(X)
and is invariant in respect o f  the choice o f ß° (or in respect o f choice o f G).
The next properties of the matrix are as follows:
(a) The matrix ¥  can be presented in form V = I —XX+, where X+ is a Moore— 
Penrose inverse of the matrix X;
(b) The matrix •P satisfies the equations: !PX = 0 and X'¥, = 0.
The properties of the vector s are the following:
(a) The covariance matrix of the vector e can be presented in the form £>(8) =  
= D(y) — D(\ß°)-,
(b) The vector a is uncorrelated with the BLU estimator B/?° (lif_.//n q), of the 
set of parametric functions B/J;
(c) The vector s is orthogonal to every column of the matrix X;
(d) The vector e may be expressed in the form 8=(I — XX+)y;
(e) The scalar product of a vector \ ß u and s is zero;
(f) The sum of squares y'y may be expressed in the form y'y =  e'e + y'X/l".
The assumptions, taken for the model (1.1) imply £(e) = 0. The theorem below 
determines the covariance matrix of the vector e.
T heorem 2.1. The covariance matrix o f the vector e is D(e) — a^T and is a null 
matrix i f  and only i f  n=q and r(X) = q.
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The components of the r.v. are linear functions of the components of vector y. It 
is interesting to see, that the vector s has minimal norm in a class of all vectors £ of 
the form £=y —X/l, where ß is a linear function of vector y such that E (i) = 0. It 
is a result of the LS method (Schelfe, [12]).
2.2. The calculation o f the a.r.v. There exist a number of methods for calculating 
of the a.r.v. (see Definition 1.2) for the model (y, Xß, o2i) with desirable properties. 
We present five methods for calculation of the vector o>, four of them are connected 
with the transformation of vector e, two of type (A) and two of type (B), and one with 
the transformation of vector y of type (C).
Let t be a normal random vector of suitable dimension with parameters E(r) = 0 
and D(z) = I.
M et h o d  1. Let P ^ J /q>9 be a matrix satisfying the equation PP' =  (X'X)_ 
and let z be a ^-dimensional normally distributed random variable. We construct the 
variable i/ = XPt and define the a.r.v. (Golub, et al., [6], p. 64) in the form
CÚJ = £ -f- ctXPt,
with distribution parameters E (ojr) = E (s) + rrX P£ (r) = 0 and D (a>f) = D(e) + 
+  c 2XPP'X'=c2'F + o2(I -  «P) =  <t2I . The components of the vector z can be selected 
from a table of random numbers or can be generated by Monte Carlo method.
Hence, if y~N(Xß, a2I) and t~iV(0,1), then c«j~./V(0, cr2I), i.e. the compo­
nents of o)j are independent random variables each with the distribution N(0, cr2). 
The above method has a disadvantage caused by the fact that many matrices P satisfy 
the equation PP'= G, and also on many ways one may select a g-in verse of the matrix G. 
Moreover this method depends on the selection of the components of the vector z. 
This disadvantage in the choice of the matrix P and of the -^inverse does not influ­
ence the probability of the acceptance of the null hypothesis.
M et h o d  II. Let z be an «-dimensional random variable. We define j| = (I — f ,)r 
and introduce the a.r.v. in the form (Golub, et al., [6] , p. 65)
ft> 11 =  £ + a (I — V) z
with distribution parameters E((oxi) = E(z)+o(\ — 1P)£'(t) = 0 and Z)(«)1I) =  D(£) + 
+  o2(I -  *P)D(t)(I -  ¥)' = + a-(1 -  Y )(I -  «P) = <r2IP + a-(I -  V) = ct2I where the
matrix I — is idempotent.
With the definition of the vector cuu we can see, that values of its components 
depend only on the component values of vector z, but are independent from the 
selection of g-inverse of the matrix G. Certainly, if t~A (0, I), then k=XGX t~  
~ jV(0, XGX') and moreover if y ~A(X/?, <r2I), then ft>n~A(0, <r2I). The selection 
t is done analogically as in the Method 1. For numerical calculation the form
«II =  y -  XX+ (y -  <7T)
is more convenient, because the calculation of the matrix XX+ is equivalent with 
calculating orthogonal projection operators for the space of columns of the matrix X.
M et h o d  III. We select the matrix (Rao, [19], p. 19) in such a way that
where „ is a diagonal matrix with « —r positive diagonal elements
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and with the last diagonal elements equal to zero. Moreover, we select the matrix 
the columns of which are unit vectors with 1 on the position indicating a 
row of the matrix D with positive element. We see, that M'M =  I. We construct, 
in addition, the matrix D~1/2 according to the following: if in the matrix D the 
element dn^O, then the diagonal element of the matrix D~1/2 is 1 h/du, in the 
opposite case it is equal to zero. Assuming that 0  = M'D~1/2B the a.r.v. is built 
up of n —r elements and has the form
u,m = M'D“ 1/2Be,
for which 0*P0' = M 'D-1/2BB'D-1/2M = M,D -1/2D D -1/2M = M/M = I, £(c«IU):=0 
and D(ojii^ ) = a2l.
M e t h o d  IV. The latent roots á j ,  j=  1, ..., « , of the matrix are 1 and 0 , with 
multiplicities n —r and r, respectively. We denote by cJy j=  1, ..., n —r the «-dimen­
sional latent vectors for the latent root A,= l, then 'PcJ=cj . We assume, that the 
vectors cj are orthonormal. This means we may accomplish a decomposition
r =  2 c, c; = Q Q ,
j - 1
where Q'=(cl5 ..., c„_r) satisfies QQ' = I. We construct the («—r)-dimensional 
a.r.v. in the form
«»ív =  Qe,
where — QQ'QQ' =1 and also £(W|V) = 0 and D(<U|V) = cr2l.
The selection of vectors cx, ..., c„_r may be accomplished by the Gram—Schmidt 
orthogonalization method (see, e.g. Birkhoff and MacLane, [2]). This selection can be 
carried out on many ways. Therefore the selection of the matrix Q is not unique.
The null distribution of <uIM and o)|V is normal, but their distributions under the 
alternative hypothesis is not investigated. It is clear that this distribution differs from 
that of e under the alternative hypothesis. Unsuitable choice of the matrix <I> may 
cause that the distribution of a) will be nearly normal even if that of e differs from the 
normal law markedly. It is known, e.g. that the distribution of the sample mean usu­
ally tends to the normal law very rapidly. Accordingly, it should be avoided that the 
absolute values of the elements of the row-vectors of should be equal or nearly 
equal. On the other hand it seems advantageous that one element in each row should 
have high and all the others low absolute values (cf. Method V).
From numerical point of view Method II is the best of the presented methods, 
beyond the generation of random vector t, there is no need to execute any additional 
numerical operation connected with the decomposition of the matrix G (Method 1) 
or of the matrix <P (Methods III and IV).
M e t h o d  V  (Theil’s method). Here a generalized formulation of the method of 
Theil [16] is given. He assumed that r(X)=q, we, however, admit that r(X)^q. 
The matrix C satisfies the conditions CX = 0 and CC' = I if and only if its row vec­
tors are orthonormal and belong to an orthogonal complement of space spanned by 
the columns of the matrix X. To achieve this aim we propose a partition of y on two 
subvectors with r and n — r components. Because of the equality X/f+e = X/?° + £
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the vector y can be written as
(2 . 1)
where the matrices with subscript 0 have r rows and those with subscript 1 have n —r 
rows. The matrix X0€^#r>s is of full row rank. Our objective is to find a linear un­
biased a.r.v. with a covariance matrix cr2I, that corresponds to the (n—r)-dimensional 
disturbance subvector By the partition (2.1) we calculate the (n —/^-dimensional 
a.r.v. as following. As we assume, that r(X) = r, then also r(XX0+) = r and the matrix 
(XXy j'XXy G#r-r is symmetrical and positive definite. Its inverse matrix X„(X'X)+XÓ 
is positive definite and invariant in respect of the selection of the Moore—Penrose 
inverse of the matrix X'X. All latent roots d f  h = l, ..., r of the matrix X0(X'X)+ X 
XX' are positive and s i .  Denote by k (Sr) the number of latent roots 1, 
and the corresponding r-dimensional orthonormal characteristic vectors by v,,
\ k. Let dh, h = 1, ..., k be the positive square roots of the numbers d\f. The a.r.v. 
are defined as follows




1 + d h
VhV,£n
and we have o)'va>y = e's.
The disadvantage of this method is a great number of possible partitions of the
matrix X in (2.1). There exist partitions and for every partition the a.r.v. can be
calculated. We propose to select such a vector eov, for which (cf. Theil, [16] p. 206) 
the expected sum of squares of the error vector
TKcuv-e^'icuv-e!)] =  2a2 J (1  - d h),
/i=i
is minimalized.
Let be remarked, too, that the distributions of the components of o m, are all 
different under the alternative hypothesis even in such cases when method V yields 
identically distributed variables (see, e.g., Sarkadi [11]). The latter situation seems 
more advantageous from the point of view of testing for normality.
Methods I—II are based on the assumption that the parameter er2 is known. If 
<r2 in unknown, it may be replaced by the unbiased estimator s2 of the parameter a2 
in the form s2=e's/(n—r). The results are the more accurate the greater the number 
of degrees of freedom n —r is. Alternatively, we may apply the idea of Durbin ([4], 
p. 52) if <t2 is unknown. Accordingly mn is to be defined as
0)n =  508 /j  +  ( I — V)X
where si is a random number which is ^-distributed with n —r degrees of freedom. In 
this case o>n is normal, otherwise this is not true.
2.3. Calculation o f the a.r.v. in model with restriction. The calculation of the 
a.r.v. is the model (y, Xß, <raI) can be carried out also under the assumption, that the 
parameter vector ß fulfils the consistent restrictions Rß=c, where R t-ydk ll and 
c£.y/?k>1 are known. The model with restrictions has the notation (y, Xß\Rß = c, 
a21). This model can be reduced to a model without restrictions (Rao and Mitra,
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(2.2) (y -X R c , X(I —R R)0, <r2I),
where the matrix X(I—R_R) is a design matrix, y -X R “c is the observable vector 
and the parameter vector. The imposed restrictions for the model do not
change the distribution parameters of the a.r.v. Therefore the calculation of the a.r.v. 
for model (2.2) is carried out analogically as described above.
3. The numerical aspect of the calculation of a.r.v. and testing the hypothesis
on the normality of errors
3.1. The algorithms o f calculation o f the a.r.v.
Method 1. 1. Calculate the matrices XX+ and f/ = I — XX+.
2. Compute the r.v. If <r2 is unknown, compute s2=e'E/(n—r).
3. Select the matrix to satisfy the equation (X'X)~ = PP', by the
generalized Cholesky method.
4. Generate by computer, by Monte Carlo method, the random vector x and ,v0.
5. Compute the vector >? = .? XPt/'.í,, (or <rXPx), where í  =  ^ í2, and coI =  e+i/.
Method II. The points 1, 2, 4 are the same as in Method I. Compute the vector 
<%=y -  XX+(y ~sz/s0).
Method III. 1. Same as point 1 in the Method I.
2. Compute the nonsingular matrix B by where D is a diagonal
matrix with n — r positive elements, in the following way. Decompose the matrix 
V for T = S S \  where S is triangular matrix of the form S = LD1/2 while D1'2 is a 
diagonal matrix with diagonal elements equal to the corresponding elements of the 
matrix S. L is a triangular matrix with all diagonal elements equal to one and the 
other elements are calculated by the equation
for y = l , ..., n — 1, i= j+ \,  ..., n. We have the decomposition of the matrix V/ =  
= SS' = LD1/2(LD1/2)' =  LDL' and therefore B =L -1.
3. Compute the matrix and D-1'2 and compute the a.r.v. in form
°hn.
Method IV. 1. Same as point 1 in the M ethod I.
2. Split the matrix X in two submatrices X =  [XÓ;X]]', where X0 is a matrix of 
full row rank and E=[eó|e[]'.
3. Compute the matrices Xo+^X^XqXÓ)- 1 and XxX0+.
4. Compute the matrix (X'X)+ (see Wilkinson and Reinsch, [17], p. 144).
5. Compute the matrix X0(X'X)+XÓ and its latent roots d f  h= 1, ..., k for 
which i/jj<l.
6. Compute the orthonormal latent vectors vx, ..., \ k of the matrix X0(X'X)+XÓ 
corresponding to the latent roots d{, ..., dl and compute cov.
when Sjj ^  0, 
when Sjj — 0,
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3.2. Assessing the validity o f the assumption on normality o f the random error vec­
tor by the Shapiro— IVilk test.
A. M odel (y, Xß, a21). 1. Calculate the a.r.v. by one of the methods presented 
in Section 3.1. From now on, the components of the a.r.v. will be treated as 
simple sample with elements x2, ..., x m.
2. Compute the sum of squares of deviations from the sample
S'2 =  x '(I-1 1 7 m )x .
3. Order the sample {x,} into an ordered sample y1^ y 2~ ...= y m.
4. Read the coefficients ai m, i— 1, ..., [m/2] (where [m/2] is entier of m/2) 
from the table of Shapiro and Wilk ([13], p. 596).
5. (a) if m is even (in = 21), compute
b =  a2l<m(y2l- y 1) + a2l. lim(y2l_1- y 2)+ ...+ a l+hm(yl+1-y ,) ,
(b) if m is odd (m =2/+l), then compute
b = a2l + ltm(y2l+l~ )’l) + a2l,m(y2l~- y2) +  ■■■ + aI + 2,m(yi+2~yd-
6. Compute W=b2/S'2.
7. The hypothesis on the normality of the random error vectors in model (1.1) 
will be rejected when Ws  m, where W is the 100a% point of the distribution 
of W.
B. M o d e l  (y, XjS|R]S =  c , ct21). 1. Compute the matrices R- , R~R and
X (I- R~R) and the vector y = XR~c.
2. Compute for the model (y —XR_c, X(I —R_R)0, o21) the a.r.v. with one of 
the methods presented in Section 3.1.
3. Next as in points 2—7 in the model (y, Xß, cr2I).
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UPPER ESTIMATE FOR THE EIGENVALUES OF AN ORTHONORMAL 
SYSTEM CONSISTING OF EIGENFUNCTIONS OF A LINEAR 
DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR
V. K.OMORNIK
Let G=[a, ó ]cR  be a compact interval, ...,p n: G -*C Lebesgue integrable 
functions and consider the formal differential operator
Lu — w(n) + p2 n("_2> + ... + p„ u.
As it is usual, a function not a.e. vanishing u: G — C is called the eigenfunction of 
the operator L with the eigenvalue A £ C provided that it, together with its first n — 1 
derivatives is absolute continuous on G and for almost all x£G,
(Lu)(x) =  Aw(jc).
Let now (nm) c L 2(G) be an arbitrary orthonormal system, consisting of eigen­
functions of the operator L and denote ).m the eigenvalue of um. Then a natural ques­
tion is whether the sequence (/,„) may have a (finite) cluster point. It is well-known that 
for the case n= 2 the answer is negative if p2dLq(G) for some q> 1: it was shown 
by V. A. Ifin and I. Joó in [2] for the case when all the eigenvalues are real and nonneg­
ative and after it by I. Joó in [4] for the general case.
Developing the ideas of the papers [2], [3], [4] and applying some results of [6] 
we shall prove that the answer is always negative (even if the functions p 2, ■■■, P„ 
are only integrable):
T heorem . Let G=[ű, íi] c R be a compact interval, p2, ■•■,/?„: G-*-C Lebes­
gue integrable functions and (um)czL2(G) an arbitrary orthonormal system, consisting 
o f eigenfunctions o f the operator
Lu = u(n) + p2 u(n~2)+ ...+  p„u.
Then, denoting the eigenvalue o f  um by 2m, we have
l^ml -  +  00 (m  — °°).
Moreover, there exists a constant Jf, depending only on the numbers \b — a\, ||/?2|li> ••• 
•••> llA.Hi such that — denoting by pm an arbitrary nth root o f ).m — for any p£C,
2  i c j r ( i + M ) .
26*
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Let us introduce for brevity the following notations: for any A£C and t (-_R 
define
£>(A, 0 = <
esi* .
e"ed .
1 t . /n- i
1 n t . ■ (»0n-1
if A X 0,
if A = 0,
where q1} ..., q„ are the different nth roots of A for A^O, in the increasing order of 
their arguments, taking in the interval fO, 2n). Obviously, A)(A, 0 if t^O  and
n __
|ij/A|<7r. Let Dkq(X, t) denote the minor of A) (A, t), corresponding to the q-th
n __
element of the k-th row, and define for any 1 ^ k S n ,  AgC, OXtGR,
/*(A, 0 =
” A i (ALi) 
Á  A) (A, /) 
0
A)(A, 0
if A X 0, 
if A = 0.
Let us also introduce the function g: CXR —C,
g0*> 0
" p
q = l WA
/" - i
if A X 0, 
if A — 0.
Recall the following proposition, proved in [6]:
P ro po sitio n . Let u be an arbitrary eigenfunction o f the operator L with the eigen-
n
value A. Then for any x£G, x+ ntfG , IX 0, \ t iT \^ n ,  the following formula is valid:
u(x) = 2  f kß , t)u(x + kt) +
k = 1
0)
n n x  + 1
+ 2  2 fk t t ,  0  f  g(A, x + k t-v )p j {v)u(n- i)(f)dx.
*=1 A=*
We shall also use the following properties:
Lemma, (i) For any fixed  A£C, the functions f k(X, •) can be continuously extended 
to the whole real line.
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(ii) There exists a constant C>0, depending only on n such that for any I s k ^ n ,
te  R, A=ji"£C and A0=/iJ!£C,
(2) 1 fÁ K  01 <  c if M  S 1;
(3) 1 fk (f’ 0 ~ .fk(foi 01 — C\p — p0\\t\ if \pt\ IS 1 and \p0t\ =S
(4) |g(A, 01 S  CM"-1 if \pt\ S  2n.
Pro o f , (i) follows at once from [6], Lemma 5. To prove (2) and (3), we remark 
that by Lemmas 4, 5 in [6] we have
f k( f  0 =  hk{pt) for all A = pn£C and t£R,
where hk: C—C is a holomorphic function (1 S&:£«). Finally, (4) follows from
[6], Lemma 6.
We shall also use the following estimates, proved in [6]:
Pro po sitio n . There exists a positive number D, depending only on the numbers 
\b — a\, ||/?o||,,..., || /»„II i., such that all the eigenfunctions u o f the operator L having the 
eigenvalue A=/i"£C, satisfy the inequality
(5) ||mW |U s Z)(1 +  H )j'+7 ||« ||p, o s j < n, 1 =§£=§-.
Let us now turn to the proof of the theorem. Let (um) a  L2(G) be an orthonormal 
system where um is an eigenfunction of L with the eigenvalue l m=pnm£C and let p 
be an arbitrary complex number, A = pH. Define
_  ■ (b —a 1 e -i/ e " j f  e
=  2 + H ’ M ?  I  IpJ ?  K I pJ I ’
l
AnCD n  + lp\ ib  6
(6) where e = (4n"+1C2D2 V^l + |^ i| ib  — a )-1.
Fix an arbitrary number aSx; a+b and choose an arbitrary um such that
For any O ^ t^ R  we have by (1)
n
«m (*) =  2  fk (4,, t ) u j x  + kt) +
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Integrating both sides by t from 0 to R, we obtain
(7)
R u jx )  = 2  /  f k(X, t)um(x + kt) dt +
* = 1 0
" r+ 2  /  Ifk > 0 0] «m (x+/ci)d/ +
* = 1<
x  +  k t
+ 2  2 /  fk(Am,t)  f  g(Xm,x  + kt-z)p j(T )uÜ J)(r)dzdt.
k = l j = 2 0
Introduce now the function w: G -+ C
w (0
it follows from (2) and (6) that
(8) w eL\G ), |H I,S  nC \ R.
Moreover, one can easily see the equality
2  f  fk(G t)um(x+ kt)dt = {um, w),
i ,_i  "
whence
(9) 2  f  /r(Ä t)um{x + kt)dt
-i
l<Mm, W>|.
It follows from (3), (5) and (6) that
( 10)
2  f  Uk0.m, t)~ fk(X, t)\um(x+ kt)d t
^  2  f  Ctdt\\um\\„ ^  nCR2\\umU  ^  jR \ \u mU b - á )  2 .
Finally, by (2), (4), (5) and (6) we have
n n R
2  2 /  fk(G„, l) /  g('-m,x + k t-T )p j(r)u ^ - j)(t) dz dt 
*=1J=2 0
^ ( n R y c 2 2  \ \ P j U < - J)U ^
j = 2
(1 1 ) S  ( « Ä f ' C 2 2 \ \ P j \ \ i D ( l  +  \Rm\)n- j \ \ u J aoS
j  =  2
s n"C2DR 2 l R J- 1\\PjU[K(2+\p\)"-j \\i<J~S
j  =  2
1 - -  — nn+1C 2D Re\\uJao g  — R \\u j2( b - a) 2 .
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From (7), (9), (10) and (11) we conclude
and hence 
(12)
7?|«m(*)l ^  l<«m, W )|+ jj? ||« j2 (fe -f l)  2
* > m(* )l2 ^  2 |< Mm, w>|2 +  y / ? 2||wm| | I ( b - i j ) - 1.
Let now M  be an arbitrary finite index set such that
\pm — =  1 for every m^M.
We have by (12)
R2 2  K ( * ) l a ^ 2  2  |<«m,w >|2+ i / ? 2 2  \\um\\ i( b -a ) - '
m £ M  m d M  ^  m £ M
applying the Bessel inequality, we obtain in view of (8)
Rz 2  \um(x)\*s2n *C *R  +  { R *  2  \ \u M b -a ) -K
m Z M  L  m i M
This is true for all a ^ x i  
„ a+ball —-— too.
a + b , but one can prove this inequality quite similarly for
Integrating by x  from a to b, and taking into account that
II«.lit =  1» m — 1 , 2 ,  . . . ,
we obtain
2  1 == 4 n2C2(b -a )R ~ 1.
m £ M
The left-hand side expression is the number of elements of M, while the right-hand 
side does not depend on M. Therefore
2  1 ^ 4  n2C2(b -a )R ~ \
and the theorem follows in view of (6).
R em ark  1. In case n = 2, one can easily see that / 2(2, t ) = —1,
, , ,  A Í 2ch (8lt) if X + 0, 
M Á ’ 0 \  2 if 2 = 0,
g (2 , 0  =
sh Qt t
t if X +■ 0,
t if >1 = 0. 
Therefore in the estimates (2)—(4) the conditions
M  ^  1, l/M l ^  1, \n l \ — 2»
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can be replaced by the weaker conditions
|Re/it| ^  1, |Re/t0(| s  1, |Re/h| 5  2n
(see [5]). Therefore our theorem can be sharpened to
2  1 <  Jf(l +  |Reji|).
The only change in the proof is that we have to write in the definition of R 
(2+  |Re p\) instead of (2 +  |/r|). This estimate was proved by I. Joó in (4) for the case 
when Pz£Lq(G) for some q > \.
R em ark  2. The proof of our theorem equally works for the more general case 
when the system (wm) is not necessarily orthonormal but the following two conditions 
are satisfied:
(a) supi 2  l<w, um)I2: w€L2(G), ||w||2 l |
'-ro = l  >
(b) inf {||mJ 2: m = 1, 2, ...} >  0.
Consequently, our theorem is also true if (um) is a Riesz basis.
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In this note we consider bivariate Poisson processes defined on an abstract space. The main 
result is given in Theorem 2. The method is based on some ideas of A. Rényi [3] and L. Győrfi [1], 
Some applications of Theorem 2 are also given.
Let X be an abstract set, .¥  a ring of subsets of X, and X2,1 3 additive set 
functions on SF. Let (Q, s4, P) denote a probability space, and X(E, co), Y(E, co) 
nonnegative integer-valued functions, which are for each Ec.lF, random variables 
defined on (Q, sé, P) and, for each co£(2, additive functions on !F, i.e., for arbitrary
( ’ 2 X(E1\JE2, co) = X(Et ,co) + X (E2, oj),
Y(Ei \JE2, oi) =  Y(Ei, co) + Y(E2, co)
provided E\OE2=0.
Further on, we assume that
1° for each e>0 and E^.lF, there exists a disjoint decomposition Lj, E2, ... 
..., En of E with £';€#' and max l.,(E:)<e, i= l,2 ,
1SjS3 J
2° for each E, F£_!F,
(2) P[X(E) = 0, Y(F) = 0] =
(3) P [X(E) =  0] =
(4) P|Y(£) =  0] =  e-CAa <£)+a3<e)i
and
P [X(E) S  2, Y(E) =0] + P[AT(£) -  0, Y(E) ^  2] +
(5) P[AT(£) ^  2, Y(E) = l] + P[Af(£) ^  1, V(E) ^  2] s
(K(E)+X2(E) + X3(E)\.d(li(E), Aa(£), X3(E))
where
(6) lim 0(x!, x2, x3) =  0.
Let now X(E, co), Y(E, co), Ef.'F,oifQ  be nonnegative integer-valued functions 
satisfying condition (1).
Define
X*(E) = I[X(E) & 1], Y *(£) =  I[Y(E) S  1] 
where 1[A] denotes the indicator of an event A.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 60F05; Secondary 60G50.
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We begin our considerations by the
L e m m a . I f  conditions (2 ) — (4 ) are met then, for any disjoint sets Ex, E2, ..., E„ f  S F ,  
the random vectors [X*(Ej), Y*(E1)\, [X*(E2), Y*(E2)], ...,[X*(En), Y*fEn)] are 
independent.
P r o o f . Let k ,  l  be integers such that 2 ^ k  +  l ^ n  and let 1 ^ = i 1 ~ ^ i 2 ^  . . . ~ = i k = n ;  
l^ y1<y'2< ...cy',Sn be sequences of positive integers satisfying the condition 
{h 5 H, ..., ijkjn {j] , j 2, ji} =  0- 
Put
Ak = 2 E ir, 2*,= 2 E Jt.
r = l  s= l
It is easy to check that the sets Ak, B, are disjoint.
Under the above assumptions we have
p { n  \x *(pci =  o], n  iy *(£jJ =  oil =
r= l s = l  >
p | 2 X * ( E t)  = 0, i  Y*(E j) =  o} =
'■r = l  s= l >
P[X(Ak) = 0, Y(B,) = 0] = =
I f  PtX*(Eir) = 0] 77 P[Y*(EJt) =  0],
r= l s= l
Thus the Lemma is proved.
T h e o r e m  1. I f  conditions 1° and 2° are met then, for any disjoint sets Ex, E2, ... 
. . . ,E n, the random vectors [X (E f,Y (E f\, [X(E.,), Y(Ef], [X(E„), Y (£„)] are 
independent.
P r o o f . We prove Theorem 1 in the case n = 2. For an arbitrary n the proof can 
be done by induction.
Let E, F be disjoint sets from JF Now we show that the random vectors 
[X{,E), Y{E)], [*(£), Y(F)] are independent.
It follows from 1° that for every e>0 there exist a natural number n and two 
sequences of disjoint sets {Et, i =1,2, ..., n); i= l, 2, ...,«} such that E=
n n
=  Ej, F=~2j Ft. Moreover, for /= ] ,  2, ..., n we have
i = l  1=1
(7) max /..(£.) <  £, max Xt (F.) <  e.!SjS3 1 1SJS3 J
The Lemma implies that the random vectors [T*(£i), F*(£j)], [X*(E2), 
Y*(E2)],- , [**(£„), Y *(£„)], [X*(FJ, Y*(FD],[X*(FJ, Y*(F2) l ...,[X*(F„), F*(£„)]
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are independent. Then the random vectors
2 [x\Ed, r *(£,•)], i [* * (£ ,), y*(£,)]
i= l i= l
are also independent.
Using (5), we obtain now
P {[* (£ ), Y(E)} *  i  [X fiE fi  T *(£,)]} S
^  2  (Ed+K (£*)+ a3 (£ .)] • <5 &  (£.), a2 (£,), ;,3 (Ed).i = 1
It follows from relations (6) and (7) that for every g>0,
max S(AX(E:), A2(£ ;), A3(£;)) <  e.1 z=iY=n
Hence
(8) P { [* (£ ) , y (£)] 7^  i  [*  * (£,), y  * (£,)]} [A, ( £ ) + A2(£) +  A3(£ )]e. 
In the same way we obtain
(9) P { [* (£ ) , y (£ )] *  i  [T * (£,), y  * (£()]} == [Aj (£ ) +  A2 (£ ) +  A3 (£)]«. 
From the independence o f the random vectors
2  [**(£.), y*(Ed], 2 [ x * (F d ,  y *(£,)]
*=1 i = 1
and from (8) and (9), we have
|P[AT(£) =  klt Y(E) = k2, X(F) = h , Y(F) = r j -  
-  ?[X(E) = k lt y ( £ )  =  A2]P[AT(£) =  ilf y ( £ )  =  /J| ^
3S 3[A1(£ U £ ) +  A2(£ U £ ) +  A3(£U £)]e.
The last relation completes the proof.
T h e o r e m  2 . I f  conditions 1° and 2 °  are satisfied then, for every £6#"  and any 
nonnegative integers n, m, we have
P [X(E) = n, y (£ )  =  m\
min (n, m)
2k=0
A” ll(£)A" *(£)A3(£) (E)+^ (£)+ ( £ )j
(n — k)\(m — k)lk \
P r o o f . Let (pE(t1, t2) denote, for each E fß 7, the characteristic function o f the 
random vector [X (E \ Y(E)]. It is easy to see that
|<gE(ij, t2)| S  2e_c,li (£)+A2(E)+',ä(E)]—1,
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so we have
W A h, h)\ + 0 for á.1(E) + X2(E) + X3(E) <  log 2.
n
Because of condition 1°, E  has a disjoint decomposition E= 2  Ek with (£-V) +
+ h (£■;)+23(£))< log 2; i.e., |^£|(h , i = l ,  2, n.
But, because o f Theorem 1, the random vectors [X(£j), 7(£j)], [T (t’2), Y(E2)\, ... 
..., [X{En), Y(E„)\ are independent, hence
( 1 0 )  «PjsO i j  2^)  =  I I  VsSfl i  I2)  5^ 0i = l
and we have
(11) log (pE(k,  t2) =  2  log VeM  1, t2)-/ = 1
From condition 2° we have
|(^ £ (/j 9 2^)  (£i) + ^ 2 (£,) — --£,fl —A2 (^ j) —
^  (1  £ — <*£>) — A1 (£f> ^3 (£P  ^J — £ — ^ 2 —
— e1 (Í1+ V (1 — e “ [A1 (£‘} + A3 (£i)] -  e“ [A2 (£i> + A3 (£,)] +  e -  [A1 (Ei> + X* <£l> + A3 (£l>3) I ^
S  2 ( £ ) )  +  ;.2(£,) +  ;„(£,)]<5(^  (£)), / .(£ ,) ,  *,(£,»}.
Hence there exists a complex valued function o(,y, , x.A, x 3) of real variables for which 
|o(X], x2, _v3)| =  1, q(0, 0, 0 )= 0  and
CpEi(ti ,  / 2)  =  c - [ i 1( i , ) + i I (B| ) +  41(BI)] +
_|_ ^ Ii1 —A2 (£í)“ A3(eí) ^  I — -f- e*tz~k (£f) —AgiE,)
(£,.) + A3(Ei) ] _ e ~ [A2(Ej) + A3(£.)]_|_e -[A1(£j) + As(£.) + A3(Ei)]) +
+  2[21(£>.)+A2( ^ ) + 2 3(^)]d(21(£i), ;.2(£,), ^ ( ^ M ^ ) ,  W ) ,  / 3(£,))•
Expanding log (^.(/y, r2) in Taylor series we have
log <p£j(h , Í2) =  (£ ,)(cif. - 1 ) + 12(Ed(e1*.- 1) +  (£■,)(e-« ,+<P _  1) +
( 12)
+  J  h i E d ^ - A E d ,  h ( E A  A3(if,))
k = l
where for /c =  1,2, 3
(13) lim ek(x!, x2, x3) =  0.
x1, x2, jc3- °
Substituting (12) into (11), we have
log <pE(h, Q  =  21(E )(cib - l )  +  l 2(T)(cib - l )  +  A3(E)(ei0. + '!) - l )  +
+ 2 2  [AiEMAiEi), +AEA +AE,))].
( 1 4 )
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It follows from (14) that
n 3
Z Zj = l k = l
is a constant, and from (13) we have
3 
k
T =  2  2 V * & d * k(M (E d ,W d ,X * iE d )]
T  | s 2  At (E) max e ^ E , ) ,  A, (£,-), As(£,)) -  0
 = l  1 S Í 3 B
as Aji-E)), A2(E|), A3(E()->0. Hence E=0.
Theorem 2 follows from the last identity and from (14).
T h e o r e m  3. Let, for each E, F£!F,
P[*,(£■) =  0, Y fF )  =  0] =
P[Ar;(£ ) =  0] =  r t i d £)+ ,» '£»i
(15) P[T;(£) =  0] =  «-W,, <*)+*„(*)],
min .^ ■>) AJ f 1 (£) AS'- k (£ ) A^ i (£)
P[* ,(£ ) -  n, y,(E) =  m] =  Z
* = 0  (n—k )l(m  — k )\k \  
i =  1, 2, j ; n, m =  0, 1
e- [*„<*)+*„ <*)+*„(*)]
and let the set functions
Ai (£ )  =  Z ^ ii(£ ) .  W ) =  Z ^ ( ^ ) .  A3(E )=  Z W )
i =  l  i = l  i = l
be measures on !F as in 1°. I f  for each E, F^ŰF we have
(16) P { n  [*i(E) = nl,Y l(E) =  m jl =  / /  P[Xt(E) -  n,, Yt(E) =  mj
for all nonnegative integers nk, n2, ns ; m1, m2, ms with
Z ni  ^1. Z mi -  1»
then
p [ i  * ;(£ ) =  », É Y i ( E ) =  m l  =
t | = l  i = l  J
=  mm^ m) a;-*(E)A?-*(e ) ^ ( e ) e _ [V£)+VE)+V£)]
*ti> {n—k)l (m — k)\ kl
for any E£!F.
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Proof. Let E, F£2F be arbitrary sets, then from (16) and (15) we get 
P [ i  Xt(E) =  0, 2  Yi(P) =  °1 =  A  p W (£) =  0, Yt(F) =  0] =
L i — 1  i = l  J  i = l
_  g - [ A 1 (£ )  +  Ai (F )  +  A ,( £ U F ) ] >
(17) p[ z * i ( £ )  -  o] =  e-» ,m + i,w i,
P [ 2  Yi(E) =  o] =
N ow  it is easy to see that
p f 2  Xi(ß) =  1. É Yi(E) =  l ]  = Z  n P [ X i(E) =  öil,Yi(E) =  öij]
L i — 1  i = 1  j  l , j  = l  i = 1
( 18)  =  J 1 1 7  m i n y ' ,a<j) H ^ Q A g , '  <I( £ , ) ^ 3. ( £ ' )  ( £ ) +  x . |. (E)  +  L , i ( E ) l  _
v  o á , " !  * f o  ( á « - f c ) ! ( í y - f c ) ! f c !
and also
[Ax (£ ) +  A2 (£•) +  A3 (£)] th ( « +a, (E)+a, (e)i
(19) p f  2 * t ( E )  = l, ^ y i ( £ )  =  ol =  z  /7 , ^ p (^ )e - I*»w + i»(*)+ i~ (®1 =Li=i i=i J j=i ,=i
=  A1(£ )e ~ [Ai(E)+V E)+V ;E)1.
In the same way it can be proved that
(20) P [ 2  Xi(E ) =  0, 2 1 W )  =  l ]  =  A2(£')é!- [V «+ M e>+V«>J.
L i =  l  | = 1  J
Now let us put
/ ( E ) = l - p | Í * , ( £ ) = l ,  Í ^ ( £ )  =  l l -M = 1 i= 1 J
- p [ i ^ ( ^ )  =  i, i r , 0 E )  =  o ] -  
— p f i '  Xi(E) =  0, Z  Yi(E) =  l] -M = 1 i=l J
- p [ É x i(E) =  o, i y í(^ )  =  o l.
« • i= l  i =  1 J
Taking into account (17), (18), (19) and (20), we have
(21) /(E)  = l - [ l - A 1(£ )-A 2(£ )-A 3(£ )-A 1(£)Aa(£)]e-^<E)+i.(E)+^(E>L
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Because o f (17) and (21), condition 2° is met and Aa> k3 meet condition 1°. 
Thus we apply Theorem 2 and the proof of Theorem 3 is complete.
T h e o r e m  4 .  Let, for any E, F$_3F ,
(22) P [ £  X,(E) =  0, 2  r i(F) =  ol =  e-M«+V*>+V*uF)
1 = 1 i = 1
(23)
P f Z X i(E) = n, 2  Yt(E) =  m l =
M = 1 i=1 J
= ^ -* (£ )A r » (£ )A j(£ )
k=o («—fe)!(/M—fc)! fc!
where I fE ) ,  /.2(E) and A3(E) are measures on S' satisfying condition 1°. 
I f  for all E,
P f  f l  lXt(E) = 0, Y fF )  =  0]} =  1J {P [ W )  =  0, Y fF )  =  0]}, 
P [ /7  [* ,(£ ) =  0]} =  I I  P[X,(E) = 0],
p{ n  [YtiE) =  0 ] } =  /7  P [r ,(£ ) =  0],
W-l 1 1 = 1
P[X,(E) =  0, Yi(F) = 0] =  af»<*»<*>-a*W>a*<*UF»
P [X fE )  =  0] =  af»<A








/Äe a ,>  1 being arbitrary numbers, and Fly F2, F3 arbitrary real-valued functions, then 
P[XfE) =  n, Yt(E) = m] = kf 0 (n — k)\(m  — k ) \k \
for
hki(E) = ku (E)
i — 1, 2, s; n, m ^  0 
logöi k =  1, 2, 3.
2  lo§ aii=1
Proof. Because of (22) and (24)
e-[VE>+VF)+VEUF)] =  p f 2  x,(E) =  o, 2  W )  =  ol =
Li=i i=i J
=  P { f l  W AE) = 0. Y,(F) =  0]} =  f l  PIX,(E) = 0, T,(F) = 0],
w=i > (=i
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From (27) we get
tl
e - U , ( £ )  +  A2( F )  +  A3( E U F ) ]  _  J J  a F J U l ( £ ) , A 2( F ) , A 3( £ U F ) )
Hence
and
P [*i(JE) =  0, Yt(F) = 0] = e 
In the same way it can be proved that
— [A , ( E J + A j  ( E )  +  A3( E U f ) ] l o g  n ,  /  £  l o g o ,-
P[2r;(F) -  0] =  e
-  [A , ( E H - A S (E )]  l o g o , . /  f  lo g o .
and
P[yi(£-) =  0] =  e
— [A2 ( E )  -f- A3 (£)] l o g  a ,  j y  l o g o ,
»' =  1,2, s.
Observe that (2)—(4) in condition 2°, and also (5) are satisfied. 
Indeed, let us define
A — {(n, m): n, N X N , n i_: 2, m = OUn = 0 ,  m S  2U n S  2,
Condition 1° is also met for all i==l, 2, ..., s because if , 22, 2S satisfy con­
dition 1°, then for any arbitrary c> 0 , c/.^E), i=  1 ,2 ,3  also satisfy condition 1°. 
Since both conditions o f Theorem 2 hold, the proof of Theorem 4 is complete.
[1] G yőrfi, L., Poisson processes defined on an abstract space, Studia Sei. Math. Hangar. 7 (1972),
243—248. Mi? 48#7365.
[2] K a w a m u r a , K .,  The structure of bivariate Poisson distribution, Ködai Math. Sent. Rep. 25
(1973), 246—256. M R  48*5143.
[3] R é n y i , A., Remarks on the Poisson process, Studia Sei. Math. Hungar. 2 (1967), 119— 123. MR
35*3726.
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m =  1 U n = 1, m S 2 U « i 2 ,  m £  2}.
Then we have, for i= \ ,2 ,  ..., s,
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ON AN IMBALANCE PROBLEM OF G. WAGNER 
CONCERNING POLYNOMIALS
JÓZSEF BECK
Answering a question o f P. Erdős [2], G. Wagner [3] proved the following beauti­
ful theorem: Given an arbitrary infinite sequence co = (^1, g2> ...) of points on the
n
unit circle {z: |z |= l} ,  the sequence of polynomials pn(z)=p„(z; <w)= J[  (z — f-)
. J=1does not remain uniformly bounded on the unit circle. This result is in the same 
spirit as the classical Van Aardenne—Ehrenfest theorem (see [1]) on irregularities 
of distribution of sequences.
In connection with the extension of the problem above for arbitrary compact 
subsets o f the complex plane, Wagner raised an elementary problem as follows 
(see [4]).
On the unit circle {z: |z| =  1} consider polynomials of degree (« — 1) having as 
their (simple or multiple) zeros n-th roots o f unity only. That is, consider the polyno­
mials p(z) of the form
(1) /7  where (j = eintjln
j=0
and the sum of multiplicities aj equals (n — 1). Does there exist a function f (n ) with 
m  — as n — °° such that, for any p(z) o f type (1), max |p(z)| > /(« )?
Observe that for polynomials p(z) o f type (1) having simple zeros only,
max \p(z)\=n. Wagner suspected that there is a universal <5>0 such that for any
|*|=i
polynomial p(z) o f type (1), max |p(z)|>;ii .
I*l=i
Erdős disagreed, he believed that there exists a polynomial p(z) of type (1) such
that max |p(z)|<C , where C is independent o f  n. Our objective is to prove the valid-
I*!-1
ity o f Erdős’ belief.
Theorem. There exists a polynomial p(z) o f  type (1) such that niax |p(z)|<scl.
The well-known Vinogradov notation /(n)<scg(n) means that f(n ) = 0(g(n)), 
i.e., \f(n)/g(n) \ remains bounded as n tends to infinity.
Proof. We start with the definition of the desired polynomial p(z), that is, we 
shall associate multiplicities aJy with the n-th roots of unity Cj =  é?271‘ Jln, *27
1980 Mathematics Subject Classifications. Primary 10K30; Secondary 10F40.
Key words and phrases. Irregularities of point distributions, polynomials with multiple zeros, 
maximum norm.
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O ^ j ^ n  — 1 such that
2  c i j  = n  — 1 and max J J  \z — £ j \ aj  • «  1 .  
j = o  M = 1 j = o
We shall denote by lj, 0 = j^ s  and Äy, O ^ /S j — 1 the indices for which 
(i. and Ckj have multiplicities 0 and 2, respectively. The sequences {/,} and {kj} will 
have the following basic properties:
and
(2)
0 — /„ <  kq ~ l±
y
-i.
f  i < i y -  2  ( k i - i d - ( x - i i0)o n i :k,±x
~ Is =  n- 1 
«  1
uniformly for all 0 S x S « - l .  Here i0 denotes the index for which lio^ x < k ia.
h
Let /0=0. Let /x> 0 be the first integer such that / (y/n )dy^  1. Assume now
0
that / !<  are already defined, then let /;> /;_! be ‘the first integer such
that
J 07«) dy ^  i.
Let lq denote the first index Sn/4. Then let
l q + i  = lq + 4i, i = 1 ,2 ,... if  only lq+i^n /2 .
L et/r_! denote the last index ^n/2, then let lr = lr_x+4. Let us extend lr+i (almost) 
symmetrically:
lr+i =  lr +  (/r- / r_;) if only /r+i <  n —1.
Let ls__! denote the last index < «  —1. Finally, let ls=n — 1.
N ow  we define the sequence k j,j= 0 ,  1, ..., s —1. Let kj =lj + 1 if only j= q . 
For q < jS r  — 1 let k j —lj be the integral part o f  the expression
V '  v j- 1 
j  ~ d y -  2  (£;-*,•)•
For r ^ j S s  — 1 we extend kj as follows: let
lj+i kj = k2r- j - i  l2r—j  — i *
We mention some further consequences o f the definitions above:
(3a) /x rs><sc n1/2 and /j+1 —/, » « :  n//,- for 1 S  i S  r;
(the notation f ( n ) »  <ag{n) means that both f(ri)»g(ri)  and f{ri)«g(n ) )
(3b) n1/2 and ls_.i- l s. i- l =  li+1- l ,  for 1 es i ^
(4) 1 s  k[ — li =  2 if 0 s  i g  r and 1 ^  /i + 1 — ^  2 if r s / g j - l .
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Now we are ready to define the desired p(z):  let p(z )=  [J  (z —Cj)“J, where
j=o
0 if ;€{/o , •••» U
a? =  2 if j€ {k 0, klt  fcs_ J
1 otherwise.
In what follows we shall show that the polynomial p(z) of degree ai — 1 is bounded 
in |z| =  l. We shall verify this only in the arc {e1’-"1": —1/2S t S / r} (we recall 
that /r~n/2). The case of the complementing arc goes similarly using the fact the 
rootsystem of p(z)  is almost symmetrical.
Let z0 = e2ni,,n, where
j  =  t <  lu+i— j ’
We have
P(.zo) — Pi Pi P3 >
where
n — 1
Pi = (*o -C O  77 (zo - Q ,  ^ 2
h 7^/u» +1
and
A . -  17i=o V zo
First we show
l^il « -(5) _ ,*‘u + l 1




\ P i \
zS -1 Z0 — C(c„ n
2«-C,u Z0~C/„ + l L+i~*
If t> k u+ 1 then \(z0 — Cjt„)/(z0 — |«scI, therefore using again the inequality
\zo-Ctu+l\» 0 u + i- t) /n  we get
I M - 14-11 i 1 "
which completes (5). 
Let
1 ^0 CfcM
lz o - C , u + ll z o - C ( u
«
L+i t
« - r  (■£&•)•
where the products JJ* and [J** are extended over all i'Sw+1 for which 
z0~Ckt
zo“ Ci,+l
1 or s i ,  respectively.
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Clearly, P2=P'2P^. We claim
(6) 1^1 « 1 -
Simple calculation shows that for the factors o f the product PI we have (see (4)):
(7) Z0 C k i 1 C/<1 +1)- 2N o 1 + 1— C.i + i
1 + c
n - h +1
with a suitable absolute constant c>0. Let mL = n ~ lu^i, i= 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . .  By (3a)
and (3b), wp=  1, m ^ n 112, m i+1—miy>n/mi, i=  1 , 2 , __  Now we need a general
lemma.
Lemma 1. Let a sequence 1 =  w0 <  Wj < . . .  m v o f integers be given such that
» j
m ^ n 112, mi+1—mi^>nlmi, i = l ,  — 1. Then N  -— <scl.
i=o rm
Proof. The hypothesis o f  the lemma yields that the interval [x, 2x) contains 
<scx2/n elements o f the sequence m0,m 1, ..., m„. Let [log2 n\ denote the integral 
part o f the binary logarithm of n. Then
f 1 [Iog2 nj
2 - é r =  2  , 2
i = o  W ;
1 iiogj «j 4 j \
«  2  — ^7/ =  0 + 1 W ;  j  =  o O 2 J
l|o|?7"I 2j' 1 1 1
j g  T * 1 + 2 +  4 +  8 + " ' = 2' D
By (7) and Lemma 1
^  exp {c i —  } =  e° 
1 j=0 m jJ
(1) «  1,
which proves (6).
In order to finish the proof it suffices to verify the following estimates:
(8) , , « ( v r "
(9) <$c min4 - m * } -
I
2
then P3= l  (empty product). Thus, by (3), (5),Indeed, if ?£
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(6) and (8)
IpOo)I =  I'M \K\ \pZ\\p>\« (7^ 3 7 ) { ^ v 1 } " " =
ku +1
-  L - I — )  ■ -=
Wu+i t '
0 ( 1)1 «  1.
If lr^ t ^ I 1—— , then again by (3), (5), (6), (8) and (9) we have
^ 0 )1 = 1 ^ 1 1 ^ 1 1 ^ 1 1 ^ .1 «
'-‘u+l"
*u + i
. t fcW+l . „ fcM-!
) ( L+i 1) n | t — "
t ) \ n J l / i
ku- 1 
~ K - i \  " fn (r — A:„_x)\ „
t ) " l ( / u+i - 0 t J
*u +1 * u - l
" «
n(n/0) o ( \ ) l ( n 'j «« 1 - 1  « 1 ,
which completes the proof of the theorem.
Both (8) and (9) are corollaries of the following general lemma.
L e m m a  2 . L e t  b e  g i v e n  t h e  p o s i t i v e  r e a l  n u m b e r s  n ,  0 < o c < l ,  b ^ b . , ^ . .  
a n d  c o e f f i c i e n t s  S j  =  1 o r  0 , l S y ^ m  s u c h  t h a t  m ^ a  n ,
■ > b n
( 10)
u n i f o r m l y  f o r  a l l  I S j S m ;  a n d
, 1
b  i «  —
( 11)
u n i f o r m l y  f o r  a l l  0 T h e n





2  E jb j-a  2  bj\ ^
i = i J = i
+
I 'a-JUHH*' +
Si +  S2-
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By (10), (11) and Abel’s summation method, S ^ ^ l. On the other hand, by (10)
s , =  i (  J i y S l .  □
J  =  1 i  n ' J =  1 n J
Now we deduce (8) from Lemma 2. For notational convenience let
Dj = Z o -tj
Zq — Cj+i J  [ fe“+1’ 3 +fc“+1] ’
, _  V fr i. , x * _  Í 1 if «6^
^ H [fci’ /i+l)’ <5i 10 if i€ [ 0 ,n - 1]V*.
From the definition o f P', it follows that
( 12) 1^1 ni:k^J
z 0 Cki
zo — C/i + 1
The right-hand side o f (12) can be written in the form j ]  Ddy, therefore
jtJ
(13) \P'2\ / /  D ) j  = exp { -  2  öj !°g t t I •
j Z J  1 J € J  V j >
We recall that z0=e2n,'ln. An easy calculation shows that for all j f J
z 0 ~ C j + l1
Dj zo-Cj
S  1 +  —
J ~ t
with a suitable universal constant C > 0. Thus
(14) . 1 1io g -J j -«D< j - t
uniformly for all j f J .  Moreover, observe that for j f j
(15) 1 1
Dj Dj +1
Let us denote K = ku+1. We claim
K + x  -  n  —  K  —  y(16)
j=* «/ n
c l y «  1
uniformly for O sx ^n /3 .
In order to prove (16) let 3 j = l —öj. By definition
w
Z 5 j =  2  ( k j - l j )  + W '- l j 0),
j = 0  j-.kj^W
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where j 0 denotes the index for which lJo^ W < k Jo. Thus, by (2) 
(17) z sj - f  (yln) dy
:_n **
«  1
K + x  K + x
uniformly for O ^ W ^ n — 1. Using the identity 2  Sj ={x+l )  — 2  $j
j = K  j = K
we have
K + x
(*+1)- '2  <>j-  J  " K y dy
j — K  0 H
=  0 (1 ) +
K + x
( x + l ) -  f  {yin) dy -  J  "■ K y  dy 
d ,r n
=  o ( i ) + o  « 1 ,
completing the verification o f (16).
By (14), (15), (16) and Lemma 2 we obtain
(18)
By (13) and (18)
2 6 j \ o g ^ — ^ 2 \ o g ^ -  
j ( j  Dj n jiJ  dJj
«  1.
Clearly,
l^ l s  exp { — 2  lo8 44 = exp i - + —  Z log - ^ - + ° 0 ) }
1 H J  D j> ' n JiJ u j >
^  exp I —~ ~ ~  2 log 4 4  =  (77 Dj) " •
t n  J i J  u j >  j i J






z o Ck „  K  * ^  / “ + i  1




I P i l  « { n )
which proves (8).
The proof of (9) goes similarly. If rcj/o - y  =  — y , /x —^-) then P3 =
product). Now assume that t ^ l 1 — Let K *= ku- X and 7* =  [0, K * 
have
( 1 9 )
\p,\ = 7r
i =  0
——~-\ =  7 7  d )’”1 =  a  D jij =
jtJ*Z0 Cl,
=  exp I -  2  log Dn  • 
1 j i j * J
i t J *
and (17)
= 1 (empty 
- 1 ] ,  We
»
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For all j£J*, 1 ^ D j< D J+l and log D ,« ;-----r . Furthermore, by (2)
 ^ ./
2  <>j ~  f  (y/n)dy
J—° o
Applying Lemma 2 we obtain
<k 1 uniformly for all x£J*.
K*
2  SjlogD j— — 2  !og Dj
j £ j *  n Jej*
Returning to (19)
\P3\ =  exp { -  2  log d \  «  exp { -  —  2  log Oy|  =
t j £ j *  ) t n j eJ* j





I zo 1 I = m T -
This completes the proof o f (9) and completes the proof of the theorem. □
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4 2 6 N . K U S O L IT S C H
It is natural to conjecture, that in order to ensure the validity of (1), 9„ should be 
chosen as 1/log n. Surprisingly enough however, the condition 0„—0 suffices.
T h e o r e m  2 . Let g 1 ,  £ a , ... be as in Theorem 1, and £1jB, ..., an independent
n
0— 1 sequence with P (£;,„= 1) =  0„. Let k=  and it the index o f  the t-th
i = l
1 in f 1>B, ..., C„,„ t=  1, ... ,  k, z0= 0 . Let vt(n) be the length o f  the longest run o f  Vs 
within £;t_1+i,  ..., tíit and v(«) =  max vt(n). Suppose that 0„^0, then
p ilim - iW - =  
V log n )
P r o o f  of Theorem 1. We start with quoting the result of Erdős—Rény:i 
Let v(n) be the length o f  the longest run o f l ’s in ..., £n. Then
V log n )
Because of this result, it suffices to show
v(n)P flim , i |  =
log n )
1.
For arbitrary e> 0  we introduce the following notations:
m:=[(\ — e ) lo g ri\, [a] denotes the largest integer not greater than x
v«(n) := max {3,-: €J+1 = ... =  £,•+, = 1; ( t - l ) k n ==; <  tk„},
^ t , j  —  { í ( l - l ) k n + ( j - l ) m  + l  — £( r - l  ) kn + jm  1 } t  =  1 , . . . ,  j  .
With this notations we get immediately an upper bound for P(v(«)<m), especially
P ( v ( n )  <  m )  ^  p
s ( l - 2 - ) [ d f t ]
m ,  j i d  f t ]  I
n  (v«oo <
t = i
== p n  n  k ,
t = i  j = i
( f e l  f t ! )
Therefore we get:
P(v(u) <  m) s  (1 — n (1 £>)n 2 for k „ < n ‘
P(v(n) <  m) s  (1 — n (1 £)) m for kn > n  2
-1 i —L
P(v(n) <  m) ^  (1 — •'v” ' for n a ^ f c „ S n  2 and
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n large enough, So we get
G
y  P(v(n) <  m) S  C 2  e~n < ° °
n£W N
with some positive constant C. An application o f the Borel—Cantelli-lemma 
completes the proof. |
Proof of Theorem 2. We will independently modify the values of the orginal 
variables such that we could look for the longest run in the whole new sequence. 
This modification consists o f defining the last variable o f all blocks to be zero:
if i = i, for some t 
otherwise.
Then the sequence rj1, ...,rjn is i.i.d. with probability PC»7i =  1) = 1- 0. and v(n)
is the longest run o f l ’s in t]t , ...,r]n. Since P(^j= 1 )< —, we can a fortiori use Erdős 
—Rényi’s theorem in the same way as before. Therefore we need to prove
pflim i n f - j ^ - S  l )  =  1. 
V log n )
Let w = [(l — e) log ri\ and denote the event, that at least one of the random variables 
tli, ..., >7i+m- i  is zero by R,. Then
P(v(n) <  m) S  P(B1B1+m ... B  ^
Since Bf, Bj are independent for \i—j \ ^ m ,  we get
P ( v (n )  <  m )  s  P ( B i ) [  m 1 S  ( l  - ■ ^ iL)  e x p  Í -  
Therefore lim 0„=O yields
8
P(v(n) <  m) ^  C ex p (— n 2)
m2m ) '
for some positive constant C and n large enough. As before this inequality and the 
Borel—Cantelli lemma yields
P flim i n f - j ^ -  l )  =  1. I  1 log n )
Remark 3. It follows from the results of Komlós—Tusnády [2], that lim 0„=O 
is a necessary condition. Indeed, for the case lim sup 0„^A >0 one can easily deduce 
from their results, that
P (lim inf
vQO ^  log 2 
log« — log2 — log (I —h)
■** ‘ •1 J -Ar:  . . .  i.l
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DICHTEABSCHÄTZUNGEN FÜR MEHRFACHE GITTERFÖRMIGE 
KUGELANORDNUNGEN IM Rm II
U. BOLLE
1
In dieser Arbeit sollen die in [1] angegebenen Dichteabschätzungen für die noch 
fehlenden Dimensionen bewiesen werden. Ich benutze dabei die Bezeichnungsweise 
der genannten Arbeit. Insbesondere bezeichne d£m) bzw. Z\(m) die optimale Dichte 
einer gitterförmigen ^-Packung bzw. /c-Überdeckung mit Einheitskugeln im Rm. 
Insgesamt wird sich damit ergeben:
Satz. Sei m(|N , 2. Dann gelten





1 - c mk ~ ^ ~ , Dlm>k — 1 +Cmk
m + 1
2 m • >
fü r  m =  1 (4)
dim) m + 3 Dim) m-f-3
(2) k --- k  ~ 1 ~ emk , k ^ 1  + Cmk
2m
(cm, Cm >  0 nur von m abhängig).
[1] enthält den Beweis von (1) für m = 3(4), von (2) für Packungen und w s l ( 8 )  
bzw. Überdeckungen und m =  5(8).
2
Um die Ergebnisse aus [1] benutzen zu können, bleiben einige Aussagen nach­
zutragen. Zunächst ist zu zeigen, daß die Voraussetzung von Lemma 3 [1] für gerade 
m erfüllt ist.
2 2
L e m m a  1. Seien m, M, « £ N ;  m —2M: - ——s h s  — . Dann ist S = S (y ,h )n + 1 n
('s. die Formel unten) als Funktion von y für kein h konstant.
Beweis. Ich beweise die Behauptung nur für gerade n=2N, der andere Fall 
verläuft ganz entsprechend. Da
2
n +  1
h 2
n ’ ist
h = 2n + 2x
1
N + x
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 10E30; Secondary 05B40.
Key words and phrases. Multiple packing, multiple covering, lattice packing of spheres, lattice 
covering with spheres.
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mit einem geeigneten x f  |o; - y j  •
M_ ±
S (y ,h )  = Vm_1 2  (1 ~ ( i h - y f )  2 =
| i/i —y | —1
=  v m- l  ( 2  (1 -0 7 l - y f ) M~ + r(y ,h )),
\i = -N +1 '
wobei
{ M ——(l-(7V /i +  j ) 2) 2 für y ^ x h
0 für >>> xh.
Sei zunächst x > 0 . Dann gilt \ih—y\<  1 für — N + l- ^ i^ N ,  so daß die Terme unter 
dem Summenzeichen im angegebenen Bereich beliebig oft nach y  differenzierbar sind, 
r(M) jjat dagegen hei y —xh eine Singularität.
Behauptung. Sei /( j> )=  (1 — (Nh+y)2) 2 fü r  O ^ y ^x h . D ann  gilt
f w (y) = P ,( j ) ( i - ( N h  + y )2)M 2 
wobei P, ein Polynom in y ist und P ,(xh)^0.
Beweis (durch vollständige Induktion), 
t =  1.
f ' ( y ) =  - 2  ( m  —y )  (Nh + y X l - i N h + y f f ^ 1
also
pi(y) =  - 2  (Nh + y) und Pi(xh) = - 2 ^ M - y |  ^  0.
/ & 1.
/ (,+1>O0 -  Pi+1( j ) ( i - ( i V h + j ) 2f _2_,_1 
mit
Pt+i(y) = (\-(Nh+y)2) p; (>) -  2 (m  -  y  - 1] (A'/i+jOPriv);
A+iCxh) =  -  2 (m - I - í)  P,(xh) *  0.
Insgesamt ist S (M~r> bei y  — xh nicht nach y  differenzierbar, also S  nicht konstant. 
Für a =  0 gilt:
Hier ist die Af-te Ableitung nach y  für den Summanden mit 1=TV bei j  =  0 singulär, 
während die übrigen Summanden im betrachteten Bereich beliebig oft differenzierbar
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sind. Der Beweis verläuft völlig analog zum Fall j o O. Aus [1] ergibt sich mit
alm)— min max h S (y , h),
h y
( 2  2 1 'l
A hm) = max min hS(y, h) S l i g - ; 0 ^  y  ^  — hj:
Lemma 2. Seien n, w £N , m 2, so gilt
n(m) ^  y  4<m> <  F 
u n ^  '  m i  A n ^  •





Ln) die M-te Bessel-Funktion bezeichnet.
B ew eis. [3], S. 366, 368.
Mit diesem Lemma ergibt die zu 5 [1] analoge Rechnung:
2 2 1
Lemma 4. Seien m ,n d N, m = 2M ^2 , -----—, 0=-v= ^r h. Dann gilt:n + 1 n 2
hS(y, h) -  Kra+Lral,M+ * \ f M ( i ± Z ) + / M ( V ^ ) )  +  0(/,M+ *>’
wobei
Lm = Vm_l r [ M + j } n ~ M~
und
/ mW  =  2  r 2 sin ^27crx-2M4 1 7tj.
Wir werden im folgenden für den öfter vorkommenden Term 
f  (—^ " ) + f  (“X - ) kurz FiW  h) schreiben.
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In diesem Kapitel sollen die f M näher untersucht werden. Zunächst ist f M für 
M s  1 und jedes x  konvergent. Die beiden folgenden Aussagen bekommt man durch 
einfaches Nachrechnen.
3.1. Für M s 2 gilt:
3.2. Für M s 1
/ mW = ~ 2 n fu - 1(x).
/ m(0) = / m (1) =  - s in  tt) C (m + I )
(C bezeichne die Riemannsche Zeta-Funktion)
/ m (j ) - ( 1 - 2  M+2) / m(0).
Aus 3.2 folgt, daß / M für M s l in ( o j y j  und ^y; lj wenigstens je eine Null­
stelle besitzt.
3.3. f M besitzt fü r  M s l  genau je eine Nullstelle in |o; y j  und j^y; lj . Diese 
Nullstellen sind einfach.





-jyCf — M - f y ,x j  für M S  0
und 0 < x = á l.
Dabei bezeichnet C(s, a) die für Re (v )> I  und 0 < a ^ l  durch £(s, a) = 
=  ^  (r + a)~s definierte verallgemeinerte ^-Funktion. Diese Funktion läßt sich wie
r  =  0
die Riemannsche ^-Funktion zu einer in der ganzen komplexen Ebene meromorphen 
Funktion fortsetzen und besitzt eine einfache Polstelle bei 5=1 (s. [3], S. 265 ff). 
Wie man leicht nachrechnet, gilt für diese Funktion
da C(s, a) =  —s£(s +  l ,  a).
Nun ist
für 0 < x S l .
íK K K IÍK K IK f * 0
1. Daher ist / 0(x):=  — x \  streng monoton fallend für 0 < x ^ l .  
f 2 K  )
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Weiter bekommt man wie bei der analytischen Fortsetzung der Riemannschen 
^-Funktion
c ( i  , )  =  - 2 f ; + 4 = - j Z  fV2 ) yx  2 r = 0y (r +  x +  i)2
dt.
Daraus folgt:
lim /«(*) =  + °°, / 0(1)
*-0 +
Daher besitzt /„ genau eine einfache Nullstelle in (0; 1). Wegen f'1(x)=  —2nf0(x) 
besitzt fx dann genau ein relatives Extremum in (0, 1), es gibt genau zwei Nullstellen,
von denen nach 3.2 eine in |o, y j ,  die andere in | y ,  1 j liegt, und diese Nullstellen
sind einfach.
Der Rest folgt durch Induktion mit Hilfe von 3.1. Sei also schon bewiesen, daß 
f M (A /S  1) genau zwei Nullstellen in den richtigen Intervallen hat.
Annahme l . / M+1 besitzt zwei verschiedene Nullstellen z.B. in |o, yj. W'egen
/ m+i (0 ) /aí + i ^ y j< 0  gibt es dann entweder sogar drei Nullstellen oder zwei, von 
denen eine mehrfach ist. In beiden Fällen hat fú+ i, also auch f M zwei Nullstellen in 
(o, y j . Widerspruch!
Annahme 2. / M+1 besitzt genau eine Nullstelle in 0^, yj, aber diese ist nicht
einfach. Dann ist sie von ungerader Vielfachheit S 3 , weil / m+i (0)/m +, ^ y j< 0 .
Dann hat aber f M dort eine Nullstelle gerader Vielfachheit S2. Widerspruch!
Wir bezeichnen im folgenden mit xM, x'M die beiden eindeutig bestimmten Null­
stellen von f M in (0, 1), und zwar so, daß xMe{o, yj, x ^ ^ y ,  lj-
3.4. Für die Nullst eilen xM,x'M gilt 
1. falls M =  0(2):
_ J____ J _ + R
2m + i 3c ‘ YVl*  _ i _ A .  Ä _Xm ~ S ~ 2 u ’ * ~
7 92
Xm 8 + 2 n ’ 2M+1 3'' T - U «
i c =  A /+ y ,  IRjI, |/?2| <  ~
XM <  x M + 2 “g" > XM ^  xM + 2 "g"
28
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2. falls M =  1(2):
*  = 1 _ Í L  9 1 I 1 ■ n
M 8 2n’ ^  2M + 1 + 3e+/<3
5
8 ~ 2 ^ ’ ^ 2m+r  +  öf +  **
1*31, l* 4 l  <  Q
1 5
XM XM + 2 "g"> ' '  XM+2 "g"-
Der Beweis dieser Aussagen verläuft jeweils analog, ich gebe ihn daher nur für 
M = 0 ( 2 )  und x M an. Sei also M=2fi, / i £ N .  Dann gilt
/ m (x) = 2  r~csin \ 2 n r x ~ n n + ^  =
=  ( - i r  r~c sin ^ n r x  + j Y
Im folgenden sei a (x):= (—i y / M(x). Offenbar ist ff(0 )= -jL i(c )> 0 . Weiter gilt:
n
°  ( 4 )  =  Í SÍn ( T  4  + F Sin ( 4  4  +  - 4 Sin ( x  *) +  * 5; ^  5_c
1 1 1
'  +  ^ 7  —  ~ T m T T  +  R  5 =2 M+ 1  ^ 3 c 4 M+I
2M+1 ( ! )
1
+  2m+t | + * 5 < 0  für M S  2.
f l 1 • Í3 11 , 1  . f5  \1 , 1 . (7  j 1 . (9  )<7 1- +  -r— sin --- rr Sin 1 —7- 711
11 U ) 2C u  J1 1U ) 4C U ) +
+ ‘F sin ( x 7I) +jR|” |Ä6| ” t 4 t 5 "
1 1 1 1 1  1 1 „ „
=  /2  2M+1 j/J 3C+ 4M+1 +  > 0  fur M - 2-
_ 1 3 3 3Insgesamt ergibt sich — , und wenn man xM=— — —  setzt, so ist
4  o 0  2 n
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Daraus folgt 
4
9 < i L j / 2  sin (9) -c 1,12 sin (9).
Als grobe Abschätzung für 9 erhält man 9- 
Beweis.
1,03
für M s  2.
0 =  <r(xM) = sin(7t —9) +  - ^ sin | j 7 r - 2 ö j  +  ... - -^ -sin  (59) + R 7; |Ä , |= s - ^ y 5 '
. /n. 1 1 5 1
sin ( 9 ) <  r  + - + y + — :i~ y für M s  2
Q3 1 |  0 3
9 3äsin( 9 ) +  ^ < s i n ( 9 )  +  j ( l ,1 2 ) 3 sin3 ( 9 ) <  -p r r  für M =  2- 
Schließlich gilt
sin (9) = sin +  29 j + . . .  +  - r^ sin (59) +  /?7 =  2M+1 3 ^ ^ ^ 8’
Aus
, 1,03 1 9,62 1 1 1 5 9
<  Y l 22c~l +  22c- 23c+  4C +  5C +  5C c - 1  ^ 4C'
, . /ftx nl 93 95 93 1 1,22ism (9 )-9 l ä  -  + T j - ^  ^  - ¥ - für M s  2
folgt dann
S =  - s s J i r - i + Ä i ,2*r+i 3c
wie behauptet. Diese Abschätzung ergibt x M< x M+2, wenn
1 1 9,3 1 1
2 M+ 1  3 c 4 c 2 M+a
9,3
4«+2
ist. Das ist für M s 5 erfüllt. Die restlichen Fälle lassen sich durch direktes Nach­
rechnen erledigen. Die Ergebnisse sind in der folgenden Tabelle zusammen gestellt:
M x 'm
1 0,06 <  <  0,07 0,65 <  x[ «= 0,66
2 0,355 <  x 2 -== 0,360 0,901 <  x3 <  0,902
3 0,110 <  x3 <  0,113 0,633 <  xá <  0,634
4 0,370 <  x4 <  0,371 0,880 <  xi <  0,881
5 0,122 <  x5 <  0,123 0,627 <  x i  <  0,628
6 0,373 <  *„ <  0,374 0,876 <  <  0,877
28*
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3.5. Es gilt
für M  =  0(2)
I/m(*m-i)I < I/m(*m-i)I für M s  1 (2), M  > 1.
Ich gebe wieder nur den Beweis für M =  0(2) an, um Wiederholungen zu ver­
meiden.
B e w e is .
Für M = 0(2 ) gilt:
< g-, also |/M(xM-i)l
Nun ist
und
/ m (y )|  ^ 2m+1 4c
/ m (1.
1 4M
1 1 1 2
I/mO m- lH <  1 -  2 m+ 1 + 4 ^ +  7 1 1 7  4 M' +
f  1 1 1 0 , 6 )  (  1  1  y& )
+ (2m 3C-1 + 4m )'\2m + c- 1  2m-1J'
Man rechnet nach, daß sicher für Mfe6.
D ie restlichen Fälle lassen sich wieder numerisch erledigen. Die Ergebnisse sind 
in den folgenden Graphen enthalten.
Um
a(nm) = m inm ax/iS (j, h), hzw. A^m) = max min hS(y, h)
h y h y
abzuschätzen, bleiben noch die dem Lemma 4 aus [1] entsprechenden Aussagen zu 
beweisen.
L e m m a  5. a )  Sei m = 2M  + 1 ,  A / f  N , n£N. Dann gilt
1. fü r  M = 0(4) und alle hinreichend kleinen h
minmax (T M+1(y, —  h TM+2(y, h)) =£ cxh'
2. fü r  M = 2(4) und alle hinreichend kleinen h
max min {TM + f y ,  h ) - j ~ ^ ^ - h  TM+2(y, h)) ==- c 2h.
b) Sei m=2M , M d  N und 1. Dann gilt 
min max FM(y, h) S  c3 >  0
max min FM(y, h) S  — c4 <  0.
h y
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Dabei sind die c, nur von m abhängig und positiv, Tt(y, h)=Bi(a1) + Bi(a2) die in [1]
1 +  Veingeführten Funktionen, d.h. űi/2€]0, 1] mit a1/2 = —^— mod 1 und Bi das i-te Ber- 
noulli-Polynom. Ferner gelte
2 2 1
— —- S / l S — , 0=s y ^ — h.
n +  1 n 2
B e w e is , a) 1. Im Beweis zu a) benutze ich die Bezeichnungsweise aus [1 ] ;  
hier bedeute also x ( ausnahmsweise die Nullstelle von B fx)  in 0^, y j .  Ferner sei zur
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Abkürzung
^  1 M ( M + 1 )  ,
x := Tm+1 — ------%/r , 0 J hTM+i (und m =  2 M + l  mit M  =  0(4)).
he
[ 2 2
L« + 1 ’ n
2 M + 2
läßt sich in der Form
A =  —n + 2x 2
schreiben. Sei zunächst n= 2N  gerade, also h-
2
1
N + x . Dann geben wir für jedes
r r r_ ä i
l ° ’ 2 1 ein ^ € l ° ’ y J
l . i . 0 = x  = — Xm+2- ,
Dann gilt
TM+1( j! , h)
+ 2  (y 1 5 h)
i l
1.2. y  *M+2<* =  y -
> t (yx, h) >  c/i, c >  0. 
(M +<5)(M +1)
8n2
/ a z ] M  * und d = w ? r.
Mit y i = - j h gilt:
TM+1(yu h) 2 5 M+1( l - e )  =  - 2 5 m+1(£) =  - 2 s (M + 1)5 m(0) +  O(A2) 
Fvi + 2 (f i i h) <  25 m + 2(0),
also
8k3 M + 2
M + 2  
M (M + 1)
[ (M + c>)(M+1) (M +  2) ÄM+,(0)|)
[ 4tt2M Bm(0) I]
( (M +(5)(M + l ) ( M + 2 ) (M+1)(M+2)1
l 4+2M 47t2 J
+ 0 ( h 2) ^
J+0( fc2) =
=  -^ p -(M + iy S h \B M{(X)\+0(h*) s  c'h, c' >  0.
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1.3. | - £ < x s | :  .Ki — 0
7 m + i ( J i > — 2 5 m+1 (-j^ - —e)  — — 2 e ( M + 1 ) 5 M j
^M+iCyi» 0^ — + 2 (-y — e) =  2ä m + 2 j +  0 (/j2),
also
*(*, /») ^ -^ (M + ő K M + l)2/ ! ^  (1) + ^ Í ± 1 1 /,|bm+2 (4)1 + ° ( /l2) =
M (M +1) 
M + 2 *Mt)I
(t )
1 (M +<5)(AÍ+l)(M +2)
4n2 M +  D(h2) =
M (M + 1)2 
47T2 h \b m ( 4 ) k + 0 ( A 2)
mit
Sei für
_  i —  2 - m- i C(M+2) <5
l _ 2 _ M + i  M '
*£2, í €N: e1- ( l - 2 - s+1)C(í) =  Z j ~s- 2 2  VJ)'1 =  2 ( - l V +1r J-
; = i  j = i  3=1
Dann gilt:
eM<  l - 2 - M +  3 - M
1 - 2 -
J—2-M-2 2M+a—1
L í « ± l > - ± £ ! 1 - ,
\  eM l —2~M + 3~M - 49M+2__2_
Z 3
1 _ _ 2 - - 2
(1_ 2 - m- 2) J1 +  1 . 2 - aí- 2) s  [ + ^ 2 - m.
Damit haben wir:
K =  1 — ~~7 a  - ^ - 2 - M >  0 => t( ^ ,  ä) >  c"h >  0.M  ~  48
Insgesamt:
Für n — 2N + \ läßt sich h in der Form =  — z €( y> ’] schreiben. Ich gebe
min max r(y, h) s  cvh =» 0. 
* y
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jeweils die zu wählenden y \  a n ; die Rechnung ist völlig analog.
1 5
2 - Z = 8 : ä = 0
- e :  }>! = 0
1 — e <  z ^  1: yx = - jh .
2. Sei jetzt m = 2 M + \  und M = 2(4). Wir betrachten zunächst den Fall
... 1 ~.. . . 1 . . . M  ( M \  )77 =  0(2), also n = 2N und h — -—-----wieooen. e sei jetzt = ------Tr-S---- h.
2 . 1.
N  + x
_ 1 1 ,
0 s , s T : ' - l ‘
8»’
^  M +1 O ’l  i A )  — 0
^M + 2 1  •> — 2ßM + 1
2 . 2 . a' =  7 ~ £ : -v’
T(J7j , h) r£ C‘h 
1 ,
T’m+xO'l  Ä) s  2 ä m + 1(1 - e )  = - 2 e ( M + l) | i? Ai(O )|+0(/l2) l  
hvf-^O'i* — 2 |5 m+2(0)| J
tO i , Ä) ^  h \b m(0)1 +  h\B m + 2(0)\ + O (h2) =4 n- M + 2
M (M + 1) 
M + 2 -c'h.
2.3. 1 <  1 n— - s  <  x ^ —: y 1 = 0
Tu+iiy i, h) == 2Bm + 1 ( y - 8) =  2 (M + 1 )B m ( 1 )  +0(h°~) 
^M+ziyii h) — 2 Bm + ., | y _£) =  2ßM + 2 + 0 (h 2)
^CVi, h)
M (M + 1) . 
- M + 2  h




( M + l ) ( M + 2 )
47t2
+  0 ( /i2)
1 ] + o ( f c 2) ' Ä .
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Insgesamt ergibt sich:
max min t(j’15 h) S —c2h <  0.
h y
Der Fall n= 2N + l läßt sich wieder völlig analog behandeln mit
2 z -  T : ■Vl =  0
- < z s l - £ : j !  =  0
1 - e  <  z S  1: =  — h.
Damit ist der Beweis zu a) beendet.
b) Sei von nun an m = 2M  gerade, xM wieder die eindeutig bestimmte Null­
stelle von f M in (o, y ] und
F A y , h) = f M ( ^ )  + /„  ( ^ )  ■
1. Wir betrachten zunächst den Fall M =  0(4).
1.1. n = 2N gerade, also =  —  mit 0 S x ^ 4 - .  Dann gilt nach 3.5:N + x  2
I/m(*m- i)I ^  I/m(■***■—i)|-
y1
Wenn man y = | x  —xM_x| wählt, so gilt
A ^ ¥ ) = f A N + x ± T ) = f * { * ±yi \
da f M periodisch ist mit der Periode 1, also
F A y n h )  = J m (x,\/-i) + / m (xM- i) =  J m (xm -  i)I— l/„  U m -  i) 0.
Daher ist auch min max FM(y, /i)>0. Wählt man
1 _ 3y  ^ r  0 ä  x  ä  _
D T - 3 10 für y < X S y ,
so erhält man
FM(y2, h ) ^ 2  min { / M ( y ) , f M ( y ) }  < 0  für O ^ x ^ j ,
bzw.
FM(yz, h) =§2/M( y )  <  0 für | < r S  j
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nach 3.4, also
max min f  M (y, h) <  0.
1.2. Für n = 2 N + \, also A = -2 — mit 1 verläuft alles ganz ähnlich.
J y  + Z  2
Ich gebe daher nur die zu wählenden an:
h .  ■
h "
.... 1 1 z - x M_i  für +
1 - ( z - x M^ )  für y + % _ ! < Z S  1
Z l  ■
h “
0 für — s
— für — 2 8
^  ■J'm O'ij  h) — |/*f(*m- i)I-  I/m (*m- 1)I > 0  
j ^ F M ( y 2 , h ) ^  2  m a x  { / M ( 1 ) ,  / M ( 1 ) }  <  0
1 =► FM(y2, h) 2 / m J
2. M = l ( 4 ) ,  M s 2. Hier gilt nach 3.5




— für 0 ^ x ^ — =>FM{yl , h ) ^  2f M 
0 für fjwO'i, h ) ^ 2  min | / M ( y ] , / M | y 0.
Zi
h
2.2. w =  27V+l.
l - ( % - i - x )  für
i ,  . ... ,  1 1
(^2  J — — l/jW C * M - l) l+  L/m C ^A Í-i )! 0 .
Zl
h
0 für h) S  2/ m
1 ,.. 5— lur — <  z  =  1 =>2 8 Fm (}’, , ft) — 2 min | / M [ y ] , / M [ y ] }  >  0
y -  — -  - I  =*■ FM (y2, ft) ^  0 -
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3. Aí =  2(4).
3.1. n = 2N.
Zl
h
y  für 0 S  x ä  !.=> FM( ja, h) a  2 min | / m (y ) .  0
0 für y  <  x i -  => FM(y!, h) S  2fM (y )  >  °,
•y  — l-*"- **/-!! ^AfO^» h) — L/m(*M-i)I +  I/m(*M-i)I <  0.
3.2. « = 2jV+1
Zl
h
0 für j  =S z =» -Z.=> FM(yu h) ^  2 min | / M | y ) , / m ( j ) }  >  0
1 f.. 7T fur T 1 =► FM(ylt h) ^  2 f M | y j  >  0,
Zi
h
4. A/ = 3(4).
4.1. n = 2N.
Zi
r.. 1 1Z -X M- X fur y S Z S y  + *M-1 
1 ~ ( z  —  * m - i )  für + 1
(f2-> h) = — |/m(^m- i) |+  |/M(*M-l)l ^  0.
1 — — ■*) für 0 = x = xM -! y
, ,.. 1 1fur <  * =s y
^M ( j l ; — I/aí(*M-i)I L/jwC*Af-l)l >  0,
Zi
h
für 0 = x = — => Fm (_}’2, /j) = 2 f M | ^
.  ,.. 1 10 für — <  x s  y ^ (> '2 - Ä) ^  2 /m [ { )  <  0.
4.2. n = 2N+ 1.
l-X'M-l-zl ^  — I/m (-*jw-l)l — L/m(*M-i)I >
y 2
/l
o0 für i s z s  j = > F M(j'2J ) S 2 / M| ^
4- für 4- “= z ^  1 =*• fm(:V2> h) ^  2 /m ( 4 )  <  0.
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Der Fall m = 2 ist in [2] ausführlich behandelt. Er läßt sich ebenso wie die übrigen m 
erledigen, wenn man noch zeigt, daß max/j(.x)<|/1(0)| (x€[0, 1]). Man hat dann 






0 S  jc s  0,1
0,1 <  x  á  0,5
Fdyi, h) S  2 min{/, (0,1), /i(0,6)} >  0,




0 für 0,5 s  z  s  0,6 
■y für 0,6 <  z = 1 FÁyi, h) S  2 min {/.(O,!),^ (0,6)} >  0,
= l- z = >  Fx(y2, h) ^ / i (1) +  max/i(z) <  0. 
Der Beweis des Satzes folgt nun fast wörtlich wie in [1].
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AN INVARIANCE THEOREM FOR BIRTH AND 
DEATH PROCESSES WITH AN ABSORBING BARRIER
W. EBERL JR.
Summary
In this paper it is shown for time homogeneous birth and death processes with an absorbing 
barrier that the distribution of absorption into this state is invariant against reversion of the order of 
the birth and death rates.
For some n£N let be given positive (real) numbers ..., ).n_l and fil t ..., ßn- t . 
Then, according to known theorems on time homogeneous Markov processes (cf. 
e.g. [1]) there always exist a unique transition function and correspondingly a birth 
and death process 2P=(Xt)teio,°°) with the (finite) state space {0, 1, ..., n}, with 
reflecting barrier 0 and absorbing state n such that the birth and death rates lake on 
the preassigned values A0, resp. ply ..., p„~1. For simplicity we additionally
assume the process to start from the state 0 at time 0 with probability 1.
In various papers the distribution of absorption into state n, i.e. the distribution 
of the random variable 7), = inf {t\Xt=n}, resp. its limiting distribution for n —°° 
was investigated, mainly for special classes of transition rates (cf. e.g. [2], [3], [4], [5], 
[61, [8], [9]).
In the sequel we shall prove by elementary means that for fixed n£N 1he distri­
bution of absorption does not change if the order of the birth and of the death rates 
is reversed. First, we provide some prerequisites. For j=  1, ..., n let 
7\ :=inf {t >0|V,=_/} be the first entrance time into state j, which for j= n  is just 
the above introduced time of absorption. Denoting the reciprocal l/<Pj of the Laplace 
transform >Pj of the distribution of Tj with Qjy in [2], p. 82 (5), the following recursion 
formula was given:
ljQj+i(s) = (Xj+iij+s)Qj(s)-ttjQ j-1(s) ( l s j s n —1)
Öo = l, Öi(s) =  1 +  sMo-
With the aid of this relationship we can prove the following
T heorem . Let n£N  and let be given positive (real) numbers 20, resp.
ply ..., pn- i .  Further, let P denote the distribution o f  absorption into state n for a ho­
mogeneous birth and death process 3C with the above enumerated properties and with 
the birth and death rates A0, ..., 2„_1 resp. plt ..., p„_t . Finally, let P* designate the 
distribution o f absorption for a corresponding birth and death process with the birth
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 60J80. 
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and death rates X„_1, X0 resp. ^„_1, p1. Then
P = P*.
P r o o f . We consider the characteristic polynomial Dn of the infinitesimal gener­
ator of 3E and its principal minors Dj ( l s j ^ n  — l), i.e. we put for j —\, n
(2) s+20 — A0
~Pi S-f-2.! +  /h 0
0 —Pi s+X2 + p2 — A2
Djis)  = •
—  P j - 2  S +  ^ j - 2  +  P j - 2  — Ü . J - 2
0 ~Pj-1 s+^j - i + Pj- i
with the additional convention p0:=0 for Z>1(j) =  5 +  X0. Expanding (2) with respect 
to the last row we obtain immediately the relationship
(3) Dj(s) = (Xj-.1+ P j - 1+s)DJ_1( s ) - p j ^ 1l j _ 2Dj„2(s), 
valid for j= 2, n if we define Da= 1 (cf. [7]). Hence, putting
D0 =  1, Dj = Djl(X0 ... 2y_j) (j = 1, ..., n)
and dividing both sides of (3) by A0...Ay_ls we get
XJ- 1Dj(s) = (Xj _  j +  fij _ i  +  s) Dj _  1 (s) -  f t j  _ ]  Dj _ 2 (s) (j  = 2, ..., n)
with the initial conditions D0= 1, 5 í (í )=  1 +s/X0. Therefore the polynomials 
Dj O-= 0 , ...,«) satisfy the same recurrence relation with the same initial conditions 
as the polynomials Qj (y'=0, ...,«), which yields
(4) Qo = D0 — 1, QJ = Djl(X0...X j_1) (j = l, ...,«).
In virtue of (4) and because of the one-to-one correspondence between the Laplace 
transforms and distributions it suffices to show the validity of
(5) D„ = D*,
where correspondingly D* denotes the characteristic polynomial of the infinitesimal 
generator of the process <&. On verifying (5), we introduce the following matrices:
X ' 0 \
A = ^  0 , M  = Pi 0 . 0
1
0




( :  1 
X n - !





, 0  Pi 0 ,
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1 - 1  
1 -1
u  =
With these notations the following identities can readily be seen to hold :
A* = UÁU, M * = U M t U, 
U~1 = U T = U , U V = V TU,
where e.g. M T stands for the transpose of M. Besides we get for the characteristic 
polynomials the representations
(7) Dm(s) =  \\(A-M )V+sI\\, D*(s) = \\{A*-M*)V+sl\\,
where /  is the nXn  unit matrix.
Using the identities (6) we conclude
(A* — M*) V+sI = U (A -M t)UV+sI =
= U(V-1)TVT( A - M I)U V + sI =
= U (V-1)T[(A-M )V]TV TU+sI =
= { [ /F [(d -JW)f’]K -1C/}r +  s/ =
=  {U V [(A -M )V + sl](U V )-1}T.
Therefore the matrices (/l* — M *)V+sI and (A —M )V+ sI are similar, thus having 
the same determinants. Because of (7) this proves the validity of (5) and therefore the 
theorem.
Remark 1. We have proved in the above theorem that the distribution of ab­
sorption remains unaltered if we reverse the order of all birth and of all death rates. 
Actually, this result does not remain true any more if only some of the rates are per­
muted. This can be seen by simple counterexamples.
Remark 2. In the papers [2], [3], [4] the asymptotic distribution of absorption 
was determined for sequences (.f <,I))„(:N of birth and death processes with the aboye 
enumerated properties for special classes of birth and death rates. Especially, con­
stant resp. linearly increasing birth and/or death rates were considered. Our theorem 
can be applied in an obvious way to get these limiting distributions for rates decreas­
ing linearly with the reached state. But there is an evident difference; whereas consid­
ering sequences (S£(n)) with increasing rates the later were supposed to start with 
fixed (i.e. for all n£N the same) values for the “first” states 0,1 a.s.o., correspondingly 
in the decreasing case one has to start for any «6 N with these values from behind 
(i.e. from state n). Thus, for sufficiently large n, in the former case the rates of a (fixed) 
state remain unaltered if we change n, whereas in the later case they vary with n.
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PACKING OF r-CONVEX DISCS
L. FEJES TÓTH
We define an /"-convex domain as the intersection of circular discs of radius r. 
We shall denote a domain and its area with the same symbol, and prove the following
Theorem. I f  the r-convex discs c , , cn o f  perimeter plt are packed into 
a convex polygon h with at most six sides then the density d=(c\ + ... +c„)/h o f  the 
discs in h satisfies the inequality
d ~  864rc
where p = (pl + ... +P„)/n is the average perimeter and c = (cx + ... +c„)/n the average 
area o f the discs.
As an example we consider the case when the discs are equal lenses, i.e. congruent 
copies of the intersection of two circles, say, of radius 1. The area of a lens of perimeter
p is equal to — sin-^-. Thus
7 S 1  +
“ i f » ! )  1+864 (t )
_19
18
i.e. d< 18/19=0.9473.... On the other hand, it is known [1] that dean get arbitrarily 
close to ^8/3 =  0.9428__
Proof of the Theorem. We may assume that r = l .  We also may assume that 
Cj ( i= l, ..., n) is the intersection of a finite number of circles of unit radius. Let ak 
be a k-gon of minimal area circumscribed about c =  c; . Let Si, ..., Sk be the side- 
midpoints of ak in their cyclic order, i.e. the points at which ak touches c. Let Sj be 
the region bounded by the parts Sj Sj+1 of the boundaries of c and ak. Let lj be the 
length of the arc S jS j+1 of the boundary of c. If the closed arc Sj Sj+i does not con­
tain a vertex of c then
29
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otherwise
* * 4 -
h  
2 '
This is obvious if Sj or SJ+1 is a vertex of c but no vertex of c lies on the open 
arc S jS j+1. If the open arc Sj Sj+1 contains a vertex of c then the above inequality 
follows from the following
R e m a r k . Ifin the quadrangle ABCD  with <2?=~180° we fix the length of the 
sides A B  and BC and the angles <  A and <  C  then the area of the quadrangle is an 
increasing function of < B.
First we consider the case when <A D £^90° and <  BDC^90°. Now replacing 
< 5  by a greater angle, the new quadrangle can be decomposed into triangles con­
gruent to the triangles ABD  and BCD and a quadrangle (Fig. 1).
D*
Fig. 2
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Supposing now that, say, <RDC>90°, we fix the side BC and increase < 5  
by an angle ß obtaining the new quadrangle A'BCD' (Fig. 2). Let the rotation which 
carries the side BA of ABCD into the side BA' of A'BCD' carry D into D*. If ß is 
sufficiently small the segments BD* and DD' intersect one another in a point, say, O, 
and we have
A'BCD' -  ABCD = A'BD* + BCD + O B D - OD D* - A B D -  BCD =
=  O B D -O D D *.
But the order of magnitude of OBD is ß while that of OD'D* is ß2. Thus for suffi­
ciently small values of ß we have Ä BCD' =-ABCD.
Now we assume that the open arc S jS J+1 contains one vertex V. We imagine 
the corresponding lines of the sides of ak to be fixed at Sj and SJ+l to the arcs SjV  
and VSJ+1, and rotate these arcs about V so as to form one circular arc. Owing to the 
above Remark Sj decreases by this operation. If the open arc SjS j+1 contains several 
vertices of c, the above inequality can be seen by repeated application of this opera­
tion.
Now we have
“*-« = ' i ( m t -2)* k (,an £ -£ )•  p = p ‘ -
X3
Using the inequality tan x>xH—— (0<x-=7t/2), we have
As the next step of the proof we use the known construction [2, 3, 4] of blowing 
up the discs ck, ..., c„ to non-overlapping convex polygons qlt ..., q„ of number of 
sides kx, such that ctc qta h  and kk+ . . .+k„^6n. Then we have
h ^  q ^ .- .+ q ,, ^  akl + ...+akn >  cl + ...+ cn + ^ ( p 3lk r i + ...+ p^k~ 2).
Since the function z= x3y~2 (x>0, j> 0 )  is, because of zxx> 0 and zxxzyy—z\y = 0, 
convex, we can use Jensen’s inequality obtaining
7 cl+  ••• +cn 864c
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A HEREDITARY RADICAL FOR NEAR-RINGS
MICHAEL HOLCOMBE
The four radicals ./„(TV), D(TV), Jl (N), J2(N) of a near-ring N  share many of the 
properties possessed by the Jacobson radical of a ring. For many purposes the radical 
J2(N) is the most important and has received study from several authors, in particular 
Betsch [1] and Laxton [7].
Kaarli [6] has shown that / 2(TV) is a hereditary radical in the sense that, for an 
ideal /  of a near-ring TV,
U 1 ) = ID J2(N).
In this paper we study a radical, which we call J3(N), for a near-ring that possesses 
some interesting properties and is closely related to the radical J2(N). It was intro­
duced in [5] where it was shown to be a special radical. Here we show that it is also a 
hereditary radical. This result has been announced in Pilz’ book [8] without proof. 
If the near-ring TV has an identity then J3(N )= J2(N). There are good reasons to 
regard J3(N) as a more natural generalization of the Jacobson radical to near-rings 
than any of the others mentioned above. These reasons will be discussed later. All 
the near-rings in this note will be zero-symmetric [4].
D efin itio n . Let TV be a near-ring, an TV-mod ule F is of type 3 if and only if
(i) FTV^(0)
(ii) F has no non-trivial TV-subgroups
(iii) yn=y'n for all w€TV=>y—y', where y,y'£T.
For a given near-ring TV the class of TV-modules of type 3 is denoted by M3(N). 
The radical J3(N) of a near-ring TV is defined by
J3(N )=  f |  (Or" where (F)* =  {n£N\r n = 0}.
r€M3(jv>
If M3(N) is empty we define J3(N) = N.
From the definition it is clear that / 2(TV) ^ / 3(TV) and elementary examples 
exist to show that the inequality can be strict.
L emma 1. Let TV be a near-ring and A a non-zero idea! o f TV. I f  F is an A-module 
o f type 3 then F is also an N-module.
P roof. LetyCF with y^O, then either yA=F  or yA=(0). If yA= (0) then 
ya=0a for all a€A and so y = 0. Therefore yA —T. If y'dT and n€7V we define
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 16A76; Secondary 16A21. 
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y'n as follows. There exists an a'dA suchthat y' = y a and then we put y'n = y(a'n). 
We now check that this operation is well-defined. Suppose that y'=ya" for some 
a"€A, then y(a'—a") = 0. If we can show that y(a'n) = y(a"n) for any ndN  we 
will have succeeded. First we choose any ad A, and then nadA and (ya')(na) = 
= (ya")(na). Therefore (y (a’n) )a=(y (a"n))a for all ad A and thus y {a rí) = 
=y(a"n) as required. It is now immediate that F is an A-module under this opera­
tion.
Lemma 2. I f  A is a non-zero ideal o f N and F is an A-module o f type 3 then F is 
an N-module o f type 3.
P ro o f , (i) rN= (yA)N = y(AN )^y(AA) = rA^(0).
(ii) Suppose that AQF, A a (0) and A is an A-subgroup of T. Then AAG  
^ A N Q A  and so A=T.
(iii) Let y ',y"dr  and suppose that y'n = y"n for all ndN. Let a',a"dA  such 
that y'=ya', y"=ya" where y is the same as the element y chosen in Lemma 1.
Now y(a'n)=y(a"n) for all ndN, and, in particular, for any ad A y(a'a) = 
=y(a"a) and thus (ya')a = (ya")a for all ad A. Therefore ya =ya". This means 
that F is an A-module of type 3.
Lemma 3. Suppose that F is an N-module o f type 3 and I is an ideal o f N such that 
1% <T)* where (T)? is the (right) annihilatorofF in N. Then T is an I-module o f  type 3.
Proof. Clearly, T is an/-module and FIF-(0)- Suppose that A is an /-subgroup 
of F, so that A is a subgroup of T and AIQA. Assume that there exists öd A with 
cMO. Now ()/ is an /-subgroup o f f  and őINQöI implying that Si is an A-subgroup 
of r. Therefore either d/=(0) or ÖI= T. If df= F  then A=T, so we assume that 
^/=(0), thus öNI= (0). Since ^^0 , 5N=T and so FI=(0), a contradiction. 
Therefore A=T  and F has no non-trivial /-subgroups. Now suppose that y', y"dF 
and y'i=y"i for all id I- There exists edl suchthat y'=y'e for otherwise y'I=( 0) 
and y 'N I= n = (0). We first show that y"=y"e. Let ndN  with y'n = 0 and suppose 
that y"nj^0. Then y"nI=F and y'nl=0. Suppose that id I  and y"ni FO then 
y"ni?±y'ni which is a contradiction since nidi- Therefore y"n=0 and so the right 
annihilators in N of y' and y" are equal. Since y'(n — en)=0 for all ndN, y"(tt — en)=0, 
i.e. y"n=y"en for all ndN  and thus y"=y"e.
Now for any n'dN, y'n '—y"n'=y'en'—y"en'=0 since endj. Therefore y'=y" 
since r  is of type 3 as an 7V-module and the result follows.
These results lead to the main theorem:
Theorem 1. 1 Let N  be a near-ring and /  an ideal o f  iV then
J3(I) = J3(N)C\I.
P r o o f . / 3( ^ ) =  Pi ( O P
r e M j W
J3(I)=  n  (Or-
reM3(i)
1 Professor R. Wiegandt has pointed out that this result, and the previous three Lemmas also hold 
under the weaker assumption that /  is an invariant subnear-ring of N.
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Let re M 3(I), by Lemma 2. r£ M 3(N) since ( r) /  =  ( r )* n /w e  obtain J3(N )0  
C\1QJ3U). Denote by M3 (N) the class of A-modules F from M3(N) with the prop­
erty that n?£(0). For each r'£M *(N ) we have, by Lemma 3, r '£A f3(I). There­
fore
Mn  g  / n  n  in?-
r'CM^N)
Since
/ . ( / ) =  n  ( n ? n  n  (n?
r a u f ( N )
and
/ n  n  in ?  = /r'€M,(N) s.t. r"/=(o)
we have ,/:,(/)!= / n / s(iV) and the result follows.
C orollary  1. For any near-ring N, J3(J3(N ))= J3(N).
This is an important property of all ring-theoretic radicals but has not been 
established before for any near-ring radical.
C orollary 2. I f  N  has a multiplicative identity J l(N)=J2(N) = J3(N).
P ro o f . We need just remark that if 1 is the identity and r  is an iV-module of 
type 2 then y 1 —-y for all y£T. Consequently, when yn=y'n for all n£N  then in 
particular y 1 =y'l and so y—y'. Therefore F will be of type 3. The rest is a standard 
result. All the other basic properties of the radical ./■, that are mentioned in [1] are 
easily verified for the case J3.
R em ark . In [3] the Jacobson-type radicals J3 (A), Jo (A), Da(A) of a G’-near- 
algebra2 were introduced and compared with the radicals of the underlying near-rings. 
If A had an identity then it was shown that J3(A)=J3 (A), however, in general we 
were only able to show that Jg(A)Q J2(A). By a simple adaptation of the proof it is 
possible to prove that J3 (A)=J3(A) for any G-near-algebra A, (where J3 (A) is 
defined in the obvious way). This completely generalizes a well-known theorem in 
ring theory.
The Jacobson radical of a ring is an example of a special radical property (see
[2], p. 138). We show in [5] that the radical J3(N) is also special in a similar way. 
These results lead us to the conclusion that the radical J3(N) is a very natural gener­
alization of the Jacobson radical for rings.
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INTEGRAL CLOSURE AND VALUATION RINGS 
WITH ZERO-DIVISORS
J. GRÄTER
In this note a ring means a commutative ring with identity. All subrings of a ring 
5  have the same identity as R. If T is a totally ordered abelian group written multi- 
plicatively, then a mapping v from a ring R into t  = T U {0} is a 5-valuation with 
value group T, if for all x, j £ 5
(1) v(xy)=v(x)v(y)
(2) t>(x+y)sámax {u(x), u(»}
(3) r(l) = l and u(0)=0.
If v is surjective, then v is called an M-valuation (compare with Bourbaki [1] and 
Manis [7]). A subring A of the ring R is a B- resp. M -valuation ring if there is a 5- 
resp. Af-valuation v of 5  with A = {xjx£ R/\v(x)  ^  1}. Huckaba gives in [5] a proof 
for the following theorem due to Samuel and Griffin when R is the total quotient 
ring of A. The proof given in this paper is shorter than Huckaba’s and R is not as­
sumed to be the total quotient ring of A.
T heorem . Let A be a subring o f the ring R. The integral closure Ä o f  A in R is the 
intersection o f all B-valuation rings containing A.
P roof. Denote the intersection of all 5-valuation rings containing A by S. 
Ä Q S is well-known and it remains to show that SQ A  or R \A Q  R \ S .  Let 
a£5  but a not integral over A. It is easily seen that /={x|x£5A3«€N: a"x=0} is 
an ideal of R and a$I  as a is not integral over A. For each x£5, x  means the can­
onical image of x in 5 = 5 // .  It is clear that ä is not a zero-divisor in 5. Since a is 
not integral over A, ä is not integral over A=(A + /)//. A[d_1] is a subring of 5[<5_1] 
and ä~'Ä[ä~^\ is a proper ideal of Ä [d_1], since ä is not integral over A. Thus there is 
a proper prime ideal P of Ä[ä~x] with a~1£P and by Manis [7], Proposition 1 there 
exists an M-valuation v of 5 [a-1] with t>(a) => 1 and v(A) s  | . The restriction of v 
to 5  induces a 5-valuation w of 5  with w(a)=-1 and w (A )^l. This completes the 
proof.
Now we may ask, under which circumstances the theorem holds with M-xalua- 
tion rings instead of 5-valuation rings. By definition (see Griffin [3]) a ring 5  has a 
large Jacobson radical J  if any prime ideal containing J  is maximal ( /  is the inter­
section of the maximal ideals of 5). This is equivalent to the condition that for each 
a£5  there exists Z>£5 such that a+b is a unit and abdJ. Examples of such rings are 
rings in which every prime ideal is maximal and rings with only a finite number of
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 13A18; Secondary 13B20. 
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maximal ideals. These rings are of interest concerning our question, since the follow­
ing is valid:
T h e o r e m . Each B-valuation ring o f  a ring with large Jacobson radical is an M- 
valuation ring.
P r o o f . Let v be a 5-valuation of R and A the 5-valuation ring belonging to v. 
Suppose that x£ R \A  and y f  R are such that x+ y  is invertible and xyOJ. By 
Manis [7], Proposition 1 there exists z£R  with v(xz) = 1. if u(x+>’) — v(x), take 
z  =  ( x + v ) “ 1. If v(x)< v(x+ y) =  v(y), then x + t (x + j ) _1 is invertible and 
v (x (x + j;(x+j')_1)_1)=  1 is valid. In the case v(x+y)<v(x), x+ y2 is invertible and 
v(x)<-v(x+y*)=v(ys). Take z= (x+ y2(x+ y2)~1)~1.
Altogether we have proved the
P r o p o s i t i o n . Let R be a ring with large Jacobson radical. For each subring S o f  
R the integral closure o f  S  in R is the intersection o f  all M-valuation rings containing S.
Proposition 9 of [2] and Proposition 2 of [5] are corollaries of the above propo­
sition.
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Béla Andrásfai, Gráfelmélet; Folyamok, mátrixok (Graph Theory; Flows, 
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The present book is a continuation of an earlier one by the same author (Ismerkedés a gráf­
elmélettel, in Hungarian, Budapest, 1971; English translation: Introductory Graph Theory, New  
York—Budapest, 1977). The author’s approach is didactic, and special attention is devoted to the 
practical applications. The PERT-method, the transportation problem, maximal flow in a network, 
shortest route problem, linear electrical networks are treated, among others. Algorithmic problems 
o f the solving methods are also considered. There are about 100 exercises together with complete 
solutions (at the end o f the book), and 81 references (including works of J. Egerváry, T. Gallai, 
L. Kantorovitch, D . König, H. W. Kuhn, L. Lovász, O. Ore, H. Poincaré, H. J. Ryser). The printing 
work of Szegedi Nyomda is excellent as usual.
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